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THE

PREFACE.

It

is

now

within a few months of a quarter of a cen-

tury since this

work wa^ commenced

a period rich

;

which

in scientific discoveries, the records of

will

be

referred to with deep interest by future generations.

During

long period

this

my

wanting on

lio

part to render
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Dr. Reade's Papers on Refraction^

By Mr. Charles Stark, R.N.
To Dr.

Tilloch.

—

Sir,
jL our correspondent Dr. Reade having, in the Number for Marcli, favoured us with another paper ilkistrative of
his new System of Optics, I beg to offer a few more observa-

on that interesting subject.
the Doctor's former paper, it appeared that he felt
quite convinced of having demonstrated that no such thing
existed as the refraction of hght and that what philosophers
had hitherto attempted to explain by having recourse to that
principle, might be accounted for much more simply on the
principle of reflection.
It appears too, from his last communication, that his opinions on this subject still remain unshaken, that he feels quite convinced of having completely
subverted the Newtonian system of optics besides, he tells us
that his opinions are daily gaining ground, and received by
tions

From

;

—

:

men

of the first eminence.
In entering into any critical examination of Dr. R.'s papers,
I have no wish to throw a shade over the bright j^rospects
which he must, no doubt, be enjoying of seeing that his name
must stand pre-eminent in the future annals of philosophical
discovery; nor am I actuated by any "angry" motives, as he
has unfortunately been led to suj)pose but with every feeling
of respect to Dr. Reade as a gentleman and a man of science,
I shall here take the liberty to ]X)int out to him and his followers, the absolute necessity of admitting the law of refraction as well as reflection into the science of optics.
Dr. Reade, at the commencement of his last paper, again
Vo 60. No. 291. ,/?//?/ 1822.
gives
;
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Ohservatiotn on Hefraclion.

gives a detail of the experiment of placing a piece of money at
the bottom of a tumbler partly filled with water and from his
;

observing that the piece was seen when the tumbler was held
below, on a level with, and above the eye, he concludes that
in each case it is seen by a reflected image formed perpendicularly over it on the sm-face of the water.
Before entering into any examination of the weight of Dr. R.'s
arguments, I shall here mention two experiments which I think
are of themselves quite sufficient to set at rest the whole of his
rea-soning on the subject.

—

Exp. 1. To jireclude the possibility of the surface of the
water in the tunibler becoming a reflecting surface, I covered
it over with a circular piece of dry flannel, with a small semicircular hole cut out of its edge.
On holding the tumbler below the level of the eye, the half-crown was seen through the
opening in the edge, in the same manner as before it was covered but on holding it above the eye no image whatever
coukl be seen.
I would here ask Dr. K., how it happens that
the reflected image is destroyed in the one case and not in the
;

other.

—

Exp. 2. Having formed a small tube
^.^^
of pasteboard with an angular bend in it
'd^^::^^^^^\
b
at D, as in the figure, so that nothing
^^y^/'
could be seen through it in the open air,
I placed the end C on the bottom of the
c
tumbler
B, the part C
making an
oblique angle with the surface of tlie water, and having tlie
point
exactly in that surface.
By holding a candle under
the point C, and looking through the tube from the other
end E, the bottom of the tumbler was seen quite distinctly,
the tube at the same time appearing nearly straight.
When
a straight tube was used and held in the same direction C D,
nothing whatever could be seen through it.
From this experiment I may also draw Dr. Reade's weighty inference, that
" ifo see is to believe " but that to see an^ object through a
bended tube in the above manner, is to believe that the rays of
light in their progress from the object to the eye follow the
direction and bend of that tube ; or, in other words, they are
refi-acted in passing from water into air.
What appears to me to have led Dr. R. astray in most of
his reasonings is the singular opinion he seems to entertain,
(although he has not expressly mentioned it,) that the rays of
light do not proceed in all directions from every point of an
object, but that they all go on in one particular direction parallel to each other.
For example, in his first experiment,
he says, " Let us examine this experiment according to the
received
[

-

A

D

^

D

:
;
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received laws laid down in every elementary treatise on optics
and I contend that no refraction or bending of the rays can
possibly take place at d (see his figure), for tlie rays cd enter
the air perpendicular to the plane surface of the water consequently they must pass on without any refraction."
Here
the Doctor evidently supposes that only a cylinder of rays
proceeds from the halt-crown perpendicular to the surface of
the water.
number of his other arguments involve also this
" When the eye," says he, " is placed
gratuitous assumption,
immediately over the half-crown looking down into the water,
we see the image, not the piece of money, one-fourth nearer to
the eye: here there can be no refraction, as the rays coming
to the eye must be at right angles to the surface of the water
here there is no angle of incidence; no angle of refraction;
no ratio of 3 to 4." Here the Doctor's reasoning is no doubt
conclusive, if we admit him his owii principle which he has
liere again assumed as an axiom
for in this case the halfcrown could not evidently be all seen at once, imless the pupil
of the eye were at least as large as tlie half-crown itself; and
taking the other parts of the eye proportional to this size of
the pupil, we may safely conclude that no one since the creation has been gifted with such organs of vision.
In tl.e experiment which he gives with the prism, his alignments also
" Having." says he, " placed
hinge on the same principle.
:

A

;

a sovereign under

tlie

plane

ol'

an equilateral jirism,

I

found

ihat two reflected and not reiiacted images were fonned in each
plane, as representetl in the following figure.

a the sovereign placed under the })laue dc
of an equilateral }irism, forms an image at a;
which image sends images to b i\\u\ /." According to the present theory, two images '^
could not possibly be formed by refraction at
h andy"; for a being at right angles to the plane d c, the rays
should surter no refraction, but jirocced on to the vertex."
Here the Doctor would have much obliged his mathematical
readers, had he informed them what lie nieant by a ))oint being
at right angles to a plane; but from his usual mode oi" reasoning, we may suppose that he means the cijJinder of rays
from the sovereinn rises at right angles to dc. However, that
they are not reflected iniages may be made evident by turning
the prism round on one ol its angles d or c, ior then the sovereign will ajipear quite distorted and tinged with the prismatic colours; whereas it is well known that any object seen
by reflection from a plane surface never ajipears to bi' altered
in shapo, but alwavs ])resorves its nafin-al lorm.
Dr. licade bccni*) surprised abo that Sir I.saac NcwU-n was
not

;
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Ci/cle,

not acquainted with the formation of two spectra when the
r?vys of light were made to fall perpendicularly on one of its
plane sides but I should suppose that he considered this as a
self-evident corollary of the general principle of refraction.
Indeed, if Newton had mentioned this as a particular discovery, he might as well have told us that when two opaque
bodies were intei-posed between the sun and a wall, there
were also formed two shadows. Dr. R. says that " mathematicians are here obliged to relinquish one of their favourite laws,
that rays striking at right angles to plane surfaces suffer no
refraction ;" but he will here be pleased to recollect, that when
rays fall at right angles to one of the faces, they must strike
either of the other faces obliquely, and consequently be refracted at their emergence.
I should consider it an idle task to proceed any further in
the refutation of doctrmes which do not carry along with them
any thing like demonstrative evidence, but hinge entirely on
the author's own ij)sc dixit ; my principal object being only to
;

show

the inconsistencies wliich result

from the

rejection of the

law of refraction.
The Doctor has requested me to read his paper on Vision,
published in a former Number of your Magazme but I suppose he must mean that which he published some tune ago in
" The Annals of Philosophy," which I have also read but
consider it quite foreign to the matter in question, whether the
ideas of visible objects be conveyed to the mind by retinal or
corneal images.
I am, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
CharlES StarK.
H*K Majesty's Ship Queen Charlotte,
;

;

Portsmouth Harbour,

May

26, 1822.

An

Account of the Repeatiiig Ci7xle, and of the Altitude
Azimuth Instrument; describing their different Constructions, the Manner of performing their principal Adjustments,
and ho-iV to make Observations with them together with a
Comparison of their respective Advantages. By Edward
Troughton, Esq. F.R.S., and Member of the American
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astronomical instruments, those fixed in national obsermust be considered of the first importance to science;
and in a commercial country, like our own, perhaps those subservient to nautical astronomy ought to be regarded as the next
point in of utility.
Those which I would call the third class are
all

vatories

*

From

the

Memoirs of the Astronomical Society of London.

jiumcrous
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and of the Altitude and Azimuth Instrument.

;
they are such as are used in the small observatories
adapted,
of the amateur," to which they are in general equally
to foreign
as to the service of the gendeman who may travel
Of those, the two I have named in the tide, are the
parts.
most approved of for these purposes; and to draw up a comwhat
parison of their respective constructions and merits, is
communication. Were
I have chosen for the subject of this
entertain no doubt of
I able to treat it as it deserves, I should
nor of its usefulits coming wthin the views of this Society,
not already have
may
who
those,
assisting
in
ness ; particularly
become acquainted with the different kinds of instruments, in
purposes.
the selection of such as may be best suited to their
has been
years,
few
these
wiUiin
till
circle,
repeating
The
illvery little used in this country, and in truth its merit but
appreciated facts however are not wantmg, although dispersed
and insulated, sufiicient to remove all prejudice; particularly
experiments recendy made, with a small instrument of this kind,

numerous

;

grand national survey. On
art of graduation is not so
the
where
Europe,
of
continent
the
which of
successfully cultivated as it is with us, an instrument
of division, could
all others depends the least upon accuracy
at the principal stations of our

hardly escape being too

much commended: be

this as

it

may,

chanobservations lately made on the other side of the British
survey mentioned
nel, simultaneously with those used in the
parties a
above, have I believe given the best inforaied of all

more

correct idea of

what may be expected from

ment.

The

altitude

and azimuth instrument has

made

T
1

this instru•

1

thmk Tbeen
1

T

al-

many of them have
havmg been used in great

in this country:

most exclusively
been sent abroad, but from

their not

been
national operations, the advantage of them has seldom
of
said
be
may
same
the
Nearly
world.
the
to
made known

home for aUhough some of them have
been much and skilfully used, yet owing to their having been
common
only in the hands of private mdividuals, who had no
medium of communication, the labours of those who possessed
them have hitlierto been almost lost to astronomy. From this
of the
general remark I must however except tlie observations
Westbury
ae brightest fixed stars, which Mr. Pond made at
m the
with a'^ao-inch circle of this kind, and which appeared
This indeed was tlie first thmg (notPhil. Trans, for 1806.
that unwitlistandiug some doubts and surmises from abroad)
Greenwich
equivocally demonstrated a change of figure in the
(juadrant, and subsequendy led to the procuration ot new instruments for our national establishment.
The repeating circle has by no means failed for want of
publicity;
B
Vol.60. No. 291. Jr^/y 1822.

those which remain at

;
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on the continent, astronomers and others have written a great deal about it, and the resuhs of thousands of observations have been pubhshed the greater part of which
were made on Polaris,- a star, to which, on account of its slow
Although the
motion, this instrument is peculiar^ adapted.
publicity ;

;

and azimuth uistrument, as a portable one, was produced about the year 1792, we find no description of it in
print, until the article Circle appeared in Rees's and Brewster's Encyclopedias*; the latter of which is referred to for the
altitude

use of those who may wish to see a more detailed account of
both the instruments under consideration, than can be given
in the following brief descriptions.

Description of the Repeating Circle.

The

lowest part of this instrument is a strong tripod, having
one of which, at
at its extremities three steady foot-screws
least, should stand upon a well knov,-n apparatus, for the purpose of supplying a slower and finer motion to the upper part,
than can be given by the screw itself. This apparatus should
support that particular foot which during observation is directed to the meridian, or is opposite to the object observed.
In the centre of the tripod is fixed a strong vertical axis, of a
height sufficient for allowing head-room for observing conveniently when the telescope is pointed towards the zenith.
pillar of the same height with the axis, is nicely fitted at both
ends upon the latter, and both together, when the axis is vertical, produce a steady azimuthal motion. To the lower end of
the pillar is fixed an azimuth circle: and to the higher end, a
cross piece on the two extremities of which stand, about five
inches apart, two upright bars for supporting a cross axis, to
which the principal circle by its centre-work is attached, and
round which axis the circle may be turned into any position
from one side of the pillar to the other.
semicircle is fastened to one end of the cross axis, which, together with a clamp
attached to one of the upright bars, affords the means of seThe principal circle, or
curing the circle in any position.
that of repetition, has (affixed to the middle of its plane, and
opposite to the one divided) centre-work, the length of which
;

A

;

A

* It is true that the late Rev. Francis Wollaston, in the Phil.Trans. for 1 7f).3,
gave a description of a two-feet circle which had an azimuth. That instrument, however, was solely designed for n meridian one, and was in fact quite
unfit for any other purpose.
The same gentleman, in the Appendix to his
Fascicuhis, points out the best means of using an altitude and azimuth circle
(pro])erly so called), but without giving any descrijjtion.
The Wcstbury
circle described in the Phil. Trans, for 1806, "although well constructed for
obser\-ing azimuths, was not designed for taking transits, and besides was
not a portable instrument.

and of the Altitude and Azimuth Instrumeni.
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equal to about two-thirds of the diameter of the circle the
outer part of which, being pertbrated from end to end, becomes the socket for an axis of tlie same length, to which the
index of the circle and telescope is attached in front. The
index has tour branches placed at half right angles to the telescope, each of which subdivides the divisions of the circle into
spaces of lO". To the middle of the cross axis is fixed a socket,
which receives about two-thirds of the length of the centrework: and the exterior surface of the remaniing third of that
work becomes the axis for another telescope and a level to revolve contiguous to the back of the circle.
This is a complicated matter, difficult to be described or understood without a figure it will however be sufficient, if it is conceived
that there are tliree concentric motions in planes parallel to
that of the circle: nameh', a general one within the socket of
the cross axis, which carries round together, the circle, level
and two telescopes another, by wliich, upon the exterior part
of the centre-work the level and back telescope revolve; and
a third, that gives motion to the fore telescope and the verniers,
so as to make them advance upon the circle, which is produced
from the interior axis. These motions are independent of each
other, and are all furnished wi|;h clamping and tangent screws.
counterpoise is placed upon the exterior end of the centrework, which, by balancing the circle, telescopes, and level,
keeps them stationary in any position.
The greatest part of
these instruments, M-hich have been constructed in London,
have the back telescope on one side of the axis, and the level
parallel to it on the other side, which latter, being made heavier
than would be otherwise required, becomes a counterpoise for
the former, a thing not attended to in the earlier constructions
of the repeating circle.
The azimuth circle of this instrument,
only just named above, was in the first construction small, and
of no other use than to point out roughly when the upper circle had been tui'ned half round; but, in most of those made
in London, to that circle has been given the snine radius, and
the same attention paid to its execution as to the upper one.
In the best construction of this part the circle is attached
to the tripod, and tlu'ee indices fastened to the vertical pillar
revolve round it; ihiis may a horizontal fingle be taken on
three ecjuidistant parts of the circle, and, what is of ecjuai importance, by simpiv reversing the jiosition of the telescope and
turning half roiuid in azimuth, a similar obstrvation maybe
made, in which the readings will tall at 60" tlistauce from the
is

;

:

:

A

former ones.
Bv tliis double operation simple errf)rs of division may be considered as verv much diminished, ench sight
Vt

2

havmg
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-m

having been read off on six 'places and in both parts of the
operation the error arising from eccentricity is, as to any sensible quantity, totally done away.
;

Description of the Altitude and Azimuth Instrument.

The

lower part of this instrument, like the other, consists of

a tripod and feet-screws; which latter, being a recent contrivance, and hitherto undescribed, may in this place deserve parEach of the three screws is double that is, a
ticular notice.
;

the exterior one, as usual, has its female
in the end of the tripod, and the female of the interior screw is
within the exterior.
The interior one is longer than the other,
its flat end rests on a small cup on the top of the support, and
Now by this arits milled head is a little above the other.

screw within a screw

:

rangement we gain three distinct motions for, by turning both
screws together, an effect is produced equal to the natural
range of the exterior screw by turning the interior one alone,
the effect produced is what is due to this screw: and by turning
the exterior one alone (which may be done, because the friction of the interior screw in the cup is greater than that which
exists between the two screws) an effect is produced, equal to
the difference of the ranges of the two screws. Thus, were the
extei'ior one to have 30 turns in an inch, and the interior 40,
the effect last described will be exactly equal to what would be
produced by a simple screw of 120 threads in an inch. This
is an unprovement applicable to all instrmnents that are supported on screws, and of course to the repeating circle. A few
of the last made in London possess this advantage. The vertical axis of the altitude and azimuth instrument is fixed in the
;

:

centre of the tripod, of a length equal to about the radius of
the circle.
At the lower end is centred upon it the azimuth
circle, in close contact with the tripod ; to the three branches

of which it is fastened, but in such a manner as to admit of
a circular motion of about 3^, which motion is governed altogether by a slow moving screw. The intention of this motion
is, in geodetic operations, to bring the zero of the circle to the
point of commencement; and, in astronomy, to place that point
exactly in the meridian.
In an instrument for my own use,
however, I could dispense with this adjustment, because I know
that it is easier and more accurate to read off than it is to set:
and from what point I begin to reckon, is a thing quite indifferent to me.
Just above the circle the axis is embraced by a
cone, which is also well centred upon the upper end.
To the
lower end of the cone is fixed an entire cuxular plate, formed
in the strongest manner ; which not only bears the two or three
microscopes

and of the Altitude and Azimuth Instruments
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microscopes that read and subdivide the divisions of
but also supports the whole of the upper works. On opposite
sides of the cone, and distant from it about half tlie radius of
the plate, are erected two columns, of a height to support a
transit axis, so as to allow the telescope to pass the upper end
of the vertical axis, when it is pointed towards the zenith. The
transit axis is one-thlid longer than the distance between the
columns, upon which out-riggers are placed, having Y's or
angles on their extremities, that suj^port the axis and each
of the angles is acted upon by an adjusting screw, not only for
making the transit axis horizontal, but also for placing the
centre of the circle of the same height with the horizontal mian ordinary
croscopes.
The horizontal axis is crossed, as
the length of wliich exceeds the diatransit, by a telescope
meter of the circle by about one-third. The circle framed
upon the axis is double the two parts being placed at a distance from each other to allow the telescope a lodging between them: and they are connected with each other by pilThe front porlars inserted perpendicularly between them.
tion of the circle (or that which bears the division) is of a less
radius than the other by about one-eighth part of an inch: the
longer radius of the portion behind is what is required for the
clamp and screw for slow motion to act upon, while the shorter
radius of the one in front keeps it clear of that apparatus when
Many of these instruthe axis is reversed lor collimation.
ments have been constructed with vernier readings but as I
consider those by the microscopic micrometer preferable, I
the circle,

:

m

;

;

;

shall confine this description to the latter.

My preference

to

one of those excellent contrivances for minute subdivision is
mainly grounded on the circumstance that, in the emj^loyment
of the more ancient method, the indices rub against the divisions which they subdivide whereas in the modern, which is
detached, the motion is free and unembarrassed.
;

In the description of the repeating circle, the advantage of
three readings was stilted but that contrivance originated with
the instrument; I am now describing: and if it be a real improvement (wliich I believe no one will doubt), the repeating
Three readings
circle owes the advantage solely to the latter.
are not only better than two, but also better than four: for,
widi four, when the objects are in the horizon, or near it, on
reversion the opjjosite indices only chanj^e places a circumBut, in astro-*
stance clearly in favour of the odd numuer.
nomy, where the upper circle is chicHy concerned, the same
a^lvantage does not occur: for, at the zenith, on reversion, the
telescope changes place in azimuth only: therefore, as the
;

;

indices have

no change of

place,

more readings than two couM
be

H
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be of no use. It is true that In proceeding downwards we
gradually come to the horizon, where the same effect, that was
stated respecting the azimuthal angle, takes place: but here
the uncertainty of refraction destroys all confidence.
I may
also state that three readings to a vertical circle cannot be all
equally well illuminated in the night time ; nor at any time are
they to be read with equal convenience, as is the case where
two readings are placed liorizontally. However, as microscopic readings are expensive, and as astronomy is generally
tlie chief object of those who procure this instrument, two microscopes to each circle may be sufficient.
But were I to have
for my own use an instrument of this kind with verniers, the
lower circle should have three, and the upper one four.
When the vertical circle has two readings, and these microscopic, they are affixed to the ends of two horizontal tubes fastened to one of the columns which also support a good hanging spirit level.
Another level of the best quality is occasionally applied to the pivots of the transit axis, in order, independently of every thing else, to verify its horizon tali ty.
;

Adjustment of the Repeating Circle.

The

vertical axis

made perpendicular by means

is

feet-screws of the tripod,

ner as

required

and the

spirit level, in the

other intruments

of the

same man-

an operation so easy
mention it is all that seems necessary.
To adjust the coUimation of the telescope parallel to the plane
of the circle, an object should be chosen as nearly in the horizon as can be estimated: the middle wire of the telescope under adjustment, being correctly pointed to the object, what is
shown on the indices of the azimuth circle must be carefully
noted.
Reverse the telescope both vertically and horizontally,
bisecting again the same object with the same wire, and again
read off what the indices give.
Take of these readings the
mean, or middle point, and set with great care the indices so
as to show that mean.
Now, by the screws, which act upon

and

is

well

for,

known, that

the wire-plate,

move

;

to

the wire so as to

make

it

bisect the ob-

ject: this being well done, the other telescope, to

wants only

its

vertical wire

sects the object.

The

moved

in the

above, however,

be adjusted,

same manner
true only

till it

bi-

when

the
object is very distant; for, as both telescopes are eccentric, as
respects the vertical axis, and unequally so, it becomes necessary, when no remtrte object can be seen, to put up marks, say
two circles, the radii of which are equal to the eccentricities of
the respective telescopes.
The next essential adjustment, is
to place the plane of the upper circle vertical
or its axis horizontal.
The best practical method of doing this, and which is
is

;

quite

a)}d
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quite equal to tlie puqiose, is to look with the front telescope
at any elevated object, whether remote or near, and having
made the middle vertical wire bisect it, look at the same object
when i-eflected from the surface of a fluid. If the wire does not
cut the reflected image, the circle must be turned round the
cross axis, to bring the wire as nearly as can be estimated half
way towards that image now by turning the intrument in
azimuth, make the bisection, then elevate the telescope to the
object, and if the bisection is not perfect, the operation of estilevel,
mating and turning in azimuth must be repeated.
which is placed parallel to the axis of the circle, must now be
adjusted so that the bubble may stand in the middle of its tube;
which afterwards becomes the index for the vertical position of
the circle.
Another adjustment, which is not however of so
much importance as either of the former, is to make the cross
axis at right angles to the vertical one which is indeed the
business of the maker. If, when the vertical axis is adjusted, he
brings the upper circle horizontal by means of a pocket-level,
whicli is to be placed upon the face of the circle at right angles
to this axis, then, by placing the level parallel to the axis, he
will see which of the supports wants to be shortened bv the
;

A

;

file.

Adjustments of the Altitude and Azimuth Instrument.

The

rendered vertical by means of the
manner that was required
in the other instrument and it may be stated that either or
both of the levels belonging to it may be used for this purpose.
That adjustment, which answers to the second for the
repeating circle, or setting the line of collimation perpendicular
to tlie axis, is no other than the usual way practised for doing
the same thing in a plain transit; namely, by moving in azimuth bring the middle vertical wire to any object, then reverse
the horizontal axis end for end upon its sujjjiorts, and if in this
position the wire does not cut the same object, alter one half
the error by turning in azinmth, and the other by means of
level

axis of azimuth

and feet-screws

;

is

exactly in the
;

The transit axis
the screws whicli act upon the wire-plate.
brought to the horizontal position simply by ]:)lacing tlie
level uj)on tlie j)ivots of the axis, and observing if the air-bulb
changes its place on turning the level end for end. If it does,
nothing more is wanted to effect the adjustment, than with the
is

screw Ijclow either of tlie pivots, to bring tlie bubble, according to the indication of the dividetl ivory scales, just halfway
towards the place which it occujiied in the first position.
Hotli

the circles under consideration
but as those belong to the

adjustments

:

recjuire

minor

many more

jiarts,

and are

common

6

An Account of the Repeating

1

common
paper

to

many

Circle^

instruments, even to enumerate them in a
hardly answer any usefid purpose.

like this, could

Manner of using the Repeating Circle,
In geodetical observations this instrument gives the angular
distance between two observed objects, whatever be their eleThe
vation above, or their depression below the horizon.
horizontal angle is always the thing wanted to obtain which,
;

necessary to find by observation how the objects are situated respecting the horizon ; these give the requisite data for
ti'igonometrical computation.
Previous however to this, the
observed angle itself has to be corrected for the eccentricity of
the telescopes ; which correction varies according to the qviantity of eccentricity, and the measured, or estimated, distance
of the observed objects. To place the plane of the repeating
circle parallel to the line that joins two objects, the angular
distance of which was to be observed, had been no easy task,
until about thirty years ago from my little gazebo I attempted
to take the angular distance of two spires.
Their distance was
by no means my object ; it was simply to acquire the habit of
observing by repetition, and putting to trial an instrument that
I thought well of.
After having made three attempts, without
effect, to obtain the thing wanted, and a fourth placing me stUl
furtlier from the point, I quitted my mstrument, disgusted at
my own unskilfulness, and retired to consider whether the instrument had not within itself some principle from which a precise rule might be made out.
This inquiry proved successful,
for I saw that by pointing one foot of the tripod, the cross axis
and the back telescope towards one of the objects, the fore telescope by turning round the cross axis and by its own proper
motion might be brought to the other object without altering
the angular direction of the back telescope.
The rule is this.
Set one foot of the tripod as nearly as you can guess in a line
with that object of the two, which you judge to have the least
elevation or depression ; and with the plane of the circle vertical, and the back telescope horizontal (both to the exactness
of two or three minutes), bring the back telescope to the object, partly by turning in azimuth, and partly by turning or
propping the foot-screw. Next turn the circle round on the
cross axis, until it seems to the eye to occupy the proper position ; then a second time bring the back telescope to the object
by tlie foot-screw, and turning in azimuth ; lastly, complete the
operation by bringing the u])per telescope to the other object
by its own proper motion in conjunction with that of turning
round t.he cross axis. The above operation being performed,
(which it is necessary to repeat at every angle that is taken, even
it is

at

a7ul

same

at the

of the AUiiiide and Azimuth Instnment.

station,) the

may be commenced

17

busmess of observing by repetition

as follows.

Set the fore telescope to zero,

nsual; or what is better, as was said before, read oiFwhat
the indices (being clamped) happen to show and, by turning
round by the general motion, place the intersection of the midThen, by its own
dle wires exactly on the object to the left.
motion in the same manner set the back telescope to the object
on the right and examine if the angle between the objects be
as

is

;

;

Now
accurately comprehended between the two telescopes.
by the general motion, without touching any thing else, move
the back telelescope until its wires coincide with the object on
the left.
To complete the first operation imclamp the fore
telescope, and carry it round to the object to the right ; when
its indices will have advanced upon the graduated Umb through
an arc equal to double the angular distance of the objects. To
read oft' this double result would be rather detrimental than

useful

;

instead of which, with the fore telescope fixed at this

position, the three steps of another operation, as

described

above, should be taken in order to obtain a second double result
third, fourdi, &c. course of operations must succeed,
until it is judged that sufficient has been done to produce the
accuracy required. At last the indices must be read, and the
total number of degrees, minutes and seconds, that have been
passed over by the iiidices, taken and divided by double the
number of operations when the simple angle between the objects will appear.
If all the results had been read, the intermediate errors of division would have come into the account,
and produced an effect that has been avoided by the process
described for, except at the beginning and end, the observa-

A

;

:

tions

were carried on as

if

there had been no divisions.

It is

an advantage over
others, and justly; lor they have a beoinning and end to every
double result but this, as fer as graduation is concerned, has
only a begiiniing and an end to a whole course of observations.^
In geodesy, the levels are of no use, except in the operation of
bringing the plane of the circle into that of the two objects: and
it may be observed here, that in astronomy the back telescope

in this solely, that this instrument claims

;

altogether unnecessary.
To observe zenith distances of the licavenly bodies by repetition, is a process so similar to what has been described, that
is

a shorter course may be taken to ey-jjlain it. The instrument
being adjusted, and the indices set or read, by the general motion' (the level being horizontal) bisect the star, and examine
now turn the instruthat both are correct at the same time
ment lialf round in azimuth, cf)rrecting with the foot-screw the
position of the level if recjuired, and move the telescope by its
own
C
Vol, fJO. No. 291. J///y 1822.
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projier motion to the star again, which will cause the indices to pass over an arc equal to twice the zenith distance.

Again turn the instrument haU' round in azimuth, and with the
telescope fixed in the last position, by the general motion again
bisect the star, and again by its proper motion make the level

now

turn halt round in azimuth, correct the poand in order to come at another
double zenith distance, carry round the telescope to the star
again.
This process having been continued until enough has
been done, the total arc passed over by tlie indices, divided by
double the number of complete operations, gives the zenith
distance of the star.
There is indeed another way of observing
by repetition with this instrument. For die same effect will
be produced, if, instead of turning half round in azimuth, the
circle be turned to the other side of the pillar, on the motion of
the cross axis.
But, in this case, there must either be a stop
to prop the circle on the other side when its plane is vertical,
or else the level must be a hanginff one, which will oive the
circle Its vertical position whether it is above or below the axis.
It would be altogether unnecessary to describe the process of
horizontal:

sition of the level as before,

repetition in

case; for, except in what has just been
not from the former one. A nominal difference
indeed takes jjlace for the former method })roceeded by stops
of double zenith distance, and this proceeds by stops of double
stated,

it

this

differs

;

altitude.

[To be continued.]
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On

the Hypothesis of Gasemis Repulsion.

John Herapath,

Cranford, London, July

(

B,UT

By

Esq.
4, 182"3.

whether," says Sir Isaac Newton, after having investigated the laws of a supposed repulsion between the particles
of aeriform bodies, "elastic fluids do really consist of particles
mutually flying one another, is a physical question.
I have
mathematically demonstrated the property of fluids having
such particles, that hrnce philosophers may take occasion to discuss that question."
Principia, Book ii. Prop. 23. Scholium.
Notwithstanding this unquahfied declaration of Newton
himself to the contrary, some jjhilosophers strangely asseit,
that he has demonstrated the existence of a repulsive "property
in the particles of gaseous bodies.
Convinced of the justness
of most of his observations, from the failure of my attempts in
a different course in the early part of my pursuits; and satisfied that it is to a steady prosecution of his ideas unmixed
with those of others, that I owe whatever success I may have
met with, few individuals would be less disposed than 1 should

—

to

—
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grounds, the views, that illustrious philosopher supposes he has proved.
So far however is Newton
from conceiving he has established repulsion, that he even
calls in question the existence of attraction; a property as much
the more plausible, as it appears to be more common. " And to
show," says he, " that I do not take gravity to be an essential
property of bodies, I have added one question concerning its
cause," &c.
Adverfiseinryit the second to his Optics.
After such explicit statements as these, it is somewhat extraordinary that the authority of Newton should be advanced
in confirmation of gaseous repulsion.
That great philosopher,
whatever use he may have made of ihe hypothesis of repulsion
for want of a better, could never, with his views of the nature
of heat, as might be easily shown, have believed repidsion to
be the cause of gaseous elasticity.
Hence I apprehend arises
and his wish to precede
his cautious manner of proposing it
But so unaccountably anxious
confidence by further inquiry.
are men for the authority of Newton to sanction their peculiar
notions and so safe do they think their views if a passage from
him can be wrested to their support, that I have not only seen
him quoted in undisputed corroboration of what he merely
favoured, but he has actually been made to sanction that to
Thus, it is not
•which he is decidedly and notoriously hostile.
only attraction and repulsion, on the hypothesis of which he
has made such brilliant discoveries, he is erroneously forced
to have proved, but he has been made to supj)ort caloric,
He has, if
the opposite hypothesis to that which he admits.
I recollect rightly, been quoted by Dr. Young, to favour the
to controvert,

light

;

;

propagation of light by pressure, which it is well known he
has indisputably disproved and I am informed he has even
been put at the head of atheists, though one of the most pious
;

and

virtuous

men

that ever existed

!

have thought it necessary to premise this nuich, lest I
should again be unfairly and falsely charged, as I have already
been, with temerarious opposition to Newton to whose views,
I repeat, I think it no do-ogation to acknowledge, if my labours
have been successful, 1 am chiefly indebted.
The density being proportional to the compression, the
phHpnomena of i-e|ielling forces to which Newton has arrived,
are,
that the centrifugal l()rces reach to and terminate in the
next paiticles, or at most are dilfused but a little further, and
I

;

'

that the intensity of re|)ulsi<)n is reci|)rocally as the distance.'
Any observations on the singular whim nature must display
in operating by forc«!s so limited as to terminate in the nearest
particles,

however nuich the

air

so indelinile'y extensive as to reach

C

2

may be ccmdensed, and
them with

tlie

same

yet

limita-

tio"
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lion and unaffected vigour however mucli the air may be expanded, would perhaps be thouglit hypercritical especially as
we have some analogy to it in the action of the magnet. It
would certainly be no difficult matter to show, that this pretended analogy will by no means bear out the probability of
Objections however of this kind I shall not
the hj-jiothesis.
stop to advance.
My object will be to endeavour to prove
that this hypothesis, which Newton has found to agree with
one property of airs, is not consistent with other phaenomena,
Newton thought it probable that, " as in algebra where affirmative quantities vanish and cease there negative ones begin,
so in mechanics where attraction ceaseth there a repulsive
virtue ought to succeed."
In other words, Newton conceived
;

that there are distances within which particles may attract
each other, but without which they repel. No one certainly
will deny, but that repulsion, physically speaking, is e^jually
as probable as attraction ; and that, if the one exists, no reason
appears why the other should not.
If, however, a mere separation of the component parts of a body, to a greater di-

stance from each other, be sufficient to change that mutually
which they are supposed to have when nearly
in contact into repulsion, then instead of distant bodies attracting one another as they are found to do, they ought to repel,
in consequence of the antipathy which the distance lias occasioned in the particles of one body for those of the other. Particles of any one body likewise, which are within their common sphere of attraction, should mutually attract each other,
and those which are without that sphere should reciprocally
repel ; so that by this theory a body would be kept entire by
the excess of the attraction of the nearer above the repulsion
of the more remote particles.
Hence, if a part of the body
be removed to a greater distance from its surface than the
sphere of attraction of the nearest superficial particles extends,
it would no longer be attracted, or have a tendency to approach
the body of which it formed a part, but would endeavour to
recede from it as far as possible ; which is contrary to experience.
attractive force

to avoid this difficulty,

it be urged that the repelling force
the elementary parts of a body ai-e singly separated to greater distances than their individual sjiheres of
attraction extend ; and that in other cases the adjacent particles
attract not merely each other, but also those particles that are
without their sphere of attraction, then it will follow, that if
there be two clusters of particles
and B, and the particles

If,

exists only

when

A

of A, first supposed in their sphere of repulsion, approach each
other whilst the clusters themselves retain the snme distance,
the
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A

the repulsive force of the particles of the cluster
on those of
the cluster B, will either continually diminish, become nothing,
and then become attractive, or it will increase to a maximum,
and then suddenly be converted into attraction. Either case
will render the intensity of the mutual action of the two clusters not under the control of their distance, but of the distance
from one another ; a conclusion
of the parts of the cluster
openly at variance with facts.
Some philosophers will perhaps observe, that they do not
imagine the attractive force of the particles of matter destroyed
pnd converted into a repulsive by the intervention of greater
space ; they allow that the attraction between the particles still
exists, but that it is overcome by the action of a discrete fluid
which they call caloric, and which they push into the pores of
bodies and put round the particles of matter in the form of
atmospheres. The particles of this fluid they suppose mutually
repel each other, while they attract and are attracted by the
particles of other matter.
If any of this fluid come in contact
with a body, it will, we are told, in consequence of these two
properties, diffiise and extend itself throughout the whole of
the body; and, by the natural antipathy which its particles
have towards one another, will endeavour to make the particles to which it adhei'es recede and separate.
Should there be
enough of this fluid to overpower the mutual attraction of the
parts of the body, these parts will separate mto the fomi of
gas, and stand at the gi'eatest distance fi'om each other which
the space will allow them.
By these news it appears that the
attraction of the particles is not destroyed, nor even virtually
weakened, but merely exceeded by the repulsion in the calorific atmospheres.
Let, therefore, A represent the attraction of
a particle of matter, and R the repulsion of its calorific atmosphere; and according as
is greater or less than R, we shall
have A
R for the tbrce with which it attracts or repels another like particle.
But in the gaseous state, the repulsion,

A

A

—

according to Newton,

is

—

;

in

which x

is tlie

distance

and

B

a coefficient uniformly the same for the same tenijx'rature.
Therefore R — A = BjIn this exjuession we are to ob.

B

not a function of .r, but of some other independent (juantitv; for instance, of the teiripcratiire of the air.
Consequently, if we imagine R to diminish until it be less than
A, this diminution cannot alter the form of the I'unctiou, and
it will therelbre thence be R
That is, the reB.i— .
A
pulsive force varying inversely as the distance will be changed
into an attractive l(>llowing the same law; supposing, as it
tomnionly does in algel)ruic functions, that Leibnitz's idea
of
serve that

is

—

=—

'

;
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Nor could the attraction be recigood.
procally proportional to the square of the distance, unless
the calorific at'.nosphcrc was entirely taken away; that is,
unless the body was absolutely cold; which we do not admit.
may therefore infer, that if the law of gaseous repulsion
be inversely proportional to the distance, no diminution of
the calorific atmosphere can change the repulsion into an attraction inversely proportional to the square of the distance
and, conversely, if the attraction be reciprocally proportional
to the square of the distance, no increase of caloric can produce a repulsion varying as tlie distance inversely.
By the same method of reasoning it may be shown, that no
law of repulsion diflering from the reciprocal duplicate of the
distance, can, by a diminution of caloric, produce an attraction
following this law, that is the law of gravitation.
But if the
particles repel each other by forces inversely proportional to
the square of the distance, the cubes of the elasticity will be
as the biquadrates of the density; that is, the elasticity will increase faster than the density; which does not accord with experiment.
of Continuity

1k)1c1.s

We

This will be the case on the supposition that the repulsion
of the particles extends and confines itself to those particles
tliat are nearest them
a supposition which by no means adds
to the probabilit}' of the hypothesis.
Should the repulsion be
diffused to an indefinite distance every way about; or should
it reach to a certain extent, so that a gi'eater number of forces
act upon a given particle in a greater density than in a less,
the elasticity will increase or diminish in a still greater ratio
than the density.
Experience however tells us that, the temperature remaining the same, the elasticity of any air is directly proportional to its density.
Therefore the hj^jothesis
of a repulsion in the inverse duplicate ratio of the distance does
not agree with phaenomena.
The only chance of probability, which it appears to me is
left for the hypothesis of caloric, is to give to the calorific particles a repulsion reciprocally proportional to the sfjnare of the
distance.
Any body placed within a spherical homogeneous
atmosphere of this kind, would be repelled by a force varying
as the distance inversely from the centre and placed without
that sphere, it would be repelled by a force reciprocally j)roj)orlional to the square of the distance.
Two particles with this
hj-pothesis may be so placed that they shall mutually repel with
forces recijirocally proj)ortional to their distance
and, if the
atmos])here be diminished, shall at length have their repulsion
converted into an attraction reciprocally proportional to the
square of the distance.
But even here conditions arc neces;

;

;

sary
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impossible such an hypothesis can be corthere must be an attractive atmosphere
always ot" the same dimensions as the repulsive, otherwise the
law of repulsion would not at all places within the atmosphere
be inversely as the distance. The air also, if ever condensed
moi-e than eight times, will have its density and elasticity follow
different hiws ; and if rarefied more than eight times, the cubes
of the elasticity will be as the biquadrates ol the density. This
latter law wiU likewise take place if the temperature or calorific atmosphei'e be so diminished as to place the particles, withsary wliich

rect.

For

it

instance,

out changing their distance, beyond that atmosphere.
I know there are those who to meet the difficulties of caloric
will stir uj) their '' latent heat."
But I have shown in the

Annals

for

hypotliesis

December, that all the phajnomena, for which this
and that of capacity were created, can be truly and

mathematically explained without the assistance of either. To
our service, for the explanation of one
thing, an hypothesis uselessly created for another, is a piece of
tyrannical obtrusion.
Allowing however to philobophers the
entire powers of " latent caloric ;" and granting them the wide
field of" unrestrained imagination, I think I may venture to say,
there is not in Europe a philosopher, who could successfully explain, witli this doctrine, the simple developments of untrammelled experiment.
Viewed in this light, it is impossible that repulsion can exist
with caloric.
And if we try to meet experiments by any alteration in the homogeneity or extent oi'the atmospheres, we destroy
the law which nature observes, and plunge tlie hypothesis into
press, therefore, into

Under no circumstances, therefore,
agree with caloric and phajnomena united.
Repulsion is ecjually as unfortimate with the theory of heat
by motion, as with the doctrine of caloric. If in airs we conceive a vibratory motion of the particles to be the cause of heat,
no increase or diminution of this motion could at all affect the
elasticity of the air, as experience jiroves an increase or diminution of heat does, unless the particles struck one another.
For, whatever may be imagined to be gained in action or elasticity by an increase of celerity of any particles towards each
other, or by a further approximatio)i occasioned by a gieater
range of vibration, must be counterbalanced by the same increase of velocity from each other, or by an ecjuivalent excess
of elongation so that the mean action or elasticity must be the
same under one temperature as under another. And if instead
of a vibratory we have recourse to a rotatory motion of the })articles about their own axes, we have no physical principles, nay,
not even a fiict to my knowledge, that will enal)le us to entertain merely the po-isibiliiy, to "-iiv iintliiiig of the probability, of
still

greatei- difficulties.

will repulsion

;
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a change in such motion being able to affect the repulsion of
may as well affirm that the
distant unconnected bodies.
I'otation ot" two tops at a distance from one another would make
them recede a circumstance so })alpably absurd, that we might
almost say every child who can spin a top knows it to be wrong.
As to any other motions for instance, revolutionary motions
of the particles about each othei", they cannot exist with repul-

We

;

;

because, to maintain periodical revolutions, anything like die planetary, evidently requires centripetal not
sive forces

;

centrifugal forces.

therefore we take of the subject, whether we
be a substance as caloric, or to be motion, repulsion does not explain even a small part of the properties of

Whatever view

assume

hetit to

We

aeriform bodies.

may

pelling forces have not been
tion

consequently conclude, that reselected for the produc-

by nature

aeriform phaenomena.

ot"

The following piece was sent to the Editor of the Annals, to
be annexed to my " Remarks," &c. published in the Annals of
Philosophy for May; but it seems it arrived too late to be added
to tliat paper
namel}', after the sheets were made up.
Characteristical explanations, besides what are contained in the
piece, are to be found in the original paper. Annals for May.
;

Let
water,

G be the
V

specific gravity of the gas and vapours over
the volimie, and P the pressure or elasticity of the

Then

mixture.

V.

<

G—

t'.

p

tare
tlie

=

;

and V.

„•

—p— =

^^—^\

,

,.

,

[

=

the weip-ht of

ijas in

the mix-

the volinne the gas v»'ould liave under

Therefore the specific gravity of

pressure P.

pZ^>-

.,,

t'

^s.f^+L)

\

= S-

tlie

dry gas

Whence

putting G' for tlie specific gravity of the atmosphere at tlie
temperatiu'e F'.
From this theorem we gather, that, when g is less, equal to,

or gi-eater than

—

G', the specific gravity of the mixture

is

greater, equal to, or less than that of the dry gas;

and that
from neg-

g is about f of G', the error that would arise
lecting the influence of the vapour, is very small in estimating
the specific gravities ; and on the contrary, much greater in

wiien

So that
Sases considerably lighter or considerably heavier.
encc such an error in ammonia would fall much short of that
in phosgene gas, and still more short of that in hydrogen.
Again,

;
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Again, in gases considerably lighter or heavier than ammonia, as hydrogen or hydriodic acid, the lower the temperature
of operation generally the less v/ould be the influence of vapour
whilst in gases M-ith about the specific gravity of '6 it may
happen that diminishing the temperatm'e would augment the
error,

IV.
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On

the Solar Eclipse isohich took place on September 7,

By

Xhe

Herapath.

F. Baily, Esq. F.E.S.

solar eclipse of the 7th of

1

820.

and L.S*

September last having exEurope, on account of its

cited general attention throughout

magnitude,

I shall

venture to lay before the Society such ob-

servations as I myself

made

relative thereto,

and

also the re-

such observations as have been communicated to me by
These
others, whose accuracy I have no reason to doubt.
latter however are at present neither so numerous nor important as I had reason to expect, considering the number of good
observers, who must have witnessed this phasnomenon: nevertheless I flatter myself that the observations of such persons will
eventually be communicated to the pubhc in some other manner.
own observations were made at Kentish Town, near
the bottom of Highgate Hill, in N. lat. 51° 33' 3i", and
W. long. 3 5", 2 in time, from Greenwich. The state of the
clock was determined by several altitudes of the sun, taken
on the morning and evening of the 6th, 7th, and 8th, with a
Troughton's reflecting circle the results of which agreed with
each other to great exactness. The following are the times of

sult of

My

;

the beginning and end of the eclipse.
h
//
21 42,4"^
Beginning
^"^
^ ^^ ^^'^
,

=

-

\ mean time

at the place.

=2

51 58, 7 J
Duration
In noting the time of the beginning of the eclipse, I have not
made any allowance for the first second or two of time, which
must (I think) in all cases elapse before the commencement of
the eclipse can beccmie visible to a spectator, even with the best
With res}iect to the termmation of the eclipse, I
telescopes.
do not consider any such allowance to be necessary, as the eye
can follow the moon till it is completely ofl'the sun's disc. The
telescope, made use oi; was a 3h feet refracting telescope by
Tnlley, with an object-glass of 3f inches diameter, and magnifying 38 times: Inil tiie object end was covered with a brass
The eye was
cap, which reduced liie aperture to two inches.
• From Memoirs of

Yol

60. No. 29

1

.

July

the*
1

Astronomical Society of London.

822.
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piolccleJ from llie rays of tlie sun by a dark glass of a red colour a circumstance which I have thought proper to mention
in this place, as it appears, from the remarks of M. Messier,
that the colour of the ghiss is not immaterial in observations of
;

this kind.

The sun was perfectly free from spots during the whole ot
the day; and had been so for the day or two previous thereto.
Soon after the commencement of the eclipse, a succession oi
flj-ing clouds prevented any correct measures being taken of
Towards the middle of
the enlightened part of the sun's disc.
the eclipse however the clouds dispersed and I had an excellent opportunity of measuring the diameter of the moon on the
;

sun's disc, with one of Troughton's spider-line micrometers,
By placing the two lines of die miattached to the telescope.

crometer as tangents to tlie moon's disc, I found that the diBut this was evistance between them was 41-20 revolutions.
dently too great by the thickness of one of the lines, which I
found to be equal to five divisions: therefore the diameter of
The value of each rethe moon was only 4-1 "15 revolutions.
volution (by taking as a standard, the diameter of the sun on
tliat day, as given' by Uelambre's tables,) was 42",999: therefore the apparent diameter of the moon, in the direction in
which it was measured, was 29' 29'', 4-. But this direction was
inclined to the horizon about 75 degrees: which (on account
of the refraction) diminished the true diameter in that direction exactly 1",0: so that its apparent diameter, measured
horizontal]}-, would be 29' SO",^
and consequendy its semidiameter equal to 14' 45''',2.
Now the horizontal semidiameter of the moon, at noon on
that day was, according to Burckhardt's tables, 14' 4l",02; to
which must be added 8", 71 for the augmentation at 2 o'clock
(the hour of observation): thus making the apparent semidiameter at that time equal to 14' 49",73, or 4",53 more than the
above observation. I would here remark that, according to
Burgh's tables, the semidiameter of the moon was 14' 43", 13:
which, allowing for he augmentation, would make the apparent
semidiameter 6",64 more than the above observation.
After the middle of the eclipse (the atmosphere remaining
beautifidly clear) I proceeded to measure the enlightened part
of the sun's disc, or the distance of the borders of the sun and
moon, with a telescope fitted up for the occasion by the Rev.
Dr. Pearson, with a Rochon's prismatic micrometer. It was
only 19 inches long, 1 inch diameter, and magnified about
30 times: but it was admii-ably adapted for the purpose intended.
The prism moved through the whole length of the
tube by means of a rack and pinion; and took in a scale of
;

*

36',

Vihich took place

on September

7,

1820.
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Thd advan36', divided into seconds by means of a vernier.
tages attending an instrument of this kind, are its convenient
size, and the ease and expedition with wliich the observations
can be made. Nevertheless I think it right to remark that, in
the present instance, it is probable there is a constant error of
a few seconds affecting the results, arishig from the indistinctness of the borders of the sun and moon, which prevented me
from determining the exact point of contact. But as the junction was always made under the same apparent circumstances,
the proportion between the results will not be affected thereby.
This inconvenience may proixibly be overcome in any new
The following are the obsertelescope on this construction.
vations which were made with tliis instrument.

Moan

time

at the place.

On

28
It

the Solar Eclipse

by no means appeared so great

as the diminution

which

took' place in November 1816: ahhough in that eclipse only
•78 of the sun's disc was obscured, whereas in the present one
•87 was obscured.
But the former eclipse I observed through
the dark atmosphere of London, where the abstraction of a

And

I understand
small portion of light is easily perceptible.
that, in the present eclipse, the diminution of light during the

middle of the eclipse was very perceptible in the metropolis,
and at places where the sun was obscured by clouds. Venus
was seen by thousands of spectators with the naked eye: and
I am informed that Mars also was visible to many.
Mr. DoUond mformed me that he took the horizontal diameters of the sun and moon, at Greenwich, with one of his
divided object-glass micrometers and that they were in the
Therefore, assuming the semiproportion of 3-351 to 3' 103,
diameter of the sun, as deduced frem Delambre's tables, as
a standard, the apparent semidiameter of the moon will be
14' ^^''jH; being about one second less than my own observation.
The times at which Mr. Dollond and Mr. Taylor
observed the conunencement and end of the eclipse, at the
Royal Observatory, were as follow:
Taylor
DoIXOND.
2' 33",6 -^
0" 22'
Q^ 22' 37"
Beginning
"^^'^^t"^\^'^^
End
3 14
4 44,5l
14 40
Greenwich.
Duration
2 52
2 52
3
2ll079J
;

=

=3

=

Mr. Groombridge has favoured me with the following observations of the eclipse at Blackheath:
E. long. 0",67 in time from Greenwich.
at S^ 14'

34" mean

N.

Vertical distance of the Cusps.
time

51° 28' 2",

of the eclipse
time at the place: the beginning not ac-

curately observed.

Mean

lat.

End

.

ischich
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took place on September 7, 1820.

The Rev. Dr. Pearson measured the diameters of the sun
and moon not only with one of Doilond's divided object-glass
micrometers, but also M'ith one of Troughton's line-micrometers.
By means of the former he made the moon's semidiameter equal to 14-' 44", 6; and with the latter, equal to
14' 44", 7: the semidiameter of the sun being considered as
These measures correspond with
the standard for the scale.
my own, prior to their reduction. Dr. Pearson also measured
the luminous portion of the sun, vi'hen most obscured, by means
of one of his compound prismatic eye-pieces with variable
powers, attached to a 2^ feet achromatic telescope, and found
This measure would indicate an error in
it to be 3' 58",24.
the Itmar tables ; as the eclipse ought not to have been of this
magnitude even at Greenwich ; and much less ought it to be
The distance
so at the place where the observation was made.
between the cusps at 1'' 53' was 28' 53",8 by Doilond's micrometer: and the distance of the cusps was exactly equal
to the diameter of the moon, on its leaving the sun's disc at
2" 2' 25".
The end of the eclipse took place at 3" 13' 20"
mean time at the place: the beginning was not observed.
Dr. Pearson's obsenatory is situated at East Sheen, in N. lat
51° 27' 35",7, W. long, l' 3',7 in time from Greenwich.
Mr. William Allen observed the eclipse at Stoke Newington
N. lat. 51° 33' 40", W. long. 22" in time from Greenwich.
= 0" 22' 31"
Beginnhig
= 3 13 59
...
End

=

2

to

me

28
from Norwich (N. lat.
52° 38', E. long. 5' lO" in time from Greenwich), stating that
the eclipse began there at 0" 28' 45", and ended at 3" 21' 40",
mean time at the place. The observation was made with a
three feet reflecting telescope, with a power of 1 80 and tiie
time was deduced from a meridian of his own construction,
This gentleman lias also sent me the result of some ex})erirments on the power of the burning lens on diflerent substances,
Having procured a ])iece of
during the time of the eclipse.
pasteboard, he affixed thereto four ecjual pieces of dilT'ercnt ct>lourcd cloths; vi/. black, blue, yellow, antl red; and placed
them successively in the focus of a burnhig lens, on the day
The ibllowing are the periods at which
precedin<r the eclipse.
Duration

Mr. Isaac Wiseman wrote

51

;

they respectively took lire:

viz.

Black

He

:
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He

also on the same day submitted the bulb of a thermome(which theu stood at 66") to the focus of the lens and in
1^ minute it rose to 94°, and probably would have risen higher,
had he not been apprehensive that the glass would have been
broken by the heat. These experiments were made at about two
o'clock in the afternoon, in order that they might correspond
On
with the time of the eclipse at its greatest obscuration.
the following day, about half an hour after the commencement
of the eclipse, he applied the cloths in succession to the focus
of the lens, and found the periods, at which they respectively
took fire, to be as follow viz.
20"
in
Black
ter

;

:

Blue

20

Red

16

Yellow
40
At about half an hour before the end of the eclipse he again
submitted them to the focus of the lens, and found their periods
of ignition to be as under viz.
17"
in
Black
18
Blue
:

Red

14.

Yellow

24

But during the time of the greatest obscuration he could not
produce any effect on them whatever. The thermometer at the
commencement of the eclipse was at 66°; and by two o'clock
Jiad fallen to 6 1.
This was about the middle of the eclipse
1
and Mr. Wiseman assures me that at this time he held the
bulb in the focus of the burning tens for upisoards offour minuteSy
hut rvithout 2)^oducing any sensible effect.
At a (juarter past
two, he repeated the smne experiment, and with the same recult, although the sun was free from clouds.
At the termination of the eclipse the thermometer rose to 64
Mr. Wiseman also states, that he fitted up a prism in a darkened room,
and that he made several observations on the colouied rays,
which were thrown on a screen of white paper. He says that,
during the continuance of the eclipse, the yellow and blue rays
were generally increased in brilliancy, whilst the red became
exceedingly tiiint, and did not occupy more than hjilf their
usual breadth.
As I am not aware that any experiments of a
similar kind were made during this eclipse, and as the results
are somewhat singular, although anticipnletl by Mr.\\'iscman, I
have thought it right to state them here in order that the attention ot the public may be excited thereto in any future eclipse.
'.

Mr. SloiMie of Belfast informs me that the eclipse commenced there at IP 47' 3S" mean solar time the observation
was made with one of Dollond's achromatic telescopes, m.-ignif^-ing about 75 times.
At
:

:

-jiihich

At Bury

took place on Septeniher 7, 1820.

in Lancashire, the eclipse

commenced at

Sfl

O*"

9' 10",5

apparent time at that place, as observed with an achromatic
telescope of five feet focus.
The latitude of the place was
53^ 35' 30", and its longitude west of Greenwich 9' 8" in time.
Most of the letters which I have received from the country

remark that the diminution of liffht was not so great as was
expected.
The fall of the thermometer towards the middle
of the eclipse, was various in various places.
I have already
stated that, as far as my own observations extended, I could
not perceive any diminution the inspection of the instruments was made at intervals during the eclipse. In some
places, I am informed, the fell was as much as 10°; and, where
the thermometer was placed in the sun, as much as 15".
It
appears that the power of a lens to ignite gunpowder, was suspended from 10 to 15 minutes, during the middle of the eclipse:
and it has been already stated, that lor about the same period
the lens was incapable of producing any effect on the thermoan experiment which I believe is new, and which is
meter:
certainlv worthy of repetition, whenever another eclipse of any
considerable magnitude may present itselll
From the continent I have received some communications,
which tend to confirm the observations made by former astronomers on this singular and rare pha^nomenon.
At Frankfort on the Maine, Mr. J. \. Albert observed the
:

—

eclipse, as follows:

Beginning
Do. of the annulus
do.
Middle of

1''

14",0

1

2 37 ,0 [ .
39,45^^^''''''"''""^
2
do.
2 42 ,30 J
End of
At the observatory of the Grand Duke of Baden at Manheini, M. Nicolai observed the eclipse as follows
2'' 37' 37",8"1
Beginning of the annulus
End of
do.
2 42 32 ,0 V Apparent time.
End of the eclipse
...
4
50,0)
The actual t()rmation of the annulus was very remarkable for,
about a second before it occurred, the fine curve of the moon's
disc, then immediately in contact with the edge of the sun, ap:

peared broken into several parts and in a moment these parts
flowed togetlicr like drops of water or quicksilver placed near
each other.
At the dissolution of the annulus, a similar aj)pearance presented itself: for the delicate thread of light then
formed by the anindus, instead of being broken in otic i)lace
The
only, was in an instant divifled in several jilaces at once.
thermometer (reduced to l"\ihrenheit's scale) was at the commonceniont of the eclipse at GGi, and fell towards the middle to
At
63, l)ut afterwards rose again to Gfii.
:

'

:
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injurious Effects resiiltingfrom the

that the duration of
annukis was 5' 47",5 but neither the beginning nor end of
the eclipse could be observed on account of the unfavourable
Reaumur's thermometer fell 3i destate of the atmosphere

At Augsburg, Professor Stark observed

tlie

;

:

grees (equal to 8 of Falirenheit).
At Spire, Professor Schwerd made the following observa'

tions:

Beginning of the annulus

Q,^

37' 55'\5

~\

'^
42 4-3 ,5 > Apparent time.
do.
of
...
4
57,1 J
of the eclipse
About six seconds before the formation of the annulus, a bright
spot v.as seen on the point of one of the horns, which shortly
About half a second before the
after appeared to flow into it.
complete junction of the two horns, there appeared a row of
similar appearance was observed at the disbriwht points.
The barometer stood at 28,1 inches
solution of the annulus.

End
End

A

and the thermometer (reduced
69^ to 64. A burning-glass,

from
which im-

to Fahrenheit's scale) fell
six inches diameter,

mediately set wood in a flame, did not ignite tinder during the
time of the middle of the eclipse; nor would it turn paper, in
tlie least,

brown.

At Munich

(in the middle of the city) the formation of tlie
annulus was observed at 2^ 53' 23" mean time. The baromeAnd the thermometer (reduced to
ter stood at 26,78 inches.
Fahrenheit's scale) fell about three degrees.
From the island of Zante I have received communications
differing in some trifling points fi'om each
fi-om two observers
other.
But as the results are stated to the nearest viinute only
(omitting the seconds), I do not think it necessary to quote them
It appears however that the atmosphere was not
in this place.
perceptibly darkened, till nearly the time of the formation of
the annulus, which lasted about five minutes and that the thermometer fell only 2\ degrees during the whole time of the
;

:

eclipse

;

viz.

from 88^ to 86.

V. Accoutit of a

successful

Experiment to prevent the injurious
of arsenical Vapours from

Effects resulting from the Diffusion
Coppei'-smcltitig Furnaces*.

J. HE injurious effects of the escape of arsenical and other deleterious vapours from the copper-smelting furnaces in the neigh-

bourhood of Swansea have been long known. These condensing and falling on the surrounding country, have not only
greatly uijured, but ahnost totally destroyed, vegetable and
* Monthly Magazine for

May

1822.

animal

—

:

:
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Thousands of acres are rendered
from the arsenic falling in showers upon the
and, indeed, numberless instances have
surface of the land
occurred of the teeth dropping from the mouths of cattle that
have grazed in the neighbourhood of these furnaces, and, upon
examination of such teeth, they have been found to be coated
Several chemical and mechaniwith a strong crust of copper.
cal projects have been adopted to prevent the escape of these
substances from the chimney of the smelting furnace and although their effects have been confined within the works, yet
it has been found attended with considerable trouble and expense, which the copper-smelters seem unwilling to adopt in
their daily practical operations. " The Cadoxton experiments,"
as stated in this report, seem fiiUy to remove the objections of
the smelters, and yet obviate all the inconvenience to the surrounding country. The discovery was first announced by the
following paragraph in the Swansea paper
" An experiment has been made at Cadoxton, in Glamorganshire, for obviating the inconveniences arising from the calcining and smelting of copper ores, by destroying the noxious
qualities of the smoke from the furnaces upon the whole process, and by destroying or reducing as much as possible the
bituminous smoke, upon a plan adapted to the present practical
operations of copper-making, and without increased expense to
Cambrian, Nov. 24, 1821.
the manufacturer."
The principle aimed at in this experiment is simple precipi'

animal

life

in that vicinity.

.

useless entirely

;

;

tatioii; the

mode

of effecting

it

by gaining

as

much

time as

possible between the production of the smoke in the ftirnace
and its final exit into the atmosphere ; in shoit, by imitating as

nearly as possible the condensation of vapour in a still, where
the worm (presenting the gi-eatest possible surface in the smallest
possible space) may be considered the flue: if the flue in this
case could be conveniently passed through a cold medium (as
the worm of a still), the imiUition would be still nearer; but it
should seem, from the result of this experiment, that it is not

The experiment was as follows
necessary.
calcining furnace (which throws out the greatest portion
of noxious ingredients) of the ordinary dimensions lias been
erecteil
instead of a short perpendicular flue, an horizontal
flue was carried from it on the surface of the ground, or rather
a set of connected flues, 24 in number, consisting of straight

A

;

rounded off at the ends, and fiirnislied with doors
for the ])urp()se of observation, each line being .'54 feet in length;

parallel lines

line tlie flue was continued lor somedistance
of a neiglibouring lime-kiln 22 leet dee)), which was
furnished with a brick cap in the .sluipe of a cone, termhiating
at
E
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from the end of this
to the

j)its

Si

On preventing

at the top like a

the hijurious Effeets resultingfrom the

common

chimney, and making an

iipriglit

vent

the whole length of the flue being 950 feet; the bottom of the flue rises about an inch in every 34 feet, upon the
principle that a regular ascent was necessary to indulge the
propensity of the hvdrogen to ascend, and thus facilitate its

of 50

feet,

passage forward, whilst it was at the same time desirable to keep
the smoke confined to a passage as nearly horizontal as was
consistent with that principle; ibr, in a former experiment, it
had been found that, from the want of this caution, and in consequence of some descent in the flue, the hydrogen accumulated in it so as to burn like gas on the application of a light,
and on one occasion to cause a violent ex])losion.
In the first experiment with the new flues a ton of copper
was placed in the ftnuiace, M'hen at a proper heat, and the
process of calcining commenced: the following account is extracted from the letter of the gentleman who repoits upon it:
" The smoke issuing irom the vent was perceptible only to a
good eye looking against a wood behind it; two persons ascended
to the top of the perjiendicular stack, whilst a workman stirred
the ore in the furnace: whilst this was doing, two observers sat
on the edge of the stack on the lee side, so that all the smoke
which issued must pass over their faces; and they state that they
found no kind of inconveniences when seated on the mouth of
the chinmey."
The reporter says, " Whilst I stood by the
furnace I could perceive a small issue of smoke, which appeared
to Jrover for an instant at the mouth of the stack, but was dissipated very soon after it had entered the atmosphere.
I went
up to the stack and into it by the door, there I found a mixture of smoke and hydrogen gas, smelling like common smoke;
but I inhaled it repeatedly without experiencing any of those
distressing sensations which always affect me when I inhale
copper smoke, and to which you were once witness, as we
walked by the crown works on a day when, the smoke being
remarkably low, it was impossible to avoid it. I innnediately
went into the garden and procured a common plant in a pot
in full vegetation; this I had placed on the summit of the stack,
and the superintendant tells me this evening, that it does not
yet appear at all affi?cted; indeed, he declares it impossible that
it should be; he says he has no doubt remaining on the subject,
* the thing is accomplished,
and nearly all the smoke which
does escape is combustible;' he adds, 'it is evident diat 950
feet of such flues are sufficient to destroy all the noxious properties of the copper works.' "
This experiment was made on the 23d of March 1822. On
the 25th, the reporter proceeds as follows
" On opening the
ffues this morning, the first and second were found charged
with
:

—
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with soot and a white crust, probably arsenic, and sulpliur
over the bottom and lower part of the sides.
Nos. 3, 4, and 5,
presented soot, with a superstratum of sulphur, in considerable
quantities.
Mr. Young thinks that the three flues contained
from i cwt. to 1 cwt. of deposit, the 6th and 7th soot, and a
smaller quantity of sulphur; the 8th coal-tar, which continued
to form onto the 14th, gradually diminishing, accompanied by
very little sulphur.
From the 16th to the end, thei-e was no
dejjosit worth notice, and the bricks and mortar of the 24th
were not even discoloured. On lighting the furnace to-dny
the smoke was ten minutes in reaching the mouth of the staclv,^
After the fire was well up, we threw in a bundle of wet straw,
and observed that tlie smoke arising from its combustion appeared at the mouth of the stack in tliree mmutes." Tlie reporter proceeds to observe, " It now appears, in the undeniable
shajje of experimental fact, that the noxious parts of cojipersmoke may be effectually controlled and compelled to stay
in-doors without any chemistry besides that which natpre hnv
nishes.
Bricks and mortar, and a tolerable mason, are all the
array of power and science which need be called into action.
a manager
The draft in your flues is so perfect, that Mr.
of copper-works, who furnished the ore, cautioned the man
against allowing the fire to become too intense for the process
and there is no doubt that several luuulred feet
of' calcination
Mr.
of flue might be added without impeding the draft.
,
however, tliinks that all which now escapes may be consumed
by combustion: we have no doubt on the subject."
The writer of the foregoing letters, having been warned
against trusting too implicitly to first impressions, on a single
attempt to reduce principle into practice, writes on the 28th
" In the detail which I sent you, I beheve
Marcli as follows:
I did not observe, as I should have done, that the ore was as
well calcined in as short a time, and without more fuel, as is
used in the ordinary flues; this by way of supplying an apprehended omission. Now for the objections which have jirescDted themselves, either in the siuijie of my own ideas or the
,

,-

—

—

It did occur to me that the nexvncss t)f thq
might oj^erate favourably in expediting the process of condensation and precipitation.
It was also said, that the fresh
mortar would have a chemical action on the acid particles ot
A
the smoke, anil thus neutralize one j)art of the niischiel.
jiuestion has also been started, whether there- can be sufficient

sai/in^s of others.
flues

(traught obtained through such a length of (hie to melt the ore
alter calcination.
On this last point I have felt doubts, but
the siiperintendant says he fi-els no doubt on the subject; and
states, that,

ilanv such dinicultv should
!•: 2

arise,

he would shorten
the

:
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resulting from the

the passage without apprehension, because in the process of
melting mere is far less offensive matter disengaged, and of
calcinatiofi.
It is fair also to
course less to pi-ecipitate, than
take into consideration that our stack or chimney is not the
most favourable in its formation, being very open and much
wider than the flues. He argues further, that the construction
of a smelting-fornace is calculated to increase a draught to the
utmost, whilst that of a calckier is calculated to check its direct velocity, because an intense heat would be improper for
Now the calciner at Cadoxton bethat part of the process.
came so hot, when the fire for drying the flues was at its height,
that the doors were red hot,
a degree of heat far too great
for calcination, and this too, let it be observed, with your ovon
coal*, which would do nothing with the old flues, and which
the copper Avorks could not use without a mixture of bituminous

m

—

coal."

As to the objection on account of the newness of the flues, I
cannot refuse my assent to the argument with which it is rebutted by the superintendant: he says the flues had smoke
from a roaring furnace passing through them for 48 hours before they were used in the experiment, being composed of
bricks and thin tile-stone the former only on edge, and vidth
no more mortar between them than serves to close the interstices; such a process would be likely to exhaust a large por;

Then, as for the new lime, that also
was become nearly dry, and was in too small a quantity to produce any specific effect. Then we come to the facts developed
on inspecting the flues: they were coated with the matters deposited, consequently the surface of this coating could not be
affected by the substances beneath the substratum of deposit
however, those and all other objections ought to be fairly met,
and this can be done only by a perseverance in the experition of their moisture.

ment.

We have spoken to several intelligent gentlemen,

who

come and

give us theu' remarks on the next calcination.
From this report there appears good reason for believing
that the principles, exemplified by this experiment, will put an
end to a nuisance more destructive to animal and vegetable
life than any other existing in this kingdom.
The deposit from the regular copper-works in the neighbourhood of Swansea and Neath (in which many chaldrons of
coals are consumed every hour, day and night, throughout the
year) must be immense, and it will be matter of curious inquiry,
will

* The coal here alluded to is a sort of inferior culm, fit for little else than
lime-burning: it has little or no binding quality, and will not coke so that
without a mixture of binding coal it has always been considered unfit for
the copper-sracltcr.
;

whether
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may not be turned to profit by the manuhas been found to yield by analysing three per
cent, of fine copper, and the arsenic, sulphur, and other substances which aboimd in copper ore may possibly be made
profitable; even the spare heat on so large a surface as these
horizontal flues cover, may present a cli7nafe for trades requiring a moderate degree of heat, or for hot-houses, glass firames,
&c. Time will probably develop great improvement in this
branch of trade, which has remained stationary perhaps for a

whether

this deposit

facturers.

It

century past.

This short description, however unperfect or unscientific, is
submitted, on the impression raised by the reports referred to,
for the purpose of inducing intelligent and scientific men to
The misturn their minds to this very interesting subject.
can
chiefs produced by the present system of smelting copper
scarcely be conceived by a stranger miacquamted with its destructive consequences.

Note by the EDITOR.—'Wi\en a cure is propounded for a
magnitude of the evil is generally somewhat exaggerated by those who put forth the remedy. So it is, we are
Swansea, which
told, with the smoke of the Copper- Works at
though undoubtedly a nuisance to a certain extent, are said
not to produce such dreadful effects as are set forth in the

disease, the

commencement of this paper. It is certainly injurious to vegethe traces ot this
tation; but, as we have lately been informed,
imaare confined to a narrower limit than might have been
produced.
volume
great
the
with
acquainted
one
any
gined by
With regard to health and animal life, there is no evidence, that
we everlieard of, that would lead us to think that injury reand acsults from the furnaces of the common construction
cording to the statement of a medical man near the works,
and that instances of
it appears that disease is not frequent,
by experience
confirmed
is
which
iact
common,
a
are
longevity
county.
in the vicinity of copper-works in another
The assertion that the teeth of animals grazing near the furwe must beg
naces have been found to be coated with copper,
volatilized at all
leave to doubt, not believing that this metal is
;

any sensible degree; or
in such a situation.
in

it it

were, that

it

would be tound just

foregoing paper,
Tlie Cadoxton experiment, described in the
no more than the application to copper calcining furnaces
proof ot
of what is very common to those of tin and lead; lor
where
m
month,
last
for
Number
our
to
first
whicii we refer,
Mr. 'iaylor's i)aper on the Smelting Tin Ores in Cornwall,
" isconcknsalbij long
120, Vol. 59, it is said that the arsenic
is

p.

horizontal
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the Connexion between the Leaves

horizontaljlues consti-uctedfor this purpose." Secondly, we would
mention as a matter of notoriety, that most of the lead smelting-furnaces in different parts of the kingdom are furnished
with such flues, to condense, as far as it can be done, the lead

which is evaporated in the process of smelting.
Such flues as are described in the foregoing paper will, doubtless, condense the arsenic, and are therefore used in the Tinburning houses in Cornwall. But we must observe that this
substance is not the greatest difficulty to overcome in obviating
the

evil.

The

destructive effects, such as they are, are chiefly

be attributed to the sulphur, which is much more abundant
in copper ores than arsenic, and is driven off" in a gaseous form,
to

thei-efore very difficult to condense, and totally out of the
reach of such an apparatus as is now described unless, indeed,
this condensation might be effected, as is suggested by the lime
exposed in a new building, and which would ternunate as soon
as the mortar was saturated.
The account is deficient in one respect, it does not allude to
a fact which should not have been suppressed. It is, that with
a view to accomplish this very object of abatmg the nuisance
arising from the Copper-works near Swansea, a reward of
lOOOZ. was most liberally offered by the gentlemen having pi'operty in that neighbourhood and that this and other circumstances led to the consideration of this subject some time since;

and

;

;

and

was drawn to it, and the
directed towards this object before the

that therefoi'e public attention

ingenuity of

many was

Cadoxton experiment was heard

of.

No

mention is made of the experiments making by Messrs.
Vivian and Sons at their great smelting-works, although they
are upon a scale of magnificence, and constructed with such a
scientific consideration of all circumstances, as may well be expected to ensure success as far as it is attainable.
There is a
liberality, too, in Mr. Vivian's proceeding, which cannot be too
highly praised in a public affair of this kind; for he not only
has declared his intention of not being a claimant lor the reward, even if his plan should prove to be die best, but is
actually a large subscriber to the sum that is intended to stimulate the exertions of others.
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tables ; "with other physiological Observations.

Bij

Vcfrc-

Anthony

Carlisle, Esq. F.R.S.*

In the art of gardening, it must be allowed that the greatest
value will always belong to special facts, noted down by ex*
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perienced, acute, and judicious men.
Still, however, the mind,
which is constantly occupied upon particular details, may not
be equally awake to those affinities and connexions in nature,

from whence useful general rules may be deduced; for it is by
a comprehensive classification of leading facts, that abridgements of knowledge are made, and these must form the
boundary to unprofitably minute particulars. This gathering
together of similar evidence, and the assortment of it into
systematic order, are more within the province of the inspector
than that of the experimenter.
Under those impressions, the
following observations are submitted to the Horticultural Society, trusting that scientific or practical men may employ the
accruing suggestions so as to enlarge the scope of this branch
of useful knowledge. Without presuming on the general series
of facts which I have to mention, being free from apparent exceptions, I offer them as an extensive range of coincidences,
fi'om whence beneficial inferences may be drawn. There is an
obvious connexion between the kind of foliage and the kind of
fruit in many of our orchard and garden trees
and although
the full and true uses of the leaves of vegetables are not well
understood, yet the subject seems to be open to research, and
even now capable of practical applications. The first remarkable coincidence is, between the size of the leaves and the size
of the fruit. This may be seen in the contrast between the fi'uit
and the leaves of the Magmim-honum plum, and those of the
Damascene, the Biga7Teau, and the wild cherry; the Cadillac
and the little musk-pear; the yellow Antwerp and the red
prickly raspberry; the several varieties of the gooseberry;
the common small walnut and the large or double walnut; the
large ami small medlar the different sj)ecies of cranberries ;
;

;

the filberd and the hazel nut. And the same indications jircvail in herbaceous fruit-bearing plants ; as in the melon and
gourd, the strawberry; and among esculent vegetables, as in
the pea and bean.
By an accurate observance of these cliaracteristics, new
seedling varieties may be jiartly estimated in an early stage, and
the known kinds of fruit trees better distinguished when they
Oilier evident properties in the foliage of
are not in bearing.
vegetiibles, such as their tints of colour, their hardness, thickness, and capability of resisting cold, are associated with the
qualities of their fruits.
Tlie local influences of mountainous
situation and of a bleak aspect, M-hich stunt the ioliage, aifect both the fruits and the growth of timber in all trees. The
ravages of herbivorous insects, and of parasitical lungi, are
It is probable, that
thus also indirectly niiscliievous to fruits.
the great tlillcrenccs in Ihiils, of the same variety, which arise
I'roni
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from local causes, are principally dependent on the foliage.
Even the diversity of the seasons, between one year and another, gives rise to noticeable alterations in the qualities of the
produce from the same trees.
Perhaps a further advancement in the knowledge of vegetable nature may enable the scientific gardener to govern the
foliage of his trees by artificial methods, so as to atlapt them
better to the vicissitudes of locality, and to the production of
It is likely that the unfavourable
the more desirable fruits *.
change induced upon the Downton pippin by a milder locality
than tliat of its native place, may depend upon a more luxuriant production of leaves ; and, if so, imder such new situations, the good qualities of that fruit might be again restored by
reduciuo- its exuberant foliage.
The gradual deteriorations
arising from old age in trees, are equally evinced upon the
tbliage and the fruit.
It belongs to the peculiar habits of some
varieties of trees and plants, to produce a greater or less proportion of leaves than ordinary; and, perhaps, the particularities in their physical properties make some of such leaves
more efficient than others; since the differences in their firmness, thickness, and colour, may be reasonably supposed to
influence one or more of their vital offices.
A remarkable instance of the adaptation of foliage occurs in Winter Spinage,
the leaves being of a more dense texture, of a deeper colour,
and more compacted about the stems and roots, than in the
summer variety f. These and similar evidences may probably
indicate the hardiness of other esculent or ornamental plants,
and may lead to the introduction of many new, useful, or ornamental vegetables, where they are at present unknown. In
the spring of 1815, the first tender leaves, and the immature
male catkins of the generality of our walnut-trees, were destroyed by the frosts ; the subsequent crop was very few in
number, and of indifferent quality. I consider those consequences to have arisen from the destruction of the first shoot
of leaves but there was also in the same season an unusual
number of abortive or empty nuts, and this was apprehended
to be wholly owing to the want of masculine mipregnation, as
:

* I am informed by a practical gardener, that buds may be artificially
produced upon the long naked spaces of boughs, by making scars into the
bark, similar to those left by imperfect leaves, or gem-like stipula;.
Indeed,
nature points out the efficacy of such methods, by those clusters of twigs so
often displayed in the branches of the elm, birch, and wild cherry, and which
result froni the punctures of insects.
f The attenuated and delicate foliage of forced hardy plants and housed
»hrul)s, is known to be more readily injured by frost than if they had remained exposed; and the physical differences in the texture of such leaves
sufficiently explain the cause of that acquired tenderness.
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upon filbercl- or hazel-nut
I have pi-oduced the same effect
the stigmata
bushes, by takhig awav the male catkms before
nuts,
were evolved. The well-known fact of clusters of empty
their neighbouring catoften depends upon the destruction of
by a dormouse.
kins, and I have seen it extensively produced
some years ago, upon
series of experiments, which 1 began
fluids, induce me to
the different freezing capacities of viscid
powers ot resistvegetable
the
all,
of
not
if
many,
conclude, that
same or snnilar physical causes.
in<' con-^elation, depend on the
the diiliculty ot Ireezing
I was led to this iiupiirv by noticing
dissolved starch, and some oils, as those Irom

A

treacle, paste,

ihe
essential oils,
the nut and almond, and the most part ot
viscid comremarkably low temperature required to freeze these
ot the juices,
pounds, directed my attention to the composition
holly, the
the
willow,
the
of
parts
and to the parenchymatous
physical composition
misletoe, and the alder; and also to the
Some of those, as the box, extend over a
of many evergreens.
been transported
wide ran^e of climates, and others which have
of this country with
hither from mild regions, bear the frosts
The causes of this capability in plants ot enduring
impunity.
because the results
such vicissitudes, is worthy of research,
ascertain those vivamay, as before intimated, teach us how to
the new varieties ot
cious properties, both in exotics, and in
culture*.
our own
,
^
i
,
too long
The advancement of vegetable physiology has been
with
analogies
it
upon
retarded by a continued effort to force
ways ot naThe
organs
animal
of
offices
and
the structure
confined rules like those ot
ture are, however, not limited by
is not obliged to
man: her diversities are endless; and she
analogy, or ot classiticaof
system,
of
methods
any
by
work
are indeed great (it not indispensable)
.

tion.

.

,
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unreasonable to inquire whether the digesting, secreting, exand pneimiatic operations of life, are or are not comr
patible with each other in the same part, and whether in
some examples one of those functions may not singly belong to
leaves, and in other cases many of them be associated together *. The greatest number of resemblances between plants
and animals are to be found in those of the most simple structure in both kingdoms; and in all such instances the governing
influence of j)hysical causes is strikingly obvious ; whereas, under a complexity of organic textures, we are apt to put aside the
only natural causes which we are permitted to comprehend, and
creting,

to attribute the phgenomena to an occult cause, known under
the ill-defined term, vitality.
Assuredly, the leaves of vegeta-^
bles very generally perform the offices of animal stomachs ; as
when they convert the raw material of vegetable nutriment into
a new and peculiar substance for buikling up the fabric of
plants.
The extensive variety of new compounds which dif^
terent plants contain, are elaborated from nearly the same kind
of raw material ; and doubtless the vast variety of vegetable
leaves is in each species adapted to their special secretions. It

probable, that the novelty of these statements may give rise
;
but since I only adduce them as connected with general views, and not as universal truths, my ob-.
ject will be fully attained if they occasion any new series of
accurate and decisive experiments, being m3'self wholly indifis

to controversial opinions

ferent as to

tlie

side

on which

tritth is ultiipately to rest, pro-t

be clearly elicited.
uidlvidual power, or ability, to prosecute these and si-^
milar researches, is forbidden by a hojjeless want of leisure,
I therefore gladly concede the tiisk to those who are better cir-,
cumstanced,
vided

it

My

* I wish it to be understood, that I consider the green cellular tissue of
the bark in young branches to consist of the same material with their leaves,
and that it is devoted to the same purposes this parenchymatous pulp
seems to be a reservoir for the next successions of foliage and fructifications,
because buds consist chiefly of fibrous material. The branches of the
China-rose possess more of this green pulp than the branches of other
roses, and which may be the cause of its continued flowering.
May not
the stock of the China-rose be therefore more efficient for thchcalthy sup.
port of buds and grafts, from the yellow and other difficult flowering roses?
:

\U.
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VII. Further Remarks on the iic^lO Method of detci-iimiing the
Latitude of a Place, by Observations of the Pole-Star. By
Francis Daily, Esq. F.R.S.*

In the last Number of the Philosopliical Magazine, I pointed
but the method which had been lately suggested by M. Littrow for determining the latitude of a place by observations of
the zenith distance of the pole-star, at any part of its diurnal
revolution.
Since that paper was printed I have re-considered
the subject more attentiveh', and find that that method is not
confined to the pole-star, but that it may be extended with
equal advantage to other stars situated at even a greater distance
from the pole, and whose slow motion in altitude renders them
peculiarly adapted to such observations.
This will be seen from the following demonstration of the
general proposition: and as it does not appear to me that the
have been very strictly pursued by some
who have treated thereon (smce very
different results have been deduced by them), I hope I need
not apologize for here calling the attention of the reader once
steps of the process

of those mathematicians

more

to the subject.

Let Z be the zenith of the place of
observation
P the pole and S the
;

;

place of the star, in

round

P

from S

:

perpendicular to

= =
=

revolution
the line S

its

let fall

Q

Z P. Then we

shall

the zenith distance of
ZS z
the north polar
the star: PS
p
the angle Z P S
distance of the star
t= the hour angle Z P vI/= the
and
P
co-latitude of the place
Now z, p,
the segment formed by the perpendicular.
u
and t being given, we have, by the common solutioji of the
case in spherical trigonometry,

have

=
:

=

=

:

Q

:

= =

tan u

COS

= cos tan p
cos u
— U] = cos
/.

(vl/
^

'

COS

Z.

Jl

and it may readily be seen that
Tills solution is general
by the help of seven logarithms, any particular case may be
M.Littrow has, with a view to the more familiar
determined.
and easy solution of the case of the pole-star, thrown tiie
value of p and u into series, by the following well known ex:

pressions

:

* Communicated by the Author.
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all the powers above the thu-d, as of no
value (which, in the case of the pole-star, may be safely done)
and substituting the series in the general expression above

whence, by rejecting

mentioned, we have
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the very same formula as that which I have given in

my

former ^^aper.
This formula is an approximate one

but, as far as the polethe terms which are omitted not
affecting the result in any sensible manner.
If the general
formula be used, it may be applied with equal advantage to
8 Ursre Minoris and other stars not far distant from the pole
and thus the means oi' deducing the latitude from sxich observations will be multiplied.
But if that formula be converted
into series, we must (in these cases) retain the fourth and sometimes the fifth powers of
p which however will not render
the approximate formula more intricate or laborious, and the
star

is

concerned,

is

correct

;

:

:

computer may adopt

it

in lieu of the

general one.

Yet

I

doubt
the
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sequel

explain.

have stated that different results appear to have been obtained by different mathematicians in their solution of this
problem. Dr. Dirksen makes the value to be
I

4>= 2

-j-^J.cos ^

—

f-

sin-

/.

cot r}/

—^

sin^

t.

cos

t.

cot

^ 4/

from the formula above adduced, by having in
of cot :: whilst the fourth term is
^l^ instead
Mr. Horner's formula also, which is
altogether different.
much more complex than Dr. Dirksen' s, involves t^lie cot •^.
The tables likewise of Mr. Stevens (to which I shall presently
allude) as well as those of M. Schumacher, appear to be founded
on the same erroneous formula;. The table also recently published by Capt. Lynn, in page 133 of his " Star Tables for
1823," and which was furnished by an eminent mathematician
and astronomer, seems formed on the same principle. The
.same may likewise be said of the rule given by the Rev.
Mr. Lax in Problem XIV. of his " Tables to be used with the
Nautical Almanac."
It is not easily seen how these diflerent
authors can have deducetl their formulas so as to involve expressions depending on the co-latitude of the place of observation since it by no means enters into any of the steps of the
process.
It is true that, in the case of the pole-star, and for

which
tlie

differs

third term cot

;

;

nautical purposes, this substitution of the co-latitude for the

any consequence. But in the
case of stars having greater north-polar distance, and where
the observations are carried on in an observatory, the computations nmst be confined to the correct formula.
In foct, since
the true values are in all cases more easily deduced from the
correct formula, there can be no good reason for, at any time,
liaving recourse to an erroneous one.
In the example given
in my former paper an error of 2" woukl arise from the substitution of the approximate co-latitude, for the zenith distance:
but in the case of 2 Ursce Minoris the error would be 10 times
greater from a similar substitution*. These (juantities may be
of little or no moment at sea, but in an observatory they cannot
be neglected.

zenith distance will not be of

• Tills star, wliicli, after tlic jjole-star, is the next resorted to for observations of the hititiule, as well as for the a<ljiistiiient of the transit instrument, is not one of the stars which arc inchidod in the Greeawicii
catalogue: therefore neither its mean ])lace at the hej^innin;,' of the year,
nor its apparent place at any other time is to l)e fomui in tlie Nautical Almanac.
On the Continent, however, the position of this star is considered of so nnicli importance that (like the pole-star) its fipjxirait place,
both in right ascension and declination, is now calculated for cvcrj/ day \\\
the year: an example svorthy of imitation in this country.

Since

;
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Since the latitude may at all times be so easily computed front
the general formula which I have deduced, it does not readily
appear why M. Littrow should liave considered it necessary to
alter the form of it, by the introduction of the series above
mentioned.
It is true that we are enabled thereby (as far as
regards the pole-star) to compose tables for nautical purposes,
"wliich may be of great use and advantage at sea ; and save
But, this does not seem to have been
time and labour.
:
and moreover, in an observatonj, where the greatest
accuracy is required, th.e approximate formula is always equally
laborious with, and sometimes more so than the correct one
as may be readily ascertained on trial. For, six logarithms are
always required; besides the proportional parts of B and C,
and other reductions on account of the variation in the north
polar distance of the star, when p and t do not correspond

much

his object

with the value in the table.
The observations, for determining the latitude of a place,
are usually formed into series of 20 or 30 each and if we
could, by the help of any tables, annex to each observation its
correction depending on the distance of time fi-omthe mean time
of the whole series, and after dividing the sum by the whole
number (
N) of observations, approximate towards the correct value by the help of any formula (similar to the plan
adopted by M. Delambre, in his Reduction to the meridian) a
great deal of time and labour might be saved in the computations.
But M. Littrow's formula presents no such advantages.
It is true that he has elsewhere suggested a plan of this kind,
but I nnich doubt whether it can be practised with conve:

=
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nience or success.
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same formula as that which I have
commencement of this paper, with the excep-

precisely the

at the
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tlon of the new quantity x, which is here proposed to correct
the value of z as deduced from a series of observations.
But
since the vahie of x depends on three other formuise, none of
which are of very easy arithmetical solution, it may be doubted
whether any thing is gained by the substitution. It is singular
that the formulae m and n both contain the value of \|/ so that
in these aiiproximations also the latitude is supposed to be jireviously known before the general formula can be depended upon.
The value of m (if formed into a table, as proposed by M. Lit^
trow) will necessarily require a table of double entry, even
for a fixed observatory.
The value of A may be taken from
M. Delambre's tables of Bediiction to the meridian. M. Lit^
trow adds, as a condition, that the observations must not be
very numerous, and that if they are formed into series of four
or six, we may safely reject the correction x but, by this limitation and these subdivisions, we lose the benefit of his proposed corrections, and thus revert to the orighial general formula.
His method indeed appears to be somewhat similar
to the mode proposed by M. Soldner for determining the time
from the mean of a number of zenith distances of the sun or
a star: (see Bode's Astronomische Jahrhuch for 1818, page 123)
but which M. Delambre (in his investigation and examination of this method, in the Connaissaiice des Terns for 1820,
pages 357 and 397) seems to consider not more convenient in
practice than the rigorous formula; except in those cases
where the observations are made near the prime vertical.
I shall now proceed to make a few remarks on the histoiy of
the iliscovery of this problem a measure which aj^pears to be
called for at the present moment, in consequence of some observations which have been recently made on the subject by
M. Zach, in his Correspo7idance Astronomiquc, Till those remarks ai)})eared M. Littrow was (I believe) generally considered as the original inventor of the method and in the first
paper which he jniblished on the subject in 1817, he himself
calls it a ncv: method.
M. Zach, however, in a late •iniiiber of
his Cor. Jst. (vol. vi. page 210) states that the American sea-.
men have been a lon<^ time in the habit of oljserviiig the altitude of the pole-star, at all hours of the night, for the purpose
of deducing their latitude and he (luotcs a tal)lc given lor this
very pinpose, by Mr. Bowditch in the third edition of his
" New American Practical Navigator," Tliis work was originally jjuljhshed in America in tlie year 1801
Inil tiie third
edition, here alluded to, a])j)ears tvithoid a date: and, as it is
not kuouu whether the table was inserted iu tlie first and second editions, jio correct inference can be drawn as to the time
when this jntlhod was first adoptetl l)v the American navy.
:

:

:

:

:

;

'J'lie
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The

table given by Mr. Bowditch consists merely of p. cos t
converted into numbers for every lO"", from O*" to 12'', and on
No correction is
the assumption that p is equal to 1° 42'.
given for those povvei's of p which are omitted : and, as the
polar distance of the star is assumed 4' greater than it is at the
present ilay, it is evident that his table can give but a very
rough approximation to the latitude. The American captain,
JVom whom M. Zach obtained the above particulars, seemed
aware of this circumstance, but did not consider it of much
importance, because the altitude of the star was seldom determinable within those limits an error in reasoning too frelie said, however, that if greater accuracy
quently adopted.
were required they (the Americans) had other tables more exact
and mentioned those of Capt. Elibrd, of Charleston in
South Carolina, published under the title of " Circular Polar
Tables," and a work of Mr. Stevens neither of which he had
:

;

:

in his possession.

Capt. Elford's work I have not yet been able to procure,
neither do I know the date of it; but the jiamplilet of
Mr. Stevens has been kindly presented tome by Mr. Troughton ; and I avail myself of this opjiortimity of giving a summary of its contents. It was published in this country twentymethod of ascertaining
two years ago, under the title of "
the latitude in the northern hemisphere by a single altitude
of the pole-star, at any time ; with tables computed for that
pxnpose.
By John Stevens, in the service of the East India
It contains only 16 pages;
Company. Cambridge 1800."

A

Table I. appears
fbin- of which are occupied by the tables.
to contain the value of p. cos t: and Table II. the correction
depending on the latitude of the place of observation. The
north polar distance of the star is assumed equal to 1° 45';
but a rule is given for correcting the errors which may arise
from any variation in that quantity.
It would thus appear (from the information which we at
-present possess") that this method of deducing the latitude
of a place originated in this country. But, how it has happened that it should have been so much neglected here, as not
to have formed a part of any subsequent treatise on navigation, whilst it has been so speedily adopted by the Americans,
The attention, however, which
I am at a loss to conceive.
has been recently directed to this subject, will probably restore
it to its proper situation
in all future works which may be
written for the information of nautical persons.
The corrccS
solution of the problem still belongs to M. Littrow.
M. Zach, who seems to take a pleasure in noticing the zeal
and rising talents of lie Americans, particularly in all nautical
I

alKiirs,

;
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has stated that Mr. Bowditch (in his " New American
Practical Navigator") has re-calculated the logarithms, techIt may
nically called Log. Rising, and extended them to 1 2^.
perhaps be gratifying to learn that a similar extension of those
affairs,

made in this country by Captain
" Solar Tables for working the longitude by chronometer, or for finding the latitude by double
altitudes of the sun or stars."
In the Requisite Tables published by Dr. Maskelyne, the Log. Risi7ig are carried to five
In those
places of decimals, and for every 10 seconds of time.
recently published by the Rev. Mr. Lax, they are extended to
every 4 seconds of time, but still to 5 places of decimals only.
In those now publishing by Capt. Lynn, they are extended to
every second of time, and to six places of decimals. The work,
as flir as 9 hours, is already published, and wiU be equally
useful to the astronomer and the seaman but, whether it will
be continued, or not, will probably depend on the patronage
which is afforded to that part which is already before the public.
Too great encouragement cannot be given to works of this kind,
which abridge so much the labour of computation.
In deducing the time from altitudes of the sun or stars, by
useful tables has also been

Lynn

in a

work

entitled

:

means of the

strict analytical

formula,

we

obtain sin*

—

as tlie

value of the hour angle.
This expression is of frequent occurrence in various astronomical solutions, and had induced
me to form a table of its value for every second of the quadrant.
By the help of Capt. Lynn's tables, however, this labour might
have been saved, since we have merely to add the constant lo-

garithm 5.3010300 to the logarithm of
diately obtain the Log. Risitig

:

sin-

~, and we imme-

which, as I have already ob-

calculated in Capt. Lynn's tables to every second
and which consequently shows, upon inspection, the correct
Its application
time required, without any further reduction.
would have been more general if it had contained the values
served,

is

of the angles in arc as well as in time
adopted by Mr. Lax.

;

similar to the plan

VIII. True apparent Right Ascension of Dr. Maskelyne's 36
Stars for every Day in the Year 1822, at the Time ofpassing
the

By the Rev.

Meridian of Greenwich.
[Continiictl

from

vol. lix.

J.

Guooby.

page 101.]

The Autlior wishes to remark tliut the hist six months of the year have
renot !)cen ealniliifod from the same tables as the former, hut from iiiore
'"«»"
cent ones pnblisiied in the Konif,'si)urf,' Observations for 1818. The
of that
riRht ascension as there given by Ucssel has also been used, instead
given by Mr. Pond.
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the Pollen of- Flowers,

To Dr.

By

Mrs. Agnes Ibbetson.

Tilloch.

—

IVIy last gave the most convincing proof that there
no such thing as perspiration in plants, and that the water

Sir,
is

]

found under a glass when a vegetable is placed within it (without earth) is nothing more than the condensation of the atmosphere, shown and exemplified by the sky-light, and the water
that runs on the stairs; and there being scarce a drop of
moisture in the interior vessel

two

when

is covered witli
inundated as usual.

the plant

glasses, though the exterior cylinder

is

I now turn to my next subject, which will give the whole
history of the pollen from the moment it is first protruded in
the plant to the time it completes its fi'uctification of the seed.
The pollen is always formed in the tap root (PL I. fig. 1, «c)
the anthers and filaments are a mere late production, and are

m

the plant till the bud forms them while completing other parts at the top of the plant : the pollen is therefore foi'med in the root perfectly uncovered (PI. I. fig. 1, aca):
if the tap root is eradicated, the pollen forms just above the
cut; but is rarely in trees found in the side roots, except in
Jirs. It passes up in all trees but in the Dioecious order, where,
being separated entirely from the female, it runs up the pith
or interior wood of the stem, in the male plant perfectly naked,
the anthers begin to form in the male
fig. 11, m.
bud, in dioecious trees, nothing can be more evident than the

never discovered

When

They are then so
entering of the pollen into them, fig. 2.
stuffed and filled to bursting as to form a curious moving specimen for many minutes alter being placed under the glass.
It is then that the filaments are formed and shoot forth from
the male bud, that they may carry the anthers and pollen into the
air, where they generally swing for some hours, if not days.
There is every reason to believe that they thus procure a
quantity of gas, absorbing it by the help of their motion thus
they soon become ripe ; and when the pistil has displayed those
indications of being rcady to complete the seed, by the swelling of the bubble of liquid at the summit, the pollen again
leaves the anthers and flies to that nectarious drop, which attracts it to the pistil, and remains fastened by the hairs to which
the balls adhere, and are in a short time dissolved by the
juices of the pistil, down which it runs in various gutters till
it has reached the seeds, which it enters mixed with the nectarious juice, and thus fructifies them.
When the pollen passes up in Dioecious trees, it forms a
curious specimen: the balls of the pollen are generally large
:

i

and

i

On
and run up the

tliePuUcn of Flo-jcers.

pith in different short vessels,

S7i
figs. 1

and

2.

know

not a better example of Dioecious trees than the Willow they are all the same in their flowering ; two stamens alone
appear out of the bud, from which they are classed, fi<T, 1 the
rest pass from the male bud to the female, and fructity all the
seeds
fig. 4- is the nectary of the male bud of the Willow,
fig. 3 X , of the female.
It will be seen that the male is led up
by the spiral wire, the female by the alburnum; and so invariable is this law, that it passes through every class of plants,
and serves to distinguish the sexes in all the Cryptogcmiia plants,
where such a mark is of consequence, and I never saw it vary
I

:

.

;

:

in

any one

instance.

When

the plants are Monoecious, and have the male and
female in the same tree, you may always see, at the termination
of the piece of stem, to which sex that piece belongs, and in
herbaceous plants, such as the Indian Wheat, Carexes. The female first surrounds the male; they then cross each other, and
the female is discovered fixed in the centre of the plant, to
form the cone ; in cutting the plant open all the way, the parts

between the knots are always filled by the style of the female
then the
plant, while the seeds are growing under the knots
male flower passes by the female and makes its appearance at
:

the top of the grass or corn.
It is most evident why the pollen comes from the tap root
naked, or without anther or filament: a great quantity must
pass up to the bud, and through die new shoot ; the vessels are
small, and would not contain either addition, especially the anthersjwhich are so formed with their four corners that they could
I was a long time benot pass through a straight vessel, fig. 5.
fore I discovered this. It is curious not only to see the loads of
pollen that run up the new shoot, but the early time they begin
to run up. The stem, the moment the new shoot is beginning
to protrude, and the ix)llen mounts it, is the first process for
the new year, which in plants may be said to begin in August.
I have often seen the pollen waiting in vast quantities near the

of die Poplar a month before the shoot was comthen die moment they can rise and pass the screw,
fig. 6, they are so loaded with the balls, so crowded togeUier,
It is admithat it is wonderful with what ease they i)ass up.
rable that every important part is formed in the root, and not
one that is not absolutely essential, and of real consequence to
the fructification :— the female flower-bud, for example, but not
the pollen, but not die anthers and filament;
the leaf-bud
the heart of the seed, but not the seed itself, which, large as it

new screw
pleted

;

;

a mere appendage and cover to the heart, which contahis
is to form die next year's plant or tree.
The
II
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is, is

that slioot which
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though it appears so small, is lar from being so
in Dioecious trees and though they seem all Uke balls gathered
in a heap, yet when examined by the microscope, they ditter
extremely in shape: some are round, some square, some triangular, some resemble a thick round cake nor are they less
various in colour, for though most of them are yellow, yet
there are many white, purple, blue, and, red biTt most pollen
belonging to the same genera have the same form and the same
shape, which is an easy way of discovering the class of the
flower.
If the stamens are taken out, and the pollen is shaken
on a dry glass, and a drop of water then allowed to I'all near
it, in a moment each ball of pollen (though before so apparently
agglutinated) is scattered as if struck with electricity and flies
to every part of the glass.
They must contain much sulphureous matter, for they will often burn at the candle but
they do not melt in hot water, nor even in boiling spirit of
wine, which will however sometimes draw from them a faint
tint of colour
but it does not dissolve the po'ver, though the
pollen powder is directly melted by the nectarious juice on the
pistil.
Most probably it is resinous. They have invariably
(let their shape differ ever so much) two separate parts
and
two different licjuids. The outward part (as at fig. 5) is formed
of a slight cuticle, sometimes crossed, or with circular apertures, which show the dark parts within, and which often exhibit vessels shooting from the exterior ball, fig. 5 a ax, and
ejecting oil
but when the inner ball bursts, it is discovered to
be formed of a cartilaginous matter extremely strong but all
the apertures proceed from the upper surface alone and ejecting oil. But when the inner ball explodes, a thin vapour pours
from it like undulating smoke, fig. 6 X , and spotted with grains
Tlie pollen,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of black.

Rumphius and Hedwig, another German botanist, who
had studied the subject as well as the microscopes then pei-mitted, differed much one of them said it was all oil, fig. 7,
which proceeded fi om the pollen ball. His antagonist insisted
it was a gray liquid studded witli black spots
they certainly
were both right and both wrong; since the mixture of the two
opinions really composes the pollen ball, being oil without, and
gray matter within. They are formed of such a beautifid
matter, and the apertures are so contrived, as to throw a kind
of luminous appearance within by means of a shining matter,
:

;

Vvhich often produces a curious effect when contrasted with the
black of the inner box: this adds not a little to those velvet flowers, such as the Heart-ease, &c.
The curious round ball of the
Cucumber and Melon are so remarkable for their beauty, the
outward figure is so light and highly fashioned, that it is dilficult to describe it; see fig. 8, a a.
But

;:
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But it is not aiiUiers and pollen alone that form this necessary conjunction. The filament is of" no little consequence the
thread which shoots from the anther after that is filled with
pollen (thin as it is) must be perfectly hollow the whole way,
fig. 9 a a, and fig. 9; for so entirely does every mgredient, every
nutriment, proceed from the root, that all nnist have free access to that part which apertains to it, and is intended to rise
to its surface,
the upper part of the flower and the pistil. The
anthers are and may be described as little bags of exquisite
workmanship, each sac/c divided into two or tour partitions,^
but always extremely filled by the pollen when developed,
the opening of these cases is most curiously managed with
an art and cleverness nature alone can produce; since the
more they are magnified the more beautiful they appear, which
is never the case with the works of art.
Some of the anthers
open at the end, fig. 9 cc ; some all the way down the side,
fig. 9 bb.
Some, still more extraordinary, are circular with a
bar between each pollen ball, in order to ensure a passage
thoroughly free through each part, when the filaments that
serve as a foot-stalk to the anthers should possess a free communication.
When the filaments that support them grow,
they are formed perfectly hollow, that the dust may be changed
should the moisture injure it. Sometimes the threads enlarge
It
near the bottom to admit a ii^ctary ; at other times above.
is generally contrived with excessive art, as in the Antirrhinum^
where the stalk is twisted into a spiral before it joins the
This would ajipear to prevent the passage of the polanther.
:

—

:

but I have exactly watched the flower this spiral does
;
not show itself till after the anther is completely stuffed with
pollen: some anthers are formed like a divided heart, fig. 10 tc
some resemble a flower, d d. If communication were not necessary between the flower, and thus down to the root, there
wouhl have been no occasion for a cylinder reaching through
the filament; whereas in the many thousaticls I have dissected
I never found this part missing, and very often full of pollen
then the anthers liave a hair peculiar to themselves whicli almost always conveys a coloured juice progressive dissection
soon proves these important truths, and unites ihem ail, and
gives a further insight into botanical natinv, than ycius ol more
tU'sultory studies on the same subject. Indeed it is the only way
of becoming really acquainted with the interior of a tree.
To understancl the stamen peifectly, there needs only to
ilissect a Di(K;cious tree or plant; there needs only t(» follow
the picture the year round, as I have done, and see that pass

len

;

:

icilhin the trie,

Willow

it is

which

is

afurwards

display«il nithouf.

so entirely dividfd, the muli'J'ruiu the
2

a

/ciiiatr,

In

tlie

thai

it

is
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impossible to mistake them : the male Willow tree sends most
of its pollen through the wood and pith by means of short
but it is very difficult to
vessels, which I have already shown
draw the pollen running within the anthers ; though take a
young flower of the male kind, and divide it, and it will be
viewed directly. I hardly know a specimen plainer or more
But there is one pecueasily shown in the original, fig. 2.
the male plant is led
liarity which distinguishes the Dioecious
up by the spiral wire, fig. 13, the female by the line of life,
this is so universally the case, tliat in all plants of this
fig. 1 3 X
order, particularly the Crypiogamioy it is this that points
out the male plant: I have dissected an immense number to
trace the male and female flower, and invariably found this
vessel, and the male is the more easily discovered from its always possessing so much motion ; for in some plants it is abis

:

;

—

:

—

solutely violent, as in most of the Cryptogamia:
but I shall
give a letter on this subject.
Your obliged servant,

Agnes Ibbetson,
Description of the Plate.
Fig. 1 Male flower of the Willow.
Fig. 2. Male flower of the Willow at an earlier stage, when
the pollen are entering the anthers at a a a a.
Fig. 1 xaa. The tap root of the anther, with the first growth
of the pollen.
Fig. 3, of the female flower of the Willow, with the heart of
the seeds entering the seed-vessel.
Fig. 4. Pointing out the nectary in the male ddd, and the
.

length of the nectary in the female flower.
The exact interior shape of an oblong pollen, to
show how the interior box is made, and how the exterior
is formed to eject the oil.
Fig. 5 aaax.
pollen ball: x the passage for the oil it
ejects; and if some water swims on the glass it will be
constantly seen to throw out a sort of pattern of oil.
Fig. 6.
The sort of screw which stops the new shoot.
Fig. 6 X .
The ball of the Melon or Goind, witli the interior manner of ejecting the gray matter.
Fig. 7.
Pollen ball.
Fig. 8 a a. Triangular ball with the oil vessels a a completed.
Fig. 9. The filaments: fig. 9 aao, to show they are hollow.
1'he filaments.
^^}S- -Kf/Fig. 10 fr.
Doiibic heart.
Fig. 11.
iStcm, with the pollen passing up.

Fig. 5.

A
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X. On

the Heat produced by Chlorine., and on a singular Effect
produced by Lightning, By John Murray, F.L.S. M. W.S.

4c-

Sfc.

To Dr.

Tilloch.

—

Sir,
JLIr. Hare, of Philadelphia, is stated to have found
that tlioughthe thermometer immersed into a volume of chlorine

not affected, the sensation of heat on the skui announces
be 90"* to 100" F. This however I believe only takes
place on opening the vessel in contact with atmospheric air.
This phaenomenon is very ingeniously, and I believe justly,
ascribed to a chemical action between the gas and the insensible perspiration of the skin.

gas
it

is

to

Allow

me

to

add

when a volume of

that the

same phaenomena are manifested
is opened into the atmosphere

nitrous gas

the thermometer rises only a fraction, but the sensation of heat
is equal to that superinduced by chlorine.
feelings deceive me if the same thing does not occur in
the case of muriatic acid gas the quantity which I collected
over the mercurial cistern was contained in a small cylinder,
and would not admit the immersion of my whole hand.
I have been much interested in reading an account of " a
singular effect produced by a stroke of lightning on the 3d
July last, communicated by Professor Pictet to the Helvetic
Society."
The lightning is represented as having done n<»
damage to the house, but " it perforated a piece of white iron
with two holes of an inch in diameter, and five inches distant
and, what was very remarkable, the burs at the edges of the
Professor Pictet draws the
holes were in opposite directions"
conclusion, that either two electric currents had moved simultaneously, and in opposite directions, or that, alter it had perforated the metal and moving five inches along it, had penetrated the plate in an opposite direction.
I must confess, however, that to me the latter opinion seems to violate the princi-

on the hand

My

:

ples of probability.

You may remember,
go<Kl

enough

sir,

that

some years ago you were
Magazine a com-

to insert in the Philosojihical

munication of mine which detailed experiments
lar in the

phaenomena

y>/(r»sf/y simi-

pi-esented.

A

wire of
may not be irrelevant to advert to two of them.
thickness of a knitting-needle rested on the table, one end
iKiiiig ill contiict with the exterior coaling oftlio charged Leyden
jar, a card rested on the wire, and a jiatch oftinloil was placed
over the further end of tliis wire: another card succeeded,
It

tlie

and a

liimilar

patch oftinloil with a caid and wire

al)o\»', ter-

minated

A
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Ml. John Mtoraij " on

to

the

Apparatus for

minated the arrangement. The patches of tinfoil, and of
course the ends of the wires which terminated below and above
them, were separated from each other about two inches. When
the electric discharge was made by placing one of the balls of
the insulated discharging rod in contact with the further end
of the upper wire, &c. the under patch of tinfoil exhibited an
indent upward; and the upper patch an indent dov)nivard: tliey
were frequently perforated, and the burs similarly directed.
If I used two wi7-cs below, parallel to each other, say Jfths inch
apart, and one wire above, then had I two indents or two
burs directed upwards, and one indent or one bur downwards;
and on the other hand, when I employed two wires above and
one below, the phaenomena were reversed, there being tico bins
or indents from above, and one onlij from belorv.
In this detail there is described another phaenomenon not
I coated uniformly with China ink the ball
less interesting.
of the rod connected with the internal metallic surface of the
Leyden jar, as well as that of one of the balls of the jointed
discharger, and placed a vertical card between these balls.
When 1 made the discharge, the caid exhibited the usual appearance of a bur raised on both sides. But independently of
this, I Ibimd a ciradar portion of the China itik displaced J'rom

of these balls, and an indent in each of them. Each ball
was an inch distant from the respective surfaces of the interposed card, and the discharge was a powerful one. It was on
these that I founded the opinion that Mons. Moll's experiment was only a modification of mine and I have transmitted
both

;

Moll of Utrecht a note of these experiments,
agreeably to his request to me.
to Professor

It is highly satisfactory for me to receive, after the lapse of
a few years, the verification of these experiments, sealed as it
were by the signet of celestial fire.
I

have the honour to be,

sir.

Your obliged and humble
May

XI.

15, 1822.

A Reply

servant,

J.

to

MuKRAY.

Mr. John Murray, "on the Apparatus for
of the Lungs in apparent Death" By

restoring the Action

Mr, John Moore, Jun.

To Dr.

Tilloch.

Sir, — Is

it not singular tliat Mr. Miu-ray should liave been
so tlispleased with me, for the notice I took of his machine for

producing

artificial respiration, when he has given an invitation to the public to completely investigate it ; re<jup«;ting them

to

;

reston?ig the Action of the
to

show

objections, if

fess that I

am

Lungs

in apparent Death."

not a

surprised at

little

Mr. John Moore junior,

your
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He says,

" I cona communication by

any were to be found ?

Number for March

last: with
correspondent considers the
plan he proposes for restoring the action ot" the lungs as more
complete than my invention," I would ask Mr. J. Murray
what was the reason he stopped at his invention; was it because, by not publishing the reason I gave for my conclusions,
he tliought to gain a trifling advantage? He writes, I consider my plan the best, " with sufficient selt-complacency:" ought
he to be angry because I felt a pleasure in what I then was
writing, M'hen the same feelings, I have no doubt, induced him

in

sufficient selt-coniplacency

this

to publish his invention ?

says that " Mr. John Moore junior is pleased
form of the syringe which I had done long before
aye, and constructed and published too."
I deny having
adopted the form of Mr. Muri'ay's syringe for my plan was

Mr. Murray

to adopt the

;

some of my friends some years ago: but my first letter to one of them in London, relating to the apparatus, is dated
Februaiy 1819. His favour to me in reply, 9th October 1819,
which is about two years before I saw Mr. Murray's descrip-

shown

to

tion.

" I never believed myself infallible, or
incapable of improvement. I hope 1 am
not so absurd or unreasonable : but 1 do fearlessly assert, that

Mr. Murray

that

writes,

my invention was

it to be, is one which adds
mechanism without subserving its utility
nay, rather injures the cause it is meant to serve."
What proof is there in a " fearless assertion?" Why did he
not give unequivocal proof that it was incompetent to perform that which I had stated it would ? This would have been

his

improvement, as he insinuates

to the complexity of the
;

How can he conbetter than a " fearless assertion."
clude that I "insinuated?" I said that I considered my plan
more complete than his, stating my reason for the conclusion
but if I had been a dealer in positive assertions, 1 should have
saitl mine was superior to his.
Mr. Murray says, " Various jilans presented themselves to
my mind before I completed my improved apparatus: a structure some-d/iat similar to the one now set forth and vaunted by
your correspondent John Moore junior, was inunediately reThis proves nothing,
jectetl from its complete uselessness."
as he has only asserted it was somewhat similar nor docs he
much

;

tell

us in

what particular

essential part? or will

it

was

ilissiniilar.

lie 'J'earlcssttj assert'

Was
that

it

not in

mine

is

some
com-

plete! v useless?

If
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If Mr. Murray had

have been understood as

Mr. Murray says

Mr. John Murray,

left

i$c.

out the word " vaunted,"

well,

that his

it would
and quite as correct.
machine was ' injmediately re-

undergoes no change whatever. If it be as Mr. Murray has
Stated, that the air undergoes no change whatever, how is it
that the individual becomes reanimated ? He says it is absurd
to give a continued supply of fi'esh air to an individual, until

jected,' because, until natural respiration returns, the air

the natural respiration returns. Will Mr. Murray say that the
natural respiration returns fully and at once? because, if it
returns by degrees, will not the air be decomposed in proportion to returning life? And as the air becomes charged with carbon as the person continues reanimating, does it not follow that
it should be withdrawn, and fresh supplied in its place, unless Mr. MuxTay can show that fresh air would injure or prevent resuscitation ; or that the ' victim' it would keep in ' inglorious repose?*
Mr. Murray states, " As to the application of the instrument to the purposes of a gas blow-pipe, and the exhibitions
of nitrous oxide, I can have no ambition to claim an interest
in such an association ; the transitioji from the resuscitation of
human beings to a gas blow-pipe, &c. is so entirely ludicrous,
that I am astonished such an erratic fancy should be indulged
in." Here he has wrong stated my expressions; but even suppose they were as he has stated them, would any man in his
senses think of ridiculing the mentioning in immediate succesPerhaps Mr. Murray
sion the several uses of a machine ?
was indulging in an ' erratic fancy,' or would he not have observed, that 1 was describing some mechanism, not the resuscitation of human beings as he has asserted ?
The remainder of his motley communication does not relate to me, although lie has headed it " On the apparatus for
restoring the action of the lungs in apparent death."
But the charge, that I endeavoured to detract from the merits of his invention, requires for answer, that I have not so
done I said that I considered my plan more complete than
his, and gave my reasons for it.
In conclusion, I shall merely say, that should Mr. Murray
describe an instrument more complete than mine, I shall not
be angry with him for it ; for I consider the advancement of
humanity and science far superior to individual feeling.
I remain, sir, respectfully yours, &c.
Lawrence Hill, June 20, 18:22.
John Moore Jiuiior.
;
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known

M.

J.

of white e^orescent
Berzelius*.

Pyrites.

form of white pyrites
of yellow pyrites, that M. Haiiy
thought he ought to class them as two different mineral species.
No difference in the composition of the two substances, however, can be discovered by chemical analysis ; which adds one
more to the exceptions to the general rule, furnished by the
diversity in the two forms of carbonated lime, and that more
recently observed by M. Mitscherlich in two fonns of the surphosphate of soda.
White pyrites consists of two varieties ; one of which, perfectly crj'stallized, stands the air; while the other, which presents a confused crystallization, effloresces on exposure to the
This phoenoau", and falls into a powder evidently vitriolic.
menon proves, then, a difference of composition between the
two varieties; a difference which deserves to be studied, in
order that we may see whether it can explain the difference
between them and yellow pyrites.
I allowed a piece of white pyrites to effloresce for two years
and a half; and when it was entirely reduced I subjected it to
and it fell into
Its bulk was almost doubled
examination.
A part of the mass was conpieces on the slightest touch.
verted into a white powder, of a styptic taste, and this powder
had begun to grow yellowish towards the edges. Viewed
through a microscope it presented a mass full of small cavities
filled with a white and effloresced salt, the interstices between
which appeared to be of white pyrites in an entire state, and
more or less crystalline.
I then tried a portion of it with water; and separated the
The latter condissolved part fi-om the indissoluble residue.
sisted partly of a rough powder, which was composed of small
is

well

that the ciystalline

differs so essentially fi'om that

;

and partly of a powder finer and lighter
and of a grayish colour approaching to black. \'icwed tlnoiigh
the microscope, this powder presented nothing but brilliant
particles of jijTites v/idiout any trace of sulphur eitliei- sci)acrystals of pyrites,

ratc or mingled with the pyrites.
(«.)

The

with the

solution deposited

air,

a yellow ochre;

I treated this'solution

on being brought ijito contact
was then entirely neutral.

it

with nitric

aciil in orilcr to

oxidate the

excess of iron, and I afterv/ards decomposed it by means ol
The jiroduct was
muriate of barytcs and caustic aunnonia.
2.03 gr. of sulphate of barytes ami after se})arating the ex;

*
\u].r.(). X.).

I'roni <lic
'i!)l.

Amalcs dv

Jail/ ]H'22.
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by sulphuric acid, 0.G8 gr. of peroxide of iron, the proportions were exactly the same as the
neutral sulphate of protoxide of iron (Fe S^) would have given;
for
29.16:9.78 = 2.03:6.809
The salt formed was equal to 0.74 gr. of proto-sulphuret of
iron (Fe S^); but the residue of the pyrites not decomposed,
weighed 4,653 gr.; that is to say, six and seven times as much
cess of muriate of barytes

as the effloresced part.
{b.) To make sure that the undissolved residue did not contain any free sulphui", I dissolved some of the loosest of it by

means of nitro-muriatic
cation of the sulphur.

was an
There remained a little

acid, until there

entire acidifisilex

not dis-

The

solution furnished 0.64 gr. of oxide of iron and
3.82 gr. of sulphate of barytes, which perfectly accords with the
composition of deuto-sulphuret of iron, that is to say, pyrites.

solved.

Since therefore the effloresced part was a sulphate, with a protoxide for its base which did not contain any excess of acid, and
since there were no traces of sulphur being separated during
die efflorescence, it is evident that the effloresced part must
have been a proto-sulphui'et of iron, Fe S', which has not yet
been found in an isolated state in the mineral kingdom *, and
that the remainder, which was not liable to effloresce, had been
H deuto-sulphuret, Fe S^
The efflorescent pyrites cannot therefore be any thing else
than particles more or less crystallized of Fe S*, cemented together by particles more or less numerous of Fe S-, which convert themselves by little and little, by exposure to the air, into
Fe S^; the pyrites loses then its coherence in proportion as the
cement of tlie crystallized particles is destroyed.
The efflorescence does not therefore furnish any clue to the
solution of the question as to the difference between the forms
of yellow and white pjrites.

is

* It will be recollected that the magnetic pyrites which does not effloresce
a chemical combination of Fe S'
6 Fe S',

+
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fecioGRAPHY, or Examples of Shadows, and Rules for their
Projection, intended for the Use of Architectural Draughtsmen by .Joseph Gwilt, Architect. 8vo. 9s.
Practical Hints on Composition in Painting; illustrated by
;

Examples from the Great Masters of the
Dutch Schools by John Burnet. 4to,
;

Italian, Flemish,

and

125.

An Encyclopaedia of Gardening; comprising the Theoiy
and Practice of Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture, and
Landscape

I

Royal Society.

—Exjplosion of a Steam Engine

Landscape Gardening; by

J.

Boiler.

C. Loudon, F.L.S., &c.

67
8vo.

2/. 105.

Supplement

to Vol. IV. of the Transactions of the Horti-

cultural Society of

London.

6s.

The Rudiments
tion of Objects is
8vo. 145.
son.

of Perspective ; in which the Representadescribed by two Methods by Peter Nichol;

A History of the British Empire, from the Accession of
By
Charles L to the Restoration; with an Introduction.
George Brodie, Esq. Advocate. 4 vols. 8 vo. 2/. 125. 6f/.
The Philosophy of Zoology; or a General View of the
By
Stnicture, Functions, and Classification of Animals.
\l. 105.
2 vols. 8vo.
J. Fleming, D.D., &c. &c.
The Scottish Cryptogamic Flora or Coloured Figures and
Descriptions of Cry}:)togamic Plants found in Scotland, and
belonging chiefly to the Order Fungi. By Robert Kaye Greville, Esq. F.R.S. E. &c. No. I.
45.
;

XIV.

Proceedi7igs of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

On

6.
the Binomial Theorem, by John Walsh, Esq.
paper, by Dr. Da\T, was likewise read, entitled " Some
Observations on Corrosive Sublimate."
June 13. On the State of Water and Aeriform Matter in
the Cavities of certain Crystals, by Sir Humphry Davy, Bart.

June

A

P.R.S.

June 20. Some Experiments on the Changes which take
place in the fixed Principles of the Egg during Incubation.
By W. Prout, M.D. F.R.S.

XV.

Intelligence

and Miscellaneous

Articles.

EXPLOSION OF A STEAM-ENGINE BOILEU.

—^

Chester, July 11, 182?.

Sir,
(Jn the 29th ult a steam-engine boiler belonging to
Mr. Boult, tobacco-manufacturer of this city, exploded with
terrific violence
and as the effects of the explosion have been
attended with the most afflicting circumstances, it is more
than probable, that a relation of the accident in the Philosoj)hical Magazine may elicit views in the mind of the scientific
engineer, which may tend to lessen tiie amount of danger at
present attendant upon the use of the steam-engine. I visiteil
the spot a lew hoins alter the explosion, and found a pari of
the
1 2
;

—
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the premises completely destroyed and in ruins, the windows
of the adjoining houses entirely broken, and a building nearly
fifty yards from the scene of destruction set on fire by pieces of

upon its roof.
employed in this manufactory was eight feet
long, four feet broad, and five feet deep, and had recently
undergone a thorough repair it was connected with machinery requiring steam of great expansive force for its movements, and Saturday the 29th ult. was the first time of using
io-nited fuel falling

^

The

boiler

;

it

since the repairs.

The steam was speedily raised in such a very powerful
manner, that, as I have since learned, the boiler was perceived
to have an oscillating movement for a considerable time
when the steam had attained this state, and while Mr. Boult
with four of his men were anxiously looking on, the boiler suddenly burst, and in a moment spread desolation all around.
:

The

situation of

plorable

—buried

tlie

persons present

now became

truly de-

and scalded
prompt assistance was however ob-

in the falling ruins of the building,

shocking manner
and every effort that surgical skill could command,
was brought into action for the alleviation of the sufferings of
four out of the five perthe unfortunate individuals: but alas
sons present on this occasion (amongst whom Mr. Boult himself) have fallen victims to the explosion.
Upon examinmg the boiler, I found the bottom completely
torn away on one side fi'om the seat of the vessel, and forced
into the ash-pit; the plates of iron, half-inch in thickness,
forming the bottom of the boiler, were twisted from the convex
to the concave form, and the two surfaces of the severed plates
presented comparatively smooth faces, with little or no appearance of raggedness.
in a

:

tained,

!

Most unfortunately in the present case, neither the respected
proprietor of the engine, nor indeed any of his men, had sufficient knowledge of the force of highly compressed steam, to
render the working of the engine safe in their hands.
In
the instance before us no doubt is entertained that the safety
valve was overloaded; the boiler, on ordinary occasions,
worked at a pressure of thirty pounds to the square inch; but
with boldness the most fatal, it was on this occasion exposed
(there is reason to believe) to a pressure of upwards of one
hundred pounds. And here let us pause for a moment to inquire whether the present mode of constructing steam valves
be entitletl to unlimited confidence ? In my opinion, no valve
ought to be deemed safe imless made perfectly independent of
the most careful workman that ever existed.
The very possibility of a safety valve being by awj means ' over-weighted'
implies

Oil Gas.

—
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Specific Gravili/.

implies a defection of principle: and when the almost universal
employment of steam as a mechanical agent in Great Britain
is considered, it cannot but excite every man's surprise, that
so important a principle as absolute safety should have been so

long unheeded by our engineers**
I

am,

sir.

Your most obedient and humble
To Dr.

servant,

S.

Tilloch.

Leet.

OIL GAS.
Quarterly Journal of Science announces that Mr. Wilson proposes obtaining this gas, by introducing the seeds which
The editors very properly add,
contain oil into the retorts.
liowever, that they greatly doubt the plausibility of this proposal; and it appears to us, to be an example of retrograding

The

in ])hysical science.

One

of the great merits of Taylor and Martineau's apparaoil gas, as now perfected by them, is its small
bulk compared with its power of production, and the facility
with which the oil may be supplied to the retort in graduated
quantities, and so of maintaining or stopping the supply of
gas at pleasure. By this, also, decomposition is effected by tlie
smallest possible quantity of fuel ; for the retort being once
made slightly red hot is easily kept so, while the oil enters it
only drop by drop, and being completely brought into contact
with the heated matter, the operation is as complete as
tus for

producing

possible.

Now, instead of this, it is proposed to adopt a plan which
requires that the whole charge of a very bulky material should
be put into the retort at once, and wherein the oil, which is
the only part that can produce a good gas, is so enveloped
by matter which is a bad conductor of lieat, that one can
hardly imagine how it is to be efficiently decomposed, unless
such a fire be employed as will reciuire large supplies of fuel,
and occasion a rapid destruction of the retorts.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY.
to the Editor of the
Quarterly Journal of Science, a notice of a very simple and ingenious instrument for determining the specific gravities ol

Mr. Creighton has communicated

solid bodies.
* Our corrcsponilcnt, Mr. Lcct, is not fully informed on the subject of
the safety vuivc. Tliis is no longer a desiderntiini in niechamcal science;
hut the controul of the eaj;ine must l)elon(,' to some one: and if both miister
and servant be i{;norant of its nature, no steam valve, however constructed,
can give them knowledgt;. Kurr.

—

—

—

—

;
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It consists of two cages of wire, which are suspended the
one under the other to a sensitive spiral spring. The lower
cage being immersed in water, the weight of the body in air
will first be indicated by the tension of the spring when it is
2)laced in the upper cage; by then removing it to the lower
one its weight in water will be pointed out on the graduated
scale: and Mr. Creighton gives a formula for ascertaining the
specific gravity from these two observations, without recurrmg

to the usual tedious calculations.

auseniuretted hydrogen

gas.

of preparing this gas is proposed by
of bitartrate of potash, two parts of
antimony, and one part of arsenious acid are to be mixed and
well triturated in a mortar, and then strongly heated for two
hours in a close crucible. The alloy thus produced, when in
contact with water produces hydrogen gas saturated with
arsenic, which may be preserved for any length of time in
close vessels.
The gas is procured by putting, quickly, about
150 grains of the alloy, previously reduced to coarse powdei',
under a jar filled with water, and inverted in a glass basin
containing water.
Journal ele Physique,

The following method
M. Serrulas: Iwo parts

ANALYSIS OF BLACK HELLEBORE.

A late analysis

of the roots of black hellebore by MM. FeneuUe and Capron yielded,
1. a volatile oil; 2. a fatty matter
3. a resinous matter; i, wax; 5. a volatile acid 6. a bitter principle
8. alumina
7. mucus
9. gallate of potash and acidulous gallate of lime; 10. a salt with an ammoniacal base.
Journal de Phar.
ANALYSIS or THE ROSE.
From 1000 grammes of the petals of the white Provencal
rose lately analysed by M. F. Cartier, he obtained by incineration a residuum of 99 gr., containing subcai'bonate of
potash, phosphate, and traces of muriate of potash, carbonate of lime, phosphate of lime, traces of phosphate of magnesia, silica, and oxide of iron.
The quantity of the last was
ascertained to be 12*5.
From 1000 gr. of red roses he procured only 50 of residuum, containing no more than 4' oxide
of iron. Journal de Phar.

—

;

;

;

;

EFFECT OF HEAT AND COOLING ON THE COLOUR OF THE RUBY.
Dr. Brewster relates the following singular changes in the
colour of rubies while cooling after exposure to a high degree
of heat. At a high temperature the red ruby becomes green
:

as

—

—
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cooling advances it becomes brown, and the redness of
this brown gradually increases till tlie ruby recovers its primitive brilliant red colour.
green ruby suflered no change
fi'om heat.
blueish green sapphire became much paler at
a high heat, but resumed its original colour by cooling.
Ediyi.
Phil. Journal.

as

tlie

A

A

•

DIOCHRISM OF TOURMALINE.

A specimen ol' diochritic tourmaline in the cabinet of Mr.
Allan exhibits the following singular contrast of colours. The
plate is cut perpendicular to the axis of double refraction, and
also to the axis of the prism.
In the direction of the axis the
colour is a deep brilliant blue, and in the direction at riglit
angles to the axis the colour is a very pale red, approaching
to pink.
Edin. Phil. Journal.
DAMP

An

easy and efficacious

IX WALLS.

way of preventing

the effects of
rooms, has lately been used (and
as we understand) with complete success.
It consists of lining
the wall or the damp part of it with sheet lead, purposely
rolled very thin
this is fostened up with small copper nails,
which not being subject to rust are very durable, and the whole
may be immediately covered with paper.
The lead is not thicker than that which is used in the chests
in which tea is imported, and is made in sheets of which the
width is about that of common paper-hangings. "We have
seen some which was rolled at the lead-mill of Messrs. Hutchinson and Co. at Pateley Bridge, in Yorkshire, and which was
as light as eight ounces and even four ounces to a square foot,

damp

walls

upon paper

in

:

and yet

quite

impermeable

The remedy

to water.

for a very disagreeable

occurrence

is

thus ren-

dered not only easy but very cheap.

STLPKNDOIS CAVERN.
There was discovered about three weeks since, on the north
bank of the Black River, upon the land of James Le Hay,
es(j. opposite to the village of Watertown, an extraordinaiy
cavern, or grotto, the mouth of which is about ten rods from
the river, north of the Falls and of Cowan's Island.
The great extent of the cavern, and the great lunnber of
spacious rooms, halls, and chambers, into which it is divided,
and the inunense quantities of calcareous concretions which it
contains, and different slates of those concretions, from the
consistence of lime mortar to that of the most bciuitiful stalactites as hard as marble, rondtr it difficult, if not imjiossible,
to describe it; and I shall only attempt to give a faint desci ii)'I'he
tion of three or f()ur rooms,

Stupendous
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Cavnn

The mouth of the cavern is in a small hollow, about five feet
below the surrounding surface of the earth you then descend
sixteen feet and a half into a room about sixteen by twenty feet,
and eight feet high, and behold in front of you a large flat or
table rock, twelve or fourteen feet square, two feet thick, and
elevated about four feet from the bottom of the cavern, the roof
over-head covered with stalactites, some of which reach to the
On your left hand is an arched way of one huntable rock.
dred and fifty feet, and on your right hand is another arched
way, six feet broad at the bottom, and six feet high, which
Passing by this arch about twenty
leads into a large room.
feet, you arrive at another, which leads into a hall ten feet
wide and 100 feet long, from five to eight feet high, supported
with pillars and arches, and the sides bordered with curtains,
Near the midplaited in variegated forms, as white as snow.
dle of this hall is an arched way, through which you pass into
a large room, which, like the hall, is bordered with curtains,
and hung over with stalactites. Returning into the hall, you
!)ass through another arch into a number of rooms on the left
land, curtained, and with stalactites hanging from the roof.
You then descend about ten feet, into a chamber about twenty
feet square and two feet high, curtained in like manner, and
hung over with stalactites. In one corner of this chamber, a
small mound is formed about twelve feet in diameter, rising
three feet from the floor the top of which is hollow and fi^ill
of water fi-om the drippings of stalactites above, some of which

—

;

reach near to the basin.

Descenduig from this chamber, and passing through another arch into a hall, by the side of which you see another
basin of water, rising about four inches from the floor ; formed
in the same way, but the shape, size, and thickness, of a large
tea-tray, full of the most pure and transparent water.
The number and spaciousness of the rooms, curtained and
]:)laited with large plaits, extenduig along the walls from two
to three feet from the roof, of the most perfect whiteness, resembling the mtjst beautiful tapestry, with which the rooms
are embroidered; and the large drops of water, which are
constantly suspended on the points of innumerable stalactites,
which hang from tlie roofs above ; and the columns of spar
resting on pedestals, which, in some places, appear to be
formed to support the arches above the reflection of the lights,
and the great extent and variety of the scenery of tliis amazing
cavern,
form altogether, one of the most pleasing and interesting scenes that was ever beheld by the eye of mortal man.
Its discovery immediately drew to it great numbers of people from the village and surrounding country, who were making
great

—

—
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great depredations upon it, by breaking off and carrying
away whatever they esteemed most curious ; when Samuel C.
Kennedy, esq. Mr. Le Ray's agent, was apphed to, to prevent further spoUation; who immediately directed the passage
into the cavern to be enlarged, stairways made, with a strong
door placed under a lock and key, which has been finished,
and the door closed.
The discovery of this grotto, added to the extensive petrifaction along the river in this vicinity, especially on Cowan's
Island, of the once inhabitants of the deep, cannot fail to
render Watertown (to the curious at least) a lasting place of
resort.

It may be proper to mention here that the cavern has been
but partially explored, and that no one who has been into it,
although some suppose they have travelled more than 100
rods, pretend to have fomid the extent of it, or to know the
number of rooms, halls, and chambers which it contains.
The (American) Watertoxon Republican of May 14, 1822.

—

SINGULAR PHENOMENON.
number of hagberry ti-ees, growing on

A

the banks of the
Girvan, about a mile beyond Kirkmichael, are at present entirely divested of their foliage, and covered with a sort of silky
substance resembling in texture and appearance the finest
cambric paper, but much stronger, which is occasioned by
myriads of small worms. These reptiles are first seen in an
inactive state hanging in large clusters under the branches.
On bursting from embryo they commence to crawl up and
down the trunk and branches, each emitting a small slimy
thread somewhat finer than the spidei''s, which, from their incalculable numbers, unite together, and form this singular
substance, which covers the trees, and imparts to them, when
viewed from a distance, the appearance of blighted trunks
covered with snow. Some hundreds of these insects are at
times observed suspended by as many threads, which are spun

out

till

A

they join another branch, and form a passage across.

EXPEDITION TO THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS.
company of 180 adventurers are stated to have

left St.

Missouri, on the 10th of April, for the Rocky
Mountains. They are described to be of vigorous and masculine appearance, well armed, and prepared i'or a three years
This
tour through this almost unknown and savage country.
Charles,

expedition,

it is

added, can be truly said to be composed of

the yeomanry of Missouri, who have embarked in an enterprise,
Vol. 60. No. 291. July, 1822.

K

—
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prise, which, if they are successful,

will

not only

be very

profitable to themselves, but a great national benefit, in laying

the foundation for an extensive fur trade, and proving to the
effeminate sons who remain at home, that activity is the true
source of wealth and greatness.
It is their intention to pass
over to the Colombia, and from thence to the ocean.
Trapping and hunting furs is their principal object, which the experience of those who have heretofore engaged in this business
on a small scale has proved to be lucrative. Ainerican Paper.

AID IN CASE OF SHIPWRECK.
Several experiments have recently been made before tlie
Trinity Boanl, and a Board of General Officers, at Woolwich, on a new plan for affording speedy and effectual aid in
case of shipwreck.
It differs from Captain Manhj^'s plan,
inasmuch as the line of communication can be made by means
of a rocket instead of a mortar.
roller is also added, and
so admirably constructed, as to render considerable facility
and safety in reaching the shore. The advantage that must
be derived in the night time, from the rocket, is obvious, as
it is so constructed that it will burn in the water.
The precision, by which the line of communication is formed, is also
considerably augmented, and the safety of life and property
consequent upon having the apparatus ready on board, in case
of accident, is paramountly enhanced.
The two Boards liave
spoken in appropriate terms of the new plan, and have made;
their report accordingly.

A

HUSBANDRY.
That

variety of Phalaris arundinacea^ which is frequently
planted in our gardens, and is called ribbon grass, or striped

might be cultivated to very considerable advantage by
It is a very hardy plant
it affords excellent food
for cattle; it may be cut three or four tunes in the summer:
and what is not the leiust of its merits, it will produce an earlier
crop than almost any other grass. It thrives very well on dry
ground, though it rather prefers moist situations. It has been
tried in the South of England with success.
A quarter of an
acre of land dedicated to experiments on this grass will not be
wasted.
It is very easily cultivated, as it grows rapidly from
bits of the roots being planted in the ground, either by ploughing them in with a very sliallow furrow, or by setting them in
a hole made by a pointed stick.

grass,

the farmer.

;
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Zinc.

COPPER RAISED IN GKEAT BRITAIN.
June,

with
In Cornwall (luring the last six months ending
brought ores to
there have been 67 copper mines which have
produce ot which has
sale at the public ticketings, the gross

been as under,

52125

Copper ore

tons.

44.33 tons.
Fine copper
338,845/. 155. 6(/.
Value of the ore
Average produce of the ore in metal 8| per cent.
108/. 155. Of/, per ton.
Price ofcopper or standard
Of this nearly one haU" is produced by six principal mines,

,,,?/-»
Value of Ore.

as follow

Consolidated mines
Dolcoath
United Mines

Wheal Abraham,

Ore.
Tons.

Copper.
Tons.

6772

4.4,270 12

3342
4417
3215
2371

575
352
313
302
251
249

25263

2042

.£155,387 16

514-6

&c.

Pembroke
Tuskuby

£

d.

»•

6
6

27,127
1
23,813 14
22,208 4
18,39o 6
19^572 17

6
6
6

6

produced by all the
aggregate quantity of fine copper
from the folappear
will
Ireland,
and
Britain
mines of 6reat
ending 30tli
year
one
for
up
made
lowing statement, which is
June 1822.
Fiae Copper. VaU,eofOrc.
Copper Ore.

The

Ireland and various
parts of England

3539

j

30,967 12 6

388

5.32

18i

about

46,000
H>,000

(Jo.

600^ do.

at)

Tons 10844

A

J5^0^_0^

the ^''^^H^o
Uian a pound, has been presented to
in

;;,^;ffJj* 'r':;;«_
'

"^^^
1^»3J
v^/.../"^
,

ihe
t >s part of
London.
m.lUont,
an oven in winch some

stitution fr<„n a friend in

1/

9

5 8

^£80 1,053

CURIOUS MASS OF IRON AND ZINC
/^uc in
curious concrete mass of iron and

which remalnal

''•

'

sales

Anglesea (estimated

*•

663,085 13 2

9140

^

^It^'^'
Sundry p:;;ate

!

£

Tons.

Tons.

^

Soldattlieticketmgsl
^^^ 222
in Cornwall
j
Sold at Swansea fronH

(>»
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notes had been burnt, and is supposed to have been amalgamated from the materials which have entered into the composition

of the ink.

THE SPINAL MARROW.
Dr.Tiedemann (of America) endeavours to demonstrate, that
instead of the spinal marrow being a continuation or prolongation of the brain, it is the latter and the cerebellum to boot,
which proceed from the spinal marrow alias, that the brain
and cerebellum are an ejfflorescence of the marrow in question.
;

AMERICAN ELKS.

A

description of the animal was read not long since at the
Linnean Society. It is also figured in Fred. Cuvier's work

now

There is also a figure and some
an early number of the Colonial Journal.
A pair of the beautiful and gigantic non-descript Elks, known
by the Indians of the Upper Missouri (where they have been
lately discovered) by the name of Wappeti, arrived at Liverpool on Tuesday the 9th of July, on their way to London.
publishing in numbers.

account of

it

in

These noble animals are the size of the horse with immense
spreading horns ; their form the most perfect model of strength
and beauty, combining the muscular strength of the race-horse,
with the lightness and agility of the greyhound ; are capable
with ease of drawing a carriage or carrying a person more than
20 miles an hour. They are perfectly domesticated, and of
the most amiable and gentle disposition.
Liverpool Advertiser.
A

NEW INSTRUMENT FOR

CATARACT.

Professor Gibson, of the University of Pennsylvania, has
lately invented an instrument exceedingly well calculated for
cutting to pieces the crystalline lens, in all cases of cataract.
It is well known that the knives of Saunders, Sir William
Adams, and other oculists, are defective, in not being sufficiently strong and sharp to divide the lens when it happens to
be of a very hard texture. Under such circumstances, the

cataract is soon dislocated, in the attempt to divide it by the
knite ; and is either depressed into the vitreous humour, or else
enucleated from its capsule.
To obviate these inconveniences,
Dr. Gibson has contrived a scissor so delicate, as hardly to
exceed in size the iris knife of Sir William Adams, and, at
the same time, so strong and sharp, as to cut, vith ease, the

most

solid and compact lens and capsule, without injuring in
the >ilighlest dcgrct- any jiart of the eye.
These scissors are

ibrmetl

—

—
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WoUaston's scissors, used
with the edge so constructed as to ope-

the principle of Dr.

purposes

—

On

this account, the instrument perforates
the coats of the eye with the utmost facility ; and when introduced, the blades can be opened to a certain extent, so as to
cut the lens to pieces, without bruising it or any other part
the necessary effect of scissors, as they are usually made. This
instrument possesses another advantage. The lens is supported
in its natural situation during the operation, by having one
blade behind, and the other before it so that it may be cut to
pieces, in situ,- and it remains afterwards forced by the shut

rate like a knife.

;

blades, into the anterior chamber, for dissolution.

In this

the operations of Saunders and Adams may be performed
with great effect, and without that necessity for repetition which
so often occurs when the common instruments are employed.
Dr. Gibson has made trials with the instrument, sufficient to

way

convince him of its decided superiority over every other used
for the same purpose.

GASEOUS SPRING.

About a quarter of a mile below

the village of Milan, in the
a place just in the edge of the water of the
Huron river, where there is a constant current bubbling from
a niunber of places. These bubbles when touched with a lighted
candle or torch, burn with a beautiful clear and brilliant blaze.
There is gas enough issues to light the houses. American
state of

Ohio,

is

Pajier.

IMPROVED HOUSE-SHOES.
Col. Goldfinch, of Hythe, has obtained a patent for a new
method in the formation of horse-shoes. The improvement
consists in making the horse-shoe in two parts, or separating it

two pieces, by cutting it through near the toe. The object
of the contrivance is, that the fiogs of the horse's hoof may
he enabled to expand and grow in a healthy state. The separation is to be made in an indented form, and the two parts
fastened together by j)ins.
It is furtlior ))roposcd to attach
the shoe to a liorsc's hoof by (hiving the nails obliquely, as in
For this purpose, (he situathe French niaiiiier of shoeing.
tions of tlie nail-holes aie to be from about one third to half
the width of the shoe distant liuni its outer edge, and tending
in a slanting direction outwards.
in

MATHEMATICAI, niSCOVERY.

Mr. Ilerapath,
bv

liis

ol'

C'raiilonl, wlio lias iiitcly
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of heat, attraction, and other phaenomena, has just finished a
It
discovery of the greatest unportance in the mathematics.
is well known that Newton and succeeding mathematicians have
extended their inquiries merely to fluxions and fluents or dif_L.j

ferentials

and

integrals of the

form rf—

j-3

_i_2

,

j-.j,

d— d— d^
,

,

,

&c.

with indices in whole numbers only ; and to functions of the

^— ^—

same form

,

,

&c. regarding others, with even sim-

ple rational fractions, as transcending the powers of analysis.
Mr. Herapath has however discovered a method of great simplicity and beauty, which is applicable
and fimctions of every possible form

to differentials, integrals,
;

whether the indices be

whole, fractional, rational, irrational, or even functional, and
imaginary.
It has besides the advantage of not being confined
to any particular species of calculation ; but is investigated on
those general principles, that it extends itself with equal facility
to every kind of calculus that is or appears likely to be discovered ; and if the direct calculus be possible, it always makes
the inverse or any real function of it equally possible.

THE COMET OF 1822. BY M. NICOLLET*.
The comet discovered at Marseilles on the 12th of May
last, by M. Gambart, was observed at Paris for the first time
on the 1 8th of the same month. Since that time the astronomers of the Royal Observatory have never ceased to watch its

The

course.

fine

weather having permitted us to make a great
I have been able to calculate and to

number of observations,

deduce the parabolic orbit as follows
The course by the perihelium 6th May 1822, at 3 hours
5 minutes and 1 1 seconds in the morning.
Distance of the perihelium
...
0.504'220
...
Inclination of the orbit
53° 34' 3"
Longitude of the ascending node
...
Ill" 30' 50'"
Longitude of the perihelium in the orbit 192° 48' ^S"

The

heliocentric

movement

—retrograde.

This comet does not resemble in its elements either the
comet of 1204, or any of the comets that have been observed
up to the present time. It is very small, and has very little appearance of a

On

tail.

Its distance

May

from the earth increases every

was nearly equal to
on the 3 1st of that month it was one-half
of the distance further from the eardi.
Tlie comet is not vi-

day.

the 18th of

this distance

that of the sun; but

* Annalrs dc Chiinic for

May

18-22.

sible

—
Earthquake.

—Patents.
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but the astronomers have been enabled
by the favourable state of the weather to continue the observations, and to furnish also the means of perfecting the preceding elements.

naked eye

slble to the

;

EARTHQUAKE.

On

the morning of the 10th of July, at a quarter before seven, there was a violent shock of an earthquake at Lisbon,
which lasted six or seven seconds. The oscillation was rather
perpendicular than horizontal. It consisted of two smart shocks
within a short interval.
The shocks seem to have been more
severe on the other side of the Tagus, and the buildmgs near
the sea were most aftected ; but we have not learnt any particulars of its effects.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR

NEW

INVENTIONS.

To Marc

Isambard Brunei, of Chelsea, Middlesex, engiDated the
neer, for certain improvements on steam-engines.
26th June 1822. 6 months allowed to enrol specifications.

—

—

To Thomas Gauntlett, of Bath, Somersetshire, surgeons*
instrument-maker, for certain improvements on vapour-baths,
by which the heat is better regulated and the baths rendered
more portable. 26th June. 2 months.
To William Brunton, of Birmingham, Warwickshire, en-

—

—

upon fire-grates, and the
means of introducing coal thereon. 26tli June. 6 months.
To Louis Barnard Rabaut, of Skinner-street, Snow-hill,
London, gentleman, for an improved apparatus for the pregineer, for ceitain improvements

—

—

—

—

26th June. 6 months.
Postans, of Charles-street, in the parish of
James, gentleman, and William Jeakes, of Great Russell-

paration

oi"

coffee or tea.

To Thomas
St

Bloomsbury, ironmonger, for an improvement on cook2Gth June. 2 months.
To George Smart, of Pedlar's Acre, Lambeth, Surrey,
civil engineer, for his imj)rovement in the manufacture of chains
which he denominates ' mathematical chains.' ith July.
C months.
To Joseph Smith, of Sheflfield, Yorkshire, book-keeper, for
an improvement of or in the steam-engine boiler. 4'th July.
6 months.
To John Bold, of West-street, Bermondsey, printer, for
4'th July.
6 months.
certain improvements in printing.
street,

ing apparatus.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Meteorology.

METEOROLOGICAL TABLE,

By Mr. Gary, of the Strand.
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Hygrometer by Evaporation.

M.A.
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1822.
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Ivory,

F.R.S.
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one for
2. We may suppose two different tliennometers
mark'ng the general temperature and the other, having its
bulb dipped in water, or covered with a wet Hnen rag, or with
;

;

bibulous paper soaked in water, for the purpose of ascertaining tlie cold produced by the evaporating power of the air.
Now, if we suppose that the atmosphere is saturated with
moisture, its contact with the wet bulb will produce neither
any evaporation from the humid surface, nor any deposition
of moisture upon it from the air. As there is no action between the air and the bulb, neither heat nor cold will be produced and the mercury will stand at the same height in both
thermometers.
But if the air be not saturated with moisture,
there will be an evaporation from the wet bulb and, evaporation being invariably attended with the disappearance of heat
of temperature which enters into the constitution of the vapour in a latent ibrm, the mercury of the thermometer will be
depressed.
The air in contact with the moist surface will
therefore become damper both by the depression of its temperature and by the small adtlition of humidity diffused in it.
If, in a single instant of time, the point of saturation with
humidity be not fully attained, the same process will be repeated in a second and a third instant, until at length the ail'
is charged with all the vapour it is capable of retaining at its
depressed tem])erature.
It is certain that the thermometer cannot be depressed below the point at which the air is saturated with humidity.
Even
by any accidental cause, we sup})ose a greater degree
of cold to be proiluced, the consequence would be a deposition of part ol' the vapour in the licjuid form, attended with
an evolution of heat; by which means, supposing the extraneous cooling cause to be removed, the thermometer would
again rise and settle at the point of saturation.
In perfectly still air it is known that evaporation goes on
very slowly; and this circumstance may make it difficult to
discern when the action between the air and the bulb has
come to an invariable state. Some agitation of the instrument, or some motion in the air, seems to be proper, whether
to hasten the permanent degree of cold, or to ascertain that
it h.as actually taken place.
On the other hand, every portion of air must take up some
definite time in parting with its heat and absorbing its share
of vapour; and if we su])pose a circulation so brisk as to displace the air from the thermometer in half that time, it is
;

;

ii',

plain that it would be only half saturated with moisture by its
contact with the wet bulb ; in which case the experiment would

be unsuccessful.

This however

is

only an extreme case, which
it

;

On

;
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would be easy to guard against, were tlie eftect well ascertained by exjierinient.
Another disturbing cause it seems difficult entirely to obviate.
For the stem of the thermometer, having constantly
the general temperature ot" the atmosphere, will communicate
some of its heat to the colder bulb and although the air which
touches the bulb may in this case be fully saturated with humidity, yet the heat extricated from it in cooling will be less
than the latent heat of the vapour diffused in it whereas the
success of the experiment requires an exact equality between
these two quantities of heat.
In this ex2:)eriment it is presumed that all the air that comes
it

;

:

is continually saturated with vapour, and likewise that all the heat necessary for feeding the
If the air be disevaporation is furnished by the same air.
placed from the humid surface williout being saturated with
moisture ; or if the heat that enters in a latent form into the
constitution of the rising vapour, be derived from any other
source than the air that comes successively into contact with

in contact with the wet bulb

in both these cases the experiment will fail as
the wet bulb
a means of discovering the state of the atmosphere in regard
The effects of the disturbing causes that have
to moisture.
been enumerated, do not appear to be so formidable as to endanger the success of the experiment to a degree of accuracy
;

most practical purposes.
we now suppose that the temperature of the thermometer is stationary, and that every portion of air becomes saturated with moisture by its contact with the wet bulb, and

sufficient for
3.

If

conit deposits just as nuicii of its heat as is
tained in a latent form in the vapour it absorbs we are led
to this question
given quantity of air, as a cubic foot, under a
Piioii.
given pressure, having a given temperature, and containing
vapour of some unknown tension, being sup})oscd to liave its
temperatiu-e depressed by any cause, and likewise to luive the
vapour due to all the lieat extricated in cooling continually
likewise that

;

A

diffused in
at sfune

it,

till

at length

it

known tempeiature

becomes saturated
;

it

is

witli

moisture

recjuired to find ihe un-

known tension of the aqueous vapour contained in the air.
By the vapour due to a certain (|uant!ly of heat is meant,
the vajwur which contains the ))ropo::ed heat in a late nt lonn
and it is supposed that the same Cjuanlity of heat is absorbed
in the formation of vapour at all temperatures.
To solve this problem, let b denote thf height of tlie barometer, T the temperature estimiiled (»n tlie centigrade scale,

L

2

and
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and ,r the unknown tension of the aqueous vapour then the
weight of a cubic foot of the atmospheric air will, in these circumstances, be equal to the weight of a cubic foot of dry air
under the pressure h—x^ and the weight of a cubic of vapour
of the tension .r, the common temperature being t.
Let "tO stand for the weight of a cubic foot of vapour at the
temperature zero, the tension, as determined by Dalton, being
i of an inch of the barometric column then the weight of a
cubic foot of dry air at the same temperature and pressure will
be |- X tu * and consequently the weight of a cubic foot of
the same air at the same temperature and under the pressure
30 inches, will be 5 X 30 x f x it), or 24<0 x tt\
Now, 24<0 X "w being the weight of a cubic foot of dry air
at the teinperatui'e zero and pressure 30 inches, tlie weight of
the same volume when the temperature is t, and the pressure
i— .r, will be
1
h—x
:

:

;

240 X

tt

X

—30—-

X

I+ott'

.

where vi — -003 75, or the expansion for one centesimal degree:
and the weight of a cubic foot of vapour of the temperature t,
and tension

be Stu x

x\ will

~-—
1

-f

Wherefore the weight
° of

•

WIT

a cubic foot of atmospheric air originally considered will be
thus expressed^ viz.

-^
X
30

24'Ow X

Let a stand for the
vapour tlien we get

-—

1-

5

X

to

l-j-niT

l+»iT

and

specific heat of air,

s

for that

of

:

j

24-Ow)

^

—+ mr

X

l

(

X

-^
+
30

5

w X

-4^
1-|-tot)

\

X St

for the weight of water that would be raised one degree of the
thermometer, by the heat extricated in cooling the mixed mass
of air and vapour a number of degrees expressed by St.
Again, put X for the latent heat of steam then
:

240 X
\

—
l-(-??lT

X

——
30

-f 5WJ

X

l+7?ir

)

A.

be the weight of steam due to the above-mentioned quantity of heat
or the weight of vapour that contains in a latent
state all the heat extricated in cooling the mass of air to the
will

;

temperature t — St.
^^ hcrcforc we have the following weight of dry
* I3iot"s

Trn'xti-

dc Fhyw^ur^ vol.

i.

air

and va-

pp. ?:)6, 297.

pour
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instead of the original cubic

air, viz.

240 X

X-^
+ 5w X -^.
30
l-fmr
—
5W X —
i+mr " 30 +

-I—
-Loir
I

b

(A)'
*

X

[

X

,

term only being air, and the rest vapour.
The air at the reduced temperature t— 8t, and with

the

first

its

new

accession of humidity, is in a state of saturation.
Its
tension g will therefore depend only on the temperature
St; insomuch that when one of these quantities is given,
the other may be thence found by means of the Tables and

T—

fonnulas usually given in this part of natural philosophy.
Now at the temperature' t St, and under the pressure b,
the weight of a cubic foot of air mixed with vapour at the
tension g, will be equal to,

—

240

ro

X

.

,

/

,

,

X

-^

+

X

5X0

.

,

/

,

-„

(B)

the first term being air, and the second vapour.
But, in any two parcels of the same air, there must be the
same proportion between the two constituent parts. I therefore divide the air in the expression (A) by the air in the expression (B); and likewise the vapour of the former expression by the vapour of the latter: and as the two quotients
must be equal, I get this equation, viz.
b— x

30
b

—f

5

J

which, by the usual reduction, becomes
h

48a.Jf

so'

X

Now in the 4'th vol. p. 726, of Biot's Traite de Physique, I find
'847
-2669
a
|5 nearly, and, at p. 713,
,V nearly, 5
X
550 and, by substituting these numbers, it will be found
that the coefficient of x is very nearly equal to that of g: the
same coefficients also are both little diflerent from unit, because
OT is always only a small part of X: and, by means of these
considerations, the foregoing equation may be simplified with-

=

=

=

=

=

:

out detractuig almost in any degree from

'•=?Furtlicr, because --30

is

in

To

""-T-

its

exactness, viz.

(^)

most cases very nearly

c(]ual lo unit.

get
?

r-'

(-)

that

;
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that is, in words, " The actual tension of the vapour in tlie
atmosphere is less than the maxinunii tension at the reduced
temperature t — It, by a quantity proportional to the observed

depression."
If we were in possession of any different method of finding
the tension of the vapour in the atmosphere, we should be able
both to correct the coefficient of 8t in the foregoing formula,

which number is liable to some uncertainty, and likewise to
judge of the degree of accuracy of which Dr. Hutton's experiment is susceptible. Now such a method of experimentIt consists in exposing to
ing has been employed by Dalton.
the air a clean and dry surface of glass cooled artificially till
it is observed that moisture begins to be deposited on it.

When

with the cold surface
and, the temperature of the dewing
poi?tt being thus determined, it is easy to deduce from it the
tension of the vapour at the actual temperature of the atmosphere.
Let y denote the weight of vapour contained in a cubic foot
of the air at the general temperature x; and //, the weight of
vapour in a cubic foot at the reduced temperature t— Stj
then, according to what has already been shown, we have
is

this takes place, the air in contact

in a state of saturation

;

And hence,

x= —-

X

+

(1

?ht)

and, by substituting these values in the formula

y=

7 /,
h(\

c
— wSt)
\

240 OW

X

(2),

we

get

—

—AT

and, by omitting insensible quantities,
2400

,

w>

,„.

^

words, *'The (juanlity of vajiour in a cubic foot of air
is less than the maximum of humidity which the air is capable of retaining at the reduced
temperature t St, by a quantity proportional to the observed
or, in

at the actual temperature t,

—

depression."
It

we denote by

H

tlie

maximum

of humidity in a cubic

foot of the air at the temperature t; then

H,

_/,

_•J'lO aw X67,
-x

-|.

,

,

V

(4)
ys\\\
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express how much the vapour really contained In tlie air
falls short of saturation
and this seems to be the proper hygrometric quantity, or the just measure of the drying quality
of the atmosphere.
It is proper to observe that the formula for computing
when T is given, is
= At + Br- + &c.;
Log.
will

;

M

H
H—

whence it follows that
//
is not proportional to 8r, but to
X St. The measure of the dryness of the air is therefore a
quantity which varies both with the observed depression and

H

the actual humidity of the atmosphere.
It appears therefore that the experiment of Dr. Hutton will
fully disclose the condition of the atmosphere with regard to
moisture.
Nothing more is necessary for this purpose than
to provide a table containing, in one column, the maximum
tensions of tlie vapour for all degrees of temperature, such as
is found in voL 1. of Biot's Daite de Physique; and, in another column, the weights of vapour in a given volume, that

correspond to the different tensions; quantities which, for
every tension g and temperature t, are computed by the formula,' 5x0

X

—+ mr
—
-

l

4. There is a great analogy between the experiment of
Dr. Hutton and the method employed by Dalton for finding
In the latter method the air is brought to
the Dewing point.
a state of saturation by the agency of cold alone in the former
the same effect is produced by the joint operation of cold
and the addition of humidity. But Dalton's process cannot
be used without some complication of machinery and the
employing of artificial means for producing cold; whereas
Dr. Huttou's experiment requires no more than the exposing
of the wet bulb of a thermometer to the action of the atmosphere.
In the one case, great nicety of observation P5 re;

quired for detecting the precise moment when tlie dew begins
and from this cau'-e considerable uncertainty,
to be deposited
it is natural to think, must often arise, more especially at low
temperatures, when the air contains only a very small portion
In the other case, the observer has only to read
of humiditv.
off the degree on the scale of a thermometer; and it ap})ears
that any want of precision in the experiment will cause only
a pro})ortional inaccuracy in the result; insomuch tluit the
(|uantity of moisture in the atm()s))here maybe known with an
exactness sufficient for most practical purj)oses, even it we suppose an uncertiiinty of half a degree, or a whole degree, in the
The simplicity of the one ])roci.ss
quantity of the depression.
fits it for being useful in many situations, (in an astronomical
obhcivalorv
;

.
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observatory for instance) where the complication attending the
other would render it quite inapplicable.
5. If we use the numbers formerly noticed for a and A, and

put

and
will

U)

=

2-3 troy grains

^^^ =

-26, or

;

then

—— = -0233, or

-^^

nearly

\ nearly; and the formulae (2) and (3)

become

^

y

—

"" ^

= m-

ll
40

'

—
It

These expressions are very simple and easily remembered.
If to the scale of the evaporating thermometer another scale
were attached, showhig the maximum tensions at the various
degrees of temperature ; or one showing the maximum quantities of humidity in a cubic foot at the same temperatures ; we
should only have to deduct -^-^^ of the observed depression to
have the actual tension sought, or \ of the same quantity, to
have the actual quantity of vapour in a cubic foot. As St
will always be confined to a few degrees, a small table containing the quantities to be subtracted might be engraved apart
on the scale of the instrument.
The purpose of these observations is to explain the method
proposed by Dr. Hutton for finding the moisture of the atmosphere on its own principles, and to disengage it fi'om all mechanism foreign to it. The process requires nothing more
than two thermometers which We have supposed to be constructed according to the centigrade scale.
It is greatly to be
wished that a number of experiments were made sufficient for
ascertaining the practical fitness of the method for accomplishing its end.
,
*^
-,

^
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XVII. On a New Theory of

the Tides.

By

Capt.

Ivory.

Forman,

of the Royal Navy.

To

the Editors of the Philosophical

Magazine a7id Journal.

—

Gentlemen, If the facts and arguments contained in the
following letter are true, they must add to our stock of knowledge, and ought to be made known ; if they are not, they can
easily be refuted
and therefore, as in either case they can do
;

no harm, I shall
your Magazine.

feel

if you will find room for them
am, gentlemen, &c.

obliged
I

W.

in

Forman.
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Society.

—

Gentlemen, As yon have thought it necessary, in a paper
addressed to the pubHc, to call the attention of astronomers to
that branch of astronomy which is connected with the rising
of the tides, it is evident, that in your opinion the old h}-pothesis is not quite satisfactory
or at least that you wish to be
fiirnished, by those who have had the opportunities of witnessing their phaenomena in different parts of the world, with
such additional facts and documents as may either fully establish
the old theor}', or lead to the discovery of a better.
In obedience then to this call, I beg leave to submit to your
judgement a Treatise on the Tides, which I have just written,
and which, by taking in the compressibility of water as a cooperating principle, will account for several very important
phaenomena that cannot be explained in any other way. Thus,
for instance, if the compressibility of water be admitted in a
stifficieiit degree^ as the moon's attraction (being in opposition
to the earth's) must take off a portion of the gravity of every
particle of water, these particles must necessarily expand in
proportion to the weight that is taken off them ; and, as the
sum of the expansion of a great many particles must be a great
deal more than the sum of the expansion of a few, we shall
have a considerable rising in the deep parts of the ocean, without any sensible alteration in lakes and shallow water.
Thus,
then, if we admit the compressibility of water in a sufficient
degree, we shall have a principle that will satisfactorily explain
why the flood tide, in all places, always comes from the ocean;
;

why

there are no tides in lakes and some inland seas ; why
the tides do not rise to the same height in all places where tlie
moon is equally vertical and lastly, why other loose substances
are not raised by the power of the moon's attraction as well as
water.
But how can we account for all this, if we den}- the
;

compressibility, and consequently the expansion, of water ?
If the moon's attraction, co-operating with the centrifugal

force of bodies,

is capable of raising the tides in the ocean,
not also raise the waters in lakes and ponds ? and
are not all other loose substances affected in the same
man)ier ?
If the earth, as was supposed by Newton, is constantly drawn towards the moon by the power of her attraction, and the waters on the same side, l)y being so juuch nearer
than the central parts of the eartli, are made to move so much
faster, and thus are raised above their ordinary level, why are
not all (jther loose substances, that are equally near, raised in
the same manner?
There is only one answer cay be given to
these questions.
None of th<jse substances are elastic; but
Vol. 60. No. 292. Aug. 1 822.
water

why
why
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it
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water is and in proportion to its depth will be the degree of
its expansion.
The compressibility of water to a certain extent has been
proved by Mr. Perkins, and is now, I understand, admitted by
all the philosophers.
The only question then is, "Whether it
be compressible in a sufficient degree to produce the effects
I have sujiposed.
And, as no one can pretend to set bounds
to the extreme depth of the ocean, or say to what degree water may be compressed in its deepest parts, no one can say
that my hypothesis is impossible, or even improbable while
every one who is capable of thinking, when he considers that
the moon's attraction has no power to lift the smallest or
lightest substance that happens to be loose upon the surface of
the earth, nuist be convinced that it could have no power to
raise water, if it was not aided by some other principle; and
surely there is no other principle that can aid in producing
tliis effect, besides the elasticity of the particles of water.
Mr. Perkuis, by a force which he considered equal to the
weight of 320 atmospheres, or about two miles depth of water,
compressed the water in a piezometer at the rate of three and
a half per cent.
In what manner the experiment was contrived 1 do not pretend to know but, when we consider that
water, in another experiment of his, forced its way into a bottle that was corked and sealed, it is certainly very possible that
some of these minute particles might have escaped from the
instrument before it was weighed, and thus the degree of compressibility may have been considerably underrated.
This
appears to me to be the more likely, because in another of
Mr. Perkins's experiments the degree of compression was evidently a great deal more.
In this experiment, the water,
which had forced its way through the sealing of an empty
porter bottle, at the depth of five hundred fathoms, on being
draAvn u}) and the external pressure in great measure diminished, expanded to such a degree that it forced the cork
up against the coverings, compressed it into half its size, and
then burst the bottle.
As we have no means of measuring
the degree of compression in tliis experiment, we must content
ourselves with a rough estimate but it is evident that it must
have been equal to the space that was occupied by the cork
before it was forced up, because the bottle burst afterwards
and this, nt the lowest calculation, could not have been less
tlian three })er cent, when the force applied was very little
more than the weight of one hundred atmospheres. A quart
bottle is generally supposed to hold about a dozen commonsized wine-glasses and if we suppose the space that was oc^
cupied by that part of tlie cork that was forced upwards to be
:

;

;

;

;

'
.
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the fourth part of a wine glass, it will make tlie expansion of
the water, before the bottle burst, to be about two per cent,, or
the fiftieth part of the whole.
This however is but a small
part of the expansion ; for, as the water forced its way in
througli, or rather under, tlie coverings, we must suppose that
some of it escaped in the same way ; and yet the force of the
expansion still continued to such a degree, that, when the cork
could no longer give way, it burst the bottle.
Here then we
have positive proof that the expansion of water, at the depth
of only five hundred fathoms, was at least more than two, and
in all probability was as much as four or five, per cent. ; and
who will say that the extreme depth of the ocean may not extend to three, foui-, or even five lumdred miles *, and that the
compression of water at those depths may not exceed even a
hundred per cent. ? It is not too much to supjiose that the
average of the compression of water in the deepest parts of die
ocean, may be at least twenty-five per cent. ; and, if we take
the depth of the ocean at two hundred milesf, the expansion
or rise of the waters at that depth, if the entire gravity of every
particle was taken off, would amount to 50 miles or 48,000
fathoms; and if we divide this sum by 2400, which I take to
be the amount of the power of die moon's attraction, we shall
have a rising of the waters in the deep parts of the ocean equal
to the height of 20 fathoms, and which is fully sufficient to account for all the phaenomena cojuiected witli tlie rising of the
tides.

Whether

or not this estimate will be admitted by philosoof very little moment, since I have it in my power to
])rove, by undeniable facts, that the expansion of water is the
immediate cause of the rising of tJie tides and 1 beg leave
here, gendemen, to request your paiticular attention to the
facts 1 am about to produce, and the inference I shall deduce

phers

is

;

from

tliem.

During the time of

flood tide,

when

the waters are rising,

showing any disposition to go toxscaids the moon,
they press downwards towards the earth's centre; which evidently jjroves that they are pushed upwards by the exptuision
of the jiarticics below, and not pulled u)iwards by the power
of tlie moon's attraction for it is impossible to account for the
tendency of thcAvaters to jiress downwards, at lie very nionieut that they are rising, without supposing a suflicient degree
instead

«)f

;

I

* If wc

tom

at

may

all,

!)cHcvc

some of the

aiid tlic earth

pcolouical writers, the orraii has
more than a enist fomieil upon

is notiiinf,'

no botits

sur-

face.
This is a doctrine, however, I do not subscribe to.
f If wc take the depth of the 0( can at four hntuhed miles, a mean eom^nfli(i^,nl for mv innj'O.H',
prt-ssioi) of twelve and a halfjirr rent, v ill
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of expansion in the particles below to push them upwards
and therefore, however it jnay appear to contradict our experiments and preconceived opinions, the fact is indisputable.
Tlie same argument applies with equal force to the rising of
the tides on the side opposite the moon for, if the waters on
this side were left behind, as Newton supposed, by the other
parts of the earth being more strongly attracted by the moon in
consequence of being so much nearer, or were carried upwards
by a centrifugal force, they could have no tendency to press
downwards and yet we find that, at the very moment they
;

;

are rising uj)wards, it is nothing but the resistance of the water
below that prevents them from falling down towards the earth's
centre.
On this side then, as well as on the other, there must
be an expansion of the particles of water to produce a rising
of the tides; and, as the direction of the moon's attraction is
here the same as the earth's, we can only account for this diminution of the weight or gravity of the particles of water on
this side the earth, by supposing that the power of the moon's
attraction takes off some portion of the power of the earth's
attraction, in the same manner as I have shown the attraction
of one magnet will diminish the attraction of anothei', when
tlieir two ends are of the same denomination.
You see then, gentlemen, that this is not a question of mere
opinion it is a question of facts, and is to be proved, not by
supposing wliat the known degree of the compressibility of
water vuiy be capable of producing, but what it actually does
produce.
In short, we have only to take a handful of water
out of the ocean, at the tune of the rising of tlie tides, to be
convinced that the expansion of water is the immediate cause
of the phtenomenon because, if tlie waters were pulled upward by the power of the moon's attraction and not pushed
upwards by the expansion of the particles below, this water
would not tall back to the earth, until tlie influence of the
:

;

moon's attraction had gone off.
Here then, gentlemen, upon these grounds I rest my case
and I call upon you, and, as I intend that this letter shall go
forth into the world, I call upon every astronomer and every
philosopher, to answer the following questions Do the waters
at tlie time of their rising, press downwards, or do they not?
:

If they do, how ai"e we to account for their rising, except by
supposing that they are pushed upwards by the expansion of
the particles below?
If you can account for this in any other
way, I am ready to confess that, as my hypothesis, in that case,
will not bo wanted, you will effectually deprive me of the only
grounds upon wliich 1 can make good its claim to supersede
tlie old one.
But- if you cannot, vou must acknowledge that

the
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the expansion of water is the immediate cause of the rising of
the tides and then, as philosophers, as lovers of truth, as men
whose judgement will be rejudged by a succeeding generation,
that will know nothing of the bias and prejudices of the present day but, above all, as men of integrity and honour, you
are bound to admit so much of my theory as depends upon,
the expansion of water *.
In speaking of tlie bias and prejudices of the present da}',
;

;

be undo'stood as merely meaning to infer, that opiwhich we have been taught in our infancy to revere
as the most sacred truths, very frequently take so strong a
hold upon the mind, that they are not easily eradicated even
when they can be proved to be wrong; to venture to dispute
them is little short of being guilty of a crime, and we shut our
ears agaiiist every argument by which they can be oppugned.
It occasionally happens, however, that the truth of some one of
these dogmas, especially when it is grounded upon no better
argument than authority, is called in question: this produces
I

beg

to

nions,

discussion, the struggles of

advocates hasten

its downfall;
with the tenacious adherence of drov/ning men, it loses its hold upon posterity, and a succeeding generation, considering it merely in
the light of a debatable question, judges of it by its intrinsic
merits alone, and, throwing aside all prejudice, makes it give
place to a better system.
It is tluis that opinions, which in
the time of Galileo were held to be indisputable, are now
universally exploded even by the most ignorant.
I am, gentlemen,
Your most obedient and verj' humble servant,

and though we may

still

its

obstinately cling to

it

Walter Forman.
* Let

us suppose a man to be carr^-ing a weijrht upon his shoulders, and
occasionally to be stooping down, and standing upright.
Would not the
con/i/i/W pressure of the weight upon the man's shoulders, be a sufficient
argument that it was not pvlled upwards by an invisible power above, but
was pushed upwards by his own exertions? and are not both cases j)recisely
similar?
we could, by any possibility, take away the water l)elow, can
any one believe that the power of the moon's attraction could jirevent the
water above fi-oin falling down ? and, if it cotdd not, how can we account
fur tlie rising of the tides, except by sujiposing expansion in the particle*

U

of water ?
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XIX. On Chlorine and Chlorate of Potassa. By JoHM
Murray, RL.S. M.G.S. M. W.S. ^c. <^c.
To

the Editors

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

— ^ferNCE my

July 8, 1822.

have made a
lew experiments in reference to the sensation of heat developed
by immersing the hand in chlorine. As far as can be ascertained
by this means, the increment of temperature certainly exceeds
100^ F.
The temperature of the atmosphere being 66° F.,
the thermometer was plunged into a volume of chlorine diluted with atmospheric air, and mto the same gas very pure,
and intense in its characteristic colour; but the thermometer
indicated no decided change, or at any rate the average of several experiments did not exceed '5 F.
still the sensation of
heat on the skin was unequivocal.
The ball of the thermometer was then "wetted, but no perceptible change occurred.
In these experiments the vessels of chlorine were exposed at
top to atmospheric influence.
The hand was passed up into
the chlorine over the shelf o( the pneumatic cistern, and a similar increase of temperature experienced, while die thermometer nndcr the same circumstances stood at 66^.
I have said that this interesting property is not exclusively
peculiar to chlorine, and instanced nitrous gas when opened
in contact with atmospheric air.
The temperature of the external air was 67^ F. and the thermometer rose in the nitrous
acid gas thus formed to 68"; in other experiments the external temperature being 63-5.
The thermometer rose to 65^ F.
But in another vessel, the ball of the instrument being moistened, the mercury rose to 70° F., though the temperature felt
by immersion of the hand into this gas would be unhesitatingly
pronounced to be above 100° F. In the latter case the moistened ball showed an increment over the instrument when dry,
but this refers entirely to their relative absorption by water,
and consequent condensation, and has evidently nothing to
do with their reciprocal action on the epidermis.
It is known that if sulphuric acid be passed through water
on the chlorate of potassa mixed with chips of phosphorus, the
curious and beautiful pluenomenon of combustion under water
ensues; but I find ihiitjlashcs of light are exhibited by merely

Genti-emex,

last

communication

:

I

—

—

bringing the sulphuric acid in contact with the chlorate, although })hosphorus is introduced. In this case chlorine is disengaged, wliile the suj^ernatant fluid acquires a yellow tinge,

and

in smell and other properties resembles a solution of
protoxide of chlorine,
(rold-leaf does not dissolve in it, but
vegetable blue colours are discharged.

I

made

i
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made some experiments on

the orange-coloured vapour
I
arising from the action of sulphuric acid on chlorate of potassa.
I shall not advert to any repetition on my part of expermients
made by others on this vapour, merely stating, en passant^

—

and caoutchouc, though they have been pronounced
successful in this case, did not, at any rate, succeed with me and
even croton oil and cocoa-nut oil were equally unsuccessful.
Potassium ignited with brilliant jV/s defeux; yet sodium did
not ignite, the metal being merely expelled with explosion.
Heated charcoal [from the hetel-nut) exploded with light,
and morphia exhibited a flash of greenish light.
Chloric ether, phosphorized alcohol and ether, and stdphuret
that tallow

;

inflamed with explosion.
Innulin exploded with light; and phosphor-ct of lime kindles
and explodes.
Benzoic acid and naphthalin explode with beautiful comqj^ carbon,

bustion.

Sulphur not previously heated, as well as a mixture oi selenium and sulphur, ex})loded in this vapour without light.
Both artificial caraphor and deutochloride ofphosphorus were
perfectly inert.

Allow me, gentlemen, now to add, that chlorate of potassa
has been on my reconmiendation introduced into the practice
of several physicians with the greatest success.
In active and passive haemorrhage and in the synochus, as
well as dyspepsia, its exhibition has been attended with most
decided benefit and the happiest results.
Five doses of five grains each operated a cure in haemomorning and
ptysis
it was administered twice per diem,
Where in dyspepsia an irritability and excitement
evening.
obtain, and calomel is rejected, a dose of lour grains of the
chlorate of potjissa has been attended with the most marked
Perhaps this quantity administered once every
advantage.
second day will be found sutticient, and the quantity may be
abridged in [)articular cases, as in delicate constitutions or idio:

syncrasy.
I

have

my own

case dissolved two draclnns in a pint of
table s))oonfuls twice a day, say
and evening one. The dilorate of potassa seems to
in

distilled water,

morning

promise benefit
I

was led

to

and taken two
in scrofula.

reconuuend

this salt in

infernal hicmorrhage,

from having experienced its admirable eilects on mysell", hi a
case the conse(|uence of a violent liill whicjj I experienced.
may ))resuine tlie liberty to cjuote Irom the letter of a
I
friend, a physician of considerable practice, respecting

plonnent on

my

cm-

its

recommendation.
'*

I

am
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" I am happy to have it in my power to give you a most
favourable account of the oxymiu'iate of potassa.
*' I have given it in several cases of both active and passive
haemorrhage with the best effects, as well as in the synochus.
It seems to have the very speedy effect of lowering the pulse,
and as much so as the digitalis, but with this difference : so
far fi'om reducing the strength of the system, it, on the contrary, improves it.
I have also given it in two cases of indigestion, arising from a torpid action of the liver, with decided
advantage.
I intend to persevere in the use of it."
I have the honour to be,

—

Gentlemen,

Your

obliged and very obedient humble servant,
J.
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the Altitude a7id

Azimuth

Ciixle.

In

geodesy this instrument, being adjusted, measures without
further trouble angles between objects upon the horizontal
plane, whatever may be the number required to be taken at
one station. The parts of the instrument are all concentric,

and therefore whatever it gives, whether the objects are remote or near, requires no correction. The angles having been
read off individually will be vitiated by the errors of division;
and even in graduation that may be deemed good, those errors
may be too great in some cases that occur. Such cases are
well known to the judicious surveyor, and may be obviated by
simply turning the whole instrument upon the stand, and setting
the axis vertical again and again taking the angles which he
wishes to ascertain with the utmost accuracy: for, by this expedient, he will get any angle upon as many different paits
;

of the circle as he pleases or thinks necessary. This may at
first view appear to be a principle derived from the other instrument; but let it be remembered that it is no more than
taking means ; a thing practised and well understood before
the repeating instruments were brought into existence.
In

;

and of the Altitude and Azimuth Instnmcnt.

1

03

In astronomy the azimuth circle is of Httle use, except in
furnishing ready means of bringing the upper circle into the
plane of the meridian ; it has however been used for making
out, in conjunction with the otlier circle, the quantity of refraction at different altitudes
but as, perhaps, the times for
this purpose furnish better data than azimuths, to mention the
Observing altitudes of the celestial bodies
matter is sufficient.
is a thing so familiar to every one who is in the least acquainted with these subjects, that to describe it would only be
to lengthen this paper.
I may however remark tliat in meridian altitudes, there is time to get an observation with the face
of the circle to the east, and another with its face to the west
which together give a coUimated double result, before the
diminution in altitude becomes sensible.
Yet I feel somewhat
diffident about recommending this mode of observing, although
An observer, before
I have practised it myself with success.
he attempts it, should be expert both in managing the instrument and reading off' the angles. Respecting stars near the
equator, there is only about one minute of time on each side
of the meridian, that the star would continue to be bisected by
the wire of a telescope that magnifies sixty times therefore,
before the double observation is attempted, the time should be
accuratel}' known.
In truth, all hurried operations with this
instrument may be avoided and left to the repeating cuxle.
;

;

Comparison of the two Instruments.

come now

compare the two mstruments with each other
purposes for which they
are designed and to prevent the frequent recurrence of long
names, I shall call the repeating circle R, and the altitude and
azimuth instrument A an expedient which, perhaps, if sooner
adopted, might have improved this paper.
To find the difference of latitude between distant places is
a most important problem in extensive geodetic operations,
and for this purpose R has often been represented as equal or
I

to

in their application to the different
;

;

even superior to the zenith sector but as the latter histrument
has always been constructed with a powerful telesco})e, and is
in its nature the most simple jiossible, I beg leave to dissent
from that opinion. For, however an instrument may be constructed, or in whatever manner it may be used, I have no
faith that it can give results nearer the truth, than a quantity
To do this, an instrument,
tliat is visible in the telescope.
with respect to any error that is not corrected by reversion,
must be periect; a thing of which I have no idea. Yet every
one is not of my opinion. As an instance of this, a celebrated
astronomer, a few years ago, in the south of Europe, made
:

observation*

lOi
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observations for finding the attraction of a mountain with a
small instrument of the construction
and obtained a deflection of the level 'equal to two seconds
and, although his
telescope could not have been more than 15 inches long, fi'om
this experiment brought out a density of the earth nearly coinciding with the Schehallien experiment, and with the more
recent one which Cavendish obtained by direct attraction.
Yet has that same astronomer, from later experiments, found
ihojixed error of the same or a similar instrument (made by
a foreign artist by no means unknown to fame) to amount to
from five to ten seconds. Should this error, however, which
is called fixed, turn out to be at all fortuitous, it is possible
that, taking five for its amount (to say nothing about ten), a
result might have been obtained of an equal quantity contrary
to attraction.
But on the other hand, were the error of such
an instrument absolutely fixed, although it gave the altitudes
incorrectly, yet might it give the dilierences correctly; and
consequently the above dv/arfish experiment might be peimitted to stand on its own little base. It is a circumstance
little suspected, and not very easy to explain, how an instrument, that is capable of reversion, can have errors that are
not correct in the double result.
But although this, like the
above statement, and die remarks I have made upon it, may
appear digressive, yet will it not be altogether useless to inquire into the nature of two of the most obvious sources of
error, to which this instrument in particular, and others in a
less degree are subject.
It is not perhaps so well known as it ought to be, either to
observers or artists, that the air-bulb of the spirit level changes
its position with a difference of temperature.
This, it is probable, is wholly occasioned by the glass tube (I mean from its
expansion) being larger at one end than at the other: for I
have observed that as the temperature increases, the bubble
alwaj'S deviates towards the larger end, and as it diminishes,
the deviation takes place the contrary way.
The error occasioned by this cause, whatever it may amount to at the end of
a series of repetitions, will be divided, and affect- the result by
no more than the mean tleviation belonging to a pair of observations.
This kind of error is fixed, as far as a single course
of repetition is concerned but, when the change of temperatui*e is reversed, an error equally fixed will affect observations
in the opposite diriiction.
Another and still more fatal source of error to which
is
peculiarly liable, arises from the resistance of the centre-work
to the action of the tangent-screw.
This will be more or less,
according to the care anil judgement that have been employed

R

;

;

;

R
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\
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but to hrmrr it to nothing must tor ever be beyond the skill of the artist, because
it lies in some measure in the nature of the materials.
I will
now try to explain how this source of inaccuracy affects observation, and to this end will suppose that an observer, when
he bisects a star, moves the index with the tangent screw, so
as to advance it on the graduated limb according to the numl)ering of the degrees
the telescope indeed will be properly
pointed, but the index will show too much.
On reversiufr the
position of the instrument, the telescope will naturally relieve
:

;

itself from the friction at the centre, and take the position due
to the index, instead of retaining that which it had when tlie
star was bisected ; therefore the following motion of the tele-

scope

will

begin from a wrong point

ways turned

in

the

same

;

and if the screw is alproduce an error in

direction, will

excess at eveiy pair of observations.
As much may be said
respecting the motion of the level, which, on account of its
socket embracing the exterior of the axis, will meet with a
greater resistance than the telescope did.
As fiir as these two
parts of repetition are concerned, it is clear that the habits of
an observer may make this source of enor either fixed or accidental,

way, he

and by constantly turning the

may have

screv/s in a particular

sum or their
another motion equally connected with
the oj)eiation of repetition, and quite as liable to this kind of
error; namely, the general one, which carries round together
tlifference.

There

for a fixed error either their
is

the circle, the telescojie and level.
To folloM' up these three
sources of error, and show how in their different combinations a
series of repetitions would be af!ected, is a task which I dare not
attempt. Instead of which I will content myself with remarking,
tliat the complicated centre-work of this instrument, and the

motions having a tendency to drag each other, toether with the change of jiosition Uiat takes place without the
ifferent steps being registered, subject it to greater errors,
when the graduation is tolerable, than those which it professes
to correct.
To examine whetluT the screws, which govern
diffe-rent

S

the tin-ee motions here treated of, give immediate motion to
the i-especlive parts which they act upon, is a good criterion,
but I think incapable of<letecting a quantity of error less than
two or three seconds; which (juanlity, if it recurs as fixed,
will not be divided in obtaining the general result, because it
aflects all the operations,

and it is the accumulated error only
reduced.
In the instrument A, the resistance of the centre-work is
extremely small; the pivots of the transit axis merely resting
on their angular supports, while the screw for slow motion

that

is

acts iinincdialciv

Uf)on the circle, carrving also the telescope
Vol. GO. No. '}y2. .-fw-f. 182'J.
which

O

;
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which makes one piece with it. This is the simplest action
that an instrument can possess the forces in opposition to
each other are quite inconsiderable there is no rubbing of
indices and the angles are read off immediately after observation without any thing having changed place.
The error
of the level, mentioned before, will also affect this instrument
but, by judicious management, as will be shown presently, may
be almost wholly counteracted. The method indeed would
apply to R, but at an expense of time that could not be ad;

;

;

mitted.

It is this

:

reversing the position of the circle in azi-

muth, by the level, place the axis truly vertical, which then
becomes a substitute for the level during the short time a star
is bisected
after this observation is read off and the telescope
set for another star, I would note the position of the level, and
again reverse the instrument: when, if any deviation is seen,
I would bring the level by the foot screw half-way to the point
where it stood before. This operation places the axis vertical
again, whether a deviation of the level or of the whole instrument has taken place. To do this in the easiest manner, is
;

to

make a

series of observations with the divided side of the

and west alternately; this way saves half the
trouble of frequent reversion, renders observations independent
circle to the east

of each other, and makes it resemble in its use the zenith secnearly as one instrument with a level can do a better
with a plumb-line.
When A is used for ascertaining the value of a celestial
arc, corresponding to a measured distance on the surface of
the earth, man}- stars should be marked for observation, none
of which ought to be more than 60° from the zenith; and to
avoid hurried observation, they should be picked from a catalogue at nearly equal distances of right ascension.
In dohig
this there can be no difficulty, because those of the fourth or
fifth magnitude are for this purpose as good as any others.
As to the time required for observing a star, different observers will want more or less, but surely the space of five
minutes is enoii";h for any one. If he has previously written
down, from his catalogue, the degree and first figure of the
minutes, he has no more to do in reading off than, when the
star is bisected, to put dov.'u the last figure of the minutes and
the seconds as he takes them from the micrometers.
For the
next star he should set to what his catalogue gives, then reverse the position of the instrument by the divisions of the
azimuth circle, aftei'wards correct for any deviation of the level
and verticality of the axis, and then wait for the appulse of the
star to the meridian.
In every pair of observations, the jilace
of a star is read off on four points of the circle and, where
those marked lor observation extend to 60° of zenith distance
both

tor, as

;

and of the

Altitude

and Azimuth Instrument.
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bolh to the north and south, 240" of the circle are employed.
To extend it further coidd produce no good effect, for the uncertainty of refraction would counteract the advantage arising
from a greater range. In using A, if an observation is liurt
by a passing cloud, or any otiier circumstance that may render it doubtful, it had better not be written down, even
should it agree with the general result; and, on the other
hand, if the observer is satisfied with an observation, it shoidd
not be omitted for being somewhat discordant.
\^^ith R, if
any one of the steps of a series of repetition is not well performed, the whole will be vitiated should the observer go on.
He may perhaps be able to save what lias gone before, by
reading off what has been done, and beginning a new set but
this cannot be done in all cases.
I remember an instance,
whei'e, in a series of twenty double observations on pularis (that
had been made vvith extraordinary care), by the mistake of
the assistant, in the very last of them, by his turning the screw
of the indices instead of that of the level, the whole labour was
;

irretrievably lost.

When
stiiy

an observer

at a place

is

so circumstanced as not to be able to
seems to have the
short time,

R

more than a

advantage for, in a few hours a series of repetitions may be
made on polaris to answer his purpose since the polar distance of that star is now so well known, that little will be lost
by not having opportunity of observing it botli above and below the ])ole. A is not, lioweA'er, without its resources in this
I'espect
for in stars that have not more than 25" of polar distance, there will be (juite time enough for reversing the position of the uistrument, and obtaining coUimated results.
I
nmst here remark that this can only be done in high latitudes,
because near the equator, the slow moving stars are too much
affected by variable refi-action to be i"elied on in nice matters.
This last remark must be placed very much to the discredit
of R, which in its nature is adapted to the slow moving stars
;

;

;

alone.

Thus

it

has been shown

respecting

that,

its

most

effective

both the
heavens and the earth.
It must be granted that at every step,
even when a cjuick moving star is observed, if tlie time has
been noted, the wliole niay be reduced to the meridian and
were it wanted, which it is not, I should claim the same concession in favour of A.
But let it be remembered, that at any
considei-able distance from the meridian, the time becomes so
important a datum, that it refjuircs an exactness, scarcely to
be found, except in a well regulated observatory. Therefore,
in oliserving stars near the t(|uator witli R, tlie observer has
liic choice of twodilJitulties
In; nuiy either extend his obser-

operations, the repealing circle

is

local witli regard to

:

;

O

2

vations

;
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rations to a distance on both sides of the meridian to obtain
the requisite number of repetitions, incurring the error arising
from uncertamty of time; or keeping close to the meridian,

put up with a Umited range, and render his work equally unIt was before stated
satisfactory through that circumstance.
that, to avoid hurried observation in the use of A, stars at
nearly equal distances of right ascension should be chosen
and it should be remarked, that it is almost equally important
to have them also at nearly equal distances of declination because the more regularly they are dispersed over the whole
range of arc employed, the more perfect will be the correction
of erroneous dividing for two stars having the same declination will evidently be affected by the same error, and jf they
When
differ only a little, will probably partake of the same.
A is used in the observation of many stars, tlie errors bolh ol
observation and graduation are reduced by taking the mean.
With II, the errors of many observations on one star are diminished precisely in the same degree, but as the errors of the
whole intermediate arc are passed over and do not enter at all
into the account, only those of the zero reading and the final
one are charged upon the general mean. This distinction, certainly in favour of R, may be gathered from what has been said
It is here brouglit forward
belbre, and is the little all of W.
again, for the use of those numerous observers who have not
seen through the blind process of repetition, and who have
attributed to this instrument powers of approximating towards
the inaccessible point of truth little short of the miraculous.
I will now subjoin in detail the observations of some zenith
distances of a fixed mark made about ten years ago with an 18
inch repeating circle at St. John's College Cambridge, by a
gentleman who ranks high in science at that distinguished university, and who is a most worthy member of this society.
;

:

Double Obs.

Zenith
liy

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

=

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

dist.

repetition.

92

4-5

Zenith dist.
by successive pairs,

3^2

3,2

4,8

6,3

6,3

9,4-

6,8

8,3

7,5
6,9

10,4.

7,2

7,0
7,2

8,7
5,2
8,7
5,9
8,7

6,8

3,1

6,9
7,1

4,0

Since
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Since writing the above, I liave put my hand uj^on another
experiment of the same kind, which was made to determine
the angailar distance between two land objects.
It was made

Glasgow b}' a gentleman whose science is universally acknowledged, and who was eminently qualified to do justice to
the subject.
The diameter of the uistrument was 12 inches.
at

Angle by

Double Obs.

repetition.

1

2

*
,

3
4
5
6
7
8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

O

I

63 33

.^}
The two

Angle by
successive pairs.

II

II

52,5
51,0
50,0
48,7
49,3
49,1
48,6
48,5

52,5
49,5
48,0
45,0
50,0
50,0
45,0
45,0

48,8

51,5

R, inserted above, are
all I can find where the collimated angles have been read off.
They serve to show, in such instruments as were used, the
amount of the errors of observation, division and reading off,
that one collimated result leaves to be corrected by repetition
or taking means.
Thus, in the first example, the greatest
differences from the general mean are +3",4 and —3", 7, and
3"',8.
in the second, +3",7 and
The examples also exhibit
the irregular manner in which the successive pairs differ from
each other; while the columns of repetition with more regularity approximate towards a constant quantity, as the diA'isor
of the total arc becomes greater. It may be useful sometimes,
to exhibit a series of observations in this manner, for it shows
what may be expected from an instrument after n certain number of repetitions.
It is curious that, in both of the examples,
the same rcsiih is obtained at the fourth pair as was gained at
last, a circumstance, no doubt, purely accidental, and which
could not have been known, liad the ordinary means of reduction been employed.
With respect to the accuracy of the angles obtained in the
two series of observations, it might be presumed, that in neither
case, could lliey differ irom the truth by a quantity much
greater than l)alfa second: but this presumption depends entirely upon the instrument being perfect, or free from fixed
error; a thing, for the detection of which, an observer is not
furnished with any direct means.
The instrument R ha-, been equally praised by those who
series of observations with

—

liave

An
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have used it for taking angular distances, as it has been in
astronomy ; and I have in this place but little to add to my
former remarks. The observer is not here, as in astronomy,
compelled to perform his operations in a short time he may
take as much as he pleases, and in truth he will want not a
Even by the improved method, it requires much time
litde.
to place the circle in the plane of the two objects: then follows the process of repetition then that of observing the elevation or depression of the objects and lastly, measuring, if
:

;

;

they are near, or estimating, if remote, their distance from the
station, to enable him to correct the angle for the effect of
All diis must be done before
eccentricity of the telescopes.
he has data for computing the horizontal angle and all this
is requisite for every angle that he takes ; even from the same
A gives the horizontal angle at once ; its parts are
station.
perfectly concentric, and therefore the distance of the objects
the motion of the telescope, like that of a
is not concerned
transit, is truly perpendicular, therefore the elevation or de;

:

When the
pression of the' objects comes not into the account.
adjusted instrument is placed with the axis of azimuth vertical,
the observer may proceed through all the angles of his station
They will, howas fast as he can observe and read them off.
but it has been
ever, be affected by the errors of graduation
shown how these may be diminished namely, where there are
three readmgs, by reversion and where there are only two,
in cases where extreme accuracy is required, by turning again
and again different parts of the circle towards the same object.
And although a fresh adjustment of the vertical axis thereby
becomes necessary at every step, this is an expedient attended
with far less trouble and loss of time than can be brought
;

;

;

about by repetition and its requisite accompaniments.
Were it urged in favour of R, that by re))etition, the errors
of division being almost annihilated, it becomes more fit for
ascertaining the position of a star in the heavens because, in
observing one with A, the readings always take place on the
;

divisions, and consequently the errors of those divisions
are charged upon die place of the star this I should readily
But
gi-ant, were the two instruments equal in other respects.
I have to observe that, in the present state of practical astronomy, neither one instrument nor the other is at all (it for
It need hardly be remarked, that the resistsuch a purpose.
ance and dragging of the centre- work, which I explahicd when
I endeavoured to trace to its sources the cause of fixed error,

same

:

produce the same injurious effect on terrestrial measureas they do in astronomical observations.
As a transit instrument I believe II was never thought of:

will

ment

indeed,

1
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perindeed, the imperfect manner in wliicli its ndjustment is
formed, together with its weak frame, renders it altogether
is a transit, and as perfect as the
unfit for that purpose.
This instrument, ni the
telescope which it bears will allow.
a
observatory, is certainly the most important of all, and as
for
portable one, the best, 'and attended with the least trouble
Add to this, that by
the rate of a chronometer.

A

keeping

and
taking the difference of right ascension between the moon
ascertammg
stars," it affords perhaps the yery best means of
the difference of longitude between distant places*.
For observing equal altitudes, both instruments artf very
as being
good and I would only give the preference to
more likely to preserve the position of the telescope unvaried,
keeping in adjustments better during the requisite length

A

:

by

of tune.

'^^
c
altitudes at a distance from the meridian tor
yet for
:
finding the tune, as much may be said in favour of
seems to have the advantage
this purpose, upon the whole,
variable alti-'udes may be taken by repetition,

For taking

A

R

because these

A

is liable, almost done
the errors of division, to which
in the plane of
instrument
an
phicing
of
means
away. Ready
the tiavelhng
the meridian *are of the utmost importance to
perhaps
astronomer, and that by corresponduig azimuths is
this method,
to
adapted
peculiarly
only
not
is
the best.
thing by
furnishes the best means of doing the same

and

A

but also

When R has a good azimuth circle, its
into the meridian by the same means,
brought
be
plane may
purpose, for it cannot with
at least near enough for its own
all

the other ways.

at all.
propriety be regarded as a meridian instrument
under comRespecting the dimensions of the two circles
that
18 inches
thought
thin^,
every
considering
parison, I have,
this admits ot a two
should be tlie greatest diameter for
for the screws tor
feet telescope, and gives sufficient room
and to be conother,
each
pass
to
motion
slow
clamping and
telescopes upon the
veniently handled. The pressure of heavy
tlcsirable good
centre-work is certainly detrimental, however
were it not li)r want of finger room in a

R

:

ones may be and
telescope winch
12 ind/one, notwiUistanding the diminutive
preference to the latter dmiension.
it bears, I would give the
diameter ot
The instrument A may safely be extended to a
portable;
called
be
justly
not
could
two feet, beyond which "it
lor not carrying it
but besides' this, there are other reasons
more
much further than this limit: and 1 admire the courage
constructed very
have
who
those
of
judgement
than the sound
;

* Many writers

Mag.

vol. XV.

I).

liavc given

an erroneous rule

Cor this

purpose

:

sec Piiil.

97.
j.^j.^.g

Il2

On

laro-c

instruments' on

and Azimuth Instrument,

the Alii hide
tliis

principle.

With

regard to the other

remark that as to instruments smaller than one
one loot diameter, however useful they may be for surveying
of land and other inferior purposes, I should consider them
for astronomy as little better than playthings.
As to its form and general appearance, R is, of all the instruments subservient to astronomy and geodesy, the most
The whole of the effective parts are
uncoutli and unsightly.
placed on one side of its single supporting pillar and on the
limit, I woiilcl

;

other a weioht, almost equal to the instrument, is placed for
But ugliness is not the
the purpose of keeping it in equilibrio.
worst thin<y that attends this unavoidable combination for it
In
renders the instrument top-heavy, tottering, and weak.
The whole
is certainly very much superior.
these respects
of its fabric is regular and self-balanced ; the upper circle, beino- supported like a transit on tv*o columns, is thus rendered
Respecting sightliness, I diink die man of
finn and steady.
taste would, in the diftiirent forms it has appeared under, pronounce it agreeable, I dare not say beautiful ; and here I may
be allowed to remark, that the art of instrument making, as a
In this country,
matter of taste, is far behind many others.
indeed, at the beginning of the art, instruments were adorned
with the flourishes of the engraver, chaser, and carver (now
long out of fashion): but these are not the beauties which I
mean; those of uniformity of figure, and just proportions are
alone wliat I have in view and I cannot for a moment think
that diese are at all inconsistent with either strength or ac;

A

;

cm'acy.
the whole of tliis paper every reader will have seen
an advocate for A, and I ha^e made no endeavour
yet, if I liave said moi'e for it than it deserves,
to conceal it
or given to R less than its due, it is a thing I am quite unHaving now finished what I had to say by way
conscious of.
of comparison, a concluding remark or two only remain to be
One of our artists, through a course of twenty-five
added.
years, has made the repeating circle under various forms;
some of them lla^e repeated horizontal angles, others vertical
which last have
angles, and more of them have done both
All these are of
obtained the name of repeating theodolites.
a firmer fabric than that treated of in this communication yet
after having, as he fancies, gone through all the changes of
repeating instruments, he owns that he has never satisfied himI am informed that some of our inself in a single instance.
strument-makers are at this time endeavouring to improve the
repeating circle; but I would submit it to their serious consideration, whether their time and talents might not be better

Through

that

I

am

:

;

;

employed
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struction of instruments of better promise.
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in the conit

was the

this inrudeness and inaccuracy of dividing which brought
art bestrument into existence, one would think that as the
country
this
in
art
The
disuse.
into
fell
will
comes cultivated, it
set repeatmg instruments
is certainly sufficiently advanced to
artists are
and, if I am rightly informed, several foreign
aside
in which
improvement,
its
of
course
the
pursuing
at this time
circumstances which
for many years they had been impeded by
It is therefore my opinion, that as
science could not control.
becomes generally improved, so
instruments
of
the division
and perhaps,
will the repeating circle hasten to its dissolution ;
renon account of the great services, which, in its time, it has
mbe
may
age
future
some
geodesy,
and
astronomy
dered to
:

duced to chaunt

its

requiem.

on
Report of a Committee of the House of Commons
Steam-Boats ; being the Fifth Report on the Roads from
London to Holyhead^ Sj-c.
highly cre[We have much pleasure in giving insertion to this Report, so

XXI.

Committee from which it has proceeded, botn on account ot
sound principles ot nonthe valuable matter embodied in it, and of the
desirous at the same time to exle-'islation which it contains: and are
candour and ability with which it is
pr"es5 our great satisfaction at the
have done to
drawn up, and the impartial justice which the Committee
country, without any apthe seneral talent and enterprise of the whole
been suspected, to
pearance of an intention, which has perhaps formerly
eulogize and serve a particular party.— Editors.]
ditable to the

their
Committee, since they presented to the House
only just
Second Report, have prosecuted the inquiry, then

Your

be<Tun, into the important subject of steam-boats.
"The first instance of applying steam to vessels,

is

that

which

patent tor
occurred in 1736, when Mr. HuU obtained letters
and out
vessels
towmg
for
steam-boat
of
a
the construction
now so generally
of port *. The application of paddle wheels,
suggested by this
adopted, appears to have been originally
atmospheric engine
the
employ
to
proposed
Hull
Mr.
patent.
communicating with
of Newcomen, which, by means of a crank
imparted a rotary action to the wheels and

m

the working beam,
Next
vessel.
paddles which were placed at the bow of the
Bridgewater,
of
Duke
the
of
experiments
succession were die
and then came
to use steam-boats for towing barges on canals ;
ot Dumtries,
those of Mr. Miller, of Dalswinton in the county
iniddle+.
the
in
wheel
J^ut ^"er
the
with
in a double vessel
the
Mr. Hull, the Marquis de Joufiroy unquestionably holds

m

• See App.
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who
most distinguished rank
have added to the value of the invention. In 1781, he constructed a steam-boat at Lyons of 140 feet in length ; and vv'ith
this he made several successful experiments on the River
In 1795, Lord Stanhope constructed a boat to be
Soane.
moved by steam. In 1801 Mr. Symington tried a boat that
was propelled by steam on the Forth and Clyde navigation..
Still no practical uses resulted from any of these attempts.
It
was not till the year 1807, when the Americans began to use
steam-boats on their rivers, that their safety and utility were
first proved. But the whole merit of constructing these boats is
due to natives of Great Britain Mr. Henry Bell, of Glasgow,.
gave the first model of them to Mr. Fulton, and went over
to America to assist him in establishing them
and Mr. Fulton got the engines he used in his first steam-bcat on the Hudson river from Messrs. Boulton and Watt*. Steam navigation
.seems to have made great progress from this tim.e in America.
It appears from the Report of the Select Committee of the
Session of 181 7 f, on this subject, that there were then seventeen large steam-boats in constant employment on the American rivers, besides ferry-boats 1 a list of steam-boats has been
published by Mr. Robinson, that shows that on the Mississippi
alone, the tonnage of those in work at present, amounts to
There are
7,259 tons, and of those building to 5,995 tons.
now, in all, about 300 steam-boats in use in America.
in the Hst of practical engineers,

;

;

;

Mr. Bell continued to turn his talents to the .improving of
steam apparatus, and its application in various manufactures
about Glasgow; and in 1811 constructed the Comet steamboat, of twenty-five tons, with an engine of four-horse power,
to navigate the Clyde between Glasgov/ and the Helensburgh
Baths, establi.slied by him on an extensive scale.
The success
of this experiment led to the constructuig of several steamboats, by other persons, of larger dimensions and with greater
steam.ing power
these having superseded Mr. Bell's small boat
in the Clyde, it was enlarged, and established as a regular
packet between Glasgow and the western end of the Caledonian canal at Fort William, by way of the Crinan canal in
Argyleshire.
Mr. Bell about the same time constructed the
Stirling Castle steam-boat, and employed her on the river
Forth, between Leilh and Stirling; he afterwards took her to
Inverness, where she has been for two years plying between
that town and Fort Augustus, going seven miles by the Caledonian canal, and twenty-three miles along Loch Ness. INIany
other boats were successfully established about this time on
:

* See Mr. Watt's Letter, p. 210 of the Evidence annexed to the Report.
% ^^'^ Partington, p fi/.
f Sec Evidence of Mr. Seth Kiint.
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the Forth and Clyde, and several on the rivers Tay, Thames,
Mersey and Humber, and between Southampton and the Isle
of Wight; but it was not till the year 1818 that a steam-boat
was made use of to perform regular voyages at sea. In this
year the Rob Roy, of ninety tons, built by Mr. Denny of
Dumbarton, and with an engine of thirty-horse power made
by ]\Ir. Napier of Glasgow, plied regularly between Greenock
and Belfast, and proved the practicability of extending the
In the year 1819,
u.se of the steam-engine to sea navigation.
the Talbot, of 150 tons, built by Messrs. Wood, with two
thirty-horse engines made by Mr. Napier, plied daily between
Holyhead and Dublin, throughout ti)e whole summer and
In
autmini, and successfully encountered many severe gales.
the year 1820, the Ivanlioe, of 170 tons, built by Mr. J. Scott,
with two thirty-horse engines made by Mr. Napier, was established on the same station; and in 1821, the Postmasters
General introduced steam-boats at Holyhead and Dover for
During these three last years,
the conveyance of the mails.
the Belfast, Robert Bruce, Waterloo, Eclipse, Superb, Majestic, and Cambria were constructed, of large tonnage, and
with engines of great power, for conveying passengers between
Greenock and Belfast and Liverpool between Liverpool and
Dublin and between Liverpool and Bagilt in Flintshire. All
these vessels, except the Cambria and Belfast, were constructed
in the Clyde.
In the year 1821, the City of Edinburgh and
;

;

Mountaineer were established

to

go between London and

and, in the present year, there have already been fitted
the James
for sea the St. Patrick and St. George, at Liverpool
Watt, for the Leitli and London station ; the Swift, to go between Brighton and Dieppe the Sovereign and Union, between Dover and Calais; and the Lord Slelville, to go regularly between London Bridge and Calais *; twelve more are
Ferry-boats
in hand, and will be completed this summer.
propelled by steam, sufficiently commodious to carry carriages,
horses and cattle, have been established with great public utihty
on the Tay between Dundee and Fifeshire; at the Queen's
Ferry, in Scotland; on the Severn, the Mersey and the Hum-

Leith

;

;

;

and at other ferries.
In the Appendix there is a list which has been made by
Mr. Field, ol'all the steam-boats which have been built in the
United Kingdom, showing their tonnagef and the power of their

ber,

* Sec App. p. 19S for the tonnage and power of all these vessels, and for
the names of tlie iiiiiUlcrs and enfjine-iiiakers.
f The tonnau'c of stcan)-vcssels in this Report and in the table in the Appendix, No.
is stated according' to the customary nictliod of caleulating it
in oth.T ve-isels.
'i'iitway of call niatiiif.' the tonnage of stcam-lioats is spe1 ,

cially reu'uhtfed

—

by

.'tit

(iro. III.

c.

.">.

1'

2

engines;

;
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engines; the names of the builders and of the engine-makers;
the date of their being laimched, and also the station where
they ply ; from this list it appears, that in the space of a very
few years the public have been accommodated, in all directions,

with this

safe,

rapid and oeconomical

mode

of convey-

ance.

The

experience of what steam-boats have performed, is fully
beyond all doubt their safety even in the
most tempestuous weather. The Rob Roy plied two winters
between Greenock and Belfast, and last winter between Dover
and Calais ; the Eclipse plied the whole of last winter between
Glasgow and Belfast, and the Cambria between Liverpool and
Bagilt ; a steam-boat has plied regularly, through all seasons,
between New York, the Havannah and New Orleans all the
other steam-boats which have been used at sea have been exposed to numerous severe gales. But the trial which the
Holyhead steam-boats went through diu'ing the last tempestuous winter, from the nature of the service requiring them
to go to sea at a fixed hour every day, proves that steam-boats,
when properly constructed, are able to go to sea when sailing
vessels could not, and that in some respects they possess, in
very bad weather, advantages over sailing vessels.
The following extracts from the evidence of Captain Rogers are quite
conclusive as to the power and safety of steam-boats at sea.
" Q. Have you had full trial of the steam-packets, with respect to gales of wind ?
A. Yes, in every way. 1 crossed in
the Meteor, on the 5th of February, in the heaviest sea I have
seen during eight years I have been on the station.
Q. Have
the steam-packets sailed regularly during the whole winter ?
—A. Except a very few days I have seen them go several
times when sailing packets could not.
Q. Have you found
that the steam-packets built under the inspection of the Navy
Board are as safe as any vessel you ever navigated ? A. Certainly.
Q. Is there any danger, in your opinion, to be apprehended from them as steam- vessels ? A. No. Q. Are
you of oi)inion, that in the event of the engine failing, with the
assistance of sails and the anchor you may keep a packet in
perfect safety ?
A. There is no doubt of it by putting two
cables together, which she has on board, she would ride out
any gale in the channel as easy as a glove. Q. Are the Committee to understand your opinion to be, that in any weather,
however severe, the steam-boats will stand that weather as well
as any sail-boat ?
A. Yes, in any wind the more wind the
better for the steam-boats; that is where they show their superiority.— Q. In the heaviest gale that could blow, you would
rather be in a steam-packet than a sailing-packet ?
A. Yes
sufficient to place

;

—

—

;

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

that
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—

that is, in a vessel of our construction.
Q,
in blowing weather, that the vessel works at

or out?

— A.

No, not

single thing, she

is

at all

;

I

do not

as solid as a wall.

—

see

it

— Q.

Have you
all,
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either inside

in the least,

Was

not a

the last win-

worse winter than usual ? A. I have heard it said that
has been the worst winter for fifty years Lloyd's have paid
more this winter than ever they did. Q. Can you carry one
boat on each quarter ?
A.
can carry two, but all that is
lumber we never think of being drowned or burnt now." In
another place Captain Rogers says, " I never read a novel before I ^^as on board a steam-packet, and I go down now fi-equently and read for an hour or two."
The following extracts from the answers of the other Holyhead captains, corroborate the evidence of Captain Rogers.
Captain Goddard says, " These vessels by their performances
ter a
it

;

—

—

We

;

through the past winter, have exceeded the most sanguine exand certainly have made passages across the Channel, when the sailing-packets would have found extreme difficulty to have accomplished them
and in so short a period of
time as places their performance beyond the necessity of comparison to establish their great superiority."
Captain Skinner
says, " I am of opinion, a steam-packet of about 180 tons
burthen, form similar to that of the Meteor, with a little finer
entrance and strength of building, with masts and sails the
same, would be the best a vessel of that description would be
alile to make a voyage, when it was fit weather for any other
Captain Davies says, " the two vessels
vessel to put to sea."
on this station have answered wonderfully well."
pectations

;

;

—

;

—

The testimony of the Holyhead commanders is not only extremely important, in consequence of the experience they have
had of the performance of the steam-packets during the last
winter, but also because it is to be recollected, that even after
the Talbot and Ivanhoe had been on the station, it was their
opinion that no vessel could ))erform the winter service with
safety but sailing-cutters, such as the old Holyhead packets.
This opinion it was natural they should entertain, knowing so
well as they did, the heavy seas and dcsjievate gales which freBut
quently j)revail for weeks together in the Irish Channel.
the trial of last winter having jiow brought them to acknowledge a change of opinion, this circumstance does every thing
that by possibility could be wanting to establish, upon the best
authority, the safety and su})eriority of steam-boats l()r this
service.

Notwithstanding the great number of steam-boats which
have been constantly in use, in diflt'rent ))arts of the kingdom,
during the last ten years, very few accidents have occurred, and
these
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these few were chiefly ov/ing to the novelty of the experiment:
so many precautions are now taken that there is no reason to
apprehend the recurrence of any serious accidents. The general use of low pressure boilei's made of wrought iron or
copper has removed the jiossibilit}'^ of accidents from their
bursting.
If one of these boilers gives way, the materials do
not fly, but are rent asiuider. This part of the subject was
iiilly investigated by the Select Committee on Steam Navigation in 1817; and the evidence given before that Committee contains every tiling that is necessary to remove all
apprehensions of danger from the bursting of low pressure
boilers.
In respect to the furnaces, they are so constructed

very

no danger from fire, because there is water all
Mr. James Brown says, " I hardly think it possible that lire can take place, because the furnaces are completeh'^ surrounded with live uiches of water round every part."

that there

is

round them.

The coals are kept in iron cases so as to prevent all communication with the fires ; and if, in addition to these precautions,
vessels are supplied with extinguishing fire-engines, there is
no danger of accidents from fire. It has been suggested, that
steam-vessels are not provided with a sufiicient number of
and that an Act of Parliament should be passed to require every vessel to carry a certain number, according to her
boats,

tonnage but jour Committee, after the fullest consideration,
are strongly of opinion that the policy of avoiding to do any
thing that could by possibility check the spirit of improvement
which now is so prevalent, and which promises such great advantages to the public, is that which ought to be followed. It
is to be remembered, that the expense of fitting out steamvessels is very heavy, and that proper experiments of new inventions cannot be made but with the risk of incurring considerable loss ; and as nothing woidd check the zeal of those
who are disposed to make such experiments so certainly as tlie
meddling of ofiicers exercising the powers of a regulatmg Act
of Pariiamenl, nothing could be more baneful than the interference of the Legislature with this new branch of science.
The BaHast Office of Dublin brought a bill before the House
of Commons last year, for the purpose of appointing inspectors
over the Liverpool and DubUn packets but the chief secretary
of Ireland, Mr. Grant, very judiciously put a stop to its progress.
Individual security in steam-boats will ahvays be sulficiently providexl for, by the intei'est of the pi'oprietors constantly contributing to lead them to do all those things which
•will best obtain the custom of the public.
Competition in this
case, as in al! others, will more effectually establish those precautions v.iiich are right to be taken, than '.lie best devised re:

;

•rulatioiis

i
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Act of Parliament.

But

at the

same time
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your Committee decline to recommend any legislative control,
they are decidedly of opinion that the owners of steam-vessels
who omit to provide a sufficient number of boats, to secure the
safety of their passengers, in case of any sudden accident, are
guilty of great neglect, and not deserving of the countenance

and support of the

public.

Besides this precaution, in respect

ought to be on board every steam-boat, for the
perusal of the passengers, a certificate of some experienced engineer, to testily the strength of the boilers
the sufficiency of
the valves the safety of the furnaces, and the general good
condition of the vessel and machinery.
The speed and regularity with which steam-boats perform
their voyages, are the next point worthy of behig brought under
the notice of the House.
The average length of the voyages of the Holyhead packets,
from the 1st of June 1821 to the 1st of June 1*822, has been
about seven hours and a half; the average of the sailing-packets
was fifteen hours. Captain Percy, who commands the Hero
London and Margate packet, says, "
generally make the
passage in seven hours and a half, the distance being eightyfour mUes."
Mr. James Brown says, " the Edinburgh Castle
has gone from London to Leith in fifty-eight hours, a distance
of 450 miles but tb.at the James Watt is a faster vessel, her
speed being ten miles an hour through still water, independent of wind and tide." Mr. Traill states, that the Majestic has performed the voya<Te from Greenock to Liverpool,
a distance of 240 miles, in twenty-two hours; and that the St.
Patrick came from Dublin to Liverpool, 130 miles, in thirteen
hours and a half, against a stiff breeze from the east. The
Lord Melville goes from London Bridge to Calais in eleven
This great speed with which the voyages are
or twelve hours.
made by steam-boats, adds considerably to their superiority
over other vessels in point of safety; for in the same degree
that the time occupied in performing a voyage is diminished,
so is the risk of danger also to which jiassengers are exposed.
to boats, there

;

;

We

;

It is now evident that the failure of all the early attempts to
apply steam to sea boats, was owing to their being built too
square to their want of strength, and to the want of a sufficient (juantity of steaming power.
According as boats have
been built with a form planned on better sailing principles,
with greater strength of timber, and with engines of increased
power, the progress of their success has exactly corresponded
with these improvements.
On referring to the list of steam-boats in the Appendix, the
Talbot and Ivaiihoc on tlie Holyhead station, and the Belfast,
;

Eclipse.
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Eclipse, Superb, and Majestic on the Greenock and Liverpool passage, will be found to be the first strong and powerful
boats which were built, and they were the first tnat completely

succeeded.
The strength and power of the Holyhead packets
are clearly the cause of their success ; and the still greater
power which has been given to each of the new boats, the
St. Patrick and St. George, lately built at Liverpool, namely,
of two fifty-five-horse engines, promises to make them superior
to any of their predecessoi's.
Your Committee having thus briefly given a general description of the rise and progress of steam navigation, will now
proceed to make such observations, as the information they
have obtained seems to justify, upon the more scientific part
of the subject; and hi doing this, they will divide it under
four heads
1st. The form of the vessel ;
2d. Her strength;

—

;

3d.

—

The machinery

;

—

1.

—

4th. Sails.

Form of Vessel.

Captain Rogers says, " In building a steam-boat she ought
to have a fine entrance, and her bow to flear off, not to shove
any water before her she should have a good line of bearing,
and her transom pretty square, and not too high the transom
being square and low, and fine under, so as to give her a right
line of bearing, will stop her pitching and rolling, and make
her easy on the sea, and add to her speed." Captain Townley, who has been commanding steam-boats, since 1819, between Dublin and Liverpool, says, " As to form, a steam-vessel
should have an exti-eme fine entrance below, rise well forward,
and flam off, so as to let her fall easy into the sea, and throw
it off" when steaming head to wind ; she should have but little
rise of floor, so as to be pretty flat under the engines, and run
off as clean as possible abaft I approve of giving them a good
deal of rake forward."
Captain J. Hamilton, of the Arrow
Post Office Dover packet, recommends for wet harbours " a
vessel with a rising floor about three inches hollow, to prevent
her rolling; fair und easy curved water-lines; the stem to rake
well, which makes her easy, going head to sea ; the stem post
to stand square to the keel, and to draw fi-om seven feet nine
;

:

—

—

:

—

inches to eight feet water."
Mr. John Scott, ship-builder at
Greenock, says, " I have continued to make the fore body of my
vessels very fine, with a good entry, which I have always found
made the vessel sail taster, and easier impelled." Messrs.
Maudslay and Field say, " The form of a steam-vessel under
water should be that of the fastest schooner, bold at the bows,
the whole vessel rising but litde out of the water ; the sponcings, or projecting work on the sides, added to the proper

—

body

;;
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body of the vessel, and rising from the water-line at an angle
no where exceeding forty degrees from the perpendicular of
the side ; the bulwarks, wheel-cases, and all the exterior of
the vessel, smooth and free from projections that would hold
the wind."
Messrs. J. and C. Wood say, " The vessel should
be formed with a fine entrance and run sharp raking bow
both below and above a broad transom not too high placed
a good rise in the floor, 1 united by the draught of water and
the occasion of taking the ground."

—

;

;

II.

The

Strength of the Vessel.

and safety with which the Holyhead
steam-boats crossed the Irish Channel, throughout the whole of
last winter, are the best evidence of the vast, importance of
freat strength in the construction of this description of vessels.
Captain Rogei's says, that he would rather be in a steam-boat,
in the heaviest gale that could blow, than in a sailing packet,
and it is evident,
if constructed like the Holyhead steam-boats
from his whole testimony, that the great confidence he places
He says,
in them is on account of their prodigious strength.
" Their strength is owing to their being filled up solid to the
floor head
to the timbers being put together and diagonally
fastened on Sir Robert Seppings's })lan to their being caulked
inside and out, having no tree nails, but bolted, and copper
fastened ; the bolts being driven on a ring clinched at both
regularity, speed

;

;

;

ends."
Sir Robert Seppmgs, rn his answers to the printed queries
of the Committee respecting the proper strength of a steamboat, says, " In point of strength, I consider that the principle
introduced into the Sovereign and Meteor (Holyhead packets)
should be generally adopted in all steam-vessels and in fact
in all other vessels, but particularly in those of the packet class
as it gives safety in the event of the loss of the keel, and also
a proportion of the plank of the bottom either of which would
be the destruction of a vessel constructed on the common prinSir Robert Sejjpings having delivered, with his anciple."
swers to the }irinted queries, a description of his mode of
building ships, accompanied with drawings to explain it, your
Committee have inserted them in the Appendix to this
Report, in order to give as imrch publicity as possible to Ids
Messrs. Maudslay and Field say, " The
valuable invention.
straining of a vessel at sea has frecjuenlly broken some parts ot
the nuic-liinery but in a vessel well adapted for the open sea,
her great strength should be a security against accident from this
;

;

—

;

—

Mr..!. Cook,
cause the vessel should be exceedingly strong."
of (Jlasgow, reconnuends tiiat a steam-vessel of 180 tons should
be
\'ol. W. No. 292. Au". 1 822.
;

Q

—
;
:
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be built with a scantling for
nage.

— Mr. PwOgcr Fisher

nion, a great

& sailing-vessel

says,

improvement made

of twice that ton-

" There has been,

in

my opi-

in the strength of steam-vessels

built here (Liverpool) lately; that

is, by carrying the frame
timbers uji so as to form the projection of the sides, and then
regularly planked up solid as any other part of the vessel, by
which means the}' aie much safer." Mr. Brunei, Avhen asked
whether he v/ould recommend a steam-boat to be built much
stronger than usual for sailing-vessels? gave the Committee
to understand, that great weight would be injurious, by lessening the buoyancy of the vessel but Captain Rogers's eA'idence
corroborates the opinions of the other witnesses, and seems to
show that this inconvenience does not follov/
" Q. Have you
found those two vessels (the Holyhead steam-boats) equally
buoyant with any other you have sailed in?
A. Yes.
Q. Has the great weight of their timbers, and other materials,
diminished their speed? A. No I think it rather gives them
speed against a sea.
Q. Then the inconvenience anticipated
from the mode of constructing these vessels has not taken place ?
A. No; it has not."
Mr. George Henr^r Freeling says,
" I have attempted to gain some information about every'
steam- vessel which has been built; and I am convinced these
vessels (the Holyhead packets) will do what no other vessels
can do, they will go to sea in weather when nothing else can
I attribute that not only to the machinery, but to the great
weight of the hull a lighter vessel in a heavy sea would be
checked but these vessels have from their weight a momentum so great that it carries them on when a lighter vessel
would be checked the weight acts as a fly-wheel." " I have
the authority of Mr. Lang of the Navy Board for stating that,
with the exception of the Discovery ships, there are no vessels

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

so strong."

in. Machinery.

The steam-engine, employed on board ships, is as yet a
much less perfect machine than when it is used on land the
;

height of the cylinder is nearly one half less the power is
thereby cramped by short strokes, which are incalculably bad.
In this way there is a great loss of power, as the vis incrtice is
to be overcome on every stroke
more frequent alternations
are necessary of the beam, the piston and the valves, which
occasion more wear, and more friction than wliere the cylinders are made longer.
There is also a considerable loss of
power in converting the alternate motion of the piston into
the rotary motion of the jiaddles.
The engines, as now used at sea, want some contrivance
to enable them to bear with the irregularity of the pressure on
;

;

them
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them

*

;

sometimes there

is
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a vast excess, sometimes a defi-

and sometimes a total absence of the resisting medium.
" These irregularities throw the migovcrncd and almost irresistible power of the steam-engine into those convulsive starts
that meet no other controlling check but the arm of the crank,
from which it vecoils with increased energy to the opposite
ciency,

thereby those destructive sliocks, those alternate strains and wrenchings, which a frequent recurrence must
render fatal to the cranks and to the shafts, besides other parts
of the machinery,"
To remedy these defects by such combinations of machinery as may enable the engine to adapt and
accommodate itself spontaneously to all the exigencies incident
to its peculiar service, is one of the chief objects which should
attract the attention of engineers.
The great size of the boilers, as now made, is very disadvantageous.
They occupy a very inconvenient portion of the
space within a vessel.
The method of fixing *he paddles is a very defective part of
the machinery: the oblique action of them in entering and
departing from the watei-, produces that trenmlous jarring
which serves to loosen the seams and the bolting of the knees
and beams of the vessel ; it also occasions a very great loss of
the steaming power.
In respect to the degree of strength proper to be given to
the machinery, almost all the engineers, who have been examined, concur in the opinion that it ought to be very consideraljle.
Messrs. Wood say, " All the connecting machinery
should be twice the strength for ordinary work on shore."
Mr. Donkin says, that every part of the engine should be made
at least of three times the strength, wliich, by estimation,
would be required for any force to which it might be exposed.
" Accidents," he observes, " are most likely to hajipen at a
time when the suspension of the power of die engine would be
side, occasioning

most fatal."
Wrought-iron is strongly recommended to be used in place
of cast-iron and though some of the witnesses have expressed
doubts of the jiracticabilily of making large shafts of wroughtiron, Mr. Donkin docs not hesitate to say, that " they can always be got quite perfect, if a sufficient price is gi\en for
;

them."

As so niudi of the safety of die vessel depends upon die
workmansliip of the materials, they should be proved before
tliey are used, by a pro])er proving engine iur trying Ujcir
strength, as well by a force acting in a twisting direction, as
by a

strain in the direction of their Icnglli.
* Mr. Hrunel's cviilcncc,

Q

2

pii.

l7-'>,

17G.

Allien

—

;
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When

Committee, " Is
upon it, under
particular circumstances, that it is better to have some part
of it that would give way ?" replied, "I should think so."
Mr. G. H. Freeling says, " There must be some jiart of the
engine left to give way in case of any emergency, which is better than destroying the cylinder."
But Mr. Timothy Bramah,
Mr. Donkin and Mr. Field, say, that " the engine should be
made so strong, that it may be brought to rest withotit the
fracture of any of its parts, in case it met with a resistance
that would require its ultimate power. They mention instances
that have come under their own personal observation, of engmes having, in this waj', stopped with no other effect than
that of the steam forcmg open the safety valve and going off.
It may be collected from the evidence, that the greater part
of the breakages which have occurred of different parts of the
machinery in steam-boats, has been owing to the negligence of
the engine-keepers starting the engine without clearing off
tile water w^hich is formed on the top of the piston, from condensed steam, is one cause of fractures other accidents have
arisen fi'om suffering the bearings upon which the shafts v/ork,
and the links connecting the piston with the beam, to get loose
and in some cases from making them so tight, that the bearings
heat and also from not attending carefully to the steam-valve
when the vessel is exposed to a heavy sea. Mr. Watt says,
" With the experience now obtained, we make no doubt but
that we shall be able to construct machinery less liable to accident; but much must always dejiend upon the vigilance and

an engine

Mr. James Brown was asked by

llie

liable to that extraordinary pressure

—

:

;

;

—

—

experience of the men who work the engines.^ Mr. James
Brown being asked what were the causes of accidents to the
machinery, re})lied, " They depended more on the enginekeepers than any thing else,"
Mr. Donkin says, " I have reason to believe that some of
the steam-lioat comjianies have suffered severely from a want
of regular professional inspection;" and being asked, "Do you
conceive that the injury to engines from neglect is gieater than
the injury arising from the actual working of them?" replied,
" Yes, I do ;" and being further asked, " Has that been a
constant defect in the management of steam-boats up to this
period?" replied, " Yes, I conceive so."
All the evidence is so decidedly in lavour of making boilers
of copper, that it is necessary only generally to refer to it.
Messrs. Fenton and Murray, of Leeds, say, " The boiler
ought to be what we call a combined boiler, viz. three distinct
boilers put together to form one boiler, with the fire pavSsing
three times through eacli, and so constructed as to be taken

up

:
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aiid

down

a liatcliway without pulling up

oi*

12.5

desti'oying the

decks."

Mr. Donkiii and Mr. T. Bi'amah are of opinion that all
now made too large, and that the same quantity of
steaming power might be obtained with a smaller body of

boilers are

water,

it"

the surface of

boiler exposed to the fire

tlie

was

suffi-

ciently large.

All the witnesses agree in opinion as to the necessity of
keeping the machinery as low as possible m the vessel: Mr. Watt
says, " This will diminish the top weight, make the vessel more
steady at sea, improve the action of the machinery, and add to
the safety of the vessel."
Messrs. Maudslay and Field say,
*' The best
arrangement of the machinery, and in which engineers are most agreed, is to place the boiler or boilers a few
feet abaft the centre of buoyancy of the vessel
the two engines
on each side, a few feet forward of this point ; and the coals
on the centre of buoyancy this arrangement brings the fuel,
which is constantly variable, on a point that will not affect the
trim of the \'essel it also brings the wheelshaft, which is at
the foremost end of the engine, to its best position as regards
the length of the vessel, viz. at about one-third fi'om the head
the weight of the boiler, engine and coal, is thus spread pretty
equally over the space allotted for them, and partial and intense
weight on any one part is thus avoideil."
Several of the witnesses having mentioned tlie injurious effects of sea-water upon the boilers, your Committee examined
Mr. Michael Faraday, who acts as chemical assistant to
IVIr. Brande at the Royal Institution, concerning the chemical
properties of sea-water.
Mr. Faraday's evidence explains the
temperature and degree of saturation of the water in the boilers
at which various salts are deposited, and by what })rocess the metjds of which the boilers are made, are injui'ed.
It appears tliat
the greatest care is recjuisite on the part of the engine-keepers
to prevent the water in the boilers irom being so much satu-

—

;

:

;

When

rated as to occasion the deposition of the salts.
this
takes place, these salts corrode the metal, and destroy a portion of it, and form crusts over the internal surface of the

which having bad conducting jjowers as regards heat,
diminish the quantity of the steam, antl cause the fire to biu'ii
boilers,

the boilers and the flues.

Mr. Faraday ex}>lains, that the injury done to iron boilers
by the dejiosition of salts, is much greater than the injury which
is done to copper boilers;
an additional and a very strong

—

reason for using the latte)-.
Messrs. Maudslay and Field
Imilcrs are I'recjiicMlly

state,

that the fire-places

burned and injured

lit)in

and

the incrustations
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deposited salts in the boilers, through neglect
and clean the boilers and Mr. Donkin
savs he has known great inconvenience from the same cause.
In one instance, going to Margate, one out of three boilers in
the vessel produced very little steam, in consequence of the
incrustations on the bottom, a circumstance that was discovered by its requiring very little water to be introduced into it.
Mr. Dnnkin further says, that he knows only of two methods
by which the deposition of salt can be prevented. " In the
Regent steam-boat, they employed a method very successfully,
that of pumping hot water through the boiler, and allowing a
certain quantity constantly to be discharged from it into the
sea by these means the water was always kept in a sufficiently
diluted state, so as to prevent its becoming saturated with salt,
and conseciueutly none could be deposited. No other inconvenient effect was produced than a greater consumption of
The other mode is the ccmmon and ordinary one of
fuel.
taking out the whole of the water when the vessel arrives at
the place of destination, and if there is any deposit of salt,
tioiis

made by

to change the water

;

;

taking that out also."
In consequence of the injury which sea-water does to iron,
Mr. Cooke recommends that the air-pump, buckets, rods and
valves, should be made of copper or brass.
It is necessary that great care should be taken in selecting
they ought to burn free and
coals to be used in steam-boats
become complete white ashes, without cakh)g on the fire bars.
Mr. Brown says, " that in the first )jassage he went in the
City of Edinburgh to Leith, they were obliged to clear the
but having gut a better description of
lire every four hours
coals at Leith, called Halbeath Main, they went, in coming
;

;

—

Mr. Donkin
back, sixteen hours Avithout clearing the grates."
says, " I think the coals ought to be particularly attended to;
first, the kind of coals, and secondly, to avoid taking small
coals, so long as the common fire-places are used ; small coals
occasion great waste and all coals employed for steam-boats
ought to be scree led*." There is another reason why attention should be paid to the selecting and managing of the coals,
arising from their tendency to fire spontaneously, if put together in large quantities in a damp state, and then exposed
to the heat of a steam-boat.
It w411 be seen by the evidence, that the consumption of fuel
differs very much, according to the various plans on which the
engines are constructed, even where the steamhig power is the
same.
;

• See Evidence of Mr. Donkin,

p. 172,

and of Mr. Faraday,

p. 190.

In
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In adapting the quantity of steaming power to vessels, the object, as yet, seems to have been to obtain a j^reat degree of speed
in

smooth water.

But

this principle, in respect to sea vessels,

clearly an erroneous one

for the proper object is not so
great speed throiigh smooth water, as a certain
progress, even at a very moderate rate, against a head sea in
a heavy gale of wind.
The quantity of power sufficient to accomplish this is that
quar.tiiy which should be applied to every sea boat, if her size
and draught of water will admit of it. Mr. Donkin says,
" From the observations I have made in most vessels, I have
found them to have too little power for the size of the vessels:"
he recommends that the engines should be made considerably
larger than necessary for giving the vessel the required velocity
in still water
he sa^'s, " There is no other disadvantage from
increasing the power of an engine than the room it requires
and the expense ; but to counterbalance these, there is an advantage in not being obliged, at all times, to work the engine
up to the extent of its full power ; less fuel would be consumed,
and the engine v/ould be less likely to go out of order."
Mr. T. Bramah says, " You cannot have too much power ; indeed it is always of advantage to have as much power as can be
obtained."
Messrs. Maudslay and Field say, "With regard to
the quantity of power proper to put into a sea-vessel, the only
limit should be the weight of the engine and fuel the vessel
will carry and contain
no vessel ever had too much power,
even in still water, much less when contending against a heavy
head wind." " Two engines," they go on to say, " of half
the power each, are more manageable, and jiossess many advantages over one of the whole j:)ower ; they produce a perfectly uniform rotation in the wheels, and are not subject, like
single engines, to be stopped on the centre in heavy seas; and
in case of injur}' to one engine, the other is available."
It appears from Mr. Brown's evidence, that two fifty-horse
engines will weigh from 20 to 25 tons more than two fortyhorse engines; tiie weight of the hitter, with coal and water
complete, being 100 tons.
The additional expense would be
about 1000/.; the expense of two forty-horse engines being
According therefore to the opinions already
abcttit (jOOO/.
stated, v/hen a vessel will contain tv/o fifty-horse engines, it
will be decidedly better to have them of this power than two
is

;

much having

:

—

;

of forty-horse ])()wer.
Notwithstanding the great and rajjid progress which steamnavigation has made, it is still considered by the ablest engineers to be only in its inlimcy experience suggests, in every
new vessel and engine, some improvement to be made, or some
:

defects

—
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be I'cmoved. The numerous companies that liave
been formeJ in so many parts of the United Kingdom, have
estabUshed an extent of competition which necessarily excites
all the science of the country, to seize on every opportunity
of making every thing better than it lias been made before;

<1efects to

and as the confidence of the public in steam-boats leads to tlie
general use of them, there is that fair reward for enterprising
undertakings which will effectually sustain the general spirit
Avhich prevails amongst all the most scientific engineers, seamen and ship-builders, to invent further improvements.
It appears from the evidence, that attempts are now making
by very ingenious individuals to remove some of those defects,
which have been described to belong to the engines now in use.
Mr. Brunei is engaged on a plan for making the engine more
compact and more simple, and at the same time stronger and
to enable it, by certain mechanical combinations, to adapt and
accommodate itself to all the exigencies and to all the pertur;

bations incident to

its

peculiar services,

Mr. Galloway and Mr. Perkins

feel confident that high
pressure boilers may be so contrived as to be used with tlic
Mr. Perkuis, in his answers to the cirgi'eatest advantage.
cular queries, gives such sti'ong evidence in favour of them,
from the actual use of them in 150 American steam-boats, as
to go far towards removing the prevailing objections to them.
Mr. Donkin is of opinion that a rotary furnace, on Mr.
This
Brunton's principle, may be applied to steam-vessels.
would be so very valuable an improvement, that j'our Committee beg the attention of the House to Mr. Donkin's evidence
on the subject "Q. Are you of opinion that this apparatus may
be applied to engines on board ships ? A. Yes, I think, with
very great advantage it probably would require a little variaQ. What are the genei'al advantages
tion in its construction.
of this plan? A. The general advantages are oeconomy of
fuel and labour, and greater safety to vessels.^ Q. In what
wa)'^ do you consider it would contribute to greater safety?
A. Because it prevents the continual operation of feeding the
fire by hand, whi( h recjuires the fire-doors to be opened every
five or ten minutes; and the frequent stirring of the fire occasions a great deal of the ignited coals to liill through the grate
and up/)n the floor, whereas in this apparatus the coals are
supplied by the machine itself, the fire-doors need not be
opened except about twice or three times a day. Q. Does the
fire produced by this apparatus act more regularly or powerA. Yes, it
fully than the fire supplied in the ordinary way ?
does; small portions of coals are introduced on a revolving
fire-place at certain intervals, so that the fire is regularly sup:

—

;

—

—

—

—
—

plied

;
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the combustion goes on entirely at the surface, and the
incombustible matter, such as the vitrified parts of the coal
and the ashes, settle down upon the bars, and protect them
;

from

Your Committee have inserted
Report the evidence given by Mr. Brunton, concerning these furnaces, before tlie Select Committee
on steam-engines, of the session 1820.
in the

tlie

action of the fire."

Appendix

to this

Mr. Oldham, of the Bank of Ireland, has invented a plan
of revolving paddles, to avoid the defects of the fixed paddles
as now used.
He states, that the violent action of the paddles
of common wheels, in striking the water in a rough sea, is entirely removed by tlie use of the revolving paddles, as they
enter and rise out of the water with a peculiarly soft and easy
motion.
The jirecise merits of this invention will soon be ascertamed, as these new paddles are now fitted to the Waterloo
packet, which plies regularly between Dublin and Liverpool,
and to the Aaron Manby iron steam-boat, lately sent from
England to Havre-de-Grace, to be used on the Seine.
Mr. John Gladstone, of Castle Douglas, has invented another plan of paddles.
He employs a pair of wheels at each
side of the vessel, having two endless chams acting on them,
with paddles fixed on these chains and so far as the plan
has been tried, on a very small scale, it has been successfi.d.
;

Several attempts have been made to get rid of the use of external wheels, but hitherto without success.

Mr. Field has invented a flexible metalhc piston, which has
proved of great utility.
Your Committee have endeavoured to avoid all partiality in
the arrangement they have made of the evidence under separate heads, and in their observations upon it
their object has
been to bring as concisely as it was practicable, under the notice of the House, all the prominent advantages and defects
l)elonging to the actual state of steam navigation at sea with
the opinions of the most scientific professional men upon the
best means of improving it.
If the frequent reference to the
performances ol' the Post-office Holyhead packets should give
rise to an impression that your Committee consider them superior to other steam-boats, your Committee desire it to be
understood that they do not think any comparison can be liiirly
made between these vessels and any hitherto built by private
companies. In the first place, the funds tor constructing them,
being the public money, admitted of a scale of expense that
private companies could not be expected to incur and, in the
next place, those vessels were built for voyages to be commenced at a fixed hour eveiy day in the year, across a sea exposed to strong tides and heavy gales; that is, for a duty enVol. 60. No. 292. ^w^'. 1822.
R
tirely
;

;

;
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from the duty of common packets. From
the description which has been given to your Committee of the
new Liverpool steam-boats^ the St. Patrick and St. George^
the Committee are led to expect that these vessels will prove
superior to die Holyhead packets, if they have been built of
equal strength, in consequence of the great power of their engines, each being provided with two fifty-five-horse engines.
The merit of first applying steam-engines to sea navigation
is certainly due to the skill and enterprise of the engineers and
shipbuilders of the Clyde for it was unquestionably the suc-

t'rely

difFei-ent

;

cess of their steam-boats
tlie

which led
up the comAt the same time it is

on the Holyhead

station,

Post-office to establish their boats for keephig

munication between the two coimtries.
but justice to say, that the public are greatly indebted to the
Post-office for having exercised such a sound judgement in
directing their vessels to be built of that great strength which
has been so often mentioned in this Report ; and which, at the
same time that it has been the cause of their complete success,
has also established a new principle of certainty and security
in the system of steam navigation.
IV.

Sails.

does not appear to your Committee that there is any probability, at present, of applying sails to steam-boats in any
more effectual vvay than they are now used. Captain Rogers
says, " they assist a vessel very much ; that they can be used
at all times, except within four points of the wind, and that
He recommends a large
they serve to keep the vessel steady."
to have a
lug-sail forward, a jib and fore and aft mainsail
square topsail ozi board, and a gait topsail aft with means of
setting a topmast, but not to use it unless the engine was out
Several plans have been tried for getting the wheels
of order.
out of geev, and for moving the paddle-boards from the extremity of the wheels towards the centre ; and some of them
successfully.
By these means, a vessel, in case the engine
cannot be used, n.ay be sufficiently well managed with the
sails, as to carry her safely into ])ort.
The evidence of all the
other witnesses goes to show, that any attempt to carry canvass beyond a certain moderate quantity, will be attended with
a great impediment to the steaming power.
It

;

;

The great imporUince of a thorough acquaintance with every
thing belonging to steam navigation, for securing a certain and
rapid conveyance of the jmblic correspondence, where seas are
to be crossed, has induced your Committee to take this general
view of the v/hole subject, as a preparatory step to coming to
diat

i
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that part of the oi'der of the House, which requires your Committee to examine into the conveyance of His Majesty's mails

between Holyhead and Howth.

Your Committee consider the information which has been
given by so many distinguished practical engineers and shii>builders, as extremely valuable; and that every praise is due
to them, for the readiness and zeal with which they have contributed to render the inquiry of your Committee of general
utility.
Not only the Post-office, but all private companies
engaged in steam-boats, may obtain great assistance from opinions derived fi'om such extensive sources of science and experiment ; at the same time that the public will be benefited
by those various improvements which they suggest, and ^^hich
will be the natural consequences of the persevering efforts of
the great talents which distinguish these professions in Great
Britain.

Your Committee, in expressing their opinion in respect to
the proper establishment of steam-boats at Holyhead, concur
decidedly widi the great majority of the witnesses, who say
that not less than four steam-boats ought to be employed on
this service.
They recommend that the vessels should be
built of very strong timbers, put together, filled in, and d'agonally fastened, according to Sir Robert Seppings's plan ;
and that they should be coppered and copper-fastened throughout.
They ajiprove very much of the })lan of a steam-boat as
steamdescribed by Messrs. Maudslay and Field, who say, "
vessel and engine to encounter a gale that would bring a stout
frigate under her double-reefed to]")sails, or a good cutter imder a three-reefed mainsail, should be a vessel of about 200
tons both vessel and machinery exceedingly strong ; her
form, under water, that of the fastest schooner the centre of
gravity kept as low as possible the projecting works on the
die rigging to
sides added to die proper body of the vessel

A

;

;

;

:

the chimney formed to cut the wintl v/ith
two fifty-horse engines every way ])roportioned to the strength
of the vessel."
Your Committee conceive the evidence, which
lias been given before them, removes all doubts in respect to
the practicability of putting engines of diis jiower in a vessel
strike completely

oi"

200

;

;

tons.

are of opinion, that every part of an engine for a Holyhead steam-boat slioiild be made of wrouglitiron, except where there is no risk of breaking, and should be
(•nectnally i)rovcd before using it, by a i)ro])er proving machine; that the boilers siiould be made of copper; and that
the air-jiump, buckets, rods, and valves, shoiikl be made oi

Your Committee

copper or brass.

U

'1
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pai'ticularly recommend, as indispensably
necessaiy for oeconomy as well as safety, according to the opinions of all the witnesses who were examined to this point,
that a professional engineer should be employed to reside constantly at Holyhead, to superintend the machinery and inspect
And also that each vessel should be supthe engine-keepers.
plied with an extinguishing fire-engine, and with two large
boats in addition to the ordinary ship's boat.
From the great advantages which may be derived fi-om revolvmg furnaces, your Conxmittee feel anxious that a proper
experiment should be tried to ascertain whether they can be

Your Committee

used

in place of the

common

fire-places.

[The Report concludes with some suggestions

relative to

the inanagement and fares of the steam-boats between Holyhead and Dublin, as well as the Custom-house arrangements,
docks, roads, and Post-office regulations.]
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Fossil Botics on the Coast of East Norfolk.

Mr. Richard Taylor.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

—

JL beg to communicate an extract from some
memoranda made during an excursion a few days
ago along the Norfolk coast, from Cromer southward
my

Gentle:men,

geological

;

—

object being chiefly that of pointing out the localities of
extensive stratum of o^teological remains.

an

Throughout the course of the cliffs which form the eastern
boundary of this county against the German Ocean, fi'om
Happisburgh to the north of Cromer, may be traced, at interalong the base of the clay cliffs, a remarkable stratum
containing an abundance of fossil wood and the bones of large
The thickness of
herbivorous animals mineralized by iron.
this singular bed does not exceed two feet, and frequently not
more than one. It varies in its material, from a red ferruginous sand to an ochreous coarse gravel cemented by iron,
and often divided into septa by a coarse ferruginous kind of

vals,

crvstallization,

accompanied by

thin, flattened,

and

circular

cakes of very hard argillaceous red-coloured stone others
are spherical, from the size of a hazel-nut to that of a hen's
Q^'^t and resemble the seed-vessels figured in the first volume
of Parkinson's Organic Remains.
The vicinity of the stratmii which I shall pi'oceed to describe, is always indicated by the abundance of these stones,
which are washed to the base of the cliffs, and, being too hard
:

to

.
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are sometimes accumulated
Many of the nodules having been

attrition,

in considerable quantities.

spUt into laminae by the operations of the air, moisture or frost,
are again united by a cement of hard ferruginous sand ; and
in this state some of the fossils and bones are discovered.
The most numerous organic substances here are those of
vegetable origin, in various degi'ees of preservation and mineralization, from the state of black and rotten peat wood to that
of a ponderous iron-stone, somewhat flattened by pressure, as
When any portion
I believe is the case with all fossil wood.
of this stratum is exposed horizontally on the beach, fragments
of oak-wood several feet long are often uncovered by the waves.
It is probable that the bed containing this wood extends along
the coast, below the level of the sea, much more to the south
than Happisburgh for large masses in all stages of preservation are continually thrown up on tlie beach as low down as
Caister, Winterton, and Palling.
should even be correct
in stating it to be an extension of the well-loiown stratum at
W^atton-cliff and Harwich.
The part of the Norfolk coast
where it is most conspicuous, is at Overstrand, about three
miles south of Cromer.
Here some small springs of chalybeate water ooze out of the feiTuginous bed before noticed,
imparting to the pebbles of the beach and to the waters left by
the tide a strong tinge of bright brown or red.
Here and
there are scattered heavy nodules of" radiated pyrites, which
are brilliant when broken, and of the colour of brass ; and
smell is emitted, particularly in warm
a. strong sulphurous
Weather.
Some pieces of iron thickly incrusted with ferruginous sand and shingle were completely metallic at the core.
few of the flattened stones have casts and impressions
of shells upon their surfaces, particularly some species of Astarte
or Venus.
But the most important amongst the organized remains here
are the reliquice of land animals, of which the elej)liant and
the deer are the most conspicuous.
fine grimier of that
which bears a close aflinity to the East Indian elepliant was
recently detached by me from this stratum. It is ponderous and
discoloured ; for it is probable that iron now forms one of its
chief component parts and has added nuich to its weight. The
plates which remain are nine in number; the enamel is perfectly white, and the intermediate s})aces are of a deep black:
the wh(jle length of the triturating surface is about six inchps,
and when perfect was originally much longer. See Plate II.
;

We

A

A

Enibrddc'd witli tliis was what I conjectured (o be the upper i)art of liic skull of an animal equal in size 'to the elephant.
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This was fifteen or eighteen inches in diameter, and
upwards of three inches thick, externally black and perfectly
Unfortunately this specimen was not capable of resmoodi.
moval, except in fragments, from its having been divided into
a number of pieces by the splitting into die kind of septaria
and subsequent filling up \nth fei-ruginous matter mentioned
This mass probably weighed fifteen pounds and I
before.
ret^ret that it was so decomposed and distorted, fi-om these

phant.

;

circumstances, as to render it doubtfiil as to the precise original shape.
Fragments of huge bones, more or less worn by attrition,
accordino- to the time in which diey have been removed from
Some of
their sites in the cliff, are met with on the beach.
them are light and cellular, bxit for the most part they are
very heavy," deriving their weight from the iron with which

they are strongly impregnated.

Nearer Cro'mer, embedded in the same stratum, I met with
the upper part of the skull or frontal bone of an animal of die
elk kind, having a portion of the horns remaining, but broken
Its surface is smoodi, black and
off a little above their bases.
shining extremely ponderous, the forehead about six inches
broad. Fig. 3.
Anoriier" skull which much resembles this, accompanied with
vertebrae of land animals, I have obtained from a similar stratum of ferruginous gravel a few miles soudi-west of this spot,
a continuation, probably, of that which is exposed in the cliff
between Mundesley and Cromer, Fig. 1.
Fossil bones have long ago been noticed in die cliffs of
Norfolk as occuri'ing incidentally, for it was not known that
;

they were stratified.' Sir Tliomas Browne communicates in
a letter to Sir William Dugdale, in die year 16,5.0, that the
head and bones of a very large fish were discovered near the
top of Happisburgh clifl; by die falling down of a part of die
soil in which they were embedded.
The fossil griiider of an elephant of the Asiatic species v/as
also found here, ii 1805, by I'vlr. William Smith, and is now
with his collection in the British Museum.
It is probable that a more extended osteological examination
will lead to the discovery of the mineralized remains of other
At present we have added one to
animals in this situation.
the many ainhe'.itic instances of the remains of the stag bemay add a
ing associated with diosc of die elephant.
fiirther instance in the neighbourhood of Norv,ich, where the
horns of sta^s are associated with the ojiali/ed teeth of the
mastodon or manimodi and the grinders of elephants.
The stnitificd orginiic cmaius in the dills of Ea.st Norfolk
are

We
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are buried beneath beds of blue clay, earth and sand, from
Some of the indurated and flat^
thickness.
80 to 100 feet
tened stones belonging to or immediately in contact with this
stratum, contain well-preserved specimens of Astarte, Pccten,
Cardium, Terebratula plicata, large Serpula, Trochus, Nucula?
and a small pyritous ammonite with foliated septa.
In the clay substratum are boulders of strong dark blue
clav, in which the fossils assimilate to those of the clay in the
Sharks' teeth, Teilina, Cardia, and Amenvii'ons of London.
monites conmiunis, have been figured in Smith's " Strata
identified by organized Fossils," collected from the indurated
From clay boulders at
clay nodules of Happisburgh cliff!
Overstrand cliff" I have obtained Gryphaea with unusually thick
species of Ostrea or Gryphjea is also
and gibbous valves.
found here remarkable for having its valves chalcedonized,
and the internal cavity filled with dark-coloured silex. These
shells are perfectly white, very thick and tumid, and from four
Although I have seen many specimens, all
to five inches long.
have been considerably rounded by attrition upon the beach,
and I do not know of any that have been discovered in situ

m

A

and uninjured.

As these memoranda are the result of a single examination
of a portion of our strata which is little known, they will, I
Subsequent inquiry will doubtless
trust, be received as such.
add much to the geologic information here collected, and will
probably occasion another communication, in some future
Number of the Philosophical Magazine, from
Norwich, Aug.
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;

—
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practical Essay on the Strength of Cast-iron^ intendedfor the
Assistance of Engiiieers, Iron Masters, Architects, Mill•wrights, Founders, Smiths, and others engaged in the CotP'
struction of Machities, Buildings, 8fc. containing practical
Rides, Tables, and Examples ; also an Account of some new
Experi?ne?its, with

an

extensive Table

of the Properties of
four Engravings. By Thomas
Tredgold, Civil Engineer; Member of the Institution of
Civil Engineers
Author of Elementary Principles of Carpentry; the Article Joinery in the Supplement to the EnMaterials.

Illustrated by

;

cyclopcedia Britannica, &c.

A

8vo. pp. 192.

12s.

work of the nature which Mr. Tredgold has now pro-

duced has long been a desideratum with English engineers
and it is but justice to say that the author has well executed
the task he had imposed on himself.
The work is divided into seven sections
The first section consists of introductory remarks on the
use and qualities of cast-iron, and of cautions to be observed
in employing it.
This section is followed by two extensive
tables, which will often save the practical man a considerable
share of trouble in calculation.
The second section explains the arrangement and use of
the tables which precede it.
It is a common and a well understood fact, that an uniform
beam is not equally strained in every part, and therefore may
be reduced in size, so as to lessen both the strain and the expense of material.
The third section points out the value of cast-iron in this
particular, and the forms to be adopted for different cases.
The fourth section contains a popular explanation of the
strongest forms for the sections of beams ; the construction of
open beams ; and the best form for shafts.
due considei'ation of these two sections will enable the young mechanic to
guard against some common errors in attempting to apply

A

these things to j^ractice.
The fiftn section is wholly devoted to experiments ; it will
be found to contain, in addition to the author's own experiments, almost all of the experiments on cast-iron that have
been described by preceding writers. Those he has tried for

the purpose of establishing rules, to ap})ly in practice, have
been made with a different view of the subject from that enterUiincd by preceding exjierimentalists one better adapted for
practical application, one whicli shows that, withui the proper
limits, our theory of the strength of materials is to be depended upon but that beyond these limits materials should
Vol. 60. No. 292. Aug. 1822.
S
never
;

;
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Nenever be strained in constructions of any kind whatever.
vertheless it would be extremely desirable that some accurate
experiments on the extension of boches should be made, when
the strain exceeds the elastic force ; as by that means something important regarding the ductility of matter might be
discovered and perhaps they might throw some light on the
nature and arrangement of the ultimate particles of bodies.
In the sixth section he has shown how to obtain some of
;

the most useful practical rules from the first principles that
are furnished by experience. He has conducted the investigation of these rules in a manner somewhat different from other
Several new
writers, and has avoided the use of fluxions.
cases are investigated, mid some addition is made to the
theory of resistance ; the reader will find examples of this in
treatmg of the strength of beams, art. 77 to 85 ; the deflexion
art. 90 to 93 ; the strain upon beams, art. 96 to
104; the resistance to torsion, ait. 222 to 227; and the resistance of columns, art. 230 to 246.
In the seventh section he has considered the resistance of
beams to impulsive force. In this section will be found many
important rules, with examples of their application to the
moving parts of engines, bridges, &c. wherein the advantage
gained by employing beams of the figures of equal resistance
is shown.
The seventh section is followed by an extensive Table of
the Properties of Materials, and other Data, often used in CalBy means of this table
culations, arranged alphabetically.

of beams,

;

the various rules for the strength of cast-iron, contained in the
may be applied to several other kinds of materials.
note, which the author has added at the end of the table,
on the chemical action of some bodies on cast-iron, will be
read with interest by those who employ cast-iron where it is
exposed to the action of sea-water.
Each plate is accompanied by a page of descriptive letterpress opposite to it, with references to the articles which the
figures are intend(,d to explain.
And, in general, it will be found that the examples are selected with a view to explain the practical application of the
rules ; and to make the reader aware of the limits and precautions to be attended to. In fact, the want of such information has often brought theory into discredit with some men,
whereas the fault ought to have fallen on the person that misapplied it.
In a note, the author acknowledges himself greatly indebted
to Dr. T. Young for showing the necessity of attending to the
strain which produces permanent alteration on the materials
employed. Nat. Phil. vol. i. p. 141.
In

work,
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In another note the author, speaking of his reasons for
avoiding the use of fluxions, expresses himself thus
" I have rejected fluxions in consequence of the very obscure manner in which its principles have been explained by
I cannot reconthe writers I have consulted on the subject.
cile the idea of one of the terms of a proportion vanishing for
the purpose of obtaining a correct result ; it is not, it cannot
be good reasoning; though, from otlier principles, I am aware
If the doctrine
that the conclusions obtained are correct.
of fluxions be fi-eed from the obscure terms, limiting ratios,
evanescent increments, and decrements, &c. it is, in reality,
not very difficult. If you represent the increase of a variable
quantity by a progression (as is done in art. 249. sect, vii.)
the first term of that progression is the same thing as what is
called a fluxion ; and the sum of the progression is the same
fluxion is, therefore, the first increase of an
as a fluent.
increasing variable quantity ; and the last decrease of a decreasmg one, and the expansion of a variable quantity into a
progression, is the best and most clear comment that can be
,

A

added

to the

lemmas of

Sir Isaac Newton."

We cannot too strongly recommend this work to the attention of architects
useless

word

in

it

and professional engineers.
from beginning to end.

There

is

not a

An Introduction

to the Study of Fossil Organic Remains, espeof those found in the British Strata: intended to aid
the Student in his Inquiries respecting the Nature of Fossils,
and their Connexion ivith the Formation of' the Earth. With
By James Parkinson, Fellow of the
(10) illustrative Plates.
Royal College of Surgeons, Member of the Geological Society of London, the Wernerian Society of Edinburgh, and
352 pages, 8vo.
of the Ctesarian Society of Moscow.

cicdlij

The author of this useful little volume, well known by his
previous labours on the interesting branch of science embraced
in his title-page, in his preface dedicates the preiient pages
*' to the service of those admirers of fossils who have not yet
entered into a strict examination of the distinctive characters
of these interesting substances."
In this sliglit but comprehensive sketch the author points
out, with more i)recision than he takes credit for, tlie difference
of lonns and structure in the numerous organized beings with
wliich the earth was peopled before the creation of man;
marking the several circumstances in which they agreed with,
or differed from, the inliabilants of the jjresent world and
points out, from the strata in which lliey exist, the order in
which they, prol)ablv, were f()rme(l avoiding however indeed
;

;

S 2

—

his

—
;
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him a full statement of those minute distincwhich are the objects of research of the more advanced
inquirer but enough is stated to enable the student to detect
the moi'e decided and more important characters of these substances, and to place them under their appropriate genera so
that we hesitate not to state that the work will be found a usehis limits obliged

tions

;

;

ful

Vade Mecum

for the intelligent traveller

have attempted these

who may

not yet

inquiries.

The Naturalist's Guide for collecting and preserving all
Subjects of Natural History and Botany, intended for the use
Swainson, F.R.S. and L.S.
of Students and Travellers, by
This is a very well executed and useful work, as might be expected from the well known experience and zeal of the authoi'.
Tlie Exotic Flora containing Figures and Descriptions of

W.

:

Exotic Plants by W. J. Hooker,
Part I.
Royal 8vo.
An Epitome of Chemistry, wherein the Principles of that
Science are illustrated in 1000 Experiments; by the Rev.
12mo. 35. Gel
J. Topham, M.A.
A New and Classical Arrangement of the Bivalve Shells of
4to. With Twenty
the British Islands by W. Turton, M.D.
Plates, drawn and coloured from original specimens in the

new,

rare, or little-known

;

LL.D. &c.

;

author's cabinet.
4Z.
View of the Present State of the Scilly Islands exhibiting their vast Importance to Great Britain, and the Improvements of which they are susceptible
by the Rev. George

A

:

;

Svo. With a Chart. 12s.
HortiisAiiglicus ; or, the Modern English

Woodley.

Garden arranged
according to the System of Linnaeus with Remarks on the
Propertiesof the more valuable Species. 2 vols. 12mo. 16s.
The Study of Medicine, comprising its Physiology, Pathology, and Practice; by John Mason Good, M.D. 4 vols.
;

;

Svo.

A

System of Anatomy

by Caspar Wistar, M.D.

for the

Use of Students of Medicine

2 vols.

Svo. 305.
Zoological Researches in the Island of Java, &c. With
Figures of Native Quadrupeds and Birds ; by Thomas Horsfield, M.D.
No. IV. 4to. 2l5.

Preparing for Publication.

A

Translation of Legendre's Elements of Geometry is in
the |->res;^, and will be })ublished in a few weeks.
It will be
edited by Dr. Brewster, under the santlion of M. Lc Chevalier
Legendre, who has communicated several inijiortant additions.
The diagrams are engraven on wood, so as to accompany the
propositions

—
Analysis of Periodical Works on Zoology and Botany.

Ul

—

propositions
a great superiority over the original work, where
they are given in copper-plates at the end of the book.
Mr. Hogg has in the press, a new Edition, with considerable improvements, of his " Concise and Practical Treatise on
the Growth and Culture of the Carnation, Pink, Auricula,
Polyanthus, Ranunculus, Tulip, and other Flowers."

Sylva Britannica

,-

or Portraits of Forest Trees in different

Kingdom, remarkable for their size, beauty, or
to be drawn and etched by J. G. Strutt, will speedily

parts of the
antiquity,

be published.

ANALYSIS OF PERIODICAL WORKS ON ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.
In our future Numbers we hope to devote a larger porZoology and Botany than we have
hitherto done, and give our readers an abstract of the contents
of such periodical works as relate to these two branches of
In the first, there are very few; but in the second,
science.
the press is more prolific and from both we shall subjoin to
our report (for which we are indebted to able correspondents)
the characters of such new genera as have been proposed, and
such new species as are for the first time made known.

__

tion of our attention to

;

Swainson's Zoological Illustrations.

No. 23.

This work continues to support its high reputation, both on
account of its copious supply of new and interesting subjects,
and of the able manner in which they are illustrated by the
pen and pencil of the author. To the ornithologist,, this is
a very rich number, as it contains four plates of birds, two of
which are new, and the others of species but little understood.
T. aureo-viridis ; mento juguloque
Trochilus ensipennis.
alis fulcatis remigura
rectricibus paribus
cseruleo-violaceis
primorum scapis dilatato-compressis. Habitat Amer. Merid.

—

;

;

Platyrhynclnts cancromus ; the female bird, a very curious
thus characterized: P. supra olivaceo-fuscus, infra
pallide fulvus; jugulo albo; genis pennisque spuriis nigris;
striga ante et pone oculum, maculaque auriculari albentibus.
upecics,

Ramphaslos tliculonis
have paid much
attention to the generic characters of Platyrhynclnts and Muscipcta Cuv. [Muscicapa Linn,), and I'rom his observations, it
appears these generic groups can only be separated by characters in some degree artificial.
The only conchological subject, is the following new and

Hab.

in Brasilia.

The

other birds are

Mr.

and Miiscipda barbata.

:

8. appears to

very beautiful cone. (a»ius pulclicllus testa aurantiaca, fasciis
spirue subdeprcssa^, anfractibus sualbis interruptis ornata
.-

;

turam

:

Analijsis

1 4-2

turam juxta

of Periodical Works

simpliciter sulcatis

;

sutura alveata ; base granona.

From Amboyna.
Sowerbi/s Genera of Shells.

No

No.

7.

accompanies this nmiiber; the plates of
which refer to the genera Chama. Isocardia Lam. (the tj'pe
of which is the Linnaean Chama Cor.) Iridina Lam., Solemya
Lam., Limnea and Physa.
From the two latter plates it appears Mr. G. B. Sowerby proThis however
poses to unite the genera Limnea and Physa.
will not be consistent with the structure of their respective
animals, which are widely different; and we would rather see a
greater adherence to the original definitions of Cuvier and Lamarck in an elementary work of this nature.
letter-press

Mineral Conchology by Mr.

J. Sofwerby.

No. GS.

We

are glad to see this interesting and valuable work conIn this number Mr. Sowerby
tinued with so much spirit.
apparently very accurately figures three species of the modern
genus Canccllaria, and gives their English (why not Latin ?)
This latter apspecific distinctions, and a generic character.

pears to us not so concise or clear as might be wished ; and
we would rather have seen a transcript of Cuvier or Lamarck's
definition, particularly as the genus was instituted by the latter.
The species consist of quadrata, eindsa, [Biiccinum emdsum
of Brandon,) and Iccvitiscida. All from Barton and Hordwell

C

cliffs

in

Hampshire.

362. Corbtda nitida and cuspida, from the Isle of White,
and C. complanata, from the crag at Roydon. Three species
apjjarently undescribed; likewise Mya grcgaria, an unequivalve
shell, which, if ascertained to be fluviatile, must, as Mr. S. observes, be removed from this genus.
PI. 363. Mya arenaria, apparently the same as the recent

PL

species.
PI. 364-. Os/rea car i7iafa, v/ith six well drawn and interesting figures of this curious fossil shell.

The Monthly

Botanical

Works

are as follows

This has the very great advantage of
being enriched by the contributions of our illustrious botanist
Robert Brown, Esq., and possesses a decided excellence in the
ample dissections given of the generic characters, and the coTlie Botatiical Register.

The 90th number contains
pious descriptions of the species.
PI. Gil. Caladium odonim, a genus separated from Arum by
Mr. Brown. PI. 642. Brachysema undulatum. The second
species of this genus, yet known, recently brought from New
South Wales, characterized as follows B. foliis ellipticis uu:

ihilatis

a

OH Zoology aiid Botany.
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dulatis mucronatis, vexillo oblongo, coi'dato, supra convoluto,
PI. 644-. Meobtusato, PI. 643. Melea scmpervireyis, Wild.
lastoma heteromalla^ a new species of this extensive group
figured on a double plate. Sp. Ch. M. foliis cordato-ovalibus
integerrimis petiolatis subtus flocculoso-lanatis ; petalis obcorDon. MSS. PI. 645. Pohjgala
datis, antheris basi arcuatis.
latifolia, another new and very elegant species from the Cape.
Pol. (div. Cristatae) fruticosa, ramis pubescentibus, foliis decussatis subcoriaceis glauciusculis nervosis rhombeo-ovatis, oblatis, supra nudis, infra villosiusculis, racemis umbellatis, antheris barba longa rara divaricata ad basin.
PI. 646. Marica
wish to see the
iiidifolia, a small but elegant species.
beautiful natural order oiEiisatce more fully illustrated in this
work, since it is well known that the gentleman by whom it is
at present conducted, has paid long and very particular attention to these plants.
PL 646. StenocJiilus maculahis; this is
an elegant and very singular plant, recently brought from New
South Wales, distinguished thus: Sten. caule ramisque sericeis

We

erectis, foliis spathulato-v. ligulato-lanceolatis, flore plurimum
brevioribus, pedunculis flexuoso-declinatis ; staminibus paula

exsertis.
Curtis* s Botanical Magaziiie.

No. 427. Price

3s.

6d.

P. 2338. Hybrid productions are more interesting to the
florist than to the botanist
we should therefore wish to
see them excluded from this, as well as the last-mentioned
work. It must be, however, confessed, that the one on tliis
plate (formed of Crinum cajjense et ei'ubcscens) is a very fine
plant. At PL 2337, we have the same species of Melmtoma as
appears in this month's Register ; a coincidence not to the advantage of either of the works, or to the public. If the dissections had been added, we should prefer the present figure,
as being more like the plant.
Followhig this is Hibberti
dentata. Brown and Decand.
In this article Dr. Sims pays a
most flattering, but truly merited, compliment to the eminent
talents of Mr, Brown.
Bicrchcllia bubalina {capensis of Brown, in Bot. Register,
PL 466.), a genus named after that enterprising traveller and
eminent botanist Mr. Burchell.
do not agree with Dr. S.
on the impropriety of changing specific, names when a plant is,
bv common consent, removed to another genus, provided the
change will be a decided imjirovement. PL 2348. The white
variety of Fumaria cava
and the next (a double plate) contains an elegant figure of Po/erium caiidatum of Willd. with an
interesting outline of the whole plant.
;

We

;

Gera-

:
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Gerahiacecr, or the Natural Order of Geraniums,
by R. Sweet, F.L.S.

This work belongs more to the florist than the botanist for
out of the four plates in this number, only one represents a
real species, the Pelargoimim Cotyledonis of Willd.
This plant is formed into a new genus by the name of Isopetalum Cotyledonis, of which the following are the characters
;

Gen. Ch.

Cal. 1-sepalus, 5-partitus, lacinia

suprema

desi-

nente in foveolum nectariferum. Pet. 5 aequalia rugosa.
Stam.
tubo brevissimo 5 6 fertilia patentia apice incurva ; sterilia
inaequalia subulata incurva.
Spec. Ch. I. pedunculis proliferis : umbellis compositis, foliis cordatis peltatis rugosis pubescentibus subtus tomentosis, caule crasso carnoso.
In a work like the present, intended more for amateurs, it
would have been much better had the Latin characters been
rendered into English and those given to the mule plants left
out altogether, as being equally useless both to the botanist and
:

—

;

to the cultivator.

AMonograph of the British Grasses,
This

by G. Graves, F.L.S. No.

1.

a very useful and a very cheap publication, got up
with great neatness, and the plates on much better paper than
the last three works.
Indeed, while on this subject, we would
strongly reconmiend the publishers, both of the Register and
Magazine, to pay a few shillings more per ream for their plate
paper ; for the beauty of the figures is greatly lessened by the
letter-press bemg seen through the thin paper they now use for
the plates.
Of this work, the first number contains twelve
plates, at the price of 4s. 6d. plain, or 65. coloured.
The descriptions are iiitelligible to every one, and the work altogether promises to become a particularly useful one, as being
within the reach of the farming community.
is

Loddigei Botanical Cabinet.

No. 64. Price

2s. 6d.

a great pity this neat and moderate priced little work
does not contain either botanical characters or synonyms;
these additions would render it as valuable to the botanist, as it
now is to the cultivator From this cause we are unable to
It

is

:

ascertain those which are already described. The designs and
the engraving of the plates are very neat and accurate, but we
think the portions of each which are coloured, should be done

We

with more care.
should then strongly recommend this
to young persons fond of flower drawing, as offeruig them
a pleasing and an improving occupation in finishing and colouring the plates, according to the portion which is done in each.

work

Flora Londinensis.

—We

are

happy

to learn tliat arrange-

ment

Royal Academy of Sciences
ments are made

in Paris.

145

and regular appearance
of this national work on the Indigenous Botany of this Kingdom; and from the eminent and well-known talents of the
Editor, Dr. Hooker, Regius Protessor of Botany at Glasgow,
the public may rest with confidence on the intrinsic merit it
for the continuance

— The number of the New
the
—Myosotis
—contains
Aristolochia
— Cochlearia
—Melampyrum sylvaticum —

will possess.

following

:

Clematitis

last

Osmunda

Series

regalis

aipestris

officinalis

Cheiranthus Cheiri.
Dr. Hooker's Exotic Flora has not come to our hands, but
will be noticed in our next.
regi-et that a suspension has occurred in the publication
of Mr. Lindley's Collectanea Botanica.
hope this has only
been occasioned by temporary circumstances. It is a work
highly interestmg to the scientific botanist, and reflects both
credit and honour on the author; the plates contain the most
ample dissections of the essential parts of each flower ; the
descriptions are copious, and interspersed with many interesting observations.
The intention of the work is to include such only of our botanical novelties as have not akeady
appeared in the publications of the day.

We

We
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Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES IN PARIS.
IVl.

Geoffroy St. Hilaire stated that an anim.al from SeGrqmrt by Buffbn, and Felisjubata by Linnaeus,

negal, called

had arrived live at the Jardin des Plantcs.
M. du Petit Thouars read a memoir entided " New Obsen'ations on the removal of a complete circle of bark."
M. Arago announced that the earthquake which took place
in the western part of France was also felt in Paris.
The
of magnetic observations at the observatory, under the 31st of May 1822, at a quarter past eight o'clock in
" The needle oscillates rathe morning, states as follows
pidly, and like a pendulum, from cast to west: consequently,
the reason of this motion is independent of magnetism."
M. Cuviei- read a memoir on a new gciuis of iossil animals
raised from the coal-mines ofCadibona, near Savona, which he
calls Antrucothcrima.
M. DuiiiL-rii rc'ijorlod on M. Sigalas's nicmoif; according
to which, the mesenteric veins are endowed with the absorbent
faculty lor certain substances other than chyle, as M. Magendie had Ix-lbre stated.
The memoir has been appi oved.
Vol. 60. No. 2y2. Aug 822.
T
M. Amregister

:

1

Linnean

lid

Suciefjj

M. Ampere read some new

of Paris.

Calculations on the mutual action

of two Voltaic conductors.
M. Brongniart made a Report on

M. Prevost's Memoir,
which he establishes the number, the characters, and the order of superposition of the different depots which have followed one another between the primordial and recent formations
[terrains] in the environs of Paris, in a great part of Europe,
perhaps even in the whole world. The memoir will be printed
in

in the Recueil dcs Savajis Etrangers.

M.

Geoffroy read some observations, by which he endeavours

Monotreme* are oviparous, and that they ought
form a 5th class in the circle of vertebrated animals.

to prove that the
to

I.INXEAN SOCIETY OF PAP.IS.

June

13.

— M. Thollard,

of Tarbes, informed the Society,

had observed a ray of the sun after a shower of rain
of a certain duration, falling u})on an ear of r^-e; was sufficient
that he

membrane of the anther inclosing the small vessel
containing the pollen, to burst like a pod.
This phenomenon
may render our information concerning the smut complete.
Experiments on this subject should be encouraged.
M. Persoon gave an account of the work of M. Thore de
Dax, on the esculent and the poisonous Fungi of the department of Landes. He enlarged on the merits of the work,
noticed particulai'ly some species which appear to be quite
new, and mentioned the treatment which the skiltid physician
employs to prevent their poisonous effects.
Jjdy ^.
M. Vallot, of Dijon, presented a paper on the
Sphceria repens, and is of opinion that the sinuous lines observable on the leaves of the rose-bush are not owing to the
presence of a parasitic plant, but rather to the ravages of the
larva of a species of moth called by him Phalcena tinea rosclla.
Two memoirs by M. Borghers were read the first, " An
analysis of the means to be employed in making artificial and
to cause the

—

:

permanent Meadows

mode of Agriculture

is

in those districts

unknown."

on Grafting."
M. Thiebaut de Berneaud read
the plantsf'

known

where that important

The other, " Observations
his

" Inquiries concerning

by the nan^.e of Cytisns.
He therein combats the opinion which would recognise in it
the tree medick, the Medicago arhorea ; and proves, by a
comjiarison of the words used by old authors with the properties of an Alpine shrub to be met with every where, that
the true Cjitism, cried up by Greek and Roman agriculturists,
is our common laburnum, Cytisns Laburnum.
to the ancients

* An order including OiiiiUiorhyndius nd Echidna
;
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Articles.

ON THE ABKRRATIONS OF COMPOUND LENSES AND OBJECTGLASSES.
valuable paper on this subject, by J. F. \V. Herschel,
Society
Esq. F.R.S. &c. which was read before the Royal
TransPhilosophical
the
of
Part
II.
in
appeared
1821,
March

A VERY

m

to render
actions for last year, the important object of which is
wlio have octhe abstruse researches of celebrated geometers
cupied themselves with the theory of the refracting telescope,
good instruments:
Ijracticallv available for the construction of
and to present, " under a general and uniform analysis, the
whole theory of the aberrations of spherical surfaces, by furartist, disnishhig practical results of easy computation to the
from all algebraicarcom})lexity, and applicable, by

entangled
ordmary
interpdations of the simi>lest possible kintl, to all the
work."
varieties of the materials on which he has to
The length of the paper, and the ))ressure of more recent
It may, however,
matter, will not permit us now to insert it.
result
be useful to jiresent our readers with the practical

m

Mr. Herschel himself.
may announce it as a practical

the words of

"

We

tlieorem,

which

in all

for use, that a
probabilitv 'will be found sufficiently exact
provided the
double obiect-glass will be free from aberration,
lens be 6-720, and
Kidius of the exterior surface of the crown
combination being
of the flint 4-20, the focal length of the
being computed
10-000, and the radii of the interior surmces
in all elementary works
given
fonnuke
the
by
data,
these
from
two glasses
on optics, so as to' make the focal lengths oi the
\\ e are hai)py to
the direct ratio of their dispersive jK)wers."
have quoted,
the intelligent author, whose words we
]

m

learn that
is

about to extend his inquiries on

this subject,

t

VOYAGE OF SURVEY AND DISCOVERY.
was fitted out
I'owards the close of last year an expedition
Baiaceuta, from
and
Leven
the
of
consisting
from Dcptford,
that on
which accomits have \ntcn lately received, announcing
proceed on the UirtUer
the 28lh of May tl.ev were about to
The Persian Gulf and the .led Sea
objects of their vovao'c.
At uo Janeiro
were to be particularlv explored and surveyed.
lUe
s(iuadron.
a binall vessel was purchased to add to the
.Owen,
a genF.^^
C'apt.W.
<.f
command
whole is under the
a^.slsted by protleman every way (i>iali(ied for such a voyage,
destmed tor
per officers, with' a number of v<.img gentlemen
No necessary expense was
of the same nature.
hitnre objects

.snaretl in lilting
°
'

out this expedition with
']'
2

all

the

reqitis-.tc

m-

slrumcnls
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North Pole Expedition.

—French Voyage of Discovery.

struments of modern science. They were principally furnished
by Mr. Thomas Jones, mathematical instrument-maker to the
Board of Ordnance and these, as we learn by a letter which
;

we have

seen from one of the officers, have been found very
accurate and exceedingly useful.

NORTH POLE EXPEDITION.

No

accounts have recently been received from either the
naval or overland expedition towards the polar regions.
are happy however to say, that no fears are entertained respecting the result of either.
Before next Christmas we expect to be able to lay before our readers favourable accounts
from both of them.

We

FRENXH VOYAGE OF DJSCOVEUY.

The

Coquille corvette, commanded by M. Duperrey, lieutenant-de-vaisseau, the fitting out of which has occupied some
months at Toulon, sailed from that port on the 1 1 th of the
present month (August).
She is about to undertake a voyage
from which results interesting to the progress of geography
and physical science may be expected.
The Coquille will first sail for the Cape of Good Hope.
She will afterwards proceed to the Great Archipelago of Asia,
several parts of which she will explore.
She will also visit the
points of the western coast of New Holland, which were observed towards the end of the last century and the commencement of the present, by Rear-admiral Entrecasteaux, and
Captain Baudin and after putting into some of the islands of
the Pacific Ocean discovered by Cook and Bougainville, she
will return to France by doubling Cape Horn.
M. Dujierrey is to avail himself of all the favourable circumstances which this long voyage may present, to make different
observations relative to the configuration of the globe, the inclination of the needle, &c.
Several members of the Academy of Sciences and the Bureau
of Longitude have manifested their zeal in communicating to
him instructions tor that purpose.
No means which could ensure the success of this expedition have been neglected.
The corvette has been fitted out
with particular care.
The crew consists of picked seamen.
Letters of recommendation are furnished to the commanders
of such foreign establishments as the Coquille may visit.
Finally, the zeal of all the superior officers affords reason to
hope tliat the mission intrusted to thorn will be executed in the
;

jnost satisfactoi-y

manner.

AMERICAN

American Expedition

149
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AMERICAN EXPEDITION TO THE SOUTH.

The

expedition under General William Walker and Colonel Joshua Child has terminated happily as regards the safety
of the company, having landed on the rived Brassos without
the loss of a man.
On the route, considerable time was spent
in exploring the coast from the Bay of Atchafalia to the mouth
of the Brassos.
They passed through Plaquemine into Berwick's and Atchafalia Bays, through Vermilion Bay, touchuig at the Quelquechu and Sabine, and entered the Bay of
St. Bernard, near the east end of Culebra (or Snake Island),
which lies in front of, and covers the bay. Tliey then proceeded westward by the mouth of the Trinity, Santa Jacintha
(or St. Hyacinth), Cedar, Chocolate, and several other rivers,
all of which will afford considerable settlements.
After ascertaining that the Brassos did not empty into the Bay of Saint
Bernard, as is represented by most maps, they passed into
the Gulf through the south-west pass, at the south-west end
of the aforementioned island, and found the Brassos made
into the Gulf at right angles, without any bay of consequence.
The water on the bar was found at very low tide to considerably exceed seven feet, and may be calculated generally from
nine to twelve.
On the outside of the bar the depth of water
is very considerable, sufficient to float vessels of any size.
The
tide continues for forty miles up, fifty or more feet above low
water. The company ascended the river 1 70 miles, 1 00 of which
they were accompanied by a sloop containing families which
families still continue with the company, all of whom have located themselves on the i-iver banks, and are severally engaged
in cultivating gardens, raising corn, &c.
One Imndred miles up the river there is a settlement of
30 or 40 persons, most of whom were intended as Mr. Austin's
settlers.
Sixty miles by water, and thirty by land, above the
settlement formed by Messrs. W. and C. there is a considerr
able munber of families, many of whom are wealthy and respectiible gentlemen from Louisiana, and other slates, who
have (juitted some of the bestplantuig establishments, and have
taken upon themselves to encounter the difficulties and privaThe valtions incident to settling new and frontier countries.
ley of the Brassos, or rather the timber laiul near the coast,
(for but little diflerence exists as to the height of the country
on the river, and that whicli is in the rear, and constitutes the
prairie,) is in general from tlu-oc to twelve or more miles in
width, and covered with that descriplion ol" timber common
in rich lands: viz. ash, walnin, clieiiy, hickory, and lynn, 8cc.

—

;
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tuinly alluvial.
This river can be navigated by keels and
barges without any improvement in all seasons and it is confidently believed by persons best acquainted with it, that
steam-boats of moderate, perhaps an}' size, may pass with convenience for half the year for many hundred miles up.
From
the central position of this river, the extent, and excellence of
its soil, the variety of climate, the facilities with which articles
for new settlements can be imported, and of exporting whatever may be offered for exportation by the country, it will
warrant the opinion that it is destined to be the most important
part of that delightful and interesting province; and but little
doubt exists, that as soon as there are settlers sufficient for
;

own protection and for subsisting the public functionaries,
government will be administered at some point on that
There were at the time Gen. W. left the Brassos, a
river.
number of families and other persons at the mouth of the river,
on their way to join the settlers, &c. Colonel Child is the person sent to the government, as agent for the company, &c.
The Spaniards manifest the most sincere friendship for the
Americans, and wish them not only to occupy the unsettled
their

tlie

country, but even to live immediately among them.
dians also show every mark of friendship.

Tke

In-

NATURAL HISTORY.

The

Prussian naturalists Dr. Ehrenberg and Dr. Flemprich,
on their travels in the North of Africa, arrived on the 15th of
February at the celebrated city of Dongola, the capital of
Nubia. Previously, in the j'ears 1820 and 1821, they had sent
\.&\ ciiests and four casks, with subjects of natural history, to
tl.e

Royal

Museum

at Berlin,

RESEARCHES RELATIVE TO IXCUBATION, BY M. GEOFFROY
ST. HILAIRE.
very interesting researches have, we learn, lately occupied tlie attention of M. Geoffroy St. Hilaire, relative to all the
They have been carried on by disturbing
facts of incubation.
liens and their alhr.i ties in the operations of /c/f/Zw^^and ol hatchiiig.
Persuaded that it is one of the most efficacious means of drawin"- from Nature same of her secrets in the formation of organized beings, he has contrived to emploj' her powers so as
to make her produce irregularly: coiuiteracting the regular
trperation of the nlsus formativus, and recjuiring Nature to
create under circumstances so modified, that her pov»'ers are
employed for re-ii'.ts negative, indeed, as regards tlie prodnctMin of beings, but instructive us to th.e anomjilous course which
she is obliged to take.
He has suspcr.dal at discretion the
usual

Some

—
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usual course of laj/iiig, causing the retention of* an egg for ten
or fifteen days beyond the usual time, from which have resulted
Exercising
alterations and pathological effects in the organs.
over the process a complete control, so as to direct it hourly,
daily, and weekly, he has graduated the obstacles, and haa
been able to calculate upon the results obtained, by combiningwhat is owing both to the nisus formativus and to the obstacles
The 8th volume of the Mcmoires des Profcsseurs
interposed.
du Museum d'Histoire Naturelle now in the press is to contain
M. Geoffrey's first memoir on his researches of this kind.

USE OF MARE

S

MILK IN

T.T.NIA.

The German

physicians have lately remarked beneficial effects from mare's milk in cases of taenia.
Dr. Kortum of Stalberg relates the following case in Hufeland's Journal.
lady
between thirty and forty years of age had long suffered front
taenia, and several attempts to remove it had failed, wving to
the patient's great dislike to medicines, which caused every
thing of this kind to be instantly rejected by vomiting.
Having heard of several individuals that were cured by simply
drinking fresh-drawn mare's milk morning and evening, she
Having an opportmiity in autumn,
resolved to give it a trial.
Soon afterwards violent
she drank two cups in the evening.
pains commenced in her bowels, and continued dreadfully
In the morning, howsevere during almost the wliole night.
ever, she took one cup more, after which pains in her bowels
In a few days a
followed, but much less severe than before.
long piece of dead and partly putrid taenia was discharged,
and in a short time afterwards another piece with the narrow
tapering end of the worm ; and with this all the symptoms
This peculiarity of mare's milk is the more remarkceased.
able, as that of the cow seems to be agreeable to the worm,
and on being drunk merely alleviates the symptoms. Philadelphia Journal of Medical and Physical Sciences, No. 6.

A

FRENCH INQUIRIES RESPECTING THE EARLY CU'ITING OF
WHEAT.

The

subject of early cutting of wheat has lately been agitated
in Fi'ance
and at the sitting of the Central Society for tlie
Encouragement of Agriculture, Science, &c. of the northern
:

on tlie 2Gth of June 1822, a Report was read, containing ausweis to cerUiin cjuestions on the subject.
1st. Is
not early-cut wlieatmore liable X.o injury Irom moths, [la frii^ne)

de))artinent,

weevils, &.c. than tiuit cut perfectly ripe

.^

2d.

Will

it

keep
as
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3rcl. Is the qua-"
as well in the stack, barn, or granary ?
lity as nutritive and good ?
^th. Will it serve as well for seed ?

5th.

Does not

spoil

it

the straw contract a

as fodder ?

6th.

What

mouldy

smell,

and thereby

species of wheat will best bear

early cutting? 7th. (which seems but a modification of query 3.)
Is it necessary for the grain to be completely ripe, to be the

most

profitable, as

commonly grown

?

To these questions answers have been

returned by ten correspondents, which, though varying in minor points, are generally
in favour of early cutting.
One of them (M. Broy) gives the result of three experiments made by him in three different fields,
one half of each field having been cut eight days before the other.
The balance is greatly on the side of the first cut, as to produce.
This perhaps was hardly to be expected though it is well
known that in point of isoeight it is almost sure to heat ; which
may be easily accounted for fi-om the superior thinness and
smoothness of the skin ; in fact, the greater proportion of flour
to bran
and for this reason the bakers and millers both
France and England invariably prefer it.
The fifth query is not only superfluous, but savours rather of
the ridiculous.
Is there ever a doubt of hay being the worse for
having been cut green ? Every practical farmer knows that the
greener stra-do is cut, the more it assimilates to hay, and consequently the better it is as fodder for cattle. Besides, if the straw
was subject to mould, the grain would also be injured, and that
would at once settle the question. There is no doubt but early
cut straw is better for cattle, for thatching, for manure, for every
thing and this remark particularly applies to wheat at all affected by mildew.
By the by, it may to an Eng'ish farmer
appear rather singular that no mention is made of this disease
in the French Report; but perhaps it is not so prevalent there
If any doubts exist as to the propriety of early cutas here.
ting wheat in a sound healthy state, there can be none as soon
as the least appearance of mildew is visible on the straw. Years
ago Mr. Arthur Young laid great stress on this point, and he
was right though he certainly carried his ideas of its advantages to a preposterous length.
To the sixth question, namely, what species of wheat will
the answer naturally is,
That spebest bear early cutting?
cies which in general comes quickest to harvest, and is the
most liable to shell out but in tliis res])ect there is, in point
of fact, very little difference.
The French farmers think
'white wheat is perhaps more likely to shell, from the openness of the kosh, than other sorts. On the whole, the general
opinion of our foreign neighbours on early cutting agrees with
;

—

m

:

;

;

—

—

:

our
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our own, and may be summed up in the concluding words
"
find considerable advantages in
of their Report
it; we avoid loss by the shedding (or shelling out) of the
^rain we obtain a better price for it at market we prefer it
the
tor seed
it gives us a loaf of a finer and better quality
straw is finer, more nutritive for cattle, tougher for bands, and
makes a more durable and rich manure." " Wheat perfectly

We

:

;

;

;

;

ripe requires but a slight degree of heat and moisture to make
vegetate" [in the harvest field]; "but, on the contrary, cut
early, say twelve days before the usual period, the bands being

it

still green, and the sheaves arranged in the manner we have
described," [i.e. by hooding or capping) "it is protected from
many evils to which it would otherwise be liable."
One observation occurs here, and it is a part of the subject
wholly overlooked by our French neighbours. If early cutIt is well
ting has its advantages, it has also its disadvantages.
known that wheat dead ripe may be cut and carried, as they

that is (except there be weeds amongst it),
it in Norfolk
requires not to remain in the field, but may be carted immediately after cutting.
On the contrary, early cut wheat must
necessarily remain from a week to a fortnight before the straw
and corn are forward enough to secure it either in the stack or
barn.
Consequently the one incurs a risk which the other

term

;

it

;

needs not incur. It is however admitted, that if the method
of liooding the sheaves be adopted, that risk, even in bad
Some very sensiweather, will be considerably diminished.
ble remarks on this operation occur in the Report; and it
would be well if some of our English farmers would adopt the
method.
say some, because all those in the moister districts do adopt it* Those who live in the drier atmospheres of
Norfolk, Suffolk, &c. have comparatively so little rain at the
period of harvest, that they regard it altogether as a waste of
time and labom', and wholly unnecessary therefore, when a
wet harvest does occur, they are utterly unprepared for it, and
of course more injury is done to the corn in these districts
than (with the same degree of wet) elsewhere. Besides, the benefits of hooding are not confined to a rainy season, they are
By being
equally apparent in weather ever so hot and dry.
alternately exposed to the rays of a scorching sun by day,

We

:

heavy dews by night, and perhaps occasional showers, the skin
of the grain acquires a degree of coarseness and roughness
which tend to deprive it of its weight whereas, if covered by
hooding nothing of this kind occurs, and (on die average) a
There is in short nearly as much
l)etter sample is produced.
difference in the sample, between wheat liooded and not hooded.
Vol. 60. No. 292. Aug. 1822.
;

U

IS* Various Indications of Plants tchen burnt.
ed, as

between wheat cut

eai-ly

and

tliat

— Fossil Remains.

suffered to stand

till

however, to observe, in conclusion,
that hooded wheat from tlie sun being excluded ripens slower,
and of course requires more time before it is carted than where
it is

ripe.

It

is

but

fair,

the sheaves are inicovered.

—

S.

T.

VARIOUS INDICATIONS OF PLANTS WHEN BURNT.
treatise on the instinct of plants, or their capability of
attracting from the most different mixtures of earth precisely
those substances which are proper and necessary to them,
Hermbstadt communicates the interesting observation, that
the saline contents of a plant may with some experience be
guessed at by circumstances attending their burning; viz. in
vegetables burning quietly their kali is merely combined with
vegetable acids, whilst those burning with a hissing noise, like
beet roots, leaves of Anethwn graveolens, Borrago officinalis,
Achillea Millefolimn, and the stalks and leaves of Helianthus
annmis, and Datura Sframoriium), contain nitre; and those
burning with a crackling noise (like Rzimex Acetosa, Artemisia
Atjsinthium, Lactuca virosa, and Leontodon Taraxacum) coi>In a

tain muriate of potash.

NUMBER OF THE KNOWN SPECIES OF ORGANIZED BEINGS.
From the collections in the Paris Museums, M. Humboldt
estimates {Ann. de Chimie, xvi.) the known species of plants
at 56,000, and those of animals at 51,700, among which 44,000

4,000 birds, 700 reptiles, and 500 mammalia. In
live about 400 species of birds, 80 mammalia, and
30 reptiles, and in the opposite southern zone on the Cape,
we find likewise almost five times more birds than mammalia.
Towards the equator, the proportion of birds, and particularly
However, according to
of reptiles, increases considerably.
Cuvier's enumeration of fossil animals, it appears that in ancient periods the globe was inhabited much more by mammalia than birds.
FOSSIL REMAINS.
discovery of fossil remains was recently made at Atwick,
near Hornsea (Yorkshire) the portion of a tusk, about thirtyeight inches in length, twenty inches in circumference at the
lower end, and weighing four stone two pounds, was dug up.
It is of fine ivory, except where slightly decomposed.

insects,

Europe

A

;

ON PYROLIGNEOUS ACID CONTAINING ALCOHOL.

On examining different samples of pyroligneous acid, M. DiJbereiner lately found alcohol in two of

them obtained from
birchwood.

Capaciti)for Caloric.

— Effects of the Voltaic Pile on Alcohol. 155

birchwood.
Soon after a manufacturer of sugar of lead in
Moscow, wrote to inform him, that in rectifying pyroUgneous
acid he had obtained one-third of alcohol.

CAPACITY FOR CALORIC.
In the Annals of Philosophy, xiii. 463, the disco\nery of the
simple gases having an equal specific caloric (under equal bulks),
and of their capacity for caloric being proportional to their capacity for oxygen, is considered as most imporianf, and attributed to M. Dulong. This is inaccnrate, at least in a considerable degree for in Meinecke's Explanations of Stochiometry 1817, 8vo. 192 to 201, those laws are precisely established, with several other determinations, and in their con;

nexion with other stochiometric laws. But Messrs. Dulong
Petit have contributed much to the confirmation of those
As to
laws by a dissertation read on the 12th of April 1819.

and

their importance, further inquiries will decide

upon

it.

EFFECT OF THE VOLTAIC PILE UPON ALCOHOL.

M.

Liidersdorff, architect at Weissensee, in Prussia, states
(in an inquiry communicated by M. Hermbstadt) that he
produced an ethereal fluid by the action of the Voltaic pile upon

mere diluted alcohol.
The same person has changed a mixture of equal parts of alcohol and solution of ammonia by continued galvanizing into a
fluid no longer inflammable, of a wine yellow colour, of a bitterish flavour, and a nauseous smell like cantharides, which
having been slowly evaporated, gave a greasy residuum.
SUPPOSED CONDUCTING POWER OF STRAW.
In making experiments in order to ascertain the practicability of straw conductors proposed by Lapostolle, Dr. R. Brandes
and Lieut. Holzermann found that a stalk of straw could only
discharge a Leyden phial when the straw was moist, and even
then only slowly and imperfectly but by no means when perThey therefore conclude that Lapostolle's profectly dry.
This agrees with M. Trommsposal was to be rejected.
dorft''s very accurate experiments.
;

OBSERVATORY AT MADRAS.
It

is

now some

years since an observatory was built at

Ma-

dras; but hitherto, tlunigh an astronomer (Mr. Goldingham)
every way (jualified for the situation has been attached to the
establislunent, there has been a deficiency of instruments necessary for the making of any observations that could be apThis deficiency having been
plied to thr ptui)()ses of science.
|)r(H)crly
2

U

1

Pendulum.

56

— Steam-Vessels. —Figure of the Earth.

properly represented to the Directors of the Honourable the
East India Company, they have, much to their credit, taken the
matter into consideration and it is now expected that the necessary instruments to render the Madras Observatory efficient
will soon be supplied, so that we may expect, ere long, to hear
that regular observations are taken in that quarter of the Bri;

tish

dominions.

FIGURE OF THE EARTH.
CAPT. KATER's pendulum.
scientific readers need not be informed how much attention has been, for some time, bestowed upon those branches
of science which have for their object the ascertaining the true
But it may not be known to many of
figure of the earth.
them, that much in the furtherance of this object has been made
to depend on the results obtained from observations made by
means of Capt. Kater's invariable pendulum. To give ftill
efficacy to the knowledge to be obtained by this means, a pendulum made under Capt. Kater's directions was constructed
by jNlr. Thomas Jones, which has been tried at the different
stations of the Trigonometrical Survey by the ingenious inventor himself, and the results obtamed thereby have proved

Our

exceedingly satisfactory.
In consequence of these results, one of these pendulums was
made about two years ago, under the inspection of Capt. Kater, by the same ingenious artist who made the pendjilum to
which we have alluded, and was sent out to Mr. Goldingham,
the astronomer who has the superintendance of the Madras
Observatory, who has made many observations therewith, the
results of which have agreed v/ith the observations made on
the trigonometrical stations to a degree far beyond what could
have been expected.
STEAM-VESSELS.
very interesting experiment has been made of steam-i
vessels on canals, in the Union Canal at Edinburgh, with a
large boat, 28 feet long, constructed with an internal moveThe boat had 26 persons on board and although
ment.
drawing 15 inches of water, she was propelled by only four
men at the rate of between four and five miles an hour, while
the agitation of the water was confined entirely to the centre
of the canal.
MOTION OF THE ELASTIC FLUIDS.
In the Quarterly Journal 1817, Mr. Faraday has stated that
the different gases move thi'ough pipes with different velocities
under the same degree of pressure; that is, quicker in proportion to their levity.
On the contrary, Girard endeavours to
prove in the Annates de Chimie, xvi. 129. that all elastic

A

;

fluids

Chronometers.

—
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under equal circumstances move witli equal speed, independent of their specific weight, and that their motion is
merely determined by the pressure which acts upon them.

fluids

CHROXOMETERS.
only within these few years that a due value has been
attached to the aids to be obtained from good chronometers
in ascertaining the longitude at sea.
It is but justice however to say, that since its value was duly appreciated, much
attention has been paid to this branch of science, especially by
our Board of Admiralty. It is pleasing to be able to state,
that they have employed active measures to manifest the value
which they attach to this object. To this Board the world is
indebted tor the eminently valuable labours of Dr. Tiarks, the
same gentleman who was employed to settle the boundary line
between the United States and the British possessions in North
America, who during the intervals of that service was sent with
the Owen Glendower frigate to Madeira, with about a dozen of
chronometers furnished by different makers of eminence, with
an understanding that those chronometers which are found to
perform best, will be purchased by the Board of Admiralty at
know no
prices proportioned to their various merits.
way in which a portion of the public expenditure can be more
It is

We

beneficially applied.

OBITUARY.— Mr. James

Dickson.

On

the 14th instant died at his house near Ci'oydon, aged
64, Mr. James Dickson, of Covent Garden, Fellow of the
Lintiaean Society, and Vice-President of the Horticultural So^
shall be happy to be enabled in a future
ciety of London.
number to give some account of this eminent and venerable
man. In the mean time, the following extract from the Life
of his brother-in-law, the celebrated Mungo Park, prefixed to
his Journal ( Ed. 1815) by the judiciousEditor, may be acceptable
" Mr. Dickson was born of humble parents,
to our readers.
and came early in life from Scotland, his native country, to
London. For some time he worked as a gardener in the

—We

grounds of a considerable nurseryman at Hammersmith,
where he was occasionally seen by Sir Joseph Banks, who
took notice of him as an ijitelligent young man. Quitting this
situation, he lived for some years as gardener in several considerable families after which he established himself in London
as a seedsman; and has ever since followed that business witli
Having an ardent passion
unremitting diligence and success.
for botany, which he had always cultivated according to the
best of his means and opjiortunitics, lie lost no tune in pre:

senting

Obituary.
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senting himself to Sir Joseph Banks, wlio received him with
great kindness, encouraged him in his pursuits, and gave him
He thus obtained the free use
access to his valuable library.
of one of the most complete collections of works upon botany
and natural history, which has ever yet been formed; and
which, through the liberality of its possessor, has contributed
in a greater degree to the accommodation of scientific men,
and the general advancement of science, than many pubUc establishments. Such leisure hours as Mr. Dickson could command from his business, he devoted to an assiduous attendance
in this library, and to the perusal of scientific books obtained
from thence. In process of time he acquired great knowledge,
and became eminent among the English botanists, and is now
known in Europe among the pioficients in that science as one
of its most successful cStivators, and the author of some diAt an advanced period of life he is still
stinguished works.
business, and continues to pursue his botanical studies
active

m

with unabated ardour and assiduity.
" Mr. Dickson is a Fellow of the Linnsean Society, of which he
was one of the original founders, and also Fellow and Vice-Presi-

dent of the Horticultural Society. Several communications from
in different volumes of the Limiaean Transactions;
but he is principally known among botanists by a work en-

him appear

" Fasciculi Quatuor Plantarum Cryptogamicarum BriLond. 1785-93 in which he has described upwards
H9 has the merit
of four hundred plants not before noticed.
of having directed the attention of the botanists of this country
to one of the most abstrsue and difficult parts of that science,
to the advancement of which he has himself very greatly contitled

tanniee,"

;

ti'ibuted.

)

" Such an instance of successful industry united with a taste
not only on
for intellectual pursuits, deserves to be recorded
account of its relation to the subject of this narrative, but
because it illustrates in a very striking and pleasing manner
;

The
the advantages of education in the lower classes of life.
attention of the Scottish farmers and peasantry to the early
instruction of their children has been already remarked, and
is strongly exemplified in the history of Mr. Park's family.
The diffusion of knowledge among the natives of that part of
the kingdom, and their general intelligence, must be admitted
nor is there any country in
;

by every unprejudiced observer

which the effects of education are so conspicuous in promoting
industry and good conduct, and in producing useful and respectable men of the inferior and middle classes, admirably
fitted for all the

important

offices

of

common

life."

LEC-
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LECTURES.

1

59

—

In the first week
George's Medical and Chemical School.
of October, these Lectures will commence as usual in Georgestreet, Hanover-square, and at the Royal Institution in AlbeSt.

marle-street, viz.
1
On the Laws of the Animal CEconomy, and the Practice
of Physic, with Pathological Demonstrations, by George Pearson, M.D. F.R.S. Senior Physician to St. George's Hospital.
2. On the Science of Chemistry, with the Operations in various Departments, by W. T. Brande, Prof Chem. Roy. In.,
Secretary Roy. Soc. &c.
3. On Therapeutics, with Materia INIedica, by George Pearson, M.D. F.R.S., &c.

LIST OF PATENTS FOR

NEW

INVENTIONS.

To

Jonas Hobson and John Hobson, of Mythom Bridge,
in the parish of Kirkburton, in the county of York, woollen
manufacturers and merchants, for a new series of machinery

more effectual and expeditious mode of shearing,
cutting and finishuig woollen cloths, kerseymeres, and all other
descriptions of cloths and piece-goods which require the use of
the shears.
Dated the 27th July 1822. 2 months, allowed to

for the better,

—

—

enrol specifications.
To John Stanley, of Chalton-row within the town of Manchester, Lancashire, smith, for certain machinery calculated
for a more efficacious mode of fueUing^ or supplying of furnaces in general with fuel, whereby a considerable reduction
in the consumption of fuel, the appearance of smoke, and of
labour, is effected.
27th July. 6 months.
To John Pearse, of Tavistock, ironmonger, and clock- and
watch-maker, for certain improvements in the construction and
manufacture of spring jacks, and their connexion with roasting
apparatus.
27th July. 6 months.
To Sir Anthony Perrier, of the city of Cork, knt. for certain
improvements in the apparatus for distilling, boiling, and concentrating by evaporation, various sorts of liquids and fluids.
27th July. 6 months.
To Robert Roxby, of Arbour-square, Stepney, Middlesex,
gent., for certain improvements on or additions to the astrono31st
mical instrument known by the name of the quadrant.

—

—

—

—

—

July.

—

— 2 months.

To

William Cleland, of the city of Glasgow, in North Brigent, for his improved apparatus for tlie purpose ol' eval- months.
jwrating liquids.
17th August.

tain,

—
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Meteorology.

METEOROLOGICAL

TABLJi:,

The London Observations by Mr. Gary, of the Strand.
The Boston Observations by Mr. Samuel Veall,
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and Discovery of Iron.

By

David Mushet, Esq.*

X KADiTioN

informs us that the discovery of iron was made
burning of a w^ood in Greece.
This is possible, and might be rendered probable, if on examination the remains of iron-mines were now to be found on the
sites of some of the ancient forests.
But I think the discovery more likely to have been made in the conversion of wood
into charcoal, which undoubtedly the Greeks used for culinary
if not for chamber purposes.
If the operation of " coaling," as it is called, was in former
times at all similar to that now practised, and it could not well
be more simple, the discovery was imavoidable, where iron ore
was found in quantity, as in this neighbourhood, on the surface
of the ground. The wood collier covers his pit or wood heap
with a coating of the moistened soil.
If this contamed fragments of iron ore, many would occasionally be exposed to the
contact of heated charcoal, during the combustion necessary to
its conversion, and undergo de-oxidation so as to reflect a
bright surface, on being struck with a flint or stone.
If a
mass of ore accidentiilly dropped into the middle of the burning pile during a period of neglect, or during the existence of
a thorough draft, a mixed mass partly earthy and partly metallic would be obtained, possessing ductility, and extension
under pressure. But if the conjecture is pushed still further,
and we suppose tliat the ore was not an oxide, but rich in iron
magnetic or specular, the result in all probability would be a
mass of perfectly malleable iron. I have seen this fact illustrated in the roasting of a species of ironstone, which was
united with a considerable quantity of bituminous matter: after
a high temperature had been excited in the interior of the pile,
plates of malleable iron of a tough and flexible nature were
found, and under circumstances where there was no fuel but
that furnished by the ore itself.
But to return.
Iron being once discovered, many attempts would be made to
in consequence of the accidental

* Comnmnicated bv the Author.
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give to that which was the effect of accident, a more unerring result These attempts would at first be confined within the precincts of the wood or forest that furnislied both the fuel and the
ore. Some time would be necessary to determine what particular
stone afforded tlie ponderous result; and wlien the superior
weight of the ore led to a conclusion in its favour, many fruitless
attempts would be made to place it under circumstances similar to those in which the discovery was first made.
If the soil
afforded ores of different colours and qualities, much time would
be lost in assigning to each its respective share of merit or demerit, qualities would be imputed, and inferences drawn, that
merely I'csulted from the imperfection of the attempts. If the
ores were oxides of iron, and suddenly exposed to a high tempei'ature, the whole would be converted into a heavy black
Those ores,
glass, and thrown aside as containing no metal.
on the contrarj-, would obtain a decided preference, that con-

tained little earthy niatter, and the iron but little in the state
of oxide.
But it would soon be discovered that these ores,
without a violent and continued heat, would come out from the
fire but little changed, except upon their surfaces, and inca-

pable of being converted into any form.
Ages might pass away, and the fact itself only be known by
tradition, when a new accident, in more skilful hands, led to
new and more successful attempts. During a period of laborious perseverance, it would be discovered that not only high
temperature was necessary, but that the ore thus heated
should not be directly exposed to the action of that air which
was the source of the temperature this would lead to the
practice of keeping the ore surrounded as much as possible
with fuel while the process of its conversion into iron was
going forward. The chaixoal fire for this purpose would be
found inconvenient and expensive hence would arise the first
attempts at a furnace.
In the present time the manufacture
of iron is not only associated with bellows, but with blowingmachines of the most powerful construction; but it is exceedingly probable that bellows existed, and might have been used
for the purpose of forging iron, long befoi'e they were applied
to its manufacture from the ores.
Iron, long alter its discovery, was most probably applied
solely to agricultural purposes ; and it was not until the discovery of a regular method of converting it into steel, or of
producing steel from its ores, that it advanced its high claim
upon the consideration of mankind; and in our days so
powerfully has the justice of this claim been advocated, that
the mastery of this metal may be safely acknowledged as a test
of the highest advancement of civilization among nations.
:

:
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The

general use of hardened copper, by the ancients, for
edge tools, and warUke instruments, does not jireckide the
supposition that iron was then comparatively ])lentiful, but
The knowledge as well
confined to the ruder arts of life.
as the mixtures of copper, tin and zinc, seem to have been
amongst die first discoveries of the metallurgist. Instruments
fabricated Irom these alloys, recommended by the use of ages,
the perfection of the art, the splendour and }iolish of their surfaces, not easily injured by time or weatlier, would not soon
be laid aside or superseded by the invention of simple iron,
inferior in edge and in polish, at all times easily injured by
rust, and ui the early stages of its manufacture converted with
difficulty into

forms that required proportion or elegance.

Other reasons may be adduced to show why iron may have
existed, and did not supersede the use of copper and brass in
Og, king of Bashan,
the art of war, or for general purposes.
had his bedstead made of iron, which shows that the metal
was known at an early period in Palestine and some of the
Many ages afkings of Canaan had chariots made of iron.
terwards warlike instruments, requiring edge, continued to be
formed from a hardened modification of copper, or tin and
copper.
Tlie first cori-ect idea we receive from history of the
importance of steel in the arts, is from the account of the present made by Porus to Alexander of 10 lbs. of Indian steel;
a present which we are bound to consider was the most valuable that Porus cooild bestow, and the most acceptable that
Alexander (at that time overwhelmed with the spoils of the
This transaction on the banks of the
East) could receive.
Hydaspes must have taken place at least 800 years after iron
was in use in Palestine, and affiards a strong presum])tion that
steel, if not then altogether unknown to the artificers in AlexThe same obander's army, was an article exceedingly rare.
Noservation will equally apply to India at the same time.
;

thing in the estimation of Porus, in his extensive dominions,
If we contrast
rare or valuable than a gift of steel.
the native manufacture of steel in India at that time with its
present abundance and cost of production, we must inter that
the progress oi' this art has not been stationai-y in India since

was more

We

learn from Dr. Buchanan's acthe days of Alexander.
count of iron-making at one particular station in India, tliat a
man's labour for one day is nearly equivalent to the value of
two pounds of iron and in another account, the value of
one pound of wook, or Indian steel, is stated to be equal in
value to six jwunds of iron so that the labour of a man for
three days will at the present time purchase one pound of such
sleel as Porus deemed his higliest gift, and which the con;

;
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queror of the world disdained not to accept. In other words,
the gift in our times could be purchased by the labour of one
man for 240 days, equivalent in our money to 30/. or 40/.
But to I'eturn to' the subject of iron, to trace if possible
those probable steps by which it was first placed in the scale of
manufactured products. I say probable steps, for I am afraid
there does not now exist in this or any other country a clue
by which the rise and progress of this art may with certainty
be traced, an art which has given man the mastery over all
other metals and minerals, and has conferred on him the unYet whilst the exploits of
rivalled dominion of the universe.
the conqueror and the intrigues of the demagogue are faithfully preserved through a succession of ages, the persevering
and unobtrusive efforts of genius, developing the best blessings
of the Deity to man, are for ever consigned to oblivion.
The uncertamty of obtaining ii'on in tlie mode by which it
was originally discovered, would probably give rise to a speThe powerful effects of air
cific operation for this purpose.
in raising the temperature would soon be appreciated, and its
current by various contrivances directed upon the burning
fuel.
The CEConomy of the latter, the attenuation and concentration of the heat, would next become objects of consideration; and ilifferent rude contrivances with stone and mortar
would for a time stimulate the labour and exhaust the patience
of the daring metallurgist.
From manifold combinations
there- would at last result a furnace capabie of producing uniform results. Greatly delighted must this early worker in iron
have been, when he found he could obtain by regular rules of
This feeling
process, that which had only existed by chance.
must have been equally shared with the more early inventors
or extractors of other metals, and in many respects -enjoyed by
them in a superior degree. The production of a crude infusible mass of iron withdrawn from the furnace, burning by
its own intense temperature, surrounded by scoria, and compressed to form by repeated blows, would seem a less perfect
result than a pure molten stream of brass or copper issuing
from the crucible ol the founder, and becoming in the mould,
by a creation simultaneous with its existence, matter of the
most perfect shape and figure.
If, however, we were to appreciate the merits of the respective discoveries by the unwearied and unremitting labour employed in botli cases, the palm of excellence would probably
be bestowed on the ruder worker in iron. Less ingenuity
and contrivance would be apparent but an uncommon stretch
of toil and labour only could have crowned his labours with

—

;

success.
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established, other im-

provements would follow in the art of iron-making. As tlie
properties of the metal were developed, demand would confer
an additional value upon the product. The smith, to use a
phrase common to this and other countries, would, in proportion as his manufacture increased in value, direct his attention
to the " oeconomy of the process."
In his first assays, both
quantity and proportion would most likely be entirely overlooked, and the real quantity of metal in an ore computed only
by the crude and imperfect extracts. Habit and observation
would in time point out the utility of having a measure of bulk
whereby to repeat those proportions correctly, that experience
had taught him were productive of the most luiiform results.
A favourable combination of circiunstances in the furnace,
might at a fortunate conjuncture enlarge his bloom of iron
this repeated, would lead to a sus2:)icion that more iron might
be extracted from the ore, were the manipulation itself more
perfect.
This would furnish new motives for observation and
contrivance.
Improvement would follow, and the smith would
feel the importance of the result, whether it was equal to onefourth, one-third or one-half the weight of the ore.
It would
also be discovered that some ores, however perfectly operated
upon, would not jdeld an equal quantity of iron with others
hence would arise the important distinction of rich and lean
ores.
This simple fact would give a new impulse to exertion.
Rich ores would be sought after with avidity, and paid for in
proportion to the quantity of metal obtained from them by the
smith.
When these ceased to exist in plenty upon the surface
of the earth, digging woxdd be resorted to ; the art necessary
to distinguish between a lean and a rich ore, and the skill necessary to follow them through soil and rock, would become
new class of labourers endowed
important qualifications.
with superior skill and intelligence would in time be formed,
Though
to which has since been given the name of miners.
we cannot precisely say what was the peculiar form of the iron
furnaces or air bloomeries of the Greeks and Romans, yet we
may form some idea from what is now practised by other na-

A

Park, I tliink, in his Travels
a drawing of a low conical
furnace, whicii seems an easy and natural structure for a rude
age.
Small oj)enings at the lower end of the cone to admit
tijc air, and a larger orifice at the toji, would, with charcoal,
be sulHcient to give a considerable degree of heat. The furnace would in tlie first instance be filled with layers of charcoal and iron ore alternately, and the fire ajiplied to the openThe measure of
ings in the lower extremity of the furnace.
heat

tions in the infancy of the art.

in the Interior of Africa, has given

;
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heat would easily be regulated by narrowing or enlarging those
apertures, and a renewal of the fuel when necessary easily efTliis seems the greatest adfected by the funnel at the top.
vance in the art which the African has made, and it is highly
creditable to the inventive powers of that people, that Alrica
Mexico and
is ranked in the class of iron-making nations.
Peru, with all their claims upon civilization, could not at the
time of their discovery boast the possession of such an art.
In other countries iurnaces of various shapes have been devised ; but, however different in structure, they have acknowledged the same practice now followed upon the burning sands
of Africa. Oblong fui'naces with flues and passages of an enlarged size to conduct and rarify the air, and capable of converting more ore at one time, seem to have been the greatest
advancement in the air-bloomery the practice of which under every contrivance was to stratify the ore with the fuel
and the principle, a gradual de-oxidation of the ore whilst it
high temperature united or
maintained the combustion.
welded the masses of iron ore together ; tliese were carried to
a stone, or in the advancement of the art to an anvil, where,
by means of hammers, the unmetallized particles, forming with
the earths a vitreous scoria, were forcibly expelled, and form
given to the metallic mass. This is now principally confined
to some of the Spanish provinces, and to the shores of the
Mediterranean, where considerable quantities of ore from the
The remains of
Island of Elba are worked in this manner.
furnaces of this sort have been found in elevated situations in
Scotland ; and though the form can no longer be traced, yet
in the neighbourhood of Dean Forest are the ruins of old furnaces surrounded with scoria, on the high grounds, where the
only apparent mducement for their erection could have been
a strong current of air.
The practice of these air-bloomeries must have been slow
long and continued cementation of the ore
in the extreme.
in contact with the fuel, must in the first instance have been
necessar}' to dispose the metallic particles to unite.
too
rapid exposure to a high temperature would be apt to unite a
considerable portion of oxygen with the ore, which in this way
would acquire a considerable degree of fusibility this would
not only diminish the quantity and quality of the iron, but reTo render the quality of tlie iron
tard the general operation.
homogeneous^ masses of iron ore would be used as nearly of
one size as possible, which would give rise to a rejection, in
part, of the small or dust ore generally the richest of the vein.
That this practice prevailed to a considerable extent in Gloucestershire, is evident from the large quantities of small mine
found
:

A

A

A

:
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found from time to time in the old caverns or weeldons of the
limestone.
These acknowledged evils undoubtedly affected
the oecononiy and prosperity of the trade, until some more fortunate or more ingenious worker applied the bellows to the
art of iron-making, which gave rise to the blast bloomery, and
occasioned a great revolution and improvement in the fabrication of that valuable and highly useful metal.
Coleford, Gloucestershire.

[To be continued.]
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Suggestions for simplifijing Mr. Ivory's Solvtion
of
Double Altitude Problem. Bij Mr. Edw^ard Riddle,
Royal Naval Asylum, Grecjimch.

the

To

the Editors

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

—

In The Philosophical Magazine for August
1821, Mr. Ivory has given a new and direct solution to the
well known nautical problem, which requires the latitude to
be
determined from two altitudes of the sun, and the time elapsed
between the observations ; and as the rule which he has deduced possesses several advantages over any other that has
hitherto been given for the purpose, it may be hoped that
teachers of navigation will generally feel it tlieir duty to endeavour as much as possible to introduce it into practice.
I conceive however Uiat, simple and convenient as the rule
is, its form yet admits of an advantageous alteration.
In die
numerical calculation from the formulas which Mr. Ivory has
investigated, it is necessary to refer both to a table of natural
sities, and to one of the logarithms of numbers.
But in this
solution of the problem, the use of both these tables may
be
very easily dispensed with ; as by a simple transformation of
two of the expressions the wjiole of the calculations may be
performed with even greater neatness and lacility, with the aid
of no odier table than one of log. sines, &c.
In a rule for the guidance of ordinary computers, it is desirable to avoid, when it can conveniently be done, a reference
to a variety of tables; as the mere act of turning from one
table to another lias in itself a tendency to ])erplex.
IJut by
the slight alteration whicli I have to propose in Mr. Ivory's
Gentlemen,

tliis objection to it (if an objection it may be called)
be completely obviated; and, besides, the form of calculation admits of an exceedingly convenient arrangement; a circumstance which may recommend U»c rule to die attention of
persons who, otherwise, might not at once be sensible of its

.solution,

will

value.
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In this class of persons I must observe tliat I feel myself
included for it was not till I had given Mr. Ivory's paper a
very attentive consideration, and had been at considerable
pains in arranging the calculations of an example, that I fully
perceived the great practical importance of this result of his
able and ingenious view of the problem.
The expressions to which I have alluded as admitting of a
convenient transformation are these ; viz.
,. -r>
sin A— sin A' „
sin A + sin A' „
i
^,
j
« ,
where h7 and
and
;
;

A=

Ji

"B =

-,

A and B

are the altitudes, and the logarithms of

are the

quantities required.
^,

+

sin A

JSow,
,

sin A'

^
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—
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.
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h!

^ -

,

h

/*'

.

+-

;

h'

«

.

expressions trom

;

A

and B may be obtained at once.
these alterations in the forms of the expressions for
and B, Mr. Ivoiy's formulas for computing the latitude
may be arranged as under ; / being the half interval of time
the declibetween the observations, h and h' the altitudes,
nation, and L the latitude.
cos D. sin t.
1. Sin a
which the logarithms of

With

A

D

3.

=
= sin D. sect a.
h
h—
oom c = cos —+—h sm ——

4.

Cos d

5.
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„
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b
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.
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;^
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—^—
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cos {h

+

.

.

cosect a.
sect

c.

sect a.

d).

may be observed on

wanted

sin

:

and
and so are cos

twice,)

of the table

;

these fornmlas, that a, sect a, (which
cosect a, are obtained at the same opening

and cos of

;

D

and

c,

and
cos

c,

sin

D

and

;

sin

and cos of

sect c; so that the

number of openings of the book of tables

is comparatively small.
demonstrations of the formulas may be seen in Mr.
Ivory's paper, which also contains the investigation of a very
neat method of estimating the effect of the change of the sun's

The

declination, in the interval between the observations,
is

deemed of any consequence

to advert to

it.

The

when

it

practical

rule from the above formulas may be thus given in words, observing that in evei-y case the tens are to be rejected from the
indices of the logarithms.

Practical Mule:
1.

Add

together the sine of half the elapsed time, and the

the
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cosine of the declination, and the sum will be the sine of arc
^rst.
2. Add together the secant of ax'c first, and the sine of the
declination, and the sum will be the cosine of arc second; which
will be acute when the latitude and declination are of the same
denomination, but obtuse when they are of different ones.
3. Add together the cosect. of arc first, the cosine of half the

sum of the altitudes, and tlie sine of half their
the sum will be the sine of arc third,

Add

difference

;

and

together the secant of arc first, the sine of half the
altitudes, the cosine of half their difference, and the
secant of arc third, and the sum will be the cosine o^ arcfourth.
5. When the zenith and elevated pole are on the same side
of the great circle passing through the places of the sun at
the times of observation, the dlff'ere?ice of arcs second and
fourth wUl be arc Jifth, otherwise their sum will be arcjifth.
6. Add together the cosiyies of arcs third and fifth, and their
sum will be the sine of the latitude.
Note. When the declination and latitude are nearly equal,
and of the same name, it may sometimes be doubtful whether
the sum or difference of arcs second and fourth ought to be
taken for arc fifth. But the computation is soon made on both
suppositions ; for cosine of arc filth is the last logarithm whicli
is taken from the tables, and the other parts of the calculation
One of the results
are therefore not affected by the change.
must certainly be the required latitude, and the latitude by
account will generally be sufficient to determine which of them
ought to be taken. But when the sum of arcs second and
fourth is equal to 90°, or greater, it can only be their difference
4.

sum of the

which

is

arc

fifth.

Foiin of Calculation.
sin

H.E.T.

8111
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sin
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°

'
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I
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the altitudes of the sun 1S° U' and
one hour, and the sun's declination 20° S. to
find the latitude, it beuig by account about 50** N.

Example.

17°

13', interval

lfi°

Rum

41'

17

\•^

.3(3

54,

Diff.

£ 28,

9-115698

sin

9-97298()

cos

9-088684

sin

half

sum 18°

halfdift:

r

II

7

half interval 7° SCX

.30'

20
I

27'

14

1

9-534053

sin

3

110 10

sect

cosect -911030

-003296

cos 9-537348
•00329()

9-500342
9-999899

cos

•008103 sect

IV

71

8

V

39

2

III

cos 9-977003

1

14

sin

8-332924

9

35

sin

9-221037

cos 9-993897

cos 9-509fi40

cos 9-890298
Lat.

I liave

18° 27'

sin

49 59

introduced the rule in the above form

9-884195

sin

among

the

young navigators in this Institution and if what I have said
may lie the means of drawing the attention of practical men
to the subject, my object in writing these observations will be
;

attained.

XXVIII. On

the Relation of Acid% and Allcalis to vegetaUe
Colour^ and their Mutatinna. thereby. By John Muriiay,
F.L.S. M.G.S. M. IV.S. S^x. 4r.

To the Edi tarn of the Philosophical Mfigazinc and Journal.

— ^1 o u had the goodness

Gentlemen,
Number of the

July 9,1822.

to insert in a

former

Philosophical Magazine (volume Iviii. p. 273)
a few remarks of mine on the change of vegetable colours by
metallic salts and it is more than a twelvemonth since I have
in my prirlectious pointed out that the mere change of colour
produced by acids and alkalis afforded no certain index of
;

I showed the action of salts of iron, &c. on syof violets, &c. in my experiments at the Surry Institution,
both in my jiublic discussions and to several individuals in the
laboratory of that Institution.
At page 274 of the Philosophical Magazine, vol. Iviii. my

their nature.
T\\\)

language, one would

tliink,

is

emphatic enough.

"

It

seems

evident

1

to vegetable Colours^

and

their

Mutations thereby.

1

7

evident that we have yet to learn the invariable characteristics
of alkalis and acids.
may attempt to cover our ignorance
by a free use of the term anomalij ; but 1 do hold that in the
universe of God there is no such thing as anomaly."
After all this, I do own that ]Mr. Faraday's paper on the
same subject in Mr. Brande's Journal for 1st instant, pp. 315
and 316, surprised me not a little, because I must assimie
egotism, though it may appear, that the very humble imorilif
of requesting the attention of chemists to this important fact is
due to me, as clearly demonstrated by the paper published in
your 58 th volume.
Mr. Faraday, however, is not pleased either to advert to that
paper or my name as connected with the subject, and his paobject has
per concludes in the following language:
not been to trace these changes as Jar as j^ossiblc, but merely
to show their general appearance, and to guard against any
deceptive conclusion with respect to solutions tested by Tur-

We

— "My

meire, and to call attention to the distinguishing characters of
acids and alkalis."
In the present vcrij imperfect state of chemical science we may not be able '" to trace these changes a&
far as -possible ;'' and /had already called attention to the deMr. Faraday has in a former
ceptive conclusions in question.
part of this paper observed, " / find on trial, however, so

possessing this property," namely, what I had
pointed out in the action of subacetate of lead; nitrate and sulphate of copper, &c. " that," continues this ingenious chemist,
" it must either be limited more exactly than has yet been
How
done, or else given up as a distinguishing property,"
" limited more exactly ?" It must be given up entirely.
Mr. Faraday endeavours to account for the change, but the
success of this attempt docs not seem quite so evident ; for in
one part of his memoir he thinks that it is in consequence of
the prolosalts becoming persalts, though he states " submuriate
of zinc," &c. " a})peared alkaline to turmeric paper." Further
on, it is stilted that " the effect is produced princii)a]ly by the
acid present."
How can this be, in the case of subacetate of
leiul?
Does this too become a ;wsfl// ^ But he afterwards
remarks that " the whole substance must act."

many substances

Now

the truth

is,

that all that

was done before

my

exjicri-

ments, consisted in Desfosses showing that boracic &c. acids
reddened turmeric pajjer ; and Mr. F. thinks that South had
found that subacetate of lead reddened turmeric paper. It
may be so, ti^r any thing I know to the contrary; but / liave
never met witli the detail. From all tliis however it was merely
supposable tiiat turmeric, as turmeric, was suscej)tible of this
change by the action of boracic aci<l, &c. But I have ad-

Y

'2

verted

—
1
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verted not only to turmeric, but to other vegetable colours, as
Syrup of Violets, Tincture of Cabbage, Columbine, &c.
In the " Transactions of tlie Royal Society of London,"
Mr. Smithson has ingeniously supposed that the transit from
red to blue, exhibited on the rupture of the leaves of the red
This
cabbage, &c. is owing to the escape of carbonic acid gas.
liowever is most certainly not the case.
I am induced to
ascribe it to the loss of a portion of its latent caloric, for the
following reasons If the vessels be ruptured in a heated atmosphere, the colour contimies red. If the blue infusion be
heated, it becomes red, which is completely fatal to Mr. Smithson's conclusion.
The Tincture of Cabbage will even change
to red in a tube hermetically seeded.
Simply heat blue litmus paper or misized paper tinged with
Tincture of Cabbage, and such will become red ; and the or-iginal blue colour isoill be restored on dipping the paper into
:

diluted alkali.

Let paper stained with Tincture of Cabbage, and subsequently reddened with acetous at id, be exposed to the effects of
radiation in an unclouded nocturnal sky, and the blue colour will
return.
I found that a portion of ice well washed with distilled water,
turned the Tincture of Red Beet to a permanent dark brown.
In fact, I have found that heat, in mimerous cases, has superinduced a change of colour similar to that effected by acids, and
cold similar to those changes connected with alkaline action.
These facts clearly prove that we have been completely wrongin the lines of demarcation we hove drawn around alkalis and
acids in their relations to vegetable colours as characteristic of
and I cannot doubt that a more
their respective features
subtile and refined chemistry, the result of an extended stage
of our beautiful science, will reveal to us many more blots;
blots that the hand of experiment only can deface.
With every res}:>ect I have the honour to be.
Gentlemen,
Your nuich obliged and very obedient humble ser\ant,
;

J.

Murray.

Aug.

2,

1

822.

very seldom read over what I have
written, certainly never take or retain a copy of my conmuinications) I omitted to note, " on the relation of acids and alI believe (for in truth I

of lead turns
the Syrup of Violets greeti, the same change being superinduced, as in the case of subacetate of lead; thei'e is therefore
no necessity lor ringing changes on that solilaiy string.
kalis to vegetable colours," that the superacetafe

—
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It may be interesting to mention, in reference to the siliceous
calculus I have described to you, that the urine of the individual (who voided the fragments of which silica formed a
constituent part) after a repose of nine days had deposited

(spontaneously) a xchite sediment with mucus superimposed, and
much urea beautifully crystalline.
At page 332 of Mr. Children's very excellent translation of
Berzelius on the blowpipe (and which adds to the high claims
Mr, Children, as an accomplished chemist, has on our respect
and gratitude) " siliceous calcuU " are described as leaving
2)er se " an infusible, sometimes scoriaceous ash, which fuses
with a small quantity of soda, slowly and with effervescence,
into a more or less transparent glass globule."
It is respectfully submitted, as a query, whether the following, page 330, be sufficiently explicit to prevent the obtrusion
of error ? " The slight ammoniacal odour which potassa develops with almost all animal substances has nothing to do
with this," viz. that evolved in the case of calculi composed of
urate of ammonia.
I always am, gentlemen.

—

Your obliged and obedient
J.

servant,

Murray.

XXIX.

Ne'uo Demonstrations of the Method iiivented
by
BuDAN, and improved by others, of extracting the Roots of
Eqications.
By Mr. Peter Nicholson*.

Them-em.

= P/-' + Q/-'+ R/-=^ + &c.
andAx" +B/-' + C^'''"V&c = P'/ +QV'-' + R'/-' + &c.
and if x—e=.voxx = v + e, then will the coefficient of the
Aa:*^'+B^"-'-hCa;*'-' + &c

If

term of the second side of the second equation be equal to
the product of the coefficient of the («— l)th term of the second side of the first etjuation, and the given quantity e plus
the coefficient of the n\h. term next following.
ni\\

That

is,

P'=

P, Q'=:

Ve^Q, R'=

Qe-\-\i,

S'= Rt-H-S &c.

Demonstration.

For by hypothesis.

Ax

4-l5.r

+Cx

4-&c.= Pu

+Qy

+ Rv

+&c.

Multii)ly tlie first side of this ecjiialion by x, and the second
side by its ccjiuil v-\-c, and wc have the ecjuation
* Coiuinuiiicutcd by the Aiitlior.

Ax

;

:

m
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Ax + Bx""' + Cx""%&c.=

Now

this is the

second equation of condition

Q'= Ve +

R'= Qf +

P'=
Q,
whence the proposition
P,

Corol.
-i-&c.

1.

is

R, S'= R^

therefore

;

+ S,

and so on

manifest.

— Hence

may

Corol. 2.

tion

+R/'^ +&C.

|Pj;"+Q/"'

easily

~
the whole function P'u" + Q'u
be derived from the given function

— Hence because P' = P, P

must be equal

to

A, as

will

+RV"

in the firs, derived func-

appear by the followhig table:

A=A
+ B = Au H-jB
Aj;"+Bx + C = Au^ + oBt' +2C
A.r^ + B.t'^ + C.r + D = Ai^ + sBt;^+ aCr +3D
A.r

&c.

&c.

Whence by the property shown in the proposition demonof the sestrated, the values of the coefiicients jB, o)i, 3B, &c.
third,
&c.
derived
second,
first,
the
of
respectively
cond term
function, the values „C, gC, &c. of the third term respectively
of the second, third, &c. derived function, and so on, may
easily be obtained from one another, as will appear by the fol-

lowing table

= A^+ B
= Ac+iB
3B = A(^+,B
jB

2B
^

= ,B^+ C
= 2^^ + 2^
&c.

&c.

And

,C

,0

3D

=

X^+D
&c.

&c.

„D = „_,Cf +

„_iD,&c.

generally

„B=Ac+

„-iB,„C=„_,B^+

„_iC,

—

Problem. To transform any rational function of an imknown quantity into another in which the unknown quantity
be greater or less than that in the proj)o.sed function by
a given difference.
To perform this problem, it would only be necessary to attend to the table at the end of the demonstration but to give
greater facility in the execution I shall endeavour to express
the table in words.
rojircsent the c]uantity to be added or taken away
Let

shall

;

('

from the unknown

(juantity in the pro2)oscd function, as in the

proposition.

Place

:
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Place the coefficients and absolute numbers A, B, C, &c. of
the given lunction, with their proper signs, in a line, and in
the same order as they stand in that given function.
Add the product Ae of the first coefficient A, and the
quantity e to the second coefficient B, and write the sum a
under the second coefficient.
Multiply this sum «' by the quantity e, and add the product
to the third coefficient C, and write the sum a" under C, the
third coefficient in a second line.
Pi-oceed in this manner until the remaining coefficients and
the absolute number have been used, so that each respective
sum may fall in a line below that last found under the pre-

ceding coefficient.
To complete the columns under the coefficient of the second
term, add the product of the first coefficient A and the quantity e to the number a' found under the second coefficient, and
write the sum b' under this number in a line with the number a" under the third coefficient.
Proceed with every succeeding quantity in the second column
in the same manner, until as many quantities or numbers have
been found as the exponent of the highest power contains units.
In general, when any two adjacent numbers in the same
line or horizontal row are found, by adding the product of the
first number and the quantity ^to the second number, the sum is
the next number under the second of these two given numbers.
Then, when all the columns are completed, write the coefficient of the first term oi' the given function before the number
at the bottom of the column under the coefficient of second term
of the proposed equation then the lowermost horizontal row
will contain the coefficients of the transformed function.
The form of oj)eration as now directed for the quadratic
:

function

Ax' + Bx + C

as follows:

is

A+

X,

X— r,
So

A

Uiat the function Ajr^

B+ C

{c

4- // 4" «"

+ Bo: + C is transformed to A(.r— eY

+ b\x-c)ta".
'J'he

form of operation for the cubic function A.r*+B.r' +

C +D
jr

is

as follows

A+B+C D
+ «'
+ // + «"
-f-

h+

And

c'

(<--

+ h"+a "'.

thus the cubic function A.r'+ B.r' + C.r +
fonncd lo \{x-i-y-{-i',{x-cy-\-l,"{x—r)-\-a".
And so on lor tlic lii^^'licr powers.

D

is

tnnis-

Ex-

1
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Example. Given the function ^x^+ \5x*-—6x+lS
form it into another m x — S.

to trans-

Operation.

4

6+

+ 15+ 27

15 (3

39+75
4 + 51

+ 1924-240.

Therefore,

4a^+15x--6x = 4(x-3)H51(x-3)- + 192(j:-3) + 240.
Roots of Equations.
the application of this method of transforming algebraic
functions, we may easily discover the initial values of all the
roots of any given equation, by attending to the following pro-

By

by Descartes.
« Every equation (if impossible roots be allowed to make up
the nmnber) exhibits as many changes of signs as it has positive roots, and as many continuations of the same sign as it
perty, first given

has negative roots."
Therefore, if, in diminishing the root of an equation by n of
any denomination of figures, and if the transformed equation
n has the same number of changes of signs as the oriin x
ginal equation in x, but if in diminishing the root of the transformed equation in x—n by unity, a certain number of changes
of sio'ns disappear ; then n will be the initial value of as many
roots of the original equation as the number of changes which
\.
are lost in the last transformation in x-~n
Example. Transform the equation x*— 5x^ 3x- 9.r + 4 =
by dmiinishing its root by unity, the root of the transfonned
equation bv 3, and the second transformed equation by unity.
"
1- 5-1- 3- 9+ 4 (1
X,

—

—

—

+

— 4
- 3-

1

_ 2— 4x-l,

a--4,

x—5,

10
14

1- 1- 6-

+
+
+

—

— 6 (3

2

5+0

+ 15- 14
+ + 39+ 31—4 8(1
+ 12
+ 13 + 51
+ 14 + 64+ 82
1 + 15 + 78 + 146 + 34.
1

8
11

In passing from the equation in x to that in x— 1 three
changes of signs have disappeared therefore between and 1,
there is at least one root, and may be three, and one change
In passuig from the equation in x— 1 to that
of signs remain.
;

in
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—

x—i

4 has stUl the same number of
the equation in i'
changes of signs as that
1, viz. one change ; but in passing from the equation in :r— 4 to that in
5, that change of
signs has disappeared we therefore conclude that one or three
and 1, and
roots of the original equation in x lie between

in

m ^—

x—

;

that another of the roots lies between 4 and 5.
Therefore, if all the three first roots are real, zero will ocunit's place of each of these roots, and the first figure
of the other root is 4.
As an exercise of making a research of the roots in the place
of tenths, the following example is given.
Exaynple 1
Let it be required to find the initial values of
9jr + 4
5a^ + 3xthe three roots of the equation a*
0, which
lie between zero and unity.

cupy the

.

•

—

X,

—

—

1-5+

3-

94-

=

4(0-1

— 49

— 48+251
jr-0'1,

-47+203-8749
1— 46+156-8546+3I251{0-l
—45
-44+111

-43+
x-0-2,

1—42+

— 41

67-8435
24-8368+22811(0-1

—
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therefore the initial figure of another real root is 0*4;.
method of discovering impossible roots is as follows; viz.

peared

;

When any coefficient of an equation becomes zero, and if
the signs of the adjacent coefficients on each side are like, that
equation contains at least two impossible roots.
Another rule which I can demonstrate, is as follows:
When any column of coefficients has a minimum, and if
two changes of signs take place in the transformed equations,
at that minimum the original equation has two impossible roots.
shall find the fourth coefficients of the equations ina'— O'l,
x 0-2, and x 0'3 to be respectively
8'368, and
8-546,
8*4'4'2, which show a minimum and consequently two impos-

We
—
—

—

—

—

sible roots.

Extraction of the Roots of Equations.
If w^e find the initial figure or figures of a root, we may extract the root of the original equation in x by extracting the
root of the transformed equation, thus
Divide the absolute
:

number, annexing a cipher, by the coefficient of the single
power, and the first figure of the quotient is the next figure of
the root of the original equation to the
already found.

Proceed
until as

in this

many

—

initial figure

manner from one denohiination

figures are found as

may be thought

or figures

to another,

necessary.

—

Example. Find that root of the equation jr* 5x^-\-3x*
9x + 4 =
of which the initial figure has been found to be
0*4, the

corresponding transformed equation being

(jc_4)t_34(j;_4)^_204(jr— 4)'^ — 874<4.(a'— 4)4-5856 = 0.

Now by dividing 58560 by 8744 we obtain '6; and here
the whole are regarded as if they had been integers and therefore the next figure tenths.
Opei'ation.

1_34

— 334
— 3S8
—322

— 316

-204

-8744

+5856 (-658

—22404
—24372
—26304

-8878424
-9024656

+ 5289456

-2646175
-2661925
—2677650

-9051196500

-3155

— 3150
— 3145
— 3140

— 9037886875
+ 7705125625

-31392

— 31384—268016136
—3 376— 268267208 - 9053340629088
1

-31368—268518216-9055486766752+4624531217296.

When

the entire and correct root of the original equation in ^,
as far as the number of figures go, is x=-4658.

;

C
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XXX. On the ElecU'ical Phcenomena
Sir

Humphry Davy,

By

exhibited in Vacuo.

Bart. P.B.S.*

X HE

production of heat and light by electrical discharges
in which chemical attractions are produced, destroyed, or modified by changes in the electrical states of bodies;
and the late impoitant discovery of the connexion of magnetism
with electricity, have opened an extensive field of inquiry in
physical science, and have rendered investigations concerning
the nature of electricity and the laws by which it is governed,

the

manner

and the properties
interesting than at

it communicates to bodies, much more
any former period of the history of philo-

that

sophy.
Is electricity a subtile elastic fluid? or are electrical effects
merely the exhibition of the attractive powers of the particles
of bodies? Are heat and light elements of electricity, or merely

the effects of its action ? Is magnetism identical with electricity,
or an independent agent, put into motion or activity by electriQueries of this kind might be considerably multiplied,
city ?
and stated in more precise and various forms the solution of
them, it must be allowed, is of the highest importance ; and
though some persons have undertaken to answer them in the
most positive manner, yet there are, I beheve, few sagacious
reasoners, who think that our present data are sufficient to
enable us to decide on such very abstruse and difficult parts

—

:

of corpuscular philosophy.
It appeared to me an object of considerable moment, and
one intimately connected with all these queries, t/ie relatio7is
of electricity to space, as nearly void of matter as it can be
made on the surface of the earth ; and, in consequence, I undertook some experiments on the subject.
It is well known to the Fellows of this Society who have

considered the subject of electricity, that Mr. Walsh believed
that the electrical light was not producible in a perfect torricellian vacuum ; and that Mr. Morgan drew the same inference
from his researches and likewise concluded that such a vacuum prevented the charging of coated glass. Now it is well
;

known, that

—

most perlect vacuum that can be made in
tube, vapour of mercury, though of extremely

in the

the torricellian
small density, exists; I could not help, therefore, entertaining
a doubt as to the ))erfect accuracy of these results, and I resolved not only to examine them experimentally, but likewise,
by using a comparatively fixed met;d in fusion lor makinjr the
vacuum, to exclude, as far as was possible, the presence ot any
volatile niatter.

*

From

tlic

Transactions of the Philonophical Society for 1822, Part
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employed was extremely simple,

(see

the figure,) and consisted of a curved
glass tube with one leg closed and
longer than the other, in this closed
leg a wire of platinum was hermetically cemented, for the purpose of
transmitting the electricity: or to ascertain the power of the vacuum to
receive a charge, it was coated with
foil of tin oi platinum.
The o})en
end, when the closed leg had been
filled with mercury or any other
metal, was exhausted either by being
placed under the receiver, or connected with the stop-cock of
an excellent air-pump and in some cases, to ensure greater
accuracy, the exhaustion was made after the tube and apparatus had been filled with hydrogene*.
;

Operating in

this

way,

was easy

it

either of a large or small size

;

to procure a

vacuum

for the rarefied air or gas could

be made to balance a column of fluid metal of any length, from
20 inches to the 20th of an inch, and by using only a small
quantity of metal, it could be more easily purged of air.
I shall first mention the results I obtained with quicksilver.
I found that by using recently distilled quicksilver in the tubes,

and boilnig it in vacuo six or seven times fi'om the top to the
bottom, and from the bottom to the top, making it vibrate repeatedly by striking it with a small piece of wood, a column
was obtained in the tube free from the smallest particle of air
but a phsenomenon occurred, in discovering the cause of which
I had a great deal of trouble.
When I used a sliort tube of
;

four or five inches long only, I found, that after continued
boiling and much agitation of the mercury, though there was
no appearance of eia-tic matter, when the mercury adhered
strongly in the upper part of the tube, yet that, after electrization, or even on suffering the mercury to pass slowly back into
the closed part, a minute globular space sometimes appeared

thought at

that this was air, which, though so highly
must have been by the exhaustion, adhered to
the mercury and I endeavoured by long boiling the mercury
in an exhausted double syphon, and making the vacimm in
one of the curves, to prevent entirely the presence of air but
the phaenomenon always occurred when there was no strong
adhesion of the mercury to the glass.
This, and another circumstance, namely, that when the leg in which the torricellian
vacuum was made was 1 5 or 16 inches long, the phaenomenon
I

rarefied as

first

it
;

:

* The figure

will best explain the

form of the npparatiis.

was

;
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was very rarely perceptible, and always disappeared when the
tube was inverted, and the mercury made to strike the top
with some force, led me to conclude that the minute space was
really filled with the vapour of mercury the attraction of the
particles of the fluid mercuiy for each other preventing their
actual contact with the glass, except when this contact was
forcibly made by mechanical means and I soon proved that
this was the case
for by causing the mercury, when its column was short, to descend into the more perfect from the less
perfect vacuum, with more or less velocity, I could make the
space more or less, or cause its disappearance altogether, in
which last case the cohesion between the mercury and the glass
was always extremely strong.
I found that in all cases when the mercurial vacuum was
perfect, it was permeable to electricity, and was rendered luminous by either the common spark, or the shock from a Leyden jar, and the coated glass surrounding it became charged
but the degree of intensity of these phaenomena depended upon
the temperature when the tube was very hot, the electric light
appeared in the vapour of a bright green colour, and of great
;

;

:

:

density

;

as the temperature diminished,

and when
renheit,

it

it

lost its vividness

was artificially cooled to 20° below zero of Fahwas so faint as to require considerable darkness to

it

be perceptible.
The charge likewise communicated to the tm or platinum
foil was higher the higher the temperature
which, like the
other phaenomenon, must depend upon the different density of
the vajiour of mercury
and at 0° Fahrenheit it was very
;

;

feeble indeed.

A very beautiful phaenomenon occurred in boiling the mercury in the exhausted tube, which showed the great brilliancy
of the electrical light in pure dense vapour of mercury.
In
the formation and condensation of the globules of mercurial
vapour, the electricity produced by the friction of the mercm-y
against the glass, was discharged through the va2;)our with
sparks so bright as to be visible in day light.
In all cases when the iniiuitest quantity of rare air was introduced into the mercurial vacuum, the colour of the light
produced by the passage of the electricity changed from green
to sea green
and, by increasing the quantity, to blue and
purple
and when the temperature was low, the vacuum became a nuich better conductor.
I tried to get rid of a portion of the mercurial vapour, by
using a diHicullty fusible iunalgam of mercury and tin, which
was made to crystulli/.c by cooling in the tube; but the results
were precisely the same as when pure mcrcuj-y was used.
;

;

J

(ried

;
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I tried to make a vacuum above the fusible alloy of bismuth
but I found it so liable to oxidate and dirt the tube, that I soon
renounced further attempts of this kind.
On a vacuum above fused tin I made a nmnber of experitin, and fusing
them in a tube made void after being filled vv^ith hydrogen,
and by long continued heat and agitation, I had a column of
fused tin which appeared entirely free from gas: yet the vacuum made above this, exhibited the same phaenomena as the
mercurial vacuum.
At temperatures below 0°, the light was
yellow, and of the palest phosphorescent kind, requiring almost
absolute darkness to be perceived and it was not perceptibly
increased by heat.
I made two experiments on electrical and magnetic repulsions and attractions in the mercurial vacuum, by attaching to

ments ; and by using freshly cut pieces of grain

;

the platinum wire two fine wires in one case of platinum, in
the other of steel, terminated by minute spherules of the same
metals; I found that they repelled each other when the wire
was electrified in the most perfect mercurial vacuum, as they
would have done in usual cases ; and the steel globules were
as obedient to the magnet as in the airj which last result it
was easy to anticipate.
In some of the first of these experiments, I used a wire for
connecting the metal with the stop-cock ; but latterly, the rarefied air or gas was the only chain of communication
and this
circumstance enabled me to ascertain that the feebleness of the
light in the more perfect vacuum was not OAving merely to a
smaller quantity of electricity passing through it ; for the same
discharge whicli produced a faint green liglit in the upper part
of the tube, pi'oduced a bright purple light in the lower part,
and a strong spark in the atmosphere.
The boiling point of pure olive oil is not much below that
of mercury ; and the butter or chloride of antimony (antimonane) boils at about .^88^ lahrenheit.
I tried both these substances in the vacuum, and found, as might be expected, that
the light produced by the electricity passing through the vapour of the clilor-de was much more brilliant than that produced by it in passing through the vapour of the oil ; and in
tlie last it was more brilliant than in the vapour of mercury at
common temperatures; the lights were of different colours,
being of a pure white in the vapour of tlie chloride, and of a
red, inclined to purple, in that of the oil ; and in both cases
permanent elastic fluid was produced by its transmission.
The law of the diminution of the density of vapours by diminution of temperature, has not been accurately ascertained;
but I have no doubt, fi'om the experiments of Mr. Dalton,
:

and
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I have made myself, that it is represented by a geometrical progression; the decrements of temperature being
in arithmetical progression; and
three pure fluids that I
operated upon*, the ratio seemed nearly uniform for the same
immber of degrees below the boiling point; and (taking intervals of 20 degrees of temperature) "SeQ^ 1 6.
Upon this datum,
and considering the boiling points of mercury to be 600", that
of oil 54-0^ that of the chloride of antimony 340 ', and that of
tin 5000°, all above 52^^, and the elastic force of vapour of water
at this temperature to be equal to raise by its pressure about
•45 parts of an inch of mercury
the relative strengths of va-

and some

m

;

mercury 000015615, for oil 0016819, for
chloride of antimony 01692, and for tin 37015, preceded by
48 zeros f.
It is not known whether the vapour fi-om solids follows a
similar law of progression as that from fluids, and these numbers are only given to show how minute the quantity of matter must be in vapours where its effects are distinct upon electrical phenomena; and how much more minute it must be in
the case of mercury artificially cooled and almost beyond
imagination so in vapours from substances requiring very elepour

will be,

for

;

vated temperatures tor their ebullition.
I made some comparative experiments to ascertain whether
below the freezing point of water, the diminution of the temperature of the torriceUian vacuum diminished its power of
transmitting electricity, or of being rendered luminous by it.
To about 20° this appeared to be the case but between 20"
above and 20" below zero, the lowest temperature I could
produce by pounded ice and muriate of lime, it seemed stationary ; and as well as I could determine, the electrical phaenoraena were nearly of the same intensity as those produced
in the vacuum above tin.
Unless the electrical machine was very active, no light was
visible during the transmission of the electricity; but that this
transmission took place, was evident from the luminous ajvpearance of the rarefied air in the other parts of the syphon,
and from the diminution of the repulsion of the ball of the
tiuadrant electrometer attached to the prime conductor. When
trie machine was in great activity, there was a pale phosphorescent light above, and a spark on the mercury below, and
;

common vacuum. A Leyden jar v:caJdif
charged could not be made to transmit its electricity by explosion through the cooled torriceUian vacimm, but this electricity was slowly dissipated through it; and when strongly

brilliant light in the

* Water, chloride of
•(•

I

am

|)hos|)horus, and iilcoliol or carburet of sii1],hiir.
obliged to Charles Bubbage, Esq. F.R.S. tor these calculations.

charged,

:
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charged, the spark passed through nearly as much space as
At all
in common air, and with a hght visible in the shade.
temperatures below 200", the mercurial vacuum was a much
worse conductor than highly rarefied air: and when the
tube containing it was included in the exhausted receiver, its
temperature being about 50", the spark passed through a distance six times greater in the Boylean than in the mercurial

vacuum.
It is evident from these general results that the light (and
probably the heat) generated in electrical discharges depends
priiicipallij on some properties or substances belonging to the
ponderable matter through which it passes; but they prove
likewise that space, where there is no appreciable quantity of
this matter, is capable of exhibiting electrical phsenomena;
and, under this point of view, they are favourable to the idea
of the phaenomena of electricity being produced by a highly
subtile fluid or fluids, of which the particles are repulsive,
with respect to each other, and attractive of the particles of
other matter.
On such an abstruse question, however, there
can be no demonstrative evidence. It may be assimied, as in
tlie hypothesis of Hooke, Huygens, and Euler, that an ethereal
matter, susceptible of electrical aflPections, fills all space; or

positive and negative electrical states may increase
the force of vapour from the substances in which they exist;
and there is a fact in favour of this last idea which I have often
witnessed when the Voltaic discharge is made in the Boylean
vacuum, either from platinum or charcoal, in contact with
mercury, the discharging surfaces require to be brought very
near in the first instance; but the electricity may be afterwards made to pass to considerable distances through the vapour generated from the mercury or charcoal by its agency;
and when two surfaces of highly fixed metal, such as platinum
or iron, are used, the discharge will pass only through a very
small distance, and cannot be permanently kept up.
The circumstance, that the intensity of the electrical light
in the mercurial vacuum diminishes as it is cooled to a certain
point, when the v.ipour must be of almost infinitely small density, and is then stationary, seems strongly opposed to the idea,
that it is owing to any permanent vapour emitted constantly
by the mercury. The results with tin must be regarded as
more equivocal ; because as this substance cannot be boiled
in vacuo, it may be always suspected to have emitted a small
quantity of the rare air or gas to which it has been exposed
yet, supposing this circumstance, such gas must be at least as
highly expanded as the vapour from cooled mercury, and can
hardly be supposed capable of affording the dense light, wliich

that the

—

the

On

the Electrical Phceti07nena exhibited in Vacuo,
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the passage of the electricity of the charged Leyden phial
through the vacuum produces.
When the intense heat produced by electricity is considered,
and the strong attractive powers of differently electrified surfaces, and the rapidity of the changes of state, it does not seem
at all improbable, that the superficial particles of bodies, which,

when detached by

the repulsive power of heat, form vapour,

may be likewise detached by electrical pov»ers, and that they
may produce luminous appearances in a vacuum, fiee from all
other matter by the annihilation of their opposite electrical
states.

In common cases of electrical action, the quantity of the heat
generated by the anniliilation of the different electrical states
depends, as I stated in my last communication to the Society,
upon the nature of the matter on which it acts; and in cases
when electrical sparks are taken in fluids, vapour or gas is always generated and in elastic fluids, the intensity of the light
The luminous apis always greater, the denser the medium.
pearances therefore, it is evident from all the statements, must
be considered as secondary ; whilst the uniform exertions of
;

and repulsions, under all circumstances,
and dense media and hi vacuo, and with respect to
fluids, and gases, point them out (whether they be sj>e-

electrical attractions

in rare
solids,

cific affections

of a subtile imponderable fluid, or peculiar pro-

perties of matter) as

primary and invariable

mena.
I have mentioned

in the last

electrical plijieno-

page the suspicion, that melted
this paper by stating the
grounds of this suspicion, and noticing a circumstance which
appears to be of considerable importance, both in relation to
the construction of barometers and thermometers, and to the
Recently distilled mercury that
anal3'sis of gaseous bodies.
has been afterwards boiled and cooleil in the atmosphere, and
which presents a perfectly smooth surface in a barometer tube,
emits air when strongly heated in vacuo, and that in quantities
sufficient to cover the whole interior of the tube with globules;
and on keeping the stop-cock of one of the tubes used in the
experiments on the mercurial vacuum open for some hours, it
was found that the lower stratum of mercury had imbibed air,
for when heated in vacuo, it emitted it distinctly from a space
of a (jiiarter of an indi of the column: smaller (|uantities were
disengaged from the next part of the cohnun and its proThere is
duction ceased at about an inch high in the lnl)e.

tin

may

contain

air.

I sliall

conclude

;

great reason to believe,

same

tiiat this

air exists in

invisible state as in water, that

is,

jnercury in the

distributed through

its

pores; and the fact shows ihe necessity ol long boiling the
Aa
jucrciuv
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mercury

in

junior's Reply.

barometer and thermometer tubes, and the pro-

priety of exposing as small a surftice of the mercury as possible
to the air.
It may explain, likewise, the difference of the

heights of the mercury in different barometers and seems to
indicate the propriety of reboiling the mercury in these instruments after a certain lapse of time.
;

Explanatioi of the Figure.
B.

The
The

E.

A

A.

tube, of the usual diameter.

wire for communicating electricity.
small cyUnder of metallic foil, to place as a cap on
tubes not having the wire h, to make a coated surface.
c. The surface of the quicksilver, or fused tin.
D. The part of the tube to be exhausted by the stop-cock
F, after being filled by means of the same stop-cock, when
necessary, with hydrogen.
G. The moveable tube connected with the air-pump.
It is evident, that by introducing more mercury, the leg d
may be filled with mercury, and the stop-cock closed upon it,
so as to leave only a torricellian vacuum in the tube, in which
the mercury may be boiled. I have found that the experiment
tried in this way, offers no difference of result.

XXXI. On

Mr. John Moore

Junior's " Reply."

To theEditors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

—

X repeat that I see no necessity whatever for
on the part of Mr. John Moore junior that which
I had already done.
The jmblic have nothing to do with
private intromissions.
It was priority of publication which
secured for Sir H. Dayy the imperishable honom's attached to
his beautiful invention.
It is this which is the standard of
appeal in science and art.
I have given my reasons for rejecting the cumbrous and
troublesome modification obtruded. These reasons remain
Gentlemen,

7-epublishing

inviolate.

The " Reply " is a mere tissue of questions : fo urteen marks
of interrogation are interspersed
A very convenient mode of
" reply," it must needs be confessed. For instance, I am
!

How is it that the individual becomes reanimated?"
This is introduced as a species of climax to a most disi?igc~
nuous (I shall not term it wilful or malignant) perversion of
my language. Mr. Moore junior says, " Mr. Murray has
" Whereas
stated that the air undergoes no change whatever
my words are, " the air undergoes no change whatever nnlil
asked, "

!

natural respiration returns.'"

!

There

Singular payiial Failure of Turnips.
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not a word more that calls for notice; the i-ebeing awkwardly apologetic,
rather than any thing else.
I have the honour to be, gentlemen,
\ our much obliged and very obedient humble servant,
Tliere

is

ixiainder of these interrogatories

August

2, I82;2.

XXXII. On

J.

the

ofTurnijis.

Murray.

Cause of a singular partial Failure in a Crop
By Mr. Samuel Taylor, of Bungay.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine andjournal.

— As

Gentlemen,
I find you do not exclude from your
pages any information, however humble, on subjects connected with the study and practice of agriculture, allow me to
lay before you a singular instance of partial failure in a field
ot turnips, which has recently come under my observation.
This field is in the hands of ray friend and neighbour Mr, Stamford, of Ditchingham, near this place.
It may be necessary
here to remark, that it is usual, in working our fallows intended for turnips, to cross-plough the land twice, in order to
get the field perfectly level previous to stetching or ridging it
up for the ensuing crop. Now the ridges or stetches of this
field run north and south ; but the failure in the turnip crop

above mentioned extends

and consequently

The

across,

following sketch

scription can convey of
pearance of the field.

may

my

give a clearer idea than mere demeaning, and of the present ap-

Ploughed beginnuig of
May good liealthy plants.

N

a

:

I

Left unploughed from middle of May to beginning
of June
a total failure
of plant.
:

\

not lengthways of the ridges,

in the direction of the isoarting.

b

W

c

;

JSS

Snignlar partial Faiho-e of Tuniipa.

whilst those on each side of tliem
inquiry into the mode of culture will,perhaps, explain what at first siglit appears rather mysterious.
It seems tliat the field was vcartcd or cross-ploughed for the
first time about the middle of April
the wheat stubble havingbeen first turned in, as we call it, /. e. ploughed, before winter.
across the field al o

have

totally failed ?

and

l>,

An

;

It was again ivcnicd the beginning of May.
The whole field
was stetched up for sowing about the beginning of June (being
the fourth earth it had received); but in consequence of the
long drought, it was not sown till the 12th of July.
The seed
(Swedish) was put on broadcast in one day.
The plants came
to the hoe in about a month after
but for some time previous
to hoeing, a partial deficiencj^ of plant was noticed.
Mr. S.
was for a while at a loss to account for so singular and regidar
a failure, mitit reminded by his men of a circumstance which
had escaped his recollection.
The })art of the field No. 1
lies lower, and is consec[uently more liable to injury from wet,
than the upper part, No. 2.
Having therefore finished crossploughing No. 1, he, knowing from the dryness of the soil
that No. 2 could be ploughed at any time, took off his men
and horses to some other work of more immediate importance
so that the whole of No. 2, except a few furro-dcs 'which had
been ploughed (marked a and b\ lay for above a fortnight un;

Tlie deficiency of plant

tilled.

is

therefore clearly attributable
whole of the I'emainder of

to this circumstance, because the

the field, including the strips a and b, produced good healthy
plants but then occurs the question,
could this suspension of operations for two or three weeks occasion such extraordinary effects ?
The answer appears to be this
The
ground not being stirred during this interval, a multitude of
:

How

:

grubs and wirevvorms were thereby suffered to hatch, which
the plough would otherwise have destroyed ; and these have
doubtless eaten the plants.
This idea appeal's to derive confirmation fiom the number of rooks which have ever since
continued to alight on the bare spots: on removing the surface
earth of which, both grubs and wireworms are still found ju^t
buried beneath th^i mould.
Perhaps some of your readers better versed in these matters than I am, can give a more satisfactory solution of the
above jjhaenomenon. I merely state the facts, and endeavour
to put the most reasonable interpretation on them in my power.
If I am right, it would follow tliat it is not good to allow too
long an interval between the spring ploughings but I should
be glad to know the opinion of entomologists on diis subject.
In the mean time, I remain, gentlemen,
Your most obedient humble servant,
;

Bungay, Suftblk, Aug. 20, \Wli.

SamlEL TAYLOa.

^^^

t

XXXIII. On

1

the Stars forming the Pleiades*.

1 H E following catalogue contains a list of the 64 stars forming the Pleiades given by M. Jeanrat in tlie Memoires de VAcadcmie des Sciences for 1779; and brought up to January 1, 1822,
in the manner hereafter mentioned.
The importance of this
singular cluster of stars, at the present time, has induced me
to give a separate list of them.
For, it is well known that the
moon is now in such a position, v>'ith respect to her nodes, as
to pass over the Pleiades every lunation in the present and several followmg years
thereby affording a favorable opportunity not only for such observations, but more particularly
for illustrating the theoiy of Cagnoli, with respect to his mode
of determining the figure of the earth, by means of occultations
of the fixed stars by the moonf.
The passage of the moon
across the Pleiades has indeed at all times attracted the attention of astronomers
as may be seen by the numerous observations recorded in the transactions of all the scientific societies, whenever the circumstance has taken place.
In 1653
Kepler gave a chart of the Pleiades, in the sup]:)lement to his
Treatise on Optics: it consisted of 6 principal stars, and
26 smaller ones. In the Mem, de I'Acad. des Sciences there are
four charts by different authors: one by La Hire in 1693;
another by Cassini and Maraldi in 1 708 and another by
Outhier in 1770: but the most comprehensive one is that by
Jeaurat, as above mentioned, accompanied by a list of their
positions.
This list, howevei', bears several inaccuracies on
the face of it (v.hich indeed may be readily detected on a
close inspection of the original paper) and moreover the positions, when laid down on the chart, do not correspond exactly
with the present relative positions in the heavens.
One remarkable error pervades the whole of the original list. The
right ascensions in time exceed (by l" in time) the right ascensions in arc. In forming the present table, however, I have
depended princi})ally ujion his Hst of dijfirenccs in ^'li and
of the several stars from AleipneX: and the position of this
star (for the connnencement of the present year) I have dctluced from Mr. Pond's catalogue of 400 stars.
The mode,
by which M. .leaurat i()rnied his catalogue, was this: lie determined the position of nine of the brightest stars, by means
:

;

;

:

D

* From " Astronomical Tables and Remarks for the year 1822, by Francis
Daily, Fstj." a work printcil for private circulation only.
\ Seir my translation of his Memoir on this subject.
j This, it is evident, is not strictly correct, since the precession of the
jcveral star* will dilfur.

where the

lint,

it

will

be

siifliciently so in

original observations are suJ)jcct to so

much

the present case,

uncertaintv.

of

—
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of the mural circle at the observatory (placed there by La Hire
in 1682); t/iose being all he could distinguish with the telescope
attached to that instriime?it* : and from the positions of these,
thus determined, he deduced, with a telescope of 32 inches
focus, the positions of the

remaining

Under

fifty-five.

these

circumstances it cannot be expected that the positions are
given with that degree of accuracy which distinguishes more
modern observations: nevertheless they are more accurate
And as no observathan those of any of his predecessors.
tions on this remarkable cluster of stars have been made since
his time (or if made, have not been recorded) I present them
as the best that I can procure under the hope that some of
our present observers will turn their attention to this subject,
and favour die world with a more correct and comprehensive
With a view to assist the observer, and to enable
catalogue.
him to identify the several stars here alluded to, I have caused
a chart to be engraved, with their several positions laid do^vn,
I have not in the chart paid any
as given in the table f.
attention to M. Jeaurat's magnitudes, as they are evidently
erroneous but have adopted a scale more corresponding with
Those given by M. Jeaurat, in the
their present appearance.
table, are in most cases much too great: and it is singular
that so considerable an error in their comjmrative brightness
should have arisen, when most of the stars must have been in
Morethe field of the telescope at one and the same moment.
over, the magnitudes, represented on his chart, do not at all
correspond with those mentioned in the catalogue. I ought
also to notice his singular suspicion that Pleione has a proper
motion, from east to west, round Alcyone, at the rate of one
Above two- thirds of that period has
degree in 100 years
elapsed since the observations of Bradley ; and Pleione still
;

:

!

retains

its

!

!

relative position J.

In the column of sj^nonyms, those numbers, to which the

P

letter

is

The

affixed, refer to Piazzi's catalogue.

denotes Mayer's.

The

letter

M

other numbers are Flamsteed's.

* And yet No. 9 (a ftar of the 8th magnitude) was one of these although
there are several others of the 4th and 5th magnitude recorded in the
:

list

!

!

!

f This

chart,

Mr. Baily has kindly permitted us

Number of this Journal. Edit.
X The presumed proper motion

of

many

to print, for the present

other stars would

(I

conceive)

if

Good obsei-vations compared
nicely examined, vanish in a similar manner.
with bad ones, or even with good ones improperly or imequally reduced,
are very inadequate tests of the proper motion of a star and I fear the
:

Many

however, have unquestionably a motion, the principles of which cannot be explained and this, by
general consent, is called a proper motion. I do not object to the term, so
long as a correct idea is affixed to it.

major part are

in this situation.

stars,

:

Mean

Meati Places

(
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Dr. Apjohn's " Additional Remarh,"

m

The Annals of Philosophy yo/John Hekapath, Esq.

September 1822.

8)C.

By

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Deau

— Jan the Annals

London, Cranford, Sept.

5,

1823.

gave a formula for
determining the specific gravity of aqueous vapours in contact
The method of my finding this theorem,
with their fluids.
and the principles I employed, appeared to me so obvious and
simple, that I could scarcely believe the formula itself could be
new: and certainly did not imagine that my reasoning required
extended illustration. Dr. Apjohn having however, in the
present month's Annals, called the accuracy of the theorem
question, I perceive I must have miscalculated the obviousness
of the principles, and therefore beg to trouble you with a demonstration of them.
Let us conceive a quantity of vapour having a specific gravity S to be confined at its proper tension t in some vessel
over its fluid at the Fahrenheit temperature F.
Let us now
conceive this vapour and its fluid to be gradually and equally
cooled to some other temperature F', conceiving at the same
time, what is unquestionably admissible though perhaps not
practically possible, that the vessel confining the vapour also
gradually changes its capacity, so as always to preserve to the
vapour an elasticity just equal to the tension it ought to have
corresponding with its temperature and let the ultimate tension be t' and specific gravity S'.
Then because by the commonly received principles water neither evaporates nor absorbs any of its superincumbent vapours, v/hiist the elasticity
of the vapour equals the tension of the temperature, it follows
that the vapour at F' is, the same, and of the same weight as
the vapour at F that is, the mere contact of the water has
produced no effect on the vajiour beyond simple connnunication of temperature.
But equal changes of temperature being
similarly and under similar circumstances communicated, nm.st,
as tar as I can perceive, have the same efftcts from whatever
bodies tlie communication comes.
The change therefore
wiiich hji-s been made in the volume, and consecjuently in tlie
specific gravity of the vapour in contact with its fluid, by the
diminution of temperature, is just equivalent to that which
would have been effected by an equal dimiimtion, if the vapour
had not been connected with its fluid. But when vapours are
not coimectcd with their fhiids, our i)hilosophers tell us that
their changes are, ctrtcris paribus, the same as those of the
Vol. GO. No. 293. Sept. 1822.
Bb
gases.
Sirs,

for

June

I

m

;

;
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This established, the truth of

gases.
S.

in repli) to

.

——

rrr,

,

which

I

expression

tlie

S^=

have eiven, easily follows from what

Dr. Apjohn has himself admitted for, it being allowed to be
true ui gases, it must, from what I have shown, be equally true
;

in vapours over their fluids.

In other ways the proof of this theorem might be easily dehope what I have said will be sufficient to convince Dr. A. that the absurdity of making one constant vary
as another constant, entered into no part of my communica-

rived, but I

tion.

Many philosophers appear to have confused themselves by
not attending to the manner in which the elasticity of vapours
in juxtaposition with their fluids increases and hence they
have drawn an unwarrantable line of distinction between vapours and gases. They imagine that the rapid increase of
elasticity in vapours, is to be attributed to the increased action
alone, which they conceive the heat gives to the vaporous particles ; whereas, if they had onty considered that the specific
gravity increases with the elasticity, they would have seen that
it is not merely to the augmented action due to the heat, but
to this, and the uicreased nimiber of the vaporous particles
conjointly, that the great rise of elasticity is owing.
By the
latter part of his pajier Dr. Apjohn seems to have yielded to
the same erroneous ideas, and has by this means near the end
of his communication involved himself in an error a little toa
obvious, but which I willingly omit to notice out of respect to
the candour he has displayed.
The same feeling induces me
to pass over one or two other thmgs in his paper, which appear to me open to comment.
Though I have not the shade of a doubt concerning the
truth of the formula in Cjuestion, yet I perfectly agree with
Dr. Apjohn that experimental proof is desirable and hence
I should be happy to see such an object effected.
But in
making these experiments I conceive something of attention,
beyond what is needful to secure experimental accuracy, is
necessary.
For instance, if we set out li'om Gay Lussac's
determination of the specific gravity at 212% which Dr. A.
seems inclined to recommend, we should be satisfied whether
tliis specific gravity was determined from the pressure due to
the tension of vapour at 212% or from the pressure due to
ebullition at 212*^; for these pressui-es are not equal, as philosophers have commonly imaguied, but sensibly different, as I
have shown pages 441 and 442, Annals ibr December 1821,
and page 27 Annals for January 1822; the former being about
tlie l-7th of an inch greater than the latter. Again, it should
be
;

;

:

on the Specific Gravity of aqueous Vapours.

be observed

that the formula I have given
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would bring out

conformable to the indications of an air thermometer.
of little importance in temperatures beneath 212°; but
iia very high ranges, in which at least one experiment ought
to be made, it would be of vital consequence.

results

This

is

I

am, dear

sirs,

Your obedient humble servant,
J. Herapath.

XXXV. On simultaneous Thunder-Stoi-ms.

Bi/Dr.T. Forster.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine andjourmal.
Hartwell, Sept. 3, 1822.

— J1 have

already stated my opinion that the
foiunation of thunder-storms, and other electrical phaenomena,
frequently took place simultaneously in very distant parts of
the atmosphere.
I have lately had an opportunity of confirming this opinion, and of witnessing several of the most violent instances of storms which have ever been recorded in the
memory of the inhabitants of those districts where they occurred and of comparing them with sunilar phaenomena in
distant parts of Europe.
On Monday evening, July tlie 29th, while ti'avelling fix)ni
Gex to Nyon, on the Lake of Geneva, we were overtaken by
one of the most violent storms I ever remember to have seen
it formed very rapidly, for at half-past four o'clock tlie atmosphere was clear.
I observed however that on descending
Mount Jura, the Alps (which form a beautiful back-ground to
the view of the lake below) were intersected with clouds the
cirroslratus seemed to unite the summits of the range of
mountains by forming long lines of cloud stretched across
from one hill to another, while the more elevated gi'ound of
Mont Blanc was involved in cumidostratus. The air very suddenly became totiilly obscure, and before 5 o'clock a violent
shower of rain and hail came down in torrents, accompanied
by thunder and lightning: it cleared ofi" very suddenly, but as
tjuickly returned again
and for the space of nearly an hour
there was scarcely an interval of two minutes between the most
vivid flashes of lightning.
I distinctly noticed the two sorts
nu'nlioned by M. Van Mons; namely, the fidguntf ion followed
quickly by a short and loud clap; and ihc f/diiiitialion followed at a longer interval by rolling thunder,
llic fulguralion or foiki'd liglilning darted into the lake; from several di.""lant j)ortions of cloud at once, and was al times of a bright
IJ b 2
blue

Gentlemen,

;

:

;
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8 o'clock the storm subsided
on the following day, July 30th, after a bright morning, a still more
violent storm occurred very suddenly in the neighbourhood of
Lausanne its formation was prodigiously rapid, so that in five
minutes after bright sunshine, a torrent of rain and hail fell,
which desolated many of the vineyards, and the thunder and
lightning scarcely ceased diu'ing the space of several following
hours.
In travelling from Lausanne to Vevai, we were forced
to alight from the carriage and take refuge in a house by the
road side. At Belle Aiio near Vevai, the residence of M. Bart.
Huber, the hail is said to have descended in stones above an
inch in diameter, and to have been so destructive that scarcely
one entire bunch of grapes remained on the vines after it was
over. I heard of a few persons being killed and part of a house
destroyed in the neighbourhood.
As I travelled home along
the Rhine, by way of Bale and Strasbourg, into Llolland, I
found, by making inquiries, that contemporaneous storms of
similar violence had been witnessed throughout a most extensive tract of country, both in France and Germany.
At the
Hague three men were killed, and a fourth was killed while
travelling on the road towards Haerlem.
At Dunkirk the
lofty tower of the church was struck, and the sentinel placed
at the top was attacked by the lightning and rendered senseless for some time, though he eventually recovered.
I heard
also of several flocks of sheep and other cattle being destroyed
by the electric fluid. At Bridgenorth in England, on Sunday
the 28th of July (being the day previous to the great storm at
Nyon), the lightning did considerable mischief killed one
person, and a great many sheep and I have received several
similar accounts from other parts
thus proving not only a
disposition in the air to produce thunder-storms at very distant
places, but proving also that they occurred in distant places
with the same violent and mischievous character.
I shall be obliged by any accounts of the said storms made
by yc-ur correspondents in different places, and of the state of
the instrumentsc-f meteorology at the time, and communicated
throcgh your Journal and I have the honour to remain

blue colonr.

:

:

—

;

;

—

:

Your most obedient
T. FonsTER.
P. S. The thermometer at Lausanne on the 30th of July
stood at Si of Fahrenheit at noon.
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respecting Astronomical Observatories.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Jotirnal.

Gentlemen,

—xxmong

the numberless advantages we derive
works on science and the arts,
may be reckoned, as most important, not only the early communication of new and useful discoveries, exciting a praise-

fi'om well-conducted periodical

worthy spirit of philosophical inquiry, but likewise the lacility
with which we gain a pretty correct insight into the merits of
diiferent authors, their works and peculiar systems.
Misrepresentations indeed may sometimes be permitted for a time ; yet
the opportunity and the inclination to do justice are seldom
vranting, and the reign of error and falsehood is of short duration.
little opposition of opinion and amicable contention
always contribute ultimately to the advancement of truth.
Jihould an author, in the course of a long work, neglect to
fulfill his early promises,^ or fail to continue his labours with
the same assiduity and in as high a style of excellence as his
readers had a right to expect from his commencement, where
can such faults be pointed out to so much advantage as in a
respectable periodical work on similar subjects ?
The author
will be stimulated to fresh exertion, and future editions of his
work will be improved ; or, on the other hand, it will sink
from competition with other works of a similar nature more
deserving of public encouragement.
I have here, as it were
imconsciously, written a long and unnecessary preface, to introduce to your readers a few remarks on the last published
part of the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, Part II. of volume xv.
1822.
I first beg leave to quote the following observations
from the history ot the Circle, in volume vi. p. 485 of the same
" The equatorial instrument constructed by Ramsden,
work.
for Sir George .Shuckburgh, properly belongs to the class of
astronomical circles.
It will be more fully noticed under the

A

article Observatorij.

—This

brief introduction embraces all the

which we know of in fixed obhowever, our intention to give, under the
article Observatory, a more detailed account ot some of them,

})rincipal astronomical

servatories.

particularly

now

It

circles

is,

Mr. Groombridgc's

transit circle,

and the nuiral

use at Greenwich."
Again, under the head
Equatorial Instruments" all that we find is "see Observatory"
Now the last part of volinne xv. of this really valuable
Encyclo|)ic'dia conUiins the article Observatorij, before referre<l
to, and I anticipated that I should gain nuich useful information resjiecting those instruments, together witii the best in-

circle

in

*''

structions

;
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structions for planning, building, and furnishing an observatory, considered eidier as a national establishment, or adapted

means of a private individual. More than all, I hoped
an outline of the daily business of an observatory, calculated for the advancement of astronomy, pointing out the best
methods of observing and recording celestial pligenomena, and
giving examples of the most accurate ways of reducing the
to the
for

observations, including of course the necessary tables, or else
referring to them hi some English publication.
To this a catalogue of the astronomical observations already published

would be no unacceptable addition. My disappointment may
be imagined, when I state that all these things are passed
over in total silence not a word of the promised equatorial
not a word of Mr. Groombridge's transit circle not a word
Instead of the useful
of the mural circle in use at Greenwich
information laid up from the experience of former observers to
guide and instruct future astronomers, the article in question
really contains nothing but a meager and incori'ect history of
observatories, almost wholly destitute of any practical value.
It terminates v/ith a table of the longitudes and latitudes of
more than seventy observatories ; and this part of the article I
should approve, if it were as correct as it might have been.
A good deal of valuable matter might have been collected from
the works of the German, Italian and French astronomers, if
To give an
the writer of the article had aimed at utility.
example of error, in page 446 it is stated that the business
of the Vienna observatory is now conducted by Treisnecker,
who succeeded Hell. But the truth is, that P. Treisnecker
was succeeded, three years ago, by Mr. Littrow, and that the
erection of a new Imperial observatory was to be commenced
under his direction in the spring of 1821, agreeably to the plans
of the Baron Zach, the veteran astrononomer of Genoa. Lit:

;

!

trow has found the latitude of his observatory =48** 12' 35",45,
instead of 48" 12' 40" as given in the table above mentioned *.
Again, in page 447, the paragraph on the observator}^ of Malta
states that the Chevalier d'Angos was a skilful astronomer,
and made a great many valuable observations while proof
has been laid before the public, a considerable time since, by
the indefatigable Zach, that d'Angos was a downright impostor, who invented observations, and with so little regard to
theory and calculation as to be inconsistent with each other,
and to deserve nothing but our heart}' contempt for their
;

author.
*
111

I think it will be found lliat flic stalcnicnt i-cspcctinj; ihcinstminents
the Oxford observatory is in no inconsiderable degree redundant.

Hoping
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Hoping tlie few observations I have contented myself with
making on the defects of the article Observatory in this valuable Encyclopedia will find a place in your Magazine, and
produce a good effect, I remain, gentlemen,
Yom" obedient servant,

A.M.

Sept. 1822.

XXXVII. A Letter ^oP/-o/t'5sor Millington, of the Royal Institution, respecting

some Frigori/ic Experiments made on the
By B.De Sanctis, M.D.*

Magnetic Fluid, and on Sea- Water.

—

Sir,
i.HE magnetic experiments of yesterday which I had
spoken of to you the day before, have been successful beyond
our most sanguine expectations. Mr. Gary (Strand), in whose
house they were made, took a very active and intelligent part
in them. But had you been present, as we expected, they would
have been much more agreeable to us. Between two hollow
parallelopipeds of laminar copper, four inches in length, four
ditto in breadth, and one inch in depth, filled with ice and
muriate of lime, and rendered air-tight by greased covers, the
thermometer F being placed across them and the bulb resting
on the cover of one of tliem, marked 40, the magnetic action
of a common arrow-shaped needle, two inches long, 1-16 ditto
ui the greatest breadth, weighing with the brass cap 7^ grs.,
was greatly paralysed in the open aii", and also under the glass
of the air-pump, and much more during and after exhaustion,
when it stood still. The centre of the needle was at half the
height of the parallelopipeds, and nearly at the distance of an
Two other needles of die same shape, but
inch and an half.
three inches long, l-8th in the greatest breadth, and weighing
with the brass cap 11^ grs., showed still less activity, but not
so much as the other. In trying a new needle, it was necessary
it suflicient time to adapt itself to the lower degree of
By
temperature before it exliibited ihejmralysis of its forces.
this word I understand its being less sensible, or even altogether insensible, to the bai- at the same distance and direction,
and its sluggishness hi returning to its former position, if it ever
does so. The extremes of the scale of temjierature, the thermometer being placetl as before, were from 30 deg, at the mor

to allow

perfect vacuum to 40 deg. in the open air.
Comparative observations on a more extemled and detailed
scale of temjierature, ))articularly in vacuo, would be an interesting ac(|uisiUon, and so much the more, as suflicient attention lias not been paid to the temperature, when it has been said

ment of the most

*

Communicated by Mr. Cary.
that
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that the magnetic foixe augments in vacuo tlirough the abstraction of the resistance of tlie air.

Now,

sir, I

am

thoroughly convinced of the exactness of the

indication, if not of the graduation, cf the Httle watch-needle
I had the honour of showing you at your lectures at the London Institution. That needle, amongst many other interesting

the course of my last magnetic researches presented to
time ago the same effects when plunged in a bath of
muriate of lime ; but to avoid the objection that the

facts, in

me some

and
movements of such a needle were not to be depended upon,
and that they might be paralysed by the dampness of the air
ice

low a temperature, I wished to repeat the experiments
and in a vacxumi, where certainly there was no dampness till the return of the air caused the vapours of liquefied
ice which penetrated through the grease to fall upon the pawhere a small
rallel opipeds, the needles and their supports
degree of humidity was afterwards sensible, but only to the
touch. This objection however at present can no longer exist,
since I repeated at Mr. Gary's the same experiment on a
It
larger needle similar to the lesser one above described.
was placed in a wooden case, likewise covered with glass, and
protected from any effect of dampness by spreading the ground
with dry powdered muriate of lime and it was really interesting to see how soon the needle passed from activity to sluggishness at the alternate immersions and emersions from the
at so

at large,

—

;

mixture.
the many principles of refonn in the construction
of magnetic needles, of which I spoke to you, as being partly
tried and partly to be tried, Mr. Schmalcalder agrees with
me, that it would be perhaps better to destroy the action of the
magnetic forces, in order to balance the inclination needle, by
The steel is always daintense cold than by intense heat.
maged by a high temperature, notwithstanding every precaution ; and besides, I have seen practically enough in these matters to be able to assert, that even the incandescing heat cannot entirely destroy the magnetic power of any considerable
mass of steel or iron, excepting loadstone of some particular
trigorific

Amongst

happen momentarily in thin laminar
power begins to reappear. I was
communicating the new project to Mr. Garden, of Oxfordstreet, when he very intelligently remarked that it would per-

mines

;

and even

steel, as

soon as

wei'e

it

it

to

cools the

be better to try it in vacuo, as the numidity necessarily
from a too low temperatm-e in the air, might disturb
the exact effect of gravity by its imequal precipitation on the
needle and the augmentation of friction.
In fact, that which
was scarcely observable, even after the readmission of the air

hajis

arising

in.

i
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vacuum, at Mr. Caiy's, I afterwards easily observed in
the needles in the open air, by lowering more and more the
temperature of the parallelopipeds, in consequence of many alternate and thinner layers of the mixture. At all events, therefore, I would recommend the trial in vacuo, with layers like
the last, and with their ingredients reduced to the most convein tlie

nient thinness.

But, waving the discussion till some practical obssrvations
give us more insight into the matter, let us rather relate how
the magnetic forces decreased under the exhaustion of the air-

pump, and liow they increased on

the readmission of the air.
slower than the increase but the exhaustion
too was slower than the readmission and it was the same with
respect to the progressive dimmution and elevation of the temperature from 40 to nearly 30, and from 30 again to 40. But,
notwithstanding the greater rapidity of augmentation, the air
and the temperature once restored as before, the magnetic action seemed not restored to the same degree.
I do not know
whether this anomaly is to be deduced from an increase of
friction depending on the precipitation of aqueous vapours, or
from the protracted influence of the cold. How far could these
two circumstances affect the oscillatory laws of the magnetic
power when referred to the tw^o opposite agents in vacuo, viz.
the greater or less resistance of the medium combined with less
or greater degree of temperature, and tried at different intervals through their different combinations ? and what is the
cause of such vaiying paralyses in needles ? It is not an easy

The decrease was

;

;

first of these queries, as depending very
the delicacy of instruments and experiments ; but as
to the second, it seems the cause of the magnetic paralysis is
not in the condensation of the air presenting an obstacle to
the magnetic currents, as the effect equally takes place in
vacuo: it seems the cause is not in the condensation of the
steel, as it is commonly known that the greater the density of the
steel, the more difficult, but the more great and tenacious, the

matter to answer the

much on

same currents once established, and besides,
could not so rapidly inci-ease and decrease ; therefore it is
only, or at least principally, the action of cold on the magnetic
Yes: as there are
fluid itself which produces the paralysis.
ices of rougher fluids, so there are more refined ices of the
ethereal ones; and I)es Cartes's mecluuiical principles will account as well for those which we may see and touch and taste,
as for those which we can luit barely discover by their relations with the movement of the needles.
Encouraged by the results of yesterday, I wished to try again
this morning, in the open air, the ettect of alow temperature

intensity of the
it
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needles, the bars being out of the sphere of the cold and,
moreover, its effect on bars, the needles being in their turn out
of the sphere of the cokl and lastly, the effect of the same on
both of them at once. A more favourable stratification of the
mixture allowed me to observe more decided effects at each
combination, notwithstanding the general temperature of tho
room being lower than yesterday (both of them from 60''-70°),
and notwithstanding I had no larger apparatus for cold than
They were, however, adequate to the grathe former ones.
duated series of the bars, lying sometimes on their sides between the two parallelopipeds joined together, and sometimes
separated only by their joined depths or lengths from the
neeilles.
I have even plunged needles and litde bars into ice,
and used both of them after drying them. The results have
been ahvays the same: the lower the temperature and the
longer the immersion of the bars and needles, each separately
or both at once, in the frigoriiic sphere, the greater the paWliat influence, therefore, must not be exercised on
ralysis.
the currents of needles, as well as sometimes on the terrestrial
I am inones, by the low temperature of the polar regions?
debted for the idea of these experiments to the simple observation of Captain Ellis, who, meetmg ice mountains in Hudson's Bay, saw his needles sluggish at their approach, and says
that he restored them to their Ibrnier activity by warmth. Far
from reasoning on the circumstances, he has the air of repeatWhat a difing the fact as a kind of mysterious accident.
ference between that transient rough observation and the reSuch is the progress of science,
sults we have obtained
aided by time, zeal for experiment, and skill in observing

on

;

;

—

!

This morning, too, I have completefl, with Mr. Garden,
the experiments happily begun yesterday at Mr. Gary's about
freezing sea-water with the same frigorific mixture used in
Sea-water from near South End
the magnetic experiments.
(Essex), sold at the Establishment of the Sea-water Baths in
George-street, Adelphi, freezes when in perfect quiet at only
about 18" F., or at the utmost from IS** to 20", when in small
quantity and agitated on purpose.
At 22" it was impossible
to obtain ice through any length of time.
What credit then
shall we give to what Thomson says, even in the sixth edition
of his " System of Chemistry," on " Nairne's authority from
the Philosophical Transactions," that sea-water freezes at 28"*5
Fahrenheit

?

By

was rather high,

of the mixtures
The ice obtained from the water of the
may be nearly deprived of salt, particularly when obtained

effects

sea

die by, the general temperature of the room
much as possible the frigorific

to favour as
!

witljout

;
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washed with cold water and dried
without agitation, and
on blotting paper but animal and vegetable substances che^
well

;

mically or mechanically dissolved, impart a ranch deeper
colour to the salt which remains after the complete evaporation of the washed liquefied ice, than of an ecjual quantity of
the sea-water fiom which it oi-iginates.
Therefoi-e, if they are
not more accumulating in the ice, they are at least the same
quantity in a less proportion of salt; and consequently the colouring must be more sUong.
The colour of the dry salts certainly did not depend iipon iron, as their solution in distilled
water was not sensible in the lea^it, either to the gallic acid or
to the prussiate of potash.
It follows naturidly liom these
trials, that fresh water for kitchen uses and washing may be
obtained Irom sea-water better by distilJation than by freezing
and particularly if care be taken to purily tlie distilled water
further by filtering it through sand and powdered charcoal,
and to unpregnate it aftei^wards with a small tjuantity of carbonic acid gas, which would take off its flatness, and make it
more palatable. By these precautions perhaps all bad effects
woiUd be better avoided, should they even be as great as those
described by some physicians of the South, who had an opportunity of seeing the effects of the long-protracted use of
that water on some criminals, and which have never been observed in England upon any occasion of its use, not even when,
at a large dinner of two hundred persons, South-End water
was the only water used even for ices. But sea-water taken
at the same depth in the soudiern seas might perhaps be more
charged with noxious substances than the sea-water of SouthEnd and, besides, there is a wide difference between the use
of it for one day at a great dinner, and foi" weeks together
with frugal fare.
But, be that as it ma}^, it will always be of
some interest to know that with a small quantity of ice, and
muriate of lime, a great deal of ice might be produced in a
vessel without any waste of fresh water or ice fit for use.
Some couj)Ies of thin lead cylinders, or perhaps better parallelopi|)eds, placed the one wiUiin the other, would suffice.
Fill the internal one with sea-water; fill with alterniite layers
of pounded ice and muriate of lime, wjiich needs not absolutely
to be powdered, the little s[)ace between the two; and keep them
quiet. After sometime, always depending on the more or less
advantageous disposition of the chmensions of the rccij)ients, on
the general temperature of the air, and the Ibrmer temperature
of the water (which ought to be taken as little warm and salt
as is allowed by the means at hand and the depth of the sea)
light clouds shall be seen floating all along the water.
This is
the mouicnt of helping the crystalli/ation by lightly moving the
Cc2
water
:
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Thus lumps of ice are obtained sufTicieutly
with a stick.
hirge and thick to be taken out ol" the recipient and fit for reThe ice, once well fixed, may serve partly for
sisting fusion.

vvatei*

immediate
in

and partly

use,

upon the

for cooling,

ship's store.

to reproduce ice without breaking

The

may be useful
another recipient, if

first liquefied ice

were sea-water to be frozen

in

fit for the same purpose, and so on.
muriate of lime is easily collected for further use from
the sweet liquefied ice by evaporation but it is not so with
It mixes then
the muriate of lime dissolved by sea-water ice.
with the salt of the sea-water, and after evaporation they remain united. But there is muriate of lime too in the seawater, and muriate of magnesia; and if the muriate of soda is
not so favourable to the frigorific mixtures as the others, it
will always be of some use when mixed with a sufticient quantity of the muriates of lime and magnesia, as used by the confectioners, and certainly will never be unfavourable to cooling.
The sweet ice ought to be kept in wooden cylinders within
leaden ones, with a sufficiently deep stratum of powdered charThe
coal betvt'een them to preserve a constant temperature.
iiuu'iate of lime ought to be put in earthen jars well corked up.
The driest and coldest place of the ship is the best for the ice ;
the driest and warmest for the muriate of lime.
I shall not
recommend to seamen to collect the salt employed in a state of
crystallization
they woidd scarcely understand the name, and
not at all the management, and not much more than the name
and the management of the air-pump for obtaining ice but I
would recommend it to any chemical man on board liospitalships, for the use of which the proceeding is intended more
than for increasing the luxuries of vessels, as the effect of the
first part of water taken even by the deliquescent salts would
tend rather to increase the temperature.
But the passage is
so rapid to the contrary effect, and such is the degree of its
power, that the circumstance is not worthy of notice with seamen. I said " sea-water ice might be obtained nearly deprived of salt," because it is impossible to separate it entirely
from it.
The cold water would carry away the very salt
water adhering to its surface but it cannot carry away the similar drops inclosed inside without destroying the ice itself.
These drops are found here and there in the thickest pieces of
ice and let the ice drain as it will, let it be washed and washed
again with cold water, and dried and dried again on blotting
paper, the greatest part of the internal drops will always remain
inside, at least in our laboratories, and particularl}' if the ice
has been obtained with agitation.
Might nut diis observation shed some light on the origin of

it is
.

no longer

The

;

;

:

;

;
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I would not
the great masses of sweet ice of the polar seas ?
say that that ice is not of maritime origin on account of its
sweetness, as there is reason to believe that sweet ice might be
formed through seas where the salt is diminishing as they approach the poles, particularly where at a stationary low temperature the less salt or nearly sweet water might freeze witliout agitation and, besides, water descending from the air might
But, besides fields floating from
contribute to its increase.
the North, I should incline to refer to the frozen waters of rivers and lakes, dissolved by thaw, a great quantity of those
pieces of ice which encumber the shores of less sweet seas.
The ice of theh" water cannot be deprived entirely of its salt,
and particularly when formed with agitation, as would be the
case at any degree above 18". Meanwhile those ices have been
Ibund every where sweet by the majority of voyagers, and so we
receive them, from the shores of Norway and Iceland. I would
finish here, but allow me to add that the specific gravity of the
;

sea-water of om* experiments is 1 '020.
I am, with respect, sir,
Your most obedient servant,
B. De SANCTIS,
2, Foubert's Place, Regent-street,
June 21, 1822.
To Professor Millingt07i.

M.D.

—

After having written this letter, two other reflections
P.S.
occurred to my mind, which seem not unworthy of being mentioned in addition to the former ones.
1. Shoiild the process of the sea-water distillation ever be
rendered, by particular construction, more easy and not at all
troublesome to seamen, the distilled water might perhaps undergo a further improvement under zceing ; it is an experiment at least to be tried at large. The vegetable and animal
substances which seem not to be disposed to separate from the
crystals of the sea-water, might perhaps separate where they
Besides, when tlie
are not surrounded by any salt drops.
sweet ice of the ship was nearly finished, a new provision might
perhajis be obtained from the iceing of the distilled water more
At any rate, the mufit for resisting fusion than the salt ice.
riate of lime could always be obtained again clean and equally
power fulfrom its solution in the distilled sea- water which circumstance is rather of importance.
2. Might not the electrical discharges through tlie cold air of
the polar regions favour the crystallization of the acjueousvapoius
of the atmosphere, as they favour the formation oi" the frost and
snow and hail in our ap|>aratuses ? Such discharges must be
very iieqiuiut in the polar regions, as the very rotation of the earth
unci of the surrounding air must necessarily develop electricity
:

ifl
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in the higher regions of the atmosphere, where it is equally
spread, and where it must naturally be compelled towards
the poles by the perpetual current of the air from the equator
Such an accumulation not only might furnish
towards them.
the reason of the fi-equency of that decidedly electrical phaenomenon which is called aurora borcalis on the North, and
which is not less rare towards the Southern Pole, but might
perhaps render a just reason for the gi-eat part which the atmos})herical water might take in the formation of the inexhaustible ices of the polar regions.

XXXVIII. On Lithographic Printing.
To the Editors'Of the Philosophical Magazine a7idJournal.

Gentlemen,

—

xIaving found considerable inconvenience
from the use of grease on the surface of the stretched
leather in the tympan irame, over which the scraper passes,
—on account of the dirt it creates, the injury it occasions to
4;he leather, and the waste of paper,
I have tried various subarise

—

stitutes.

The most successful experiment I have yet made, has been
widi Castile soap rubbed over the leather with a little water.
It very speedily produces, by the action of the scraper passing
over it, a glossy surface and I feel confident that the labour
in workmg the press is even less than when grease is employed.
This, in addition to the other advantages it possesses,
viz. cleanliness and oeconomy, strongly recommend its use to
those employed in lithographic prmting particularly those
;

who

—

practise

it

an amusement.
am, gentlemen, your obedient servant.

as

I

The

Lithographic Press,
8, Pickett-street, Strand, Sept. 23, 1822.

XXXIX.
of St.

Charles M. WlLLICH.

Short Account of the Books in the Neighbourhood
By Mr. iontf Baiud*.

John's, Newfoundland.

In approaching the fishing grounds on the coast of America,
the soundings were from sixty to thirty fathoms; over the
great Bank of Newfoundland, generally about thirty-five. The
lead brought up a fine sand, and frequently small pieces of a
rough flint, together with particles of a green smooth mineral,
It is certainly a singular
in the form of coarse green sand.
fact, that so large a portion of shallow water should exist so
*
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far out at sea, the sea deepening so rapidly beyond the Bank.
Is it not probable that a large tract of dry land had iormeily

existed where the Bank is now found?
The rocks which
formed this land may have been composed of very soft materials, and the occurrence of flint and green sand over the bank
seems to indicate that the greater part of the original rocks
had been of the chalk and green sand formations. A countiy
composed of these rocks, which are of the latest formation,
must have been very low, and in consequence much exposed to
the action of the sea. By degrees the whole may have been inundated and entirely swept away, leaving the harder debris,
the flint and green sand, to form the gravel at the bottom.
The coast round St. John's is bleak, bare, and rocky, and
ahiiost every where precipitous.
On both sides of St. John's

harbour, peipendicular cliff's of trap-tuff rise to the height of
tliree or four hundred feet.
The interior of the country is
hilh', but does not rise to a great elevation, few of the hills
being more than five or six lumdred feet above the level of
the sea.
They are generally round-backed, and frequently
wooded to the top.
The whole uninhabited part of the
country is one immense forest, consisting chiefly of fir and
bircli.
No extensive valleys or plains occur, but hill succeeds
hill in almost unvarying succession.
The physiognomy of the
country is an elegant outline of hill and dale the scenery,
however, wants variety. Lakes are numerous over the whole
island, as far as it is knowii, and many of them, near the coast,
are large and beautiful.
They occur even on the tops of the
hills, and are said to be often of great depth.
The soil is in
general light.
Oats and barley thrive ; and potatoes, turnips,
and other kitchen vegetables, grow fidly as well as in England. Summer weather, in Newfoundland, is short, but warm,
and very favourable to vegetation. The winter is uncommonly
severe, the spring and autumn veiy changeable.
There is
good pasture for cattle in ground that is cleared.
The passage into St. John's harbour, which in shape very
much resembles a man's foot, is by a narrow entrance, called
The Narrows, which extends nearly east and west about half
a mile. Both sides of this entrance are high, abru})t, and
rocky.
The rocks are the same on each side, being continued
:

across from the one to the other. I thmk there is little doubt
that the opposite sides of the Narrows had once been joined.
The harbour itseltj prerapid river runs into the harbour.
viously to the formation of the Narrows, may have been a lake.

A

The

river appears to have been once nuith larger.
By the
action of the sea without, and of the river and lake within, the

rent
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rent or chasm by whicli the river formerly emptied itself into
the sea, may have been gradually enlarged, till it has attained
The average width may be two or three hunits present size.
dred yards. Quidi ^'^idi (pronounced Kitty-vitty) river and
lake may one day present an entrance and harbour similar to

those of St. John's.

The mineralogy of the country round St. John's is
The first rock, on entering the Narrows, is

ple.

very simtrap-tuff.

This rock is distmctly stratified, each stratum generally m»eaThe strata lie NE. and
suring two or three feet in thickn.ess.
SW., or rather NE. by N. and SW. by S. The dip is to the
NW., at an angle of from 70" to 80^ The basis of this rock
consists chiefly of distinct grains of quartz, felspar, and a red
The imbedded minerals or pebbles are, for the
claystone.
most part, of the same substances felspar, common and comquartz,
pact, the latter widi small imbedded grains of quartz
;

;

often of a slaty or fibrous structure; jasper, z'ed claystone,
These imbedded minerals, at the
bloodstone, hornstone, &c.
foot of the hill or cliff (particularly the quartz and felspar), are
o-enerally from an inch to three inches in diameter, and gradually decrease as we ascend ; at the top of the hill, they rarely

exceed the fourth part of an inch in diameter. Does not tliis
countenance the mechanical deposition of the trap-tuff?
This rock appears much harder than the common varieties of
the trap-tuff which I have seen.
It is this rock which forms those precipitous cliffs on either
The opposite sides of the
side of the mouth of the Narrows.
Narrows rise very rapidly from the sea to a considerable height.
The highest part of the trap-tuff formation is about 300 feet
above the sea its thickness about 500 yards. The trap-tuff
passes very gradually, and most beautifully, into the next rock,
which is amygdaloid. In this passage of the one rock into the
other, the stratified structure is still retained, one stripe or
narrow stratum being distinctly marked trap-tuff, the next
amygdaloid the stripes of the former being broadest at first,
gradually becoming narrower and less defined, till the amygdaloidal rock entirely prevails.
The strata of the amygdaloid also run in the direction of
NE. by N. and SW. by S., and dip likewise to the NW. at an
The basis of this I'ock, like that of the
angle of about 65^.
trap-tuff, consists of minute grains of quartz, felspar, and claystone. The imbedded portions are invariably of a red, smooth,
hard claystone they seldom have the amygdaloidal form, but
The greater
are square, or rhomboidal, or in longish slates.
part of the amygdaloidal rock is entirely destitute of these

fact

;

;

:

portions,
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on the other hand, more than one-half of some of
composed of them. The amygdaloid is frequently

portions, while,

the strata

is

distinctly stratified, each stratmn being a lew feet thick.

The

and amygdaloid are both of a reddisli colour;
however, sometimes occurs of a grey colour. 'I'he
its
greatest height of the amj-gdaloid formation is 500 feet *
thickness is about three or tour hundred yards, extending from
the top of Signal Hill to the foot of the Crow's Nest.
Resting upon the amygdaloid is found the greenstone, lower
in height than the amygdaloid, but higher than the trap-tuiF.
This rock extends from the foot of the Crow's Nest (it being
of greenstone) to the foot of the Signal Hill, or to the town of
The
St. John's, a thickness of six or seven hundred yards,
Crow's Nest, on which is built a small fort, is lour hundred
feet above the level of the sea.
The principal constituent
part of this rock is apparently felspar.
Its most common colour is green, though sometimes gray and red it is stratified,
and sometimes possesses a beautiful slaty structure. The
strata of the greenstone also run NE. and SW.
their dip is
to the NW., at a much smaller angle than the preceding rock,
the inclination not exceeding 50".
Resting upon the greenstone we find tlie next rock claystone, the strata of which have the same dii'ection and dip as
the others, the angle of uiclination, however, not being above
35° or 40". The claystone formation extends two miles in
thickness beyond the greenstone, occasionally alternating with
strata of compact felspar, each stratum measuring from halt a
foot to a foot in thiclcness.
The claystone being much softer
than the rocks before described, the country where it prevails
is also much lower.
The town of St. John's is built upon the
the

trap-tuff

latter,

;

;

;

In coloxn*, it is most frequently gray, often also
brown, dark-brown, led, whitish, and of other colours. It is
often l)eautil"ully striped.
It is fine-gi'ained, smooth, and often

claystone.

conchoidal in the fracture.
The strata of this rock are occasionally cohnnnar, which is also sometimes the case with the
greenstone and the columns are composed of round concen;

tric balls.

The

next rock, whose direction, dip, and inclination are the
This rock
is compact felspar.
first alternates with the claystone, and then prevails alone for
above a mile. Being harder than the claystone, the country

same

as those of the claystone,

it is higher.
Its colour is also various, light and
It is translucent,
greenish-gray, green, blue, &c.
or slightly translucent, on the edges, wliile the claystone is

composed of
dark

•

gra}',

Tiiij

is

the
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The compact felspar has a splintery conchoidal fracture the fracture of the claystone, on the other
hand, is even, and always smooth. The compact felspar is
more or less line in the grain, and the splinters more or less
large.
The strata of the compact felspar, like those of the
greenstone and claystone, are also at times columnar, the columns being composed of small round concentric balls, and
very brittle. These balls are at times partially composed of
hornstone.
This mineral occurs also in the compact felspar,
in thin beds, in veins, and in masses
it;s colour is green, its
fi-acturc smooth, conchoidal, it is slighdy translucent on the
edges, and is as hard as quartz.
Claystone again succeeds the compact felspar, and the latter
is again succeeded by the former, thus alternating for about
eight or ten miles across the peninsula.
The claystone always
possesses a slaty structure, and soon decays.
The soil over
the greenstone and amygdaloid is rich and good, while over
the claj'stone and compact felspar it is light and poor.
perfectly opaque.

;

;

.
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Rejdy

to Captaifi

Mr.

^

the Editors

Gentlemen,

Forman's Theory of

Henry

the Tides.

By

Russell.

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

— 1 he

expansibility of water being a well at-

Forman's theory will no doubt meet with
due attention but I am persuaded that very few will be delighted with his method of reasoning.
With regard to his question, " Do the water'; at the time of
their rising press downwards, or do they not?" I answer.
tested fact. Captain
;

They press downwards ; but with as much less power as is
equal to the attractive power of the moon.
To the next question, " How are we to account for dieir
rising, except by supposing that they are pressed upwards by
the expansion of die pardcles below?" I answer. By the superior gravity ol those waters which constitute die ebb.
I do not deny an expansion and contraction of the waters
occasioned by die arrival and departure of the moon ; but die
circumstance of the highest tides being invariably accompanied by the lowest ebbs, is alone sufficient to convince any
impartial inquirer, that die ebb and flow of die waters are
produced by changes of place, and not by rarefaction and condensation alone.

The

satisfiiction

handful of water

which Mi". Forman seems
by no means enviable.

is

from a
speaks of

to derive

He

the
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and philosophers think its attractive power over substances upon the face of the earth equal
to the attractive power of the earth itself; but I believe there
the

as if astronomers

are very tew philosophers who are not satisfied of the contrary.
Surely he does not wish us to understand, that because the moon has not power to sustain a handful of water
in the atmosphere, it has no power over it whatever.
He
may as well attempt to teach lis, that because a magnet has
not power to lift a scale-beam, it has not power to disturb its
equilibrium.
Upon re-examining tlie subject, Capt. Forman
may possibly discover, that the altitude of the flow is to die
altitude of the ebb, as the gravity of the ebb is to the gravity
of the flow.

Henry
XLI.
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of the South Do-dims ; or, Illustrations of the Geology
By Gideon Mantell, F.L.S. The Engi-avings
executed by Mrs. Mantell, from Drav/ings by the Author.

T/ie Fossils

of

Sussex.

4to,

pp. 327.

London

1822.

Geology is making rapid advances,
do so when embraced with such ardour
Mr. Mantell, to whom
as is displayed in the volume before us.
the public is indebted for describing, and that very mmutely,
the geological phtenomena of an unexplored part of Sussex, is
a surgeon residing in the county, who, amid the numerous and
JL

KE

infant science of

and must continue

to

anxious duties of his profession, has snatched a few moments
which he has consecrated to science but he has done more,
he has enlisted his amiiible partner in the same cause and
ibrty-two well engraved plates attest Mrs. Mantell's talents as
an engraver, as well as her love of science, to which she has
thus so liberally contributed.
Mr. Mantell's work is preceded by a preliminary Essay,
written by a Clergyman of the Establislied Church, to prove
the Cijrrt'sixmdence l)etween the Mosaic account of the creation and the geological structure of the earth.
Although Mr. Mantell at first intended to confine his researches to the South Eastern division of Sussex, yet he has
extended them to nearly the whole county, which he describes
very carefully and very minutely in all its various formations.
He coiifineshimself almost entirely to facts, seldom oflering
an opinion on a disputed point, but rather wishing to show
the sentiments of (Hhers.
^^'e
d 2
;

;

D

:

Noiicrs rcspccling

2'12.

Nm: Booh.

We shall not eater into

tlie details, which are so well illusaccompanying them, but cjuote from his
concluding observations, the inference which he draws from
tJie whole
" Istly. That the strata composing the comity of wSussex
have been formed, at different periods, by successive depositions at the bottom of tranquil seas*.
" 2dly. That the waters which deposited these formations
were inhabited by shell-fish, zoophytes, fishes, &c., the greater
part of wliich were not only essentially distinct from any that
are known in a recent state, but many of them are confined to

ti-ated

by

tlie

plates

certain deposits.

" 3dlj'. That one of these formations (the Tilgate beds)
contains the remains of shells, fishes, palms, arborescent ferns,
an assemtiu-tles, gigantic lizards, and unknown quadrupeds
blage of organic renuiins for which it is difhcult to account,
unless we suppose that the bed in which they are inclosed
was deposited by a river or lake of fresh water.
" 4thly. That the chalk subsequently to its consolidation
the upper beds having
has suffered extensive destruction
been sv/ei)t away, and extensive basins formed on its surface.
" 5tlily. That the excavations, or basins of the chalk, have
been filled up by a series of depositions, possessing very dif;

;

ferent characters to

any that preceded them

;

and which

in

places (Isle of Wight, Paris, &c.) consist of alternations
of marine and fresh water deposits.
" 6thly. That these newer depositions have also been broken
up, and in a great measure destroyed, by an irruption of water

some

commotion a catastrophe to whose jioweragency the present form of the surface of the earth, and the
-accimuilations of beds of gravel, sand, &c. are to be attributed.
" 7thly. That it is only among these last and newest deposits, the wrecks of ancient formations, that the remains of
the elephant, deer, horse, and other land quadrupeds, have
hitherto been discovei'ed.
" T^astly. Tha'^ the jn-esent effects of the ocean appear to be
wholly inadecjuate to produce changes iiice those which have
in a state of violent

;

ful

formerly taken place.
* The absence of all traces of liind animals and vcgctaliles in these beds,
does not howcvci' ap[)ear to warrant the inference, that the former were not
then ill existence. For if we snppose that, after the deposition of the iron
Sand, the sea retired, and the surface of that formation became chithed witii
vegetation, and inhabited by animals j may it not be presumed, that if the
approach of the next ocean was jjradual, the advance and retrocession of its
wa\es nii!|ht destroy all traces oi" the land and its productions, before the
water covcrc^d the surface to a sufficient depth to allow of the tran(|uil deposition of the AVeald clay?
Tliis remark eipialiy applies to the other sc.

"

i-Giidaiy formations.

a

T r,.iw.o
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appears, that in the lapse of ages, the sea alternately encroaches on, and retreats from the land, and the districts it formerly occupied become the habitation of terrestrial
animals and vegetables ; but other revolutions succeed, the sea
returns to its ancient bed, and the countries from vi'hich it retires
are again fitted for the reception of their former inhabitants."
IMr. Mantell has previously given an account of the present
effects of the ocean on the Sussex coast.
On this subject, he
says, " The present operation of the sea seems to be wholly
incapable of producing the important changes that have formerly taken place, and on the Sussex coast they are restricted
to a gradual but constant destruction of the strata which compose its shores.
it

—

" The encroachments of the sea along the coast of Sussex,
have continued incessantly from time unmemorial and when
so considerable as to have occasioned sudden inundations, or
overwhelmed fertile or inhabited tracts, have been noticed in
our historical records. In the Taxatio Ecclesiastica Anglice
ct Wullice, auctoritate P. Nicholas, (A.D. 1292,) and Nonarum
iiiquisitiones i?i curia scaccarii, (A.D. 1340,) the following notices occur of the losses sustained by the action of the sea
between the years 1260 and 1340; a period of only eighty
;

years

*.

"At

Pett, marsh land overflowed by the sea; the tithes of
which were valued at two marks per annum.
" Iklesham and Ryngermersh, lands of which the tithes
were 495. 8<^. per annum.
*' Thornye, 20 aci"es of arable, and 20 aci"es of pasturage.

" Selseye, much
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

arable land.

Felpham, 60 acres of land.
Middlcton, 60 acres.
Brighthelmston, 40 acres.
Aldington, 40 acres.
Portsiade, 60 acres.

Lancing, land the tithes of which were 44s. 6r/. per ann.
Siddlcshaui and Wcstwytliering, nnich land.
Houve, 150 acres.
" Terringe, land, the tillie valued at 65. 8^7. per aniuuu.

" Bernham, 40 acres.
" I leas, 400 acres.
" Bred(!, great ))art of the marsh called Gabberglies.
*' Saleliurst and
Udiincr, land the tithes of wliich were valued at 40.S'. per annum.
" At Brighton, the inroads of the sea have been very exten*

I

was favourctl

Lcwcs.

witli this

notice

I

•} tlic

late

Thomas Woollgar, Esq. of
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In the year 1665, twent^'-two tenements imdcr the

sive.

had been destroyed, among which were twelve
tliree cottages,

with land adjohiing them.

At

sliops,

cliiF

and

that period

remained imcler the clijf 113 tenements and the
whole of these were overwhelmed in 1703 and 1705. Since
that time, an ancient fort called the Block-House, with the
Gun-garden, wall, and gates, have been completely swept
away, not the slightest trace of their ruins Imving been perceptible for the last 50 years *" At the present time, the whole line of coast, between the
embouchure of the Arun, and Emsworth harboul", is visibly
retreating, and the means adopted for its prevention have
hitherto been attended with but little success f.
"The process by which this destruction of the coast is efthere

still

;

By the incessiant action of the
are undermined, and at length fall down, and
cover the shore with their ruins.
The softer parts of the
strata, as chalk, marl, clay, &c., are rapidly disintegrated and
Avashed away; while the flints, and more solid materials, are
broken and rounded by the continual agitation of the water,
and form those accumulations of sand and pebbles that constitute the beach, and which serve, in some situations, to protect the land from further encroachments.
But when the cliffs
ai'e entuely composed of soft substances, their destruction is
very rapid, unless artifici/il means are employed for their protection ; and even tliese,
many instances, are but too frequently ineffectual."
fected,

is

waves the

sufficiently obvious.
cliffs

m

Petworth in Sussex is celebrated for its marble ; the quarries
are nearly four miles from the town, and the marble is found
in a horizontal bed of blue clay at the depth of twentj'-five
feet
It is divided by fissures into large slabs, fit for tables
aiid otlier purposes, varying in thickness from twelve to twentytwo inches. These beds of marble traverse the country in a
N.N.W. direction, extending from Kirdford in Western Sussex
to Laughton, six miles N.E. from Lewes, whence it jiroceeds
eastwardly, and is lost in the alluvial marshes of Pevensey
levels.
Of this marble Mr. Maatell gives the following account
" This limestone is of various shades of blueish grey, mottled
with green, and ochraceous yellow, and is composed of the remains of fresh water univalves, formed by a calcareous cement
into a beautiful compact marble.
It bears a high polish, and
is elegantly marked by the sections of the shells which it contains.
The shells belong to the genus Vivipara of Montfort,
:

* Let's Hist, of Lewes and Brighton.
f Dallawy^'s Wcsttin Sussex, vol. i. p.

55.

{Helix

—
;
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(Helix vivipara, of Linne,) and are supposed to resemble the
their constituent substance is
recent species of our rivers
a white cr3'stalh2ed carbonate of lime, and their cavities
are commonly filled with the same substance, presenting a
In otlier
striking contrast to the dark ground of the marble.
varieties the substance of the shells is black, and their sections
appear on the surface in the form of nmnerous lines and spiral
:

flgm'es.

" The Sussex marble occurs in layers, from a few inches to
a foot in thickness, and these are connnonly separated from
.each other by thin seams of clay, or of coarse friable limestone.
It is frequently found in blocks or slabs, sufliciently
large for sideboards, columns, or chunney-pieces, and but few
of the ancient residences of the Sussex gentry are v/ithout
them. There is historical proof of its having been knov^^n to
the Romans, ' and in the early Norman centuries it was much
sought after, and applied as the Piirbeck marble was, v,hen
cut into small insulated shafts of pillars, which were placed in
the trifaria or upper arcades of cathedral churches, as at
Canterbury and Chichester. At the first-mentioned, the archieAnother more general use
piscopal chair is composed of it.
was for slabs of sepulchral monuments, into Avhich portraits
and inscriptions of brass wei-e inserted. In the chancel at
Trotton, there is a single stone, the superficial measure of
which is nine feet six inches by four feet six inches ; and another, in the pavement of the cathedral of Chichester, meaYork
sures more than seven feet by three and a half*.'
Cathedral, Westminster Abbey, Temple Church, Salisbury
Cathedral, and most of the principal gothic edifices in the kingdom, contain pillars or slabs of this marble. It is slngalar,
that in Woodward's time, an opinion prevailed, that these pillars, &c. were artificial, and formed of a cement cast in moulds
but, as that author remarks, ' any one who shall confer the
grain of the marble of those pillars, the spar, and the shells in
with those of this marble got in Sussex, will soon discern
it,
how litde ground there is for that opinion, and yet it has prevailed very generally.
I met with ?;evcral instances of it as I
travelled through England, and had frequent opportunities of
showing those who asserted these pillars to be factitious, stone
of the very same sort with that they were composed of^ in the
neighbouring quarricsf.'"
Tlic Plates to this work, several of which are neatly coloured to exhibit the various strata, jire all well engraved and
with tlie letter-press form a valuable illustration of the Geo;

logy of Sussex.
*
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Volume of the Memoirs of the Eoijal Sounder the title of " Nova Acta llc-

ciety has just appeared,
gi.e Societatis

The

Scientiarum Upsaliensis."

followhi<5 are the papei's

on

scientific subjects •.—Petri-

by Dr. Walilenberg. De rcductione
Colequantitation imaginarianim, by the Chev. de Nordmark.
optera capensia aritcnnis fusiforwibus, by M. Thunberg.
Aluriii ires 7WVfC
Ovis polijceratce variefates, by the same.
Gothlandice plantts rariores, by MM.
species, by the same.
Rosen and Wahlenberg. Monographia chlythrce, by Dr. ForsDe Gjjrinis commcntatio, by the same.
berg.
telluris Suecancc,

fxata

—

We

have great satisfaction in announcing the publication
of the 2nd Part (completing the First Volume) of the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, which has lately
besn instituted for the purpose of promoting scientific inquiries,
a!id of f.cilitating the communication of facts connected with
The
the advancement of Philosophy and Natural History
fjilcwing are the contents
:

Part

1.

— On Isometvical Perspective:

by Professor

—

Parish.

— On

certain remarkable Instances of Deviation from Newton's Scale in
the Tints developed by Crystals, with one Axis of Double Refraction
on Exposure to polarized Light : by J. F. W. Herschel, Esq. On

—

the Rotation impressed by Plates of Rock Crystal on the Planes of
Polarization of the Rays of Light, as connected with certain peculiarities in its Crystallization: byj. F. W, Herschel, Esq.
On the
Chemical Constituents of the Purple Precipitate of Cassias : by
Observations on the Notation employed in the
Dr. E. D. Clarke.
Calculus of Functions: by C. Babbage, Esq
On the Reduction
of certain Classes of Functional Equations to Equations of Finite
Differences by J. F.W. Herschel, Esq.
On the Physical Structure
of those Formations which are immediately associated with the
Primitive Ridge of Devonshire and Cornwall : by the Rev. Professor
Sedgwick.
On the Laws according to which Masses of Iron influence Magnetic Needles: by S. H. Christie, Esq.
An Account
of some Fossil Remains of the Beaver found in Cambridgeshire
by J. Okes, Esq. On the Position of the Apsides of Orbits of
great Excentricity : by W. Whewell. Esq.
On a remarkable Deposit of Natron found in Cavities in tlie Tower of Stoke Church
in the Parish of Hartland, Devonshire: by Dr. E.D.Clarke.
Analysis of a native Phosphate of Copper from the
Part H.
Rhine: by F. Lunn, Esq. Upon the regular CrystalHzation of
V/ater, and upon the Form of its primary Cr3fstals: by Dr. E. D.
Clarke.
On the Application of Hydrogen Gas to produce amoving
Power in Machinery ; with a Description of an Engine which is
moved by the Pressure of the Atmosphere upon a Vacuum caused
by E.xplosions of Hydrogen Gas and Atmospheric Airs: by Rev.
^ccil.
On a remarkable Peculiarity in the Law of the extraordi-

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

W.

nary

J

:

•
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nary Refraction of differently colom-ed Rays exhibited by certain
by J. F. W. Herschel, Esq
Varieties of Apophyllite
Notice of
the Astronomical Tables of IMehammed Abibeker AI Farsi. tv/o
copies of which are preserved in the Public Library of the UniverOn Sounds excited in
sity of Cambridge: by Rev. Prof. Lee.
Hydrogen Gas by Professor Leslie. On the Connexion of Galby Rev. Professor Gumming. On tlie
vanism and Magnetism
by Rev.
Application of Magnetism as a Measure of Electricity
Professor Gumming.
A Case of extensive Solution of the Stomach
by Dr. Haviland. On the Phyb;>' the Gastric Fluids after Death
by the Rev.
sical Structure of the Lizard District of Cornwall
Professor Sedgwick. On Double Crystals of Fluor Spar: by '^N..
Whewell, Esq. On an Improvement in the Apparatus for procuring Potassium by the Rev. W. Mandell.
Notice of a large Human Calculus in the Library of Trinity College: by Rev. ProOn a Dilatation of the Ureters, supposed to have
fessor Camming.
been caused by a Malformation of their Vesical Extremities by J.
Okes, Esq. Geological Description of Anglesea: b}' J. S. Henslow,
Some Observations on the Weather, accompanied by an exEsq.
traordinary Depression of the Barometer, during the Month of
December, 1821 by Rev. J. Hailstone. Extract from the Minute
Book, &c.

—

:

—

:

—

—

:

:

—

—

:

:

—

—

—

:

—

—

:

—

—
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I. Volume IV. of The Memoirs of the Werner iaji Natural
History Society of Edinburgh for 1821-22, is just published,
t.nd contains the following papers
By W. Haidinger, Esq. On the Crj'stallizations of Copper-Pyrites.
Notice of tlie Attempts to reach the Sea by
jNIackenzie's River, since the Expedition of Sir Alexander
Mackenzie. By Dr. Adam. Geological Notices, and MiscelLmeous Remarks, relative to the District between the Jumna
and Nerbuddah with an Appendix, containing an Accourit
of the Rocks found in the Baitool Valley in Berar, and on the
Hills of the Gundwana Range ; together with Remarks made
on a March from Hussingabad to Sangar, and from thence to
tlie Ganges.
By Robert Bald, Esq. Notices regarding the
Fossil Elephant of Scotland.
By Robert Kaye Greville, Esq.
Descriptions of Seven New Scottish Fungi
A Description
and a Deof ii new Species of Grimmia, found in Scotland
Rcrijition of two new Plants of the Order Algcv.
By tlie Rev.
W. Macritchie. Meteorological Journal, keptatClunie, PerthBy Dr. Amie Boue.
shire, for 12 Years, from 1809 to 1820.
On the Geognosy of Germany, with Observations on the Igneous
Origin of Trap.
By 11. K. Greville, and G. A.Walker Arnott,
Es(js. A New Arrangement of the Genera of Mosses, with
Ghnracters, and Observations on their Distribution, History,
and Structure.
By Mr. John Baird. Short Account of the
RfK-ks in the Neighbourhood of St. John's, Newfoundland.
\'ol, GO. No. 293. Sept. 1822.
£e
By

Part

—

—

;

—

—

:

—
—
—
:

—

—

—
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By L. Edniondston, Esq. Observations on the Snowy Owl.
Account of a New Species of Larus.
{^Strix Nyctea, Linn.):
Additional Account of the Iceland Gull:
shot in Zetland:
and Observations on the Immer Goose of Zetland. By Capt.
R.Wauchope, R.N. Meteorological and Hydrographical Notes.
By Mr. G. Anderson. Account of the Small District of
Primitive Rocks, near Stromness, in the Orkney Islands ;
Geognostical Sketch of Part of the Great Glen of Scotland.
By Mr. W. JNIacgiilivray. Notice relative to two Varieties
of Nuphar lutea, found in a Lake in Aberdeenshire.
By the
Rev. J. Grierson. Some Observations on the Natural History
of the Mole.
By Captain Vetch. Account of the Island of
Foula.
Treatise on the Foot-rot in Sheep including Memarks on the
exciti7ig Cause, Method ofCure, and Meajis ofPreventing that
beirig the Substance of Three Lectures,
destructive Malady
By
delivered in the Theatre of the Royal Dublin Society.
Thomas Peall, Esq. Veterinary Professor to the Society.
Dublin : printed by .Toshua Porter, Grafton-street.
This is not only a scientific but (what all scientific books are
Mr. Peall opens with
not) a highly useful and practical work.
If
a minute investigation of the structiu'e of the sheep's foot.
in the course of his remarks Mr. P. should express himself in
strong terms on " the mass of absurdity and error," the " preposterous reasoning," &c. which have been poured forth on
this subject, we can scarcely wonder knowing, as we do, the
great ignorance that pi'evails as to the commencement of the
disease, and being well aware, with Mr. P., that it is seldom attempted to be cm"ed until it has attained even to suppuration.
But of all the errors which have been promulgated on the question of foot-rot, from the Encyclopcedia Britannica downwards,
none strikes us as so absurd, so extraordinary, as those which
obtamed respecting that " very remarkable gland, or ratlier
glandular sac, which is found situated at the lower surface oi',
and between, the bones which articulate with the foot bones,"
This little opening or duct (to be seen between the claws Cx
every sheep) has been by divers authors supposed to be t.^s
disease, occasioned by a certain worm, which has not inserted
itself into the foot by means of, but, as they infer, actually formed, this opening and particular instructions are given in divers
works how to extract the worm. From Mr. Peall, the reader
will learn (and it is not the least important part of his book)
the use and importance of this organ ; which, so far from heir.g
what it has been ignorantly supposed to be, is, says he, " one

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

,-

—

;

;

of the most singular apparatuses that I have ever met with f^r
preventing friction between the parts where it is situated."
'Jhe
.

—
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Tlie supposed worm is simply "hardened mucus, -which frequently plugs up the pipe," neither more nor less
the effect,
observe, and not the cause of disease.
Having dwelt at some
length on this part of the subject, Mr. P. proceeds to give us
his "theory" of the complaint; and we think he has demonstrated (to our satisfaction at least) that the grand exciting
cause is cold, or, rather, cold and wet combined. " From the
increased action of the blood-vessels, a slight degree of inflammation, and one of its concomitants, heat, results.
This may
be considered the first stage of the disease. Then it is that the
sheep begins to limp a little : but as it seldom liappens that
the animal is attended to, or removed to a drier spot, whilst
the lameness is so slight, the inflammation commonly passes on
to the second or suppurative state ; and then the horn may be
obsen-ed to begin to separate from the quick, attended with an
oozmg of matter at the upper edge of the claw, exactly at the
spot where the horn is lost (as it were) in the skin."
" Phenomena of a similar kind are observed to take place in
chilblains, which, it will be admitted, arise from the effects of
cold."
No one however, in his senses, would wait till the chilblains have broken, before attempting a cine neither should he
(if this analogy be correct) in the case of foot-rot.
The idea
so common, of the infectious nature of this disease, Mr. P. has
completely and satisfactorily refuted. From the horny construction of the foot, the thing is impossible.
regret that our
limits will not enable us to treat this part of the work with the
attention it so well deserves: but it is a cheap publication, consisting of but 55 pages, and consequently within the reach of every
sheejvbreeder, bad as the times are.
Before we take leave of
Mr. P., however, we think it but fair, having given the outline
of his opinion as to the nature of the disease, to state as briefly
;

—

:

— We

" remedy therefore."
" As soon as a sheep is obsei'ved to limp, the feet ought to
be immediately inspected and if no mechanical cause of lameness can be discovered, then the ordinary seat of foot-rot,
namely, the inner portion olthe claw, near the coronet,
should
be examined and if any oozing of matter at the upper edge of
the horn appear, the detached portion should be carefnlly removed from the (|uick with a s/iarp crooked knife." Now in
what this crookedness consists, we know not a knife may be
very crooked, and yet far from being ;;/(9/;t';7// crookt for such
a purpose,
sharpness we know to be indispensable, or injury
may be done by jagging tlie j)arts affected. The indiscriminate use of li(]uiil caustics is very properly rejjrobated "yet it
has been found that the uniriate (usually called the butter) of
antimony is an excellent remedy in Ibot-rot, csjjccially if it ht

as possible his

;

—

;

:

:

E

c 2

diluted

;:
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diluted widi an equal quantity of saliva, or of white of eg^, and
then ajipHed by means of a small brush to the ulcerated surface, after all the loose detached horn has been scrupuloiisli/ cut
away." Mr. P. also deprecates die jiractice of strewing quick-

lime on the surface of any covered place, and letting sheep al" It is not easy," says he,
fected with foot-rot stand on it.
*' to defend this practice upon any principle of common sense
for it is impossible but diat the indiscriminate application of so
powerful a caustic must be attended with serious ill consequences, especially if the feet be not rnost accurateh/ pared^ and
for otherwise the lime will lodge in
all the loose horn removed
;

the loose pockets of horn, ami efiectan unnecessary destruction
Mr. P. may be right but this has been rather
of the quick."
a favourite remedy of ours and the more so, as we never observed any bad, but on the contrary fancied we have seen many
ought, however, to make
good, eflects from its adoption.
known, that vie have always practised and recommended careful and close paring of the hoof; not forgetting frequent washpering of the part affected widi warm milk and water.
fectly agree with our author in prohibiting all greasy applications, notwithstanding the high authority of Mr. Hogg himself,
to whose judgment, either as a shepherd or a poet, we are disposed to pay all due honour. To conclude our readers may
form some idea of the nature of the work by the faint outline
we have given above. The substance may be condensed in few
As soon therewords.
Foot-rot is induced by cold and "iSoet.
fore as the sheep are seen to limp, remove them to 'warmer and
drier situations.
If this does not prevent the disorder, but it
should proceed to the second or suppurative stage, apply the
knife, and butter of antimony, as above directed, as a cure
and above all, be careful to keep the feet of the animal as dry
and as clean as possible. A flock thus treated will occasion
but little trouble, and very trifling loss.
:

;

We

We

:

A

Natural Arrangement of British Plants, according to their

relations to each other, as pointed out

by Jussieu,

De Can-

doUe, Brown, &c. including those cultivated for Use, with
their Characters, Differences, Synonyms, Places of G;rowtb,
Time of Flowering, and Sketch of their Uses with an Introduction to Botany, in which the Tei'ms are explained.
By
Sauniel Frederick Gray, Lecturer on Botany, the Materia
Medica, &c. In two very large volumes 8vo. with 21 Plates.
21. 2s. or with the plates coloured, 21. \2s. 6d.
Practical Treatise on Diseases of the Heart,
By Henry
Reeder, M.D. Physician to the South London Dispensary,
&c. &c.
;

;
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ANALYSIS OF PERIODICAL WORKS ON ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.

A

beautiful work on the Land and Fresh-water Mollusca
of Germany, by M. C. Pfeiffer, has just come to our hands.
and is illusIt forms a thin quarto vohime, printed at Cassel
;

numerous figures, superior
in execution to any thing we have yet seen from the German
press.
It will be regretted however by the generality of our
countrjinen, that the work is in German, excepting the specific characters, which are given in Latin.
Much new matter
and the
is also introduced regarding the inhabitant animals
figures illustrating this part of the work are truly valuable.
are sorry that our limits will not allow us to notice more than
trated

by eight

plates, containing

;

We

the specific characters of the new species contained in this volixme but it includes such a large proportion of subjects found
likewise in our own country, that it becomes an almost neces;

sary addition to the library of every British conchologist.
In the arrangement of families, the author has followed the
great Cuvier; the genera accord with those of Lamarck, Mliller
and Drapanaud a new one is, however, proposed under the
name of Pisidium, composed of Cj/clas ohliqua Lam. ( TelUna amnica Gm.) and Cy. ohtusalis arvd Jontinalis of the same
author, principally because they differ from the rest of this
group in being inequilateral shells, a character so trivial, that
we are not disposed to concur in the propriety of such a generic distinction.
The species in this volume which the author considers as new
acquisitions, are distinguished by the following characters
Helix depilata. H. testa subglobosa, perforata, subcarinata,
cornea, pellucida, substriata, nitidula; apertura semilunari,
peristomate submarginato.
Pupa hi dent at a. V, testa dextrorsa, cylindrico-ovata, obtusa;
apertuia bidentata.
Clausilia bi])licata. CI. testa subventricosa, cornea, striata;
apertura pyrifbrme columella bilamellata plicis interlamel;

—

:

;

laribus

duabus

;

tribusve.

Clausilia gracilis. CI. testa fiisiformi, gracili, striatula; co-

lumella; JamcUis obsolelis.
to Lister Hist. Conchyl.

Clausilia obtusa.

uscula,
iriclljc

striatii;

I'or this species a reference

pars

is

given

59, f. b.
CI. testa fusiibrmi, subventricosa, obtusilib. I.

i.

ft.

apertura ovata; peristomate siqierius colu-

appresso.

Clausilia minima. CI. testa cyniidrico-fiisiformi, la>viiiscula;
opertiira ovata; columella faucil)usque uiiij)licatis.

Curyrtiium mcnlccanvw.

C. testa conico-oblonga,

obtusa^

solidg, la;vij nitida; apertura oblique pyrifonui, 5-6-dcntala.

Val-

;
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is

Valvata. a genus formed by
Helix fascicidaris of Gmelin.

new

and of which the type
following is given as a

Mliller,

The

species:

Valvata dej)ressa. V. testa turbinata, imibilicata ; spira depressa, obtusa ; apertura circinata, patula.
Among the bivalves, M. PfeifFer has attempted a furthei- illustration of the genera Anodonta {Anodo7i Sw.) and Unio.
Like all others who have preceded him, this author has drawn
the specific distmctions in this intricate group principally from
To those conchologists who have
their size and contour.
formed extensive series of tliese shells, it will be almost unnecessary to point out the fallacy of making species from such
characters ; because they are, above all others, the most vague
and inconstant so much so, that the shells from one pond seldom agree perfectly in their form with those of another, and
Mr. Swainson apthus species might be made ad injinitum.
pears aware of this, and has directed our attention to the foi*m
of the lamellar plate to which the ligament is attached ; the
modifications of which, he conjectures, will pi-ove the best discrimination of the species. This is a new view of the subject,
and certainly deserves investigation. Of the four species enumerated in this work, we consider the Anodonta cellensis only
as a variety (with a somewhat narrower sheU) of A. cyg7iea.
The Anodonta anatina may probably be a thick variety of
our British species ; and the Anodonta intermedia, we have
Mr. Swainson's authority for sayhig, is the same as his Ano-^
Lamarck's
don 2'>icttis, described in the Bligh collection.
Anodonta intermedia is conipomided of two species. This is
shown by his synonyms, one of which refers to Chemnitz
8. tab. 86. Jl 763, representing the young of A. anatinus ; and
;

the other to iheEncij. Meth. pi. 201. f. 2., which is Mr. SwainThese erroneous
son!s A. pictus, and is a continental species.
synonyms of Lamarck have likewise been repeated in this

work.

Among the Uniones, some mistakes

also occur: theLinnaean
given under the name of Unio rostrata, after
Lamarck ; while ovata is mistaken for Pictorum. On the other
,hand, IJnio margaritifera is so well characterized, that we
shall give the specific definition ; and also that of another, described as a new species, and which we think is really so, being intermediate between ovata, and the real batava, of the
continental but not of the English writers.

Pictorum

is

Unio margaritifera. U. testa elliptica, crassa, nigricante
natibus subdepressis, decorticatis dente cardinali minuto, subconico (obtuso, Ed.) laterali nullo.
The true character of
this species is here for the first time defined it consists in the
;

;

lateral

;
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being nearly obsolete, a character overlooked by

previous writers.
JJnio riparia. Sp.nov.

U. testa elliptica, crassa, fusca ; natibus depressis, detritis; cardinis dente conico, crenato.—
Gualt.

D?

Ind. Test. tab. 7./
Ency. Meth. 249./ 4.
Neither of these figures aj^pears to give a good idea of the
same shell as represented by the author at pi. 45. f. 1
3 ; particularly that of Gualtieri, which might as well pass for any
other
species.
litoralis^ et batava, two common species frequent
most parts of the continent, complete the number of this
genus; but neither of these is found in Great Britain.
Having now given our readers a short abstract of the con-

Utiio

in

tents of this valuable addition to zoological science, we recommend it to their further attention ; a few copies have been

imported by Mr.

Wood,

W.

428, Strand.

Swamsoji's Zoological Illustrations.

B.

No. 24.

Three

plates only are given in this number, occasioned, we
presume, by the additional letter-press composing the different

indexes and title-pages of the second volume, which this number completes. These plates are however more rich in figures
^
than usual. The first contains two birds, which we have been

accustomed to consider as totally distinct the Sylvia cayana,
and the Sylvia cyanocephala of most writers. But Mr. Swainson appears to have ascertained that they are male and female of the same identical species, and has referred them to
their proper station in the system, under the name of Nectarini a cyanocephala. PI. 118: Conus generalis ; a well-known
shell, but enriched by five figures of the different varieties,
not
well represented by authors.
Ampullaria globosa a species tlius defined
A. testa globosa, lajyissima, olivacea; spira depressa; aperturaj margine
;

.-

:

—

crasso, fulvo, sulcato ; umbilico parvo, contracto, juxta
basin
posito; ojjerculo testaceo.
Tlie observations on the Ampidlarice are here concluded

and Mr. S. has satisfactorily shown, that the characters given
to this genus by Lamarck, are perfectly correct.

We

should like to see a larger portion of diis valuable work
devoted to Entomology this miglit be done by curtailing the
:

Shells in this publication, and bringing
work exclusively on conchology.

them

Sowerby's Mineral Conchology.
PI. 36G.

Bulimns

costcllalns.

We are

in

some other

No. 64.
somewliat snrprised
It evidently belongs

at seeing this .shell iclcrrcd to the liulimi.
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longs to the fliiviatic genus Melania ; and the ch'cumstance of
itsbehig found in the fresh-water formationof the Isle of Wight,
appears to us conckisive on this subject.
PI. 367 contains Trochus nodulosiis of Brander, given unMr. S. observes that Lamarck's
der the name of T. moniUfer.
T. monilifer is distinct from Brander's nodidosiis, vv^hich last is
the shell here figured. It would therefore have made the subject somewhat clearer, if Brander's and not Lamarck's name
had been followed; because, although Lamarck considered both
these shells the same, it would appear he is in error. Brander's
original name, therefore, should have been preserved. Nevertlieless, the four figures on the plate are so characteristic of the
species, that little difficulty will arise hereafter in ascertaining
to which species they really belong.
PI. 368. Gryphcea bidlata : a new species from tlie clunch
clay near Horncastle in Lincolnshire, approaching very near to
Ostrea, but more closely to the genus under wliich Mr. Sowerby
has placed it. Gryphaea vesiculosa on the next plate occurs
near Warminster, and PI. ^10 conXaxns Pecten aspe)-; both from
the green sand. PI. 371 is Pecten cinctus, found in the alluvial clay of Suffolk, &c.
Soxver-by's

The

Genera of Shells.

No.

8.

deficiency of letter-press in the last number is supplied
which likewise contains the foUowinir additional genera,

in this
of
Glycimcris, Lithotrya, Anostoma, Crenatula and Perna;
which we shall give a more detailed account in our next month's
:

—

Number.
Bota7iical Register.
PI. 648. Ixcn-a cuneifolia of Rox.

No.

9L

MSS., allied to /.

parvijlora

PI. 649. Cleof Vahl Sym. 3. tab. 52, from the East Indies.
rodendron squamatum. Vahl ( Volkameria Kcempferi. Willd. Sp.
PL 3. 385.) a magnificent shrub; which, from its size and
'beauty, would have been better figured on a double-sized plate.
Native of Japan.
PI. 650. Glycine sine7isis : avery elegant climber from China,
charmingly represented on a quarto plate.
PI. 65L Pynis co7-ona7-ia, oi' Li'mn. and Willd.: a beautiful
crab-tree, abounding in the woods of North America,
PI. 652. Raphiolepis salicifolia. This appears to have been
first noticed as a distinct species by Mr. Lindley: it is likewise
a native of China. The characters are,
R. foliis elongato-lan-

—

panicula

subcorymboso-fastigiante,
petalis denies
calycis aequantibus, staminibus coarctatis calyce aliquantum
brevioribus.
ceolatis,

PI. Gi'd. PsidiuTTi 2)o1yca7'po7i, the

Guava of Trinidad: an
addition

:
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addition to this genus first described by Mr. Lambert in the
Ltnn. Trans.
The species we apprehend will be still further
increased
our own herbarium contains four or five others
hitherto unrecorded by any botanist.
:

PL 654. Actinoius Helianthi
a New Holland plant, the
Eriocalia major of Exotic Botany, tab. 78.
:

Curtis's Botanical

Magazine. No. 428.

Argemone albijiora, placed as a variety of mexi*
cana by M. De CandoUe but considered by Horneman and
Dr. Sims as a distinct species, which idea is most probably
PI. 2342.

;

correct.

The next

plate represents ^ very extraordinary, rare,

interesting plant, the Stapelia tuberosa of

Mr. Brown considers

as

and
Meerburg but which
;

formuig a distinct genus, under the

name of Brachystelma

—

Asclepiadccs.

lumna

tuberosa; assigning to it these characters:
Corolla campanulata, sinubus angulatis. Co-

Corona monophylla, 5-fida lobis antheris
dorso simplicibus.
Antherae absque membrana
Massee pollinis erectae, basi insertae.
Inhabits the

inclusa.

oppositis,
apiculari.

:

—

Cape of Good Hope.
PI. 2344. The orange variety of Papaver nudicaule, from
Dahuria: following this, is given Orobus hirsutus, from the

Levant.

2346 and 7. Lysimachia Euphemer-um, Phyteuma sjncatwo plants long known to botanists;
PI. 2348, Erica mntabilis of Hortus Kevvensis: and PI. 2349,
Anchusa Barrelieri, completes this nimiber.
must beg
leave to suggest the great improvement and additional value
which would result to this work, if botanical dissections were
introduced less sparingly. Of the eight plates in this number,
only one contains these illustrating outlines, so essential, not
PI.

tum

;

We

only to the cxj)erienced botanist, but to the student.
Since
botanical science has inidergone so many changes, and innumerable genera formed, which a few years back were quite
unknown, every assistance of this kind l)ecomes doubly necessary to the elucidation of the subject.
Gcianiacccc. No. 33.

Not a
is

single genuine species of these

contained

in this

metamorphosed plants

month's number.

Ijoddigr^ Botanical Cabinet.

Part Q5.

and singular i)lants occur in this number;
but, in the absence t)f sjiecilic cliaracters or synonyms, we cati
only notice tliein by the names here given.
Aristolochia tO^
under this subject are the following well applied
mnitosa
Several interesting

—

Vol.60. No.

29.{.,S'<7^/. 1*822.

Ff

and

.
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they evince a pure, a contented, and
happy spirit in the writer and we join most cordially with him in believing, that if a decided partiality for this
beautiful and fascinating study were imbibed in the days of
our youth, follies, sanctioned by fashion and example, would
" The sinlose much of their influence on our future lives.

and pious

reflections

:

therefore a

;

Ingular form of this flower claims our particular attention.
deed, the same may be said in a greater or less degree of
every thing which God has made ; and sure it is, that our happiness would be unspeakably promoted by a more habitual
contemplation of such things. They are the productions of
our owa almighty Creator, Preserver, and Benefactor, and we
may, at least in an imperfect ^nd feeble manner, behold His
glory in the glory of His works."
Tcmpletonia glauca, Epidendrum mdans, and Podalyria
styracifolia, are three other plants I'emarkable for the singularity of their blossoms.

The First Part of Dr. Hooker's Exotic Flora appeared during the last month, and we hasten to lay before our readers
a short account of its interesting contents. This publication
is designed to present such figures and descriptions of the
parts of fructification as may render the knowledge of the
genera, and the natural orders of plants, more easy to the botanical student ; for which purpose, such plants are as much
as possible selected as are worthy of notice from their novelty,
rarity, history or uses, or some peculiar or little understood
characteristic in their flowers and fruit.
With the view to
render this work extensively useful, an octavo size has been
preferred, with the engravings plain
nevertheless there are a
lew copies published which have the plates beautifully coloured.
It is to appear in parts, of 20 plates each, every three
;

months.

The Part, which is now published, commences with Tab. 1
Caladium Seguimim (^Arum, Linnaeus), the Diimh Cane of the
West Indies. Here we have a highly finished, but reduced,
figure of the whole plant, with tlie spadix and spatha of the natural size, and the flowers magnified the descriptive part consists of the class and order of the individual, its generic and specific characters, in Latin; and a few only of the most important
synonyms, (so that the page is not burthened with what more
properly finds place in the works of Willdenow and De Candolle) then follows an ample description of the species and,
lastly, whatever is interesting in the history of the plant, with
references to the figures. This plan of the letter-press is adopted throughout.
No. 2 is the Ithipsalis Cassid/ia, a genus
which
:

;

;

—

;

on.
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which the author has separated, though not, aiiparently, without hesitation, from Cactus,
Tab. 3, 4-, Neottia spcciosa^ with
iar more ample details of the inflorescence than have yet appeared, and which are, we think, of the highest importance
among Orchideous ]:)lants. No. 5, Asjri ilium iValUchii, a charmmg and very curious new Fern fi'om Ne]ial, and thus charac" Frondibus simplicibus lineari-lanceolatis, soris
terized
rachis utrinque per totam fere longitudinem lineatim dispositis,
stipite inarticulate." Tab. G. (a folded plate, and thus counting

—

—

:

—

new Dorstenia

as two), a
its

specific

fidis

(Z). arifolia), native

character runs thus

"

:

Foliis

of the Brazils

profunde quinque-

digitato-palmatis, laciniis lanceolatis (junioribus cordato-

sagittatis

integris),

receptaculo

—

elliptico-quadrato

inclinato

pedunculo affixo."
Tab. 7. Lycopodium dendroideum.
Tab. 8. Doodia aspcra, a New-Holland Fern. Tab. 9.
A magnificent East Indian Orchideous plant (on a double
plate), Dendrobium Pierardi, which flowered for the first lime
in the Liverpool garden.
Tab. 10. A beautiful Ophrys, recently introduced into the gardens of Britain, O. lutea.
Tab. 11. Serapias Lingua.
Tab. 12. Calypso horealis, the
American variety, or species as it is considered by Mr. Brown.
Tab. 13. Sarracenia rubra; sent, we observe, from Liverpool.
Tab. 14. Berberis heterojyhylla, a native of the Straits of Magellan.
Tab. 15. Agerahim conyzoides.
Tab. 16. A novel
species of Pinguicula, or Butterwort, P. edentula : " nectario
lateraliter

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

subulato recurvo, corolla campanulata breviore, quinquelobo,
lobis emarginatis integerrimis, palato prominente, scapo

pube-

scente;" and Tab. 17. Begonia humilis.
What adds greatly to the interest of this publication is, that
most of the plants which it will contain are the produce of the
gardens of Scotland, and every part of the work, (except the
colouring of the plates, which is under the direction of Mr.
Graves of London,) even the engravings, which are of a very
superior stsmip, is executed in that kingdom ; so that we can-

not help congratulating our sister country on producing a work
of science, which, in point of the excellence of its peribrmance,
is, if not superior, certainly fully equal, to any thing of the same
kind that has ever appeared in the metropolis of the land.

Botany appears to be making rapid advances in the kingdom
of Scotland, if we may be allowed to judge by the productions
of its press.
At the same time that we announce Professor
Hooker's work vn Exotic Plants, we have the pleasure of recomtneiiding to our readers a publication of even greater inteicst to the student of Cryptogamic Botany, in the Scottish Crj/ptngamir plora of Mr. (Ireviile of lC(linl)nrgh, which is destined

F

f

2

to
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to comprise " coloured fij^iu-es and descriptions of the Cryptoganiic Plants found in Scotland, and chiefly of such as belong
to the order Fungi,'' and is intended to serve as a continuation

o^ English Botany.

To the British botanist we can scarcely think that a more
welcome publication could be offered. We have, in the Flora
Britannica and English Botany of the learned and estimable
Presidentof the Linnacan Society, a mine of knowledge and information in every department of our Flora, with the exception
These have been in a measure
of what relates to the Fungi.
But in
illustrated by the numerous figures of Mr. Sowerby.
that publication the nimiber of species is very limited, comparetl with what we now know, and these require to be thrown
Persoon, DecandoUe, Neis von
into a proper arrangement.
Esenbeck, and above all the able Fries, have done much towards a systematic distribution of this difficult tribe. It is left
for our countryman Mr. Greville (who unites to a classical
knowledge of his subject, a power of delineating the object of
his pursuit such as is rarely possessed by men of science,) to
publish the Fungi of our islands for we can hardly believe that
he will wholly confine himself to the productions of the northern part of Great Britain and the labour of doing this could
not apparently have fallen into better hands.
;

;

The

Scottish

Cryptogamia

is

to appear in

monthly numbers

of 5 plates each.
'^Tlie engravings are well executed, and the
whole got up very much in the same style as the Flora Exotica
of Dr. Hooker.
Mr. Greville has given, we see, a full list of
synon3ans, and a translation both of the generic and specific
characters.
The author has established several new orders out
of the original Fungi of Linnaeus and Jussieu, ol the propriety
of doing which we shall be better able to judge when the work
shall be further advanced.
No. 1. contains Iderotium durum, (Persoon); Agaricus jioccosus, (Curtis); Isaria microscopica, a curious new species, parasitical on the Trichia clavata, " extremely minute, scattered,
solitary, simple, club-shaped, very white, the minute fihmients
and sporules very indistinct ;" jEcidium Thalictri, a new species, found by one of Dr. Hooker's students when upon an excursion to Ben Lomond, and thus defined, " growing on the
imder side of the leaf, somewhat clustered, clusters of a roundish form; peridia oblongo-cylindrical, bright orange, the mouth
paler and bursting irregularly ;" and Peziza ochracea, new species, ofwhich the character stands thus: "minute, sessile, fleshy,
thick, yellowisli-brown, plane or subconvex, smooth beneath ;
hymenium (or fructifying surface) sprinkled with granular shining particles."

No.

2.

:

Royal 'Academy of
No.

Sciences in Paris.
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SphcEiia spermoides, (Hoffmann); JEcidium Pi7ii,
(Persoon) the largest, as it is probably the most rare of this curious genus; Uredo Geranii, (Decandolle); Agaricus turgidus,
a new species, thus defined its " pileus somewhat plane, at
length convex, very smooth, greyish-brown gills narrow, numerous, pale ; stem large, remarkably hollow, ventricose ;" and
Fusarium tremelloides, (Tremella Urticee, Pers.)
No. S. Peziza plumbea, a new species, " sessile, minute, gregarious, fleshy, depressed, brownish-olive, with a smooth brownish grey hymenium (fructifying surface or disk)."
Uredo oblongata, (Link), Cryptosphagria Taxi, (Sp/iceria Taxi of Sowerby), a genus which the author has, we think with great propriety, separated from Spkccria by the following character
" Receptaculum O. Sphaerulae duriusculae sparsae vel aggregat£e, sub epidermide insidentes, ore nunc depresso nunc elongato, erecto aut inclinato, intus massa gelatinosa sporulifera in>structa. Sporulaj semper Enudae." Pdyporus hisjndus, (Fries),
and Puccinia Rosce, (De Candolle).
"U'^e trust that this useful work will meet with the encoui'agement which the labour and patient investigation of its
iuithor entitle him to expect fi-om the students and admirers of
2.

:

;

^^

British Botiuiy.
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES IN PARIS.

A

REPORT was made on a curious fact of vegetable
July 1.
physiology conniiunicated by M. D'Hombres-Firmas. Vegetables, except a small number, and especially trees, do not
flower or bear fruit till after a certain growth and the leafing
The observation commimicated reprecedes the flowering.
lates to two fine bunches of lilac, on the ground, which
M. Villaret took at first sight for bunches detached from a
neighbouring tree, -and planted in the ground by children, but
which he found to be rooted. Tlie reporter considers this
fact as very inijjoiumt.
July 15. M. Cuvier delivered a highly-favourable report in
the name of a Ct)mmission upon the Memoir (if M. Floureus,
entitled " llesearches relative to Sensibility and Irritability."
The object of these researches has been to ascertain by a series
of experiments, whether the sensitive and the motive powers
reside in tlie whole nervous system, or each in distinct parts of
it.
And the interesting result a})pears to be, that hi the nervous
;

system there are two projierlies essentially
to excite nuiscular contractions

;

tlistinct

:

tlic

one,

the other, to receive impressions.
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has been the object of M. Floureus to discover, by
and detaching the several parts of the brain and
nervous sj'stem, in which of them these properties severally
reside.
We hope to present our readers with fuller information on this important subject in our next number.
M. Cordier has been nominated to fill the place left vacant in
the Section of Mineralogy by the lamented death of M. Haliy:
and M. Brongniart has been elected to succeed him as ProIt

sioiis.

isolating,

Museum.

fessor at the

LINN^AN SOCIETY OF

M.

PARIS.

Viellot gave an account of an eagle never yet described,

killed in the Forest of Fontainebleau,

and which he proposes

to call Aquila fasciata.

A memoir by M. Perrottet was read on the genus Artocarpus,
commonly called the Bread Tree, in which the author states
not well understood, and that it contains
He describes but four, which he has
fully observed in their native soil ; the rest he only enumerates,
not having seen them, nor choosing to rely on the correctness
of the descjiptions which have been given of them upon doubtthat this genus

is

several distinct species.

ful authority.

XLIII.

Intelligence

and Miscellaneous

Articles.

ARTIFICIAL FORMATION OF THE FORMIC ACID.

BY M. DOE-

BEREINER*.

W HEN
nese,

tartaric acid or

and water, are

cream of tartar, peroxide of mangaand the mixture is heated, a

j)ut together,

tumultuous action presently manifests

itself; a great quantity of
disengaged, and it distills at the same time a
liquid acid, which on a slight trial would be taken for acetic
acid, but which proves by a more strict examination to be the
formic acid.
This acid, indeed, mixed with concentrated sulphuric acid, changes at an ordinary temperature into water and
oxide of carbon the nitrate of silver or of mercury converts it
into carbonic acid by means of a gentle heat, and the two oxides
are reduced to a metallic state.
Lastly, it forms combinations
with barytes, oxide of lead, and oxide of copper, which possess
all the properties of those formed by the formic acid.
The residuum left by the tartaric acid and the peroxide of
manganese after their reciprocal action, is a mixture of tartrate
and Ibrmiate of manganese. These two salts may be separated
by means of water, which dissolves the latter only.

carbonic acid

is

:

*

From

the Annates de Chimie for July 1822.
If,

—

—
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sulphuric acid be added,
the tartaric acid will change wholly into carbonic acid, water,
and formic acid, and consecjuently a greater quantity of the
the best proportions are
1 part of
latter will be obtained
crystallized tartaric acid
2^ of peroxide of manganese ; 2\ of
concentrated sulphuric acid, in two or three times its weight of
water.
for example, in
I presume that in several other processes,
treating sugar, alcohol, and other vegetable substances, with the
nitric acid,
and perhaps even in many plants, formic acid is
produced, which chemists will be able to observe in future it
is vei'y possible in many cases, where it was su])posed that the
for
acetic acid had been observed, that it was the foi-mic acid
it is known that Fourcroy, and M. Vauquelin himself took the
By means of the
acid drawn from ants for the acetic acid.
relations which I have discovered between the formic acid and
concentrated sulphuric acid, and the soluble salts of silver or
of mercury, whether dissolved in water or combined with a
base, it may be sufficiently and almost instantly distinguished
from the acetic acid ; so that in future it will not be easy to confound the one with the other. [Annalen derPhysik, ixxi. 107.)
On this the editors of the Annales de CJiimie observe, "
If,

in the process just described,

—

:

;

—

—

;

;

We

hastened to repeat the very interesting experiment of
Doebereiner, and have obtained exactly the result which

liave

M.

he describes."
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS FOR SHIPS.
The following account has been jmblished of an invention
by Mr. W. S. Harris, of Plymouth, for conveying the electric
fluid, by means of a copper conductor fixed in the masts, through
The experiment has taken place in Phthe bottom of ships.
mouth harbour, and completely succeeded, as will be seen from
the following details
Althougli the advantages of conductors on land arc admitted,
yet on shipboard, wliere the eflects of lightning arc most to be
dreaded, from the inflammairility of the materials of the shij),
the introduction of electrical conductors has been neglected or
Tliis, indeed, may in some measure
injudiciously eu)pIoyi;(l,
be traced to the difficulty of placing any fixed or contiguous
conducttu- in a situation so liable to change and motion as the
mast and rigging of a siiij); and consecjuently the only species
of conductor that has been adopted is a chain, or long linkS of
wire, one end of which is designed to be hoisted to the mast
head, whilst the other passes over the side of the ship, and
conniumicates with the water; but, indej)endently of its defective
construction, from its small dimensions, the inconvenience of
being ccjustanlly hoislcti, anil its conscMjuent liability to be in:

jured.

Electrical Conductors for Ships.

§3'2

This species of conductor is therefore
jured, are very obvious.
usually kept packed in a case, and only hoisted on the approacli
of danger, which it may then be too late fully to avert. To
remedy these inconveniencies, Mr. Harris proposes to place in
the back of the masts a slip of copper, which is to be continuetl
consequently,
to the interior or hole of the cap of each mast
coming into contact with the mast above, the continuity will
be preserved without the upper masts being lowered. The
conductors of the lower masts are to be continued to the keel,
;

to communicate with one or more copper bolts in
It must be
contact with the exterior copper or the water.
clear, therefore, that this arrangement preserves a permanent
conductor so long as any part of the mast is continued; and as
the masts of a ship may be considered as mere points when
contrasted with a tlnmder cloud, thus armed they are virtually
pointed conductors.
To those acquainted with the action of
points on charged electrics, it will be obvious, and not too
much to presume, that such masts will be highly efficacious in
silently depriving a thunder cloud of its charge, thereby giving
to ships a degree of security of very considerable imjiortance.
From these considerations Mr. Harris was induced to submit a model of a complete mast, furnished with permanent conductors, to the inspection of the Honourable Navy Board, who
expressed their decided approbation of the }n'inciple, and requested him to exemplify its efficiency by an experiment, which
was carried into effect, on Monday September 16, on board
the Caledonia, at Plymouth, in the presence of the Navy Board,
Sir A. Cochrane, Commissioner Shield, several Captains in
the Navy, and the principal officers of the Dock-yard, in the
following manner :^The Louisa cutter having had a temporary mast and topmast fitted with a copper conductor, according to Mr. Harris's plan, was moored astern of the Caledonia, and at the distance of eighty feet from the cutler a boat
was stationed with a small brass howitzer. On the tiller head
of the Caledonia were placed the electrical machine and an
electrical jar, with the outer coating of which a line was connected, having a metallic wire woven in it
this line being
carried out of the starboard window of the wardroom, terminated in an insulated pointed wire in the immediate vicinity of
the touch-hole of the howitzer; a similar line was passed from
the larboard window, which communicated with tlie mast head
of the cutter and at the termination of the bolt through the
keel, a chain was attached, connected with another insulated
pointed wire in the boat, placed in the vicinity of the touchhole
the space between the insulated points being the only
mterval in a circuit of about 300 feet, from the positive to the
negative

and made

:

:

—

—
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negative side of the jar.
Some gunpowder being placed in
contact with the conductor in the cutter, and the pruning in
the interval of the insulated points, the jar was cliarged, and
the line attached to the mast head of the cutter being brought
into contact with the positive or inside of the jar, a discharge
of electric matter followed, which was passed by the line to the
mast head, and by the conductor through the powder to the
chain in the water, by which it was conveyed to the interrupted
communication in the boat, where it passed in the fonn of a
spark, and dischargmg the howitzer, returned to the negative
or outside of the jar by the line leading into the starboard window, thereby demonstrating that a quantity of electric matter
had been passed through tlie powder (without igniting it) in
contact with the mast of the cutter, sufficient to discharge the
howitzer.
Mr. Harris then detached the communication between the keel of the cutter and the positive wire in the boat,
leaving that wire to communicate with the water only; but this
interru])tion did not impede or divert the charge, as the discharge of the howitzer v/as effected with equal success as in
the first instance, the water forming the only conductor from
the cutter to the boat.
In order to demonstrate that a trifling
Iracture or interruption in the conductor would not be important, it was cut through with a saw; but this pi'oduced no material injury to its conducting power.
These trials, carried on under the disadvantages of mifavourable weather, could not fail of convincing all present of
its efficacy, and called forth the decided approbation of the

Na^y Board in particular, which was evmced by Sir T. B.
Martin requesting Mr. Harris to superintend the equipment
of the masts of the Minden, 74, and Java frigate, preparatory
to

its

general introduction into the navy.

From

BLACK SAND OF CAYENNE.
M. Gillet de Laumont on

a paper by

the black sand
Tliat this sand produces two very
distinct varieties of iron, one capable of attraction by the
loadstone, the other not: the first contains 10, the second
32 per cent, of oxide of titanium and a small portion of man-

of Cayenne,

we

learn:

1.

—

2. That melted together these two varieties will give
castings proper for mill-work, or will furnish, when
treated like other ferruginous minerals, malleable iron
3. But that it is important to set on foot experiments on a grand

ganese

:

good

:

scale

on the

spot, similar to those

announced by M. Berthier

in his analysis of titanized iron of Brazil

tome

V.

pp. 4'79 et

{Annales des Mines,

sccj.)

Vol. 60. No. 293. Sept. 1822.
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g
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Ornithology.— Botany. -^Earthquake.

— Qreenland.

ORNITHOLOGY OF ICELAND.
Copenhagen: Natural History. Mr. F. Faber, who resided three years in Iceland, and travelled all over that moun-

—

tainous island, formed, while there, a large collection of birds
and their eggs, which are now in the Royal Museimi. He
has just published a preliminary notice of his discoveries, in
Prodromus of Islandic Ornithology.
Latin, under the title of

A

NUMBER OF PLANTS CULTIVATED

IN BRITAIN.

New World, our English

gardens
have produced 234-5 varieties of trees and plants from America,
and upwards of 1 700 from the Cape of Good Hope, in addition to many thousands which have been brought fi'om China,
the East Indies, New Holland, various parts of Africa, Asia,
and Europe; until the list of plants now cultivated in this
country exceeds 120,000 varieties.
Since the discovery of the

EARTHQUAKE IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
smart shock of an earthquake was distinctly felt at Dunston, near Newcastle, between one and two in the morning of
September the 18th, accompanied by a loud noise like distant
thunder. Several of the inhaljitants of the village were awakened
from their slmiibers, and much alarmed by the circumstance
of the chairs, tables, and other furniture in their houses being
removed and in one house the head of the clock case was
thrown down by the violence of the concussion. Dtirham

A

;

Chronicle.

CAPTAIN SCORESBy's DISCOVERIES IN GREENLAND.
Tlie ship Baffin, Captain Scoresby jun., arrived here on
Thursday, from Greenland, with 195 tons of blubber, the produce of 9 whales. During the intervals of the fishery, Captain
Scoresby employed himself in making observations on the
geography and natural history of the long-lost eastern coast of
Greenland, which was within sight for three months. The
result, we understand, is a sun^ey of the eastern coast of that
almost unknown country, from lat. 75. N. to 69., comprising
an extent of coast, reckoning its numerous indentations, of
about 800 miles. Captain Scoresby discovered some extensive
inlets, from the number of which he is induced to consider the
whole country a large assemblage of islands. He landed on
various parts of the coast, and on each visit to the shore discovered recent traces of inhabitants, and obtained fragments,
of their implements.
It is important to geography, to know
that the form of this land surveyed by Captain Scoresby is
extremely unlike what it is represented in our best charts, andthat the error in longitude, in most cases, was not less than
15 degrees.

J

—

—

NeiP Geographical Discoveries.
15 degrees.

We understand

tions of plants

and minerals,

:

— Wool.
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that he has made large collecparticularly of geological speci-

mens. The Bciffin left the coast of Greenland on the 27th of
August, soon after encountering a tremendous storm, in which
Liverpool Advertiser.
the Dundee of London was dismasted.

RUSSIAN VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY.
Captain Wassiliew, who comSept. 6.
manded the two vessels that have just returned from their voyage
of discovery, has perfoi-med great services to geography. He
discovered in the great ocean a group of inhabited islands
passed through Behring's Straits, and reached a higher latitude
than Cook determined the true position of North America,
from Icy Cape to the peninsula of Alaska, and found to the
St.

Petershirgh^

—

;

north of

it

another inhabited island.

JUNCTION OF THE AMERICAN LAKES WITH THE ATLANTIC
OCEAN.
This magnificent work, calculated to improve prodigiously
the commerce of New York, goes on nobly to its completion.
In a few months more, by means of this Grand Western Canal,
our vessels will pass from the ocean to our inland seas. In
executing this work, which does great honour to its projector,
are
nearly ten thousand men are said to be employed.
also uilbrmed that another canal, about forty miles in length,
is intended to be cut from Providence to Worcester, which
will still further facilitate the transit of goods from New York
American Paper.
to the interior of Massachusets,

We

WOOL EMPLOYED IN THE MANUFACTURES OF FRANCE.
" Formerly, and even to the present time, the clothiers sought
out for long and sound wools, in the expectation of finding in
them proportionally less of gi'ease and foreign matter, and more
freedom in tlie staple, but also with die view of giving more
The very reverse now
strength and firmness to their cloths.
In order to maintain a competition widi tlie cloths
of England, they rc()uirc only such wools us are short, weak
and silky: and 'they luanutkcture only fine and slight cloth,
soft and silky, which wiU scarcely last so long as the transient
taste which has given rise to them.
" This predilection has produced a change in our flocks; and
the grower of the raw material, who seeks for a ready sale,
hiLS l)een compelled to conform to the desires of the manufacIn order to
turers and tlie dejiraved Uiste of the consumer.
diminish the length of their wool, thev have been tempted to
shear their sheep twice in the year, ailowing seven months for
the
tr -

takes place.

G
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Palm-tree Cordage. —'Change of Colour in a Negro.

the first growth and five for the second but, besides that it is
only a small nmnber which is capable of yielding twice in the
year a wool of sufficient length; the prospect of reaping advantage from animals twice in the year submitted to the shears,
seems more than doubtful. The experiments made by M.
Bourgeois, on his estate at Rambouillet, leave no doubt on
:

this svibject."

If the above facts (taken fi-om the Bibliotheqice PhysicoEconomique) are to be depended upon, they are worthy the
attention of the English clothier, who will perceive that the
French clothier has had recourse to a change in the wools
consumed in his manufacture, with a professed view of maintaining a rivalry with English cloth.

PALM-TREE CORDAGE.

A

specimen of the palm-tree cordage, recently invented in
North America, has been sent over to Liverpool fi-om New
York. It is very beautiful, and from its appearance much
stronger and more elastic than cordage manufactured fi:om

hemp.

CHANGE OF COLOUR IN A NEGRO.

An

advertisement in the Norfolk Beacon, United States,
apprizes the public, that a natural curiosity at that place is now
exhibiting.
The object is a man of sixty years of age, and of
uncommon intelligence, who was born black, and continued
so until the age of forty-five ; since which, he has gradually
undergone a chanoe of skin, until three-fourths of him have
perfectly white, and his arms and hands have assumed
a delicacy and transparency not surpassed by those of the most
tenderly bred female.

become

OBITUARY.— Sir

William Herschel.

This distinguished astronomer died at his house at Slough,
on the 26th of August, in the S^th year of his age.
Sir William Hjrschel was born in November, 1738; his
father being a musician, brought up his four sons, of whom
Sir William was the second, to the same profession, and placed
him, at the age of 14, in the band of the Hanoverian Foot
Guards. Unable, however, long to endure the drudgery of
such a situation, and conscious of superior proficiency in his
he determined on quitting the regiment, and seeking his fortune in England, where he arrived about the end of the year
After struggling with great difficulties in London, he
1757.
was engaged by the Earl of Darlington to superintend and
instruct a military band then Ibrming by that Nobleman in

art,

the
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Durham, and the opening thus afforded contributed so far to uicrease his reputation and connexions, as to
induce him to spend several years after the termination of this
engagement in the neighbourhood of Leeds, Pontefract, Doncastei-, &c., where he had many scholars, and led the public
concerts, oratorios, &c.
In 1766 he was chosen organist at Halifax, a situation he
soon after resigned for the more advantageous one of organist
In this great and gay resort
at the Octagon Chapel at Bath.
of fashion, his extraordinary musical talents procured him
ample emplojTnent and the direction of the public Concerts,
and his private teaching, produced him a considerable income.
But though fond to enthusiasm of his profession, his ardent
thirst for knowledge had begun for some time past to open a
While at Halifax, he had comnobler field to his exertions.
spite of the
menced a course of mathematical reading; and
difficulty of such studies, acquired without assistance a considerable familiarity with the principles both of pure and mixed
mathematics.
The sublime views disclosed by the modern
astronomy had powerfully attracted his attention; and when he
read of the noble discoveries made by the assistance of the
telescope, he was seized with an ii'resistible desire to see with
Fortwiately the price
his own eyes the wonders he read of.
of an instrument capable of satisfying his ciu'iosity was beyond
his means, and he resolved to attempt the construction of one
for himself.
In this arduous task, after encountering endless
difficulties, he succeeded, and in 1774? first saw Saturn in a
five feet reflecting telescope made by his own hands. Encouraged by this success, he now attempted larger telescopes, and
soon completed a seven, a ten, and a twenty feet reflector,
labouring with such obstinacy as to have actually finished no
less than 200 object mirrors before he could satisfy himself
with the performance of one.
Astronomy now occupied so much of his attention, that lie
began to limit his professional engagements, and restrict the
the county of

;

m

number of his scholars.
About the latter end of 1779, he commenced a

regular review of the heavens, star by star, with a seven feet reflector;
and liaving already continued this u))wards of 18 months, he
was at length rewarded on the 13th of March, 1781, with the
discovery of a new ))rimary planet, to which he afterwards
gave the name of Gcor^^iuvi Siihis, now more generally distinguished by that of Uranus.
In consequence of this memorable discovery, the attention
of the scientific world became fixed upon him; and His late
Majesty, with a promptitude of liberality which must ever be
recorded
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recorded to his honour as a patron of science, enabled hiiri,
the settlement of a handsome salary, to discontinue his professional exertions, and devote the remainder of his life wholly
to Astronomy. In consequence of this arrangement, Herschel
immediately quitted Bath, and took up his residence at Datchet
in the neighbourhood of Windsor, where he w^as no sooner
established than he entered on a career of discovery unexampled, perhaps, in the history of science. Having removed
to Slough, he commenced the erection of a telescope of yet
lax'ger dimensions than any before attempted, which he completed in 1787, and aided by this stupendous instrument, and
by others of hardly inferior power, extended his researches to
every part of the heavens, penetrating into regions of space of
a remoteness eluchng calculation, and developing views of the
construction of our own system and tlie universe, of a dai'ing
subUmity, hardly more surprismg than the strictness of the
induction on which they rest.
In these observations, and the laborious calculations mto
which they led, he was assisted throughout by his excellent
sister. Miss Caroline Herschel, whose indefatigable and unhesitating devotion in the performance of a task usuall}' deemed
His
incompatible with female habits, surpasses all eulogimn.
discoveries were commimicated as they arose to the Royal
Society, and form an important part of the published Transactions of that learned body fi'om the year 1782 to 1818.
In 17 , he married Mary, widow of the late John Pitt, Esq.
and the accession of domestic happmess he experienced fiom

by

—

this union, while it testified the justness of his choice, contributed
powerfully to cherish that calm tranquillity of mind which is
the native element of contemplative philosophy, and the soil
from which its shoots rise most vigorous and most secure.
In 1816, His present Majesty was graciously pleased to confer on him the decorations of the Guelphic Order of Knighthood.
His astronomical observations were continued within
a few years of his death, till, his declining strength no longer
keeping pace with, the activity of his mind, he sunk at length
full of years and glory, amidst the applause of the world, and,
what was far dearer to him, the veneration of his family, and
the esteem and love of all who knew him.
Sir William Herschel has left one son, who, with liLs father's

name,

inherits his distineuished talents.

M. Delambre, perpetual Secretary of the Roj'al Academy of
Sciences for the class of Mathematical Sciences, died at Paris,
Aug. 27, aged 72. His funeral at the chiu-ch of the Abbey
was attended by a great nmnber of members of the Institute,
and

—

:
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and other distingaished persons. His remains were deposited
in the cemetery of P. La Chaise; and three of his colleagues,
M. Cuvier on the part of the Academy of Sciences, M. Biot
in the name of the College of France, and M. Arago in the
name of the Bureau of Longitude, expressed, in three discourses listened to with emotion, the grief which his loss has
caused to all friends of science. M. Delambre leaves vacant the
place of perpetual Secretary to the Academy, that of Member
of the Board of Longitude, and of Professor of Astronomy to
the College of France.
M. Fourier and M. Biot are mentioned by their fi-iends as successors to the place of Secretary.

—

The

election

is

adjourned

tdl

November

next.

LECTUUES.

—

Surnj Institution. The following Courses of Lectures will
be delivered in the ensuing season
On the History and Utility of Literary Listitutions ; by

James Jennings, Esq.
On Chemistrjf by Goldsworthy Gurney, Esq. in the Course
of November.
On Music by W. Crotch, Mus. D. Professor of Music in
the University of Oxford and.
On Pneumatics and Electricity; by Charles Woodward,
;

;

;

Esq. early in 1823.
LIST OF PATENTS FOR

NEW

INVENTIONS.

To David

Mushet, of Coleford, Gloucestershire, ironmaker, for his improvement or improvements in the making
or manufacturing of iron from certain slags or cinders produced in the working or making of that metal. Dated the
20th August 1822. 6 months allowed to enrol specification.
To William Mitchell, of Glasgow, silversmith, for his process, whereby gold and silver plate and other plate formed of
ductile metals may be manufactured in a more perfect and expeditious manner than by any process which liath hitherto
been employed in such manufacture. 2ith August. 6 mo.
To Thomas Sowerby, of Bishopwearmouth, Durham, merchant, lor a chain upon a new and improved j)rinciple suitiible
29th August 2 mo.
lor shijjs' cables and otlier pui-poses.
To Robert Vazie, of Chasewater Mine, in the parish of
Kenwyn, Cornwall, civil engineer, for his improvement in the
compounding of diflerent sj)ecies of metals. 3il Sept. 6 mo.
To Henry Burgess, of Miles-lane, Cannon-street, London,
3d Sept
merchiint, for liis miprovenients on wheel carriages.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—G months.

—

—
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Meteorology.

METEOROLOGICAL TABLE,
The London Observations by Mr. Caky, of the Strand.
The Boston Observations by Mr. Samuel Veall.
Thermometer.

Days of
Month.

London.

Boston.

Height of
the Barom.

Weather.

Inches.

1822.
Lond.

Aug.27

Boston

London.

Boston.

:

THE

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE
AND JOURNAL.
3P'
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1822.

XLIV. On

the proposed Alteratioti of Weights and Measures^
and the Adaptation of Gauging Apparatus thereto. JBy Wm.
GUTTERIDGE, Esq.
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

A

Saint Fin-barrs, Cork, Aug. 6, 1822.'

an advocate for the change contemplated
in the weights and measures of the nation, I soHcit j^our permission to address a few observations upon the subject through
the medium of your Magazine.
The theory, upon which the alterations are grounded, is as
s

follows
1. That an inch in length shall be ^^1%%^ P^'^''^^ of the
length of a pendulum, vibrating seconds in London, in a vacuum, upon a level of the sea ; nence the length of the pendulum, from the axis of suspension to the centie of oscillation,

be 39i'p%%% inches.
That a grain troy shall be equal in weight to 2 jiffjr
parts of a cubic inch of distilled water, at 62" of temperature,
hence the weight of a cubic inch of such water will be
in air
will

2.

;

252J^^'\; grains.
_

3. T.

_

hatTOOO troygramsshallconstituteanavoirdupoispound.

4. That 10 lbs. avoirdupois of such water shall fill a gallon;
hence the cubical capacity of the gallon will be 277x%''o% inches.
gallon of water, between 70" and 39", varies in bulk
5.
rather less than ^ of a cubic inch.
6. Clear river water exceeds distilled as I'OOOG to 1, or
about ^ of a cubic inch in a gallon.
7. Taking •00001044 as a mean expansion of brass for each
degree of the thermometer, varies the content of a gallon, between 70° and 39", just } of a cubic inch.
For the accommodation of the public, I have performed all
the requisite alterations upon gauging apparatus, to render
them exclusively applicable to the new system. Some I have
altogether superseded the necessity of, by introducing instruments of my own invention, less o])erosc and more correct.
In poijJt of accuracy, I will just give one iusti\nce by way of

A

specimen.
Vol. 60. No. 294. Oct. 1822.
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ingenious revenue

officer,

Mr.

J.

Overley (by fur the

most scientific author who ever wrote in England, as to
Sauging in particular), states that, according to Ward's Young
lathematician's Guide, a spheroidal cask having 31*5 and
2^'5 inches for the bung and head diameters respectively, and
42 inches for the length, will contain 100"78 gallons of English
ale measure.

In the 1 03d page of the work, he has shown the method to
construct a gauging instrument, called a diagonal-rod.
He states that " this line is constructed tor a cask whose
content is 60 ale gallons, and the diagonal thereof 30 inches
therefore the proposition holds
" As 60 is to the cube of 30, so is any other content to the
:

cube of the diagonal"

Now, gentlemen, I shall undertake to prove that those casks
were not both the frusta of the spheroid ; and, as that is the
sort of cask fi-om which all gangers draw their conclusions,
that the diagonal rod

is

very considerably in error.

My

let-

your Magazine for August 1818 furnishes me with
abundant reason for scepticism and I am aware the author
took this matter upon trust from Oughtread, who indeed was
ter in

;

no mean authority, Tlie theoiy is perfectly true if applied to
Ward's cask. The object of this rod is to ascertain the content of any cask.
The operation is as follows: Through tire
orifice in the middle of the staff pass the rod, until it meet the

—

intersection of the opposite staff and the head; then just in
the centre of the orifice will stand the content of the cask,
upon the rod, among a scale of unequal graduations engraven
upon it; which graduations result from a tarif formed fi'om
the analogy before given and since homologous solids are to
one another as the cubes of their dimensions, we have a method of proving the justice of my disapproval of the rods now
used, which I discover to liave been uniformly constructed
from the erroneous cask selected by Oughtread ; if, indeed, he
ever applied to a cask at all ; which I have abundant reason to
suspect he never did.
For it could not have been either of
ihejirst, second, or third variety ; but ratlier the frusta of two
cones abutting upon one common base ; and which is such a
cask as is only known in theory.
;

The annexed engraving
quent exphcations, where

will

be explanatory of the subse-

The length =bg = 42 inches.
The bung diam. = cf= 31 '5 inches.
The head diam. = ah = 24'5 inches.
The half length = Zir/ = 21 inches, or

base of a triangle,
of
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Z-^>^J 42 inches
length.

3r5

inches, B. diam.

of which the hypoth. or diag. eh will be 35 inches, and the
perp. e d will be 28 inches, as we will prove thus
a b and c d are respectively equal to one another and e c
and df are also equal to one another therefore, if re be added
tx> ab, the sum will be ed.
Or, ec is half the difference between ab and ^^ consequently ed is the arithmetical mean
:

;

:

between 31-5 and 24"5, and -^^-^~

—=

28

=

ed; [and since

21 and 28 are the two sides of a right angled triangle, includhig the right angle, the diagonal cb will, according to the 4'7th
prqo. 1st Euclid, be ^^^4-21'*= 35; for the sum of the
squares of 28 and 21 make 1225, to extract which by logarithms

we have
1225,
root 35,

its

its

log.

its log.

=2) 3-0881361

=

1

•54-4'0680

;

therefore,

100*78 ale gallons ought to be found upon the rod, among the
engravuigs, at the 35th inch; instead of which, if we followr.
Overley, we have
galls, diag.

As 60

:

galls.

30^':

:

diag.

100-78 .y45351
:

=

35-66 instead of 35; for

by logarithms

^453577
its

root 35-66^

its log.
its

log.

=
=

3)4--6 565869

1-5521956; and from

this

tmalogy

We

the diagonal rods, now in use, are constructed.
will now
see what the diagonal ol' this 60 gallon cask ought to have
been uistcad of 30 inclies, according to Overley: tlius,
diag.

galls.

As 100-78

:

35^':

For 2.5525-«f)8995,
its

root 29-4.5,

its

inches.

galls,
:

60
its

:

4^25525~89899T=

20'i5.

log. S)i-4()6f)810

l"g-

=

]-i(iW)9:i7,

H

h 2

which

is

different

from
thftt

;
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My

rod is
that stated by Overlay by above half an inch.
constructed from a tarif of cube roots, resulting from the preceding analogy, with the exception of the number of gallons,
which were an equivalent of imperial measure to the foregoing
quantity of ale measure.
I am, however, free to confess that this error for a long
time escaped my notice; and I think it very probable, that if
1

had not determined upon

entirely

new modelling of every

them exclusively apsystem, I never might have discovered it
but, having been true to my purpose, I have the satisfaction
of being enabled to state that my improvements will form a
valuable appendage to the imperial system; to which it so
readily applies in practice.
It may not be improper to exspecies of gauging instruments, to render

plicable to the

new

which this improvement obviates.
be shown by inverting the analogy; thus.

hibit the ratio of loss

This

will

inches.
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But my object is not to give more than a cm'sory account
of a few of the most singular of my inventions and improvements ; and therefore I shall only glance at one more new invention, which, from its singular utility in carrying into eifect
It being althe imperial system, deserves particular notice.
together a novelty, I scarcely know by what name to call it
The instrument which ascertains the interior length of a cask,
I term aji interiometer^ in contradistinction to an instrument

from mthout, which I term an exteriofor taking of dimensions generally, I
sometimes call it an imperial meter; because it is to ascertain
the number oi gallons or bushels imperial, from the mere invoI sometimes think it ought to be
lution of its dime?isions.
termed an imperial cubit; but as names are of no nnportance,.
This will be obvious from the nature
I will show the utility.
of a simple question and answer thus,
for inching of vessels

meter: but as this

Qjiere.

—

is

;

1.

in breadth,

A

and

bemg

5-6 meters in length, 4- meters
-5 meter in depth, I demand the number of
vessel

imperial gallons which

it

would contain ?

5*6 meters, multiplied

Solution.

by

4 meters.
22"4

= product of lengtli and breadth.

•5

Gallons contained

1

1-20

=

product of length, breadth and

depth.
cylinder being 5'6 meters in dianieter, and
Quere.
2.
4-2 meters in depth, I demand the number of imperial gallons
which it would contain ?
5-6 meteis or diameter squared.
Solution.
5-Q

—

A

31 -36
4*2

= square of diameter.
= meter's depth.

6272
12544
Gallons contained 131-712 product of depth and squared diameter.
If the question had been bushels, the process would have been
but a bushel meter is exactly twice the length
just the same
of
;

.
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of a gallon meter: on one edge of a rod are therefore engraven a series oi gallon meters, and upon the opposite edge
a series of bushel meters; 1,2,8, upon the latter standing
against 2, 4', 6, upon the former.
But in ascertaining the content of cylinders, either in bushels
or gallons, the meters consequently of the depths of cylinders
are different in their length from the metas used for the diavietcrs, and for the dimensions of angled figures.
In consequence of these differences in the lengths of square and circular meteis, the former are engraven upon one side of the rod,
and the latter upon the other side. And there is the same
uniformity between the circular meters for bushels and gallons
as exists between the sanare meter, as before explained, as
2 to ]
And altliough the superiority of this invention over all
others for ascertaining dimensions in terms the most readily
introduced into practice, to give the final result, by the pen,
will be readily granted
yet I have peculiar satisfaction in
being enabled to state, that its greatest advantage is its not
requiring computation at all, if the sliding rule be used. And
an additional advantage is, that the content for bushel or gallon and from square or circular meter is ascertained by one
general operation.
It requires no gauge point upon the rule
whatever, if an inverted line of numbers be substituted for the
ordinary line
or if the latter line be retained, the gauge
;
point for bushel or gallon from square or circidar figures, will
be the same in all cases; but, except for idlaging, a one-slide
rule is all that is requisite therefore the advantages are manifold of which this invention is chief.
Sliding rule;, best suited
to the purpose, I have also invented, to accompany the meter,
tliat notliing should be deficient.
I will just state, that however importiuit my improvements may be in facilitating different commercial transactions, I think' that if the Legislature
were to pass a law to compel peoj^le to adhere to the just and
equitable mode of applying those measures, so that the conclusions might be tonformable to conmion sense, it would be
no more than the interests of many of the legislators, as well
as thousands besides them, render most imperative.
This
letter would be too long if I were to enter into an history of
the tolerated barbarous perversions of true measures in our na-

—

;

D

;

tion

J

Allow me, gentlemen, to add that, if you will permit me,
/ Kill prove, in your next Magazine, that, such is the extent
of this evil, a most valuable species of property is depreciated
above 20 per cent.
I will not only prove that such is the case,
but I will also submit a rational tJieorv which shall be capable
of
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of most effectually obviating such malpractices in future.
I
take this opportunity to ex'iress my entire concurrence with
the two clauses in the Act for altering of the present weio-hts
and measures, which require that tables of equalization and
conversion from the quantities and values of present measures to that of the imperial measure, shall be prepared and
.published.
I

was so thoroughly convinced of the necessity of tliis, that
tables of equalization and conversion, as to

I actually prepared

quantity and value, from all the midtifarious measures in the
British empire to that of the imperial staridard.
And as the
Act is put oft" until next Session, I mean then to be also prepared with similar tables to convert from aW foreign standards
to the same standard ; thoroughly convinced that, if I am any
in my eftbrts, I shall be enabled to give to the
world one of the greatest advantages, in a commercial point of
view, which has ever been submitted to the public. And as I
doubt not that truth and equity are the prominent characteristics of your publication, and that you will readily admit tlie
necessity of accuracy, in a great commercial nation like ours,
in matters involving the best interests of thousands of its inhabitants, I am persuaded that you will permit me to endeavour, in your next, to obviate the evils of which I complain.

way seconded

I

have the honour to be, gentlemeii,
Your most obedient humble servant,

Wm.
XLV. On

Gutteridge.

an Improvement in the Apparatus for procuring
By William Mandell, B.D. Fcllorc ofQiieen's

Potassium.
College.*

\_In repeating the late Professor Tennant's experiment for
procuring poUissiumf, (which difters from the similar one first

made by

the French chemists, Gay-Lussac and Thcnard:]:,
principally in being more simple and commodious for prac-

occurred to me, that one part of the ajjparatus made
use of, might, with advantage, be still further simplified and
as every circumstance, however apparently obvious or trivial
in itselij which, in any degree, tends to facilitate the production, in greater quantity, of so powerful a chemical agent as
potassium, is of importance, I have thought that the mode of
tice,) it

:

• From the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions for 1822, Part II,
Philosophical Transactions for 1S14, p. r>7H, to which the render is
ferred for the detail of the process.
See l^hil. Maj;. vol. xliii. 457.
\ Aiiiialrs dc Cliimic, torn. Ixvi. p. 205.

f

re-

operating

24-8

On an Improvement in theApparatusforprocuringPotassitmu

operating which I pursued might not be wholly unworthy the
notice of this Society.
It is well known that the grand difficulty in successfully performing the experiment in question, consists in protecting the
gun-barrel from the effects of that extreme and long-continued
heat, which is necessary to decompound the alkali, and to volatilize its base. The usual practice hitherto has been to surround with a lute *, that portion of the gun-barrel which is
introduced into the fire.
This operation, however, is always
tedious ; and although it be conducted even with the greatest
care, it is found extremely difficult to prevent fissures in the
coating, particularly when the heat is much increased in the
course of the experiment.
Hence, if eventually the fire have
direct access to the barrel, through any crevice which may be
fonned, the fiision of the denuded part is generally the consequence, and the whole labour of the experiment is lost.
This, then, being the common cause of failure, it occurred
to me that, if there were substituted for the luting, a thin but
sound and well-burnt tube or hollow a/lmder of Stourbridge
clay, of such dimensions as just to cover that portion of the
barrel which is subjected to the fire, the unfortunate result,
which I have alluded to, might possibly be avoided.
tube of this description was accordingly procured ; and,
in order to guard against the hazard of its cracking, by reason
of exposure to a sudden increase of temperature, it was, in the
first place, gradually and with caution, heated to redness.
The remaining part of the experiment was then performed
with entire success; and a veiy considerable quantity of potas-

A

sium obtained.
It may be proper to remark that the hollow cylinder, and
tliat portion of the gun-barrel which it incloses, should be of
such relative diameters that, when cool, their corresponding
surfaces are not quite in close contact ; otherwise, the cylinder
will be in danger of bursting, not only on account of its own contraction, but also on account of the simultaneous expansion of
the gun-barrel, fi-om the effects of that very high temperature,
to which, in this state of combination, they are submitted.
Moreover, the whole apparatus should be supported accurately in the same position, thi'oughout the experiment, (by

means of

rests

made of Stourbridge

clay,)

and should be so

—

* " On couvre cette partie raoyenne d'un lut infusible." Gay-Lussac et
Thenard, Ann, de C/iim. torn. Ixvi. p. 20/.
" The Ittfc which I have found most effectual
was composed
of Stourbridge clay
&c."—Tennant, I'hil. Trans, for 1814, p. .582.
"

It

(the gun-barrel)

Manual of Chemistry,

is

then covered with an uifusible /«/<."— Brande'g
Ed. 1819.

p. 184.

situate
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upon may during
whole process be subjected to its greatest intensity.
With due attention to these precautions, and to some minor
cu'cumstances in the manipulation of the experiment, which I

situate in the fire, that the materials operated
tiie

up the Society's time in detailing, it is believed
that the decomposition of potash, by means of iron, might in
every instance be effected with almost entire cei'tainty, and

shall not take

potassium be obtained in great abundance.

XLVI. On

the Origin arid Discovery

of Iron.

By

David Mushet, Esq.*
[Continued from page 167-]

JH.OWEVER rude an instrument, in the hands of the early ironmaker, we may m our times consider the blast-bloomery to
have been, yet there can be no doubt that in an operation so different from, and so much more complete than, the more ancient
air-bloomery, many difficulties attended its general introduction.
Prior to this, bellows must have been invented and in common use, and their construction substantial and well understood, before they were made powerful enough to smelt ores
It is also very probable that they were long used to
of iron.
forge the iron produced in the air-bloomery, before they were

applied to the department of smelting.
Accident alone in almost every instance is the source or
Anomalies in the arts and manufactures
cause of invention.
appear and vanish without notice or attention ; and it is only
when these fall under the observation of persons of investigating habits, that they are ever philosophically accounted for, or
made subservient to useful or beneficial purposes. Bellows,
in the first instance, were likely applied in the bloomery upon
any occasional diminution of the usual or necessary current of
air ; by and by some advantage as to (juality, produce, or time,
might be j)rocured, which would give rise to their more general
introduction towards the conchuling i)art of the process, in
order more c nnpletely to separate the iron from its oxide and
fifom the earths, and to unite the masses more firmly together,
to withstand the shock of the hammer. The partial ajipHcation

of the bellows, however, was widely diflercnt from its more
In the old
general application to the purposes of smelting.
process the pieces of ore were matured by a long j)eriod of
cementation; but no perfect fusion or separation took place.
The metallic particles coalesced, and part of the oxidCs and
earths were discharged in conse<|uence of their being fusible
* ('ominunicutfd bv ihc Author.

Vol.60. No.
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at a lower temperature; but the greater part of the expulsion,
on which the purity and quality of the iron depended, took
By the introduction of smelting, a
place under the hammer.
fusion comparatively perfect was obtained, and the charge
of the furnace in a short time resolved into fluid scoria and
metal.
The basis of the operation, therefore, was completely
changed and it became the principal operation of the smith to
remove the crudeness imparted by flision to the iron, by such
means and processes as occurred to him, or as experience pointed
out, and to which has since been given the term of refining.
As this part of the operation would be the first and earliest
attempt at the refining-fiu'nace, so it is probable that the resulting bar-iron would be found in point of quality, toughness,
and purity of fi-acture, superior to the iron obtained in the airconclusion would be formed by the smith in fafurnace.
vour of the general use of bellows; and at this juncture those
trials and experiments would commence, which terminated in
the general introduction of the blast-bloomery, a furnace that
for many ages maintained itself exclusively for the manufacture of iron over every iron-making country in Europe.
The furnace was constructed of stone capable of standing a
high temperature, about two feet in height, and from a foot and
a half to two feet square within, according to the power of the
bellows on the lower end of the furnace were two openings,
one large in the front, the other of smaller dimensions behind,
When the
or on one side, for the insertion of the blast pipe.
furnace was properly filled and heated with charcoal, a certain
measure of ore and charcoal was added, according to the size
of the bloom or blooms wished to be obtained, and which could
be conveniently removed by the front opening in the furnace.
The bellows were then urged. The charge melted, and the
iron in the state of a crude steel, more or less separated from
the ores, rested in an imperfectly fluid state upon the furnace
Another operation therefore followed After adding
bottom.
a measure of charcoal to cover effectually the surface of the
metal, the nose cf the bellows' pipe was inclined towards its
surface, and part of the vitrid matter formed during the fusion
allowed to run out. After blowing on the metal a certain
length of time, it gradually by the burning out of the carbon
became thick and lumpy. Iron bars were introduced at the
front opening to break up the mass and to expose the lumps
to the action of the blast, as is at present done in the charcoal
refinery. When the operation was deemed complete, and the
iron enough refined, the burning mass was removed through
the front opening, either to the anvil or a large stone, and
there beat into form.
In
;

A

:

:
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In this improved state of the process, two distinct species of
cinders, or scoria, were produced.
First, in the smelting of
the ores, which from the imperfect reduction contained about

20 per

cent, of oxide of iron mixed with the earthy matter of
the ore;
secondly, in the refining part of the operation,
where the scoria produced contained irom 70 to 80 per cent,
of oxide of iron mixed with the earthy matter of the ores, and
the vitrid waste of the interior of the furnace.
Abstractedly considered, the operation of the blast-bloomery
furnace must be pronounced strictly philosophical, whereby
was effected the double purpose of smelting and refining, in
both of which large quantities of iron originally contained in
the ore were lost.
The operation itself, when well performed,
was the mean between two extremes, which it must have been
the interest and the anxiety of the smith to avoid.
If the furnace was charged with too small a proportion of charcoal, or
too large a relative quantity of iron ore, several evils would
follow ;
a lack of heat, a want of proper carbonation, and an
imperfect fusion or separation ; masses of ore would pass the
blast unmelted, and mingle with the crude iron that had been
reduced from the smaller masses of ore, presenting to the operation of refining an imperfect and imhomogeneous surface.
On the contrary, an extra dose of charcoal, or a lessened X'elative proportion of ore, would lead to consequences the reverse
of the former ; under a higher temperature, an extra dose of
carbon would unite with the iron, which would be precipitated
on the bottom in a state too fluid for the usual length of time
To divest the iron of its exappropriated to the refinement.
tra dose of carbon, the bellows would be directed upon its
surface for a much longer time before it began to coalesce, or was
tough enough to break up with the bars, a larger quantity of
cinder would be discharged, and less of metal proportionate
to the length of refinement.
When the operation was performed in the most perfect
manner, not more than one-half of the iron was obtained from
the ores. Tliis gave rise to an innnense accumulation of scoria,
which in after ages, and subsequently to the invention of the
blast-furnace, became a source of great wealth to the pi-oprietor of land, who occasionally under ancient forests, or the
deepest soils, discovered large (juantities of these cinders, which
were eagerly purchased by the smelters and used in the blast
furnace, in mixture with ores, for the production of cast-iron.
Notwithstiuiding the small produce which in foruter times
was obtained from the ores smelted in the blooniery furnace
with charcoal as fuel, the late Colonel Fullarton attempt>.d to
inlrodute
2
I

—

—

i
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introduce the furnace, about five-and-twenty years ago, for the
purpose of making bar-iron with coke and rich ironstones or
The blast-bloomery he employed was 3 feet in height,
ores.
and from 2| to 2f feet in width hke the old charcoal bloomery,
it had an opening in front, and a blast-hole about nine inches
from the bottom which admitted a pipe of 1|^ inch in diameter.
The furnace was filled with coke, gradually heated, and the blast
introduced; then in small alternate portions were charged,
four cwt. of ironstone, and in the whole 10 bushels of coke,
containing about 700 pounds of fuel, or neax-ly the produce of
one ton of raw pit-coal. In less than one hour the whole
charge was smelted, the cinder was then tapped from the surface of the iron, upon which the blast-pipe was now inclined
as in the old furnaces.
After a period of six hours, the lump
was deemed sufficiently malleablized the front of the furnace was broken down, and the mass carried to the Ibrge hammer. In this way about 130 lbs of bar iron were obtained
from 4 cwt. of Lancashire ore, or the same quantity of roasted
ironstone of a very rich quality.
The Lancashire ore contained about 290 lbs of iron; so of
this quantity 1 SOlbs only were recovered, or equal to 45 per cent,
of the iron, and about 30 instead of 65 from the ore.
The ironstone was of a peculiar nature, a combination of
iron and bituminous matter; so that, when roasted, the dissipation of the inflammable matter left a pure oxide of iron in
thin beds or laminae, which in the crucible yielded upwards of
70 per cent.; so that not 40 per cent, of the iron only was
revived ; and if the yield in iron is deducted from the ironstone
in its raw state, two tons of which yielded about one ton of
iron, the produce was not more than 20 per cent.
The whole operation, from filling to falling the furnace, took
eight hours.
The bloom in drawing out lost about eighteen
pounds of iron ; so that at the conclusion of the experiment
not more than one hundred weight of finished bar-iron wa^
obtained.
calculation founded upon this result, would give
for one ton of bar-iron twenty tons of raw coal, and five tons
of Lancashire ore ; or, when used in preference, ten tons of
ironstone, besides an immense increase of labour.
To accidental enlargement of the blast-bloomery, we most
likely owe the discovery of cast-iron.
With a view of improving the process, some enterprising smith may have added
to the height of his furnace, and accidentally or by design enlarged the dose of charcoal.
In tapping the furnace previous
to refinement, he might be struck w ith a difference in the colour of the scoria, and the increased fluidity of the iron which
;

;

A
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:
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S^c.

might accompany it. These masses would be compared with
former accidental productions, and the difference observed
at first they would most likely be returned into the bloomery
to increase the general produce, but in time become the subIt would on trial be found, that
ject of a separate experiment.
they would melt in the common smithy, and by being blown
in a manner similar to the refining part of the bloomery
This would
operation, pass into the state of malleable iron.
first suggest the idea of a separate fornace and operation for

upon

The permanent enlargement of the
the refinement of iron.
bloomery furnace would ensue. The ores, by a greater descent
and longer contact with the fiiel, would be more thoroughly
cemented. * The iron would take up carbon in quantity, fusibility proportionally increase, and cast-iron in all its varieties, from the white conchoidal fractui'e to the large-grained
deep grey, be obtained.

From this

period, the

making of iron would divide

—the furnace and forge departments

itself into

and, like
other judicious divisions of labour, would give new spirit and
enterprise to the art in time foot-blasts and hand-blasts, or

two branches,

;

:

would be abandoned, and a more effectual moving
power found on the banks of the adjacent streams. Waterwheels, giving motion to bellows and hammers, would succeed
the crude and infantine efforts of a ruder age : and these in
their turn would give way to other improvements, in a riper
age, much more powei^ful and strikmg.
bellows,

XL VI

I.

tricity/.

On

the Application

By

the Rev. J.

ofMagnetism as a Pleasure of Elec-

Cumming, M.A. F.R.S. M.G.S.

Professor of Chemistry in the University of Cambridge.*
hitherto in use for ascertaining the quantity and
produced either by friction or by
galvanic action, are (independently of the shock on the animal
Irame, which obviously affords no definite measure,) derived
from its power in decomposing water, or fusing meUillic wires.
i.

H E methods

intensity of the electricity

the electricity is either small in quantity, or of low intensity, there are considerable dilficulties in the practical appli-

Wlicn

"

cation of either of these methods.
The fusion of platina wire by the elementary battery of
Dr.Wollaston, proves that the quantity of electricity developed
by very minute mctalHc surfaces is considerable; yet, exclusively of the diinculty in soldering wires that are barely visible,
it is
•

almost impossible to ascertain their length with any pre-

From

the Ciimljiidgc Pliilosopliiciil Transactions for 18:??, Tiirt II.
cision.

:
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cision.

—The other mode,
—The recent

water decomposed by a

that of measuring

tlie

quantity of

of small galvanic plates, is imdiscoveries of Professor CErsted have
practicable.
enabled me to construct two instruments, one for discovering,
the other for measuring, galvanic electricity, with a delicacy
and precision that seem scarcely to admit of limitation. The
jiair

—

construction of the former instrument I have mentioned in a
communication I liad the honour to make to this Society some
I shall now describe a few of the experiments I
time since ;
wire of zinc and
have as yet been enabled to make with it.
inch diameter, were coated with
another of platina, each
sealing- w^ax, so as to have merely their extremities exposed
on immersing them in a dilute acid, the circuit being at the
same tune completed through the galvanoscope, the needle de-

—

—A

—

no doubt that a visible eflect
would have been produced by wires of less than half the dimensions of those I employed. As the compass, though small,
was by no means delicate, we may, I think, conclude tiom tliis
experiment, that the electricity developed by two metallic surfaces, each jijj of a square inch, may be detected, and their
relations to each other ascertained, by this instrument.
The minute surfaces, and consequently small quantities of
viated so decidedly, as to leave

—

exciting fluid required for experiments with this instrument,
offer the means of examining galvanic efiects that have hitherto
been unnoticed.
Of the acids whose galvanic effects I believe have not been
examined, I have found, with small disks of zinc and copper,
that the oxalic and hydriodic have considerable power; the
phosphoric and acetic much less. The action of strong sul*phm'ic acid was inconsiderable, the needle being scarcely af-

—

but on adding a drop of water it deviated through
half a right angle.
Were the galvanic action owing
solely to the electricity developed by the metallic contact, the
fluid acting merely as a conductor, according to a generally
received hj'pothesis, the effect should be greatest when the
stronger acid is used, concentrated sulphuric acid being a far
better conductor than when diluted
on the other hand, since
zinc or iron are readily oxidated by the action of dilute acid,
though with difficulty when it is concentrated, this experiment
seems to prove, that the galvanic action depends, not on the
conducting, but on the oxidating power of the interposed fluid.
Hitherto I have not had the leisure to form that complete
series of the electric relations of the metals towards each other,
which this instrument affords the means of doing; yet the effects 1 have observed in two instances, are, I think, so remarkable, that I ought now to mention them.
On using two disks,
fected

;

more than

—

:

—

—

i

—
as a Measure of Electricity.

one of iron, the other of

^SH

there was produced a deeidetl
deviation
since, then, the only difference in the metals arises
from an alloy of from a ^^^ to a j^^y part of the whole, it appears that this is sufficient to alter their electric relations.
The powerful affinity of potassium for oxygen, made it highly
probable, that, in the galvanic circuit, it would become strongly
negative with all the metals.
On my first trial with disks of
potassium and zinc, the potassium took fire before I could observe the effect; this difficulty I afterwards obviated by alloying it with mercury ; on making the contact the needle deviated
through nearly a right angle The same effect was produced
with copper it was needless to try it with the other metals,
for being negative with respect to zinc, and zinc being negative with respect to all the other metals, there can be no doubt
that in the galvanic circuit, potassium is the most strongly
negative metal with which we are acquainted.
It is perhaps scarcely necessary to remark, that, if any proof of the
metallic nature of potassimn were wanting, this experiment
would have afforded it.
In using the magnetic needle as a measure of galvanic
effects, we may either observe the deviation at a standard distance of the connecting wire from the needle, or assume a
standard angle and measure the distance. The latter method
seems to have the advantage, as enabling us to use a smaller
and therefore a more delicate needle, with this additional convenience, that the scale is increased in proportion as the length
of the needle is diminished.
I therefore constructed an instrument, having a connecting wire fixed upon a moveable
slide divided into inches and tenths, to which a vernier might
first object was to ascertain the
be added if necessary.
divisions on the scale, corresponding to variations in the angle
for this purjiose, the moveable wire was placed
of deviation
at different distances from the needle, increasing in arithmetical progression, and the corresponding deviations were observed.
As the effects decrease very rapidly during the galvanic actions, the experiments were made as quickly as possible, proceeding from a distance of ^ an inch to 10^ inches,
and again returning to the first distance. On taking the mean
of several trials, made in this manner, I found that the tangent of the deviation varies inversely as the distance of the
connecting wire from the magnetic needle.
It is well known that in a galvanic arrangement, intensity
is given by the number, quantity by the magnitude of the
plates; hut I am not aware that any notice has been taken of
the eflL'Cts ju'oduced by varying their distances from each other.
steel,

:

:

;

—

—

—

My

;

—

— On placing

a moveable plate of zinc opposite a fixed cop-

per-
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per-plate, I found, that, on diminishing the distance, the deviation of the needle placed under their connecting wire conThe law
tinued to increase, until they were in actual contact.
of that increase, ascertamed by the method I have just mentioned, was such, that the tangent of deviation varied inversely
In the conas the square root of the distances of the plates.
struction of a Voltaic series composed of many plates, the
advantages to be obtained by placing them very near each
other, would be counterbalanced, by the risk of their intensity
becomuig sufficient to penetrate through a small distance ; but
in using large plates, with electricity of low intensity, it is obvious, that provided they are not in actual contact, they cannot be placed too near each other. By availing myself of this
observation, I have been enabled to repeat, with a single pair
of plates, the experiments of Ampere and Arago, which were
Of these,
originally performed with a battery of twelve paii's.
one of the most singular is that by which a spiral connecting
wire is made to communicate permanent magnetism to a steel
This experiment I find may be
wire placed within in*.
varied, by using a straight connecting wire, and twisting round
it a small steel bar ; the zmc and copper ends of the bar receiving the northern or southern magnetism respectively, according as its spiral is from right to left, or the contrary. The
repetition of this experiment led me to discover the cause of
a singular effect, which I had the honour of exhibiting to this
The magnet, which was deprived of its attractive
Society.
power when its north pole was connected with the zinc wire
of a pair of galvanic plates, had been placed in tlie circuit, by
twisting the wire romid its poles from left to right: on making
this spiral from right to left I reversed the effect ; and when
the spirals round its two poles were in opposite directions, the
weights suspended from them were oppositely affected at the
same time, the attractive power of one pole being increased
when that of the other was destroyed.
The singular effects produced by using a large conducting
wire, I have me.itioned in my former paper on this subject,
and the analogy it forms between the galvanic and the common form of magnetism. In the further examination of this
diffusion of the magnetic influence, I have found it to be far
more extensive than I had at first imagined. On making the
connexion between a pair of plates containing about \\ foot of
surface, through a copper globe of more than a foot diameter,
and therefore containing full four square feet of surface, every
part of it exhibited magnetic effects, either upon a horizontal

—

—

—

—

* In

made

these, as in the previous experiments, I

of large

wii-c it is

find that if the spiral

rouch more efficacious than

if

of small.

be

as a
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—

or a vertical needle.
The same effects were manifested whatever were the forms of the surfaces intei-posed between the
galvanic plates.
On varying the experiment by connecting
both extremities of the plates with each other, by means of
small wires, so that there was a metallic circuit throughout,
(in which case it is generally conceived that all galvanic effect
ceases), I found that every part of this circuit aflected the

—

magnetic needle.

The magnetism of ihe connecting wires was examined in the
usual mode ; that of the plates themselves by inmiersing in the
exciting fluid a small compass in a glass case, made imj^ervious
to the water.
It is perhaps premature to form any theoretical
opinions upon these few facts, which seem to me adverse to
the received opinion, that the galvanic effects are produced by
the decomposition of an electric fluid circulating between the
positive and negative plates yet, if ever the mysterious agency
of galvanism is to be detected, it must be by examining it in
its simplest form
and this, the discovery of the connexion
l)etween galvanism and magnetism, and the delicacy of the instruments it enables us to a})ply, seems to promise, more readily
than any modes A'et tried, the means of accomplishing.
;

;

Since this paper was read to the Society, I have had an opand Mr. Lunn, of
trying the magnetic effects of atmospherical electricity.
A wire
of about 100 yards in length, connected with a kite, readily
magnetised a steel needle inclosed in a spiral wire, but caused
no deviation in a compass placed beneath it. I have obtained
the same, results in repeating Sir TI. Davy's experiments both
with the Leyden jar and with sparks taken from the conductor
of an electrical machine.
It seems that the galvanic magnetism is most readily made sensible by the deviation it causes
in the compass needle
but the electrical by its power of communicating permanent magnetism.
The experiment on atmosplicrical electricity suggests an
easy method of ascertaining, from time to time, the prevalent
electricity of the air; by inclosing small steel bars in a s])iral
wire connected with a conducting rod, and examining the
magnetism induced in them.
portunity, with the assistance of Dr. Clarke

—

—

—

;
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XLIX. On

the Repeating Circle improved according to the
Suggestion of Baron Zach a?id on taking Observations
of the Pole-Star. By Professor Littrow, of the Imperial
Observatory of Vienna*.
:

J. HAVE not yet spoken to you of my repeating circle, of
eighteen inches, by Reichenbach and Ertel, constructed here
at Vienna; but it is because I received it only at the beginning
of August (1820): I have however made a good number of
observations with it of the latitude.
This circle is furnished with two excellent levels witli airbubbles one of them being, according to your recommendation, made fast to the outer circle, or circle of divisions, in
order to be certain of its invariable position during the conjugate observation. I have found the addition of this level very
necessary; for in fact, when the vernier or inner circle which
carries the telescope is turned, small oscillations are always
remarked in the bubble of the level, although strongly connected with the circle of divisions by the clamp and its screw.
The bubble does not return to its place mitil the vernier circle
and its telescope are I'eturned to their old position ; an evident
23roof that the circle of divisions does not continue fixed, and
that it does not always return to its old position after the
movement of the vernier-circle, which had hitherto been alwa\-s tacitly and falsely supposed.
You were the first to point
out this defect, and long since cautioned astronomers and
artists respecting it
at length it has engaged their attention.
I have always attended to this fixed level of the circle of divisions, which indeed renders the obsei'vations a little more
troublesome, but in return much more certain and accui'ate.
In order to fix the latitude of my observatory, which has
appeared to me to be by no means well determined, I have
made choice of the ])ole-star for reasons known to all astronomers.
Though the telescope of my circle is but 20 inches in
length, it is such an excellent one that I can see the pole-star
with it, without the smallest difficulty, at any hour of the day,
and even at bright noon. Impatient to collect in a little time
a great number of results, I did not content myself with two
meridian transits a day, but had recourse to a method which
1 first j)roposed in the third volume, page 208, of Messrs. Lin;

—

:

denau and Hohnenljerger's Astronomical
consists in taking the altitude of

whatever.

I

tiic

.h)inna!,

jioic-slai

at

and which
any time

have since noticed with pleasure that several

* Translated from a liCttcr, datcil Vicnn.i, November 2.3, 1820,1
Zach, published in Iiis Corrcipondaitcc AstrunomiquCf&c.
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astronomers have practised this method, which on account of
the great liberty it gives the observer, to take his observations
at any time, not subjecting him to a time determined and Hmited, deserves to be generally received, particularly by travelling astronomers and mariners.
At all times observers have contented themselves with taking
meridian altitudes of the pole-star at its two transits in tlie
These two points, doubtless, are the
four-and-twenty hours.
most advantageous for obtaining the latitude of the place of
observation, independently of the declination of the star. Latterly, it has been proposed to take the altitudes of this star at
the instants of its utmost digressions toward the east and west.
less favourable, especially when the
not determined with the greatest strictness; on the
contrary, it appears to me, that any other point on the ]iara]lel
of tins star is preferable to those two points, as I shall have
the honour of showing you.
Let z be the zenith distance of the star p its apparent distance from the pole of the equator; t the horary angle, 90— ^i/
the latitude sought ; we shall have, by supposing the distance

These points are much

time

is

;

ji

small, as

for the pole-star,

it is

= —.—

—

—

—

'-^^
(Zs
tans;, v sin. t. dt + cos. t. dp.
*
°
COS. p
appears
that an error in the observed zenith diHence it
stance produces, every where, nearly the same error in the
latitude and this is likewise the case for the meridian transits,
which in this respect are not preferable to all the other jjoints
As to the error in declination, it
of the parallel of this star.
is very little to be feared in the pole-star so well determined

dA)

sin

-4/

-^

;

besides, the error that would result for the latitude is less in all
the other points of the parallel than in those of the meridian
transits, which under this point of view ^vould be the least adAgain, let us consider the error of the time.
It
vantageous.
is true that this error does not influence the observations made
in the meridian, and in this case they seem preferable to the
But when it is considered that the factor dt in the
others.
preceding formula is tang. p. sin. t, it is seen that an error in
the time has a very small influence on the latitude, as well as
Let us suppose the error
in every other point of the parallel.
in time to be one second or fifteen seconds in arc, we shall
have tbi' the horary angles of 6 hours. ..4 hours. ..2 hours,
0"-3
0"-2.
errors in latitude of 0"-4.
All astronomical observers will agree that an error of 0"'4
is inappreciable, that it is mipossible to answer for it
with our largest circles, and our most jierfect instruments. In
every case, we shall still have the means of eliminating that

in arc,

crroi'.

:
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an equal distance on the
other side of the meridian, where the error d-^ changes its
sign and is desti'oj^ed. It is obvious, from all these considerations, that for the accuracy of the result it is indifferent to ob-

error, having only to take altitudes at

serve the pole-star when it passes the meridian, or to observe
in any point whatever of its parallel
but for the convenience of the observer, and for the infinitely valuable advanit

;

tage of being able to collect a great many good observations
of latitude in a short time, my method seems to deserve the
preference before all others.
The observer does not dejjend on a single instant which occurs in 12 or 24 hours, and
which bad weather, a cloud, or other accidents, may render
unavailable.
With my method he may take the star's altitude
at any time of the day or night, at his pleasure, the atmosphere
permitting, or when he shall have the leisure and the inclination.
In 24 hours he may take as many observations as he
pleases, and collect in that time a great number of latitudes.
I have therefore employed this very method to determine the
latitude of my observatory, and you will judge, sir, whether
the observations which I have the honour to send to yon deserve any confidence. I shall add a few Avords more on the
method of calculating them.
I have made a little table, which with the argument t furnishes me with the two quantities m and n given by the fol-

lowing expressions
VI

—

sin.

11.

n

—

?w

—

sin. vt

-.

sin. z

'

cotang.

.

sm.

t.

t.

Let 9, 6', S"
be the differences of the times of observation, and of the middle of all those times, I seek in the wellknown table in the hands of all astronomers the quantity

_
^.

gsin.g^^
sin.

1"

+

2

sin.'i

4 ^'

sin. 1"

,

+

2

sin.'^

\t"

o

,

sin.T^^*^'^

Having obtained by

these two tables, almost without calcum, n and A, the rest of the operation is
the number of repetitions, we have
Denoting by

lation, the quantities

very easy.

Jz

r= [n

N

— m'^

cotang. z)

Tang. X
*

-rr-,

= tang.ja.
'

OS.

{z-dx)

COS. p.

I
j

may be further simplified by constructing
??«' cotang. z,
table to give the value of the quantity «
whicli (lejK-nds on the argument /, and then the first table
Tliis calculation

a

—

little
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1«22.

L

1

will

Analysis of Air taken from an Ice-Honse.

2G6
will

Every calculator

be useless.

at all practised in this

kind

of calculation, will still find other methods for abridging the
all these little artilittle calculation of the quantities x and rf/
fices, as well as the demonstrations of these expressions, are too
easily found to require my dwelling upon them longer.
When tile altitudes of the pole-star are taken with a reflecting sextant, or with a non-repeating instrument, and even with
a repeating circle if the observations are not carried beyond
from four to six repetitions, the correction dz, which is very
small, may be neglected, keeping merely to the last two equa:

tions

( 1 ).

L. Analysis of Air taken from an Ice-House.
ray, F.L.8. M.G.S. M. W.S. Sfc.

To

By John Mur-

M9th

the Editors

Sfc.

of the Philosophical Magazine and Jou)-naL
July, 1822.

Parker of Sweeney Hall, near Oswestry,
having erected an ice-house on a construction which seems well
adapted for the preservation of ice, mentioned to me that the
included air was incapable of supporting comlnistioii ; and that
the person employed felt great difficulty in breathing, and requested me to analyse it. As it presents some curious phenomena, perhaps you will do me the favour to give insertion to an
account of it.
On the 24th of May last, at 1 1 a.m., the temperature of the
atmosphere under the thatched roof above the ice-house was
61" 5' Fahrenheit while in the ice-house itself the thermometer
R.

;

indicated 63" 5' Fahrenheit, almost in contact \vith the ice
candle let down, no sooner entered the dome than it was
!

!

A

A

bucket was then lowered down, and being
extinguished.
again, it was found to contain an atmosphere which
immediately extinguished a candle.
Two phials with glass stoppers, accurately fitted and filled
with water, were emptied in the ice-house ; and the stoppers
their confurther secured by slips of bladder tied over them
glass tube contents were subjected to a careful analysis.
taining a cubic inch, and graduated into 100 parts, was filled
with this air over water a chip of jDure caustic potassa being
The resiintroduced and agitated therein absorbed 5 parts.
dual air being afterwards brought in contact with nitrous gas,
In a subsequent ex16 parts more were absorbed by water.

drawn up

:

A

:

periment 32 parts of hydrogen were added, and exploded by
the electric spark.
The remaining air, after being agitated in
contact

:

:
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contact with pure potassa, was found to be
that 100 parts were composed of
05 carbonic acid gas,

unmixed azote

;

so

79 azote,
1 6 oxygen
consequently the carbonic acid gas seemed to be formed at tiie
expense of the oxygen of the atmosphere; 5 parts in 100 being
The desupplanted by an equal volume of carbonic acidgas.
composition of the straw, from contact witli the melted ice, appears to be the cause and the increased temperature may be
;

considered as the result of this extraordinary fermentation
certainly extraordinary if the temperature at which ice is maintained be considered.
The masses of ice which I have seen
taken from this ice-house during June last, seemed to be well
preserved.
I examined, by chemical re-agents, the ice taken from this
ice-house, by melting the ice previously washed with distilled
water, and also by dissolving it in distilled vvatei\
Oxalate of
ammonia scarcely affected the fluid in a notable degree the etfect was equivocal.
Nitrate of silver seemed to form very delicate silky strings; and with lime-M'ater, or caustic baryta, &c.,
it yielded no trace of carbonic acid gas.
The carbonic acid
gas, therefore, could not proceed from the ice.
The ice in question was procured IVoni an adjoining pond,
and thrown into the ice-house in January last. In about two
:

months, it had shrunk from the wall eight inches, and this vacuity was then filled up with straw, and a covering of the same
thrown over it.
A lantern let down into an adjoining weli of considerable
depth contiiuied to burn with undiminished flame.
The icehouse is in a dry sandy bank, environed with trees.
I have the honour to be, gentlemen.
Yours most obediently,
J.

LI.

A

Murray.

Defence of the iic'jo Theorij of the Tides.
Jij/ Captain Form an.

To the Editors (f the Philosophical

Ala^aziiie

and Journal.

—

Gentlemkn, i^loTwrrrisTANDiNG tliere is a little asperity in
the styl<M>l' Mr. I lenry Rnssell's Reply to my New Theory of the
Tides, I am really obliged to liiin lor llie notice he has taken of
because 1 am fully jiersuatleil that the more it is discussed,
the more the |)iil)lic will In- convinced oI'iIk' iiller impossibility
of iiccounling for the rising of the tides wiliiout supposing exh12
pansion
it;

A
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pansion in the particles of water to be the immediate cause of
the phaenomenon.
Mr. Russell agrees with me that the waters do press downwards towards the centre at the time the tides are rising, and
he admits that they are not pulled upwards by the power of the
moon's attraction ; but, instead of allowing that they are pushed
upwards by the expansion of their own particles, he supposes
that they are pushed ujiwards by the downward pressure [some
thousands of miles off") of the waters where the tide is ebbing, or,
to use his own words, " by the superior gravity of those waters
that constitute the ebb."

Now I recommend to Mr. Russell to fill a box with marbles,
or any other hard round substances, and then try whether an
additional weight at one end will cause the other end to rise
up.
Mr. Russell, I suppose, will not maintain that there is an
immense syphon at the bottom of the ocean and, as he has not
thought proper to explain it himself, I can imagine no other
way by which he can make good his hypothesis. Whether he
can, or whether he cannot, is however of very little moment, because I can prove, in hundreds of instances, that the tides are
;

rising

when

make

this evident, as

has no existence and if I can
Mr. Russell has gone so far as to acknowledge that the waters are not pulled upwards by the power of
the moon's attraction, he must either admit my theory to be
his sup})osed cause

;

be guilty of the absurdity of n>aintaining that an effect
without a cause.
If Mr. Russell will allow
that the moon's attraction is the primary cause of the rising of
the tides, he must admit that in the open ocean the tides are
rising at the same time all the way as fai' as 90° to the westward
of any place where it is just high water.
Now the Atlantic
Ocean is not more than 60" or 70" broad, and consequently,
when the tides are still rising, a little beibre high water, in the
Bay of Biscay, they must be also rising over the wliole breadth
of the Atlantic Ocean.
It is evident from tliis, that the tides
may be rising on one side of the Atlantic when there is no ebb
on the other and therefore, unless we are to suppose that the
waters are rising upwards and jiressing downwards at the same
time, (which would be to acknov/letlge n)y principle of expansion,
and to do away with the necessity of Mr. Russell's hypothesis,)
the rising of the tides cannot be j^roduced by such a cause.
Mr. Russell further argues, that " the circumstance of the
highest tides being invariably accompanied by the lowest ebb,
is alone suHicient to convince any impartial inquirer that the
ebb and flow of the waters are {produced by changes of place,
and not by rarefaction and condensation alone."
This objection however is very easily answered. Mr. Rustrue, or

may be produced

;

sell
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is aware that the Newtonian philosophers account
ebbing of the tides by supposing that the moon, when
she is below the horizon, pulls the waters {obliquely) downwards
by the power of her attraction j and it must be very evident that
the nearer the moon comes to the earth the greater will be the
power of her attraction and also, as the direction or inclination of that power will be less oblique, the effect produced by
Now it is acknowledged by all
it will be so much the more.
the astronomers, that the moon is nearer the earth on the full
and change days than when she is in her quarters and consequently her power to press the waters downwards must be so
much the greater. Mr. Russell must also be aware, that at the
time of the spring tides the sun is always either in conjunction
or opposition with the moon but at the neap tides the power
of the sun's attraction is always opposed to that of the moon,
and is always pulling the waters upwards in those places where
the moon's attraction is pressing them down, that is, where it
is low water by the moon's tide
so that the waters, at low water, during the neap tides, must be so much higher than they
are at spring tides, as the sun's attraction has power to lift

sell

of course

for the

;

;

;

;

them up.
" The satisfaction "

He

(says

Mr. Russell) "which Mr. Forman

from a handful of water is by no means enviable.
speaks of the moon as if astronomers and philosophers

seems

to derive

think its attractive power over substances on the face of the
earth equal to the attractive power of the earth itself: but I
believe there are very fev/ philosophers that are not satisfied of
the contrary.
Surely he does not wish us to understand that
because the moon has no power to sustain a handful of water*
He may
in the atmosphere, it has no power OTer it whatever.
as well attempt to teach us, that because a magnet has no power
to lift a scale beam, it has no power to disturb its equilibrium."
If Mr. Russell had taken the pains to inform himself of the
cause of the equilibrium of a suspended weight (of iron) being
disturbetl by a magnet when the same magnet has not sufficient
power to lilt it u|i, he would never have ventured to make use
If we suppose a body
of it as an argument against my theory.
to be suspended by a cortl, it is evident that the wJioie weight
of tliis body must be sustained by the cord but if this body
should be pushed away from the ))erpendiciihir by any jjcrson,
then tiie weiglit will be divided bulween this person and the
cord in proportion to tlie angle it makes with the perpendicular.
'I'liiis llie touch of a child may be able to distmb the
equilibrium of a ton weiglit when it is suspended but it would
require a force that is able to lift five hundred weight to kee[)
;

;

And consequently

lias

no

i)o\vcr to

lift

a Imndful oC water.
it
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an angle of 45° from the perpendicular ; and upon the
magnet may be able to disturb the equilibrium
of a suspended weight of iron, though it has no power to lift it
If Mr. Russell meant to found any argument upon this
up.
fact, he should first of all have shown that the particles of water
are not supported from beneath, but are suspended by some invisible power above for otherwise there can be no analogy in
the two cases.
Mr. Russell asks, Whether I mean to be understood that, because the moon has no power to lift a handful of water, it has
no power over it whatever ? I answer, that the effect of the
moon's attraction is to take off a portion of the gravity or weight
of every particle of water, and thereby produce an expansion
upwards of every one of these particles, and consequently a
rise of the waters equal to the sum of the expansion of the
ivhole.
As Mr. Russell lias not made good his hypothesis, the
question still remains as it was, and I again challenge those philosophers who deny the fact, to account for the rising of the
tides, without supposing that the waters are lifted up by tlie
expansion of their own particles.
Here I must take the liberty of hinting to Mr. Russell, that
nothing betrays the weakness of a cause so much as the putting a meaning into the mouth of an adversary which never was
intended. Mr. Russell could not possibly have imagined, that
I supposed it was the opinion of philosophers that the power of
the moon's attraction was equal to the earth's because all my
arguments are founded on the direct contrary supposition. So
far, m fact, was Ifrom supposing any thingof the kind, that Iwas
even apprehensive that they would not allow me my own position, that the power of the moon's attraction was equal to the
24-OOth part of the earth's for, if I could have hoped they would
have admitted it, I would willingly have estimated the power of
the moon's attraction at the 500th * part of the earth's, (which
I believe is much nearer the truth,) and then I should not have
required a greater depth of ocean than five-and-twenty or thirty
it

at

same

principle, a

;

;

;

miles.

How far

the satisfaction I derive from the falling of a drop of
enviable, is what I am very indifferent about ; but
the argument possesses all the force I wished it to have.
If the

water

may be

moon's attraction has no power to prevent a drop of water from
falling, it certainly can have no power to lift it up and consequently the waters must either be raised by the expansion of
their own particles, or they must be pushed upwards in the
;

* In the course of the month I iiiteiul to publish a very small pamphlet
this subject, which will dear up a great many difficulties that were not
satisfactorily explained in my former theory.
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manner Mr. Russell has supposed and I leave it to the philosophers to make their choice between the two hypotheses.
;

I am, gentlemen,

Your most obedient
Bath, August

—

2,

servant,

Walter Forman,

1822.

I cannot take leave of this subject without pointing
P.S.
out to the notice of your readers a most exti'aordinary feature
in Mr. Russell's mode of arguing (if I may be allowed that
expression), which is certainly unique in the annals of philosophy.
Mr. Russell denies my hj'pothesis, and proposes another ; but he does not think it necessary either to prove that
He asserts that the
his own is true, or that mine is false.
tides are raised " by the superior gravity of those waters that
He does not
constitute the ebb;" but where are his proofs ?
explam in what way the downward pressure of the waters on
one part of the globe can cause the waters on another part to
rise up ; and yet he expects me to combat a position, when it
is morally impossible that I can understand what he means.
As however he has thought proper to throw the burden
upon my shoulders, I am ready to undertake it; because,
though I cannot be expected to combat an argument before
it is put, it is easy to show that his hypothesis cannot possibly be true.
Mr. Russell, I suppose, is so much of a philosopher as to know that, whenever it is low water in any place
(let him choose where he will), the tides are rising on one side
of it and ebbing on the other; and, if the " superior gravity"
of the water in this place cannot prevent the waters from ebbing
on one side, it is not very philosophical to suppose that it can
lift the waters on the other.

LII.

On reducing theL/unarDistance. 2?v/ Henry MeiklEj^s^-.*

To the Editors ofthe PhilosopJiical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

— In

my

communication which you had the
Magazine tor September last, a method was proposed for constructing a general
plate for reducing the lunar distance; and its loading feature,
so far as relates to parallax, was shown to consist in the arrangement of three parallel straight lines in such a manner
that when two of them served ibr the altitudes, the effect of
parallax on the distance might by help of a ruler be read off'
irom the third. The same general principle, it was also remarked, admitted of several forms of construction and since

goodness to insert

in the Philoso))hical

;

*
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that time I have made some comparison among tliese different
forms, with the view of ascertaining which of them is on the
whole Ukely to be the most convenient in practice. This has
at length inclined me rather to prefer the one in which the
line for correction has only one position, whilst the lines of al-

In it
titude chance their places for each degree of distance.
the parts ot the various Imes are better proportioned to suit
the several distances, it is more applicable to the solution of
other problems, and it also admits of a convenient mode of
reading off the correction in terms of any horizontal parallax.
I shall therefore describe more particularly that construction
in which the same line of correction answers alike for every
distance, and in which there is only one line for the moon's
altitude, whilst the star's altitude takes a different line for each
degree of distance.
as formerly be a line of
Let
sines whose zero is at M, and parallel
equal the horizontal pato it draw I
into a Ime of sines
rallax ; divide I

MN

T

T

beginning from T, and produce it to
contain another equal line of sines
also beginning at T, but in the
I',

T

opposite direction.
Now to find the position of the line
of star's altitude for a given distance:
Lay a ruler from the sine of the distance
taken on
to its cosine reckoned on
r ; then through the point P where the ruler cuts
draw P
parallel to
N, and it is the position required.
Next to find the divisions on
for the sine of each degree of the star's altitude Imagine the corresponding distance
to be in a veitical circle, and lay a ruler from the sine of the
moon's altitude on
to the cosine of her altitude on I'
if the effect of parallax is additive, or if the distance exceed
90°, but on I
when that effect is subtractive and the distance
also less than 90° the ruler will then cut P
in the point that
is to be marked witn the intended degree of the star's altitude.
This latter precept obviously comprehends the preceding
one, and the investigation formerly given is applicable to both
for by this construction, when
is joined, it cuts any line

MN

T

MT

M

Q

PQ

:

MN

T

Q

:

NT

of star's altitude

PQ

in a point

K, such that r^—

= cos d.

So

M

former notation, if S V
V be drawn and
produced to meet 1 1' in R and L, we have just the same state
of things as before.
In this arrangement, the lines of star's
altitude for distances greater than 90' evidently lie to the left

that, retaining the
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ofMT;

and the corresponding parts of such a line for any
distance above 90' are just equal to those belonging to a distance
as much under 90'; both being in one straight line, and reckoned from the same point of
T, although in opposite directions.
If I'M be joined, it forms the limit of any line of
star's altitude that lies to the left of
since the part that
would fall without I'M can never come into use; because
both I
and I'
cut every line of star's altitude in the point
which answers to sine of the distance. This form of construction is therefore more compact than the one formerly described.
When the distance is less than 90°, the additive correction
lies to the lefi; of T, and the subtraction to the right ; but if
the distance is not less than 90", the correction is alwaj's subtractive.
This correction for parallax may be obtained nearly
as directed in the former paper, by laying a ruler from the
moon's altitude on
to that of the star on the line belonging to the distance the segment of I V intercepted between
the ruler and
will then be the correction in terms of I T.
60°, the correction may easily be reduced by pracIf I
tice to suit any other horizontal parallax, especially since the
number 60 contains such a variety of divisors, and is besides
tiic radix of the sexagesimal scale;
a circumstance which renders it more convenient for the purpose than any other number.
But perhaps the following would be an easier though less
accurate mode of reading off the correction ut first in terms
of any horizontal parallax
Draw as many straight lines, all
equal and parallel to I I', as there are horizontal parallaxes
differing by one minute
cross these again by another set of
parallels drawn pretty close to each other, and divide each of
the first set into as many equal parts as there are minutes in
the horizontal parallax which it represents.
Then having
applied the ruler to the altitudes and distance, as already directed, follow one of the cross parallels from the point where
the ruler cuts 1 1', and it will cross the line I'epresenting the
given liorizonUd parallax in the jioint which indicates the corresponding con-ection. In this method I
should be made
either the greatest or least horizontal parallax.
When it is thought necessary, the final eflect of parallax
may be allowed lor in the principal effect as follows Let the
moon's altitude be half corrected for parallax, and therewith
find tl)c effect of parallax on distance nearly; then, without
removing the ruler, aj)))ly half the tflect just found to the distance and by shilling the ruler a very little to suit the distance
so corrected, it will give the true effect of jiarallax.
The parallax in altitude may be readily had on I T, &c. by entering
with the moon's zenith distance as an argument.
Vol. 60. No. 291. Oc/. 18'^2.
The
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now been described might as!>ist
round numbers of various problems in
spherical trigonometry.
Thus, having given the latitude of
the place, the declination and altitude of the sun to find die
time in place of the distance, the altitudes of the moon and
star, substitute the colatitude, the declination and altitude of
the sun respectively; and by attending to the signs of the quantities, we shall have cos. declm. x cos. liorary angle.
This
again might be freed from cos. declin. by a small separate
scale, or by such a method as that proposed for the different
construction that has

in giving a solution in

;

horizontal parallaxes.
I have also succeeded in materially improving the construction formerly proposed for showing the effect of refraction
and in addition to other advantages, it does not now require
a ruler laid across in using it.

Let A B be a line of sines beginning at A: draw
A C perpendicular to it, and join

D

BC

draw

parallel to

from

AC

ruler from

A B,

and reaching

BC

to

:

next lay a
each de-

D through

A

B, and draw as
straight lines extending

gree of

AB

,-

also a set of straight lines

to

BC

;

many

these will

a portion of a line of

from
evidently divide each parallel into
but always to a greater radius,

sines,

more distant from D. From C draw a set of
diverging lines to meet A B, and of course dividing all the
other parallels in the same ratio as they do
Hence if
B.
the greater altitude be sought out on
B, and if from that
point E an oblique line be followed till it meet tlie less
altitude on some other parallel FG, it is plain diat every
oblique line drawn from C must also cut
B and F in
points which denote two altitudes whose sines are in the
same ratio as those of the first two. If therefore
be
the effect of refraction in the first case, it will be so for the
same distance whenever the sines of the altitudes are in the
same ratio; that is, whenever the less altitude falls on FG.
Reckoning then the greater altitude always on
B, it follows
that the less of every two altitudes whose sines have the same
ratio, must fall on the same parallel ; or, that each parallel
belongs to a different ratio of the sines of the altitudes. So that
a curve may be constructed in the manner formerly directed,
of such a nature that when the several parallels are produced
to meet it, the part of each produced, or the segment intercepted between B C and the curve may always represent the
as they are

A

A

G

A

GH

A

eflect
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whenever the

less al-

that parallel.

The use

of a linear table constructed in this form for showing the effect of refraction, is therefore very simple for having found on what parallel the less altitude falls, trace that
upward, and its segment intercepted between
and the
curve corresponding to the given distance, is the effect required, which is always additive.
This table is not quite half
die size of that formerly described, when the corrections in
both are on the same scale, and there is sufficient room for
inserting it above
in the table for parallax. If small altitudes are not to be used, a considerable part of the figure
next
C might be omitted, which would still further reduce
the size.
It was already remarked that on the same distance, the
effect of refraction is nearly the same for any two altitudes
whose sines have the same ratio ; and to render the above explanation more simple, I only introduced lines of sines.
But
when the sines are proportionals, their like powers or roots
are also proportionals and therefore the effect of refraction
must be nearly the same when the like powers or roots of the
sines have the same ratio.
Hence, if in place of lines of sines
we use their square roots the above construction would be
much improved for by this means the curves being less
crowded would meet the parallels much less obliquely when
the effect of refraction is great ; and thus the different parts
of the scale from which the correction is to be read would
be better proportioned. But I have not yet ascertained what
root of the sines would answer best.
It was however to effect
the same end in some degree, that the lines were to be drawn
diverging from D, and not parallel to
C.
I siiali now j)roceed to describe the outline of a very different contrivance for clearing the distance if this has not every
property that the other possessed, it is much more easily constructed, it does not re(juire a ruler laid across, and when of
the same size as the foruier it shows the correction for parallax on twice as great a scale.
In such a spherical triangle as is formed by the distance and
the complements of the altitudes, it is in eflect demonstrated
by almost every writer on spherics, that a pcr]H'iuliciilar from
the zenith being let fall on the distance, divides it into two
segments whose cosines are as the sines of the altitudes; and
also, that the tangents of these segments are respectively proporti(«ial to the cotangents of the altitudes multiplied by the
cosines of the adjacent angles at the base; lliat is, nearly as
the efll'Cts of the refractions on the <iistanct'.
\\\ therefore, a
m2
raadv
:

BC

MN

A

;

:

A

;

M
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ready method could be found for dividing tUe distance into
the two proper segments, it would aftbrd the means of obtaining the effect of refraction with considerable facility. This
division has sometimes been accomplished by calculation, as
in Witchel's method: and can likewise be done by projection;
but at present, I wish to show how a very simple diagram may
be constructed to serve the purpose, as well as to give the effect of parallax.

D

AD

are
be a square of which the two sides A B, C
whose zeros are at A and C the corresponding
degrees being joined by straight lines which are of course parallel to each other
and these again are to be divided into
sixty equal parts by a set of straight lines parallel to A B,
which in their turn are divided by the former into lines of sines

Let

lines of sines

;

;

A

the same as
B.
The lines parallel to A C ai'e also cut by ii
curve in such a manner that the segment of each reckoned from
C may represent the refraction corresponding to that altitude, and the same lines are further cut by a circle described
from
to
about the centre C, so that the segments will always represent the parallax in altitude for a horizontal parallax of 60': each of the 60 equal parts being counted one minute of parallax ; but to enlarge the scale as much as possible,
it is proposed to reckon each of the equal parts to be only 10"
of refraction, and the whole line only ten minutes.
From C
draw a set of divei'ging lines to spread over the whole square;
these will obviously cut the vertical lines proportionally, so
that if the segments of two vertical lines cut by one oblique
line be the sines of the altitudes, the cosines of the segments
of the distance will also be segments of the same verticals
when both are cut by another oblique line, since these cosines
are proportional to the sines of the altitudes.
To find the effect of refraction by this method Look for the
greater altitude in
B, and from that point follow down an
oblicjue line till it meet the less altitude in some other vertical ; then
follow up at sam.i time the two vertical lines in which the altitudes
were found till some oblique line
cut them both in such a manner diat
the sum or difference of the remaining zenith distances may equal the
distance and the sum or difference
of the corresponding refractions will
be the effect required, which is al-

D

D

A

:

A

;

ways

additive.

There

is

guity as to whether the

no ambi-

sum

or difference of the zenith distances
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be taken because only one of them (the sum or
difference) can be equal the distance, unless when one of the
stances

to

is

;

zenith distances is nothing and the sum or difference of the refi-actions is to be taken according as the sum or
The case that
difference of the zenith distances was used.

remainmg

;

recjuires their difference is easily

known

up the
go above

in following

altitudes, since the greater altitude will then

seem

to

the top before their sum could be so small as the distance.
Next, to find the effect of parallax Obsen-e where the liorizontal line on which the effect of the moon's refraction was
from this point trace down an
;
found cuts the circle
oblique line till it cut the parallel of the moon's altitude, and
the segment of this parallel reckoned from C D, is the principal effect of parallax in terms of a horizontal parallax of 60'.
:

AD

For the tangent of segment of distance adjacent to the moon,
equal the cotangent of the moon's altitude multiplied by coand the quantity we have obtained
sine of angle at the moon
is obviously equal to tangent of the above segment multiplied
by sine moon's altitude that is, to cosine of angle at the
moon multiplied by cosine of her altitude. The above effect
is easily reduced to suit any horizontal parallax by the common rule of practice, as was directed in the other method and

is

;

;

;

the final effect of parallax may be allowed for, when it is
deemed necessary, by half correcting the altitudes and distance,
and then repeating the operation to find the true effect of parallax ; though this cannot be done quite so conveniently here
The correction for parallax is addias in the other method.
tive, when the difference of the refractions is used and the
moon at tlie same time the higher body. In all other cases it
is

subtractive.

D

C
It may be observed, that in place of a square, A B
the quadrant of an ellipse.
might have been an oblong, and
Nor is it absolutely necessary that the vertical lines should be
they miglit, on the
lines of sines, or lines of their })owers
contrary, be divided in any projjortion that may be thought
to suit better; but then tlie lines diverging from C could not
always be straight lines, neither could A D be a circular ellipse.
If, however, the rectilineal part of such a diagram as
that already described were first constructed, it would be easy
from it to draw another in which the vertical lines were diFor having joined tlie like
vided in any other proportion.

AD

;

points of a different division in another set of vertical lines,
transfer the divisions ol'the horizontal lines in the f()rnier figure
tothecorixsp()ndingc(|ual lines in the new figure, and through
lh(."-.e

pohUs (haw cm ve

'lines

which, in theory at

least, will

answer

;
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answer the same purpose as the straight lines radiating from
C do in the other figure. The curve for refraction will be
and the curve for paalike easily constructed in either figure
rallax may always be laid down by help of a line of sines. In
the same way it is easy to see how the vertical lines in the second diagram of the method described in the receding part of
as also
this paper, admit of being divided in any projiortion
how a portion of the triangle A B C in that figure mipht be expanded or contracted without using square roots of the sines.
I am, gentlemen,
Your most obedient servant,
;

j-

;

—

Henry Meikle.

has frequently been remarked, that the accuracy
of altitudes taken near the horizon is not to be trusted on account of the uncertainty of tile refraction and a similar objection though on a different ground has been raised against
These remarks I do not
altitudes taken near the zenith.
mean to controvert ; but it is no less true, that there are some
cases of frequent occurrence, in which such altitudes although
uncertain in themselves produce little or no uncertainty in
When the distance is in a verclearing the lunar distance.
tical circle, any error or uncertainty in altitude is apt to ocAs the distance however
casion a like error in distance.
deviates from the vertical position, the effect of an error in
and when both altitudes are
altitude will generally diminish
small and nearly equal, it would require a great error in altitude to affect the distance materially. Equal altitudes of any
magnitude may thus be used without much danger of error.
But it might easily be shown that, when both (objects are in
the horizon, the effect either of uncertainty in refraction, or of
hence the obrefraction itself, is not sensible on the distance
served horizontal distance if neiir to 90" may be safely used as
the true because the effect of parallax then vanishes likewise
and since the effect of parallax on the horizontal distance,
when that differs from a quadrant, may be so readily had from
the 13th of the Requisite Tables, every opportunity should be
embraced of measuring the lunar distance when both objects
are in the horizon.
The foregoing graphical methods are scarcely suited to very
small altitudes but still they may approximate to the truth
•when the altitudes are small and nearly equal, if the effect of
refraction which they give be divided by the number of degrees -f 1 contained in both altitudes then the quotient being
subtracted from the above effect will leave the true effect of
P.S.

It

;

;

:

;

;

;
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In taking an altitude very near the zenith for clearing the
distance, it is sufficient if we can only be sure of its being
within two degrees of the zenith, provided the lower altitude;
and the distance (not less than 20°) be properly observed;
for if to the lower altitude we add the distance, the sum or its
supplement may for ordinary purposes be used instead of the
real apparent altitude of the higher body
and the reduction
of the distance in such cases, will be the sum or difference of
the corrections in altitude.
But I do not mean to say that
this obviates the effects of the spheroidal figure of the earth
nor have I endeavoured to determine how far the effects of
small uncertainties in altitude might be obviated; at present
I onlj' meant to bring some cases which appeared to be neg;

lected into

LIII.

To

more general

On some new

Tables ofAberration and Nutation.
Francis Baily, Esq. F.R.S.

the Editors

Gentlemen,

my

notice.

Bi/

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

— aIaving

been engaged, a short time

since,

Mr. Benjamin Gompertz, in investigating the
principles of Aba-ration and Nutation^ with a view to the formation of more correct tables on the subject, it occurred to us
that an improvement might be made in the arrangement of the
with

friend

arguments of the usual tables

for finding these quantities.
the obliquity of the eclii^tic, the right ascension
and declination of the star, the true longitude of the sun, the
true longitude of the moon, and the mean longitude of the
moon's node, by w, /R, D, O, ]) and 3 i-espectively, we shall
have the following correct and general formulae for determining

If

we denote

the above-mentioned quantities.

Right

—20", 2550

1.

cos

Asce7ision.

M.

cos

©+

sin JR. sin

©) sec

D

-

\

— (0"v'>799cos./ll.cos2©+0",5319sin7R.sin2©)tanD

1",2255 sin

-15",3958

\- (8",9771
+

4.

''

CO.

r

f

.

(cos

(

-

2©

sin S3

cos.'R. cos

Q +6",G821
Q tan D

0",0877 cos JR. cos 2

0", 184-6 sin 2])
cos.'R. cos 2

t-(0",0871-

sin JR. sin

9

)

tan

D

.

])

+-0801 sinJR.

sin 2 D

)tanD.
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2.

+

8.

-{-

4.

—

M. cos
cos M. sin
) sin
cos 0. cos
0",5799 sin ^R. cos '2,Q—0",53\9 cos iR.. sin 2
6",6821 cos
sin 8
8",9771 sin M. cos £3
0",0877 sin M. cos 2 £3

+

0",0874

r

\

5.

+ 20",2550 (cos

— 20",2550

sin

sin

D

co.

—

sin

M.

cos 2 D

M.

— 0",0801

cos

M.

sin

D
©

2 D

.

No. 1 denotes the aberration, No. 2
No. 4 and 5
solar nutation, and No. 3 tlie kinar nutation

In each of tliese
tlie

CO.

series,

:

are generally omitted as being too small to aflect the results.
The coefficient of the aberration is that given by M. Delambre;
and the coefficients of the nutation are those which have been

deduced by M. Lindenau.
There are various modes of arranging these formulae, for
the convenience of computation and Baron Zach has shown
:

(in \\\s,Nouvcllcs Tables d' Aberration ct dc

may

all

Nutation) that they
be reduced to the following general expressions:

sin(0+N)
(20+N')

M.
M'.

sin

M".

sin

(

&c.

£3

+ N")
&c.

and M, M', M",
of the quantities employed in the computation
and I believe it is in this way that most of the tables, now in use,
have been computed. As far as the aberration only is concerned, this expression might answer every useful purpose, and
be nearly as convenient as any other. But when the quantities
depending on tlie nutation are involved, they become so numerous and complex, that the finding of the value of M. and N. is
exceedingly troublesome and, indeed, when these values themselves are given in tables, the computation, for any particular
case that may arise, requires to be conducted with some care
and address.
Tables of aberration and lunar nutation, for several of the
principal stars, are to be met with in many astronomical works:
but I am not aware that any tables have yet been formed for
Nevertheless the solar nutation is capable
the solar nutation.
of being combined with the lunar nutation, and of forming one
general expression therewith and it was in this manner that

where N,
&c. the

N', N'', &c. denote constant angles,

maxima

:

:

Mr. Gompertz and myself proposed
dent

to treat

it.

For

it is

evi-

that, in the case of right ascciisions, the quantities 2, 3, 4,

and 5 above mentioned, may be denoted by the following general expression: viz.

-(15",3958

of Aberration and Nutation.

— (15",3958

+

2©

1",2255 sin
sin £3
(1 +tan M. sin M. tan D)
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+0", 1846

sin

2

]) )

x

— (8",9771 cos + -5799 00520 +-0874cos2D — -08'77cos2S2)
S3

X

And

(cos M.. tan D).

that, in the case of declinations,

the right

hand

factors for (tan w, cos

we have only

M) and

(

to

change

— sin M) respec-

tively.

I

Whilst this subject was under our consideration, (and after
had entei'ed on the computation of the tables, as a specimen

of the plan,) the fourth number of M. Schumacher's Astronoviischc Nachrichten appeared in which M. Bessel has pursued
nearly the same coin'se of investigation as that to which I have
with this additional improvement, however, that
just alluded
the correction for the precession of the eqidnoxes is introduced
without causing any additional trouble to the computer. And
my object, in now making this communication, is to call the
attention of the public to this new plan, which possesses many
gjilvantages over those which have hitherto been in general
use: and which, by the further labours of M. Bessel (to which
I shall presently allude) are rendered of very extensive appli:

:

M.

cation.

*

Bessel's corrections are as follow

:

Right Ascension.
20",0436 tan D. sin M) t
(15",3958 + 6",6821 tan D. sin M.) sin hi
1",2255 + 0",5319 tan D. sin'.iR) sin 2
(
(46",01 75

H-

—
—
—

—
—
—

-f

S

8",9771 cos
0",5799 cos
(
(18",5837 cos
(20",2550 sin

(

M

O

D. cos
tan D. cos A\

t) tan

20)
O) cos M. sec D
©) sin iR. sec D,.

.

Declination.
-l-20",04-36 cos
6",6821 sin

—
—

0",5319 sin

+

8",9771 cos

M.t
83

.

2©.

M

cos
cos ill

St-

sin

AK

+ 0",5799 cos 2©. sin A\
— (18",5837 cos ©) x(tan w.

— (20"-2550

cos

D—

sin M.. sin

D)

cos A\. sin D.
The first line in each of these expressions denotes tlie precession of the equinoxes, where t is equal to the time elapsed

©)

sin

• Some of the co-efficients here R'vcn differ, in a small degree, from
those given hy M. Hessel there beinf; evidently an error in his coniinitations; as 1 have more particularly remarked in my " Astioiiomical Tables,
;

&c. for \KZ'Zr

f M.

Uessel lias here introduced the c|uantity (•087G(^ cos 268): hut I
it from this view of the subject, as too small to be of any im-

have rejected
pfjrtance.
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from the commencement

neiv Tables

of the year, expressed in the decimal

part of the year.
In order to render these expressions more convenient for
computation, let us pursue M. Bessel's plan, and make

^«-^=
20,0436
^'^^^^

20,0436

whence we

0,3334
'

- 0,0265

have

shall

46-0175 X0-3334. = 15-3412 = 15-3958 --0546

46-0175x0-0265= 1-2212= 1-2255 — -0043

and by proper

substitution the preceding expressions

may be

reduced to the following ones:

Right Ascension.

--0265

sin 2 O) x
(46,0175 + 20,0436 tan D. sin M)
+-5799 cos 2©) tan D. cos
( 8,9771 cos S3
18,5837 cos ©. cos M. sec
20,2550 sin ©. sin M. sec
-•0546 sin ft- -0043 sin 20.

4- (/^--3334 sin ft

—
—
—

M

D
D

Declination.

+( if- -3334

+

sin

8,9771 cos
18,5837 cos

(

—
— 20,2550

sin

ft- -0265

ft

+ -5799

©

(tan

©.

cos

«3.

sin

cos
cos

M.

2©) 20,0436
2©) sin

D—

sin

M

sin

M.

cos

sin

M

D)

D.

It is evident that the two quantities, in the last line of the expression for the right ascension, are too minute to affect the
residt in any sensible manner, and may therefore be safely
Whence, if we make
omitted.
it- -3334 sin ft
-0265 sin
-8,9771 cos ft--5799 cos
C =-18-5837 cos

—

A=+
B =

2©
2©

©

D = -20-2550 sin ©
a = + 46-0175 + 20-0436 tan D. sin M
6 = + tan D. cos M.
c = + cos M.. sec D
d = + sin JR. sec D
= + 20-0436 cos M.
=r — sin jR
c = + tan w. cos D— sin M.. sin D
= + cos ill. sin D
fl'

b'

rf'

we

have the total correction for
Rt, As.
Aa
+Cc +T>d

shall

Dec.

=
=

+B6

Aft'

+ B/y + Cc' + D./'.
It
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of Aherralion and Nutation.

a,

denoted by a, h, c, d and
It is evident that the quantities
star; and that the quantities
b', c', d' are co7istant for each

of these
are common to every star: whence, tables
c'and
years without revalues, once computed, will last for many
quiring any correction.
arranged the tables
It is in this manner that M. Bessel has
which he has recently published in M. Schumacher's Astro7io-

D

The values of C and P are
mische Hiilfitafeln for 1822 *.
d
computed for every day in the year: and the values ot «, 6, c,
hundred
of
Jive
for
uimards
of
computed
and of a\b\c,d' are
contained m about
the principal stars; the whole of which are
lor each
computed
be
must
B
and
A
pages.
octavo
forty
day
tenth
every
for
values
the
given
has
year; and M. Bessel
The whole of the tables are calcuin the years 1819-1822.
distinguished pulated by MM. Rosenberg and Scherke, two
observatory at Kbnigsberg.
.„ ,
,
show the great
very slight examination of this method will
for ocZach,
advantage which it possesses over that of Baron
separate
a
make
to
have
we
latter,
the
By
casional reference.
to forni three
computation for the precession; then we have
logarithms of which are
distinct arguments for the sines; the
thus far (not torto be sought; and after having proceeded
determining the argument
getting that there are no tables for

pils at the
A.

just as much to do as is reBessel's method: viz. to take the
But
numbers
sums of lour logarithms and find their natural
convenience in M. Vesthere is diis additional advantage and
logarithms are found at two openings
sel's mode,— that all the
thus be readily solved
of the book ; and anv particular case may
Whereas,
table of logarithms.
witii the help only of a small

for the solar nutation)

we have

cmired by the whole of

M.

every other mode with
by Baron Zach's'mode (and indeed by
be made to nianj/
must
reference
wliich I am acquainted) a

works before a correct solution can be obtained.
of A and B must be computed
I have stated that the values
labour of such computation
the
but
for each separate year:
manner. Make
be abridged in the following

may

«=
^

--0265

sin

- _-5799

cos

2Q +t
20

then we shall have
A a —0-3334 sin ft

=

B =

But « and

/3

/3

-8-9771 cos ft
same for each successive
,

are the

year,

and there-

ami WurU, Soho# This work may be procured of Messrs. Trcuttel
tins country. H an
general use
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~
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computations, wlitn once made for any particular
days in one year, may be considered as constant quantities for
the same days in any succeeding year.
Whence, the only
variable parts of these expressions will be those which depend
on the sine and cosine of ft which will vary little during the
space of a hundred days.
So that it will only be necessary to
com^Mie four values of each for any given year and to deduce
the values for the intermediate days, by interpolation.
Supplementary tables of diis kind would have formed a valuable
addition to those which M. Bessel has given.
It would also
have been a considerable improvement, if the values of a, b,c, d,
had been divided by 15 so as to have given the corrections in
time, instead of in arc.
With respect to the few stars which are observed at Greenwich, and which are called (xar* s^oxvv) Greenmch stars, M, Bessel has formed of/ier tables, more convenient for finding their
daily corrections.
The constant use which is made of those
stars, in an observatory, requires that their corrections should
be given for everj/ day in the year. But it would be an endless task to give such corrections for the whole of the 500 stars
which I have alluded to in this letter. It was desirable therefore that a convenient mode should be jiiven for deducins those
values, as occasion might require.
Such a mode is now presented by M. Besscl: and the astronomical world is much indebted to him, and his distinguished pupils at the observatory,
for this proof of their zeal and public spirit.
It is gratifying
to see the patronage and protection which are afforded to young
men of science on the continent, and to view the rising talents
of those who are ambitious to pursue the ste}is of their illustrious predecessors.
Every attempt is encouraged which tends
to relieve the practical astronomer
and France, Italy, Portugal, Germany, Russia, Denmark and Prussia nave each in
their turn set a laudable example, to this country, of the good
effects of this fostei'ing spirit
which, however, tty seem very
loth to pursue.
I am, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
fore the

;

;

:

;

Gray's Inn, Oct. 18, 1822.

FranciS Baily.

—

P.S.
On referring to M. Schumacher's Aslron. HiUfs. for
1820, it appears that M. Bessel's mode is similar to that which
has been proposed by M. Gauss.
But, no explanation is there
given of the steps of tlie process.

Liv. d:s
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D.'s Second Replij to C. on

;

]

Mr. Herapath's Theory.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemex,—

My

last clearly established, against

Mr. Phil-

correspondent C, some very inexcusable misrepresentations of Mr. Herapath. Instead of answering these charges candidly, he has endeavoured to divert the attention of his readers
to the twistuig and torturing of some of my expressions for
the mere purpose of trying to retaliate. After he has thus consumed three or foiu* months, and has carefully compared the
whole of my quotations, examined the position of every word,
and calculated the propriety of every comma he h.as at lengtli,
amidst his amplified exaggeration, been obliged to acknowledge, in one of his powerful instances, that " as the tone and
emphasis of the sentences are changed, rather than the sense, it
is not of material consequence
lips's

;

!

C, Annals for December, p.

423, says, " How Mr. H. proves
* that the intensity of the stroke
is the force with which each
of the balls is acted on
a direction opposite to that in which
it came at the time of the contact,' I am at a loss to discover."
" The intensity of the force is ' equal to the sum of the momenta' ' widi which both balls come in contact.' " In quoting
the substance of the last of these sentences. Annals for May,
p. 358, " I observed," C. says, " that tlie intensity of the stroke
between tvvo bodies moving towards opposite parts is equal to
the sum of their momenta' "
Surely nothmg can be plainer or
fairer than this quotation, particularly when all I have said in
the same paragraph and preceding page be considered
yet
C. in his reply. Annals for September, pp. 207 and 208, flies
out into a violent philippic, and declares, because I had not
written " equal balls " and " equal momenta" that my quota-

m

;

tion "

absolutelyfalse" and a " tc/7/i</ misstatement."" When
read these fearful words, I was surprised at the charge
but when I came to examine the real groundless foundation of
is

I first

them,
" Obstupui, steteruntque comae, ct vox faucibus hcesit."

For it is not the least curious part of this affair, that in the
whole paragraph, upwards of a page and a (juarter, which
contains C.'s much-injured sentence, he has not once used the
term " equal balls " or '^ equal momenta," except in two quota-

Mr. Herapalh, both a long way bel()re the sentence
So great a reason therefore has C. to complain,
that the misrepresentation, if there were any, would have been
of Mr. 11. ralher than of himself
However, if in this matter
wc cannot perceive the justice of C.'s ccunplaint, we must at

tions from

in question.

ka^t
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admire his ingenuity for so cleverly has he tlravvn his
th;it any one who reads that alone would be apt to cry
out with Demosthenes, " Now indeed do I hear the voice of
one that is injured."
Page 501 of C.'s reply presents us witli another instance of
" Exthis kind, much too pleasant to pass over in silence.
periment," says C. in his first attack, p. 419, " has clearly
shown that caloric, or the immediate cause of heat, whatever
it may be called, cannot be dcstroijed.
However, under particular circumsta7iccs, it may become for a time imperceptible, it
can again be developed, and so be shown to have continued its
existence if, therefore, heat and motion be identical, motion
cannot be destroyed." A plainer allusion than this to tlie disappearance and reappearance of heat in tlie changes of state,
and a clearer objection to the theory of heat by motion, from
its assumed inability to explain such phcenomena, could hardly
be expected from this writer. As such no doubt it would have
been allowed to pass, and have been ranked amongst C.'s unanswerable objections, had I not unhappily shown that C,
before he publislied this, had seen the Number containing
Mr. H.'s theory of the changes of state, his mathematical computations of the various dependent pha?nomena, &c., and consequently that C.'s observations were a gross attempt to misI'epresent. Finding however the case a little too clear againsthim,
turns roimd in his reply, and by a long list of unqualified
*' I never dids" and
"I did nots" boldly denies both object and
allusion but unfortunately in the close admits, he " intended
to show that the indestructibility of caloi'ic," in the changes of
state of course, " is a strong argument to prove it cannot be
merely motion," As a finale to such a novelty of consistency,
C. should have added " Mallem mori quam nuitare."
The liberal use C. makes of the polite terms " false," "absolutely false," &c. I should have left imnoticed, had he not
made such elevated expressions the agents for depriving hig
least

;

case,

:

C

;

:

own

character of the iniputation of a dishonest tlisputant to
on mine.
That I have held up to ridicule absurdities legitimately
drawn from his notions, is true. This however is not my fault,
but his. If a man be so weak as to meddle with subjects above
his reach, and imprudent enough to publish his crudities, he
must expect to be laughed at. As to making " false" quotations lor tiie ]iurpose of willul misrepresentation, I have not
done it, and this C. well knows. Nor has he, with all the assistance of invention, and the wide latitude which the numerous
and in some instances nonsensical deviations oi" the printed
from the MS. reply have afforded him, been able to make out
fix

it

i

on Mr. HerapatJis Theory.

one such a
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case. This, in the present state of C.'s writings, is

the notice

I

can take of his baseless accusation.

Every person, who takes the pains to read C.'s last communication, can easily discover the "honourable" means to which
he has had recourse to shift from the charges of palpable misrepresentation which I have in my former reply so clearly proved.
Before I proceed " to examine the reasoning" which he calls
mathematical, I will extract from C.'s " reply " a few specimens out of a countless number of that sort of truth, " which,"
one would have thought, " his honourable feelings, intelligence,
and integrity, would have alike disdained." If they can do
nothing else, they will serve to show how impossible it is for
a person of C.'s " integrity" to depart from that kind of rectitude to which he has been accustomed.
In the Annals for
September, p. 198, C. giving a quotation from my first reply
makes me say, " In more than one instance C. has not been
over delicate in this respect."
The original has the phrase
" / think" immediately alter " has." But this omission, which
merely converts a matter of opinion into an absolute assertion,
is, I presume, in C.'s system of no consequence, especially as it
happens to be in the very page and paragraph, in which he is
trying to call in question my " moral deficiency " for a misrepresentation of which indeed his own imagination is the
author.
I pass over in the same pages his " honourable" suppression of the principal part of what I had (Annals, April,
p. 292,) advanced to prove his having "falsely" charged
Mr. H. with attributing to hard bodies the properties of elastic,
and his insinuating that what he has quoted is all that I had
advanced; his curious quotations from Newton and Hutton
to support a consequence of a property, instead of the property
itself; his creditable quibble on the word almost; his very
justifiable statement that D. "admits that Mi-. H. advisedly
used the one word instead of the other ;" his edifying attempt
to get rid of his discovery of having proved truth error
together with many things of the same stamp in the first few
pages only of his reply,
not l>ecause I think they would
be unimportant or not discreditable to a person who values
his reputation, but because they appear in fact, in C.'s reply,
like the glimmering of nebulae stars amidst an endless constellation of glowing violations of facts
I i)ass, I say, these
things over, not for their real but their relative unimportance.
I will now, however, adduce a few sjjecimens, that will not
want the aid of comment to illustrate their object and their
origin,
'i'hey will besides set at rest the claims of C. to vera" But
city, to " integrity," and to " honourable feelings."
what has this to do," says C, Annals, September, p. 21 1, "with
;

—

;

Mr.
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Mr. H.'s proposition, ^ihat the VELOCITIES of the moving bodies
have no effect on the INTENSITIES of the strokes ?' " Let us here
observe that the part of the quotation in Itahcs is what C. has
given between double inverted commas, and therefore intendett
to be a verbatim, I presume, transcript of one of Mr. Herapath's
" pi'opositions." The fact however is, there is no such a thing
in words, sense, or import and not merely in Mr. H.'s propositions, but not even in any part of his printed writings that
His first Prop., which seems to be the only
I can perceive.
one relating to this subject, says: ^^ If two bodies absolutely
hard impinge on one another, the DURATION or SMJBTNESS of
This is all
the stroke is independent of the velocity of contact ^
that he says of this subject in his ^'propositions ;'' and in a Cor.
" Hence we gather, that in perto the first Prop, he says
;

:

hard bodies the intensity of the impulse depends on the
violence or momentum of contact, and is independent of the
velocity of contact, except inasmuch as it is augmented or diminished by that ivlociti/." Here, therefore, C. not merely
gives to Mr. H. words which he never used, and a "proposition" which he never wrote, but actually a meaning totally
different from any thing he ever published
and this for the
mere purpose of creating a groundless opposition between
Dr. Hutton, Prof. Playfair, and Mr. Herapath. If C. can
edge out of this without a frank avowal of " wilful misreprefectly

;

him

be happy to see his manoeuvres.
C. appear in misrepresentations, and
so easily and rapidly do they How from him, that, even after
he had indulged in the above glaring specimen, which one
might have thought would last him through a lew pages at
leastj he could not finish the subsequent paragraph in the same
page without presenting us with another. As this is however
one of C.'s ordinary aberrations from truth, I will leave it
without further comment.
In the very next page C. informs us, " D. says that the velocity of B after the stroke is
sentation," let

So much

at

;

I shall

home does

=

J— g-."

Turnmg

to p. 362,

Annals

for

May, from which C.

pretends to have extracted diis idea, I find I said " die 7notion it" (that is, *he momentum B) "acquires by the stroke
:

=

.

."

In the former case of misrepresentation C. put in

g
Mr. H.'s mouth "
,

intensity of the stroke " for " duration of the
stroke," that is, violence tor time,- and he has now thought proper to mistake for me velocity for momentum ; and this at a

time when he is trying to demonstrate a paradox I had proposed.
Of course his demonstration must be very complete
and very unique.

One
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of this kind with which
406 of his first paper
Mr. Herapath, among a variety of other nimierical comparisons of his theory with experimental facts, mentions the results of some calculations on the mixtures of mercury at given
temperatures and in given proportions.
In all that he has here
said of the subject, he has not so much as hinted at his method of deducing the principles on which he founds his calculations from his theory as any one who chooses to take
the trouble of turning to the place may convince himself.
Mr. H. has indeed rested satisfied in this place with giving a
I

will

trouble your

shall

readers.

be

all

At

p.

;

simple statement of the results of his calculations, without once
adverting to his mode of theoretical deduction ; but in the third
Prop,, and its scholium, of his second paper, he has entered
Now it is a cirinto both theory and calculations at length.
cumstance worthy of observation, a fact highly illustrative of
C.'s "honour" and "integrity," that he has omitted even to
allude to the theory in Mr. H.'s second paper and has quoted
from the first the simple results, the mere calculations of the
case in question, as a specimen of the "mode of reasoning,"
which he calls " reasoning in a circle," that Mr. Herapath
pursues, for the purpose, I suppose he means, of misleading
;

his readers.

To

amplify these examples of C.'s regard to truth, which
have selected from a multitude of the same kind, is imHowever, as there may be those who would hardly
possible.
admit there can be a person that could in the face of facts,
with unblushing confidence, and amidst the most palpable
evidence to the contrary, wilfully be guilty of such misrepresentations as I have adduced, they may in charity be inThey may
clined to attribute them to a confused intellect.
imagine, and account for these things by supposing, that
C. cannot clearly discriminate between opinion and assertion,
between one expression and another, between time and a blow,
between momentum and velocity, or between narration and
argument; and such ideas they may confirm by showing, that
C. confounds effects with causes, calls his ovfii simple statements
reasoning, and tells us, as his own discovery I suppose, that
Newton gives his sentiments of heat and gravity in a manner
which " affords no pretence to consider them his opinions!!"
To such charitable proofs of a cloudy mind, of course I can
say nothing; and I must, I presume, therefore allow, that
what in another would be considered the effects of intention,
the want of " honour" and " integrity," must in C. be the natural conse(juences of an unnatural intellect.
have now said enough to give a tolerable idea of the
confidence
Vol. (j(). No. 291. 0(7. 182'2.
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confidence to wliich C.'s quotations and observations are entitled; and perhaps enough to enable the reader to form a pretty
good notion of the laudable course C. has taken, as well as of
the value of those unusual associations of words, or if C will
liave it so of ideas, which he would dignify with the name
of mathematical arguments. That he might not however have
to complain of unequal attention to different parts of his performance, I will just take the trouble to show that his reasoning is an elegant counterpart of his charges and quotations.
C. attempted to raise an objection, in his first paper, against
Mr. Herapath's theory of heat on the supposition that the velocity of the particles in bodies of equal temperature being
"
an mverse proportion " to their masses, the less particles
may overtake and strike the larger, whilst the larger can never

m

To answer this, wliich is evidently asovertake the smaller.
suming that the motions of collision are the mean motions
(though C. has the " modesty " to say, in his reply, that no
such an idea of mean motion can be founded on his), I examined the case when the particles are supposed to be divested
of that corpuscular attraction which would affect the uniWith this supposition, which, as I
formity of their motion.
said, corresponds to the " mean circumstances of the case," I
After this
clearly demonstrated the futility of C.'s objection.
I briefly considered the irregularity occasioned in the motions
of the particles by their mutual attractions ; and hence showed
that the larger particles may sometimes overtake and strike
the less, which consequently disproved C.'s superficial assertion to the contrary.
C.'s refutation of my arguments to this
effect, consists in avoiding their force, and making a round
declaration, that supposing the particles to have no attraction
" is directly contrary to the other supposition that the particles" would " have limited paths," did they attract one another
and that without attraction " the particles would altogether
fly oft" and be dissipated."
These discoveries of the difference
between attraction and no attraction, must, the reader will
perceive, considering their connexion with heat and collision,
have great weight against what I had said ; and the difficulties
under which they were made, their novelty, and their importance, would fully eatitle C. to say,
"

Dicam

insigne, recens,

Indictum ore

adhuc

alio."

my

This being the substance of C.'s reply to
exposure of
his absurd objections to the theory of heat embraced by Newton, I think it unnecessary to dwell upon them any longer;
and I shall therefore proceed to consider his notions of collision.

«'
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"
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" If," says C. (Annals for September, page 210), "a hard
moving body A strike a hard quiescent body B in the lines
of their

of gravity, the quiescent body yields to the
must do, lessening A's motion and increasing
its o-jon, until it shall have acquired a velocity equal to that of
A." Taking this palpably absurd proposition for granted,
which C. proves by saying it is " too self-evident to require

stroke ;

centimes

and

this

it

further illustration," it manifestly follows, that some time, however short it may be, is required for the accomplishment of
these ^^ yields to the stroke" " until it shall have acquired" &c.

During

each of the bodies C. tells us
change " of course not among its parts, but altogether," the two bodies have different velocities, though both
are continually in contact, and moving one before the other
and the velocities are differently affected, the one being an
" increasing," and the other a decreasing velocity. Surely C.
must have something more than common confidence in his skill
this time, therefore, as

receives

its

to prescribe such a dose of absurdity as this for the credulity
of the world Yet this dose, absurdity, proposition, or whatever it may be called,
demonstrated so appropriately and profoundly by the luminous assertion that it is " too self-evident
to require further illustration," is the base of C.'s fabi'ic of collision,
the effort of intellect on which he prides himself over
and over, the magic spell which is to destroy, not merely what
Mr. Herapath and D. have wi'itten, but what Wallis, Wren,
Really, should another
Huygens, and Newton, have written
edition of the Annals be published, I would recommend C. to
preface his paper with the following modest effusion of Horace
!

—

—

—

—

!

!

" Nil parvum, aut humili modo.
Nil mortale loquar.

—

Besides the absurd conclusion, that of two perfectly hard
bodies in contact the leading one moves slower than the following, which so obviously and immediately flows from C.'s strange
proposition and still more strange demonstration, it would be
very easy to exhibit other instances, under different views,
For example: we might
ef|ually as absurd and as obvious.
show, if C.'s proposition be correct, that during the stroke the
aggregate momentum of the two bodies, supposed to be in
contiict and moving with a connnon velocity, is absolutely less
t])an the aggregate momentum before or after the stroke ; because Ijefore the stroke is completed the body B, by C.'s proposition, " is " continually " increasing its own motion." Here,
then, this monstrous conclusion follows, namely, that the aggregate motion of the balls both din)inishes and increases of
Such is the legitimate consecjuence
itself during the stroke.
o 2
of

O
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of a proposition, which to C. appears " too self-evident to rc(juire further ilhistration " than a mere enunciation.
C. perhaps will
fect," that is the

tell us he has distmctly said that " this efyielding " to the stroke," " lessening " and

" increasing " of motion " in hard bodies, is produced instantaneously." Two sentences after the prepositional sentence I
have quoted, he has indeed used the worcl "instantaneously;"
but if he means by this word any thing beyond a very short
space of time, he directly contradicts himself both in word and
sense. What, for instance, can be understood by saying, that
*' B. yields to the stroke, and this it
must do by lessetmig A.'s
motion and increasing its own,

tcfitil it shall have acquired," &c.
except that the stroke requires in its communication the lapse
of time, though that time may indeed be very short ? But,
however short that time may be, it affects not the refutation
I have given
since, by the authority of Newton and other
philosophers in their investigationof the laws of refraction and
reflection of light, &c. any portion whatever of time in which
an effect is, as C. here supposes, continuously produced, may be
mentally divided into as many parts as we please each of
which has its corresponding motion or velocity. This is all
I contend for, and all that is necessary to prove the absurdity
of C.'s views.
I should not indeed have touched on this " in;

;

stantaneously," had it not been to prevent C. from taking refuge behind a word whose existence here, it would rather be
a compliment to C. to say, appears more the result of accident
than design.

The

calculations into

to say the best of them,

proof truly

it

which C. has entered, page 210,
mere childish amusements. A

must be of

are,

fine

his views to give calculations of the

collision of bodies; which, with sensible magnitudes, have no
existence but in the imagination, and which consequently cannot be found to form experiments with
he might as well have
:

—

attempted to show the quadration of the circle by computing
the longitude.
On the principle

whose absurdity I have just exhibited depends C.'s refutation of most of my theorems, and the solution
of a paradox I had proposed in the old theory.
Elegant and
conclusive of course we must expect his refutation and solution
to be, from such a beginning especially when we take into account, from the specimens I have given, C.'s tactics and skill
at misrepresenting and confounding.
To narrow the subject of controversy on collision as much as
;

possible, I will, with C.'s permission, pass over the rest of his

observations on collision, and confine myself to the one point in
question ; namely, the effect of one perfectly hard ball striking
in

on Mr. Herapaih's Theory.

Ime of

in the

ball at rest.

their centres of gravity another perfectly

By

Mr. Herapath,
stroke,
Proji,,
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which
Annals

the theories of Wallis,

hard

Wren, Huygens, and

these balls will not continue together after the
I think is clearly

for April 1821,

demonstrated in Mr. H.'s 3
in my Prop. C. Annals for

and

May 1822. The theory of collision now commonly received,
however, which C. advocates, assumes that the balls will continue together after the impulse. Of C.'s attempt to prove this,
I have, I apprehend, fully demonstrated the failure.
If he
fancies he can disprove what I have written, let him
but let
him confine himself to direct arguments on this point ; and it
will then, I hope, soon be seen if C. can support liis pretensions.
Should he also conceive that he can pursue a better course to
arrive at his goal than the one he has chosen in his reply, I will
freely allow him to abandon the latter and to adopt any other
of fair mtelligible argument that he pleases.
Modern mathematicians imagine they prove the non-separation of the balls after the stroke by merely telling us, that they
cannot separate because they are unelastic. Now what has
elasticity to do with absolute hardness ?
Bodies, to be elastic,
must in the first place be soft, that is, must have a property in
;

To tell us therefore that

direct opjiosition to perfect hardness.

two hard

one another, cannot separate because
they are not elastic, is to say that they cannot separate because
they have not a property, which can never be a concomitant of
perfect hardness.
This is neither more nor less than giving
balls, striking

and refusing a like gemere plea that hardness

exclusivel}' to elasticity a consequence,

neral consequence to hardness on the
is

not

elasticity.

We

should be fully as much justified in say-

body move in any direction by attraction, the
same or another body could not be made to move in the same
direction by any other means, as for instance by repulsion or
impulse, because neither is attraction.
Any person however
who would gravely make the latter assertion, would run as
niucli risk oi being laughed at as Winston lor calculating the
day and hour tliat his itleal comet poui'ed from its tail the wa-

ing, that if a

ters of tlie

Deluge.
can be a more prominent proof of the absurdity of the
old doctrine of collision than the consecjuence it furnishes in
the case of two perfectly hard, equal, quiescent balls, being similarly struck by two perfectly hard bulls having equal nu)menta? Here all the balls are supposed to be perfectly hard,

What

the quiescent bodies perfectly e(iual, the momenta which occasion the intensities of the strokes perfectly e(]ual, and the manner of conununicating the strokes perfectly similar and yel by
the old theory the strokes them..;elves aie ffeiicrallv une(|tial.
;

If
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If a grcalcr violation of
collision themselves,

happy

to see

common

sense,

and of the principles of
this is, I should be

can be adduced than

it,

of this kind I had introduced into my reply (Prop.
C. has
A.), and had demonstrated it clearly and legitimately.
attempted to refute this Prop. but how ? To invalidate the
proof, C. thought it, of course, necessary to quote it. Now this
proof consists of five connected dependent periods. C. in his
quotation has omitted the first two, lopped off the connective dependence of the third, left out a material part of the
After having done
fourth, and in toto suppressed the fifth
so much towards the refutation, he quotes from Mr. Herapath,
" that all the strokes between perfectly hard bodies have no duFrom this he infers,
ration and are thence equally smart."
what is " undoubtedly" true, that " the strokes are equally
smart ivith respect to duration under every momentum." But he
goes on, " and consequently it may, with just as much reason,
be concluded, that the momenta of the moving bodies have no
;" that is, because the veeffect on the intensities of the strokes
locities have no effect on the duration or time of the strokes, the
mometita, he concludes without showing why, have no effect on
This is the result of C.'s prothe iiitensities of the slrokes.
found refutation. Certainly its evidence is so clear that the
scientific world cannot fail of receiving it with non-resisting ve-

A Prop,

—

!

!

neration for it is well known the mass drawn into the velocity
gives the momentum, and therefore by C.'s new system, I
sujipose, the mass drawn into the duration of the stroke, that
I cannot say that this
is, into no time, will give the intensity.
is precisely C.'s method of generating functions ; but as he has
manifestly discovered the same relation between the intensity of
;

a stroke and momentum, as between velocity and no length of
it is natural to conclude that he generates intensity from
nothing in the same way as momentum from velocity. WheI am however inther this really be the case C. can tell us.
clined to think, that if he does not give us something like a
proof of his inference, the world will be apt to precipitate his
pretensions a long way below the zero of mediocrity.
Having now given, of C.'s efforts to establish and refute, a specimen of each, from which the success and value of the rest
may be easily computed, I will briefly advert to his treatment
of the quotations I have made from Newton, Playfair, Emerson, and Hutton.
To do this I shall spend no time in commenting. I shall at once come to facts out of which, in order
to a further saving of time, I will select one, the perversion of
time,

;

which

will sufficiently,

lengths a

man may

and

I

think satisfactorily, show to what

be carried by invention uncontrolled by
"integrily"

on Mr. HerapatlCi Theory.
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"integrity" oi- " honourable feelings."
C. distinctly charges
me with having intentionally perverted the meaning of the above
writers, with having made a disingenuous use of their words,
quoted passages in support of Mr. Herapath's theory which have
no relation to the subject, &c. The following Prop, which I
have given, p. 3G0, Annals for May, and the quotation which
I have introduced in the Cor. p. 361, for the expressed purpose of showing that the Prop, is compatible with the notion
introduced into the old theory of collision, will prove the truth
of these charges, and of course C.'s claims to credit and confidence.
Prop. B.
Emerson's Tracts, p. 13.
*' If two
" If a body striking another
perfectly
hard,
equal, and quiescent balls be
gives it any motion, tivice tliat
similarly struck by any two
body striking the sawe with the
other perfectly hard balls, the same velocity will give it ixmcc
intensities of the impulses will
the motion, and so the motion
have a ratio equal to that of generated in the other will be
the generating momenta^
as \}i\.<& force of percussion."

" Except

in the absolute equaliti) of reciprocal attraction in

I observed in my first reply, " which Newton deduced merely from analogy, and of which no proof whatever
can be furnished, there is no one pJuenomenon in which Mr.
Herapath does not perfectly agree with Newton." C. says,
this " assertion possesses as little truth as modesty."
This I
will certainly allow if C.'s assertions are to be the standard of
truth, and his conduct the criterion of modesty but not if other
people's are.
For instance in reciprocal attraction between
different planets, who has proved, and how, that a certain quantity of" matter of one planet attracts with the same force that an
equal quantity of matter of the other planet does ? Certamly no
one; nor can it from any data yet known be done. Newton,
Laplace, Lagrange, &c. have analogically suj)posed it to be so;
but have never jiroved it. This I will venture to assert C. will

the planets,"

;

:

not get anj' scientific

So

dict.

ilir is it

man

of respectable character to contra-

from being proved that the different planets

attract in j)roportion to their respective quantities of matter,
j)retty plain facts can be advanced to show the conEuler, for example, has experimentally demonstrated
tliat glass acts upon light to reiract it more powerfully at a high
temperature than at a low ; and Newton has Ibimd that " all
botlies seem to have their refractive powers proportional to their
densities, or very nearly," the temperature being the same; that
is, j)r<)portional to their ordinary attractions.
Assuming there-

that

some

trary.

lore that the relation

between refractive and attractive powers
holds
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any one body and that when

its refractive power
augmented or diminished, its attraction also is augmented or
diminished, which is by no means improbable, we should say
that as the further planets must be colder than the nearer, the

holds good in

;

is

ought to be less than those of the latIn other words, the apparent densities of the planets,
which are the measures of then- attractions, should diminish as
we recede from the sun ; a circumstance which experience
proves.
Again, the mean distances of comets from the sun being
much greater than of the planets, we should apprehend their
attractions ought to be much less; which is actually the case.
Laplace, Playfair, and others, say their actions are totally inattractions of the former
ter.

—

A comet in 14-54 eclipsed the moon, yet it produced
on the moon's or earth's motion. One in liVS came
so near the earth as to sweep over 120 degrees in one day and
another in 1770 passed almost among Jupiter's satellites; yet
neither of them deranged in the least sensible degree the motions of the bodies to which it so closely approached.
A difference has likewise been noticed by Mr, Herapath,
Annals for June 1821, p. 411, between the observed and Laplace's computed annual equation to the moon's mean motion,
which would seem to show that the earth attracts the moon
sensible.

no

effects

;

more

when nearer the sun than when further as, for
December than in June, Magnetic, elec&c, atti-actions are also well known to be influenced by
strongly

;

instance, stronger in
tric,

the temperature.
So that on all hands there is the greatest
reason to believe that " the absolute equality of reciprocal attraction in the planets," is not true, however confidently C.
may pour out his unsupported assertions to the contraiy,
I dislike quibbling comment on the meaning of terms ; and
therefore I pass over C's observations on Mr. H.'s differing
from Newton on an imaginary case of bodies inclosed in a
space and supposed devoid of all attractive tendency, which he
attempts to palm on the world as aphcvnomeiioii; that is, (as Dr.
Hutton observes,) as "an appearance in physics discovered by
observation of the celestial bodies or by physical experiments,"

There

are, however, some that would from this circumstance
C, he has as much to learn of the meaning of scientific
terms as of science itself, " before," as he has observed of Mr.
H., " he can attain among scientific men that rank to which he
tell

seems to aspire,"

C's explanation or apology for his "pushing case" is cuHe quotes what he had written, which is a clear
proof of charging Mr. H. " with confounding pressure with
impulse;" and then he makes a kind of supplicatory appeal
rious indeed.

iio-ainst

;

0)1

M).
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my understanding wliat he knows he cannot excuse.
This is odd enough, if it be satisfactory enough.
" The toil," says he, "of dissecting and exposing a vast mass

against

of mis-statement and misrepresentation, is laborious, fatiguing,
and disgusting." I assure him I find it so, and something
more when coupled, as in both his papers, w ith one continued
"mass" of trifling, false reasoning, and error.
" It is by no means extraordinary," C. tells us, " that Mr.
Herapath should be able hy\\iit\\eovy plausibly to explain many
phaenomena" ; " it is to be expected that every theory should
aftbrd an explanation of some class of experiments or observations."
In reply to this, I ask C. Is Mr. H.'s theory by any
means confined to a single class of observations ? Has he not
extended it to the theories of gases, evaporation, and vapours
the doctrines of capacity and latent heat; the phaenomena of
the changes of state, &c. ?
In all or
attraction and cohesion
by far the greater part of these subjects has not Mr. Herapath
ojienly and mathematically demonstrated the laws and pheenomena ? Has he attempted to shift from a single experiment to
which credit can be attached? or rather, has he not decidedly
confirmed his results by the experiments of our best philosophers ; an'd solicited a further examination by others, which he
has candidly pointed out ; and whose results from his theory
he has unhesitatingly computed ? Do the theorems of any
other person agree better, or even so correctly with experiment ? In fine, has there been a theory proposed at any time
which combines more (I might perhaps with perfect truth say
so much) simplicity and comprehensiveness with such minute
precision and experimental fidelity ? If there has, C. can name
it, and instance the cases of its equality, or, perhaps, superiority.
Probably C. has himself a theory more elementary and more
general to propose, which may account for the virulence with
which he has attempted to oppose Mr. H. Should this be the
case, I shall be exceedingly glad to see it though I must confess, I think the probability of such a theory from such a writer rests upcm a rocking rather than a rocky foundation.
If C. really think Mr. Hera})ath's theory defective or inconsistent with facts, why not come immediately to a numerical
refutation of it in some of those numerous instances which Mr.
H. has advanced ? Surely there are cases enough mentioned
to choose with advantage, without constantly beating about general views and metaphysical difficulties, which can perhaps
Besides, Mr. H.
never be brought to the test of experiment.
has in his theory of latent lieat, the postscript to his second reply to X, and several other parts of his writings, calculated
results which I should think it woiilil not be so extremely difliVol. 60, No. 2fM. (hi. 1 K22.
Pp
cult
;

:

—
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Overturning these instances would aftord C. the
gratification
a gratification that would not be lightly valued
Would
of upsetting " Mr. H. in his prophetic character."
not such a course also be much more " honourable," much
more scientific, and much less liable to the charge of " meancult to try.

—

ness" and turpitude, than indulging in general clamour, calumny, and misrepresentation ?
C. has, it must not be denied, stated one numerical objection,
preparatory,

I

It is this, that
suppose, to a general refutation.
calculation of the composition of water differs

Mr. Herapath's

of some chemical writers. Mr. H. by his
from the well known fact, that two in volume of hydrogen
unite with one in volume of oxygen to form water, finds that
two particles of oxygen unite with one of hydrogen. This result he has, as far as it can be expected from the experiments
in their present state, confirmed by the observed capacities of
Crawford, Annals for Sept. 1821, p. 211
and he has i'urther
shown, that it is possible by correct experiments of this kind to
confirm or refute his views of the composition of water.
Some
chemical writers, however, have concluded, from the proportion
(two to one) of the component volumes, that two particles of
hydrogen unite with one of oxygen and others, I beKeve, have
thought that a particle of water consists of one of each. If you
ask these writers for a proof of either of these proportions, they
can give you none, nor any reason why it should be one with
one, two with one, or ten with one, in preference to any other
proportion.
They tell us experiments prove that airs combine
in simple multiples of volume, and other bodies usually in
simple multiples of weight from which they very justly conclude that the elementary particles likewise combine in certain
definite numerical proportions; but what these proportions are,
it is impossible they could tell us frrm the multiples of weight
or volume alone, unless the relative number of particles in equal
weights or volumes was known, which they all confess they have

from

like calculations

theoi'y

;

;

;

no data

for determining.

one or of two

The

precise proportion therefore of

hydrogen

to one of oxygen,
hypothetical, without any Ibundation in experiment;

C,

particles of

is

purely

and tliis
have known.

he has any knowledge of chemistry, ought to
producing calculations for reasoning, I have already considered.
It is almost as fine a specimen of his "modesty" as of his loiowledge.
" I have already proved," quoth C, " by extracts from his
works, that on the laws of collision Sir I. Newton's opinions
directly, both in words and meaning, contradict Mr. Herapath's."
Has C. then, it may be asked, disproved D.'s quotations from Newton's Principia?
No. Flas he shown these
if

C.'s subsequent paragraph,

—

(juotations

;

2S9

on Mr. Hcrapalli's Thcorij.

—

No. Has he demonstrated that
quotations to be forgeries ?
Newton never wrote such things either in " words or meanuig?" No. But he has immediately afterM-ards told us, on
his own authority alone be it observed, that Newton has published his " Cogitationes" in a way which "affords no pretence

—

plain language,
things which he
This discovery of C, so complimentary
does not believe
to the understandings of the rest of the world for the last cenIt unquestionably to C.'s ability
tury, is a key to the whole.

them his opinions ;" that is, in
Newton has published as his own thoughts

to consider

!

!

" Exegit

!

monumentum

a;rc perennius,

Pyramidum altius
Quod non imber edax, nou Aquilo
Regalique

situ

iuipotens

Possit diruere, aut innuiuei'abilis
Annorum series, et fuga temporum."

In fact, it indisputably proves that either Newton or C. knows
not what he writes.
Some pains have been artfully taken by C. to identify D.
with Mr. Herapath. The reasons he has assigned would just
as well suit C. since from various parts of his communication
" the secret molie a})pears fully as well acquainted as D. with
;

tives of the expressions

and omissions," or rather

better.

Now

never was dexterous myself at unravelling enigmas but if I
were to argue from the inflammable disposition of Mr. H.'s opponent, I should say his name might be deduced from the Latm
verb Uro, to burn probably it coincides with the imperative
mood second person singular, Ure. Should this deduction be
Ure, at
correct, the name very much resembles that of Dr.
Glasgow, of controversial notoriety. Let it be observed I do
he
not positively " ascribe the papers" to Dr. Ure but should
not be the author, " he may thuik it worth while publicly to
disown them." On the contrary, should my solution of the
enigma be correct, he will perhaps, before he again wield his
on
]iotent pen against Mr. H., favour the world with a lecture
*.
the best method of calculating latent heat
instances of
I could now, if I chose, enumerate some curious
eximaginary
proposed
own
his
forgetting
at
adroitness
C.'s
which,
jierinients, groundless and unnecessary assertions, ivic.
when he found the tallies turned against him, he has prudently
and silently, but not very gloriously, abandonetl. I could hkeI

;

;

;

• Sec Mr. Herapath's correction (Annals for Dec. 1821, Note, page 4n8)
coinputnig
of two unacc-ouiital)Ic errors of princii)lc Dr. Ure conmutted ni
ni Ins pajier, Mnlos.
tlie latent heal of water, fioni liis own experiments
nibe
!)(./
to
Dr. Ure computes the latent iieat
Transae. 1H18, p. :iHH.
s own exstead n{'HHb°, wiiicli Mr. II. siiows it ^iiould he from the Doctor
periment.

P

|)

2

wise
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wise expose some artful attempts to traduce and calumniate the
character of Mr. Herapath as a scientific vvritei', which would
make a singular contrast with the claims C. would lay to candour, " integrity," and " honourable feeluig." But these things
I choose to pass over.

Few people dislike anonjnnous controversy more than I do.
Attacks of this kind have ever appeared to me ui the light of
character assassinations and hence I would wish to see them
banished fi-om society. But when once such productions are
Ought we to permit
allowed to appear what is to be done ?
them to pass unnoticed ? Ought we to suffer their authors to
triumph uncorrected ? Or, rather, Is it not a duty we owe to
ourselves and the community to expose the vanity of their pretensions ? And if, with due regard to our own character, this
cannot be done in propria persona, we must of course descend
This is the
to their own level, and oppose them anonymously.
He commenced an attack
very method I have taken with C.
on INIr. Herapath in a style, to which no person who valued his
Perceiving the shallowness of this
credit coidd openly reply.
writer, and that he sought to cover a want of depth and soundness by quamt terms and flippant expressions, I felt an inclination, as no other person appeared to take it up, to lay open
The consehis hollow pretensions in the way that I have.
quence is, that, finding himself foiled, he, though a volunteer
Writhing under the
aggressor, has been the first to complain.
justice of my remarks, and convinced of the badness of his
cause, he flies out into open invective against my occasionally
using, in a contest which no one advised him to commence, the
Can the woi'ld desire a
identical weapons of his own choice.
greater or more decisive proof than this of Ins owii conviction
of the unshaken stability of his adversary's case? He threatens
indeed to palliate his discomfiture with "contempt;" an excelWithout descendlent shield, surely, for an inglorious defeat.
ing to an employment of the term, the world can perceive how
much above it my sentiments of him rise. However, I by no
means wish to discourage his resolution. I think it the wisest
Should no
course, under present circumstances, he can take.
credit flow from such a retreat, there will at least result this
comfort to myself and advantage to him, that I .shall avoid
further trouble, and he further exposure.
I am, gentlemen, vours, &c.
;

—

—

D.
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Sextant recentlij invented and constructed by
Professor Amici *.
Modena, July 3, 1822.
^jr,VViiEN in September 1820 you did me the honour to visit
me in my laboratory', amongst many instruments which I had
the pleasure to show you, your attention was particularly fixed
upon a combination of two glass prisms, by the motion of
which the angular distance of two distant objects might be measured.
In the construction of this little model, my intention
was merely to give geographers and sailors a small commodious instrument and one easily rectified for the measurement
of angles fi'om
to 180 deg. within two or three minutes of the
truth but the sketch of this instrument so much pleased you,
and vou perceived that such great advantages might be gained
b}' the use of it, that you encouraged me to pursue the idea,
anil to give greater perfection to it. Since that time I have, as
I promised jou, occupied myself about it ; and having comjileted this instrument, I have now the honour to transmit you
a description of it.
If vv-e place a plane mirror before the object-glass of a telescope, we easily perceive that two objects distant from one another may be seen at the same time in the field of the telescope, one by direct rays, the other by those that are reflected.
But if we desire. to see the same object directly, and at the
7iexv

:

reflection, it is well known that the thilig is imbecause the rays are no longer reflected when they

same time by
jiossible,

are [)arallel to the reflecting })lane.
It follows from this, that if at the object end of a telescope
a moveable jilane mirror be placed upon a graduated circle, it
cannot serve to measure angles, on account of the impossibility
of determining the coliimation that is to say, the beginning
But if^ instead of a
of the division of this graduated arc.
;

mirror, we make use (as has been my practice) of an isosceles
and rectangular glass prism, besides the ol^taining a greater
(luantity of reflected light, we may also observe the coincidence
of two images ol'the same object, one produced by direct rays,
the other by reflected ones, and thus deternn'nc by this method
the zKuo point in the division of the instrument.
Let, then, A BC, J'late IV. fig. 1, be a jn-ism placed before
be in a line with
theol)ject-glass E, so that its greatest face
the axis of the telescope directed towards the distant object Q,
the jiarallel rays which come from one point of tlie object Q,
I'allir.g upon the side
ol'the prism, will be returned by refraction towards the plane BA, and alter having utidergone a

BA

BC

*

In
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be aoain reflected upon the side

total reflection will

parallel to their hrst direction

:

A C,

and

these rays passing
focus the image reexactly upon the di-

all

through the object-glass will form at its
from the point Q, which will fall
rect image formed in this same focus by parallel rays which
come from the imcovered half of the object-glass, by means
of which the point zero of the graduated limb may be ascerNevertheless if we turn the prism round its edge A,
tained.
on the side B C A, it will present new objects in succession
coinciding with the object Q, until the side AC shall be parallel
to the object-glass ; we shall then have the super-position of
all those points that are 90 degrees distant from the point Q.
It is therefore clear, that by this means we can measure all
angular distances as far as 90 deg. and a little more : I say a
little JiiOfe, because that depends on the extent of the refraction
of die glass* and if the prism be still turned on the same side,
will no
the total reflectioii of the rays upon the plane
longer take place.
If^ before the other half of the object-glass, which we have
supposed not to be covered, a second prism, equal to the first, be
placed, but moveable in a contrary direction, the two objects will
then be equally seen by reflection ; and by the combined movement of the two prisms we can carry the measure of an angle to
the double of the greatest angle measured by one prism alone.
These principles, upon which rest all the theory of angular
measures by these prisms, being well understood, it will be
flected

;

BA

easy to comprehend the construction and the use of this new
instrument.
Fig. 2 shows it in perspective, as it was ti'aced
in a camera lucida.

A

D

B is a sector greater than a quarter of a circle of four
inches radius. The limb is divided fi-om 10 to 10 minutes, and
by means of the vernier we can read to 10 seconds. About
the centre C turns the index CE, which carries the vernier
at one extremity, and the isosceles rectangular prism F at
the other, with its edge 3 C directed towards the centre and
pei'pendicular to the plane of the limb.
The other prism H,
equal to the first, is fixed in its place on the instrument,
and so disposed that when the index marks zero, the larger
faces of two prisms are nearly in contact and jierfectly parallel.
Lastly; a telescope N, supported by the arm LI, is moveable
on the plane of the sector about the centre C.
is a microscope by which to read the divisions : and this forms the whole
of the instrument.
The eftect of this double motion of the telescope parallel to

M
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limb, is, that the object-glass can receive a greater quantit^
of rays from one prism than from the other; so that we may by
this means render the images of two objects, which differ in
brightness, equally Imiiinous ; similar to what is obtained by
Hadley's reflecting sextant, by the elevation or depression of
the telescope upon the limb.
But if by this motion we do
not obtain this equalitj' of light, on account of a too great
difference of brightness in the two objects, we apply to the
object-glass of the telescope the cover A (fig. 3.), half of the
circular opening of which remains uncovered, whilst the
other half is covered with a plane coloured glass.
This
glass, being turned towards that prism which reflects the image
that is too luminous, will temper its too great brilliancy:
and, as the cover may be turned any way, this coloured glass
may always be placed before that part ol" the object-glass upon
which the prism throws too much light thus, when we make
the observation with the instrument reversed, we can cause that
image to be reflected from the prism the brightest, which had
before been the least bright : and the mean of these two observations will then be exempt from the error of the parallelism
of the planes of this coloured glass, if such a defect exists.
may detect by this instrument the error of collimation
in three different ways.
First.
may effect this by the coincidence or super-position of two images of the same object ; the one direct, the other
reflected.
The sun's disk is to be preferred but any terrestrial object whatever will answer this purpose, provided it
be not nearer than 50 toises; for it is only at this distance tliat
the parallax of the instrument begins to be imperceptible.
Secondly. By the coincidence of two images of the same
object, exteriorly reflected from two sinall sides of the prisms.
Indeed the
In this case we shall have an angle of 90 degrees.
two isosceles and rectangular prisms having then- great sides
jiarallel, when the vernier marks zero, will have turned 90 degrees, when the two smidler sides become parallel.
Thirdly. By measuring two angular distances of two objects
The excess or defect of the
almost diametrically oj)j)osed.
sum of these two angles uj)on 180 degrees will be equal to the
moiety of the angle to add to or deduct from the zero point
given by the vernier, in order to have the true zero, or the
for example; Let the angles of two
error oi' collimation :
objects be diumetiically opposed, the one of 85 and the other
97 degrees, the true zero, or the real beginning of the limb's
division, will be H5°4-97°= 18'^^— 180' = f°= 1".
In comparing this last verification with that obtained by the
first method, ii there be a difference, it will be an error in the
tlie

:

We

We

;

—
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division of the limb.

This, however, supposes that the prisms

be made with the utmost precision, and that the axis of the
telescope shall be always perpendicular to the common section
of the reflecting sides of the prisms.

With

respect to the telescope,

axis be inclined towards the

it

is

common

easy to show, that if its
section of the reflectinp-

planes of the prisms, the fourth part of the true angle will
have for its sine, the sine of the fourth part of the angle
given by the instrument, multiplied by the co-sine of the inclination of the axis.
In efi'ect, let (fig. 4) S R, S T, be the two reflecting planes
intersected by SQ; let us sujipose a plane SV, which divides
this angle, that we draw the right line
B perpendicular
to S Q, and the oblique line A
AB=1. I'rom
draw
the perpendicular
upon B A, and from the points
and
B let fall die two perpendiculars DE,
upon the plane
SB; lastly, draw the right lines EA, CA, and
parallel
to C B.
Now it is known by the principles of optics, that if
B represent the axis of the telescope, th6 angle formed by
two coincident objects by reflection is quadruple the angle
CAB, or twice the motion of the index. But if the angle
has the obliquity DA, the true angle is the quadruple of
the angle
E, although the index gives the same angle as

A

D=

DH

D
D

BC

HF

A

DA

had marked before.
To show the error, then, it is sufficient to determine the value
of the angle DAE, by means of the known angles
and
B
by the construction we have A
E A B B C.
it

AD

or because

CAB

H H

;

:

H F= D E cos D A H

from whence we

shall,

binCABcosDAH.

as

:

sin

DA E

:

:

:

1

:

:

I have said, have sin

:

sin

C AB;

DAE =

By this formula we perceive that the greatest error must
45°. In this case, if the axis of the teletake place when
scope has only one degree of inclination, the angle observed,
instead of 180°, will be only 179° 57' 56": but this error, produced by a defective position of the telescope, is reduced to
nothing, if we attend to the making our observation in that
part of the field of the telescope where the slightest contact of
the objects takes place.
I shall not speak here of those errors which may result from
imperfections of the prisms, since these may easily be calculated,
or readily corrected by the artist.
Neither shall I say whether
the instrument constructed by me, as a first essay, has answered the attempt. You, Sir, who have proved it, will be the
best judge of it. All that I can say is this: that after having by
the use of it ascertained its defects, and the corrections of
which il is susceptible, I flatter myself that in executing it

CAB =

upon

;:

and
upon a larger
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to a degree of perfection

that shall leave nothing to be desired.

Note by Bai-on Zach.
All those who know by theory and practice the reflecting
octant or sextant of Hadley, and who will compare it with
the reflecting sector of M. Amici*, will without doubt perceive the innumerable advantages which this last instrument
has over the former.
The octant of Hadley is founded
upon this simple principle ui catoptrics, that if rays of light
diverging or converging are reflected by a plane mirror, they
diverge or converge after reflection towards another point on
the opposite side of this surface, and to the same distance as
the first point.
It follows that if the rays of light coming from
any point of an object, be successively reflected by two plane
mirrors, a third plane perpendicular to the two mirrors, crossing the point of emission, will also cross the two images successively reflected.
All the three points will be at an equal
distance from the common intersection of the points of the
real object, and of its image formed by the second reflection
they will make an angle double of that of the inclination of
the two mirrors.
All the instruments of reflection ai'e constructed upon this
a
principle, and accordingly are furnished with two mirrors
thu'd is sometimes added, to make what is called the back observation : these three mirrors have from thence taken the names
of the great moveable mirror, and of small fore and back mirror the last two being fixed upon the instrument.
Many scientific men have endeavoured to render perfect this
instrument, intended chiefly for the navy. Grant, Ewing, Dollond, Magellan, Ramsden, T. Mayer, Borda, and others, have
modified and transformed it in various ways but the principle
has always continued the same,
the reflection of mirrors placed
at different distances, upon the plane of these instruments.
The sector of M. Amici has no mirrors ; its reflections and
refi-actions are- made by two isosceles and rectangular glass
prisms, in the way in which the inventor of this instrument

—

:

:

;

—

has explained in his description.
• M. Ainici has given to his instrument the name of Reflecting Sector
the reflecting Octants or Sextants are instruments of an arc of 4.5° or (50°;
tliis of M. Amici is of more than 100°; thus it is ncitiier octant nor sexIt is true, that in Astronomy an instrutant nor quadrant it is a Sector.
ment wliose arc contains but a few degrees, is denominated a Hector; hut
in Geometry, this classification exists not: besides, the two ivinds of instruments will always be distinguisiied, the one being called a Zenith Sector,
tlie other a itcHecting Sector.
It
N'ol. M. No. '291. Oct. 1822.
4
:
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from this consti'uction, that the images refrom the surface of these prisms lose not so much of
In Hadley's
their light as if they were reflected fi'om mirrors.
in the
octant, one image is always more weak than the other
sector of Amici, we may temper, modify and equalize the light
at plcasm-e, according to the motion given to the telescope N,
moveable upon the two pivots L and I (fig. 1 ) of the arm that
supports it, and according to the rotatory motion given to the
cap A with its coloured half-glass placed (as he has described)
It results dii-ectly

flected

;

before the object-glass.
In the second place, in the sector of Amici, the instrument
has no parallax in the angles taken with objects very near to
the observer; because, from the construction of the instrument
the two prisms which give the two images are always quite
near to each other. If there be any parallax, it is so insigninevertheless, if we
ficant that it rarely merits consideration
are fearful of it, we have only to determine the error of collimation by the same objects of which we would take the
angles, and apply it to the angle indicated upon the limb of the
instrument.
It is different in Hadley's octant, where the two
'

:

mirrors are placed at some distance from each other. The
octant marks upon the limb that angle which a ray from the
object reflected from the centre of the great mirror makes with
a ray from the other object from the centre of the small miri'or,
it
or, what comes to the same thing, from the observer's eye
follows that when the first of these lines cuts the other precisely at the focus of the telescope, the octant then marks the
exact angle ; but if the intersection of these two lines falls any
where else, there will be a difference between the angle indicated upon the limb, and that which the objects subtend, as
appears to the eye we must then apply a correction to all those
angles made from very near objects.
The treatises upon these
instruments teach the process for findmg these corrections.
This advantage in M. Amici's sector, of being exempt from
making any sensible parallax, will especially be appreciated by
navigators, who in making surveys of sea-coasts are often
obliged to make use of objects sometimes very near and sometimes at a great distance, to mark down the soundings on their
;

:

charts.

In the third place, the crystd prisms of the sector of Amici
are not subject, like the mirrors, to flaws or cracks, and sometunes to the destruction of the silver.
To avoid this inconvenience, mirrors of platina have been
proposed, and actually made but this metal not being susceptible of a fine polish, the old mode has been resumed.
The glass mirrors are sometimes liable to be bent or
waijied
:

1

and
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warped by the pressure of the adjusting screws, which are
placed behind the frame upon which they are mounted. Messrs.
Ludlam and Dollond have in a most ingenious manner remedied this but there have been mstances where mirrors substantiallj' mounted in brass frames, by tlie sole effect of the expansion of that metal from the sun's heat, have been more or
less warped, which is so much the more dangerous as the observer has no means of being aware of it.
Nothing of this
nature is to be feared from the manner in which the prisms
are mounted on INI. Amici's sector; they are never subject to
be impaired, and are exposed to no error they may always be
kept clean and neat, are easily fixed and carried, one upon the
sector, the other upon the index they are never cramped in
;

;

;

then- frames or in their motions.

In the fourth place, the greatest and most essential of all the
advantages which the instrument of M. Amici has over that
of Hadley, is that we can make the back observation, that is
to say, with the horizon of the sea, diametrically opposite,
without adding a third prism because, as we have seen in the
description given by the inventor, we can measure with this
sector an angle of more than 180 deg. This advantage is really
of the first importance and utility not only for seamen, who
coast along shores, which intercept from their view the horizon
of the sea on that side on which the sun is, but also for astronomers and geographers, who would use this instrument upon
land by the help of an artificial horizon.
The difficulties attending the rectification of mirrors for the back observation are
well known, which occasions their behig so rarely used, and
that they are even suppressed upon all sextants*.
The astronomers, who with this instrument and the artificial
horizon would determine upon land the latitude of places by the
double meridian altitudes of the sun, cannot, particularly in low
latitudes and for a long time together, use the sextant.
The
greater part of these instruments can measure only to 124 deg.,
at least those of Troughton and Schmalkalder go only to that
limit.
Thus at Genoa, from the 7th of May to the 8th of August, we cannot with these instruments take the double meriaian altitudes of the sun. At Cairo, no observation can be made
;

* On tliis head may be consulted a very important memoir contained in
the 74th vol. of the Gcntlenian's Magazine, and in the 14tii vol. of the
Naval Cin'onicle for 180."», paj^e 21 the title of wliich \» "A demonstrable,
accurate, and at all times practical method of adjusting Hadicy's sextant,
so as to render the back observation eijnally correct with the fore observation ; anil to measure an angle of loO, l(iO or 170 deg. as accurately as one
of .'JO, 40 or ."iO deg.,conniiunicatcd to the Astronomer Itoynl by letter dated
28th September, 1S03, by liie Rev, Michael Ward of Tsunwoith, Staffbrd;

bhirc."
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to the 1 7th September and under the
It is on this
equator they can never be used for this purpose.
account that M. Ducom in his Course of Nautical Observations,
&c. Bourdeaux 1820, page 94-, in making his remarks on the
method of determining latitudes by ?20M-?Henc//an altitudes, says,
" This application may be of indispensable utility when we want
to find the latitude of a place, and where the meridian altitudes
are too great for an artificial horizon."
This is not the case with respect to the sector of Amici; with
this instrument we may take the double meridian altitudes of tlie
When M.
sun under the tropics and even at the zenith.
Amici came to Genoa in May to bring us his reflecting sector,
we could no longer at that time take in the artificial horizon
meridian altitudes of the sun with any of our sextants, which,
On the
however, M. Amici was able to do with his sextant.
17th and 18th of May he took thirteen circum-meridian altitudes of the Sim we shall here mention only those made at
noon. The 1 7th of May the altitude of the superior limb of the
64° 38' 10", error of
sun was 64° 56' 20"; the 18th of May,
collimation + lO' 50".
These observations, with a number of
others since made towards the summer solstice, have always
given us, within a few seconds, the latitude marked in our little

from the 26th March

;

;

=

=

observatory.

We

could here enumerate many other advantages as for ex-.
ample, that we can verify upon this sector the pomt zero, and
the pomt 90 deg., as has been seen in the descri})tion That in
taking altitudes on an artificial horizon, the telescope always
rests in a horizontal position, so that the observer may sit at his
ease before it, without changing the position either of his body
or head, whatever be the altitude of the star he is observing
That at sea we may take all the altitudes of two opposite horizons, the anterior and posterior, the mean of which will correct
the mirage and all other irregularities of the refraction: but on
these subjects we shall attaui more knowledge and experience
when M. Amici has finished a large 1 2-inch sector of reflection,
which he has in hand at present, and to which he will adapt all
those impi'ovements which the use and practice of this instrument have suggested to him, during the stay which this ingenious and much-esteemed philosopher made with us.
The small 4-inch sector, which M. Amici has above described, and which is the first that was ever made, is now in
our possession, and we habitually use it in taking correspondent altitudes of the sun.
are both proud and jealous
of being possessed of the first model of so fine an invention
which, like all other useful novelties, will require time to make
way through, and get ritl of, ancient modes and usages, which
;

:
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through interest and prejudice are so difficult to be discarded.
But as all truths require time to subdue the obstinacy of habit
and prejudice, a little patience will conduct us to this issue.
It required halt" a century before Hadley's most excellent
invention had established that empire which aiterwards be-

came

universal.

When

in 1819 we recommended in the 2d vol. of the Corrcspondance, page 387, to our great opticians, to apply their
talents to the perfection of reflecting instruments, we were far
from hoping that our wishes would be accomplished so soon :
a great step has now been gained, and let us hope that others will
be made for the proverb says, Liventis facile est addere. To
prove the trutli of this adage, we shall begin by proposing
The coloured glass applietl to tlie
here a small addition.
;

cover of the object-glass (fig. 3), can be inverted, but not
brought back again. To correct its defect of parallelism, if
there should be any, we only have to add on the other side
of the cover a little piece of tube such as is seen at A, and
then we can apply this cover with its half-glass coloured in
the two sides before the object-glass, and by this means return
this glass on the same part of the object-glass, either for its
verification, or to cori'ect or remove the error which will occur
in the observation, if the sides of this glass be neither plane nor
Before we finish this Note, we cannot refrain from
parallel.
making some remark upon the liberal and straightforward manner in which M. Amici has publii-hed his new invention here.
Many others would have solicited prizes, rewards, patents,
or at the least that it sliould receive the honourable mention
or favourable report of some academy, or of some board of

M. Amici despises all these practices, the springs
longitude.
of which are so well understood at this time he prefers to jiublish with frankness and clearness such ideas of his as may be of
shall finish this note with a quotation from
public utility.
the letter of one of our most celebrated astronomers, whom we
liad made acquainted with M. Amici's new instrument, and
who replied to us in the terms following:
" Truly the discovery is important, and I share completely
An invention like this, made in England,
in your admiration.
would have enriched its author*. If there were any means
;

We

*

It

ventor

is
:

pretended that tlic caleidoscope produced this effect for its ininstrument nevertiieless is not of such utility as tiic sector of

this

yet it is more amusiujT, and therefore, ttc. <Src
;
[\Vc believe tiiat the surmises of these learned foreigners respectiup; tlic
riches acquired by inventors in lMi{;land arc altogether erroneous; and that
those inventions hy whicli the public are so nuidi beneriled, are too frequently attended with fircat loss to their projectors and those who engajje
reflection

in bringing iheni to perfection.
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of ensuring to INI. Amici a just reward, it ought to be thought
upon ; for such is the simphcity of this instrument, that, its
description once given to the public, it may every where be
M. Amici's is so much the more worthy of praise,
executed.
as he seeks not his own advantage by his invention, which he
What reward was given to Hadreadily gives to the public.
will not offer us the opportunity
ley I know not; but
to search into this accompt, and to gratify ourselves with the

comparison."

Obsetyations 07i the occasional Appearance of Water in
the Cavities of regular Crystals ; and on the porous Nature
of Quartz, and other crystalline Substances, as the probable

LVI.

Cause of that Occurrence. By John Deuchar, M.R.A.L
Edin., M. Cal. Hort. Sac., M. Wernerian Soc, O.P.A. Royal
Phys. Soc, and Lecturer on Chemistry in Edinburgh*

AiMONG the numerous arguments which have been brought
forward by those who support the aqueous formation of the
globe, no one seems to bring with it greater force than that
which is drawn from the fact that water is often found inclosed
The ready
within the cavities of crystals of a regular shape.
conversion of water into steam, and the expansive nature of
the steam when formed, even at a moderate temperature, would
lead us to conclude that crystals containing confined globules
of that fluid, could never have an igneous oi'igin. When we
examine the nature of such crystals, we often find them composed of very infusible materials, such as quartz, the fluate of
Hme, &c. The intense heat requisite to bring quartz to the
state of fusion which would be necessary to enable it to cool
into regular crystals, must, if not counteracted by an immense
external pressure, have boiled the contained watei', and formed
an elastic agent so powerful that the texture of no known substance could resist it but, as we cannot, when we examine the
situations in which" such crystals are found, discover the slightest
proof of any such external counteracting pressure, we are naturally led to conclude that the whole must be the result of some
other mode of formation; and that theory which ascribes it to
crystallization from solution in water, seems satisfactory enough.
Those who maintain this latter o))inion have generally contented themselves with explaining the circumstance upon the
su])position, that the particles of the substance in solution, du:

* Read before the Wernerian Natural History Society, on Saturday May
and communicated by tlic Author.

19, 1821,
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ring the process of concreting into the crystalline form, had
surrounded a portion of the fluid in which it had been dissolved. Novv, however satisfactory this may appear in accoimting for some specimens, it must be allowed that there are
others again with regard to which it entirely fails.
theory may be proposed, more consistent with the appearances of artificial crystallization, and quite authorized by
a comparison of the same substances as produced by the manufacturer, and as found crystallized in nature. Newly formed
crystals contain an excess of water in their constitution : this
excess, provided the substance be not of a deliquescent nature,
must gradually lessen, till the neutral state, as we may call it,
be acquired. The excess of water can only escape from the
interior of a crystal by capillary motion ; and should there, by
any malfoniiation of the nucleus or any jDart of the interior,
be left a void space in the crystal, then the capillaiy attraction
may be induced internally as well as to the surface.
When we examine natural crystals, we find them possessed
of a peculiar compactness of cohesion, and tardiness of solution,
which we do not find with regard to those artificially formed.
The natural sulphate of lime appears inert to water ; and the
natural carbonate of baryta appears equally inert to the
strong muriatic acid: but the artificial salts aie I'eadily acted
upon, the former by the water, and the latter by the acid. Not
only is this found to be the case, but we observe also that
the artificial crystals gradually acquire from age a greater or
less degree of the inertness of natural ones.
The water of
crystallization, therefore, in artificial salts must be in a great
excess ; but were they exposed for a long-enough time under
similar circumstances, we need not doubt that they would acquire the compact and inert character of natural ones.
The
large crystals of sulphate of magnesia, when first formed at
the manufactory, contain more water in their constitution than
wlien kept some time and if so, how does the water escape ?
It must be through the pores of the salt; and the same may
be applied to every artificial crystal. Now, if we go back to
the origin of natural salts, the strong presumption of their
porous nature will appear. Whether we admit or deny the
general formation of minerals from an aqueous solution, we
must at least grant that many of the crystals found in nature
have been formed through the agency of water; and if this
be the case, we have no reason to believe that Nature would,
at the early period of the formation of these com))act crystals,
resort to any other mode than she at present adopts in completing tlie formations commenced by the manufacturer we

A

;

:
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cannot but suppose that these natural crystals, like those of
art, had at first a similar excess of water of crystallization,
which through a series of ages had escaped by capillary attraction through the minute pores of the mineral.
It was whilst attending Professor Jameson's lectures on natufii'st directed my attention to these
curious specimens and having often heard various accounts
given of empty bottles well corked, which had been sunk in
the ocean and brought up full of water, for which I could only
account bv granting the porous nature of glass, I began to
As the exsuspect that all siliceous bodies might be porous.
periments with empty bottles were in general not properly attested, and were often contradictory, it became necessary to
have them repeated with care and minuteness several friends
sailing for different parts of the East and West Indies, were
ready to promise me the requisite information, which was to
be tried upon thick glass globes about five or six inches diameter hermetically sealed at the glass-house as soon as made,
from which circumstance each presented a partial vacuum
(see figure 1 ; abed are the notches by which it was attached;)

ral history, in 1810, that I
;

:

fig. 2.

fis. 3.

but unfortunately the promised experiments were either mismanaged, or forgotten in the hurry of commercial concerns.
In 1813 my attention was recalled to the subject by the following appearance, which occurred during some experiments
Upon inadvertently pouring hot water
with boiling water.
into a crystal decanter, which had a crack at the mouth about
three inches in length, I observed it dart downwards to nearly
when I ceased pouring in the hot
five inches fi"om the top
water, the crack ascended again to the thiixl inch; the application was repeated many times, and presented the alternate
extension and contraction of the crack each time as at first. (See
fig. 2; ef shows the crack, and the dotted line_/o- shov/s the
extended ci'ack which closed up again.) Upon applying pressure to the top of pieces of window glass, laid flat upon a table,
I found small Qracks at the edges also alternately advance and
retire. (See figs. 3 and 4 ; h i is the original crack, ik the exten;
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the pressure was applied at k;

when

the crack was

in the pointed part of a fragment of glass, such as fig. 4, it was
found to succeed best.) Upon communicating these results,

several j'ears afterwards, to Mr. Sivright, of Meggetland, he
informed me, that upon laying by for a few days pieces of glass
in which he had formed cracks of considerable extent, by
means of a hot iron, he had often found them to disappear

again.

From the above

circimistance, the conclusion

was obvious,

That water might enter the void interstices of crystals, when
aided by pressure, not only from the porous nature of their
})articles, but also from their temporary display of rents during
the application of a high temperature.
Such an explanation
as this might be equally applied to either theory for the formation of our globe.
Recalled again to my fonner inquiry, by the above facts, I
renewed my endeavours to get the hints regarding the porous
nature of glass, if possible, established from the results of bottles or globes sunk to various depths in the sea.
At the same
time it is to be kept in view, that although the success of these
experiments would bear strongly in favour of the doctrines

which have been

laid

down, yet

their failui'e

by no means

mode

mili-

of crystallization proposed.
I shall now, therefore, lay before the Society a few experiments, for which I am indebted to Mr. John Grant. 1 give
the account as communicated to me
" Sir,
When becalmed and nothing stirring, it was a frequent amusement of the officers to let a bottle, either empty
or full of fresh water, down to a considerable depth in the sea,
100, 150, or 200 fathoms, with a heavy weight attached.
" The result obtained on various occasions they found to be
uniformly the same.
(1.) " When the bottle was let down empty, and the cork
not })ro])erly secured, though it was driven in as hard as a cork
could be, and the upi)er or outer part projecting considerably
over the neck of the bottle it was forced in and the bottle was
full of salt-water.
It made no sort of dilfei'ence whether the
bottle was sent down bottom or top undermost ; nor was it to
he expected it would, as the pressure on hauling up nmst have
been as unich as on letting it down.
(2.) " If the cork was properly secured with sealing-wax,
and a number of folds of oil-cloth, and all covered with
painted canvass well fixed upon the bottle,
the cork came up
in statu (juo, but the eiiij)ty bottle was now full of salt-water.
(3.) " If the bottle was sent down with the cork properly
secured as before, and full of fresh-water, it invariably came
VoLeO. No. 29i. Oct. 1822.
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up with the cork

a new

circulai- Microincier.

it "went doxm, but the bottle was full
never examined the watei' with sufficient accuracy to be able to say whether it was of the precise saltness
of the water in which it had been immersed but from my
personal observation I am certain it was not by any means the
water which was sent down ; the water brought up was turbid,
smelt strongly, and had a nauseous saline taste like the sea-

ot salt-iioater.

exactly as

I

;

water.

" On various occasions, upon examining the coi'k, it was
found that the "water had not eveti penetrated to it, so well had
it been secured
and upon drawing it, and cutting it across, it
;

'wasfound perfectly dnj.

" The bottles used were porter ones they were generally
kept down for a short time, not exceeding a quarter of an hoiu",
" These experiments were performed on board the Minerva
;

I was twice on deck during the whole of the process
of the experiments: the first time was in June 1811, about the
latitude of 40° North; the second time was in May 1812,
near the northern tropic.
I remain yours respectfully,
" Mr. John Deuchar, 4'c"
" John Geant.
fi'igate.

I have laid before the Societj', with the greater satisfaction,
the account given by Mr. Grant, as I find it in most respects
established by the facts since mentioned by Mr. Campbell in
his account of his travels in South Africa, and still more recently by those introduced by Mr. Perkins into his paper upon
the compressibility of water.

[To be continued.]

LVII. On a new circidar Micrometer : communicated
ter from M. LiTTROW to F. Baily, Esq.

in

a Let-

JIave you heard of the suspended circidar micrometer made
by Frauenhofer at Munich ? You are aware that this simple
instrument is in general use on the continent, particularly
amongst the German astronomers. If used in the manner I
have described

in

my

Astronomic

tainly a ve7-y useful instrument

:

(vol.

i.

page 358),

it

is

cer-

and M. Delambre is wrong in
his work on astronomy. How-

so contemptuously in
has hitherto been difficult to obtain a perfect circle,
which should be unconnected with the sides of the telescope
for, if it had been ever so well finished, it was easily bent by
taking it off its support, and fixing it in the tube.
And it may
perhaps be doubted whether there has hitherto been one perfect
micrometer, unices the diaphragm itself were used for that
puipose
treating
ever,

it

it

:
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pui'pose : which latter, however, renders the observation of the
entrance of a star very uncertain and troublesome."
" M. Frauenhofer conceived the fortunate idea of placing, in
the focus of the telescope, a glais pierced in the centre with a

hole sufficient to admit of a metal ring, which was attached
thereto, and which ring was then turned perfectly circular:
and, as it was never afterwards separated from the glass, its
circular form remained uninjured."
" The great advantage attending this method is that the
metal circle requires no other support, since the glass itself is
fixed to the diaphragm
and thus the double concentric circle
(which foi'ms the micrometer) seems to hang without support
in the expanse of the heavens."
[Our mathematical instrument-makers occasionally construct the micrometer of a transit instrument by means of fine
lines drawn with a diamond on glass and I conceive it would
not be more difficult to draw t'iXso concentric circles in the same
manner which would probably answer every purpose to which
the circular micrometer is usually applied.
There appears to
be only one objection to this plan which is, that the loss of
light (which however is not great) may prevent the observation
oi small comets, and veri/ minute stars ; to which class of objects
the circular micrometer is peculiarly adapted.
F. B.]
:

:

;

:

—

LVIII. On Pyrolignemis uEthcr.

To

the Editors ofihePhilosopJiical

By Philip Taylor,
Magazine and Journal.

—

In the Philosophical Magazine for August
observed the following extract from one of the foreign
journals*
" On examining diffiirent samjiles of jiyroligneous acid, M,
Diibcreiner lately i'ound alcohol in two of them obtained from
Gentlemen,

last, I

birch-v.ood."

As

an error in this statement, I shall trouble
remarks upon it, and in a future
number of the Magazine detail more fully the experiments
which have led me to the conclusions 1 have Ibrmed on this

you

I

believe there

is

at this time with a few

subject.

The

peculiar fluid which M. Diibcreiner calls alcohol was
discovered hy mc in the year IKl'2; at whicii time I was
extensively engaged in the manufacture of pyroligneous acid
and the various preparations f()rmed with it. In attempting to
purily tills acid by a new process, I tibserved lliat both tiie colouring matter and that which gives it its characteristic otiour
first

• Schweijrgei's N. J',

fiir Cheiii. n. V\\yi,

\\ Y

2
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were held
fluid.

acid,

in solution chiefly by a very volatile and inflammable
Having separated some of this peculiar fluid from the
and deprived it of its colouring matter by repeated recti-

was struck with its strong resemblance to alcohol in
jnany of its characters.
I found it perfectly miscible with water
that it dissolved
camphor and all the gum resins quite as readily and as abundantly as alcohol does that it burned with a flame like that of
alcohol and that its specific gravity varied from 830 to 900,
according to the care taken in its rectification.
As I had convinced myself that this spirit might be obtamed
in considerable quantity, and would be useful for various profications, I

:

—

;

;

was naturally led to think how far its simiof wine might subject it to the excise laws and
a scries of experiments to ascertain if it could truly be

cesses in the arts, I
larity to spirits

I

made

;

called alcohol.

Many of these experiments were rather interesting; but I will
mention one, which, in my opinion, proves its

at this tune only

non-identity with alcohol.
Taking a quantity of this spirit which I had rectified as perfectly as possible, I added to it the same proportion of sulphuric acid that is usually employed to produce sulphuric aether.
Instead of obtaining sdier, I found a spirit still miscible with
water, and burning with a blue flame
its smell being some-,
;

what

and its specific gravity a little reduced.
The residuum in the retort was a black pitchy substance,
which became perfectly hard and brittle on cooling.
From what I have stated it is obvious that this fluid is neither
alcohol, nor an essential oil, but probably a new variety of
altered

sether.

M.

Diibereiner appears to suppose that birch-wood espe; but I have found it equally in pyroligneous acid fi-om various other woods.
It appears to me that there is no difficulty in accounting for
the formation of this spirit; which, fi-om its greater resemblance
to aether than to any other substance, I have called fyroligneous
(ether.
It is well known that no acetic acid exists in wood
yet on exposing it to destructive distillation acetic acid is
formed that is to say, the carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are
liberated from their original combination by the action of the
heat ; and meeting together under favourable circumstances,
they recombine and form acetic acid. The pyroligneous aether
is also a ternary compound on the same three simple substances, but in different proportions; and the quantity of it produced will be found to vary according to the circumstances
under which the distillation of the wood is conducted. I have
constantly
cially yields this spirit

:
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constantly found in the decomposition of wood, coal, and oil,
that both the proportions and qualities of the products are
greatly influenced by the temperature, and construction of the
apparatus.
On decomposing coal, the proportions of the
gases, as well as of the ammonia, tar, essential oil, naphthaline, &c. will greatly depend on these circumstances.
On d&composing oil, the products may be diversified by the apparatus employed and by the mode of conducting the operation.
J pointed out on a former occasion, that the decomposition of
this substance commences at the temperature usually called its
boiling point ; and I believe the effect called ebullition in this
case is mei'ely produced by the extrication of gas; and if fixed
oil is thus operated upon, a considei'able portion of it is converted iiito volatile oil.
At a higher temperatme the carbon,
hydi'ogen, and oxygen of the oil, will either form their flill proportion of gas fit for illumination, or acetic acid will be produced, and gas of less illuminatmg power according to the conditions under which tlie operation may be conducted.
I have merely sent you these remarks, that the attention of
other scientific men who have more leisure may be tempted to
pursue a subject which appears to me an interesting one. And
I shall be happy if they produce a little inquiry uito the nature
of the singular fluid which I have described.

most truly,
PhilIP TaylOR,
I have sent Mr. Garden, of .372 Oxford-street, some of the
pyroligneous aether, that any gentleman wishing to examine it
may know where to obtain it.
I am, gentlemen, yours
Bromley, Middlesex, Oct. 18.

LIX.

0:i

a Lunar

Iris,

or lialnbow by Moonlight.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

KGosport,
NowiNG

October 22, 1822.

you are desirous of gratifying
your readers with descriptions of rare meteoric and atmospheric
vhrenomcna, I inclose you one for the Philoso})hical Magazine
and Journal, on the Iris Lunuris that appeared here last evening witl) a short account of three more that have also been
that

;

seen here during the last five years.
I

am, gentlemen,

Your very obedient

servant,

William Burney.
Last evening at .Gl miinites past G o'clock, the eastern limb
of a hinar iris a|»))eared immediately over Portsmouth Dockyard, and in two minutes aftcrwanls the oilier limb ajjpearcd
over
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or Itainboli)

hi)

Moonlight.

over Portsdown-hill, the iris as yet incomplete at 55 minutes
past six, the moon shinuig in a clear siiace, with an altitude of
only Ti*^, a distance of 29° westward of the meridian, and
the rain moderately descending, our gratification was completed, at the expense of a wetting, by the appearance of a
perfect lunar iris, of a silvery colour in a black passing nimNo prismatic colours
bus or rain-fraught cloud to the N.E.
were distinguishable in any part of the iris, the moon not
having come to her first quarter; consequently her light
seemed too faint to })roduce a variety of colours in the bow.
The extent of the iris along the plane of the earth's surface
was 81° 34.'; that is, within 3° of its greatest extent, on the supposition of an observer standing on a plain ground, with the
moon in the horizon and the altitude of its apex above the
By comparisons of this mea^
horizon was upwards of 27°.
surement with solar rainbows, when the sun has had a similar
altitude, we conclude that there is no perceptible difference in
the extent of the solar and lunar iris.
On the 19th December 1820, vre observed a faint lunar iris
but the
to the westward, in a thick fog, from 7 till 8 P.M.
altitude of the moon being upwards of 30°, the apex of the
h-is was not more than 10° or 11° above the horizon.
On the 15th October 1820, we observed a perfect lunar iris
to the N.E., with part of an exterior bow above it, during a
:

:

;

m

which some faint prismatic colours were
at 9 P.M.,
discovered, the moon at that time being ahnost in the middle
of her second quarter.
On the 25th of August 1817, we also observed a perfect
lunar iris to the N.W. from 30 to 40 minutes past 8 P.M. on
a large but slowly passing nimbus, the moon being to the S.E.
and nearly full prismatic colours were distinctly traced in this
iris ; but they certainly bore no near comparison with those of
the solar rainbow that appeared the following afternoon.
In all these appearances of the limar iris, the weather at the
respective times was misettled and stormy for several days together the jihasnomenon, however, is not a prognostic, but
rather the effect of a series of sudden storms.
From these ren^arks we may conclude, that the best time to
look out for such a rare phaenomenon is in stormy weather,
when the nimbi pass in quick succession over us, and when
the moon has a low altitude and is at least five or six days old
(12 or 14 or 16 would be better): but the nearer she is to the
horizon at either rising or setting, the more beautiful and extensive will the silvery arc appear with its delicate prismatic
colours in the front of the rain-cloud, which must come from
or near the- quarter in which the moon appears.
shower

:

:

Nuliccs respecting

New

Note on Mr. Murray's Paper on

SI 9

Books,
tJie

Fetation of Acids

Alkalies to vegetable Colours.

and

in our last
has been suggested to us to refer our readers
vol. xi. p. 403, of the Quarvol. vi. p. 152
to vol. V. p. 125
terly Journal of Science, where Mr. Faraday's or/gma/ remarks
on tlie action of boracic acid and other acids on turmeric pa]ier
:
Also
are stated as they occurred to him some years since
that it may perhaps occur to Mr. M. that, as he had not seen
Mr. F.'s previous observations, Mr. F. probably had not seen
his when he wrote the additional observation, vol. xiii. p. 315.

In

reference to

Number,

Mr. Murray's letter which appeared

p. 170,

it

;

;

—

Page

171, line 17, for

LX.

Turmeire read turmeric.

Notices respecti7ig Ne-do Books.

of the Philosophy of Plants. By A. P. Decanand K. Sprengell. Translated from the German.
Transactions of the Horticultural Society of London, vol. v.

Elements
dolle,

Parti. 4to. ll. lis. 6d.
A System of Mechanics. By the Rev. J. R. Robinson. 8vo.
Remarks on the present defective State of the Nautical Almanack. By Francis Baily, F.R.S. and L.S. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Practical Electricity and Galvanism. By John Cuthbertson,
Svo.

1

2s.

Preparing for Publicatio7i.
In a few days will be published, in one neat pocket volume,
a new Edition of Mr. Parkes's Rudiments of Chemistry,
checarefully corrected, and adapted to the present state of
This edition is printed on a larger and better
mical science.
paper than heretofore, and the new matter which has been
added since the publication of the first impression, has en-

A

larged the volume full one-fourth beyond its original size.
new and copious Index will be appended to the work, and it
Copper-plate
will be ilhistiatcd with several highly-finished

Engravings of Chemical Aj)paratus.
ANALYSIS OF PERIODICAL WORKS ON ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.
The Bolanical Register. No. 92.

Two
tives of

l)eaiiti!'iil

month's Number.

New

gardens.

Th.

species of TliysanoUis (Brown Prod.) complants of this sinsular genus are all nallolhm.l; and, until very lately, have been strangers to our
hfrnthcrus, 1^1. «.'»."). is distinguished by bulbous roots; and

ele-ant and

niciKX' this

Tli.

juiu-eux,

which follows,

Curtis's Magazine.

'I'he

is

likewise figured in this month's IS umber of
rr,

,

^
Ihis niant
VmS. Pfrpavcr brartmttm.
Klr,H(ir]»u rcticulala.
in Mr. Lindley'*
has l)ceu alrea.h so well figured (only a fiw months l)ack)

PI

«.')7.

ele";ant
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Analj/sis

of Periodical Works

see no reason why it is repeated in this publication,
particularly as Mr. Lintlley's description is copied : moreover, it occupies
the space of two plates, which could have been devoted, with much more
advantage, to some other of the increasing number of unrecorded plants
abounding in the London gardens.
A. caule
PI. 659. Ancilcma sinica, a new plant from China, thus defined
ramoso diffiiso ; foliis ligulatis, acuminatis, racemulis alternis subsenis superne in panicula positis: staminibus tribus barbatis quorum uno castratoj
sterilibus tribus nudis.
PI. 660. Pajisijiora pallida, an interesting plant of this elegant genus.
PI. 661, Argyrcia cuneata, is a genus distinguished from Convolviihis and
Ipomcsa, " principally by an indehiscent seed-vessel with one-seeded cells."

elegant work, that

we

:

Curtis's Botanical Magazine. No. 429.
prevent a constant repetition of numbers, we shall in future notice
the plates in their regular series, merely giving the number of the first plate,
which is 2350, and represents Arthropodium cirratum Willd. beautifully
Thysanotus jtmceus, the same plant, unluckily,
figured on a double plate.
as we have noticed above in the Register : from a comparison of the two
The dissecplates, it appears this has been made from a dwarf specimen.
tions, however, in this are an advantage the other does not possess.
Crimtm aquaticum, a plant, brought from Southern Africa by Mr. Biu"Like Amaryllis revoluta and
chell, which Mr. Herbert has here described.
insignis, it is not, probably, a distinct species from Am. ornata, but Mr. H. is
obliged, by the principles he has laid down in defining the genera of AmarylSome bolideae, to propose it as a genus possibly distinct from any other.
tanists will consider this as an additional proof that he is wrong in what he
has done in his proposed reformation of the Order ; and will question whether his new species of Crimtm and Amaryllis be any more distinct than the
Instead of a concise specific
gardeners' varieties of Tulipa, Geranium, &c.
character (after the excellent example of Linnieus) we have a detailed description too long for us to copy.
Passiflora Iwnata ; we strongly
Alstroemeria pulchella, Linn., from China.
suspect the leaf represented in outline, as a variety, is, in fact, a very distinct
species ; as, from native specimens in our Herbarium, the flowers are stated
Crinum arenarium; given as another new addito be very lai'ge and white.
tion to this genus, but we doubt whether it be specifically different from
Cr. asiaticum : we must protest against the novel mode Mr. Herbert has
here introduced of making descriptions and even specific characters of plants
from measurement; because until all the plants of one species can be made
to grow of one size, such measurements will only suit the individual sample
from which they have been taken. Mr. Herbert is a botanist of ability, and

To

we hope he

will give this subject further consideration.

No. 25.
Swaitison's Zoological Illustrations.
This number commences the third volume of this beautifully executed
work. Plate 120 represents Ampullaria corrugata, and the figures and descriptions sufficiently point it out as distinct from A. globosa, figured on the
A. testa globosa, corrugata,
plate of the 2d volume ; it is thus defined
:

—

olivacea ; spirae prominentes, acutsc, anfractibns ventricosis ; apertiu-ae niargine crasso, fulvo, sulcato ; umbilico parvo, juxta labii interioris mediam
Mr. S. observes, that Mr. B. Sowerby has misposito ; operculo testaceo.
taken this shell for the Amj). rugosa of Lam., which has a thin, and not a
thick and reflected, margin round the aperture.— Plate 121: This is the
most beautiful plate yet given in the work, and represents a new and superbly coloured Cree|)er, belonging to the African genus Cinnyris, but erroneously placed by Dr. Hor.sfield among the Nectarinioe, which, Mr. S.
remarks, are all American birds. C. Javanica, supra nitide purpureo-aerata,
subtus.

—

:

on Zoology and Botany.
siibtus olivaceo-crocea

;

:

~

scapulis, iiropygio, strjgaque lateral!

S21
a rostro ad

pectus descendente nitide violaceis jugulo castaneo ; cauda nigra.
Plates 1-^2 and 1~3 contain four uncommon varieties of the true A.
v'lrginea {Bulla virghiea, Lin.), under which name so many shells have been
placed.
Mr. Swainson's definition of the characters which belong to this
A. vlrgiuea, testii elongata, fasciis numerosis
variable species, is as follows:
nigris viriilibus et flavis ornata ; anfractus basalis latitudine altitudinem superante; apertura rotundata labio exteriore integro ; basi proftinde emarthe male and female of this insect differ in a
ginata.
Lici/;(fl! crkia, Sw.
remarkable manner, and had not observations been made on the living insects, we should almost have doubted their connexion.
;

—

:

Greville^s Scottish Cryptogamic Flora.
Mr. Greville's last No. (4) contains the curious Echinella fasciculata,
which by many would be considered of animal origin ; but which, as neglected by the zoologist, we are happy to see (whatever may be its real nature) taken up by the botanist
Puccinia Btuci : Amanita nivalis, a delicate
new species which well merits the name, whether we consider the snowy
whiteness of its hue, or its truly alpine situation among the snow of the
highest of the Grampian Hills
Uredo cffusa (the U. Sjnraice of Sowerby)
and a new species of Na'ynaspora, K. Rosarum. Under this last individual
we have an observation, " that the Genus Namaspora may be found eventually to border too closely upon many species of the old Genus Sj^lntiia.'"
The justness of this remark will be apparent to those who will trouble themselves to compare the excellent magnified section of the Na;vi. Rosanmi
:

:

with those of Cryptospharia Taxi, (Spharia Taxi of Sowerby,) figured in
Mr. Gre\ille's 3d Number. It is by such admirable analyses of the parts of
fructification of these obscure plants, that we may expect much new light to
be thrown upon the subject.

LXI.

Intelligence

and Miscellaneous

LAW OF CALORIC STATED BY

Articles.

M. LAPLACE.

An an

inquiry on the attraction of spherical bodies and the repnlsion of
elastic fluids, M. Laplace vuifolds in the Annates de Chimie, xviii. 185 seq.,
the following remarkable law agreeing with experiment
" The quantity of heat which is disengaged from a bulk of gas passing
under a determined pressure from a higher into a lower temperature, is proportional to the square root of this pressure."
This accounts, among other things, for the great advantage of high pressure steam-engines ; the pressure which the steam exerts being proportional to the caloric contained in a given space, which may be considered as
an unity the pressure or tension of the steam increases in a much greater
ratio than tiie quantity of caloric, that is to say, fourfold, while the caloric
is doubled.
;

DI6TRIUUTION OF TEMPEUATUllE IN METALS BY MECHANICAL
CONCUSSION.
It is well known that carters are in the habit of well hanmiering the axles
of tiieir waggons, before they put them in motion in ii hard frost, in order
by tliis means to guard the iron which has become brittle against breaking.
The utility of this practice in great and sudden changes of temperature ia a
metal becomes obvious, if we rcci>llect that in Laplace's and Lavoisier's experiments on the expansion of metallic rods, these rods would only take
an uniform tem])erature in their whole length when they had been subjected
Aim. dc Cliiiii. xviii. 3.").
to percussion.
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P>'of.

Hardmg^s Ohservatiom

of' the

Comet.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE PRESENT COMET, BY PROFESSOR
HARDING OF GCETTINGEN.
Gosttingen,

M. T.

—
Noilk-'wesi

Land

ExpeJillon.
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RETURN OF THE NORTH-AVEST LAND EXPEDITION.
The

accounts of this Expedition which reached Great Britain through
Montreal, prepared us, in some degree, to expect its return by the annual
Hudson's Bay fleet. On Friday the 16th, Captain Franklin, Dr.. Richardson, and other officers of the Land Expedition, arrived in Edinburgh,
having posted from the north, where they were landed from the Hudson's
Bay ships. Their discoveries, we inulerstand, will entirely alter our present
are
\ne\vs of the geography of the northern regions of North America.
also informed, that the Gentlemen of the Expedition one of whom (Doctor
Richardson) is a native of this city, are of opinion that Capt. Parry will in
all jirobability be able to double Icy Cape, and reach the South Sea.
late

We

Edinhiirgli Observer.

The Expedition was fitted out in the summer of 1819, and in the course
of the following year was enabled, by a liberal aid and reinforcement from
the North West Company, to advance to the shores of the Great Bear
Lake, situated in about 6(i degrees north latitude, where it encamped and
wintered. In the ensuing spring it approached the Copper-Mine River, which
it descended until it fell into the Ocean.
Plitherto the Expedition was accompanied by Mr. Wintzel, a clerk to the North West Company, with ten
Indian hunters ; but the open sea, which appeared at the confluence of the
river with the Ocean, elated the travellers so much with the hope of ultimate success, that it was thought proper to dispense with the further attendance of Mr. Wintzel and his hunters, who returned up the river, leaving the ExpecUtion to proceed in two canoes to survey the coast of the Polar Sea, eastward from the mouth of the Copper-Mine River, towards Hudson's Bay.
But in consequence of the approach of winter so early as the
end of August, heavy falls of snow, dense mists, and an extremely bare
wardrobe, the Expedition was prevented exploring further than about 500
miles of the coast to the north-east of the Copper-Mine River, and ascei"taining that the sea before them was quite open and free of ice.
As the Expedition returned, its wants became alarming in the extreme,
and it soon required the utmost fortitude and exertions to brave the hardships which presented themselves.
In approaching that part of the CopperMine River from which it set out, it was necessary to double an immense
point of land, which would occupy a great length of time ; it was therefore
deemed necessary to set the canoes adrift, and cut a direct course over land
to the Copi)er-Mine River. They crossed, after much difficulty, in a canoe
constructed with the skins of elks which they had killed ; but in making their
way to the Great Bear Lake, they fell completely short of provisions, and
•were for many days under the necessity of subsisting upon sea-weeds, and the
powdered bones of the food they had already consumed. In this situation
Mr. Hood, nine (.'anadians, and an Esrjuimau, fell victims; and had not
tlie survivors exerted tlicmselves by a super-human effort to reach the Great
Bear Lake, it is probable; they would have all ])eris!ied. Here they found
the heads and bones of the animals that served them for last winter's provisions, which preserveil them until their arrival at some post belonging to
the Hudson's Bay Company.
Further I'lirlii-tilars. Captain Franklin has succeeded in surveying the
northern coast of North America, from the month of Co[)per Mine River,

—

500 miles to the eastward.
Ic foiuid the mouth of that river
in hit. f!7 ileg. 48 niin. which is four deg. less than what Hearne made it,
and no point of the coast to the eastward exceeded fiS deg. '20 niin. in
one place it came down to (i(i deg. ;50 mil), to the Arctic Circle. The sea
wiis studded with inmnncrable islands, between vvliich and liie main lahd
was an open chiumel of water four or five miles wide, and from fen to forty
fathoms
S s 3
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some

small masses here and there ad;
hering to some rock or promontory, all of which is highly favourable to the
success of Captain Parry, who, however, could not have aiTived on the part
of the coast to which Captain Franklin proceeded until the latter had left
it on his return, which was on the 25th of August, and at which early period
the winter set in, and continued with great severity, though, as every body
will remember, we had no winter at all in England.
On the 5th of September, on their return by land, a snow storm occurred,
which covered the earth with two feet deep of snow this was the forerunner of all the misfortunes that befel the party. The musk oxen, the
rein-deer, the buffaloes, and immense flights of birds, immediately hastened
away to the southward. Their provisions were all expended, no firewood
was to be had ; the fatigue of dragging their baggage through the snow induced them to leave their canoes behind. With great difficulty, and in the
utmost distress from cold and want of food, they reached the Copper Mir^e
River, which lay between them and Fort Epterj)rise, where they had passed
the previous winter, and where they expected to find a supply of provisions.
There was no wood to construct a canoe, or even a raft, and eight days pf
the only fine weather during the whole season were lost in fruitless attempts
to cross the river, which was at length effected by a sort of boat or basket
of rushes, which, with the utmost difficulty and danger, carried over the
party, one by one, filling every time with water.
From this moment the Canadians began to droop, and before they reached
their destination, not less than eight of them perished from cold and hunger,
the whole party having subsisted almost wholly on a species of lichen which
grew on the rocks, and by gnawing pieces of their skin cloaks. With exactly the same hard fare, and sometimes without even that for two or three
days together, the five Englishmen, Captain Franklin, Lieutenants Hood
and Back, Dr. Richardson, and a seaman, supported themselves by thci.r
buoyant spirits, and did all they coidd to cheer up the desponding Canadian hunters, but in vain ; they beciime insubordinate, refused even to go
out in search of game or firewood, straggled away from the rest of the party,
and frequently laid themselves down on the snow, intliffcrent as to what
might befall them.
With the most anxious desire to preserve their lives, Dr. Richardson and
Lieutenant Hood consented to remain behind to attend to three of these
infatuated people, who were unable from weakness to proceed.
Two of
them died, and the remaining one, a good marksman, and more vigorous
than any of the party, became so savage and ungovernable, that he refused
to endeavour to shoot any thing towards their subsistence, or even to fetch
a little firewood, which Dr. Richardson and the English sailor were obliged
to do
and while this savage was left alone in tiie tent with Lieutenant
Hood, the latter being indisposed and sitting over a little fire, he shot bi^
with his nuisket through the head, and killed him oji the spot. After this
he became more violent than cvci-, his looks were wild, and he muttered
threats that could not be mistaken ; so that Dr. Richardson, for his owa
safety, and that of the sailor, who had been a most faithful companion,
found it necessary to get rid of the monster*, by shooting him through the
head. Thus, of twenty persons which composed the Expedition, ten have
perished
eight through cold, fatigue, and famine, and two by violent
deaths ; but the rest of the party, after almost imparalleled sufferings, have
rctiu-ned to their friends and their country.
It must be highly gratifying to
the Naval Officers, that in their absence they were not forgotten, but that

fathoms deep

no

ice whatever, but

:

;

:
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The man was no doubt

others,

insane, in consequence of the hardshij>s

lie,

with tho

had gone through.
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each has received a step of promotion in the service. Lieutenant Hood
was considered as an excellent Officer, and an accomplished young man,
who, among other acquirements, was on adinii'able draughtsman.

>fEW LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING PRESS.

The above Lithographic Printing Press has been invented by Messrs.
Taylor and Martincau, engineers ; ami from the simplicity of its construction and consequent lowness of price, (being, we are informed, little more
than half the cost of the machines hitherto in use,) it [)romiscs to extend
have ourthe art of lithogi'aphy both among amateurs and printers.
selves examined this press, in consequence of the high opinion entertained
of it by one of the first mechanics in this country; and as flir as we are
enabled to judge, we cannot but highly approve of the simplicity and
efficacy of the machine.
To those who are either amateurs or more deeply
interested in the art, we reco^imend an inspection of it, at the Lithographic Kstablishment of Mr. Charles M. Willich, No. 8. Pickett-strcet,
Strand, where it was shown to us, and every explanation afforded.
The pressure upon the surface of the stone is produced by depressing
the lever in the centre, to which is attached an eccentric and tiie motion
There is a regulating screw
to the carriage is given t)y the winch handle.
above the scraper, by which the pressure is adjusted with the greatest accuracy.
It may be necessary to inform such of our readers as arc not ac(|tiaintcd with lithography, that the impression is given by the friction of
the scraper, which is pressed on the stone while passing under it.
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from that of the preceding volumes,^and without anj' assurance or prospect
of improvement or enlargement for tiie future ones. We know not whether His Majesty's Ministers are aslec]) on this subject but we trust that
the House of Commons is not and that a question of so much public importance will not be suffered to pass over another session without some
;

:

ptMc

inquiry.
The mode of conducting this work is a piibltc concern :
money of the public is expended in bringing it to as great a degree of
perfection as possible ; and the jniilic ought to enjoy any and every emolument which is derived from the sale of it. At all events, the proper officer*
ought to see that the whole of the profits, after making a liberal allowance
to the bookseller, is approjiriated to the improvement and perfection of the
work. Now, we have some little experience in printing and publishing j and
we cannot help thinking that a great deal more might be given for the
same money. The case is very different from that of an individual author,
who may expect, and ought, to be repaid for his time and labour. Here,
the Government is the publisher, who neither desires nor expects to derive any emolunient from it : no expense is incurred for advertisements :
the sale of many thousand copies of the work is well ascei'tained and ensured : and, after making every allowance for the expense o{ gelling it up,
nuist secure a handsome profit to the publisher.
For, even the usual discount to booksellers is not allowed on tliis work : Sixpence only on each
copy is all that is deducted for rcadi/ monei/. So that the publisher secui'es
to himself Fuar Skillings and Si.iyencc for every copy that is solil. But
why should not a portion of this profit go towards the improvement and
should this country suffer itself to be
perfection of the work ?
eclipsed by the neighbouring nations, in this important part of its scientific
fame, for the sake of enriching one individual ? These are questions which
we hope will attract attention in the proper quarter, and tend to remove
the complaints which are now become jjretty genend on this subject.
shall probably advert to the contents of the work, in a subsequent number.

the

Why

We

OBITUARY.
Lately died, on his way to Geneva, Alex. Marcet, M.D. F.R.S. Honorary Professor of Chemistry at Geneva.
On the 23th October, in the 66th year of his age, after a lingering illness
of nearly four months, died Mr. James Sowerey, F.L.S. M.G.S. &c., an
artist of considerable talent, well known as the designer and engraver of the
Plates, and the pid^lisher, of the complete Flora of Great Britain, edited,
under the title of " English Botany," by Sir J. E. Smith, tiie learned PreHe was a most intelligent ;>nd laborious
sident of the Linnscan Society.
cultivator of Natural History, as the numerous works in which his pen and
pencil have been engaged amply demonstrate ; and his memory will long be
esteemed by those friends who had an opportunity of estimating his modesty,
integrity, friendly disposition, and devotion to his favourite pursuits.
On the 13th died at Venice, after a short but severe illness, the Marquis
Gang V A. He was universally celebrated as a sculptor of the first eminence,
and revered for his worth as a man.

LIST OF PATENTS

FOR NEW INVENTIONS.

To John

Collier, of Compton-street, Brunswick-sqnarc, Middlesex, engineer, for certain improvements upon machines for shearing cloth.
Dated

—
—

»7th September 1S22. 2 months allowed to enrol specification.
To William Goodman, of Coventry, Warwickshire, hatter, for certain improvements in looms. 27th Sept. 6 months.

—

To

—
;
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To John

BourJieu, of Liine-steet, London, esq. who, in consequence of a
communication made to him by a certain foreigner residing abroad, is become possessed of a method or means of improving the preparation of co27th Sept. 6 months.
lours for printing wove cloths.
To Benjamin Boothby, of the Iron-Works, Chesterfield, Derbyshire,
ironmaster, for an improved metiiod of manufacturing cannon shot, by
which a suj^erior sliot is produced in the solidity and smoothness of its external surface.— 27th Sept.
2 months.
To John Dowell Moxon, of Liverpool, Lancashire, merchant and shipowner, and James Fraser, of Iving-street, Commercial Road, Middlesex, engineer, for certain improvements in ship cabooses or hearths, and also for
apparatus to be occasionally connected therewith for the purposes of evaporating and condensing water. 27th Sept. 6 months.
To Frederick Louis Fatton, of New Bond-street, Middlesex, watch-maker,
for certain improvements on or additions to watches or chronometers in
general, whereby they ma)' be rendered capable of marking or indicating the
precise moment of any desired observations or rapid succession of observations, and without the necessity of stopping the regular movement of the
watch as in ordinarj- stop-watches. 27th Sept.
To Thomas Timothy Beningfield, of High-street, Whitechapel, Middlesex, tobacco manufacturer, and Joshua Tuylor Beale, of Christian-street,
St. George's in the East, cabinet-maker, for certain improvements on steamengines.
27th Sept.— 6 months.
To John \Vliitcher, of Helmet-row, Old-street, St. Luke's, Middlesex,
mechanic ; Matthew Pickford, of Wood-street, London, common carrier
and James Whitbourn, of Goswell-street, in the said county, coach-smith,
for an improvement in the construction of the wheels of all wheeled carriages, and all otlier vertical wheels of a certain size.
27th Sept. 2 mon.
To James Frost, of Finchley, Middlesex, for a method of casting or confoundations,
piers,
walls,
buildings,
structing
arches, colmims, pilasters,
mouldings, and other enrichments to buildings. 27th Sept.— 2 months.
To Samuel Pratt, of Bond-street, Middlesex, trunk and camp equipage
manufacturer, for certain improved straps or liands to be used for securing
luggage upon chaises or coaches, or for securing property (generally) when
placed in exposed situations. 27th Sept. 6 months.
To Thomas Binns and Jonas Binns, both of Tottenham Court-road,
Middlesex, engineers, for certain improvements in propelling vessels, and
in the construction of steam-engines and boilers applicable to propelling
vessels, and other purposes.
18th Oct. 6 months.
To William Jones, of the parish of Bidwellt)', Monmouth, engineer, for
certain improvements in the manufacturing of iron.— Isth Oct.
.2 mon.
To Stejjhen Wilson, of Streatham, Surry, esq., for a new manufacture of
worsted.
18th Oct. 2 months.
To Samuel Francis Somes, of Broad-street, Radcliffe, Middlesex, shipowner, for an improvement in the construction of anchors. 18th Oct.
6 months.
To Uriah Lane the younger, of Lambsconduit-strect, in the united parishes
of St. Andrew Holborn and St. George the Martyr, Middlesex, straw-hat
•manufacturer, for an improvement in the platting of straw, and in manufacturing l)()i)netsand other articles therefrom.
I8th Oct.
2 months.
To John Williams, of Cornhill, London, stationer, for a method to prevent the frcipieiit removal of the pavement and carriage paths for laying
down and taking up pipes, and for other purposes, in streets, roads, and
1 8th Oct.
public ways.
2 months.
'I'o Josc[)h Brindley, of Frinsbury, near Rochester, Kent, ship-builder, for
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certain improvements in the construction

and
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—

vcsscU for navigation.

and building

ofi;iiips,

— Iblh Oct.—G months.

boats, barges,
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LXII. On

the Measurement of the Progress of an Eclijne
By
of the Moon '^nth a Sextant or Reflectiiig Circle.
T. E. BowDicH.*

It

impossible to observe the beginning of an eclipse of the
moon on ship-board with precision ; but by measuring
the progress of either with a sextant, at intervals of five minutes, advantage may still be taken of these phaenomena for
the determination of the longitude.
This meUiod offers the gi'eat advantage of multiplying the
angles, and consequently of diminishing the errors by which
the partial observations may be affected.
It was first proposed, for eclipses of the sun, by Wales, who
thus observed that of 1774; King, who accompanied Captain
Cook in 1777, also availed himself of it; but in both instances
the mere observations are recorded, without calculation, formula, or result.
Kiihler appears to have been the first who recommended,
and Humboldt the first who put in practice, the application of
is

sun or

mediod to eclipses of the moon the latter thus determined
the longitude of Ibague, within one-fifth of a degree: but as
Oltmans, who calculated this observation, has merely given
us the result without the formula, and as I do not know of any
formula being in print, I thought it might be useful as well as
interesting to submit the following, which is general, until a
neater oiie may be discovered.
this

Let

;

= longitude — long. © — 80°
= latitude of
A^ = augmentation of the relative longitude
A^ = nujvemcnt in latiludevof
= demi-diameter of O
r/ =
do.
/; = parallax of ©
p' =
do.
= enlightened part oi in minutes
A

1

1)

A

J>

of D
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=

the time before or after the instant of calculating
the longitude of ])
time for which the above elements (from the Naut.
Ahnanac) are calculated
T'= mean time of the observation.
To determine the relative orbit of the D we have
t

T=

X

by which

=0

X

y=X'

A'

A' + a\'

=b

we may determine a and b but we
equations, observing that when

latter equations

need not recur to these
/

=

=A

;

?/= X

t=l x=A+"a' j/ = A +
/=-^ x=A + ^A'3/ = A-i-iX' /
>''

\

.,.vit

whence, the general expression x= A + /A' y=.K + tx'y
which gives us die value
of X and y in time, and enables us to determine the
place of the D at each instant.

To determine the distance of the centre of the moon and
cone of umbra at any moment, we have (calling the radius of
the cone of umbra ^)
D' = j:'+y (^/+V)^' + 2(AA, + ^\)^ + AVx'

=

OD=D T)+Db-q=e
(, + g_^')^

To

find the value of g

TT

ST=
TT'
t«ng

;»

,

jrp

.

.

TT'

we have
TT' tang

oo'
SS'=

Xxagp

JT:JR::TT': RR'

D^=(e + f + ^i')'

= (A;-l-A,)^^ + 2(AA+XX^)/+A»+A^

JS, JT:

:

tang p
SS'-.

(tang </— tang;))

tang p

^

TT'

,prjv

rf

TT'
TR= tang

p'

JS-JT: JT

JT=

:

:

SS'-TT': TT'

I

TT'
tang d

—tang

/>.

JR =

.

Moon

of the

JR = JT - TR =
TR
^

•^

—
~

(t»"g

;/— tang d

tong

/)'

tang ;/

p

TT'

d— tang ;>)

tang d

+ tang p') TT

tang ;> (tang d

TT;_(tang;,-tangd

TT'

TT'
tang ti— tang

+ tang;)) T T'_

(tang

(tang ;)— tang d

RR'=:
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xdtk a Sextant or Refecting Circle.

rprj./

^

^

.

— tang p
j^r

jj^

— tang p)

+ tang;,)

?= ^' =

^^^^

tailg i>

-

tang;

tang d

+ tang/

1

,

and making t
__

=

=

tang g

,

{p-\-

tang;;

^ (AA,+XX,)

p'—d) — d'

— AA,— XX'+ V(AA, +

XX,)'

*

+ tang/ -

tangflf

(._,/'+;,+;/_d)^-A^-A^

^

we have

+ (V +

>

/)[(t

+ — A^—
.)

>-^]

Tlius this Problem serves to determine the longitude, when
s and the relative time at the place ; for designating this time by T', that of the calculation of the ele(which must be taken near the opposition) we
ments by
T,
^
have the longitude expressed in time by the formula /

we have observed

T

The

= —

if I is positive,

beinf west

and

east if

it

be negative.

discussion of this formula shows, that
0, i. e.
under the radical

if

we make

the

=

i|uantity

(AA,+XXjH(A; + x;)[(T+e)^-A^-X^] =
and derive

tlic

T
it

will

value of (/-fe) therefrom

+ - ^A^-H^* -(AA, + XX';)^
g

A/ +

V

be the value of the shortest distance between the centres

of the conns

tiinbra;

and the

])

t=

dc demi-

^^^{p-^- p'—d)—d' "Pour fairc ccs calculs
tt— o), parce qu'on
ordinaireincnt Ic rayon dc I'oinbrc J> (s
])liis longiies que les
a rcmarquc que Ics durees obscrvccs etaicnt toujours
la tcne, qui intcrdurees calciilecs, ce qu'on altribuc a ratinos[)liLre dc
produirait une augccptc la liimicre du solcil, ct fait le incnie cflet que
parait
dans le rayon de la tcrrc. Ccttc evaluation paraii
d'cnviron
«

Or

rather

durec, on

+

fait

mentation
^\
biun conbidcrablc."— Dclanibrc, Astroiwmie, 350.
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tinie will

be given by the equation

_ —A A,- XX, + T
v+vin

which

t

indicates the middle of the eclipse.

we would have the beginning and the end of the eclipse,
we make e = 2d', and the time of each will be given by the
If

equations

._

—AA,-XX, + ^(AA, + XX,)^+(a;- -f

X'')[(r

+ gdQ'^-Aa-X^]

"t-

T

—

for the beginning and + for the end.
taking the sign
The duration of the eclipse will be given by

-n—
i^1

V(AA,

+ xx,)^ + (A/^ + x/0[(t + s^jQ^-A":^

v^r^

.

desire the end of the immersion and the beginning of
the emersion, we make £ o, and the tunes will be given by
If

we

=

the equation

_ —AA,— XX,+ V(AA, + XX,)^ + (A/^ + XZ-'JCt^-A'J-X'^) + T
a;^+V

+

if we take the sign
of
the radical and before if we take
Let I represent the duration of the total immersion of the
]) , /. e. the time during which she remains completely invisi-

being after the middle of the eclipse

—

ble,

and we have

IT
2 ^

—
-

\/ (^^/

+ ^^/)- +

i^:'

+ * ^)(t^-a^-x^)

A, + X,^

Lastly: we have the hour to which any enlightened part e
corresponds, by making s equal to tliis part, and deducting
the corresponding value of t.
In all these equations we use or re}Teat nearly the same logarithms, which very much expedites the calculation.

Let us suppose that we have measured the chord of distance
between the two horns of the moon, which seems to me to
admit of more precision we have only to make the following
;

additions in the original expressions for the elements,

— \ distance of the horns of
= mean time of the observation of
T = 1^ {p + p' —d)-= radius of the

c

])

c.

t'

section of the conus

umbra.

= X/ + A
a=A/ + A
tang = a sin =
cos

j/5=

/3

2

z

/3

i

7/= §x'+ai/ x—axf-^^y'

«x a

=

-^

=!

— a
{Biot,

Geom. Anal. Nu.

77.)

—
of the

Moon

loiih

a''*+y^=r^equ. of
d'^ eqii.

a Sextant or Reflecting

circle of fom/s w?«J>-^.

of circumf. of

])

V

to

refl.

2d

Circle.
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y^4-(.r'— D)^

=

axes.

y

D"- +»•->- f/'s

SD
,2_

D)

-I-

=4

-j- ,//) _).

2DV5— 2D'(('^— ar'^d"
4D-

T*— (/"
y^ = T2_.r'^ = _DI—

fSD^T^ + aD'f/'-'+ST'fi"

making 3^ =e we have

4DV-D*-2Dt«-2DV'^= -T*-fZ'H2TV^
D* + 2D-(2c^-T^-fZ'-0=-T*-rf'* + 2TV''
D^= - {2c'-T^-d'')± \/ 4c* + r' + (i'-— 4-cV - ^cv/^ + 4^/'

= (t + c)(t-c)((Z' + c)(^'-c)
A'=(t+c)(t-c), B'=(rf' + c)(<£'-c),

D^=A' + B'+2^

D- = a'^ + /33 = (Ar + A,-)^H2(AA+XX;)/ + A2 + A3
whence (making — AA^— aa,=A A/ + a;- = B
^*- 2At

.A
=

'

The

IT

"b"

/ A^

ir±Vi^ +

—

D^-A«-x^
^ii

time of the middle of the ecHpse

'I'hc (our roots

is

of the following tHjiiation

= T + 4B

A'B'"
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1 ±y(l)'+ <1± ^'-i^,

8^c.

being

(.

=

0)

gives the beginning of the eclipse,
the end of the immersion,
the beginning of the emersion,
the end of the eclipse.

The duration of the eclipse is = 2

The

shortest distance

—g

/ (-gj+ —^

between the centre of the moon and

of the section of the conns umhrce (occurring
the time of the middle of the eclipse, or

by the value of

o-iven

D derived from

^

when

equal to

t is

=T+

g

)

will

be

the equation

Lastly: any enlightened quantity of the moon or any distance
of the horns will be given by the formula

'=T+W(4)' + observing that in the foi'mer case
in the latter,

B

D =t— +
tZ'

D^ = A' + B'+ 2\/

s.

A^

A'=(t + c)(t-c)
'&'={d' + c){d'-~c)
Thus we may have the time t expressed in function of c or
function of e. The longitude of the place will be expressed

in

in

=

/— ^, in which t' represents the time
time by the formula L
of the observations of s or c ; the longitude being east or west
Finally; substituting
according as L is positive or negative.
the value of t, we have the longitude expressed in the time by
the formula
have calculated M. de Humboldt's observation at Ibague*
and tlie result would no doubt accord precisely with that in the text, were the elements it contains free
from errors for, after correcting the most palpable, my result
The following
differs but 27' from that of M. Oltmans.
errors cannot b( disputed, and other lesser ones certainly
1

by

this formula,

;

exist.

It is impossible that 21'' 20' 45" at Paris, can be the mean
time, since the elements are calculated very near the opposition, and this happened, according to the text, at 19" 26' 41".

If we suppose for a moment that this latter element is inexact,
we may still convince ourselves that 21'' 20' 45" cannot be the
* ^"JCS''

^'^

Humbuldt, Astronondque. (2

vols. 4to,) vol.

ii.

p. ~55.

correct
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that the enlightened part of
correct time, by merely observing
the end of the eclipse, since both
near
30"
23'
be
must
moon
the
enlightened part of the moon
the time and the quantity of the
the time of this measurecontinue augmenting; nevertheless,

ment

is

21'^ 0' 13",9,

i.e. less

than 21^ 20 45", which

is

evi-

This error of the text leaves no other
dently absurd.
for which the observation is
native than to deduct the time,
moon, which gives us 19
calculated, from that of the full
of the text is detected as
error
evident
Another
27' 28",8.
""

alter-

""

Mean

thne at Paris

21"

0'

13",9 according to the text.

Ibaguel5 50 54,9
in time

Longitude

instead of

5
5

9
9

to

Captain Fokman on the Theory
By Mr. Henry Russell.

Magazine
To the Editors of the Philosophical

Gentlemen,-

As

for old theories

when

I

text.

20"

Error
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39 given in the

happen
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of the Tides.

and Journal.

have a particular veneration

new ones incapable ot expermission, reply to Captam
your
with
ploding them,
in which he so waimly
Forman's communication of last month,
the tides.
advocates the expansive theory of
we admit the expansion ot
Surely it does not follow, because
consideration, relinquish
without
must,
water, that therefore we
No. Let us call ior the asour former theories of the tides
we can no longer do wiUiout it,
sistance of expansion when
when we discover their re enopinions
and reject our present
admit
care, as far as we are able, to
fi^n u mecessary, taking
required to produce the
causes \han art necessarily
I consider

I shall,

!

no more

box of marbles for my
-^y ;>^. .^'-y';;! '^^
"^^l"
^'f with wheat and the
Fill the box at one end
exneriment.
must consider the wheat the
other with bran; of course we
agitating the box the wheat
on
flow:
the
bran
the
and
ebb,

^^As Captain Forman has proposed
him
instruction, I shall propose for

a

'-^

bran will be eleva ed
descend, and consequently the
an immense syphon, the
mentions
Captain Forman next
wlio
shall not argue; but, those
existence of which of course I

will

l^cp^y io Captain

33(3

Forman

are acquainted with hydrostatics, well know that all liquids in
open vessels act upon the jirinciple of the syphon inverted.

point to which Ca])tain Fonnan alludes, where he
can prove in hundreds of instances that the tides are
rising when his supposed cause has no existence," is decidedly
hostile to his (Captain Forman's) hypothesis; for, if my cause
has no existence, I would ask Captain Forman where is his
Now I wish to impress Captain Forman's mind with
cause ?
one particular fact, namely, that the instant his cause is removed, the effect ceases whereas in the old theory, the waters having been I'emoved, and consequently elevated, in endeavouring to recover their equilibrium, produce those inland
flows whicli in many parts of the world do not arrive until the
next tide, which is to give birth to the succeeding flow, is even
Generally speaking, the age ol the tide when
past its highest.
it arrives at London Bridge amounts to about twelve hours.
The next pomt in question is the Atlantic Ocean and here
I confess it would be difficult to make 90 degrees out of only
60 or 70 but as it is well known to every experienced navigator that the Atlantic receives its principal supply from the
Southern Ocean, I do not perceive that there is any need of

The next

says,

"

I

;

;

;

conjuration.

The paragraph of the handful of water which Captain Forman has copied, I am sorry to say has undergone such a
change as not only to convince me that he did not understand

my

meaning, but it has altered the sense materially ; instead
of " the moon has no power," it should be " the moon has
not power ;" again, " a magnet has no power," should be " a
magnet has not power." I say a magnet has not power to
lift a scale-beam, and yet it has power to disturb its equilibrium. And this I hesitate not to declare a perfectly analogous case with the equilibrium of the ocean, or with the
If
equilibrium of any fluid in any open vessel whatever.
Captain Forman still thinks that it makes any difference
whether the balance is su})ported from above or below, w-e
may accommodate him with a simple contrivance.
Let a stick of about an inch in diameter be loaded at each
end with a steel ball, taking care that its specific gravity be
less than that of water: while swimming on its surface, by applyino- a magnet, the ball to which the influence of the magnet is directed will be sensibly elevated, although the magnet
has not sufficient power to support the ball in the atmosphere.
In this experiment the ball under the influence of tlie magnet is
elevated by the superior gravity of the other ball, on the same
principle that the flood tide is elevated by the superior gravity of
the

i
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not influenced by the
the ebb ; for take away
magnet, and the other immediately sinks ; take away the ebb,
and the flow immediately subsides.
As Captain Forman has manifested some uneasiness at my
not further noticing his hypothesis, I shall select, as an extraordinary specimen of " philosophical arguing," that part of
liis hypothesis where he says, "
have only to take a handful of water out of the ocean, at the time of the rising of the
tides, to be convinced that the expansion of the water is the
immediate cause of the phaenomenon ; because, if the waters
were pulled upwards by the power of the moon's attraction,
and not pushed upwards by the expansion of the particles below, this water would not fall back to the earth, until the influence of the moon's attraction had gone off."
This is, indeed, a mode of arguing which ought to be considered
" uniqne in the annals of philosophy." Here is Captain Forman endeavouring to convince " eveiy astronomer and every
philosophei'," that because the moon is not capable of sustaining a handful of water in the atmosphere, it has no power
of elevating it whatever and yet in another place he attempts
to inform them how much the power of the moon is capable
of diminishing its specific gravity.
Captain Forman gives it as his opinion, that the attractive
power of the moon is to that of the earth as one to five himdred: now gi'anting that to be the case, which let us admit
for argument sake, I say 500 ounces of water in the absence
of the moon would in her presence weigh only 499.
It is the
same with a handful of water the moon attracts it in one direction with a power e(|ual to 1, and the earth attracts it in
another direction with a power equal to 500 ; the difference
of these attractive j^owers at the same time, philosophers agree
in calling the water's gravity
and to suspend it in the atmosphere requires that the attractive power of the moon should
be equal to the attractive power of the earth. I am surprised
that Captain Forman, widi all his precision and accuracy,
should not be able to discover a difference between the whole
the ball that

is

We

;

;

;

and a

part.

The

ease with which Captain Forman accounts for the tide
on the opposite side to the moon, is very remarkable. He
simply imagines a repelling jiowur, which I dely him to prove
the existence of, and the work is done.
If Cajitain Forman's imaginary repulsion should by In's order be brought into existence, I promise liim we shall very
soon have no moon to argue about; as in that case (similar
tides being elevated on opposite sides) attraction and repulsion nmst be equal, and therefore amoimt to nothing; the
Vol. fiO. No. 295. Nov. 1822.
Uu
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moon would have no centre to revolve about, and consequently
would fly off in a tangent. The tide on the opposite side to
the moon is occasioned by the centrifugal force which necessarily arises from the revolution of the earth and moon round
their common centre of gravity, on the same principle that
the waters at the ecjuator are elevated from the centre by the
diurnal revolution of the earth on its axis.
Captain Forman has made assertions in his postscript to
I shall, however, notice a
which, of course, I cannot assent.
peculiar sort of convenience in which the Captain so freely
He
indulges namely, that of deciding without considering.
says, " Mr. Russell, I suppose, is so nuicli of a philosopher as
to know that whenever it is low water in any place, the tides
are rising on one side of it and ebbing on the other and if
the 'superior gravity' of the water in this place cannot prevent the waters from ebbing on one side, it is not very philosophical to suppose that it can lift the waters on the other."
Captain Forman would have saved himself the trouble of this
last assertion, if he had previously considered that the earth
and consequently is in reis continually turning on its axis
gular succession exposing every degree of the equator on one
;

;

;

and on the other side to the atand as the most dense waters
(the ebbs) necessarily form an isosceles triangle with the moon,
so are they ever ready to buoy up the flows.
I now take leave of this controversy, and promise in some
future number of your Magazine to lay before your readers
some observations on the expansibility of water as connected

side to the centrifugal force,
tractive

power of

tlie

moon

with the rising of the ocean.
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Observations on the Flexure of Astronomical InstruBy Mr. Thomas Tredgold, Civil Entrineer*.

ments.

A HE further improvement of the accuracy of astronomical observations being of great importance to the advancement of
that science, a few remarks on the flexure of the parts of instruments

may perhaps be

regarded with interest by some of

your readers.

A

slight acquaintance with the properties of natural bodies

must have informed even a careless observer, that no kind of
matter is endowed with perfect inflexibility and on a closer
;

examination we find that every change in the position or
points of support of a body, is accompanied by a correspondmg change in its structure the different parts of the body be:

* Communicated hy the Author.

come

,
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of Astronomical Instruments.

come extended or compressed in a different degree, or that
which was extended in the first position becomes compressed
by the change, and the reverse. In many cases these changes
may be made sensible to the eye, and their effects may be
shown in all bodies, when their magnitude is sufficient for applying proper instruments.

From these principles, then, which experience furnishes, we
may anticipate, tliat a change of fonn takes place in every new
position of an instrument

;

and consequently that

it

should be

of form
so constructed as to render the effect of these changes
msensible in making observations ; or, where that cannot be
accomplished, the effect of flexure should be estimated, and the
observations corrected accordingly.
j
,
In the construction of instruments, it is therefore desirable
.

what fonn is adapted for any given purpose; and,
assuming that the flexure will have a sensible effect, it will be
of some advantage that the form be of the simplest kind, at
to inquire

least as far as regards the calculation of

its

flexure.

that oeconomy of material is
of little if any importance, and therefore the forms of equal
strength should be abandoned, and those of the least flexure
And since easy movement is not
substTtuted in their place.
so essential as accurate movement, that form of axis seems the

And

here

we may remark,

best which unites the greatest accuracy of form with that which
is

least flexible.

.

,

If an instrument be supported by a horizontal axis, and it
be put in motion, the centre will rotate in a circle of which the
radius is equal to the flexure of the axis at the point inter-

sected by the plane of the graduated arc or circle.
Let us suppose the axis to be an uniform soUd cylinder of
which the radius is r, and the lengdi from centre of pressure
the weight of the moveable part
to centre of pressure /,
the weight of the modulus of elastiof the instrument, and
the circity of the substance to a base of unity; also let ]) be
cumference of a circle of which the radius is 1 or unity; then

W

M

_^'— =
-

8

or the deflexion in die middle*.

(A).

If the axis be a tube or hollow cylinder of uniform diameter,
and r be the radius of the exterior part of die axis, and?/?- be

the radius of the hollow part; then

w;3
iy/;MH(l -7i>)

=

8,

or the deflexion in the middlef.

* Practical Essay on Cast-iron, &r.

—=M

in

tliis

notation.

The

artt. 81, 87,

same equation

(B).

and 100. Tlie expressiop

may be

derived from artt. 326

f

and

+

.3.39 B of Dr. Young's Natural Piiilosophy, vol.ii,
Pract, Essay on Iron, artt. 8.3, HJ, and 100.

U

U 2

If
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If the axis be diminished from the point where the weight acts
towards the pouits of support, so as to be of eqnal strength in
every part, the figure of each semi-axis will be titat generated
by the revohition of a cubic parabola. In this case the dethe greatest diameter,
flexion is greater being, when /

=

;

J^'i- =

8*.

(C.)

The same may be shown in the case of a hollow cylinder, and
it may be proved generally tlsat an uniform cylinder, whether
solid or hollow,

When

than any figure inscribed within it.
formed of cylinders of different diameters,

is stifter

an axis

is

the deflexion of the middle part will be

—

deflexion of the extremities -

^rr—-

12;) Ai

.j^ X

deflexion will be

Where L

(^^ +

the whole length, I
the radius of
small cylinders,
If the
of the small cylinders.
wilf differ in value in
metals,
is

R

M

equation.

LXV. On
To

;

^^pUW

''

^

conseciuently the whole

;'

"1^)=

^-

(^•)

the sum of the lengths of the
the middle, and r the radius
two cylinders be of different
the different members of the

[To be continued.]

Governor Ellis's Discovery of the Action of Cold
on Magnetic Needles.

the Editors

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Lansdown Crescent, Bath, Nov. 9, 1822.
ago, in looking over your publication for last September, my attention was arrested by part
of a letter from B. De Sanctis, M.D. " respecting some friTheir pringorific experiments made on the magnetic fluid."
that at certain low temperatures magnetic
cipal I'esult is,
needles lose their powers, which the writer attributes to the
Neither the fact, howaction of cold on the magnetic fluid.
Above seventy years ago
ever, nor the explanation is new.
the fact was made known to the world, and a nearly similar
explanation f of it given by Mr. Ellis:]: in the account he pub-

— A few days
.

Gentlemen,

—

lished
* Essay on Cast-iron,

artt. 81, 90,

and 100.

conf The chief difference of the explanations is only this Mr. Ellis
jectnred that the action of cold on the needle, as well as on the magnetic
particles or fluid, jnay contribute to produce the effect while Dr.De Sanctis
excludes the action of cold on the needle from any share of the effect.
" It is only, or at least principally," he says, " the action of cold on the
magnetic fluid itself that produces the paralysis" of the needle ; and he
intimates that tlie magnetic fluid mm/ be frozen into a refined etticrcal ice!
\ The late Governor Henry Ellis, who died in IHOlJj and was, for se:

;

veral
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Bay

in 1746, in

Hudson's
lished of the voyage undertaken to
I should not deem this cnsearch of a noilh-west passage.
extraordniary accumstance worth noticing, but for the very
to make ot
that it has pleased Dr. De Sanctis

knowledgement

msays the Doctor,
the source of his experiments: "lam,"
ihe simple observadebted for the idea of these experiments to
ice mountains * in Hudtion of Captain Ellis, who, meeting
and
at their approach
sluggish
needles
his
saw
son's Bay,
;

by warmth.
he restored them to their former activity
air of r<>
Far from reasoning on the circumstances, he has lite
Wliat a ditaccident.,
mysterious
kind
a
as
of
the
fact
peatljig
observation and the reference between that rough transient
Sach is the progress of science,
sults W6' have obtahied
skill in observing !
aided by time, zeal for experiment, and
be credited, withscarcely
will
it
representation,
After this
from not haying reaout referring to the Voyage f, that so far
having lost their
soned on the circumstance of the compasses
air of repeating the tact
the
having
of
and
properties,
magnetic
says,

!

_

Ellis actually occupied
as a kind of mysterious accident, Mr.
and hj^iotheses
above eight pages t with conjectures, reasonings
restore the
concernmg its cause. An attempt was made to
but the
needles;
thenretouchmg
by
compasses
powers of the
conbeen discovered,
effectual remedy, heat, seems to have
obtained the recent
sequence of aA hypodiesis§ which has
htde variation,
honour of adopdon bv Dr. De Sanctis, widi
from his philosophic idea oUhc conversion

m

except what results
ethereal
of the magnetic fuid into rtfned
I

ice.

am, gentlemen.

Your very obedient

servant,

Francis Ellis.

LXVI.

Description of a new Priiiting Press.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

—

Tii I s press may be used in common printing,
Gentlf-MEN,
and is
lithographic printing, and for various otlier purposes,
verul

Father of the
years previous to his death, the oUlcst Menihcr or

Royal Society.
* Neitlier'thc approach of iec-inoiintains nor icc-iiiouiitauis, are m any
way mentioned. See Ellis's Voy!ij;e, page 2:21.
to page 229.
f Sec I-:ilis's Voyafie from page 220
220 to page 22!J of his Voyage, entitled m the inX Namely, fronipage
dex " Some 'I'honghts on Magnetism."
$ See Ellis's Voyage, page 22(!.

equal

;
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ne'jo

Printing Press,

equal in eflect to any hitherto constructed ; such as the Stanho])e, Ruthven's, &c. for which patents have been taken out
and much superior in simpUcity of construction and cheapness,
which will recommend, we hope, its general adoption. It is
also easily made by any common blacksmith who is a good

workman.
In the adjoining
figure,

let

ABCD

be the general frame
of the press, connected by the cross

E

pieces NO, DC.
is a centre connected with the frame

by the bars

ER, EO.

To

EN,
this

centre are affixed a
bar KL, and a lever
EF, to which the
applied
hand is
when the press is
used.
Tliere are also several other pieces connected by joints at
N, G, I, K, L, M, O, H, which are so adjusted to each other
at F, by pressthat when the hand is applied to the lever
is brought into a horizontal line or paing it downwards

EF

rallel

to

GH

KL

or

DC,

in

which

situation

NIG,

OMH,

also

evident from a long wellknown principle in mechanics, that the nearer these different
pieces, as above mentioned, are to a straight line, the greater
at
is the lever EF, in proportion to the perpendicular
the other end of the lever EK, formed by a perpendicular
falling on FE produced. (Gregory's Mechanics, vol. i.
from
Consequently a small force applied at F
prop. 14'4. cor. 1.)
will be sufficient to produce a very great effect at K, when
are nearly in a straight line, and so on, for the other
I K,
pieces above mentioned.
Hence the force applied by hand at F must be very considerable in forcing down GH, which slides on iron cylindrical bars, or in pressing any substance placed in the aperture PQ.
Wherefore the whole theory and principles of the press are
apparent.
I am, &c.

form each a straight

line.

It is

KS

K

—

KE

MechanicuS.

Edinburgh, Oct. 1822.

1^"

We

think our Correspondent

is

not aware of the advantages
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Atdumtial Bloiviiig of the Narcissus.

vantages which have already been derived from the above principle; as, with the exception of the original screw press, we do
not recollect seeing one to which it has not been applied.

LXVII.
To

the Editors

Autuinnal Blotsohig of the Narcissus.

ofthe Philosophical Magazine andjoiirnal.

y
—Ajast
winter

Gentlemen,

Hartwell, Nov. 12, 1822.

commiuiicated in the Philosophical Magazine*, a catalogue of plants which flowered unseasonably.
I have now further to record a very unusual boI

phaenomenon. The Narcissus Tazetta, or N. 07-ie}italis
of Curtis, being the white Polyanthus Narcissus of the shops,
is now in flower in the open ground in my garden at Hartwell
This plant was coming into flower at its usual
in Sussex.
time last April, when the blooms before their expansion were
eaten off" by the slugs, and the stalk afterwards cut down.
If
this were the cause of the reflorescence of the plant in Novem-

tanical

may learn from
an autumnal crop of spring

how to produce
by cutting them off" in

this accident

ber, florists

flowers,

Yours,

spring.

T. FoRSTER.

LXVII I. On the anomalous magneticAction of hot Iron bet'ween
the white and blood-red Heat.
By Peter Barlow, Esq.
of the Royal Military Academy. Comtmmicated by Major
Thomas Colby, of the Royal Engineers, F.R.S.f

In consequence of certain theoretical results relative to the
magnetic action of iron, obtained by Mr. Charles Bonnycastle,
I was desirous of ascertaining the relative attraction which
different sjjccies of iron and steel had for the magnet; and
with this view I procured two bars of each of the following
descriptions of metal, 'i't inches in length, and one inch and a
quarter stjuare, which being placed successively in the direction of the dip, at a certain distance from the compass, the
disturbance occasioned by each was carefully noted first with
one end upwards, and then with the other; and assuming the
tiingents of the angles as the measure of the disturbing power,
;

I

obtained the following specific results,
* Vol.

212.
Transactions of

viz.

lix. p.

f From

tlic

tlic

Philosophical Society, Part

I.

for 1822.
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Ma". Pow.

Mac. Pow.

... 100

Shear

...
hard ...

66
48
53
Cast steel soft ....
Blistered steel soft
74?
67
hard .... 49
hard
53
As it was obvious from these experiments, that the softer
the iron the greater was its power, and the contrary, I was desirous of determining how nearly these different kinds of metal would approximate towards each other in their magnetic
action, when rendered perfectly soft by being heated in a furMalleable iron
Cast iron

steel soft

.

With this view, bars of equal size of cast-iron, mallenace.
able iron, shear steel, &c. were rendered white hot, and being
placed in the direction of the dip, as before, their powers, as
was anticipated, agreed nearly with each other but still the
cast iron, which was weakest while the meta) was cold, exceeded a little in power all the others when hot, and the malleable iron which had the greatest power cold, had the least
;

when hot

but the difference was not very great, and might
probably arise from some accidental circumstance. While
carrying on these experiments, it had been observed, both by
Mr. Bonnvcastle and myself, that between the white heat of
the metal, when all magnetic action was lost, and the bloodred heat, at which it was the strongest, there was an interme;

which the iron attracted the needle the contrary
what it did when it was cold, viz. if the bar and compass were so situated that the north end of the needle was
drawTi towards it when cold, the south end was atttracted during the interval above alluded to, or while the iron was passing through the shades of colour denoted by the workman the
bright red and red heat.
As this anomalous action had never before beeii noticed, I
was desirous of examining it a little more particularly; and
with the assistance of Mr. Bonnjcastle, the following series
of experiments were performed, wholly directed to this inBefore entering upon the detail, however, it may not
quiry.
be amiss to notice those results which have hitherto been oband to
tained relative to the magnetic action of heated iron
show how the contradictory statements, that we find on the
For example:
subject, may be reconciled with each other.
we find it stated in Newton's Optics, that red hot iron has
no magnetic property while Father Kircher asseits that the
magnet will attract red hot iron as well as cold, ("de Magnete," lib. 1).
Again, in Vol. xviii. No. 214. Phil.Trans. it is
stated, that hot iron not only has an attraction for the magnet,
but that its power is increased by the heat and these asserdiate state in

way

to

;

;

;

tions

of hoi Iron

bcl-.ccen the idi/'le

and blood-red Heat.
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tions have been repeated by many other authors, each supposing that his results were at variance with the other.
M.'Cavallo seems to have been the first writer, who was
fully aware that these contradictory statements arose from the
observations being made with the iron at different degrees of
heat.
He found, that although iron at the red heat had a
greater power over the magnet than when cold, yet, at the
white heat, it had a less but he says he is still unable to decide, whether all the magnetic power is intirely lost at the
More recent
(Cavallo on Magnetism, p. 312).
white heat.
experiments on this subject are also recorded in vol. ixPart I. of die Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
by William Scoresby, Esq. But even here it does not appear
that this gentleman was aware of the total loss of poAver at a
for he observes (after showmg that iron
certain temperature
red hot lias a greater power than when cold) " The contrary
to diis has, I think, been generally asserted " from which it
would seem, that he had not heated his iron to a sufficient degree to detect the non-action at the white heat.
Notwithstanding, therefore, all the experiments that have
been made, it is pretty evident from the above remarks, that
considerable uncertainty still hangs over the results arising,
widiout doubt, from tlie v.ant of proper conveniences for heating bars of suificient size, and to a proper degree of intensity;
whereby one audior has noticed one fact, and another a difterent one, without being aware how much depended upon a
very slight change in the temperature of the iion.
On these grounds therefore it is presumed, that the following experiments would be entided to some notice, as they
serve to reconcile all diese apparently contradictory statements but the principal reason which has induced me to lay
;

:

;

;

;

;

them belbre the Royal Society is, the anomalous action which
they have been the means of discovering, while the iron passes
through the sliades of bright red and red, already alluded to
in the preceding part of this paj)er, and which, to the best of
my knowledge, has never been noticed by any author.
Exj)rrimenis on the anomalons Atlmction of heated Iron -whicJi
takes i^lace xdiile the Metal retains the bright red and red
heat.

have already observed, that this anomalous action was
were pursuing other experiments, and that
th;)se which li)llo\v, were wholly directed to an examination of
I

noticctl while v.e

these inegularilies.
X'nl.CO. N\),

2;).-).
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(he compass was jilaccd nearly west
of the bar, rather below its u})iicv extreiiiity, and distant from
it about 6i inches.
At the white heat the attraction of the
iron was lost; and at the blood-red heat we had 70° of deviation in the needle ; but that intermediate action we were
searching after did not appear at least it was by no means
so obvious as we had noticed it in our preceding experiments.
The position of the bar and compass was not however quite
the same as before; we therefore raised the support of the bar
about four inches, by which means its U})per extremity was
the same height above the compass ; and on repeating the experiment with the bar thus placed, we obtained an obvious
deviation of the south end of the needle towards the iron of
4i°, which remained fixed about two minutes.
Having gained this by raising the bar four inches, we now
raised it six inches and on applying it in this place, we obtained a deviation of 10i°, which remained fixed about the
same time as before when the needle suddenly yielded to the
natural magnetic power of the iron, and obtained almost instantaneously a deviation of 81° the opposite way.
It was thus rendered obvious, that the quantity of negative
attraction at the red heat, depended upon the height or depth
of the centre of the bar from the compass; and as the natural
effect of the cold iron v.as changed by placing the compass
below the centre of the bar, the question which naturally suggested itself was. Will the negative attraction also change?
To decide this point, we lowered our compass to within six
inches of the bottom of the bar; in which position the cold
iron necessarily attracted the south end of the needle, and
produced a deviation of 21°. Upon heating the bar, wc found,
as usual, all its power upon the needle cease at the white
heat; but as this subsided into the bright red, tlie negative
attraction began to manifest itself, and it soon amounted to
10^°; the north end of the needle being attracted towards llie
Here it I'emaincd stationary a short time, and then
iron.
gradually returned, first due north, and ultimately to 70° '30'
on the opposite side.
Having made these preliminary experiments, I was anxious
to undertake a regular series, hoping by this means to be able
for it
to reduce this species of action to some fixed principle
will have been observed, from what is stated above, that the
negative attraction appeared to increase from each extremity
of the bar towards its middle; whereas the positive or natural

In our

first exjierinicnt,

;

;

;

;

action

;
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action of the iron decreases in the like cases, and (passing
tlirough zero in the plane of no attraction) has its quantity of

when placed towards the upper or lower
extremity of the bar.
The negative attraction has also the same change of character in the upper and lower extremity of the bar ; but as it
increases towards the middle, it appeared to pass through a
maximum to arrive at that change, Avhich seemed wholly inattraction different

and I must acknowledge that, after all the experihave made, it still remains so. It is at all events certain, that the least change of position of the compass when
near the centre of the bar, changes altogether the quantity and
explicable

ments

;

I

quality

oi"

this negative action.

In the experiments detailed in the following table, I used
four different bars, each 25 inches long, and 1 J inch square
two of them of cast iron, denoted in the first column by C. B,
No. 1 C. B, No. 2 and two of malleable iron, denoted by
M. B, No. 1, and M. B, No. 2.
I had also two other bars, one of cast and one of malleable
iron, of the same dimensions, v.hich were not heated, but kept
as standards for determining the quantity of cold attraction,
as this could not safely be done by the bars used in the expei'iments after being so repeatedly heated.
The time employed in each experiment was about a quarter of an hour
the white heat commonly remained about three
;

;

:

minutes,

when

the negative attraction

commenced;

this lasted

about two minutes more, when the usual attraclion took place:
this sometimes arrived at its maximum very rajiidly, but at
others it proceeded increasing very gradually and connnonly
within the time stated above, the needle had been found per;

fectly stationary.

In the table, to avoid confusion, that attraction whicli took
place according to the known laws of cold iron is marked ^j/?«,
whichever end of the needle approached the iron, and the
opposite attraction is marked ininua.
For example: when the

compass

is above the centre of tlie bar, the north end of the
needle should be drawn towards tlie iron ; but when the conij)ass is below the centre, the south end should ajiproadi tlie
iron
these therefore are both marked plus, and the ctuitrary
attraction at the red heat is marked miims.
;

X
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the above experiments were
should be observed,
with the bars inclined in the direction of the dip|)ing
needle, or nearly in that direction, and it will be seen that the
tliat all

It

made

negative attraction
WPS the least;
in the })!ane of no
a few experiments
tion

was the greatest where the natural
that

attrac-

opposite the luidtUe of the bar, or

is,

attraction.

I

was

led, therefore, to

make

with the bar inclined at right angles to its
former position, but the results Avere by no means so strongly
marked as in the preceding expei'inients we always foimd n
certain quantity of negative attraction, but it was very inconsiderable, never amounting to more than 2^°.
I also made one experiment with an iron 211b. ball, but tlie
heat was too intense to make any very accurate observation.
The numbers obtained were
:

Cold attraction +13° 30'

A^'hite heat 0^

O'.

Red heat —3° 30'.
It may be })roper also

Blood-red heat + 19° 30'.
to state, that, being doubtful how far
the heat itself, independent of the iron, might be the cause of
the anomalous action above described, I procmed two coj^per
bolts of rather larger dimensions than my iron br.rs, and had
them heated to the greatest degree that metal would bear;
but on applying them to the compass, no motion whatever
could be discovered in the needle.
The only })robable explanation which I can offer by way of
accounting for these anomalies, is, that the iron cooling faster
towards its extremities than towards its centre, a part of the
bar will become magnetic before the other part, and thereby
cause a diilerent species of attraction
but I must acknowledge, that this will not satisfactorily explain all the observed
pha?nomena. The results, however, are stated precisely as
they were noted dm'ing the experiments, and others inoie com})etent than myself will probably be able to deduce the theory
of them.
;

LXIX.

Exjicriiucnts nn the

Smul in Hlieat,
of Bnngaij.

Ta YLO R
To

the Editors

Bj/

Mr. Samv El.

,

of the Philoiojihical Magazine andjotirnal.

— \Jv the

uifectious nature of the disease called
long been convinced from a series of
ex})erinients and observations Avhich cannot have deceived me.
By snnit I wisii to be clearly understood to mean that kind
wliich shows itself in small roundish balls or bladders, nearly
similar ui .ippcarance, wlieii growing, to eajs of wluat: but
which,

Genti.e.-mkx,
in wheat,

smut

I

liave

.
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which, on being broken, are found to contain a black subtile
powder, extremely fetid and disagreeable to the smell. I am
thus particular in' describing the disease, because most writers
on the diseases of wheat have made strange confusion on the
subject, having jumbled together smut, mildew, ]>epperbrand
,'

in short, all the diseases \o wliich this grain is liable,

uudtrr

whereas nothing can be more distinct. The
;
smut, brand, or coUibraiul, is perha-ps the most generally
known; and is jirodaced, I beheve, entirely by iuteclion,—
I mean by tlie breaking of the balls containing the powder,

one denomination

It
th'e rubbing of such powder against sound grains.
the power of any man to produce a smutty crop; but,
what is of vast importance to know, it is equally in his power
to produce a clean crop, even from seed wliich has been preIt is not my intention at present to go into
viously infected.
the merits of particular preparations for this purpose but the
fact is well known to e^cry ]:)ractical tarmer, that proper care
in washing, brining and liming seed wheat will counteract the

and by
is in

;

hifectious (qualities of the

smut powder, and

will generally en-

sure a clean crop.
The jiepperbrand is a disorder perfectly distinct from the
When growing, it is distinguishable from healthy
foregoing.
ears by the chaff (instead of adhering to the grain closely and
regularly) starting nearly at right angles with tlie stem and jiresenting "an unc^•en spiky" appearance the intervals between the
Jcoshes or outside coating of the grain being open so as to adThis latter is a hard
mit a sight of the diseased grain within.
round substance, not unliloe either in shape or colour to a peppercorn, and having no apparent affinity to a grain of whetit.
;

From experiments wliich I have made, I have no hesitation in
saying that this disease is also propagable by infection, or by
I am also
the contact of the pepper balls with sound wheat.
equally certain that careful washing, steeping, and liming will
this will appear the niore
restore the infected grain to lieakh
extraordinary when the following circumstances are taken into^
consitleratioji.
A parcel of hue clean wlicat (consisting of
about three pints) was well rubbed by me widi the balls of this
same pepperbrand; one half of which was immediately sown
in rows in a plot of ground prepared lor the purj'ose. No. 2;
the other half. No. 1, was then washed, steeped about half an
:

hour in a solution of green vitriol and water, limed, and sown
To my surprise, there
in rows l)y the side of the former lialf.
was a striking diflerence in the appearance of the plants of
each parcel throughout the winter, which diflTcreiicc continued
The infected, 7'inms/icil parcel was
to increase till harvest.
diseased not only in the ears, but the wlujle plant was dislorled,

and
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at the time of cuttino- was not much more than one-half
The subjoined sketch will better exthe height of the other.
plain the state of each than mere words can do.
Nearly the whole of No. 2 was

and

pepperbrand: No. 1 was entirely
Each had been rubfree from it.
bed in a similar manner, only that
in the one case infection had been
stopped in the otlier it had been
;

suffered to take

its

The

course.

extraordinary part of the business
is, first, that a hard substance like
pepperbrand should possess inall, and next,
No. 2.
No.l.
that that infection should extend
not to the ear merely, but to the whole j)lant.
I wish some of your correspondents would but try the experiment and communicate the result; but let it be done with
the strictest attention and care, or it will be worse than useless.

fectious qualities at

Of the necessity of regard to minutiae in such matters, surely
Every thing hinges on it.
there can be no doubt.
Mildew in wheat has been so ably and so fully described in
Sir Joseph Banks's very elaborate and scientific work* on that
subject, that any thing but a reference to the book itself must
be superlluous on the present occasion. Suffice it to sa}', it
has nothing to do with smut of any kind, nor, I believe, are
any kind of steeps available to prevent it. I assert this with
confidence; although in opposition to the recorded opinions
botli of Sir John Sinclair, and Dr. Cartwright
the former of
whom some few years since strongly recommended steeping the
seed in a solution of sulphate of copper, but latterly seems to
have changed his mode of attack, by coalescing with the worthy
Doctor, and advancing to laj- salt on the tail of the enemy. It
ought to be observed, however, that Sir John applies himself
a priori to the soil, and recommends a dressing of from 30 to
40 bushels of salt per acre whilst the Doctor sallies forth,
pot in hand, to besprinkle the plants with salt and water as
they grow.
I believe pressure of the soil to be the best remedy for which reason I have always thought highly of the
dibble husbandry.
To prove the utility of consolidating the
soil by well treading it, I once took the pains to tread very
carefully one half of an experimental patch of ground which
liad been sown with wheat in rows, and the soil of which was
rather loose the treadine: was done not lenirthwise but across
;

:

;

:

* Sep

Pliil.

Mag.

vol. xxi. p. .325.

tlie

;
:
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the rows; the result proved highly in favour of the consolidating system that part which had been trodden was not in
the least mildewed the untrodden was very much so.
The species of smut called in this county jwwderbrand or
;

;

blind ears, diough certainly unsightly, is not so injurious as it
appears: I do not think it infectious: though I have taken
some pains to inoculate good seed with the powder. The first
heavy rain generally washes it off' the stem on which it was
produced. It is more prevalent in white than in red wheat
but it is likewise frequently found both in barley and oats
careful washing in two or three waters v,'ill prevent the spread

of the disease.
I have been induced to send you the above, in the hope, as
before observed, that it may lead to discussion and practical
observation amongst such of your readers as may have a taste
for agricultural pursuits and believe me to remain.
;

Gentlemen,

Your most obedient humble

LXX.

servant,
S.

Bungay, Oct. 22, 1822.

Taylor,

f

Description of \lem\])0(\m?. nivosus; a new Bird rem
Bij William Swainson, Esq. F.R.S. and L.S.

Africa.

M.W.S.Sfc.*

The

singular birds forming the genus Heniipodius, are inhaTheir usual size
bitants of the African and Asiatic continent.
the pygis so remarkably small, that they may be considered
mies of the gallinaceous tribe; between which, and the Gralla;

Like the
they ajipear to hold an intermediate situation.
Couriers {Cursor ins) they are destitute of the hind toe, and
have the same lengthened legs but the bill is straight instead
of curved, and the nostrils furnished with a convex horny
membrane, instead of a depressed naked furi'ow. Little is
known of their manners or oeconomy. They inhabit (according to Temminck) the confines of sandy deserts, and the
arid tracts of Africa and India, appearing to migrate, two species
being known to visit the southern jiarts of Spain. Their fiight
Nine species have been deis said to be amazingly rapid.
;

scribed with much accuracy by Professor Temminck in his
valuable work on the Gallinacecv.
Res]KCting tlie generic ai)i)eilation of these birds, much
opposition has been evinced by those authors who have nofor no less tiian eight different generic names have
ticed them
;

been proposed; among these the
to Brisson,

who

distinguished

priority,

* Comiminicatcil hv

Vol. GO. No. 295. .Vw. 1822.

I believe,

them by the name of
'

tlic

belongs
Culitrnix

Author.

Vy

in
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in his Ornithologia printed in 1763.

This name, therefore,

should, I think, have been adopted by modern writers ; but as
Professor Temminck has given such a full account of the
species, and proposed another so very expressive as HemipodiuSy
I think much confusion will be saved by continuing it; particularly as this has already been done by Cuvier; although
Dr. Leach, in transcribing Temminck's descriptions, has
adopted the unmeaning one of Turnix as a Latin designation.

HEMIPODIUS

NIVOSUS.— White-spotted Turnix.

—

H. supra ferrugineo varius mento albescente;
Spec. Char.
jugulo pectoreque pallitle ferrugineis, maculis albis nitidis ornatis; corpore albo; uropygio caudaeque tectricibus superioribus rufis, immaculatis.
Above varied with ferruginous ; chin whitish throat and
breast pale ferruginous with white shining spots; body white;
;

;

rump and

ujiper tail-covers rufous, unspotted.

—

Total length about five
Size of a lark.
Bill dusky, half an inch from the angle of the mouth
to the tip ; compressed the whole length, but not so much elevated at the base as about the middle, where it slightly rises,
and the culmine (or dorsal ritlge) forms a gentle curve to the

Description.

inches.

which is not, however, either bent down or notched the
under mandible is straight. Nostrils large, placed in a groove,
which reaches to more than half the length of the bill, and
there terminates in a point it Is defendecl above by a protuberant, convex, horny covering, which nearly reaches to
the end of the groove ; the nasal aperture is by a lengthened
marginal slit at the base of the protubei'ance, and close to the
Upper plumage reddisli brown, striped with
margin of the bill.
whitish fawn colour, and freckled transversely with blackish
on the back and scapulary feathers ; this whitish colour borders the sides of each feather, and has an internal narrow
edging of blackish brown, while the shafts are crossed by short
blackish lines the sides of the head are not spotted, but an
obscure whitish band seems to pass both above and below the
ears the back, rump and upper tail-covers are rufous, and
tip,

:

;

:

;

the lower half of all the wing-covers are
;
white, the upper half ferruginous with white spots and margins. The JVitigs are rounded, the three outei" quills progressively longer ; the fourth very short, and the fifth surpassing
the lesser quills (nearest the shoulin length all the others *

likewise unspotted

:

formed like the scapulars and are remarkably long,
the three exterfar exceeding in length all the greater quills
der)

are:

:

*

A

singular formation, whicli

I

hiive not the opportunity at present of

conii)aring with otiiei" birds of this genus.

nal

;
;

.
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Circle.

Hal quills are wliite, with the tips and base black

;

the remain-

der, together with the lesser quills, are black with white tips

the Tail is nearly hid by its covers, and just exceeds the
length of the wings when closed the feathers are fasciculated,
very short, and fawn-coloiu'ed, transversely marked with waved
bands of dark ferruginous, edged with black. Spurious quills
black. Of the tinder plumage, the chin is nearly white, changing gradually to ferruginous ; each feather on the neck and
breast being spotted with wliite, which spots possess the singularity of being in some lights almost invisible, but in others
of a pure shining snowy whiteness; from the breast to the
vent all the plumage is white.
Legs yellow, one inch and a
quarter from the naked part of the thigh to the heel ; all the
toes are cleft to the base, and the inner one smallest.
The birds of this genus have such a general resemblance in
the markings of their variegated plumage, that a minuteness of
description, although objectionable on most occasions, here becomes absolutely necessary.
This description was framed from a specimen belonging to
Mr. Leadbeater, who received it from Africa another I have
since seen hi the well-known Museum of Mr. Brookes.
;

;

LXXI. A Letter from John Pond, Lsq. Astronomer Royal,
to Sir Humphry Davy, Barf. President of the Royal Societi/,
Derangement

relative to a

in the

Mural

Circle at the

Royal

Observatoiy*

—

My

dear sir,
Ihe interest which the Royal Society has
always taken in every thing relating to this Observatory, and
to which may be attributed its present prosjicrous condition,
will, I trust, render unnecessary any apology for this communication.

wish to make known to astronomers, as soon as possia derangement that has for some time past existed in the
mural circle, and of which I have not, till lately, been able to
ascertain the cause with certainty.
This derangement began, I believe, about the autumn of
the year 1819 the jiosition of the telescope was then changed
and from that time the error has been gradually increasing
I

ble,

;

last summer, when the cause was distinctly ascertained,
and the proper remedy apjilied.
In tlie Preface to the Greenwich Observations for the year
J8'20, now printing, I shall have an opportunity of stating the

till

* I-'rom the Pliilosuphicul Transiic lions, Pait

Y

y 2

I.

for 18J-\

amount
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amount of tliis error, and the correction which should be appHed to the observations made within the two last years. At
present it will be sufficient to mention, in as few words as possible, the cause of this error.
Those who are acquainted with the construction of the
Greenwich Mural Circle, are aware, that though tlie telescope
may be applied to every part of the circle, yet, when fixed lor
observation, the principle of the instrument requires that the
tube, especially at its extremities, k! juld be so firmly fixed
to the circle as to form one piece with it: to accomplish this,
connecting braces are attached at each end of the telescope.
It now a])pears that these braces have, in progres of time,
become insecure, owing to the screws which fastened them
The effect of this will be, to permit the
liaving given way.
ends to bend from the centre instead of retaining, as they
ought to do, an invariable position with respect to the circle.
Under these circumstances, when the telescope is directed to
the zenith, the position may be considered as free from error;
but when the instrument is moved either towards the north
or south horizon, should either extremity bend more than
the other, an error will take place, and will increase from the
zenith towards the horizon, but in what exact proportion, remains to be determined by future observations.

The cause of this error being thus ascertained, Mr. Troughton has applied additional braces to connect the telescope with
the circle, sufficiently strong, I should conceive, to prevent
the possibility of such an accident for the future.
This alteration has already produced such an improvement
in the observations, as prove sufficiently tliat the source of
Of the jmblished Observations,
error has not been mistaken.
only those made in the three last months of the year 1819 are
affected by this error, and that in so very small a degree, as
must have entirely escaped notice, had it not afterwards increased.

During the year 1820 the error increased; but did not, I
from the pole to the equator amount
to two seconds
at altitudes lower than Sirius, and at the albelieve, in the distance
;

may have
been greater than two seconds, but did not exceed four.
But after the- month of February 1821, the error rapidly increased and this ultimately led to a discovery of the cause.

titude of the sun at the winter solstice, the error

;

My present

object in this letter, is simply to state these circumstances to the Society. I shall deter a moi'e detailed accoimt ol" the nature of this derangement, and of its effects, till
I shall be enabled, by a sufficient number of observations made
with the instrument in its improved state, to ascertain, with

some
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of Aqueous Vapours.

some degree of certainty, at what period the derangement
took place, and wliat corrections are required to be applied,
till the instrument was restored to its perfect state.
I

have the honour to be,

With

my

dear

the highest regard.
Your most obedient

Royal Observatory, Nov. 21, 1821.

sir,

humble

servant.

JoHN

Pc'ND.

L.XXIL On the Subsideyice ofAqueous Vapour ; and its Repose
on the Beds of Rivers. By John Murray, F.L.S. MJV.S.
To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

—

Gentleimen,
X HE President of the Royal Society has ingeniously ascribed the Ibrmation of mists in particular situations, to the superior temperature maintained by currents of
water from below, these supplanting the superficial wave and
supplying its place, when cooled down by radiation. This
movement and interchange v.'ould continue so long as any part
of the mass remained above 45°. On this principle the air
incumbent on the bosom of the river would, having its loss by
radiation thus compensated for, remain at a higher temperature
than that reposing on the banks of the river which can have
no such compensation. The cooler atmosphere of the latter
would therefore move towards the former, and mingling with
it, mist would be formed.
Now, though the currency of a rapid river, as the Rhone
for instiince, might, prima facie, seem to disturb the rise and
fail from below and above, still it must be confessed that the
view sustained, is every way worthy of its distinguished author.

My own experiments on the Seine and the Po seemed not to
harmonize with these views but the thermometer might be in
fault, and I was willing to cede the point.
On the 3d instant a fine opportunity was afforded me for
ascertaining the fiuestion with exactness and precision. The
numerous repetitions of the experiments, and the great extent
of surface examined therniomelrically, with the extreme delicacy of the instrument, enable me to submit the results to you
;

with unusual confidence.
Rain obtained in the early part of the day, and the sky was
dark and lowering. The horizontality of the clouds, with their
i)arallelisni in the distant sky, seemed to indicate the prevacnce of electric influence. Toward the afternoon, mist fbiined
over
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over the bed of the Severn and settled on its sm'face. Three different barometers were examined on the occasion. One, thirty
feet above the Severn, stood at 29*5 inches, surface somewhat
concave another, nine feet above tlie level of the river, indicated the altitude of the mercury to be 29*4 inches; and on the
same plane a wheel barometer was stationary at " changeable."
Plaving taken a boat I was enabled to ascerta,in the temperature of the river for some miles, both toward the centre and
toward the margin. From four to six o'clock p.im. the "water
was uniform in all its extent, at least the range was within the
the ball of the thermometer
limits 52° to 52'5 Fahrenheit,
which projected two inches from the scale afforded me the
measure of immersion. The atmosphere resting on the river
at an inch from its surface sustained a temperature which
fluctuated between the points 57*5 and 58*25 Fahr.
The atmosphere over the banks of the Severn was examined on both sides of the river, and its range included 61°
to 62° of the scale of Fahr.
The fog or mist which had been entirely limited to the bed
of the river, became general at night, and the nocturnal sky
was without a cloud.
I tender you the facts, and have no theory to support. The
evolution and subsidence of the aqueous vapour, may in this
instance, at least, be perhaps explained by supposing that a
portion of the cooler air from over the river moves to that of
superior temperature resting on the river bank, and the former
being thus attenuated in density, the deposition of aqueous vapour ensues as a necessary consequence.
;

—

I

have the honour to be,
Gentlemen,
Your most obedient servant,

Bcwdley, October

o,

1822.

J.

MuRRAY.

Phcenomcna.

New Galvanic Experiments and
By John Murray, F.L.S. M.W.S. Sfc. Sfc.

To

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
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Notice of some

the Editors

— Our

views on the nature of the agencies deof the galvanic instrument, and
their relations' to the pha-nomcna of heat and magnetism, are
have many valuable
exceedingly perplexed and obscure.
facts in our possession, but their source and connexion are
shall surely do well to swell the great
utterly unknown.

Gentlemkn,

veloped through the

medium

We

We

volume

of

Tacts,

and wait with patience the rcvchition to
which

Nexo Galvanic Experiments and PJucnomena

fjof)

and whicli will form an epocha as rich and
any ot those which have blessed the annals of
This may be reserved for the Newton of a future
science.
age; but we shall have merit in accumulating the materials
that are finally to unfold in harmony and beauty beneath the
plastic touch of that great genius, which may be yet to come.
It is in this spirit that I submit to yovi a variety of galvanic
experiments, as far as / know, netij; and not unaccompanied,
it is presumed, with interest.
I find that silver foil may be deflagrated, and in a very brilliant manner, in alcohol and in ether, when immersed in these
liquids, and the wires 2)roceeding from the ends of the porcelain cells are introduced and brought into contact with the
In like manner may gold and copper
interposed silver foil.
foil, 8cc. be so ignited.
The same brilliant deflagration may be sustained in naphtha,
tulphuret of carbon, and the vapour of ether.
No remarkable brilliancy or other phaenomenon attended
the burning of the silver-leaf, &c. in oxygen or chlorine.
The deflagration of silver-leaf in carbonic acid gas yields
which they

point,

brilliant as

a bluish green

light.

was deflagrated with great beauty and brilliancy
in an inverted jar of hydrogen ; and at the close of the experiment the wires were withdrawn to ignite the gas at the orifice,
and to prove that the contained elastic medium liad suffered
no change.
Alcohol being kindled in a watch-glass; a steel wire was
stretched across the flame.
This wire was ignited and expanded only where it passed through the outer lamina^, on each
Bide of the cone* but on the conducting rods being attached,
the ignition darted through the wire, though the portion of
wire 'doithin the body of flame did 7iot expand.
At this moment the wire was fused and dispersed in brilliant ignited
Silver-leaf

;

—

globules.

A

plati/uan "wire similarly circumstanced, expanded,

and
\^as

• Tliis serves to prove in like manner, if indeed any farther evidence
were necessary, that ^anu- is merely superfuiul. At jiage 27 of Mr. (.'hildren's truly valualjle translation of " 13erzelius on the Blowjjipe," the discovery of the IwUotmicss of fiame is excl usivcli/ attributed to Mr. Oswald
hiym.
Hut / ttad also, Mr. ("iiildren will find, announced the same fact
tiinultaiirouxli/, as

phical M:ii;azine.

of

wire-gfiiizr,

recorded
If there

in

the cdiitetnpomncous

was any

Number

of the Philoso-

thin>; in tiie asserted cou/iiifr influence

Mr. Sym's exj)eriment was no proof wtmlcorr.

Aly cxpcri-

made with a plate of gints, and was clear and unc(|uivocal, I
nftervvards proveii the fact in tlic most iiwinitcstihlc iii/iHiirr, by showing
that when an Ignllrd laprr was introduced into such a cone it became inttaniiy v.itinci, and, moreover, even that plnispliont.'i itself, in the most
nient was

rapiil
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was

isrnited at the outer eds,e

or

fi'inore

of the conical fihn of

communication was made with the
conductors, the ignition, as before, shot through the wire and
across the cone.
In that portion of the wire which was encased by the flame, no expansion of vohune appeared. Fusion
flame.

So soon

as the

of the wire supervened.
The phaenomena here exhibited clearly show that the heat
of the ambient medium isithin the cone is less intense than
that displayed at the edge or superficial envelope of flame.
Plumbago finely acuminated and attached to one of the
conductors was introduced into the cone of flame when the
contact was completed with the opposite pole, a very brilliant
star-Ulce combustion supervened.
All these phaenomena seem to show that the deflagration of
metallic laminte and ignition of wires are perfectly independent
of the medium in which such are posited; and also that the
heat of common Jlame conjoined with that evolved through the
agency of galvanism do produce by their combined agency an
aggregate of superior intensity in relation to ignition.
Part of a steel wire was wrapped round with platinum wire.
On completion of the contact, only that part of the steel wire
denuded of the platinum conld he ignited, the I'emaining part
not being so susceptible.
Two
This would tend to prove the materialitij of caloric.
conducting wires instead of one being employed, a channel of
double diameter was pi'ovidcd (though by separate canals)
for the flux of the calorific matter from pole to pole.
If the ends of the conductors repose on a narrow magnetized
plate of steel, an interposed thread of steel or platinum is incapable of being ignited. : the directors may be even made to
yet ignition
glide along the wii-e until contact is complete
will not follow.
So soon, howevei", as either end is elevated
from the bar, the wire is ignited and fused.
If a steel wire be interposed between the directors, and the
distance be sufficient, so as to elevate it to a temperature not
exceeding a cherry red heat, the wire becomes blued in patches,
;

;

is as completely extinguished as if plunged into water.
carnot by possibility be made to c\\\\hit flame under such
circumstances.
A beautiful expression of the structure of flame may
be obtained by introducing a xlrnw transversely, the outer or exterior surface of the flame will char and consume flic portion whicli so protrudes, but
the intermcdinle part will remain untouched by the flame ; and over it, the
The distinguished chemist in question will readily refire has no power.
collect his pointing out to mc that gunpowder might be ignited by being
and when Mr. Pcpys was, last
let fall througli tlic exterior part of flame
winter, told of my experiments of the nonsiipport of combustion within flame,
he expressed surprise it should be so.

rapid combustion,

Potassium

itself

;

and
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same time becoming r.iagnetic^ camiot afterwards
however limited.
These latter facts show clearly the reason of the anomalous
ignition of steel -dure; or, in other vrords, it explains the phenomenon that though it may ignite in the first instance, v/e
f

nd

at the

be ignited

at distances

—

nevertheless not be able to accomplish it in subsequent
attempts for the v,'ire in becoming magnetic, becomes also a
superior conductor of the caloric superinduced by the galvanic

may

;

action.
I

have the honour to be, gentlemen,
Your most obedient and very humble servant,

Birmingham, Oct.

8,

1822.

J.

MuRRAY.

LXXIV. On

the North Polar Distances of the frincipal fixed.
deduced from the Observations iuade at the Ixoycd
Observatory at Grecnisicii.

Stars,

Our

readers

may

recollect that the catalogue of these stars,
Almanac for IS'24-, differed in North

inserted in the Nautical

Polar Distance so much from the preceding catalogues as to
lead to a conclusion that there was some error in the observations
and which was, in a measure, confirmed by a letter of
the Astronomer Royal, v/hich v/as read before the Royal Society last year, relative to a derangement in the Mural Circle *.
:

differences amounted, in the case oiProcyon, to upv.ards
The catalogue
of 9"; and, in the case ox-Sirius, to nearly 7".
just published, in the Nautical Almanac for 1825, which is
deduced aom observations made with the Mural Circle since
September 1821, does not wholly remove those doubts: as it
still appears to vary very considerably from former obevva-

Those

In fact, there seems to be but little difference betv.-ecn
the catalogue published in the Nautical Almanac lor 1S2-1-,
and that now published in the Nautical Almanac for 1825; as
And, where the
will be seen by the following comparison.
tions.

difference
joris), the

is

noxo the greatest (as

former

each other.

We

is tb.e

case with

y

Ursa:

Ma~

iervations almost uniformly agreed with
have too inuch confidence in the excellence
ol)

and perfection of the Mural Circle, and in the acknowledged
accuracy of the Astronomer Royal, Lo believe that these anomalies will long remain unreconciled or unexplained.
* See

lliis

LeUcr

in

page U5o of our present Number.
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z
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]

of the principal Stars on
1820.
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made 'with a view
Stodart, Esq. F.R.S. and
M. Faraday, Chemical Assistant at the Royal Institution*
Exjycriments on the Alloys of Steel,

to its Improvement.

By

J.

An

pi'oposuig a sei'ies of expeinments on the alloys of iron and
with various other metals, the object in view was twofold
first, to ascertain whether any alloy could be artificially
formed, better for the pui-pose of making cutting- instruments
than steel in its purest state ; and, secondly, whether any such
alloys would, under similar circumstances, prove less susceptible of oxidation; new metallic combinations for reflecting
mirrors was also a collateral object of research.
steel,
:

Such a

series of

experiments were not commenced without

anticipating considerable difficulties, but the facilities afforded

us in the laboratory of the Royal Institution, where they were
made, have obviated many of them. The subject was new,
and opened into a large and interesting field. Almost an infinity of different metallic combinations may be made, according to the nature and relative proportions of the metals capable of being alloyed. It never has been shown, by experiment,
whether pine iron, when combined with a minute portion of
carbon, constitutes the very best material for making edgetools ; or whether any additional ingredient, such as the earths
or their bases, or any other metallic matter, may not be advantageously combined with the steel; and, if so, what the
materials are, and what the proportion required to form the
best alloy for this nmcli-desired and most important purpose.
This is confessedly a subject of difficulty, requiring both time
and patient investigation, and it will perhaps be admitted as
some apologj' for the very limited pi'ogress as yet made.
By referring to the analysis of wootz, or Indian steel f, it
will be observed, that only a minute portion of the earths
alumine and silex, could be detected, these earths (or their
Being satisbases) giving to the wootz its j^eculiar character.
fied as to the constituent parts of this excellent steel, it was
proposed to attemj)t making such a combination, and, with
Many of them
this view, various experiments were made.
were fruitless the successful mediod was the foUowmg. Pure
steel in small jjieccs, and in some instances good iron, being
mixed with charcoal powder, were lieated intensely for a long
time; in this way they formed carburets, which possessed a
very dark metallic grey colour, something in appearance like
When
the black ore of tellurium, and highly crystalline.
broken, the iiicets of sn)all buttons, not weighing more than
.500 grains, were i'requently above the eightli of an inch in
:

•

From

the Journal of Sciences and

Vol. 60. No. 295. yov. 1822.

liie

Arts.

f

Z

z *

Ibid. vol.

vii.

p.

288.
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The results of several ex2;)erinieiits on its composition,
width.
which appeared very uniform, gave O^'SG iron, + 5*64 carbon.
This being broken and rubbed to powder in a mortar, was
mixed with pure alumine, and the whole intensely heated in
On being removed
a close crucible for a considerable time.
from the furnace, and opened, an alloy was obtained of a white
colour, a close granular texture, and very brittle this, when
analysed, gave 6'^ per cent, alumine, and a portion of carbon
not accurately estimated.
700 of good steel, with 40 of the
alumine alloy, were fused together, and formed a very good
button, perfectly malleable this, on being forged into a little
bar, and the surface polished, gave, on the application of dilute sulphuric acid, the beautiful damask which will presently
be noticed as belonging peculiarly to wootz. A second experiment was made with 500 grains of the same steel, and
67 of the alumine alloy, and this also proved good it forged
well, and gave the damask.
Tliis specimen has all the ap:

;

;

preciable characters of the best

We have ascertained,

by

Bombay

wootz.

direct experiment, that the wootz,

although repeatedly fused, retains the peculiar property of presenting a damasked surface, when forged, polished, and acted
upon, by dilute acid. This appearance is a]:>})arently produced by a dissection of the crystals by the acid for though
by the hammering the crystals have been bent about, yet their
forms may be reailily traced through the curves, which the
From this uniform
twisting and hammering have produced.
appearance on the surface of wootz, it is highly probable, that
the much-admired sabres of Damascus are made from this
steel
and, if this be admitted, there can be little reason to
doubt, that the damask itself" is merely an exhibition of crystallization.
That on wootz it cannot be the effect of the mechanical mixture of two substances, as iron and steel, unequally
acted upon by acid, is shown by the circumstance of its adIt is certainly
mitting re-fusion, without losing this property.
true, that a damasked surface may be produced by welding
together wires of iron and steel but if these welded specimens
Supposing that
are fused, the damask does not again appear.
the damasked su; face is dependent on the developement of a
crystalline structure, then the superiority of wootz in shoAving
the effect, may fairly be considered as dependent on its power
of crystallizing, when solidifying, in a more marked manner,
and in more decided forms, than the common steel. This can
only be accounted for by some difference in the composition
of tlie two bodies and as it has been stated that only the earths
in small quantities can be detected, it is reasonable to infer,
that the bases of these earths being combined with the iron and
carbon render the mass more crystallizable, and that the struc;

;

;

'

;

ture

l^xperimcnli un

th,:

^'^51

Alioyi u/ Steel.

(though not de-

contused
ture (Irav/a oL.t by the hammer, and
It is l^g^ify
damask.
PJ^"
stroyed), does actually occasion the
with the
combined
accidentally
steel,
is
wootz
bable, that the
observed in different
metal of the earths, and the irregularity
is in accordance with this
cakes, and even in the same cake,
or they may be derived
opinion. The earths may be in the ore,
made.*
is
fusion
which the
from the crucible
experiment, that we had
It will appear by the following
this certainly was not
when
time
a
at
wootz,
formed artificial
to reduce titanium,
attempt
an
In
the object of research.
menachanite was heated
and coiTibine it widi steel, a portion of
part ot this
with charcoal, and a fused button obtamed.
proportions
the
steel
good
some
with
button was next fused
alloy was formed,
were 96 steel, 4 menachanite button. An
the little bar obwhich worked well under the hammer; and
superior to
certainly
and
from,
different
tahied was evidendy
titanium, but
This was attributed to the presence ot
steel.

m

A

;

m

nor indeed was any found even
in it
The product was iron and caritself.
button
the menachanite
their bases, and was in act
or
bon, combined widi the earths
on this
beautiful damask was produced
excellent wootz.
Since this, manv atacid.
dilute
of
action
the
specimen by
it has
ot titanium
tempts have been made to reduce the oxide
but hitherto all
been heated intensely with charcoal, oil, &c.,
into a black powder,
have failed, the oxide has been changed
was mixed with stee
oxide
the
of
When some
but not fused.
on bemg intensely heated
filino-s, and a litde charcoal added,
globule which was covered
the steel fused, and ran into a fine
adhering to the sides ot
glass,
transparent
by a dark coloured
titanium, the gla^s proved
the crucible. The steel contained no
1 hese exoxide of iron.
to be oxide of titanium, with a litde
ever been
has
titanium
whether
doubt
to
periments have led us
From the effects ot the heat
state.

none could be found

;

A

;

reduced to the metallic
almost fluid, someupon the crucibles, which became soft, and
reason to suppose
uo
fact
in
had
we
minutes,
times in fifteen
by aturnace:
obtamed
before
any
the degi-ee of heat inferior to
.

the imitation of wootz,
In making the alumine alloy for
Some of
ar^ficial fonnation o/ plumbago.

«e had

occasion to

^^,;;^^;^^f ^X^:;

obsci" thl

and
\' '
fore-mentioned having; been pounded
™'-^-V':'\*^'':;
Ihi^ had not
perfect plinnI>ago.
into
fused was found to have been converted
n.elted ""
soon
h.d
n.ctal
the
.uass
.lace throughout the wl-.ole
ne
furnace for a considerable
but bavin.' been conti.u.ed in the
the bottom
an additional portjon ot ^•"",7 '».-;;;';
:.f the button had reeeive.l
eve y
had
and
paper,
sta.ned
It was soft, sectile, brif?ht,
ccome i.lumbam.
fron. U.
it.deed in .>o way d.stn.KU.shable
other cltiracer of that bo.ly ; it was
'- -'
plmnbago buttons was a
these
of
part
Tic intern*:.)
j-;;';,^
""'^ed
<»^t
at
">-:;f
charcoal,
^v,th
fused several tnnes
of it haviuK been powdered, and
ow '-t, U wa
unco.nbined charcoal being burnt away by u

S
teS"

^s

;

'"
.

iX,d

Zm

on tile
converted into plumbago
found tl.at the whole of the steel had been
to fuse, but wert liot ''"'^''y;'"''"';^
attempted
we
h. a,wl

.

thw powtUr
jj^^^j

:
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—

that used in these last experiments was a blast furnace, supthe fuel good
plied by a constant and powerful stream of air
both Hessian and
Staffordshire coke, with a little charcoal
;

;

Cornish crucibles were used, one being carefully luted into
and even three have been united, but they could not
be made to stand the intense heat.
Meteoric iron is, by analysis, always found to contain nickel.
The proportions are various, in the specimens that have been
chemically examined.
The iron from the Arctic regions was
found to contain three per cent, only of nickel, while that from
With the following analysis
Siberia gave neai'ly \Q per cent.
of this last we are favoured by J. G. Children, Esq.
another,

—

37 grains of Siberian meteoric iron gave 4S'27 grains of peroxide of iron,
and 4"52 grains of oxitle of nickel. Supposing the equivalent number for
nickel to be 28, these quantities are equal to
37-25
Iron 33-09, Nickel 3-56,
37"0, the
Supposing the quantities to be correctly, Iron 33-5, Nickel 7t'^
lOO'OO.
proportions ^^r cent, are,
Iron 90'54, Nickel !)'4(;,
A second experiment on 47 grains, gave 61 grains of peroxide of iron
42-57 iron. The ammoniacal solution of nickel was lost by an accident
reckoniug from the iron, the quantities per cent, are,
99-99
Iron 90-57, Nickel 9-42,

=

=

=

=

=

A

third experiment on 56 grains, gave 73'06 grains peroxide of iron
4-51 nickel, or /7d"/- cent.
50-99 iron, and 5-4 of oxide of nickel,
Iron 91.00. Nickel 8-0 1.' Loss 0-99
100-00

=

=

=

The mean of the three gives H-SG/jcr cent. cXnicliel.
The meteoric iron v/as dissolved in aqua regia, and
down by pure ammonia, well washed, and heated red.

the iron thrown

experiment the ammoniacal solution was evaporated to drydriven off by heat, and the oxide of nickel re-dissolved
in nitric acid, and precipitated by pure potassa, the mixture being boiled a
few seconds. In the third experiment the nickel was thrown down from
the ammoniacal solution at once by pure potassa. The first method is best,
fur a minute portion of oxide of nickel escaped precipitation in the last experiment, to which the loss is probably to be attributed. All the j)recipitates were heated to redness.
J. G. C.
In the

ness, the

first

ammonia

We

attempted to make imitations of the meteoric irons with
To some good iron (horse-shoe nails), were
perfect success.
added three per cent, of pure nickel ; these were inclosed in a
crucible, and exposed to a high temperature in the air-furnace
The metals were fused, and on examining the
for some hours.
button, the nickel was found in combination with the iron. The
alloy was taken to the forge, and proved under the hammer to
be quite as malleable and pleasant to work as pure iron ; the
This specimen, together
colour when polished rather whiter.
with a small bar of meteoric iron, have been exposed to a moist
atmosphere they are both a little rusted.
In this case it was
omitted to expose a piece of pure iron with them ; it is probable
that, under these circumstances, the pure iron would have been
more acted upon.
;

Th^

;
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The same success attended in making the alloy to imitate
the Siberian meteoric iron agreeably to Mr. Children's analysis.
fused some of the same good iron, with 10 per cent.
nickel; the metals were found perfectly combined, but less
malleable, being disposed to crack under the hammer.
The
colour when polished had a yellow tinge.
piece of this alloy
has been exposed to moist air for a considerable time, together
with a piece of pure iron they are both a little rusted, not,
however, to the same extent that with the nickel being but
slightly acted upon, comparatively to the action on the pure
iron.
It thus appears that nickel, when combined with iron,
has some effect in preventing oxidation, though certainly not to
the extent that has at times been given to it. It is a curious fact,
that the same quantity of the nickel alloyed with steel, instead of
preventing its rusting, appeared to accelerate it very rapidly.
Platinum and rhodium have, in the course of these experiments, been alloyed with iron, but these compounds do not
appear to possess any very interesting properties. With gold
we have not made the experiment. The alloys of other metals
with iron, as far as our experience goes, do not promise much
usefulness.
The results are very different when steel is used
it is only, however, of a few of its compounds that we are prepared to give any account.
Together with some oth.ers of the metals, the following have
been alloyed with both English and Indian steel, and in various
proportions: platinum, rliodium, gold, silver, nickel, copper,

We

A

;

;

and

tin.

All the above-named metals appear to have an afiinity for
steel sufficiently strong to make them combine
alloys of platinum, rhodium, gold and nickel, may be obtained when the
heat is sufficiently high.
This is so remarkable with jolatinum,
that it will fuse when in contact with steel, at a heat at which
the steel itself is not affected.
With respect to the alloy of silver, there are some very curious circumstances attending it.
If steel and silver be kept in
fusion together for a length of time, an alloy is obtained, which
appears to be very perfect while the metals are in the fluid
state, but on solidifying and cooling, globules of pure silver
are expressed from the mass, and aj)pear on the surface of the
If an alloy of this kind be forged into a bar, and then
button.
dissected by the action of dilute sulphuric acid, the silver apj)ears, not in combination with the steel, but in threads throughout tlic mass so that the whole has liic appearance of a buntlle
of fibres of silver and steel, as if thej^ had been united by weldThe appearance of these silver fibres is very beautiful;
ing.
they are sometimes one-eigiith of an inch in length, and suggest the idea of giving mechanical toughness to steel, where a
very perfect edge may not be rocjuiied.
;

;

At

;
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other times,

when

silver

and

steel

have been very l6ng

state of perfect fusion, tiie sides of the crucible,

in

and frequently

the top also, are covered with a fine and beautiful dew of mmute
this effect can be produced at pleasure.
globules of silver
At first we were not successful in detecting silver by chemical
tests in these buttons; and finding the steel uniforndy improved, were disposed to attribute its excellence to an effect of
the silver, or to a quantity too small to be tested.
By subsequent experiments we were, however, able to detect the silver,
even to less than 1 in 500.
In making the silver alloys, the proportion first tried was
1 silver to 160 steel; the resulting buttons were uniformly steel
and silver in fibres, the silver being likewise given out in globules during solidifying, and adhering to the surface of the fused
button; some of these when forged gave out more globules of
silver.
In this state of mechanical mixture the little liars, when
exposed to a moist atmosphei'e, evidently produced voltaic
action]; and to this we are disposed to attribute the rapid destruction of the metal by oxidation, no such destructive action
taking place when the two metals are chemically combined.
These results indicated the necessity of diminishing the (juanHere, again,
tity of silver, and 1 silver to 200 steel was tried.
were fibres and globules in abundance ; with 1 to 300 the fibres
diminished, but still were present; they were detected even
when the proportion of 1 to 400 was used. The successful
experiment remains to be named. When 1 of silver to 500
steel were properly fused, a very perfect button was produced
no silver appeared on its surface when forged and dissected
by an acid, no fibres were seen, although examined by a high
magnifying power. The specimen forged remarkably well,
although very hard it had in every respect the most favourable appearance.
By a delicate test every part of the bar gave
silver.
This alloy is decidedly superior to the veiy best steel,
and this excellence is unquestionably owing to combination
with a minute portion of silver.
It has been repeatedly made,
and always with equal success. Various cutting-tools have been
made from it of the best quality. This alloy is perhaps only
inferior to that o+" steel with rhodium, and it may be procured
at a small expense; the value of silver, where the proportion is so small, is not worth naming
it will probably be
applied to many important purposes in the arts.
An attempt
was made to procure the alloy of steel with silver by cementation
a small piece of steel wrapjied in silver leaf, being 1 to
160, was put into a crucible, which being filled up with pounded
green glass, was submitted to a heat sufficient to fuse the silver;
it was kept at a white heat for three hours.
On examining it,
the silver was found fused, and adhering to the steel no part
:

—

;

;

;

;

;

had combined.

The

steel

had suffered by being so long kept
at

Expeyiments on the Alloys of Steel.
at a

high temperature.

Although

this

experiment

*361
failed in

effecting the alloy of steel with silver, there is reason to believe
that with some other metals, alloys may be obtained by this

process

:

— the

following circumstance favours this suggestion.

Wires of platinum and steel, of about equal diameter, were
packed together, and, by an expert workman, Avere perfectly
This was etfected with the same facility
united by welding.
as could have been done with steel and iron. On being forged,
the surface polished, and the steel slightly acted on by an acid,
a very novel and beautiful surface appeared, the steel and platinum forming dai'k and white clouds; if this can be effected
with very fine vsires, a damasked surface will be obtained, of
exquisite beauty. This experiment, made to ascertain the welding property of platinum, is only named here in consequence
of observing that some of the largest of the steel clouds liad
much the appearance of being alloyed with a poi'tion of the
platinum.
njore correct survey of the surface, by a high
magnif3'ing power, went far to confirm this curious fact: some
more direct experiments are pioposed to be made on this ap-

A

parent alloy by cementation.
The alloys of steel with platinum, when both are in a state
of fusion, are very perfect, in every proportion that has been
Equal parts by weight form a beautiful alloy, which
tried.
the colour is the
takes a fine polish, and does not tarnish
TJie specific gravity of this
finest imaginable for a mirror.
;

beautiful

compound

is

9"862.

90 of platinum with 20 of steel, gave also a perfect alloy,
which has no disposition to tarnish, the specific gravity 15"88;
both these buttons are malleable, but have not yet been applied
to any specific purpose.
10 of j)latinum to 80 of steel, formed an excellent alloy. This
was ground, and very highly polished, to be tried as a mirror;
a fine damask, however, renders it quite unfit tor that purpose.
The proportions of platinum that appear to improve steel
Experience
for edge-histruments, are from 1 to 3 per anit.
does not yet enable us to state the exact proporticjn that forms
the best possiljle alloy of these metals; I' 5 per cent, will proAt the tinje of combining 10 of
bably be very nearly right.
platinum with SO steel, with a view to a mirror, the same prothis too had tlie daportions were tried with nickel and steel
mask, and consecjuently was unfit for its hitention. It is curious to observe the difference between these two alloys, as to
susceptibility for oxygen.
The jilatinum and steel, alter laying
many months, had not a sj)oton its surflice, while that with nickel
was covered with rust; they were in every respect left under
This is given as an instance, showing
similar circumstances.
;

that nickel with steel

when combined

is

much more

subject to oxidiition than

with iron.

The

;
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rhodium are likely to prove highly
Tlie scarcity of that metal must, however, operate
against its introduction to any great extent.
It is to Dr. Wollaston we are indebted, not only for suggesting the trial of rhodium, but also for a liberal supply of the
metal, as well as much valuable information relative to fuel,
this liberality enables us to continue our expecrucibles, &c.
riments on this alloy. The proportions we have used are from
The valuable properties of the rhodium al1 to 2 per cent.
loys are hardness, with sufficient tenacity to prevent cracking
either in forging or in hardening. This superior hardness is so
remarkable, that in tempering a few cutting-articles made from
the alloy, they required to be heated full 30° Fahr. higher than
the best wootz, wootz itself requiring to be heated flill 40°
above the best English cast steel. Thermometrical degrees are
named, that being the only accurate method of tempering steel.
are yet enabled to
Gold forms a good alloy with steel.
speak of its properties. It does not promise to be of the same
value as the alloys of silver, platinum, and rhodium.
Steel
Steel with two per cent, of copper, forms an alloy.
also alloys with tin. Of the value of these we have doubts. If,
on further trial, they, together with other combinations requiring more time than we have been able to bestow on them,
should prove at all likely to be interesting and useful, the re-

The

alloys of steel with

valuable.

;

We

be frankly communicated.
hitherto been confined to small quantities of the metals, seldom exceeding 2,000 grains in weight
and we are aware that the operations of the laboratory are not
always successful when practised on a large scale. There
does not, however, appear to be any good reason why equal
success may not attend the working on larger masses of the
metals, provided the same diligence and means are employed.
From the facility of obtaining silver, it is probable that its
alloy with steel is the most valuable of those we have made.
To enumerate its applications, would be to name almost every
edge-tool. It is also probable that it will prove valuable for making dies, especially when combined with the best Indian steel.
sults will

Our experiments have

Specific Gravities of Alloys, Sfc. mc7itioneil in
7'o47
Wootz, iinliammered (Bombay) 7"665
I'CIO
Wootz, tilled (Bombay)
7'730
Wootz, in cake (Bengal)
Wootz, fused & ham''. (Bengal) 7'787
7'965
]Meteoric iron, hammered
Iron, and 3 ;)Cr cfxt nickel ... 7'804
Iron, and 10 per cent nickel ... 7'849
Steel, & lOf/n. platinum (mirror) S'lOO
Iron, unliammered

&
Steel, &
Steel,

Steel,

&

Steel,

t"t

Steel,
Steel,

theprecedingPapa:

10;ipr cf?!^ nickel(mirror) 7*384
1 per ct. gold, hammered 7'870
2 per ct. silver, ditto ... 7*808
\-5pcr c^ platinum, ditto 7*732

& VSpcr ct. rhodium, ditto
& 3 per ct. nickel, ditto ...

Platinum 50, &

steel 50, unha"". *

7*795
7-750
9*862

Platinum'90, & steel 20, ditto f 15*88
Platinum, hammered and rolled 21*25

moan specific gravity of this alloy is 11-2723, assimiing the
gravity of platinum and steel, as expressed in this table,
f The calculated mean specific gravity of this alloy is 16'0766.
* Tlie calculated

<ipcc;fic
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Bij J.

and Mr. M. Faraday, Chemical

Stodart,£5^. F.R.S.
Royal In-

Assistant in the

stitution *.
JL HE alloys of steel made on a small scale in the laboratory of
the Royal Institution proving to be good, and the experiments
having excited a very considerable degree of interest both at
home and abroad, gave encouragement to attempt the work
on a more extended scale; and we have now the pleasure of
stating, that alloys similar to those made in the Royal Instiand
tution, have been made for the purpose of manufacture
that they prove to be, in point of excellence, in every resjiect
equal, if not superior, to the smaller productions of the laboratory. Previous, however, to extending the work, the former
experiments were carefully repeated, and to the results were
added some new combinations, namely, steel with palladium,
steel with iridium and osmium, and latterly, steel with chromium. In this last series of experiments we were particularly
fortunate, having by practice acquired considerable address in
the management of the furnaces, and succeeded in procuring
Notwithstanding the many adthe best fuel for the purpose.
vantages met with in the laboratory of the Royal Institution,
the experiments were frequently rendered tedious from causes
;

often unexpected,

and sometimes difficult to overcome among
was perhaps the most perplexing.
;

these, the failure of crucibles

We

have never yet found a crucible capable of bearing the
high degree of temperature required to produce the perfect
reduction of titanium indeed we are rather disposed to question whether this metal has ever been so reduced our furnaces
are equal f (if any are) to produce this effect, but hitherto we
have tailed in procuring a crucible.
The metals that form the most valuable alloys with steel are
silver, platina, rhodium, iridium and osmium, and palladium
all of these liave now been made in the large way, except indeetl the last named. Palladium has, for very obvious reasons,
l)een used t)ut sparingly; four j)ounds of steel with ji^y part of
palladium, has however been I'used at once, and the compound
;

:

truly valuable, more especially for making instruments that
require perfect smoothness of edge.
"We are ha])py to acknowledge the obligations due from us
to Dr. Wollaston, whose assistance we exj)erienced in every
stjige of our progress, and by whom we were I'urnislicd with
all the scarce and valuable metals; and that with a liberality
is

*

From

f

We

the Philosophical Transactions, Part II. for 1822.
in fusing in these furnaces rhoilinm, niid also,

have succfc-ded

though iniperHctly,

[jlatininii in criiiihle«.

Z

/
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to transfer our operations from tlie laboratory of the chemist, to the furnace of the maker of cast steel.
In making the alloys on a large scale, we were under the
necessity of I'emoving our opei-ations from London to a steel

which enabled us

furnace at Sheffield; and being prevented by other avocations
irom giving personal attendance, the superintendence of the
Avork was consequently intrusted to an intelligent and confidential agent.
To him the steel, together with the alloying
metals in the exact proportion, and in the most favourable
state ibr tiie purpose, was forwarded, with instructions to see
the whole of the metals, and nothing else, packed into the crucible, and placed in the furnace, to attend to it while there,
and to sillier it to remain for some considerable time in a
state of thin fusion, previous to its being poiu'ed out into the
mould. The cast ingot was next, under the same superintendence, taken to the tilting mill, where it was forged into
bars of a convenient size, at a temperature not higher than just
to render the metal sufliciently malleable under the tilt hammer.
When returned to us, it was subjected to examination
both mechanical and chemical, as well as compared with the
similar products of the laboratory. From the external appearance, as well as from the texture of the part when broken by
the blow of the hammer, we were able to form a tolerably correct judgement as to its general merits
the hardness, toughness, and other properties, were farther proved by severe trials,
after being fashioned into some instrument, or tool, and properly hardened and tempered.
It v.'ould prove tedious to enter into a detail of experiments
made in the Koyal Institution a brief notice of them will at
})resent be sufficient.
After making imitations of various specim.ens of meteoric iron, by fusing together pure iron and
nickel, in proportions of 3 to 10 percent., we attem.pted making an alloy of steel with silver, but failed, owing to a superabundance of the latter metal it was found, after very many
combine with
trials, that only the
j^(j part of silver would
steel, and wiien more was used a part of the silver was found
in the form of metallic dt\\\ lining the top and sides of the
crucible; the fused button ;:; elf was a mere mechanical mixture of the two metals, globules of silver being pressed out
of the mass by contraction in cooling, and more of these globules being forced out by the hanuner in forging; and furth.er, when the forged piece was examined, by dissecting it
with diluted sulphuric acid, threads or fibres of silver were
seen mixed with the steel, liaving something of the apj'>earatice of steel and platina when united l)y welding: but when
the proportion of silver was only j^'ijt part, neither dew. globules
;

;

;
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metals being in a slate cf perfect chemical combination, and the silver could only be delected by a delicate cheroical test.
With platina and rhodium, steel combines in every proportion ; and this appears also to he the case with iridium and
osmium from 1 to 80 per cent, cf platina was perfectly combined with steel, in buttons of frcm 500 to 2000 grains. With
rhodium, irom 1 to 50 per cent, was succeGsfulJy used. Equal
parts by weight cf stesl and rhcdium gave a button, which,
when polished, exhibited a surface of the most exquisite
teautjthe colour of this specunen is the finest imaginable
for a metallic mirror, nor does it tarnish by long exposure
to the atmosphere the specific gravity of this beautiful compound is 9.176. The same prcportiou cf steel and platina
gave a good button, but a surface highly crystalline renders
it altogether unfit for a mirror.
In the laboratory we ascertained that, with the exception of silver, the best proportion
of the alloying metal, when the object in view was the improvement of edge-tools, was about -^^-^ part, and in this proportion they have been used in the large way. It may be ri^-ht
to notice, that in fusing the metals in the laboratory no flux
ivhatever was used, nor did the use of any ever appear to be
required.
Silver being comparatively of little value with some of the
alloying metal?, we were disposed to make trial with it as
the first exj^eriment in the large way.
Slbs. of very good
Indian steel was sent to our agent, and with it j
part of
pure silver a part of this was lost owing to a delect in the
moukl; a sufiicient qi'.antity was however saved, to satisfy us
as to the success of the experiment. This, when returned, had
the most favourable appearance both as to surface and fracture; it was harder than the best cast steel, or even tlian the
Indian wootz, v.ith no disposition whatever to crack, either
imder the hammer, or in hardening. Some articles, for various uses, have been made from this alloy
they prove to be
of a very superior quality; its ap.plication v/iil probably be "extended not only to the manufacture of cutlery, but also to various ticscriptions of tools; tlie trifiirg addition of price cannot operate against its very g-eneral introduction.
The silver
alloy may l)e advantageously used ibr almost every puipose
bales, rior fibres appeared,

tlie

:

:

:

—

:

;

lor

which good

Our

steel is recjuired.

next ex})eiiuient made in the large way, was with stee!
and platina. lOlbs. of the same steel, with jlj^ jiart of platina, the latter in tlie state produced by heating the ammonia
muriat€ in a crucible to redness, was forwarded to our agent,
with instructions to treat this in the same wav as the last-
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Tlie whole of this was returned in bars resmoothness of surface and beauty of fracture.
Our own observation, as well as that of the workmen employed
to make from it various articles of cutlery, was, that this alloy, though not so hard as the former, had considerably more
toughness this property will render it valuable for every purpose where tenacity, as well as hardness, is required; neither
will the expense of platina exclude it from a pretty general application in the arts; its excellence will much more than repay

named

metals.

markable

for

:

the extra cost.

The alloys of steel with rhodium have also been made in
the large way, and are perhaps the most valuable of all ; but
these, however desirable, can never, owing to the scarcity of
the metal, be brought into very general use. The compound
of steel, iridium, and osmium, made in the large way, is also
of great value ; but the same cause, namely, the scarcity and
difficulty of procuring the metals, will operate against its very
sufficient quantity of these metals
general introduction.
may, perhaps, be obtained to combine with steel for the purpose of making some delicate instruments, and also as an arIn the mean
ticle of luxury, when manufactured into razors.
time, we have been enabled, repeatedly, to make all these

A

alloys (that with palladium excepted) in masses of from 8 to

20lbs. each; with such liberality were we furnished with the
metals from the source ah'eady named.
point of great importance jn experiments of this kind
was, to ascertain whether the products obtained were exactly
such as we wished to produce. For this purpose, a part of
each product was analysed, and in some cases the quantity
ascertained ; but it was not considered necessary in every case
to verify the quantity by analysis, because, in all the experiments made in the laboratory, the button produced after fusion was weighed, and if it fell short of the weight of both

A

petals put into the crucible, it was rejected as imperfect, and
put aside. When the button gave the weight, and on analysis
gave proofs of containing the metal put in to form the alloy,
and also on being forged into a bar and acted on by acids,
presented an uniform surface, we considered the evitlence of
The jirocesses of
its composition :,s sufficiently satisfactory.
analysis, though simjile, we shall briefly state the information
may be desirable to others who may be engaged on similar
experiments and further, may enable every one to detect any
It would be very desirable at present,
attempt at imposition.
to possess a test as simple, by which we could distinguish the
wootz, or steel of India, from that of Europe but this, unfor:

;

;

tunatclv, requires a

much more

difficult

process of analvsis.

To

;
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To ascertain if platina is in combination with steel, a small
portion of the metal, or some filings taken from the bar, is to
be put into dilute sulphuric acid there will be rapid action
the iron will be dissolved, and a black sediment left, which
the carbon
will contain carbon, hydrogen, iron, and platina
and hydrogen are to be burnt off, the small portion of iron separated by muriatic acid, and the residuum dissolved in a drop
or two of nitro-muriatic acid. Jf a piece of glass be moistened
with this solution, and then heated by a spirit-lamp and the
blow-pipe, the platina is reduced, and forms a metaUic coating
on the glass.
In analysing the alloy of steel and silver, it is to be acted
on by dilute sulphuric acid, and the powder boiled in the acid;
the silver will remain in such a minute state of division, that
The powder is tlien to
it will require some time to deposit.
be boiled in a small portion of strong muriatic acid * ; this will
dissolve the iron and silver, and the latter will fall down as a
chloride of silver on dilution with water; or the powder may
be dissolved in pure nitric acid, and tested by muriatic acid and
;

;

ammonia.

The

and palladium, acted on by dilute sulphuand boiled in that acid, left a powder, which, when
the charcoal was burnt from it, and the iron partly separated
by cold muriatic acid, gave on solution in hot muriatic acid, or
alloy of steel

ric acid,

in nitro-muriatic acid, a muriate of palladium ; the solution,
when precipitated by prussiate of mercury, gave prussiate of
palladium ; and a glass plate moistened with it and heated to
redness, became coated with metallic palladium.

The residuum of the rhodium alloy obtained by boiling in
diluted sulphuric acid, had the combustible matter burnt offj
and the powder digested in hot muriatic acid: this removed the
iron; and by long digestion in nitro-muriatic acid, a muriate
of rhodium was formed, distinguishable by its colour, and by
the triple salt it foi'med with muriate of soda.
To analyse the compound of steel with iridium and osmium,
the alloy should be acted on by dilute sulphuric acid, and the
residuum boiled in the acid the powder left is to be collected
and heated with caustic soda in a silver cnicible to dull redness for a quarter of an hour, the whole to be mixed with water, and having had excess of sulphuric acid added, it is to be
distilled, and that which passes over condensed in a flask: it
will be a solution of oxide of osmium, will have the peculiar
smell belonging to that substance, and will give a blue preci;

• Although it is a generally received opinion tliat muriatic acid does not
act on silver, yet that is not the case; inuc imiriiitic aiid dissolves a small
portion of silver very readily.
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portion in

tlie retort bein^
then poured out, the insoluble part is to be v>' aslied in repeated
portions of water, and then being first shghtly acted on by
muriatic acid to remove the iron, is to be treated with nitromariatic acid, which will give a muriate of iridium.
In these analyses, an experie;:ced eye will frequently perceive, on the first action of the acid, the presence of the alloyWhen this is platina, gold, or silver, a film of the
ing metal.
metal is quickly formed on the surface of the acid.
Of alloys of platina, palladium, rhodium, and iridium and
osmium, a ready test is oirered when the point is not to ascertain what the metal is, but merely whether it be }:)resent or
For this purpose we have only to compare the action
not.
of tlie same acid on the alloy and on a jiiece of steel; the increased action on the alloy immediately indicates the presence
of the metal and by the difference of action, which on experience is fcr.nd to be produced with the different metals, a
judgement may ba formed even of the particular one present.
The order in which the different alloys stand with regard
;

to

tliis

gold

steel, chromium alloy, silver alloy,
rhodium alloy, iridium and osmium

action, is as follows

alloy, nickel alloy,

:

With similar acid the
palladium alio}', platina alloy.
on the pure steel was scarcely perceptible the silver
alloy gave A'ery little gas, nor was tlie gold mnch acted on.
All the others gave gas copiously, but the platina alloy in most
abundance.
In connection with the analysis of these alloys, there arc
some very interesting facts to be obi-erved during the action
of acids on them, and perhaps none cf thcje are more strikuig
than those last referred to. Whei:i the alloys are immersed
alloy,

action

;

in diluted acid, the

exhibit, not ox\\y
steel,

and from each

some of them
them from common
give rise to some consi-

peculiar properties which

mark and

distinguish

other, but also

derations on the state of particles of matter of different kinds
when in intimate mixture or in combination, which may lead
to clearer and more peri'ect ideas on this subject.
If two pieces, one of steel, and one steel alloyed with platina, be immer:icd in weak sulphuric acid, the alloy will be
immediately acted on wilh great rapidity and the evolution of
much gas, and will shortly be dissolved, whilst the steel will
be scarcely at all affected. In this case, it is hardly possible
to compare the strength of the two actions. If the gas be collected from the alloy and from the steel for equal intervals of
tune, the first portions will surpass the second

some hundreds

of times.
very small quantity of platina allovcd with steel confers

A

tliis

;

On
this

property on
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increased the action considerably

;

with

was powerful; with 10 per cent, ol'platina it
witJi 50 per cent, the action
acted, but not with much power
was not more than with steel alone and an alloy of 90 platina
with 20 steel was not affected by the acid.
The action of other acids on these alloys i;? similai* to that
of sulphuric acid, and is such as would be antici}5ated dilute
mui'iatic acid, phosphoric acid, and even oxalic acid, acted on
the platina alloy with the liberation of more gas than from
zinc
and tartaric acid and acetic acid rapidly dissolved it. In
jJ^ij

it

;

;

:

;

way chalybeate solutions, containing small portions of
protoxide of iron, may be readily obtained.
The cause of the increased action of acids on this and similar
alloys, is, as the President of this Society suggested to us, probably electrical. It may be considered as occasioned by the
alloying metal existing in such a state in the mass, that its
particles form voltaic combinations with the particles of steel,
tliis

either directly or by producing a definite alloy, which is diffused through the rest of the steel in which case the whole
mass W(yuld be a series of such voltaic combinations or it may
be occasioned by the liberation, on the first action of the acid,
of particles which, if not pure platina, contain, as has been
sliown, a very large proportion of that metal, and which, being
in close contact with the rest of the mass, form voltaic combinations with it in a very active state
or, in the third place, it
may result from the iron being mechanically divided by the
platina, so that its particles are more readily attacked by the
acid, analogous to the case of proto-sulphuret of iron.
Although we have not been able to prove by such experiments, as may be considered strictly decisi^e, to which of these
causes the action is ovvhig, or how much is due to any of them,
yet we do not hesitate to consider the second as almost entirely,
if not (juite, the one that is active.
The reasons which induce
us to sup}:)ose this to be the true cause of the action, rather than
any peculiar and previous arrangement of the particles of steel
and platina, or than the state of division of the steel, are, that
the two Tuetals combine in every proportion we have tried, and
do not, in any case, exliibit evidences of a sepaiation betw een
them, like those, for instance, which steel and silver exhibit
that whc;n, instead of an acid, weaker agents are used, the alloy
does not seem to act witli them as if it was a series of infinitely
miinite voltaic C()ml)inations of steel and platina, but exactly
as steel alone would do; that the nuiss does not render platina
wire more negative than steel, as it probably in the third case
would do tliat it does not rust more rapidly in a damp atmosphere ; and that when placed in saline solutions, as muriate
Vol.fjO. No. 'lUr,. Xuv. \H2'2.
3 A
of
;

:

:

;

:
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no action takes place between them. In
such cases it acts just like steel; and no agent that we have as
vet tried, has produced voltaic action that was not first able to
set a portion of the platina free by dissolving out tlie iron.
Other interesting phenomena exhibiteil by the action of acid
ofsixla, &c., there

is

on these steels, arc the differences produced vvhen they are
Mr. Daniel, in his interesting papei' on
hard and when soft.
the mechanical structure of iron, published in the .Journal of
Science, has remarked, that pieces of hard and soft steel beingplaced in muriatic acid, the first required five-fold the time of
the latter to saturate the acid and that when its surface was
examined, it was covered with small cavities like v,orm-eaten
wood, and was comj)act and not at all striated, and that the
latter presented a fibrous and wavy texture.
The properties of the platina alloy have enabled us to observe other differences between liard and soft steel equally
striking.
When two portions of the platina alloy, one hard
and one soft, are put into the same diluted sulphuric acid and
suffered to remain for a few hours, then taken out and examined, the hard piece presents a covering of a metallic black
carbonaceous powder, and the surface is generally slightly fibrous; but the soft piece, on examination, is found to be coveretl
with a thick coat of grey metallic plumbaginous matter, soft
to the touch, and which may be cut with a knife, and its quantity seven or eight times that of the powder on the hard piece
it does not appear as if it contained any free charcoal, but considerably resembles the plumbaginous powder Mr, Daniel describes as obtained by the action of acid on cast iron.
The same difference is observed if pure steel be used, but it
is not so striking
because, being much less rapidly attacked
by the acid, it has to remain longer in it, and the powder produced is still further acted on.
The powder procured Irom the soft steel or alloy in these
experiments, when it has not remained long in the acid, ex;

;

plumbago, and aj^pears to be a
It
carburet of iron, and probably of the alloying metal also.
is not acted on by water, but in the air the iron oxidates and
When it remains long in the acid,
discolours the substance.
or is boiled in it, it is reduced to the same state as the jiowder
from the hard steel or alloy.
When any of these residua are boiled in diluted sulphuric
or muriatic acid, pi'otoxide of iron is dissolved, and a black
powder remains unalterable by the further action ol' the acid
it is apparently in greater (juantity from the alloys than from
pure steel, and when washed, dried, and heated lo 300° or 400^
or if lightiu the air, burns like pvrophorus, with luucli iiimc
actly resembles finely divided

;

:

ed.
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ed, burns like bitumen,

and with a bright flame the residuum
is protoxide of iron, and the alloying metal.
Hence, during the
action of the acid on the steel, a portion of hydrogen enters
into combination with part of the metal and the charcoal, and
forms an inflammable compound not acted upon by the acid.
Some striking effects are produced by the action of nitric
acid on these powders.
If that from pure steel be taken, it is
entirely dissolved
and such is also the case if the powder be
taken from an alloy, the metal of which is soluble in nitric
acid
but if the powder is from an alloy, the metal of which
is not soluble in nitric acid, then a black residuum is left not
touclicd by the acid and v.hicli, when washed and carefully
dried, is found, when heated, to be deflagrating; and with some
;

;

;

;

ot the metals,

when

carefully prepared, strongly explosive.

The fulminating preparation obtiiined from the platina alloy,
when dissolved in nitro-nun'iatic acid, gave a solution containing much platina, and very little iron.
When a litde of it was
wrapped in foil and heated, it exploded with nuich force, tearing open the foil, and evolving a faint light.
When dropped
on the surface of heated mercury, it exploded readily at 400°
of Fahrenheit, but with difficulty "at 370°.
When its temperature was raised slowly, it did not explode, but was decomposed
quietly.
\Mien detonated in the bottom of a hot glass tube,
nuich water and fume were given off', and the residuum collected was metallic platina with a very litde iron and charcoal.
are uncertain how far this preparation resembles the fulminating platina of Mr. Edmund Davy.
In these alloys of steel the differences of specific gravity are
not great, and may probably be in part referred to the denser
state of the metals from more or less hammering
at the same
time it may be observed, tliat they are nearly in die order of
the specific gravities of the respecdve alloying metals.
The alloys of steel with gold, tin, coj)per, and chromium,
we have not atten)})ted in tlie large way. In the laboratory,
steel and gold were combined in various proportions
none
of the results were so promising as the alloys already named,
nor did either tin or c()i)]ier, as fiw as we could judge, at all
improve steel. With titanium we failed, owing to tlie imperfection of crucibles.
In one instance, in which the fused butt<ni gave a fine damask surliice, we were disposed to attribute
the aj)pearance to the presence ol" titanium
but in diis we
were misUiken
the fact was, we had unintentionally made
wootz.
The button, by analysis, gave a little silex and alumine, but not an atom ol'titanium menachanite, in a jjarticular
state ol" preparation, was used: tliis might possiljly contain the
earths or their basis, or they may have Ibrmed a part of the
'
fiurihk.
:j
a '1
M. IVrlhier,

We
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made the alloy of steel and chroiavourably of it.
have made only
two experiments. 1600 grains of steel, with 16 of pure chrome,
were packed into one of the best crucibles, and placed in an
excellent blast furnace
the metals were fused, and kept in
that state for some time.
The fused button proved good and
forged well: although hard, it showed no disposition to crack.
The surface being brightened, and slightly acted on by dilute
sulphuric acid, exhibited a crystalline appeai'ance; the crystals, being elongated by forging, and the surface again polished, gave, by dilute acid, a very beautiful damask.
Again,
1600 grains of steel with 48 of pure chrome Avere fused: this
gave a button considerably harder than the former. This too
was as malleable as pure iron, and also gave a very fine damask. Here a phenomenon rather curious was observed the
damask was removed by }3olishing, and restored by heat witliout the use of any acid. The damasked suiface, now coloui'ed
by oxidation, had a vei-y novel appearance the beauty was
heightened by heating the metal in a way to exhibit all the
colours caused by oxidation, from pale straw to blue, or fi^om
about 430 to 600*^ of Fahrenheit. The blade of a sabre, or
some such instrument, made fi'om this allo}'^, and treated in
this way, would assuredly be beautiful, whatever its other properties might be; for of the value of the chrome alloy for edge
tools we are not prepared to speak, not having made trial of
its cutting powers.
The sabre blade, thus coloured, would
amount to a proof of its being well tempered; the blue back
would indicate the temper of a watch sjn-ing, while the straw
colour towards the edge viould announce the requisite degree
of hardness.
It is confessed, that the operation of tempering
any blade of considerable length in this way, wouhl be attended
with some difficulty.
In the account now given of the different alloys, only one
ti'iple compound is noticed, namely, steel, iridium and osmium;
but this part of the subject certainly merits further investigation, offering a wide and interesting field of research.
Some
attempts to form other combinations of this description proved
encouraging, but we were prevented, at the time, by various
other avocations, from bestowing on them that attention and
labour they seemed so well to deserve f
It is a curious fact, that when pure iron is substituted for
steel, the alloys so formed are much less subject to oxidation.
3 per cent, of iridium and osmium fused with some pure iron,
first
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* Annalrs de Clihnir, wii, 55.
It is oar intention to contiiuie these cxpcrinicnts at every opportunity
but tht'j- arc laborious, and rt-fjuire much time and patience.
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gave a button, which when forged and polished was exposed,
witli many other pieces of ii'on, steel, and alloys, to a moist
atmosphere: it was the last of all showing any rust. The colour of this compound was distinctly blue; it had the property
of becoming harder when heated to redness, and quenched in
a cold fluid. On observing this steel-like character, we suspected the presence of carbon: none, however, was ibund, although carefully looked for. It is not improbable that there
may be other bodies, besides charcoal, capable of giving to
iron the properties of steel and though we cannot agree with
M. Boussingault *, when he would replace carbon in steel by
silica or its base, we think his experiments very interesting on
this point, which is woi'thy further examination.
are not informed as to what extent these alloys, or any
of them, have been made at home, or to what uses they have
been applied ; their more general introduction in the manufacture of cutlery would assuredly add to the value, and conseThere are
quently to the extension of that branch of trade.
various other important uses to which the alloys of steel may
advantageously be applied. If our information be correct, the
alloy of silver, as well as that of platina, has been to some condo know,
siderable extent in use at His Majesty's Mint.
that several of the alloys have been diligently and successfully
made on the Continent, very good specimens of some of them
liaving been handed to us; and we are proud of these testimonies of the utility of our endea\ours.
To succeed in making and extending the application of
these new compounds, a considerable degree of faithiul and
diligent attention will be required on the part of the operators.
The purity of the metals intended to form the compound is
essential ; the perfect and complete fusion of both must, in
every case, be ascertained it is further requisite, that the metals be kept for some considerable time in the state of thin fusion: after casting, the forging is with equal care to be attended
to; the metal nuist on no account be overheated; and this is
more particularly to be attended to when the alloying metal
The same care is
is fusible at a low temperature, as silver.
to be observed in hardening: the article is to be brought to a
cherry-red colour, and then instantly quenched in the cold
;

We

We

:

fluid.

In tempering, which is best performed in a metallic bath
properly constructed, the bath will recjuire to be heated lor the
respective alloys, from about 70" to 100" of Fahrenheit above
the point of temperature required for the best cast
* AiinaUs de C/iimic, xvi.

slcel.

Wc

J.

would
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would fiirllier recommend, that this act of temper hig be performed twice that is, at the usual time before grinding, and
This
ao-ain just before the hist pohsh is given to the blade.
second tempering may perliaps appear superfluous, but upon
were led to adopt
trial its utility will be readily admitted.
the practice by analogy, when considering the process of making and tempering watch-springs.
;

We

LXXVII. On

Mr.
J.

To

the Editors

Murray's Commimicalions.
MooKE, Junior.

J.

Bi)

of the Philosophical Magazine and Jortrnal.

— iVIr. Murray does

not seem to like notes of
sentence of his comnumication
to you in your last September Number, requires I should ask
him a question. I should not have noticed this sentence, but
I suppose Mr. Murray has a motive in using the word repeat.

Gentlemen,

interrogation; yet the very

first

He says " I repeat that I see no necessity whatever for republishing on the part of Mr. John Moore, Jun. that which X
had already done." I cannot find where he before has stated
This shows the propriety
that which he now says he repeats.
of my asking Mr. Murray where is his previous statement?
I have not copied the whole of Mr. Murray's paragraph,
But when I
because some of it is irrelevant to the subject.
take the whole of it into consideration, I conclude Mr. Murray
means for your readers to suppose, that his apparatus and mine
are the same, and that we are only contending for the priority
A mere view of the two plans will convince any
of invention.
unprejudiced person that they are unlike both in construction
:

and

effect.

My

apparatus, by drawing and returning the pistons, exhausts the lungs, and immediately I'efills them with fresh air;
and this change is continued as long as the pistons are thus
moved, without any further attention of the operator ; and
it also has the advantage of giving to the lungs a similar motion to that of br'^athing.

Mr. Murray's apparatus is to give motion to the lungs, but
from them alter the fijst portion has been

to exclude fresh air

injected

;

without natural respiration returns.

request you to refer to Mr. Murray's drawing and
description of his apparatus, Phil. Mag. vol. Iviii. p. 277, wliere
Mr. Murray's words are: "The stoji ci)ck is so constructed,
that when the handle is parallel with the pipe, as in the figure,
there
I will

fvr redorlng the Action of the Lungs.
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a free communication established between the hmgs
cylindei", to the exchision of external air: when, on
the other hand, the cock is turned the quadrant of a circle, the
communication loith the lungs is cut ojf\ and there is a freecliannel opened between the cylinder and the external atmospheric
there

is

and the

air."

You will now observe, should the operator through hurry
or forgetfulness not retiu'u the cock irom the quadrant of a
circle to be parallel with its pipe, the unfortunate being on
whom IMr. Murray's plan of resuscitation has been attempted,
will be in a most pitiable situation ; because his lungs will be
in a partial vacuum, and cannot receive any supply of air
from the atmosphere.
The operator in addition to this is
liable to two very considerable en-ors, the consequence of this
cock, which will be evident to all who may investigate the plan,
therefore I have no occasion to mention them.
Mr. Minrav
says: " I have given mij reasons for rejecting the cumbrous and
troublesome modification obtruded. These reasons remain
inviolate."

Gentlemen,

I

beg you

You

to refer to his reasons,

Phil.

Mag.

one (for Mr. INTurray does not tell who) immediately rejected some apparatus of his
inventirmfrom \t^ complete uselessness:
annexed to this, he states
it was also abandoned on two other conditions.
I should have
thought that a machine that was rejected from its complete iiselessness, did not require two other conditions for it to be abandoned by such a man as Mr. Murray. But as he had there
stated that his useless invention was somewhat similar to mine,
to settle this point, I asked him in my previous communication
to you, if his was not dissimilar to mine in sovte essential pait?
This, Gentlemen, was one of the questions I proposed to him,
vol. lix. p. ST^.

will there find that sojue

—

—

which remain unanswered.

You

will therefore peiceive, that

of his refers to an invention of his, which some
one has condemned, and by his publishing the same has sanctioned as completely useless.
This I'cference nuist have been
because it could only tend to remind
nonsL-nsical on his part
us of an invention of his that cannot be any credit to him.
this paragra})h

;

"The Reply is a mere tissue oi'(jucsmarks of interrogation are interspersed
A
very convenient mode of reply, it must needs be confessed.
For instance, I am asked how the individual becomes reanimated ? This is introduced as a species of climax to a most
Mr. Murray

tions; fourteen

states:

!

disingenuous (I shall not term it williil or malignant) perversion of my language.
(jentlenieii. What a tissue of questions mine nnist liavc been,
Ihal

Mr. Moore
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in

Beply

to

Mr. Murray,

Mr. Murray should have garbled one, 7ioliccd all, but
ANSWERED NONE OF THEM
Mr. Murray says I asked him how the individual becomes
reanimated.
Here he has garbled my question, even whilst he
that

!

!

was complaining of my pei'verting his language. To convince
you who is guilty of the wilfid or malignant perversion of language, I will transcribe from period to period that which I did
state, which I shall place on one side, whilst that, wliich Mr.
Murray said I did state, I will place on the other side.
Mr. Murray's quotation of
My question to Mr. Murray, Phil.

Mag.

vol. Ix. p. 64,

be as Mr. Murray
has stated, that the air undergoes no change whatever, how
was, " If

it

the individual becomes
reanimated ? He says it is absiu"d to give a continued su]}ply of fresh air to an individ ual,
until the natural respiration

is

it

it

with quotation marks, Phil,

Mag. voL Ix. p. 186
"Mr.
Murray has stated that the
:

air

undergoes no change wliat-

ever."

returns."

Gentlemen, Mr. Murray's statement of his own words is
which see Phil. Mag. vol. lix. page 374, and
vol. Ix. page 186; yet he has placed to them the marks of
I will give you
quotation, and had them printed in italics.
one more specimen of Mr. Murraj^s carelessness. In Phil.
Mag. vol. lix. at the top of page 374, he has actually stated
I signed my name Mr. John INIoore, Jun. for he has placed
also garbled, for

quotation marks to

He may

Mr.

Mag. vol. Ix. p. 172, lie has
given an excuse for his mis-statements.
It is, " (for in truth I
very seldom read over what I have written, certainly never
If a man pubtake or retain a copy of my communications.)"
lishes without readino- what he has written, the meaning thereof
may not only be that which he did not intend, but also that
which he cannot find an argument to support.
If Mr. Murray had read two or thiee times some of his
communications which refer to me, I think they would haVe
been divested of several words which they now letain, and
been otherwise much improved.
say,

that in Phil.

I

Gentlemen,
remain respect full}',

Lawrence-Hill, Bristol, 2Gth Oct. 1822.

S:c.

JoHN MoORE,

Jun.
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[
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LXXVIII.

Inquiry respec/ing Floods in Dorsetshire.

the Editors

of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

—1

shall be much obliged

to any of your readsuch information as they are able to do,
respecting a great flood in Dorsetshire many years ago.
The intbrmation, perhaps, maybe obtained from the Sherborne Mercury: which I believe (but do not know that it did)
existed at the time in question. If so, perhaps some one would
oblige me by looking at the old newspapers in the British Muers, wlio will give

seum

me

the intelligence desired.
know the dates of any floods in Dorsetshire, in
the winters of 1750-1, 1751-2, and 1752-3.
foi'

I also wish to

An

Inquirer.

4th November, 1822.

LXXIX.

Notices respecting Neiv

Booh.

A Vie-jo of the Structure, Functiojis and Disorders ofthe Stomach,
andAlimentary Organs of theHumanBody-, laith Physiological
Observations and Remarks upon the Qualities and Effects of
Food and Fermented Liquors. By Thomas Hare, F. L. S. Si.c.
Fellow of the Ivoyal College of Surgeons in London. Longman and Co. 1821. pp. 300. 8vo.
J. H E physiological history of man forms an especial feature
of this work, and renders it more extensively interesting than

the title-page would lead us to expect, notwithstanding the
whole subject is of universal concern. Our limits allow us
only to notice, in a brief and cursory way, certain parts of its
original physiology, and which is well illustrated by plates
from the author's drawings. The contractile and convulsive
actions of the stomach and intestines lead to a curious explanation of the structure of muscidarfibre and its adaptation to
the exercise of its mechanical functions while illustrations of
the ultimatefibre,i\ol only hy its own character and properties^
;

but by comparison w ith those of vegetable and mineral matter,
seem sufficiently to establish its tubulated stnicture, contrary to
such opinions as have been adopted of its density, and of its
being infinitely divisible. The progress of the work affords
opportunities for various chemical considerations, and particularly the influence of alimentary objects on cln-onic diseases.
The maimer in which fermented liquors act on the brain and
nervous system, so as to produce those aberrations of perception which accompany drunkenness, is among the most hiterCHting of tliese: and alter his views of scrofula, of atmospheric
influence, and local station, Mr. Hare concludes his work
Vol. 60. No. 295. Nov. 1822.

3
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with the natural histor}-, physiology and diseases of what he
properly terms " those primary instruments of the alimentary
process the teeth, his researches on which subjects lead

him

to believe,

" I. That enamel
ment of prisms and

is

constituted by a longitudinal arrange-

is made up of an aggregation of molecules, each distinct figure of which is a rhomb.
" II. That longitudinal cracks of the enamel are directed
by the corresponding arrangement of its prisms; and that
they may be rendered undulating, as they often appear by the
rhomboidal figure of those molecules, which in the aggregate
compose the prism.
" III. That the arrangement of the rhomboidal molecules
directs the diagonal fracture of the enamel.
" TV. That the aggregation of rhomboidal molecules mechanically facilitates the disintegration of the enamel by compression from the lateral surfaces of adjoming teeth, thereby
giving extraneous matters an opportunity of acting at large
upon the whole substance of the tooth compressed.
" V. That the aggregation of the molecules is favourable
in particular to the insidious agency of acrid and decomposing
fluids, which are modified as to their chemical influence by the
state of the stomach, by various matters of aliment as soon as
they come within the lips, and by various nostrums which are
used for cleaning the teeth, and, according to the language of
"
quackerj', ' strengthening the gums.'
It will be seen, from the foregoing glance at a few of the
subjects of this volume, that it contains much, not only to engage the attention of the philosophical as well as the medical
student, but to interest and instruct the general reader.
;

that each prism

A Celestial Atlas,

comprising a Systematic Displa^j of the Heaa Series of Thirty Maps. Illustrated hij Scientifc Descriptions of their Contents : and accompanied hy Catalogues
of the Stars. With Astronomical Exercises. By Alexander
Jamieson, A.M.
vens, in

We

congratulate the astronomical student, and the lovers
of one of the most delightful of sciences, on the valuable help
they will receive f> om Mr. Jamieson's Celestial Atlas, which is
not only calculated to facilitate the study of astronomy, but to
give a new charm to the contemplation of the starry heavens,
by pointing out how it can be rendered most agreeable and instructive.

The idea of a Celestial Atlas was first suggested by our immortal countryman Flamstead, whose great Atlas was the basis of M. de la Caille's Atlas Ccelestis ; for the latter merely
reduced the English astronomer's maps, and rectified the stars
for

:
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What M*

M. Bode

did with the
Atlas Ccelestis, in his Vorstellung der Gestirne ; which has been
the only Atlas that for some time obtained the estimation of
astronomers on the continent of Europe, or indeed in this
country-.
But while Mr. Jamieson has availed himself of the
labours of his predecessors, he has not been a servile copj-ist
on the contrary, his work differs as much from those we have
mentioned as it is well possible for books to differ, written in
illustration of the same subject.
The Celestial Atlas may be divided into three distinct parts.
The first, which is introductory, is allotted to some brief definitions, and the manner of using the maps, so as to render
them of as general utility and of as easy application as the celestial globe.
By means of these maps, a complete knowledge
may be gained of the rising, culminating, and setting of the
stars, the situation of the planets, the place of the moon, and
all the positions into which the grand machine of the universe
is successively put throughout the year.
The second and descriptive portion of the work, treats of
the boundaries and contents of the several constellations, and
the signs of the zodiac. The student who makes himself master
of this part of the work will become as familiarly acquainted
with the names and situations of the stars, as with the localities of places on a geographical map.
The third distinct part of the Avork consists of a series of
well-constructetl Exercises for acquiring a knowledge of the
successive appearances of the constellations and signs, in the
evening, at midnight, or in the morning, throughout the year.
These Exercises are written in a popular language, without
any regard to the learned phraseology of astronomers. Indeed,
throughout the whole work, Mr. Jamieson's great object appears to have been to render the subject familiar to any ordinary capacity, disdaining all ostentatious display of leurning,
and anxious only to be understood.
have only to add, that the engravings are worthy of the
subject
they aie in the best stvle ot Ncele, and are beautifully
coloured,
Caille did with Flamstead's Atlas,

We

:

PartW. of the

Philosophical Transactions for 1822 has just
been published: The following are its Contents:
Experimeiils and Observations on the Development of mag-

Wm.

and Iron by Percussion. By
Jun. Esq.
On the Alloys ol" Steel. By .1. Stodart,
IOs(j. and Ml. M. Faradav.
Some Observations on the buffy
Coat()f tl.c Blood, i(fc.
\\\ .John Davy, M.D.— On the Me^
chanibui of the Spine.
By I lenn- Eurle, Emj. Of tlie \trves
netical Properties in 8to!el
Scores.l)y,

—

—

—

.-5

B'J
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—
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Muscles of the Chest, in the Actions of
and Expression. By Charles Bell, Esq.
Experiments and Observations on the Newry Pitch-stone,
and its Products and on the Formation of Pumice. By the
Observations on the Changes the Egg
Rt. Hon. Geo. Knox.
undergoes during Incubation in the common Fowl, illustrated
by microscopical Drawings. By Sir Everard Home, Bart.
Some Observations on Corrosive Sublimate. By John Davy,
M.D. On the State of Water and Aeriform Matter in 'CaBy Sir Humphry Davy, Bart.
vities found in certain Crystals.
Some Experiments on the Changes which take place in the
By William
fixed Principles of the Egg during Incubation.
On the Placenta. By Sir Everard Home, Bart.
Prout, M.D.
Of the Geographical Situation of the Three Presidencies,
By
Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, in the East Indies.
Of the Difference of Longitudes found by
J. Goldingham, Esq.
Chronometer, and by correspondent Eclipses of the Satellites
of Jupiter; with some supplementary Information relative to
Madras, Bombay, and Canton; as also the Latitude and
Longitude of Point de Galle and the Friar's Hood. By
Observations on the genus Planaria.
J. Goldingham, Esq.
By J. R. Johnson, M.D. Some Experiments and Researches
on the saline Contents of Sea-water, undertaken with a view
to correct and improve its chemical Analysis. By Alexander
On the ultimate Analysis of Vegetable and
Mercet, M.D.
Animal Substances. By Andrew Ure, M.D.

which

associate the

Bi'eathing, Speaking,

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Cambridge P/iilosophical Soeietj/has }ust published a second
half-volume of Transactions: it contams the following papers:
Analysis of a native Phosphate of Copper from the Rhine by
Upon the regular Crystallization of Water, and
F. Lunn, Esq.
upon the Form of its primary Crystals: by Dr. E. D. Clarke.
On ths Application of Hydrogen Gas to produce a moving
Tower in Machinery ; with a Description of an Engine which is
moved by the Pressure of the Atmosphere upon a Vacuum caused
by Explosions of Hydrogen Gas and Atmospheric Airs: by Rev. W.
On a remarkable Peculiarity in tlie Law of the extraordiCecil.
nary Refraction of differently coloured Rays exhibited by certain
Notice of
Varieties of Apophyllite by J. F. W. Herscliel, Esq
the Astronomical Tables of Mohammed Abibeker Al Farsi, two
copies of which are preserved in the Public Library of the University of Cambridge: by Rev. Prof. Lee.— On Sounds excited in
Hydrogen Gas by Professor Leslie. On the Connexion of Galvanism and Magnetism
by Rev. Professor Cumming. On the
Application of Magnetism as a Measure of Electricity by Rev.
Professor Cumming.
A Case of extensive Solution of the Stomach
I)y the Gastric Fluids after Death
by Dr. Haviland.— On the Physical Structure of the Lizard District of Cornwall: by the Rev,
:

—

—

—

:

—

:

:

—

:

—

:

I'rofctbor

——
:
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Professor Sedgwick.— On Double Crystals of Fluor Spar: by W.
Whewell, Esq. On an Improvement in the Apparatus for proNotice of a large Hucuring Potassium : by the Rev. W. Mandell.
man Calculus in the Library of Trinity College : by Rev. ProOn a Dilatation of the Ureters, supposed to have
fessor Gumming.
been caused by a Malformation of their Vesical Extremities : by J.
Okes, Esq. Geological Description of Anglesea: by J. S. Henslow,
Esq. Some Observations on the Weather, accompanied by an extraordinary Depression of the Barometer, during the Month of
December, 1821 : by Rev. J. Hailstone. Extract from the Minute

—

—

—

—

—

—

Book, &c.

•

V. Part I. of the Transactions of the Horticultural Siociety
has just been published The contents are as follows
On the Species, Races, and Varieties of the Genus Brassica
(Cabbage), and the Genera allied to it. By M. De CandoUe.
On Horizontal Espalier Training. By Mr. John Mearns.
On Chinese Horticulture, Agriculture, and on Esculent VegeOn the
tables used in China. By John Livingstone, Esq.
House Management of Peaches and Nectarines. By Mr. P.
On Accidental Intermixture of Character in cerFlanagan.
On a Collection of Pears from the Garden of the
tain Fruits
Luxembourg at Paris. By Mr. John Turner. -^Additional Account of the New Hybrid Passifloras: Further Account of
On the
Chinese Chrysanthemums. By Joseph Sabine, Esq.
Destruction of Caterpillars on Fruit Trees. By Mr. John
Sweet.
On Tropical Fruits worth Cultivating in England.
By Mr. John Lindley. On the Cultivation of the Pine-apple
On a New Variety of Ulnms suberosa, and a successful Method
of Grafting Tender Scions of Trees. By Thos. And. Knight,
On the Fruit of Fig-Trees On the Effects produced
Esq.
l)y Ringing upon Fig-Trees, and on their Cultivation. By Sir
Charles M. L. Monck, Bart.

VoL

:

:

—

—

—
:

—

—

—

—

:

Recent Publications.
comprising a View of the Order of the
Strata, Coal-fields, and Minerals of the District of the Avon.
By Joseph Sutclifle. 8vo.
A Treatise on Practical Gauging. By A. Nesbitt and
Geological Essays

W.

Little.

;

12mo.

Zoological Researches in the Island of Java, &c., with FiBy Thomas Horsgures of Native Quadrupeds and Jiirds.
No. IV. ito.
field, M.I).
Star Tables for 1822. By T. Lynn. No. II. Royal 8 vo.
The Elements of Astronomy. By John Brinkley, D.D. 8vo.
Astronomischc Iliilfstafcln fur 1822. 8vo.
An Analytical Dictionary of the English Language. By
D. Booth. Part I.
A Treatise
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A Treatise on the Morbid Respiration of Domestic AnimalsBy Edward

Causer, Surgeon, late Veterinary Surgeon to His
Regiment of Dragoons. 8vo.
Manual of Practical Anatomy for the Use of Students

Majesty's

A

4tli

engaged in Dissections. By Edward Stanley, Assistant Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital. 12mo.
Practical Observations on the Nautical Almanack and Astronomical Ephemeris. By James South, F.R.S. 8vo.
Anatomical and Physiological Researches. By Herbert
Mayo. No. I. 8vo.
Outlines of the Geology of England and Wales.
By the
Rev. W. D. Conybeare, F.R.S. M.G.S. &c. and Wm. Phillips,
F.L.S. M.G.S. &c. Parti. Bvo.
First Elements of the Theory of Series and Differences.^to.

Preparing for

Puhlicotio7i.

Chevalier Dupin, Member of the Royal Institute of France,
and author of Voyages dans la Grande Bretagne, is about to
publish the second part of his Mathematical Researches, under
This
the title of Applications de Geometrie et de Mccka?iique.
work, which form a 4to volume, with 16 plates, contains the
author's tlieories upon the stability of floating bodies ; upon
the researches relative to the best construction of roads over
soils of every kind, in various circumstances ; upon the removal
of any heap of materials of a speciiied figure, and forming therewith another heap of a required figure {deblaiet irmblai); upon
the laws according to which, rays of light, emitted from a single
point, are subjected in their various reflections from mirrors of
any form ; finally, upon the mathematical examination of the
new structure of English men of war.

—

ANALYSIS OF PERIODICAL WORKS ON ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.
Sowe?-bi/s

Mineral Conchology.

No. 65.

PI. 372. Ampullaria amhidacruvi, one of the most common
shells from that mine of fossil conchology, Hordwell-cliff".

Mr. Sowei'by has very well distinguished it from two or three
Regarding the generic situation of
other kindred species.
these shells, we cannot agree with either Cuvier or Lamarck.
That they have never been found excepting in marine formations, is a strong presumption against Cuvier's opinion that they
belong to the Ainptdlarice, of which all the recent species are
fluviatic ; while on the other hand we cannot possibly discover
why they should be separated from Natica as a distinct genus,
according to the supposition of Lamarck.
think, if any of
the species from Hovdwell-cliff are placed by the side of our common English Nalica glaucina, not a shade of difference in their
(brmation

We

;
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formation will be observed. A.amhulacrumh defined as "globose,
with a canal around an acute spire, umbilicus plain within."
PI. 373 contains two new Naticce. N.jJatula : " Hemisphae-

smooth; spire small, depressed; umbilicus open, containmg a spiral ridge;" found in the Suffolk crag. N. striata:
Subhemisphaerical, smooth: spire small, depressed; umbilicus
open, base concentrically striated.
Mr. Sowerby's observation on the diiference between these two shells evinces much
judgement.
wish he had not followed the example of
Dr. Leach, in substituting the little-known and unmeaning name
roidal,

We

of Acteon for that of Tornatella, as applied to the generic appellation of Valuta tornatilis.
De Montford's system has
sunk into that oblivion it so justly merits, almost as soon as
it was built, and it may serve as a warning to those young
conchologists who fancy their reputation will be advanced by
opposing established authorities, and building up systems of
their own. TornatellaNoce, Tab. 374', as Mr. S. conjectures, appears a very uncertain species. The next Plate contains 3 shells.
Buccinum junceum {Murex jimceus of Brander). B. sulcatum :
Turrited, acute, transversely furrowed
whorls ventricose
aperture ovate; lip toothed within.
B. Mitrula: Tmrited,
acute, costated ; aperture elongated, obtuse above ; lip sharpedged with a small rounded sinus in the upper part. The
first and last of these shells, B. junceum and Mitrula, evidently
belong to the genus Pleurotoma of Lamarck.
The descriptions of the remainmg plates are postponed.
;

Genera of Shells. Nos. 7 and 8.
the genera contained in these Numbers in the order in which they follow in the letter-press.
Chama the species represented on this plate are C/i. Damacornis, Arcinella, Lazarus and squamosa.
Solenimya:
(a name judiciously adopted from Mr. Bowdich, in preference to Lamarck's Solemya,) consisting of two species,
to which Mr. S. has added a third with some doubt and
without any description.
Isocardia: with figures of/. Cw,
Moltkiana and Basochianu. Iridina; a fresh-water genus of
great rarity, well described, and accompanied by a beautiful
plate of /. clongata.
The author, however, is not aware of
a second S]iecies being figured by Bruguiere and a third has
recently fallen under our own inspection.
Limnea: 'Mr.
Sowerby, as we before observed, has united the genera Limnea and Phifsa of Lamarck and Draparnaud, together with
tiiose of Aplexa and Mijxas, all under this genus.
do
So-iOe7-b7/s

We

shall

notice

:

;

We

not at present concur

being more inclined
to keep Limnea and PJnjsa distinct, attaching to the first the
sub-genus Aplexa, and to tlic latter that of Myxas : thus
placing
in this alteration,
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placing these solitary shells as connecting species, instead of
connecting genera, between Limnea and P/it/sa.
would,
however, recommend the perusal of Mr. Sowerby's observations, which are drawn up with great clearness.
Ten very accurate figures are given of as many species, but only two of
these are accompanied by descriptions. Anastoma a genus
formed of the Helix ringens of Linngeus, and a Helix we wish
it to remain, thougli it has had various other names, and the
small variety has been made into another species we consider it
a variety, because we know that in this, and other Helices, the
number of teeth is always inclined to vary. Gi-ycymeris :
the habits of this shell, when compared with many Solens, will
bring the two genera as closely as possible together, and Solenimya, as Mr. S. conjectures, should range in the same group.
Lithotryra: this is a very extraordinary genus, quite new to
us, belonging to the Linnasan Barnacles, and to Lamarck's
class of Cirripedes.
Mr. S. gives a detailed accoimt of the
only species he has met with, accompanied by the following
generic character:
Testa irregulariter subpyramidalis, lateribus compressis, pedunculo tubuloso tendineoque imposita,

We

:

;

—

octovalvis; valvis contiguis, injequalibus, lateribus sex, infe-

rioribus minimis

Appendix
dunculi.

;

dorsali

magna,

ligulata, antica minutissima.

testacea patellam inversam referens, ad basim peAnimal intermedium inter sessiles et pedunculatos

saxorum cavos ab ipso terebratos incolens.
these characters the structure, as we think, will be
found at variance with the idea that the animal is able to pierce
a deep cavity in limestone rocks; for, as it is elevated on a
peduncle, it must in that case detach itself from some other
substance, work with its head downwards to permit its coming
in contact with the rock, and then again reverse itself, and fix
all this, we conceive, is
its seat in the bottom of the cavity
Cirripedes,

From

:

We

highly improbable, if not impossible.
have learnt that all
tlie specimens which have been brought to England, were
procured from one rock at Montserrat; and our present
belief is, that they belong to a species exclusively inhabiting
the deserted cavities previously made in rocks by the Plioladaricc; precisely in the same manner as the Hermit Crab takes
do not, however, wish this
up its abode in empty shells.
opinion to be implicitly believed, but merely offer it as the
most probable of the two, and until further information may supply the place of conjecture on this very interesting subject.
Mr. Sowerby animadverts, with great reason, on the strange
and even absurd idea of making Otion (a Linnaean Barnacle)
Crenatula:
a bivalve shell, because it has only two valves
a genus vei-y well defined, and with two excellent figures.
Perna : Mr. S. is not aware that this genus was one of the

We

!

last

;

On
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last instituted by the great Linnaus, though not published
under his name the honour must not therefore be conferred
on Lamarck. Four admirable figures are annexed.
In conclusion. Anxious as we are for the success and improvement of this work, we must again urge to the authors our
;

—

strong recommendation to give some descriptive or specific
characters to the shells they figure, and also to add references
to those authors who have previously figured or described
them.
This is a tluty they owe, not only to the public, but to
the labours of those who "have gone before them, and whose
writings they must of necessity consult, before they can take
upon themselves to publish any subjects as hitherto undescribed
or misunderstood.

No. 26.
well-known Linna^an species, but
26. Comis vitidinus, a remai-kable va-

Siva/nson's Zoological Illustrations.
•

PI. 125. Prtjy;7/o iV/V«/5, a

verj- well figured.

—

PI.

1

riety of this shell not before figured.

&

128.
These plates form a complete illustration of
PI. 127
the beautiful cone, vulgarly called the Spanish Admiral. Four
distinct varieties are represented with great beauty the specific
character also has been drawn up with precision, and sufliciently
proves this shell to be distinct from C. general is, in opposiat the same time
tion to the opinion of the Linnaean school
we perfectly agree with Mr. S., that both Bruguiere, Lamarck
and even Dr. Solander, have created in this genus an unnean error arising from the vacessary multiplication of species,
riability in the colour and markings of all the cones.
Pi. 129. Melliphaga torqnata, a species distinguished froni
M. lunata by these characters. M. olivaceo-fulva, infra alba
caj)ite auribusque nigris, torque nuchali lunato, albo
superciliorum cute rubra.
The bill of this bird is very short; but
the nostrils at once point it out as belonging to the Australa;

:

—

;

eiau

Honeys uckers.
The Botanical

Number

Register.

No. 93.

unusually rich in novelties.
PI. 662. has
Gryimwlnma macnlatum, a new plant of this little-known genus,
from HraziJ, tlius defined. G. aspera,erecta [//;«"], ramis virgatls
4-gonis pictis
foliis oblongo-lanceolatis, subserratis
floribus
erectis, tenninalibus, 1
3; pedunculis folio phninnun brevioribus ; radio 8-floro.
PI. 663. An unrecorded Ili/po.ris, from the Ca])c, with the
specific name of sleUi])ilis.
II. rliizomate ovuto; foliis radicalibus plurimis trilariain fiisciculatis triquctro-subulatis, epilis
brevil)us stelhitis implcxis subtus tomentoso-candicantibus, ghnaliculo carinatpie acutis
umbella pauci- (2) flora. This s})e\''ol. 60. No. 29';. Nov. 1822.
3 C
cific
Tliis

;

is

—

:

;
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character might have been more simple, but that of Wicxia
viminea (GS*) exceeds all bounds for instead of singling out,
as it were, only the two or three distinguishing peculiarities of
the species, it is extended to a description of the whole plant.
Naturalists in general, who wish to facilitate a knowledge of
species
the true end of all systems ; or who hope to have
their characters adopted, would do well to imitate the imequalled
perspicuity, in this lespect, of the great Linnaeus.
PI. 665. Costiis angustifolius, a new and superb plant sent
by Dr. Wallich from Nepal, is here recorded as a variety of
speciosuSy from which ophiion, however, we totally differ.
PL 666. Begonia argyrostigma, a singular species from Brazil ; the leaves being covered with silver-like spots.
PI. 667. Loasa tricolor, from Peru.
must again advert
shall,
to the diffuse specific character given to this plant.
however, copy it, as the subject is singular and interesting,
L. urens, erecta, foliis oppositis, bipinnatifidis, ambitu angulari
cordato ; calyce petalis eequali coronoe foliolo singulo extus
caudiculis subtrinis linearibus diffiis^ prostratis ad imam baseos
marginem appendiculato staminum fasciculis subdecandris.
PI. 668. Arum Dracontiu?u oi'Pursh, but notof Thunberg:
native of North America.
cific

;

—

We

We

;

:

Cia-tis's Bota?iical

Magazitie. No. 430.

from the Cape; already figured
Register, PI. 320, Andromeda axillaris, a variety of
the plant described by Pursh.
Broussonetia papyrifera, the
Paper Mulberry Tree a vegetable of little beauty, but most
important to the inhabitants both of Japan and Otaheite ; the
PI. 2356. Crdssula versicolor,

in the

:

former of which fabricate paper, and the latter a beautiful
white cloth, from the inner bark of this tree.
Spigelia anthelmia : considered in hot climates an excellent
add, on our own authority, that it
specific for worms.
naturally grows in moist shady thickets, and the borders of

We

woods and

plantations.

f

Hove7iia didcis, Willd, Iris areata, from Caucasus.
Tetragonia expansa. New Zealand Spinach. This plant appears to be a valuable addition to our esculent vegetables; and
its cultivation has recently been strongly recommended by
Mr. Anderson, in the 4th vol. of Horticultural Transactions.
Plate 2363 terminates this Number, with Statice jEgyptiaca,
a species recently introduced by P. B. Webb, Esq.
Geraniacecc. No. 34.

Only one
which

is

is in this Number, Horia nutans^
thus defined -.—^H. acaulis, scapo diviso, umbellis ca-

real

species

pitatis

—
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pitatis conffestis depressis, floribus nutantibus, foliis bipinnatis

hirsutis:

toliolis

pinnatifido-laciniatis multifidis subdentatis;

petalis siiperioribus refractis, iiiferioribus concavis conniventibiis.

pi.

This plant

is

the Pelargonium rapaceum of

Bot Mag.

1877.
Loddiges' Botanical Cabinet.

Part 66.

Many

of the beautiful and little-known Orchidea of the
Soudi of Europe, introduced by the exertions of Mr. Swainson, are now becoming known to die gardens of Britain, and

appear in our monthly publications ; among these we notice
Scrapias Lingua, a very extraordinary plant, figured in the
work now before us, several roots of which Mr. S. sent to the
Ophrys lutea is another species
Liverpool garden from Sicily.
figured in the last Number of Dr. Hooker's Exotic Flora, and
others are contained both in the Botanical Register and Curtis's
Magazine.
have seen, besides these, drawings by Mr.
Swainson of many other very singular and unknown species
of this interesting family, which we understand he has an in-

We

tention of publishing at no distant period.

Of the two

Monograph of the British Grasses.
first Numbers of this neat and usefld work, each

contains twelve plates ; the third has however but six, but the
price is three instead of six shillings. The alteration is satisfactorily explained by a note, which states that it has originated in a wish of proving, by experiment, the various facts

communicated by correspondents. Our limits will not permit
us to enumerate the contents of each number nor, indeed,
would it be attended with much advantage but should any
new species appear in the course of the work, their characters
will be fully detailed.
;

;

LXXX.

Proceedings of Learned Societies.

UOYAL SOCIETY.

An

Appendix was read to a former paper, by John
Pond, Esq. Astronomer Royal, on Uie changes which appear
to have taken place in the declination of some of the fixed slars.
1 i. On the parallax of a Lyric, by John Pond, Esq. AstroIs'ov. 7.

nomer Royal.
Microscopical observations on
21. The Croonian Lecture
the suspension of the nuiscular motions of the Vibrio Tritici.
By Francis Bauer, Esfj. F. R. S., F. L. S.— part only of this
;

A

paper was read.
3

C

2
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I.IXNJ;.VN SOCIETY.
second meetings foi" the season were held November 5th and 19th: both evenings liave been occupied in
reading part of Remarks on the Identity of certain General
Laws which have been lately observed to regulate the Natural
Distribution of Insects and Fungi by W, S. MacLeay, Esq.
The admirable and profoimd work, Horci' Entomological, not
long since published by this gentleman, contains views of the
natural series of animated beings, which, though founded on a
close attention to their entire structure, may have appeared extraordinarv as well as novel: and it is to a very remarkable confirmation of these views that the present interesting paper relates
as it appears, from the part which has been read, that
INI. Fries, in his Sijstema Mj/cologicum published last year, observes laws of the .same kind to obtahi in the natural arrangement
of Fungi, which Mr. MacLeay had pointed out as existing in
the animal kingdom, and as probably extending to all organized beings.
The skins of several I'are birds from the East
Indies were presented from Major General Hardwicke.

The

first aiul

;

;

—

—

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

—This Society

resumed its meetings this evening.
Tlie papers read were: 1°.
letter from the Rev. L. Evans
relative to the mode of determining the intervals of the wires
paper from M. Littrow on
of a transit instrument. 2°.
the method of correcting the principal errors of the transit
instrument.
M. Littrow's method differs very little, in its results, from the mode proposed by Delambre, Bessel and others:
but his investigation of the principles, on which the method
is founded, is at once clear and convincing, and shows the
perspicuity and accuracy of this distinguished astronomer.
Nov.

8.

A

A

A

nmnber of very valuable works (principally foreign) were
presented to the Society.
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Intelligence

and

Miscclla7iemis Articles.

ASTRONOMICAL INFORMATION.
1. IMr. ScHLMAcrER of Copenhagen, to whom the public is
indebted for an annual volume of astronomical tables for the
use of an observatory, has connnenced another work which
It is
will also be highly useful to the practical astronomer.
tMititled, Sammlung von Hiilfstqfeln, or " A collection of auxiliary tables."
It is printed in octavo, uniformly with his

AUronomische Hiilfstafeln and die first Number (to which is
annexed an English preface,) has just made its appearance*
This number contains Tables for converting sidereal time into
,•

.:

mean
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Tables of refraction according to Bessel, Brink
Laplace, Gauss, and Yoimg Tables for the reduction to the meridian Tables of equal altitude, computed
by ]M. Gerling from the formula of M. Gauss, for eveiy minute

mean time

;

ley, Carlini,

;

;

of the half interval ; Tables for the reduction of barometrical
observations and Tables for finding the sidereal time at mean
noon.
M. Schumacher does not give any intimation of tlie
;

extent of these tables but, in his hands, the selection cannot
fail of being judicious and useful.
to have been
2. The astronomers on the continent appear
the
actively emi^loved during the present year in observing
:

first discovered by M. Pons, at Marand subsequently by other astronomers. From the north
with observato the south of Europe, the journals are filled
of our
tions and calculations relative to these singular visitors
Every principal observatory, from Prague to Milan,
system.
appears to have directed its attention to these objects and the

three comets, which were
lia,

:

favourable state of the weather has enabled the observers to
pursue their researches with unexampled success. Amongst
making
those who have devoted their valuable time, either in
comets, we
observ-ations, or in calculating the orbits of these

prepose du del, as he is called
Ursin, Schumacher, Gambart,
Harding and
Biela, Hallaschka, Caturegh, Frisiani, Olbers,
Enke. It does not appear that either of these comets has
They have,
or even looked after, in this country.

observe the names of Pons

by

Zacli)

Carlini,

[le

Santini,

been seen,

been heard
newspapers.

in fact, scarcely
tices hi the

of,

except through the vague no-

commenced an nnportant
3. The indefetigable Bcssd has
folwork, which every lover of astronomy must wish to see
heavens,
lowed up with success. It is a general survey of the
and the first part of the work is already in the press.
in zones
propose to give, in our next Number, his preliminary remarks on this subject; which will preclude the necessity of
:

We

our entering further on

it

at present,

reason to believe that the observations of the
are about to be restars given in Lalande's Ilistoirc Celeste
been a desiduced: a laborious undertaking, which has long
deratum witli astronomers.
18'25, the mean places ol
5. In the Nautical Almanac for
inserted at the bottom
0.
1825,
January
for
stars
the principal
vvrong. Thus
of the table ()fa])parent jilaces, are most of them
ot 1G",06: the
the Ai of Polaris is O''. 58'. 17", 40 instead
Polar DisUmce of Capella is 41". 11'. 26",2 instead of
4.

There

is

North

10'. 51",9
28",3: the NorUi Polar Distance of 7i<"A'«/?« is 77".
notice that
and thus of several others.
i"'nslead of 50",1
fixed stars,
the longitudes and laliludes of the nine principal
:

We
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from which the hmar distances are computed, have been recalculated for tlie beginning of the year 1820.
At the bottom
of that little table we observe a short note, which may be correct but which the practical astronomer will be cautious in
adojiting generalljj', luiless the grounds on whidi it is founded
;

are distinctly stated.
6. M. Harding has just completed the last Number of his
Himmehchay-tcn : it only remains now to form a catalogue of
without which help,
all the stars, which are inserted therein
tlie work will lose much of its utility.
7. Dm'ing the present year, the German astronomers have
determming the difference of the longitudes
been engaged
of their observatories, by observations of the transit of the
moon over the meridian, and certain fixed stars which differ
very little from her in right ascension, and are nearly in tlie
catalogue of some
same apparent parallel of decUnation.
hundreds of such stars, as are thus favourably situated, has
been from time to time published in the foreign journals. This
method is exceedingly simple and attended with very little
trouble or inconvenience and, by thus knowing before-hand
the stars which have thus been agreed on, the practical astronomer is almost sure to find some corresponding observationsj
fi-om which he may deduce the required results. As the transit
of the moon's lunb generally forms one of the objects in an
active observatory, the adoption of this method cannot be attended v>ith much additional trouble since it is merely required
to devote a few minutes before and after the passage of the
moon, to the observations of the proposed stars and this may
infrequently be done without moving the telescope.
tended to have given the catalogue tor the ensuing month, for
the use of observers in this country: but such a measure would
answer no good purpose unless some public, or other well
known observatory, would undertake to make corresponding
;

m

A

;

:

:

:

We

observations.

Mr, Dollond is about to construct a sextant on the prinproposed by M. Amici, as mentioned in our last Number and there is no doubt that, in his hands, it will receive
all the improvenmnt of which it is capable.
9. M. Rumker has commenced his astronomical observaOne of his first objects was to
tions at New Soutli Wales.
8.

ciple
:

determine the obliquity of the ecliptic, from observations of
the sun near our winter solstice, with one of Reichenbach's
The quantity which he has deduced is 23°. 27'. 44",5
circles.
for the mean obliquity on January 1, 1822; which differs only
0",3 from the value deduced from Besscl's observations, in the
north of Europe.
10. M. Eiikc's computationb of the comet, whose elements

we

Mordant for
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cal;
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number, show the path of it to be
its revolution in 194 years.
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ellipti-

performs

11. The Co7inais^a?ice des Terns for 1825, has just made its
appearance in this country: as well as the Coimbra Ephemeris
Bode's Astronomische Jahrhuch for 1825
for 1823 and 1824'.
has not yet arrived. The Milan ephemeris is always slow in
its progress to this country: the volume even for 1822 is not
yet to be procured.

MORDANT FOR CRYSTALLIZED TIN.
celebrated chemist, now retired to cultivate his land (says
the Giorn. di Fisica, Dec. II. P. I. p. 217) recommends the
following mixture as a mordant for moire metallique on tinned
iront,
the crystallized tin of artificers.
Sulphuric acid diluted with six parts of water, 3 ounces. Nitric acid, 1 to 2 drachms. Diluted solution of chlorine, l ounces.
Oxalic acid, 1 to 2 scruples. The juice of an orange.

A

—

The

brilliant

dition of

ground may be darkened at pleasure. An adto the liquor makes it dai'ker, and more so

ammonia

sulphate or acetate of copper.
After the action of the
it may again be altered
by carbonate of potash the
brilliancy is softened, and raised by caustic potash (either must
be well diluted with water).
If a tinned iron of a fine grain is wanted, the moi'dant must
at first be aj^plied, and then the tinned iron be heated in a
furnace till the tin begins to melt ; it is then taken out and
sprinkled with fine drops of water.

a

little

mordant

:

ERUPTION OF MOUNT VESUVIUS.
Naples, October 21.

Yesterday, at sunrise, Vesuvius was still tranquil, though
for two days the water of the surrounding wells had entirely
disappeared: but a few seconds after twelve o'clock, smoke,
mixed with lava as usual, began to appear. About two o'clock
a dreadful internal noise was heard throughout the whole
neighbourhood, and the noise contiimed to increase until midnight. In fine, about halt-past three o'clock a terrible explosion took jilace from the upper cone, preceded by repeated
shocks and internal howlings from the mountain.
The shocks increased gradually to sunrise, and about two
hours after sunrise a torrent of lava about a mile broad was
perceived, and extending as far as a mile and a half between
the Casa de la Favorite and Ilcsina.
The terror of the peasants, and of the people who at this season occujiy their country-houses, was so great, that the road from Portici to Naples

was

filled with carriages conveying lluniiies and valuables iiom
the scene of danger.
According to the latest accounts, the
mountain was undergoing great convulsions, and though the
weather was serene, a thick cloud of ashes and stones dnrkencd
all

—

—
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the left side of the crater, and exhibited a spectacle at once
picturesque and awful.
October 22. Mount Vesuvius showed signs, yesterday
evening, of an approaching eruption, and to-day it has broken
The mountain is all on fire; the continued oscillations
out.
Avhich are felt, indicate that part of the crater is fallen in. The
branches of lava ai'e numerous; but we cannot distinguish
their rapid course, on account of the thick smoke, but their
direction seems to follow the ancient track. Several parties of
foreigners have determined to go this night to the spot, to observe more closely the effect and jirogress of the lava. The explosions are frequent; and if the land breeze siiould blow again
to-night, we shall have a shower of ashes similar to that which
we had in 1808.
October 23. The eruption of Vesuvius is terrible. The
torrent of lava which flows towards Resina has already covered
100 acres of ground. The showers of ashes darken the sky,
and fall even in the streets of the capital. The stones which
have fallen at Boscotre Casa have accumulated to the height of
Gazetta di Napoli.
five palms.
all

—

—

Prayers were

this

Naples, f Further Particulars,) Oct. 20, 183£.
in the church of St. Janii-

day put up

from the danger with
was threatened, by one of the most dreadful eruptions
of Vesuvius that has occurred within the memory of man. The
thanksgiving will continue for three days the assemblage was
immense. The columns of fire, stones, and ashes, which the
volcano has vomited forth for many days past, have been of
less magnitude to-day, and there is every prospect of a speedy
have collected
termination of this terrible phenomenon.
arius, for the preservation of this city

which

it

:

We

the following particulars respecting the progi'ess of the lava:
At first it flowed in a stream of the breadth of half a mile, in
a direction west from the mountain; and after destroying a
great extent of ground, it stopped at a place called Monte.
second body of lava proceeded fi'om the same crater, and at
the same time as the one already mentioned, and covered the
old lavas on the side of Boscotre Casa, without doing any
third stream issued from a new crater which the
mischief.
eruption had opened, and stopped near the first. And, finally,
a fourth stream burst from the old crater called Vulcan's
Mouth, and took the direction of La Torre. It has been remarked of this eruption, that the matter thrown from the volSo
cano, taken in a mass, far exceeds the lava in quantity.
numerous were the stones cast forth from the volcano, that

A

A

filled the Consular road from Resina to the tower of Annunziata, and blocked up the passage. The police, the members

they

Sin/ii/ig
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bers of Government, and the Austrian soldiers, rivalled each
other in endeavouring to remove this obstruction. The eruption of" cinders and smoke at this moment presents the appearance of a very thick and elevated black cone, which the wind
blows towards Somma, Ottaiano, and Nola.
expect that the eruption will soon enOctober 26.
tirely cease.
The columns of cinders and smoke are decreasing, and the detonations are less i'requent and loud than heretofore. Most of the people who had fled are returning to their
homes. It rained copiously last night; which has had the etiect of purifying the atmosphere, which before was filled with
clouds of black ashes.
The rain, too, has washed the plants,
which have assumed their natural colour and appearance,
which vmder our climate is, even at the end of autumn, so striking and agreeable.
The summit of \'esuvius is visible, and it
appears the dreadful eruption which has taken place has torn
away a part of the crest of the volcano.
October 28. The eruption is completely at an end, but
violent explosions of cinders still continue.
The inhabitants
of the country have returned to their homes.
Portici and La
Torre del Gneco have suffered no other injury than what
arises from their being in a great 2)art covered with ashes and
stones.
A portion of the territory of llesina is covered with
lava, but only where lava had formerly' lain. The tower of the
Annunziata has sustained injuries which it will not be easy either to estimate or repair. At Ottaiano the fire has consumed
50 acres of wood. These are all the details which have hitherto
reached us.

— We

—

—

The same
we have just

date (four in the evening).
The rejiort which
leceived from Ottaiano inibrms us of new disasters in that quarter, ajid of others with Avhich it is still menaced. It is not the fire which is now feared, but terrible overflowings.
SIN'ICING
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Such a pha-Miomenon has taken

jjlace, and is still progressing in the country of Jellerson, near the Warren line, on u
hill near the Ogechea River, as is not common hi this part of
the woi-ld.
Aljout six or eight weeks ago, the earth on a steep
hill-side was discovered to be sinking and dividing asunder to
the extent of about one acre.
A gentleman in the neighbourhood of this scene, told me that he went round it and on it
about three weeks ago, and \cYy distinctly heard the cracking
and snapping of the roots. A man of the same neighbourhood,
wJio was my pilot to this eventliil jilace on the 25th of June
1822, told uie that it was jjrogressing fast.
When I was fia'
Vol.fJO. No. 2!)5. A'or. 1822.
voured
.'J

D

—
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voured with a view of

it, I think it liad extended over about
most elevated part of the hill, the earth
has sunk about 12 feet perpendicular, while on the lower side
it has risen six or eight feet above the surface.
Over about
one acre the timber has been prostrated on the earth, forming
a ruinous appearance from its having been thrown in every

two

On

acres.

On

direction.

whilst the

tiie

the other part

renmant are

some of the

trees are fallen;

tilted in different directions,

with a

number of cracks of different sizes, and running various courses.
There is a large crack extending itself along the side of the
hill, indicating thereby the further progress of this strange
Previous to this event there was a good spring of
eruption.
water flowing from the troubled part of the earth the water
;

from the ruin, resembling in colour the earth which
discoverable in those cracks.
Georgia Paper.

still

is

issues

SALT STORM.
Tlie dreadful gale tliat blew at Newhaven, United States,
from 8.E. on the 3d of September 1821, gradually increased
from noon imtil dark, when it raged witli tremendous violence,
imtil near midnight.
It terminated very abruptly, and passed
a very short time from a hurricane to a serene and star-light
night.
Near midnight, a loud report was heard by many, and
Next
it Avas observed that the wind ceased immediately after.
morni ng, the windows were found covered with salt ; the trees
exhibited a blasted foliage in a few hours, the leaves began
to shrink and dry on the windward side, and after some days
the dry leaves fell, as they ordinarily do in the latter end of
November, In October the leaves re-appeared on the windward side of the trees, new blossoms were put forth, and the
water-melon and the cucumber produced new fruits.
In some
instances, the mature fruit was found on the same tree with the
On the morning after the tempest, the leaves wei'e
blossoms.
perceptibly saline to the taste at Hebron, 30 miles from the
sea: and it is stated that the same eflect was observed at
Northampton, more than 60 miles inland. American Journal

m

;

of' Scinice.

MANUSCRIPT HOMER.
has been received by Mr. W. Bankes, from Mr.
Salt, dated at Cairo, in August last, with the following curious
information
A roll of papyrus, measuring about eleven
inches in length and five in circumference, has been discovered
in the Island of Elephantina, and purchased for Mr. Bankes.
It is found to contain a portion of the latter part of the Iliad,
very

A
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very fairly written in uncial letters, such as were
the time of the Ptolemies, and under the earlier Roman EmThe lines are ninnbered, and there are Scholia in the
perors.
A copy is to be made from this valuable MS. at
margin.
Cairo, that it may serve as a duplicate, in case of any accident
The jjcrson
befalling the original in its voyage to England.
who procured this treasure for Mr. Bankes, is a young man
who has been employed for some years to make researches
into the antiquities and geography of the East in such parts
as were left unascertained by Mr. Bankes himself
in use

MACHINES PUT IN MOTION BY EXPLODING GASES.
According to the Edinburgh Journal, 1821. April, p.
Mr.

4-27.

Cecil, a clergyman, exhibited in the Philosophical Society

Cambridge, on the 15th of November 1820, an engine which
was put in motion by repeated explosions of gas. It is known
that Dr. Romershansea long ago invented engines for lifting,
&c. which may be put in "i-apid motion by firing small cartouches filled with gunpowder.
at

Dr. Lamb, F. L. S. of Newbury, the fortunate possessor of
the only Tantalus Falcincllus (Bay Ibis) ever killed in England, has lately had brought to him the Lestris crcpidatus
It is a rare bird
(the Black-toed Gull) killed at Shaw, Berks.
in the south, and is thought by some ornithologists to be only
a variety of the L. parasitticus.

AI.KOHOMETRICAL APPLICATION OF THE THEPvMOMETER.

Mr. F. Groaning, of Copenhagen, has discovered that the
thermometer may be successfully used in distillation, as an alkohometer.
He observed, while comparing the temperature
of the interior of the rectifier with that of the water about it,
in a distilling apparatus invented by himself, that the thermometer always rose to a certain point, for example, 65° Reaumur, or \ii)° Fahrenheit, before the first drop of the distilled
and likewise, that it remained at that point
licjuor appeared
till about half the fluid in the retort was evaporated; butdien,
by degrees, at first slowly, afterwards more rapidly, rose to
80° Reaunmr, or 212° Falir.
By trials with the alkohometer, he found that as long as the
thermometer remained iit a certain jioint, the licjUor which
came over was of an uniform strength but wiien it rose, the
lifjuor grew weaker and weaker, till at last mere water came
over,
2
;j

—

—

;

;
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over, namely, when ihc instrument had attained tlie height of
80° Reaumur.
The results of M. Greening's experiments, which wei"e performed many times, and which of course depend on the different tem}ieratures of the vapours of alcohol and water, were
as follow

:

A

person may, by the state of the thermometer, immediately ascertain the strength of the liquor in the vessel.
2. There is no necessity of using the alkohometer in distillation, as the thermometer indicates the strength of the liquor
with equal accuracy.
3. Without drawing off" any spirit, what quantity there is of
any particidar strength may be immediately known.
4. Every possible fraud, diu'ing the operation, may be prevented, as the apparatus can either be locked up or brought
into an adjoining apartment, for the person who attends the
work does not require the thermometer to direct him.
1.

EARTHQUAKE.
Latakia, (in Syria,) Aug. £8.

The

and

environs have suffered severely
by a dreadful earthquake in the night of the 1 3th of this month.
shock had been lelt on the 12th, and it was imagined that
all was over, when on the 1 3th, about 20 minutes past nine in
the evening, a slight trembling was the harbinger of most
They began from
violent shocks that immediately followed.
noi'th to south, and then took a direction from east to west.
The shock continued for forty seconds.
city of Latakia

its

A

EAUTHOUAKE AT ALEPPO.
A

from Constantinople, dated Sept. 3, gives the following account
of a dreadful earthquake at Aleppo
" Aleppo, one of the most beautiful cities of the Ottoman Empire, has
been visited by an earthquake, resembling those which laid waste Lisbon
and Calabria in the last century. The first and most severe shock occurred
on the i;-?th of August, about ten in the evening, and instantly buried thousands of the inhabitants under the ruins of their elegant mansions of stone,
some of which desci-ve the name of palaces. Several other shocks succeeded, and even on the Itith shocks were still experienced, someof whi</h
were severe. Two-thirds of the houses of this populous city are in ruins,
and along with them an i/nmense quantity of valuable goods of all kinds
from Persia and India have been destroyed.
" According to the first accounts of this event, which through alarm may
have been exaggerated, the number of the sufferers amounts to from 25 to
30,000. Among them is one of the best men in the city, the Imperial constd-general, the Chevalier Esdras Von Piecotto.
Having escaped the danger of being biu'ied- under the ruins of his own house, he hastened with
some of his family towards the gate of the city but as lie was passing a Khan,
letter

:

;

a
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a new shock occurred, and buried him and those with him. Tartars who
have arrived from Damascus report that they saw the whole population of
Aleppo encamped in the environs. They state that several other towns in
the Pachalics of Aleppo and Tripoli, particularly Antioch and Laodicea,
have been destroyed by this earthquake. The captain of a French ship
also has reported that two rocks at the time of the earthquake had arisen

from the sea in the neighbourhood of Cyprus, which is almost under the
same latitude as Aleppo.
" As soon as the Arabs and the Bedouins of the Syrian Desert obtained
information of the calamity which had befallen Aleppo, they hastened in
hordes to exercise their trade of plunder in that immense grave. Behrem
Pacha, however, drove them back, and also executed several Janissaries
\\ ho had committed depredations among the dead bodies and ruins.
"The great number of unburied bodies in this extremely hot period of
the year, has produced pestilential effluvia, and obliged the unfortunate inhabitants to seek for refuge in some remote district."

SIBERIA.

CAPTAIN COCHRANE.

Tlie celebrated Englishman, Captain Cochrane, who is famous both in
and out of Europe, for his long excursions on foot, and has been for two
vcars engaged in such a tour in Siberia, to discover whether in the high
Korthern latitudes there is any comiexion between the continents of Asia
and America, has married in Kamtschatka, a native of that country, and is
now on his return. lie has not found any junction of the two continents.

AROMA OF RUM AND MEAT.
According to Proust (Ann. de Chim. xviii. l/G) the peculiar substance of
genuine rum is not originallj' derived from the treatment of tiie saccharine
matter in the syrup, as some persons think but is a natural aroma of a peculiar sort which exists in the fresh juice of the cane; in the same way as
the savoury principle of meat is not generated by its treatment at the fire,
but may be extracted by alcoliol even from the raw meat, and in fact (as
from cheese) in the state of a peculiar acid, on the nature of which Mr.
Proust intends to communicate more particular researches.
;

OBITUARY. — Professor

We have

tJie paiiiiul

Tralles.
and unexpected task of recording

tlie

death of this much esteemed Professor of Matlieniatics in the
University and Secretary to the Mathematical Class of the
Academy of Berlin, idler a sudden and short illness vvhile on
a visit to tliis country, on the 19tli inst. (Nov.)
Professor Tralles was, as we are informed, a native of Switzerland. He was formerly Professor of Mathematics at Berne
in tliat country, where he became acquainted with Mr. Ilassler,
late Astronomer under the treaty of Ghent on the part of the
United Suites of America, with whom he luidertook an accurate trigonometrical survey of Switzerland, first at their own,
and afterwards at the pubhc expense. The French llevoluticm
]in vented the execution of llie whole of their ))hms, hut the
French have, however, i)artiy continued tlieir surveys, ^^'hen

Fiance
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Pnjfessor Tralles.

— Cuunt

Derlhollet,

France invited other nations to send Commissioners to assist
the Committee of Weights and Measures, \vhicli were designed for universal adoption, the Swiss Repubhc sent Mr.
Tralles, as the Dutch sent Mr. Van Swinden, (the only two
foreigners who assisted): and as a compliment to them, these
two were requested to draw up reports of separate parts of the
committee's labours. Mr. Tralles afterwards became a Member of the Academy of Berlin, in which Academy the vacancies are filled by the existing INIembers, the Government approving or rejecting the choice. When an University was
established in Berlin in 1813, Mr. Tralles became Professor
of Mathematics and Astronomy in that University, and delivered lectures to the students.
In this situation as Academician and Professor he continued till his death.
He married a
Swiss lady (the sister we have understood of Sir Francis dTvernois), who is now living and by whom he has left some children.
His late mission to this country was in order to buy
instruments for the Prussian Government.
There are several
of his papers in the Memoirs of the Berlin Academy principally on mathematical and geodetical subjects.
Geodesy was
always his favourite pursuit.
He was about 60 years of age
when he died. He attended the first meeting, for this season,
of the Royal and Astronomical Societies, and his death has
occasioned the greatest regret here among those who had become acquainted with him. He was buried on Saturday the
23d of Novembei", in the church of St. Andrew, Holborn, in
this city, and his funeral was attended by the Prussian Ambassador, Consul and Vice-Consul, and by several English gentlemen who respected his talents.
;

—

Count Berthollet.
Paris,

Nov.

8.

— Count

Berthollet, one of the principal found-

modern chemistry, died last Wednesday, after a short
Since the death of Lagrange and Monge, the sciences
illness.
have not suffered a more severe loss. No man, perhaps, had
more friends, or kept them longer and none was more deers of

;

servuig of happiness, by the elevation of his character, tlie nobleness and generosity of his sentiments, the constant mildness
of his manners he has left in society as great a vacancy as in
Fie had attained
the sciences, and as difficult to be repaired.
His robust constitution
the age of 73 years and 6 months.
made his friends hope that he would live longer, and there was
no indication that he was likely to be carried off" so soon. The
strength of mind with which he bore and concealed his sufferings, tor fear of afllictiiig a beloved wife, can only be comjiared
with
:

—
Patents.
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with the tranquiUity with which he saw the hour of deatli approach.
He died at 7 o'clock in the evening.
LIST OF PATENTS FOR

NEW

INVENTIONS.

To Thomas

Leach, of Blue Boar-court, Friday-street,
Cheapside^ London, merchant, in consequence of communications made to him by a certain foreigner residing abroad, for
his improvement in steam-engines, by the ajiplication of steam
immediately to a wheel, intead of tlie usual ])rocess. Dated
25th October 1S22.
4 months allowed to enrol specification.
To William Piper, of Cookley Iron- Works, in the parish
of Wolverley, ^^'orce.stershire, civil engineer, for several new
anchors for the use of shipping and other vessels.
1st November.
2 months.

—

—

—

—

To

Alfred Flint, of Uley, Gloucestershire, engineer, for

machine for scouring, pissing, and washing, of woollen cloths.
2 months.
1st November.
To John Oxfoi-d, of Little Britain, London, gentleman, for
his improved method of preventing premature decay in timber, metallic substances and canvass, by the application whereof,
to such several bodies respectively, the same are respectively
rendered impervious to the dry-rot, damp-rot, worms, insects,
or rust, to which the same are respectively liable; and the same
are thereby rendered more durable and less liable to decay.
1st November.
2 months.
To John Dowell Moxon, of Liverpool, Lancashire, shipowner and merchant, for his improvements in the construction
of bridges and works of a similar nature.
9th Nov.
6 mo.
To Francis Deakin, of Birmingham, in the county of Warwick, sword-manutacturer and wire-drawer, for an improvement in the manufacture of holster-cases, cartouch-boxes, and
certain other description of cases.
9th November.
2 months.
To John Jekyll, of Koundhill-House, in the parish of Wincanton, Somersetshire, captain in Llis Majesty's Navy, for
certain improvements in steam or vaj^our baths, to render the
same more portable and convenient than those in present use.
2 montlis.
9th November.
To Richard Roberts, of Mancliester, Lancashire, civil engineer, for certain machinery or implements apj)licable to the
process of weaving plain or figured cloths or fabrics, which
may be used on and in conjunction with looms now in common use; and also certain improvements in the construction of
looms for weaving ))Iain and figured clotlis or fa!)rics, and in
tlie method of working looms either by hand, by steam, or
a

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

other power.

—

—

—
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLE.
Strand.
London Observations by Mr. Gary, of the

The
The

Boston Observations by Mr.

Samuel Veall.
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Cloudy
Cloudy

«
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Cloudy
Fine
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Cloudy
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Cloudy
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v.

m.
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Stormy, Rain
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Fine, Rain A.
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Rain
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Tlie quantity of Rain in

London
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the Origin of the Blast Furnace.

David Mushet, Esq.*
J.T

By
•

a matter of considerable regret, to those interested in the

is

and progress of our national metallurgy, that the comparative I'ecent invention of the blast furnace should already be
involved m so much doubt and obscurity; and that we should
be unable to assign to it " a local habitation and a name."
In the writings of the Saxon Agricola, published in the j'ear
15j6, there is no mention made of the blast furnace as known
to us in after ages, as the means of making and procuring that
rise

strong but fusible state of iron now so universally used in
Agricola describes
every mechanical art and contrivance.
the blast bloomery and the usual processes for obtaining malleable iron, but no where does he describe a process by which
cast iron was obtained and applied to foundry purposes. He
gives the detail, however, of a curious process for making steel,
which renders it probable that the more fusible species of
cast iron was not unknown in that day, though not used for
the purpose of castings.
Pieces of the most tiisible iron were introduced into a large
crucible, in the hearth of the iron furnace, along with a mixture of flux and cliarcoal
the action of the bellows was directed so as to produce fusion when this was ascertained, four
pieces of bar iron, about SOlbs. each, were inserted in the
fluid, where they remained For five or six hours, till they had
nearly absorbed the melted iron.
The masses of malleable
iron, being thus penetrated, enlarged in size and became soft
and pasty. The furnace-man then made a trial of one of the
bars, placing it under a large or forge hammer. The cake while
yet hot was plunged into cold water, and the fracture examined, to ascertain whether it had been all converted into
if this was not the case, a fresh fusion became necessary;
steel
and the im])erfect steel was again inserted for a length of time
sufficient lor its perfect conversion.
Whether this fusible mixture was in the first instance gray
;

;

:
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cast iron, or iron containing less carbon,

it will hardly be contended that it did not become so when fused in contact with
flux, in a crucible containing pounded charcoal. Besides, it is
not altogether improbable, that some particular qualities of
ore, finely reduced and added in sparing quantities compared
with the mass of the fuel (at that time the charcoal of wood),
were found to yield, even in the low ancient bloom ery, what is
now so generally known to us under tlie name of gray cast iron.
The cost of its production, as to fuel, time and labour, would
confine its use to some rare and valuable purposes antl as we
:

know

of none more useful or more generally valuable in metallurgy than the manufacture of steel, it is probable that the
making of the more fusible qualities of cast iron was for the
exclusive purpose of fabricatuig steel and it is also probable,
that gray cast iron was discovered by endeavours to form a
metal as fusible as the rude and limited nature of the operation would permit
the fusibility of iron being always in proportion to the quantity of carbon with which it is united.
No circumstance with which I am acquainted, conveys so
lively a picture of the state of the arts, as far as regards the
manufacture of iron, than that the most enlightened nation
in Europe, as to mining and metallurgy, should in the middle
of the sixteenth century possess no other process for making
steel, than the one described above
a process which, when
performed in a manner much more perfect than that described
by Agricola, is yet productive of an inferior and uncertain
quality of steel ; and in point of expense, compared w4th the
present manner of making steel, utterly impracticable but for
the purpose of mere experiment.
Tiie perfection of such a process (however incomplete we
may now consider it) may piobably have led to a discovery of
the manifold combinations of iron with carbon in the furnace
for as dark or gray fractured cast iron contained double the
quantity of carbon that united itself to white iron, and four
times the quantity contained in the crude steel (the natural
product of iron ores when smelted in furnaces not more than
three or four feet in height, as must have been the case in the
blast bloomery)
so in the same proportion would it be prized,
and found more valuable for the manufacture of steel.
For a great length of time, a fusion of this species of cast
iron might have been considered as a sacred menstruum into
which iron was plunged for its purification, to pass into the
more noble, useful, and exalted state of steel. But as the arts
advanced, and the genius of war revealed to her ambitious sons
the direful effects produced by the inflammation of gunpowder
ill 'Strong
metallic tubes, the attention of tlie founder would
naturally
;

:

—

;

—
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naturally be directed to every known state of iron, to prove its
capacity for resisting the violence of the necessary explosion
and as ceconomy seldom enters into the views of the warrior,
quantity, more than the cost of production, would be the first
object of consideration when experiment had determined the
superior strength of carbonated cast iron, and its capability of
being run or cast into form. The malleable iron artillery with
its numerous hoops and cases would be abandoned, and the

Demand would stistrongest sorts of cast iron sought after.
mulate the exertions of the iron-maker, who in time might be
led to reason that a larger furnace might produce a larger
quantity of iron.
The old bloomery furnace would be enlarged: and as every addition to the size, by increasing the
period of cementation and contact of the ores with the fuel,
would not only increase the fusibility and strength of the iron
b}' additional carbonation, but also materially i-educe the cost
of production, a permanently enlarged furnace would be the
consequence, though still possessing the form and pi'oportions
of the bloomery furnace.
A decided advantage having been
obtained by the enlargement of die furnace, in producing gray
or fusible cast iron, it is jirobable this improvement would be
pushed to the extreme and long before any adequate improvement took place in the blowing machine, the soft and very
limited quantity of blast that was found sufficient to penetrate
a column of iron-making materials in the blast bloomery,
three or four feet high, would be found of difficult ascent
through a furnace of three or four times that height. The
combustion would in consequence proceed languidly, the increased height and greater pressure of the ores would repress
the blast as it entered the twyre, and a period of difficulty and
In such an emergency as this, a
distress be likely to ensue.
suspending medium was probably first thought oij and introduced into the blast furnace; to which, at the time or since,
lias been given the name ol" boshes: these, by creating immediately above the twyre a lateral suspension of the entire column of smelling materials, removed the pressure from the
central parts (jf the furnace, ami allowed the blast to ascend
Whatever benefit was derived
with more freedom and effect.
from the introduction of boshes into the earliest blast furnaces,
it would soon be found, that although by their means (juality of

—

;

and regularity of process v.cre obtained; yet (juantity,
which alone can yield profit, still depended upon some other
cause. This evil would be partially remedied by the increase

iron

of the size or number of the bellows in those times, chiefiy
urged by the labour of man or the strength of cattle: but this
would intreu'sc liie jmniber of labourers, the value of (lie.
3
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operative stock, and create a great competition

among

all

classes.

the effects of the intermitting and impower on a large furnace, would entail
difficulties of the most ruinous nature; and the iron-maker, at
last forced to look out for a clieaper and more pei'uianent
blowing power, the rude machinery of the hand and foot
blasts would be enlarged, strengthened, and transferred to the

Independent of

this,

certain action of sucli a

motion of the water-wheel. The advantages of local situations
would be abandoned, and the iron trade pass from the township in the neighbourhood of the mines, to the banks of the
adjacent streams.
In examining the sites of the oldest blast furnaces situated
on the upper level of the brooks, the smallness of the stream
and the uncertainty of the sui)ply sufficiently indicate the limited operations of the early pig-iron maker the small scale
on which the machinery was erected ; and the slow step by
which improvement in some ages advances. So long as there
was water in the brook sufficient to move the bellows with a
certain effect, the operation of blowing continued; when this
supply ceased, smelting was at an end tbr the season and the
labourers dispersed, some to the mines, and some to the woods
to prepare materials for another blast.
The first furnaces seem seldom to have exceeded the height
of fifteen feet, and six feet at the widest diameter and the
whole capacity not more than four hundred cubical feet. In
after times, as machinery became enlarged and improved, and
the operations of the furnace better understood, the blast furnace seems by common consent to have been removed to lower
levels, where the confluence of several streams gave a more
powerful and durable supply of water to the machinery.
good stream of water near to wood, in almost every instance
determined the situation of the second and improved class of
blast furnaces locality to the mines was in many instances
abandoned, and the ores were carried a distance of eight or
;

;

;

A

;

ten miles to the fiu'nace.
In the neighbourhood of the ancient forest of Sherwood,
this fact seems particularly illustrated ; the alluvial soil of that
district furnishing only a few specimens of blood-stone, could
not have supplied any quantity of oi-e for the smelting operations of the furnace
the supply of oi'e seems to have come
from the basset edges of the argillaceous veins of ironstone
which accompany the coal formation in Derbyshire. The
same circumstance occurred in Monmouthshire; the ores of
the Torest of Dean were in many instances carried to the
:

furnaces, a distance of eight or ten miles.
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The charcoal blast furnace of the present age attained the
height of thirty feet, the diameter enlarged to eight or nine
feet at the boshes, and the whole capacity equal in some instances to 900 or 1000 cubical feet.
The first successful experiments for making pig-iron from
coke were of course performed in the pre-existing charcoal
furnaces of this size ; but experience soon found out, that the
less active affinity of the carbon of coke for iron and oxygen,
required that a longer exposure of the iron-making materials
in contact with each other was necessary, to produce profitable results
this could only be done oeconomically by an increase in the size of the furnace, and a longer cementation of
the ores, in consequence of their prolonged descent.
Hence
arose blast fi.irnaces which include a capacity of two, three,
four, five and six thousand cubical feet and of late years furnaces have been erected equal to 10,000 cubical feet, witliout
the maxunum effect having been decidedly obtained.
But to revert to the age and locality of the blast furnace,
with a view to determine the time of its introduction. Whether
it is a native discovery, (which I am rather inclined to believe,)
or was imported from other countries, I have not been able to
determine.
The art of making castings from iron possesses
no great antiquity in this or any other country; it was unknown, or at least not described, by Agricola in the sixteentli
century, who seems to have drawn and described every thing
then known of metallurgy; and we possess no traces of the art
earlier than the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
I have examined the sites of many old charcoal blast furnaces, with a view of determining their age, by the quantity of
slags by which they were surrounded. Here, however, another
difficulty has been i)i every case but one interposed.
The
manufacture of black bottles has, I think, been traced as far
back as the fifteenth century. At what time the manufacture
was introduced into this country, I am uncertain; but it is not
improbable that in early times, as in the last century, the slags
or cinders of the charcoal blast furnace have entered uito the
composition of black bottles, and created a consumption of that
sort of waste which otlierwise would have remained in the vicinity of the furnaces.
Tiie superior cjuality of the Bristol
black bottles has been attributed to the immemorial use- of a
portion of the slags of the charcoal liirnaces Irom the neighbourhood of Dean Forest. The consequence of this k)ngstanding ))ractice luis been, to carry from the furnaces not only
the old slags but those currently made.
In one instance only
have I ioiuid from this source data l()r calculation. Before
the civil commotions of tlie seventeentli century, the kings of
:

:
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England were possessed of two blast furnaces in tlie Forest
of Dean, where the cord wood of the forest and the king's
share of the mines were used for the purpose of iron-making.
Soon after the connnencement of the struggle between Charles
the First and his Parliament, these furnaces ceased workAbout
ing, and at no period since have they been in blast.
fourteen years ago, 1 first saw the ruins of one of these
furnaces situated below York Lodge, and surromided by a
large heap of the slag or scoria that is pi'oduced in making
pig-iron.
As the situation of this furnace was remote from
roads, and must at one time have been deemed nearly inaccessible, it had all the appeai'ance at the time of my survey
of having remained in the same state for nearly two centuries:
there existed no trace of any sort of machinery which rendered it highly probable that no part of the slags had been
ground (the usual practice) and carried oftj but that the entire produce of the furnace in slags remained undisturbed.
The quantity I computed at from 8 to 10,000 tons; a quantity which, however great it may appear for the minor operations of an early period, would yet in our times be produced
from a coke furnace in less than two years. If It is assumed
that this furnace made upon an average annually 200 tons of
pig-iron and further, assuming the result which has been obtained with ores richer than the Roman cinders, and ores used
that the quantity of slag ran fi'om
at that time in Dean Forest,
the furnace was equal to one half the quantit}' of iron made
(in modern times the quantity of cinder from the coke furnace
is double the weight of the iron), we shall have one hundred
tons of cinders annually, for a period of from 80 to 100 years.
If the abandonment of this furnace took place about the year
16 to, the commencement of its smeltings must be assigned to
a period between the years 1540 and 1560. If 1550 be adopted
as the probable mean, it would from this solitary calculation
appear, that pig-iron was made from the blast furnace in England before it was known to Agricola, whose work seems to
nave been first printed in 1 5oQ.
There does not appear from this to be sufficient grounds to
suppose that the blast furnace was known in Gloucestershire,
or in the adjoining counties, earlier than the middle of the sixThe local history of Tintern Abbey assigns
teenth century.
a later period (the early years of the reign of James the First)
The opportunity afforded of
for the erection of that furnace.
examining both the slags and the iron produced in that early
period, abundandy proves that the furnace in Dean Forest
above mentioned was one of tlie earliest efforts in the art of
making pig-iron. Small masses or shots of iron are found
enveloped
;

;

—

;
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specimens of iron in a malleable state
frequently rough nodules of large-grained
steel, resembling blistered steel, and others of a more dense
The more fusible reguh of
fracture, but of a similar quality.
white mottled and gray iron are found in great abundance, all
of them possessing forms and appearances of fusion more or
less perfect, according to the quantities of carbon with which
they are luiited and it is but justice to the memory of the
Hither of this art to add, that the specimens of gray cast iron
are more abundant than those of the other sorts.
Tliis furnace seems to have been erected upon the spoils of
former ages of iron-making, and probably the situation was in
the first instance determined by the numerous bloomeries that
existed in the neighbourhood; the scoria of which has in after
ages been worked to so much advantage in the blast furnace
and though, as a blastfurnace, possessed of no great antiquity,
yet, as the site of the ancient bloomery, entitled to be consiilered as the remains of an extensi^e manufactory of iron in
ages more remote.
Upon the whole, several circumstances incline me to the
opinion, that the blast furnace must have been known in some
of the then iron-making districts of England, before it was introduced into Dean Forest.
I saw an account some years
ago, to which I cannot now refer, that in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, cannon and mortars of various sizes, and in considerable quantities, were made of cast iron, and exported from
England to the continent which could hardly have been the
case, had the invention of the blast furnace, with all its imperI'ections upon its head, taken place about the beginning of that
leign.
The oldest casting I have met with in Dean Forest is
dated 1620.
The great infusibility and difficulty attending the manageinent of calcareous ores, such as those belonging to Dean
I'orest, is another circumstance that inclines me to think that
the art ol" making pig-iron did not originate in tliat quarter;
and probably did not succeed entirely till the practice of increasing their fusibility by the addition of the bloomery cinder
became known and established. These conjectures are confirmed by reference to a paper in my possession, professing
to be an account of all the blast furnaces in EnglantI previous
to the n)anufacture of pig-iron from pit coal ; probably about
the year 1720 or 1730: in which, however, the blast furnace of
Tintcrn Abbey is omitted, and possibly others.
At that period there were in all England 59 furnaces, making annually
17, .'''.'JO tons, or little more than five tons of pig-iron a week
for each fiuiiace.
This paper I shall subjoin in detail ami
juy
enveloped in the
tliough rarely,

slags,

more

;

;

:

—
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motive

that time

:

is,

— Foymaiion of Phimhago.

to exhibit the different iron-making counties of
it appear that there have been since the

and should

invention of blast furnaces, iron-making districts in England
in which a greater number of furnaces have been established
than in Dean Forest then to that quarter I should be inclined
to look for information on the history, rise, and progress of
the blast furnace:

—

Gloucester 6
Hereford... 3
Hamiishire 1

Cheshire...

Kent

3

Furnaces.

Furnaces.

Furnaces.

Brecon ... 2
Glamorgan 2
Carmarthen 1

6
2
Worcester 2
Sussex
10
Warwick ... 2
York
6
Salop

Stafford

4

...

Monmouth 2
2
Nottingham 1
Derby
4
It would appear from this account, tliat the counties of
Sussex and Kent alone contained in the early part of the
eighteenth century 14 blast furnaces: and as it is probable
that the woodlands in the vicinity of the metropolis would
sooner disappear than in the moi'e distant counties, it is equally
probable that a century before, the number of blast furnaces
might have been considerably greater in that district. The
only other iron-making district that will at the time now spoken
of bear a comjiarison with Sussex and Kent, is that of Dean
Forest, in which I include the furnace of Tintern Abbey in
Monmouthshire, not included in the list Gloucestershire 6,
and Herefordshire 3, making in all, ten blast furnaces.
The nature of this inquiry I feel to be highly interesting
and I hope that this paper will excite investigation in those
In this neighboui*counties where documents may still exist.
hood the change of residence and property has been soentire, as to leave no memorial behind.
Were it necessary to excite attention to a subject so interesting in a national point of view, I might state, by way of contrast to the former yearly make of 17,350 tons, that there are
now manufactured annually in Britain, nearly half a million
of tons of pig-iron in the various manipulations attending
which, at least five millions of tons of pit-coal are consumed.
Denbigh...

;

;

Number

of Dr. Brewster's Philosophiby Dr. MacCuUoch, of
a transmutation shall I call it of cast iron into plumbago.
I am at a loss, from the perusal of the paper, to learn whether
Dr. M. considers that a total change has taken place, and
that a pound or any other given quantity of cast iron may
by this species of disorganization be absolutely and positively
a characteristic
converted into an equal weight of plumbago,

In the

last

published

cal Journal, there is a curious account,

—

—

—

of
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of which, as given by Dr. M., is purity in proportion as iron
To those who with myself know of no manufacis absent.
tured product of cast iron that contains more than 5 per cent,
of carbon, such a circumstance as that now detailed must
" give us pause," till further information is given upon the
subject.

In a paper so interesting in its details, it is a matter of regret that Dr. M. had not ascertained, by analysis or other experiments, the precise nature of the new product whether itwas by its combustibility a true plumbago, or whether it may
not have been a peculiar modification of metallic iron, which
;

upon being made thoroughly dry, pounded, and thrown upon
flame, would deflagrate like the filings of iron.
The subject is interesting, and deserves, by further investigation, that attention which Dr. MacCuUoch is so well qualified to bestow upon it.
I am, gentlemen, yours, &c.
Coleford, Gloucestershire, Nov. 12, 1822.

LXXXIII.
at Ipsvoich,
executed hxi

David Mushet.

Description of a Life-Boat, built hy Subscription
and stationed at Landg'uard Fort ; from a Design

Mr. Richard Hall Gower, Author of
aiid Marine Affairs*.

several

Works on Seamanship

i HIS life-boat is of very light structure, being clencher-built,
with half-inch oak plank, and timbered with young ash wood,
three-fourths of an inch square, bent to the curvature of the
The form of the boat is alike at each end, with a long
boat.
flat floor,
and with a flaring out and unusually projecting
head and stern, to meet and lift over the sea. She is decked
to 45 feet from each end, which is covered with stout canvass,
and she is steered by a long oar over the stern ; the commanding })ower of wjiich, when properly used, will oblige the
bow to face the head-sea, or keep the stern to the following
sea an end-on position witli the running sea being essentially
necessary to the preservation of the boat, particularly on the
occasion of passing her ofl' from and returning through a
heavy surf to the shore. These are times of absolute danger; and in case of being filled with water by the staving-inof
the bottom, or from the sea licaving too heavily on board her,
she is preserved from sinking by the floating capacity of four*teen light cases, which are shaped to meet their several places
in the boat beneath the rowing thwarts; viz. a tier amidships,
and a tier on each side. These cases are covered with light
;
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sheet copper, about twelve ounces to the square foot, and so
carefully soklered as to exclude the entrance of the water.
There are five cases in each side tier, and four equal cases in
Each side tier contains 11^ cubic feet, and
the middle tier.
the midships tier 27, making 50 cubic feet in cases.
Besides this kind of floating capacity, there are 1 1 feet of cork
contained beneath the level of the thwarts at the extreme ends

The

cases upon an average Aveigh 8 pounds
and admitting that a cubic foot of salt water
weighs 64'^ pounds, each cubic foot of the cases will, on the
average, sustain 56\ pounds; and if the cork will sustain
50 pounds, the whole floating capacity will bear up 3375
pounds, or 23 men and 40 pounds, allowing each man to
weigh 145 pounds.
'1 he boat is rigged in the simplest manner, with two snug
foul-weather sprit-sails, which take up very little room, and are
readily stowed away clear of the oars on each side of the boat,
being, moreover, a kind of sail the management of which Ts
well understood by the generality of seamen.
Within the
boat are two delivering copper tubes of three inches diameter.
These pass through her bottom, and are secured by flanges
on the outside, and rise up within board to the level which the

of the

vessel.

to the cubic foot

;

water takes when

it

is

allowed to flow into the vessel with her

crew on board. These tubes will deliver water by self-action
whenever its level shall be above their tops and above the
level of the water without the boat, and are intended to aid
the bailers when their best exertions cannot deliver the sea
that is thrown on board.
At sucli times it will be proper to
pull out the four plugs in the bottom of the boat, so that the
superabundant water above the level within board, when the
boat is resting upon her floats, may pass off" by this means, as
well as through the tubes, and thereby may probably take
fi'om the necessity of bailing altogether.
The same sized plugholes will equally deliver with the tubes; but the tubes are
always open to meet the occasion, while the plugs may be neglected to be withdrawn.
The general exterior of the boat under canvass, with the
steering oar to its jiosition on its pivot at the stern, is represented by fig. 1.
From the rounding form of her body she
may be considered as bearing a resemblance to some Indian
canoe, with the attachment of a keel.
In this figure are shown,
by dashed lines, the heights of the thwarts and platform, and
The
the several spaces for the stowage of her materials.
floating capacity, in cases, is contained throughout the lengtli
beneath the thwarts lettered
and A, and the spaces B and B
at the extremities contain the cork.
C and C are empty spaces

A

beneath

stationed at

H
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beneath the deck for the stowage of such articles as require to
are bailing
and
be kept dry, as clothing and provisions.
places, having two plug-holes in each of" one inch and a halt" diameter, with a trap-door to cover over them, to render the platform complete when they are not required to be ojien. The platform between the thwarts A and A is made to lift, so that the
space beneath it may be applied to the reception of such quantity of small tow-line, as it may be considered necessary to have
on board, in cases of emergency and the cable and stern-fast
are coiled away on the platform, clear of the bailing places, at
E and E. F is a crutch to receive the helmsman's thighs just
above the knees, and enables him to stand with firmness on
his platform to effect the steerage dut}'.
Tliis is better understood by the bird's-eye view of the thing in fig. 2 at B.
Fig. 2 is a whole-breadth plan of the interior of the vessel,
with the position of the thwarts and of the cases of floating
capacity on each side and amidships, throughout the length,
between and beneath the thwarts A and A the cases being
and
are strong cantmarked ^\ith the letter C.
pieces or breast-beams across the boat, which limit the extent
of each deck; and by rising up about two inches above, they
turn all the water over the side, which may be thrown upon

D

D

;

;

DD

DD

the deck, and would otherwise come into the body of the boat.
Through holes in the ends of these cant-pieces are wrought
four )-ope-rings or grummets, for the purpose of receiving oars,
to assist the steerage, or ropes, on any particular occasion, and
the squares by these grummets show the places of four timberheads two more also are placed by the foremast these are
convenient to fasten the cable to, and the side ones for headand stern-fasts when alongside a vessel. All the timber-heads
are about ten inches above the gunnel, and are secured by
stepping their heels into the thwart beneath, and then bolting
them to the breast-beams ; and they have a fore-and-aft pin of
five-eigliths iron passed through their heads, to )>revent the
turn of a rope from flying off.
The darkest shachng represents the .sj)ace left in the boat as foot room for the rowers
;

:

clear of the floating capacity.

About
boat,

is

eight inclies below

llie

gunnel, on each side of (he

fixed a rack or general handle

number of men may

KK

and EK, whereby

a

once take hold of the boat with good
cflect, and remove her from one place to another, or launch
her with readiness into the water.
This rack takes the sheer
of the boat, and about an inch above it is a cork fender (GG
fig. 1) which runs with the sheer ollhe boat.
This fender is
four inches deep by two and a half wide, so as to extend beyond the rack as a salegiiard to it, and to llie boat iii case of
15
2
a blow.
at
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a blow. It will also, in some measure, secure the stability of
the boat on the occasion of a lurch or roll but indepenilently
of this circumstance, and of the general form of the boat, the
stability is fuither insured by the aid of an iron keel of 220
pounds weight. The racks are fitted immediately beneath one
of the boat's lands, or projecting edges of her planks; and the
cox'k fenders, which are covered with stout canvass, are secured
to their places by copper staples, which are drawn tight to the
fender by screw-nuts upon their ends within the boat, being
placed at the distance of about 14 inches from each other.
The position of the I'ack and fender is better shown at E and E
in the transverse section of the boat, fig. 5.
Tiie copper cases are secured from injury by an external
casing of half-inch fir, ledged together into pannels, and secdred about them without any nailing. The thwarts also are
so dovetailed and hooked to the shelt^ or rising of the boat, as
to effect the tying of her sides together without the ap,plication of knees.
This manner of fixing the thwarts, and stationing the panneling, is done for the conveniency of getting at
the floating capacity vvith readiness, for examination, without
the assistance of a carpenter; and the mode of doing it is rendered clear by the assistance of fig. 3, which is a midship section of the boat to a half-inch scale.
;

The

lighter shading in

this figure, lettered

A, A, A, re-

presents the three tier of coppered cases, the dark margin on
their tops, and about their sides, being a section of the pannelling.
The middle tier of cases, with its pannelling, rests
in two grooved sleepers or cants, B and B, which are firn>ly
secured fore and aft to the bottom of the boat, by nails driven

from the outside and well clenched within.

The

lower edges

also of the side tier of cases, witli their pannelling,
and C, which curve up fore
cured by similar cants

C

ai'e

se-

and

aft

along each side and the lipper edges of the pannelh'ng are
secured from falling out by fiat-headed five-eighths bolts, tvio
inches and a lialf long, which are driven tight through holes
;

D

and D. The thwarts are
in the thwarts, as represented at
dovetailed into the boat's rising or sheH', E and E, and are
further secured by copper hooks or clamps being attached
beneath the end of the thwarts, which hook outside the rising,
as shown by the dark-lined represeiUation of the thing at E
and E. As the thwarts are pressed upwards, in a material degree, by the floating capacity', when the boat is filled with water,
their ends are kept from rising by chocks of wootl between
them and the gunnel ; and the middle parts of the thwarts are
kept down by iron hooks F and F, whicli are seemed by sidebolts

int'T

the cants

B and

B, and hook into cve-boUs beneath
tl le

;

staliuiied at

Landguard

±'ort.
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the thwarts, and are secured to their places by short bolts
driven througli the thwarts at the back of each hook, similar
and D, which secure the upper edges of the
to the bolts

D

A

side-view of one of these hooks is given by
and GG, which are made in two
platforms
lengths of plank, so as to be readily lifted up, rest on ledges
and GG, which are nailed to th.e paniieiling, and are secured
from floating, when water is in the boat, by copper sliding-boits,
which shoot into holes in the ledges of the pannelling.
Fig. 5 is a section of the boat, showing the delivering tubes
pannelling.

GG

Ihe

fig. 4.

GG

A A,

with the casing or well around them for their security
mast as fixed in its step between them. On the outside of this section are several horizontal lines, which mark
The lines
the boat's draught of water in her various states.
B and B show the draught witii the crew and her materials
on board. Tlie lines C and C represent the draught with the
same persons on board, but with the plugs out, and the water
the
inside the vessel being on a level with the v/ater without ;
vessel at this time being rested upon, or entirely borne up
from sinking deeper by the floating capacity within the boat.
and
The lines
show the draught under similar circumstances, but with seven extra hands on board.
Fig. 6 is a ground plan of the mast-step, which is fayed close
down across the bottom of the boat, and there secured. The
circles represent the holes thi-ough it, which receive the tubes
and give them a firm ami steady security. The small scjuare
between them is the mortice-hole which receiver the mast, the
cUirk margin aroimd is a section of the well, and the dashed oblong is the extent of the step across the bottom of the boat.
Fig. 7 represents one quarter of the vessel, and comprehends
a sufficiency of lines to exempliiy her form to a builder.
The general dimensions of the boat are 31 feet from rabbet to
rabbet at the stem and stern, and six feet beam fi-om outside to
the height from the keel-seam amidships being tvso
outside
feet ten inches, and four feet two inches at the bow and stern.
This liie-boat was launched on the Ith of Ajiril 1821, in
the presence of a large concourse of .s}>ectators when liie li)llowing experiments were confi{led to the able management of
Mr. Benjamin llamblin, master ^oi" the iStevens, whose readiness to oblige every (;ne with a view of the vessel, in her sevei'al stales, gave pleasure to all.
In tiie first instance, the boat was rowed ilown the river, nearly
to tile Hallasl-wharf, and up again to the bridge, at Ipswich, by
six al)ie young seamen, in excellent style, v.hich iairly set forth
her ability as a row-boat.
In this sli^te, with her crew of seven
men, and oiu' e\tra hand on lioanl, her gunnel aniid;^l)ips was
twenty
also the

—

D

D

;

;
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twenty inches out of the water, as represented by the hue

B B,

fig. 5.

she was exhibited as a hfe-boat, supposed to
by shipping more water than bailing would overcome till, with the plugs out, or as if a plank was stove in the
bottom, the water within and without board was uj)on a level.
In this water-logged state she was almost as manageable, and
rowed with nearly the same facility as when empty; the gun-

Secondly,

be

filled
;

—

nel amidships

bemg

14 inches out of the water, as represented

line C C, fig. 5.
Thirdly, she was exhibited in the same state, but with seven
extra men on board, which is more than is likely to be shipvvi'ecked in any vessel from this port yet still she continued
so perfectly manageable, that Mr. Hamblin remarked he
should have full confidence, while in this predicament, with
16 men on board in a sea-way. During this exjioiment the
gunnel amidships was 11^ inches out of the water, as represented by the line DD, fig. 5.
Fourthly, in the same state, but with eight men only on
board, she was rowed down the river and back with two men
constantly bailing into the vessel, without causing any material
increase of the water within-board for the water within-board
must of necessity be above the level of the water without, before it will deliver itself by self-action through the plug-holes
and when at
in the bottom, and down the three-inch pipes
a certain height, it delivered itself so fast through these apertures, that the bailers were incapable of raising it higher.
Men were now put on board her, mei'ely to see how many were
enough to put all the floating capacity within the boat beneath
This was effected by increasing the number to
the water.
twenty-five, and is fairly corroborative of the calculation which
makes the floating capacity capable of sustaining 23 men and
40 pounds, particularly when it is considered that a portion of
their weight was in effect taken off by the immersion of their
legs in water, and that the men employed might not average
145 pounds.
It must be recollected that the second, third, and fourth experiments are representations of extreme circumstances, and
such as can only take place on the occasion of a plank being
stove in the bottom ; or when, from improper steerage, or on
getting into broken water, more sea is shipped than the bailers
can overcome, at which time it will be proper to take out the
boat however of lier build,
plugs in the bottom of the boat.
if properly steered, with her head to the sea, or with her stern
to the following sea, is not at any time likely to ship more
water than a single bailer will overcome; and (hen, with her
plugs

by the

:

;

;

A

stalioiied at
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plugs in, she will continue a dry boat, and alive to her duty,
with more men on board than she could conveniently stow.
Remarks. In the generality of life-boats the great body of
the floating capacity is effected by fixing cork round the outside of the vessel but as these external projections, when doing their duty by immersion, are a material hindrance to the
progress of the vessel through the water, the designer of the
present plan has placed the floating capacity within-board.
life-boat, to be perfect, should not only have the property
of floating herself and all on board, when tilled with water ; but
she also should possess the capability of being made to obtain
the position of the luifortunate who are to be saved. The designer has seen several of the most approved life-boats but
all have appeared to him as too large and heavy for the purpose, and materially wanting the essential property of locomotion and to be possessed of floatation without celerity of
motion, is to render the whole abortive.
Cork is usually employed in life-boats as a floating capacity,
and is highly valuable from not being liable to accident ; but
the best of cork, when closely packed, has more specific gravity, and will take up far more room in the vessel, than the
coppered cases here employed to effect tlie purpose. Cork
will also contain a considerable body of water hanging about
it, for a length of time, in its inclosed state, which must rot
the vessel whereas the coppered cases, from becoming presently dry, produce no such evil effect.
Tliis lit(2-boat is not provided with a rudder; indeed the

—

;

A

;

;

;

form

will scarcely

lier

and

admit an effective rudder to be attaclied to
on her proper duty in heavy weathej",
a rudder is not only useless, but might become dangerous. A
rudder can be of no service to any vessel without way through
the water and the small way obtained on pulling against a high
;

for a lite-boat,

;

not enough to affect the steei'age, when a comis absolutely necessary to keep the boat's head
to the sea.
A rudder, therefore, can be of no value to a lifeboat; but, on the contrary, it may even prove the cause of
her destruction
for instance, on the occasion of passing to
the land to beach the boat through a heavy following sea,
bieakiny; with violence into a hijjh surf as it reaches the shore.
At such time, by tiie surf passing the boat with impetuosity,
the rudder will be forced across the stern, and the people at
head-sea,

is

manding hehn

;

tiie

same

—

thrown from their
under the influence of the rudder
be cast broadside to the sea, and swamped.
The

instant being, in all likelihood,

oars, the boat, of necessity,

alone, will

commanding
on

tli(f

oar, iherelbre, at the stern

occasion,

is

the only safeguaid

and indeed every other;

for,

even when

G
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rowing or .sailing in the trough of a high sea, with good way
through the vv^ater, if a high curUng-headed sea is observed to
approach the beam, witli a prospect of heaving on board, the
power of the oar will at once throw the vessel's bow to the sea
raid disarm its vengeance, which the less quick power of the
I'udder would have been incapable of effecting.
In most life-boats the oars are fixed to be rowed through
rope-rings or grummets, over a single iron thole like the steerage oar of the present boat, whereby, if quitted by its rower,
This plan of rowing by a single
it is secured to its place.
thole,

others.

is

much practised by the ijpaniards, Portuguese, and
As few English seamen, however, are accustomed to

the mode, and as the life-boat in question was not to have a
fixed crew practised to the art, but to depend on such chance
crew of volunteer seamen as might be on the spot when the
boat was required, it v\'as thought preferable to continue the
double English thole, which om* seamen are accustomed to,
and which allows them to leather their oar with readiness, an
art of material moment when progress is to be made against
These tholes are fitted to the
a strong wind and head-sea.
life-boat after the manner practised in the southern whale
Their lov*'er ends are prepared with a hole and each
fishery.
pair being set in their holes in the gunnel, they are united by
having the ends of a piece of small line spliced into the holes,
This line
with a spare thole on its bight, as shown by fig. 8.
should be about 18 inches long, or sufficiently long to allow
of the tholes being taken out, and hung within-board, when
the boat is alongside any vessel, whereby they are prevented
from being lost or broken and if any are broken while rowing, spare tholes are at hand to supply their places.
It was an object of consideration, not to take from the value
of this small life-boat by fitting her out with stores of unnecessary weight and magnitude, as the more she was encumbered
and loaded, tlie less would she be equal to the duties of a lifeIn consequence, whale-line was adjudged to be the kind
boat.
of rope best suited to all the puiposes of the boat, for cable
An ex]>erienced commander in the
as well as warp-line.
southern whale-fishery informed the author, that having harpooned a whale on the coast of Guinea, after a while it sunk
dead to the bottom in 1 3 fathoms water and his boat remained
hanging to the prize by the line from the harpoon in the
whale, with three other boats attached to the stern of his boat,
till the whale should float by its change of specific gravity.
Durino- this period a heavy gale came on to blow towards the
;

;

;

.shore; but the strength of
all

tl^^s

single line

the tour boats to their object,

till

tiie

was enough
gale abated.

to

hold
This

surely
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is a convincing proof that v/lmle-line is
sufticiently
strong for the cable, and other purposes of the lile-boat in
question, the dimensions of which are nearly similar to a
whale-boat.
The long parallel form of the vessel may be objectionable
in the eyes of a builder
but it was given, not only because it
appeared to be a form well calculated as a sea-boat but also
from its allowing a sufficiency of space along the sides with inboard for the stowage of the floating capacity. iMoreover, tlie
shape admitted oars of the same length of leverage throughout, whereby all the crew are given the means of pulling with
the same strength, and the confusion avoided, which must
ever arise when a strange crew come into a boat, the oars of
which are adapted by their lengths to particular places.
Where the present boat is to be stationed, slie may be
launched at most times with readiness but in such places
where difficulties are presented by a heavy surf heaving upon
the shore, a rope or chain, from an anchor in the offing,
should ever be in readiness to haul out the boat and if the
boat were slung beneath the axletree of two high wheels, such
as are used for the carriage of timber, with her bow lather elevated, she may be run out beyond the surf, with all her crew
on board, and floated off" with much ease and safety by casting
off" the sling at the proper period.
Such a carriage would
also be valuable to transport the vessel along the shore to a
more weatherly position for reachuig the wreck at sea. The
wheels for a carriage of the kind should be made not dishing
but upright, with a long nave, so that the mortice holes for
the spokes nuiy be cut^ not central, but alternately round
towards each end of the nave, as represented by fig. 9, which
is a section of such a wlieel.
This structure would admit of
strength with lightness, which are objects of material momeiit.
Wnen this design was suggested, the object in view was, to
form a small life-boat at a moderate cost, of good floating
capacity, and capable of carrying six or seven extra men in
safety, even when filled with water, and of so light a structure
as to be readily transported from one position to another
possessing also the very essential (jualities of a dry and good seaboat, of steering well, having the capability of being propelled
out to sea with facility either by oars or by can\ass, and of
taking the beach in safety on her return.
It was nioreover
presumed, that were two light boats of the kind to be preserved at the same station, they would prove more efTective
than one of double the cost and magnitude for as yet it has
not been shown that a vessel of m.agnitiide is more equal to the
duties of a sea-boat than a smaller.
For inslanre, where is
Vol. 60. No, 290. 7>r. 1822.
thi'

surely

;

;

;

;

—

;
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the boat so alive to

purpose

its

in

of Timber.
all

weathers as the

little

Esquimaux canoe ? With this fact before us, why are we not,
in some measure, to follow the example placed before us by
these simple-minded Indians, and effect our purpose in smaller
boats, which are less costly and more readily managed ?
It
may, too, happen that enough seamen cannot be collected to

man

a large heavy life-boat, while a sufficiency may be at
to man a smaller
but admitting that enough should be
collected to man the larger,
with how much more spirit would
they {proceed to effect their object in two smaller boats, as each
would be at hand to help aiul sustain the other ? Indeed, on
the occasion of all adventurous boat enterprises, the confidence and emulation, even to heroism, that are created by having boats in company, is well known to every seaman. Each
boat is pushing to be foremost to cope with the object, whatever it may be.
Whether on board or on shore, human
natui'e is the same; and on the occasion of a dangerous rencounter, all are more alive to meet it when imited than alone.
Had the delivering tubes been of larger bore, they would
have effected their purpose with greater facility; or this duty

hand

:

—

—

would have been better and more cheaply accomplished by
cutting out the plank of the bottom amidships, between the two
midille thwarts, to the width of the cases; then by boxing this
space up to the height of the present tubes, so as to form a
sfiuare well, which might be prevented from leaking by a lining
ot lead or copper, a much greater area would have been given
for the selt-delivery of the water from the boat.
A boat of this description should be under the constant
charge of one active seaman, as coxswain, who is capable of
stationing her chance crew to their proper duty, and himself
expert at the management of her steerage by the oar at the
\\'ithout this advantage the boat may almost be considered as useless, and such unfortunately is the case with the
boat in question for she is not only without a fixed coxswain,
but at a station, although excellent in many respects, where
seamen do not resi<ic'.
stern.

;
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Measuremeni of Timber.

By

William Gutteridge.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.
St.Fin-barr's,('oik, Nov. 13. 182-2.

Gentlkmen,— J
In pursuance of the intimation conveyed in
my last letter, which 3'ou were so good as to present to the
public through the

medium of vour

pages, relative to a change

of

On

the

WD

Measuitment uf Timber.

of system in our national weights and measures, 1 iiovv re<|Ui'st
your insertion ol'tlie tbllowing, which I subniit wilii a view of
removing an anomaly to ck) which, so many inell'tctual attempts have been made by mathematical authors.
The property to which I alhsded, s'o much depreciated by
:

the misapplication of measures,
losers are all those

whose

is

Timber: consequently

the

estates consist in this article.

I am aware ol'the difriculty of removing long-standing customs, deeply rooted by prejudice but as it has been long
since made manifest by most able authors, that the established
practice of timber-measuring is extremely erroneous, and a
shield of protection to designing knavery, conniion justice de:

mands

its

abolition.

In support of my jiosition, I shall only quote from Mr.
Bonnycastle's Mensuration because in that work, under the
;

head

Timber-measure," there are
point from the learned and ingenious
'•

sufficient

(juotations

Di-. Ilutton,

and

I

in

think

Among many other absurdities
of the j>resent mode of measuring, those authoi's have shown,
that if the girt at the greater base of a conical log of timber
exceed three times the lesser girt, a part of such log may be
taken ofij without diminishing the ajjparent solidity; from
which it lollows that fraud can be practised, as by legerdemain, without a probability of detection.
This artifice can, however, be defeated bj- taking off the top,
where the diameter is not less than a third part of that at the

more evidence unnecessary.

ULTT.
Hutton's Demonstrations of these matBonnycastle's Mensuration.
That some plausible argument has been brought by the
advocates of the present system in favour of its continuance,
is not to be questioned ; or certainly any thing so erroneous
could not have prevailed so long, where authors of so much
erudition and integrity have been so fruitful in their reprobation of it; jnirticularly in a nation where timber is so valuable
an article, and where encouragement to tlie grower is of so
much national importance.
Mr. Honnycastle observes that the only argmuent in its favoiu" has been "its ease in practice;" and I Uicrelbre trust
I shall overcome tliis argument by submitting a plan scarcely
requiring half the time or trouble of the prevailing metiiod ;
and at the same time obviating a loss to the grower of above
I

refer the reader to

ters, in

20 }ur

rciitum in

any

case.

present })raetice is, to nudtiply the length of the log
into the scpiare of the fointh part of the girt, taken at the half
lengfli: but in real jiractice the sliding-rule is used
which, in
'I'he

;

'^

G

'2

'

cUccL

;!
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us the foregoing precept; but tlie opethe slicling-iiile is so simple, that the most iUiterate

effect, is just

ration

lite

:

the

same

of timber can ])erlbrm

it

just as well as the

most expert

mathematician and I am free to confess, that no other method has yet been proposed, as a substitute, by any means so
brief; though an approximation given by Mr. Bonnycastle, to
;

He

find the content of a cylinder, is certainly very simple.
;"
asserts, that " it is as easy in practice as the false method

hands of illiterate menot so.
The method he proposes is, to multiply a fifth part of the
jv.iddle girt squared into twice the length of the log; and as
would give the content of a cylinder of the same length
tiii.s
and of the same diameter as that in the middle, or at die half
length, I intend to offer two practical and simple methods,
which sliidl effect the object which he contemplated and, at
the same time that it secures to the grower in any case above
20 j^er centum nearer to the value of his property, still leaves
an ample excess of quantity to compensate for irregularities ot
growth to the purchaser because the real quantity, as the

but, as regards the sliding-rule in the

chanics,

it

certainly

is

;

;

frustum of a cone, v/ill ever be in excess of the quantity resulting from the diameter in the middle, taken as a mean for a
cylinder, as will plainly appear from die following

Suppose the foregoing figure
timber of 40

to represent a log of

round

feet in length.

The greater diameter at a = 3 feet
The middle diameter at c — 2 feet and
The least diameter at c= I foot.
The content of such a log is truly 1 36 feet, and
;

1

sands of another foot; see the following computation,

36 thouviz.

3x1X3 = 9 = tripled product of extreme diameters.
= 2-= 4 = squared difference of those diameters.
3 —
1

Sum =13^ X

-7854 x tP

=

136-136

feet.

log be measured by the present customary method, one-fourth of the girt at c is =1*5708, which squared is
2-4'674-, which multiplied into the length (40 feet) gives 98*7
and if we take
feet very nearly
98*7
feet (the customary content) from
136"136 feet (the real content), there remain

Now,

if this

;

37*436

feet (the loss sustained by the grower) which is
But
almost 27^ per centum.
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may be

observed, tliat the greater the disparity of
the bases, the greater the loss to the grower there being a
constant fluctuation
and which, however higli, as before observed, is never so lo'do as 20 per centum.
I will therefore show two original methods of ascertaining
the ci/Jindrical content of any log.
it

;

;

First original Method.

Measure
Measure

1st.

2d.

the length as usual.
the diameter at the half length with a pair of

which

sliding-ride callipers,

(Upon

3dly.

same on
content on B.
to the

The

have constructed

I

for this sole

And

purpose.

new instrument)

D

and against the length on

;

operation for the figure
on C. on D. on A.

As 2

2

:

:

Set the diameter on C
stands the

this

40

:

Avill

A

be,

on B.

125-66

:

=

feet in a cylinder,

diam. diani. length, content.

And

if

from

1

we take
there are

left

25*66
98*70

feet, the

26*96

feet,

here

])r<)posed.

And

if tio)n

be taken

cylindrical content,

feet, the eiistomarj/ content.

136*136
1 25*660

gained to the grower by the method

fiict,

the real content,

feet, the

cylindrical content.

there
are left 10*476 feet in favour of the purchaser, as a
compensation for irregularities of growth. But where timber
is regularly grown, and there is so great a dis})arity between
the extreme diameters as 3 to 1, according to the figure, and
the timber be of the more valuable species, the same allowance
does not seem just and in such case the log should be measured in \wo frusta of c(iual length, thus
Take the diameter of the larger frustum at h, of the figure,
or a quarter the length of the entire log, for the one-half length;
and at d, or three-quarters the length, take the diameter for
;

:

the other half length, which, to follow the precept before laid
will give as follows
viz.

down,

;

As

on C.
2-5
diam.

on

and as

1

*5

diam.

:

I

*5

dinui.

:

on B.
:

:

98*175

fecf.

content of

half

on D.

('.

diaui.

:

on I), on A.
2*5 :: 20
length,

larger trust,

on A.

on H.

20

:

35*343

feet,

half

content of

length,

smaller trust.

Here

!

On
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Here
and

larger fVustuni
smaller iVustum

=
=

98"175
35"S4S

Ti)nbcr.

feet.

133*518

And

of

i^^tX^

feet,

content of both frusta.

the real content,
136-136 feet,
be taken the foregoing content, 133*518 teet,
if fi-om

there are

left

in favour of the

buyer 2*618 feet

worthy of notice that the content, given by the customary method, of this whole log was 98*7 leet whereas the
larger frustum measured conically is really 99-185 feet, the latter being for only half the length
and by the foregoing method of cylinders die larger frustum yields 98*175 feet, being
only about half a foot less than the whole customary content ;
hence the butt half, a, b, c, measured truli/, yields more timber
than the entire log measured in the usual 'soay! !
It is

;

;

I

now

proceeti to

show

my

Second original Method.

As an example,
table,

I give a copy of a page of
prepared expressly for this purpose.

Diameter, Z

leet.

my

manuscript

On

the Theory of parallel Lines in Geometry.

42S

Tliis table exhibits at one view the content for any length
of two feet diameter: thus at 40 feet in length stands 125-66
feet, which is that found by the first original method by operation; and as all other diameters are treated in the same
manner, in my general table, this sufficiently illustrates the

whole.

The factor at the head is a common multiplicator to reduce
any length of that diameter to the content. Thus
Factor 3-1416
40 length.
Feet 125-6640 content,
which agrees both with the tabular content at 40 feet length,
and also with the content given by the operation.
The argument, hitJierto so plausible, of " ease and brevity"
because neither of the
falls, therefore, at once to the ground
original methods here projiosed requires either the same time
Even the measuring of the
or trouble as the girting method.
log in two frusta requires no more time than to girt; for it is
:

;

manifest that the taking of a diameter is not a fourth of the
trouble of girting and quartering the girt, and then applying
the latter to the rule to determine the real dimension ; and in
surveying of timber standing, these original methods are not
a fourth of the labour of the girting or customar}'^ method.
As this cannot be viewed as a trivial matter to manj' of your
readers, I beg, in conclusion, to make them an offei*, collectively and individually, of my personal service to carry this
theory into absolute practice ; and as they value their ova\ interest, and prefer truth to falsehood, I invite them to join with
me in explotling a system which has been so long the theme
of just reprobation.
An Act for the future regulation of weights and measures is
l)efore the I^egislature.
Let the precepts here submitted be recognised in that Act,
and I pledge myself, that within six months afterwards I will
put it into practice in every part of the nation.
I am, gentlemen.
Your most obedient humble servant,

William Gutteridge.
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On

the Theory of parallel

Mr,

IAiies

in Geometry.

By

Henky Mkiklk.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

— JLme

theory of parallels

is

a subject whidi
from a period

seoins to have iiigogt-d ihc attention of geometers

Oti the Theori/

4'24-

of paruUcl lAncs in Geometry.

as remote at least as the days of Euclid down to the present
time but their efforts, however powerful, have usually been
exerted to very little purpose ; for this difficulty, which Euclid
:

an exercise for succeeding geometers, appears to have
no change during the lapse of twenty centuries, if it

as

left

suffered
is

even

now demonstrated.

There is scarce any thing," says Mr. Thomas Simpson,
" more obvious to sense, and at the same time more difficult to
demonstrate, than the first and most simple properties of paSo true is this observation, that the very diarallel lines."
grams themselves seem to refuse being so distorted as to suit
the conditions of any supposition contrary to Euclid's 12th
axiom, or which denies that the angles of a triangle amount
to two right angles and yet all this distortion, although offen*'

:

when we attempt to reason
The reason why in this
conclusion even when proceeding
seems to be, that we are not as

sive to the eye, is quite consistent

on

it,

and compare

its

several parts.

case we arrive at a consistent
on an erroneous supposition,

yet in possession of any property of lines or angles which can
counteract our supposition and lead to a contradictory conclusion, or reductio ad absurdum ; our supposition itself being
the only condition that the investigation involves.
In the Philosophical Magazine for March last, the attention
of your mathematical readers has been again directed to this
very difficult subject, by your distinguished correspondent
Mr. Ivory, who has of late furnished you with so many valu-

After a number of inatructive preliminary reable articles.
marks, Mr. I. takes occasion to mention the demonstration of
Legendre, but not without pohiting out an objection it is liable
to, on account of a new principle or axiom which enters into
Mr. Ivory then proposes a demonstration of
its composition.
his own, which, he says, requires no new principles, and is liaI suppose therefore
ble to no objection excepting its length.
that every one is perfectly at liberty to slate any reasonable
doubts or objections he may have regarding the legitimacy of
that demonstration.
As to the first part, which is intended to prove that the three
angles of a triangle cannot exceed two right angles, there can

But I cannot enan opinion of the latter part of the
performance, because its learned author ajipears to have overlooked a verv important circumstance in the demonstration <jf
This, however, he may still be able to
his third proposition.
put to rights but should he fail in doing so, I suj^pose we
may reasonably despair of any other person's giving us an unThe
objectionable demonstration of the theory of parallels.
be no doubt

thi t

it is

rigidly demonslrated.

tertain quite so favourable

;

defect

On
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defect alluded to will be more readily seen
hrst paragraph and annexing a diagram

by extracting the
somewhat different

rrom the original.
" Prop. III. The three angles of a triangle are
equal
to
^
two right angles."
affirmed be not true, let the three angles
of the
be less than two right angles, and let the defect
trom two right angles be equal to the angle
x.
Let P stand
lor a right angle, and find a multiple
of the angle .r, viz. m xx,
such that 4P-?«.r, or the excess of four right
angles above the
multiple angle, shall be less than the
sum of the two angles
proposed triangle. Produce the side C B,
'
,
5 S ^^ ^^^
and cut off
EF, FG, &c. each equal to BC, so that the
whole
shall contain
times; and construct the triangles
FLG, &c. having their sides equal to
the sides of the triangle
C B ; and consequently their angles
equal to the angles of the same triangle.
In G
produced
toke any point M, and draw
&c. ;
rl K, is^L,, &c.

."

^!

'^^i^^i.i^

triangle

ACB

CG

BE

CBm

BHE, EKF,

A

A
HM, KM, LM,

AH,

Having thus given

the construction, Mr. Ivory proceeds
prematurely with the investigation; for it
ought to have been
previously demonstrated, that in such a
construction the
points

KM, LM,

^'^spectively below the lines
-1
I
Ihis he
tacitly assumes without proof;
and it
tion which stands opposed to the

rrl-

is this

&c.

assump-

angle x, and enables him to
bring out an absurd conclusion; for
if no such assumption is
ventured on, the investigation, so far as
I can see, comes to nothing at all, as is abundantly
evident

from what

The

follows.

triangles

ABH, HEK,&c.
having
struction

by
two

consides,

and the contained
angles in each equal
to those in another,
are equal
hence
the angles
K,
L, &c. are
equal; and the three angles of each of the triangles ABC,
B E, &c. being less thaii two right angles by the angle x,
the angles
K, II KL, &c. are each short of two right angles by a quantity not less than x, but perhaps
by one much
:

AH

HK
H

AH

greater.

x be a right angle, each of the angles
cannot exceed a right angle, but, for any thing
we are yet supposed to know, they may be far short of right
angles; because the triangles A B H,
&c. may each
have ihc siun ol' its .-mgles much less than two right

A 1 1 K,

If therefore

II

KL

HEK,

\

oi. h'O.
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A H K,

H

H K L are right angles,

then A
and L K being
do not meet though produced; much
less can the production of L K meet the extension of C A
above A wherefore the point K lies above L M. Also the
If

parallel (28.

I.

Eucl.)

;

CAH

angle

being equal

BHK,

is

less

HK

than a right angle;

meet at all, it must be downand therefore if AC and
lies above K M.
ward hence the point
It is no doubt a pretty liberal supposition which makes x a
right angle but by supposing it smaller, the number of the
lines
K, K L, &c. is just so much the greater, and the deK L, &c. from two right
K,
fect of each of the angles A

H

;

;

H

H

H

much

So, if in this case
the oftener repeated.
K,
L, &c. do
it be difficult to prove that any of the lines
above the point A, it is certainly as hard a task
not meet C
to show that they do meet that line, for this is just equivalent to
proving Euclid's twelfth axiom.
I am, gentlemen, yours, &c.

angles,

is

so

H

K

A

Sept.

i.V),

LXXXVI. On
To

Henry Meikle.

IS-'?.

the

Autumnal Floxccring of the Narcissus.
Magazine and Journal.

the Editors of the Philosophical

—

Gentlemen, 1 fear that if florists should adopt the hint
given by Dr. Forster in page 343 of the last Number of your
Journal, for producing " an autumnal crop of spring flowers,"
they will in general be disappointed at least I have reason
to believe that the flowering of Narcissus Tazetta in his garden
in the last month, was not owing to the cause which he assigns.
In the garden of a friend of Dr. Forster's near Godstone, he
may now see a profusion of fine flowers of both the white and
the yellow varieties of Narcissus Tazetta, although the same
The truth is, that the
bulbs had flowered well in the spring.
autumnal flowering of this species of Narcissus, when left in
the ground, is not so rare a circumstance as Dr. Forster seems
to think; and I would submit to his superior judgement,
whether, its flowering in such abundance this autumn may not
be satisfactorily accounted for, when we consider the extraordinary mildness of the last winter, the early spring, the consequent early period at which the bulbs went into a state of
rest, the dry summer, and finally, the mildness and moisture
of the autumn*. I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
;

Dec. 2, 182:e.
J^E Cayma.
* We add the following instances.-^-EiiiT.
"
At the Glasgow Florist's Club," the following flowers were brought forward in flill bloom, viz. Wallflower, Ten-week Stocks, Anemones, Yarjow,
Polyanthuses, Gentianella, Carnations, Pinks, crimson Primroses, Auriculas,

China Roses, and the Christmas Rose. rGlasgow Chronicle, Dec. 1 4.
Several bird's nests have been found in the parishes of Chilham and Godmcrsham, with eggs, and the old birds sitting. There is also in the parish
of Worebornc, a pcartree in blossom.
Maidstone Journal, Dec, 14..
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Account of a General Siirveij of the Heavens
Bj/ Professor
undertaken at the Konigsberg Observatory.

LXXXVII. An
Bessel

The
plete

*.

Histoire Celeste has enabled us to acquire a more comknowledge of the firmament than the world had ever

It has detailed the stars
before received upon the subject.
from the north pole to the southern tropic, down to the 8th
magnitude inclusive, and even some of a still smaller magniwhilst formerly those only of the
tude, with great accuracy
telescopic stars were known which had accidentally presented
The observations
themselves to the eye of the astronomer.
:

contained in the Histoire Celeste are as accurate as it is reasonable to expect the places of the stars may be taken from
astronomical fact,
it with sufficient exactness to ascertain every
by uniting it with the second great undertaking of our time,
The Histoire Celeste lays the founthe Catalogue of Piazzi.
dation for a new epoch in the science of astronomy, which embraces the knowledge of the firmament by means of its manifold connexion with other branches of knowledge, which henceforth demand the utmost attention from astronomers.
However much the Histoire Celeste may have developed the
:

subject,

it

has bv no means precluded further inquiries.

It

is,

contrary," necessary that these rej^eated and desirable
observations should be extended to the smaller stars; by which
means we may become possessed of a perfect catalogue and

on the

chart of all the stars down to the ninth magnitude inclusive.
Repetition is necessary, in order not only to give more accuracy to the determinations, but likewise to obtain a sketch
of the proper motions of the stars, and to correct those errors
The
of the pen and the press, Avhich too frequently occur.
extension of the investigaticm to all stars of the 9th magni-

which can and
tude, is, on the contrary, an arbitrary inquiry,
must be accomplished, "if we are desirous of rendering more
of leavmg to
perfect the astronomy of the present age, or
knowledge
posterity tlie means of acquiring a more complete
This perfection is the only desideratum but
of the heavens.
alone that this information
it is not by meridian observations
;

(especially in those regions
is to be obtained, since many stars
which are cnnvded \s\i\\ stiu-s) are generally passed over unseen

to
It is possible, however, to observe sufficient
or unnoticed.
their
enable us to mark the remaining ones on the chart from
without any material
relative positions estimated with the eye,
accuuncertainty whereby these at least attain the desired
;

• Frpin

M. Schumacher's AHroMmmche
y
.J

H

Nachr'wtiteu,

No.
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If we are desirous of proceeding further, and of knowracy.
ing witli certainty the places of all the stars already designated,
the charts must regulate oiu" further observations.
This is a plan, the execution of which demands the greatest
exertions ; but which will also lead to the most useful results.
If it were pursued, it could not fail to furnish advantageous

A

single compoints of comparison for comets and planets.
parison of a star in the heavens with the corresponding one
on the chart would discover any contradiction, and would
without doubt bring to view many new planets hitherto unknown to us. Finally, the accurate knowledge of the firmainterest for its own sake, which, to me at
appears so great, that it need not be heightened by the
relation of those other advantages to science to which I have
already alluded.
The reasons which have determined me not to place the
boundary (which must be established somewhere) at the 8th
magnitude, are, first, that many regions of the heavens would
then become very barren in those stars whose places were determined secondly, the hope of discovering new planets, by
comparing the heavens with the chart, would be instantly desti'oyed; since, of the four lately discovered planets, three at
The realeast do not reach the 8 th degree of niiignitude.
sons against extending the boundary to the 10th magnitude, are,
first, the crowding of the chart and of the catalogue, which
would be the necessary consequence of it ; secondly, the enormous increase of a labour which, even in its most limited extent, already presents an obstacle to be overcome only by the
most intense application ; and lastly, the difficulty of the oliservations themselves, which must be made without much illumination of the wires in the telescope.
I have never even had the idea of entirely completing this
plan ; but I have always hoped to co7itribute to it by means of
a new and arranged series of observations of the declinations,
by zones. I have consequently alwaj^s endeavoured to procure for myself every assistance to the prosecution of this object.
As the liberality of His Prussian Majesty enabled me to furnish the observatory with a large instrument of Reichenbach,
and I esteem
I was guided in the choice of it by this object
myself fortunate in finding in the construction of the Reichenbach meridian circle, a means of so combining this with all the
other objects of astronomical research as to leave nothing on
any point to be desired.
This instrument was erected in March 1820; and on the
The in'19th of August 1821 the first zone was observed.
terval of about a year and a half was almost exclusively occupied

ment possesses an

least,

:

;
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cupied in a series of observations of the circum-polar stars, in
order that the properties of the instrument and the reductions
employed in the observations might be determined. I thought
it right to let these observations precede, without mterrupting
the course of them by any others, since they must be very
numerous to ensure the desired certainty ; and no advantage
would have resulted from extending very widely the knowledge
of the true method of reduction.
In August 1821, however,
these preparations, and others of which I shall hereafter speak,
were completed, and I possessed in Dr. Argelander an assistant upon whose caie and zeal, in that share of the undertaking
which fell to his lot, I could safely rely. The unsettled state
of the weather, which had indeed been remarkably bad, being
no longer an impediment to its commencement, or to its progress, I no longer delayed imparting to my astronomical friends
a more accurate account of the new series of observations. The
first observations with the new instrument soon showed that
the loss of time caused by the reading of the four verniers, and
of the level, stands in need of much correction, in order to observe with some degree of accuracy the multitude of stars
which crowd through the meridian: even a single vernier and
the level cause too much loss on the score of time and the
neglect of the latter too much on that of certainty.
I was therefore obliged to think of a method whereby the
certainty might be preserved and the consumption of time diminished.
I at length accomplished both by fixing to each
pillar of the instrument, a large microscope whose line of vision
stands perpendicular to the plane of the circle, and in whose
;

focus the cross wires are moved by a micrometer screw. With
these microscopes (on both sides of the instrument) immediate
observations may be made of the difference of the zenith or
polar distance, and of the zenith or polar distance itself since

one of them is known. But as it is not possible to give these
microscopes sucli a wide field of vision, as to enable us to perceive in all cases on "which line of the circle the cross thread
is placed, it was necessary to attach a secondary or assistant
arc of 5° of extension (expressly furnished with figures) by
means of a clamp to that part of the circle on which the observations are to be made.
It was also necessary to contrive
an instrument whicli might mark the boundaries of the zojies,
and inform the observer, by the stroke of a little hammer, of
any excess over these boundaries. M. Fi'auenhofer has had
the gootliicsH to construct tliese various additions (which, by
for (he five which would otherwise be necess;iry) with tlie utmost j)eriection, and in exact
conformity witli my plan.

means of one reading, make up

I'lOlU
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From the readings made by these microscopes it is easy to deduce what the immediate observation of the four verniers and the
level would have given for each star. For, the place of the point
of commencement of the scale of the microscope is sought by
selecting an arbitrary point within the circuit of the zone, not
only with the microscope, but also on the verniers, &c.
With
by which
this place is compared the reading for every star
means also the declinations may be found, not by the difference between known stars, but by actual observations.
The
right ascensions will be given immediately by the fundamental
:

stars, while the position of the instrument, with regard to the
meridian, is always most exactly known so that the observations of the zones are founded upon the same basis as that
upon which the other observations of mine depend. In this
sole dependence on all the preceding determinations consists,
without doubt, one essential advantage of this new mode of
observation, the peculiarities of which 1 will now explain some;

what more in detail.
These observations require two observers, one of wliom
must attend to the right ascension and to the placing the middle of the horizontal wire upon the stars, whilst the other observes the microscope
is

;

the former of these

is

myself, the latter

Dr. Argelander.

When the survey of a zone is to be made, the hammer is
screwed up so as to indicate the boundary of such zone and
the subsidiary arc is so placed that the middle of it may fall on
the middle of the zone: the northei'n and southern boundaries of
the zone and the level are then i"ead from the four verniers by the
;

microscope, and the state of the meteorological instruments
noted. After these preparations the observer moves the telescope
slowly up and down until a star appears in the field of view;
the liorizontal wire is placed on it and this being marked by
a signal to the second observer, the time of transit is observed
by means of one wire, the magnitude and other properties* of
the star are noted, and each observer writes down his part of
the observation by which means an arrangement is obtained
at once favourable to oeconomy of time, and to security from
error.
In this manner the observations may be continued (unless clouds should intervene) for at least an hour and a half
;

;

* Under favourable circumstances the magnifying power of this astonishing telescope (
107) exhibits double stars, of the first class, at the first
glance; more are already discovered, as well as double stars of the remaining classes.
In an unfavourable atmosphere, however, the smaller
ones of the first class may easily ])ass unobserved but the stars are
often so indistinct that it is impossible to calculate on any discoveries of
tili^ kind.

=

:
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without interruption and are concluded bv a repetition of the
readings ot" the microscope and the meteorological instrument.
In case no other observations should prevent, a new zone will
be examined after half an hour or an hour; so that three hours
of right ascension will be observed regularly every niglit.
The zones are so arranged that the middle of them falls on
some even degree of declination. And in order that no chasm
may exist between two contiguous zones, as well as to prevent
a repetition of the same observations, I have taken the breadth
of the zone somewhat more than two degrees: viz. 2'^ 12'.
At first the magnifying power of 66 was employed but I soon
Ibund out that it was too small for so powerful a telescope, and
I therefore took, from the 1 1th zone onwards, one of 107 mafnifying power, which has, in fact, less light, and gives some;

;

what more

satisfactory observations.

In an undertaking of this kind, which requires the application of many years, the greatest oeconomy of time is necessary:
frequently must some other observation be sacrificed to It,
which nevertheless, from the opposition of the planets, neither
has yet, nor may be, the case. The number of the zones from
the 19th of August to die end of 1821, has however only
amounted to 39, and up to d)is time (17th June 1822) to 89;
from which it may be inferred how universally bad the weather
has been during that period.
These observations (with only
two exceptions) fall collectively between —5° and 4-15° of
declination
and seldom extend beyond stars of the 9th magnitude.
It will however be necessary to describe somewhat
more in tletail what kind of stars I mean ;o class under the
9th magnitude, in order to prevent any differences between
different astronomers. Tobias Mayer, Piazzi, and the Histoire
Celeste appear to agree exactly: but Bradley for the most part
denotes the stars by a greater magnitude.
Maskelyne, on the
other hand, has observed stars to which he attributes the 10th
11th, and 12th magnitudes; which last, by a scale agreeing
with the Histoire Celeste, he could hardly' have seen in the
telescope of his mural (juadrant.
I have endeavoured to follow
the Histoire Celeste, and frequently agree with it.
I ascribe the 9th magnitude to all those stars winch, with
a sufficiently powerful ilhnnination of the wires, I can see well
enough to lender them difhcult to pass unobserved through
the field of view, on moving the telescope.
Stars of the 9th
and 10th magnitudes are more difficult to discover, and for
the 10th magnitude, even in my telescope of an aperture of
lour inches, the light must be so much diminished, tliat the
wires can no longer be seen with any distinctness. What stars
1 arrange untler the dilfereut magnitudes will be more clciirly
;

seen
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seen in the annexed Catalogue but I shall, for the future, pursue the advice of my respected friend Tralles and in some
well-known region of the heavens (perhaps in that of the
Pleiades) shall give a number of stars, which I shall class
under the different magnitudes. It would be very gratifying
to me, and to many others, if Dr. Olbers, who is so perfectly
acquainted with the firmament, would publish his opinion concerning these differences.
Those astronomers for whom this account of the commencement of a series of observations possesses any interest, will rejoice also to see the result of an undertaking which, notwithstanding the unavoidable rapidity of the objects, has attained
The first is so arranged that, in regions aboundto exactness.
ing in stars, three stars in a minute, and no more, may, on an
average, be observed. If it is desired to observe the right
ascension by two wires, (which can only happen with a view to
greater accuracy, or when there is some doubt of the first
wire,) it becomes scarcely possible to accomplish more than
two stars in a minute.
It may now be inquired, what are the results of the observaThis question can only be antions made with one wire.
swered by repeated comparisons ; since the state of the atmosphere is an important object of consideration. If the stars
are indistinct and twinkle much, as is unfortunately very frequently the case, the uncertainty of an observation by a single
wire is strikingly increased, as I have found by the comparison of observations made under favourable and unfavourable
circumstances.
As, however, in an undertaking of such great extent, commenced under the 55th degree of latitude, we must not be too
solicitous about the choice of circumstances, but must take advantage of clear weather when it comes, nothing remains but,
by a comparison of very numerous observations, to determine
In order to leave no
a medium value of probable errors.
possibility of the existence of arbitrary decisions, and to point
out the probable errors which may occur under actual circumstances, and not under those alone which are pecuharly favourable, I have reduced all the stars (which were observed
twice or oftener in the year 1821, since the adoption of the
greatest magnifying power) to the beginning of 1825; and
ave annexed the catalogue of them to this paper: from
which it will appear that the probable error of an observa:

;

tion

is

in

=

=

iR
+ 0,"1548, Deck + 1",013.
Bradley's observations give for the ibrmcr 0",1426, for the
latter 0",98, both of which are less. I am, however, well satisfied
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considering the rapidity with which the
have been made; and I beUeve that this de-

fied wltli this result,

observations niu.>t
gree of exactness is sufficient for most piu-poses.
The same
instrument, when read by the verniers, and used at perfect leisure, gives the probable error of the declination in the neighbourhood of the equator =0",76. That it is only about onethird greater according to the observation of the zones, is
proved in part by the goodness of my apparatus, but still more
conclusively by the extraordinary care of my iriend Argelander, "joithout w/iich the apparatus would have availed as little
as other good instruments in bad hands.
The publication of
the observations v»i!l be j'early superintended.
The first
S9 observations of zones made in the year 1821 are already in
the press.
The form which I observed in them is not precisely the original one, which would have occupied too much
room but it would not be difficult to restore the numbers in
the form in which they were actually observed, which might
in some cases be useful.
I give in the first column the magnitude of the star; hi the second, the number of wires observed;
in the third, the time of observation reduced to the middle wire;
in the 4th and 5th, the result given by the subsidiary arc and by
the microscope and finally, in the Gth, the apparent declination: that is, affected with refraction.
These latter are obtained when the numbers of the 4th and 5th columns (reduced to degrees, mmutes and seconds) are added to the apparent declination of the zero point of the microscoj)e, which
is found by the above-mentioned readings and the place of the
equator on the instrument.
This, however, is determined by
double observations of the {jole-star; and the corrections which
are required on account of the small errors of division in the
circle, the bending of the telescope, and the weight of the subsidiary arc and oi' the hammer, are by these means ajiplied.
Lastly, the correction of the time, allowing for the deviation of
the instrument from the meridian, is made in each zone for the
;

;

mean declination. In order to render the use of the rough
original observations as easy as possible, I hope, at the same
time with the observations, to publish tables of reduction similar to those which I have projjosed for the Hlstoire Celeste.
I have already calculated these tables for the 39 zones observed
in 1821, and have also nearly reduced die 194 stars (the list
of which is annexed to this paper) to the year 1825.
This notice may for the present suflice. During the ten
months' progress of this laborious undertaking I have ascertained tiie difficulties which a successive survey of the whole
heavens, in the clinuite of Konigsbcrg, will have to encounter.
The number of years whicli will pas'j away before its compleVol. 60. No, 29G. Dec. \U2'L
J I
tion,
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even on the supposition that it pleases Heaven to preAs,
serve me in health and vigour, cannot yet be determined.
however, it is desirable that it should not be very long delayed,
I rejoice to have found Professor Struve of Dorpat, and Dr.
Walbeck of Abo, willing to undertake a part of the labour,
Other
as soon as they are in possession of the requisite means.
fellow labourers, provided with equally good and powerful
meridian circles, will be very desirable; and I am ready to
make the necessary arrangement concerning the choice of a
region of the heavens.
At a time when an Astronomical Society has been instituted, whose principal object is a minute
investigation of the heavens, I think that the hope of seeing
this plan reahzed in its fullest extent cannot be deemed altogether extravagant.
tion,

«

[Professor Bessel has subjoined to this valuable paper a
copious list of the stars already observed by him but which
we are obliged to omit for want of room. The appeal which
is made, in the last sentence, to the Astronomical Society of
London, we hope will not be made in vain. Edit.]
;
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Some Experimetits and Researches on the Saline
Contents of Sea-Water, undertaken mth a view to correct afid
By Alexander Marcet,
iinpi'ove its Chemical Analysis.
M.D. F.R.S. Honorary Professor of Chemistry at Geneva*.

J.N a paper on the temperature and saltness of various seas,
which the Royal Society did me the honour to publish in their
Transactions for the year 1819, I threw out a conjecture,
that the sea might contain minute quantities of every substance
For the ocean having
in nature, which is soluble in water.
communication with every part of the earth through the rivers,
all of which ultimately pour their waters into it ; and soluble
substances, even such as are theoretically incompatible with
each other, being almost in every instance capable of co-existing in solution, provided the quantities be very minute, I could
see no reason why the ocean should not be a general recepAnd altacle of all bodies which can be held in solution.
though it will appear from the following account, that I have
been unsuccessful in some of my attempts to prove the truth
of this conjecture, it may fairly be ascribed either to a want
of sufficient accuracy in our present methods of chemical analysis, or of the requisite degree of skill in the operator.
• From the Trensactioni of the Philosophical

Society, Part

I.

for 1822.
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Some

time after the communication to which I have just
an extraordinary statement was pointed out to me,
upon the authority of Rouelle, a French chemist of the last
century, fi-om which it appeared that mercury was contained
in sea salt*: and I saw soon after in the ^Annates du Musee,
vol. vii. a paper by the celebiated chemist Proust, who, in a
great measure, confirmed that statement, by announcing that
e had found traces of mercury in all the specimens of marine
acid which he had examined.
Improbable as the fact appeared, I thought it worth while
to repeat the experiment, and to lake that opportunity of
making some collateral researches upon other substances, much
moi-e likely than mercury to ba discovered in sea-water.
For this purpose I availed myself of the kindness of my
friend Mr. John Barry f, who happened to be in the vicinity
of Portsmouth, to supply me with specimens of sea-water,
carefully concentrated upon the spot, in vessels of Wedgwood
ware, and with scrupidous attention to cleanliness ui the proAccordingly he was so obliging, as not only to send
cess.
me a quantity of brine evaporated under his own eye, in the
manner just mentioned, but he also collected for me a valuable
series of specimens from the salt-works near Portsmouth, from
all tiie stages of the process, so as to afford me an opportunity
of investigating with accuracy all the chemical circumstances
Finding myof this interesting branch of national oeconomy.
self, however, much pressed by time at this late period of the
session, I shall, after briefly adverting to Rouelle's supposed
discovery, confine myself in this communication to a few observations which I have made on sea-water itself; keeping out
of view, for the present, the topic of salt-making, which, however, I intend to resume at some future period, in a more com-

referred,

plete

and

satisfactory

manner.
mercury

in a specimen of bay-salty
such as is obtained in the salt-works near Portsmouth, b}'
This variety of salt forms large
spontaneous evaporation.
crystals, but is always more or less contaminated by earthy
It has, probably,
matter, which gives it a dirty appearance.
a general resemblance to the French Sel de Gahelle, which
is more impure still, though, I believe, obtained in a similar

I first attempted to detect

manner J.
• See Journal de Medecine, vol. xlviii. 1777, page 322.
Mr. John Barry, of Ploiiirh Court, inventor of a new and valuable
•f-

process for preparing extracts in vacuo, &c.
X The name of bai/salt is often applied to foreign as well as British salt,
and in general it simply denotes that the salt lias been obtained by spontaneous evaporation.
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this salt were put into a coated retort connected with a receiver, and about four ounces c f nitrous acid
were jioured upon it. A pretty brisk action took place, which
was further increased l>v the application of heat; fumes of
chlorine were immediately disengaged, and a reddish fluid
condensed in the receiver the heat was continued, and gradually raised in a charcoal fire till no acid or moisture any
longer came over; at which time a new emission of red fumes
indicated that the nitrate formed in the retort was beginning
to part with its acid: minute drops of fused salt soon bedewed
the upper part and neck of the retort, so as to be mistaken, at
first, for a sublimate.
This, however, proved to be almost
solely muriate of soda
and on careful examination, it did not
appear to contain the smallest atom of corrosive sublimate.
I next dissolved five or six jjounds of bay-salt in water, and
collected in a filter the insoluble earthy sediment, in which
Rouelle stated that the quicksilver was usually found. This
sediment being careftdly dried, and heated to redness in a
coated retort, a white sublimate arose, and condensed on the
neck of the retort but this sublimate proved to be muriate of
ammonia, and did not contain the smallest portion of corrosive
This sal-ammoniac, though
sublimate or other mercurial salt.
evidently formed during the distillation from the vegetable
and animal matter contained in the sediment, suggested to me
the idea of looking for anunonia amongst the contents of sea-

Eight ounces of

;

;

;

water.

now

submitted some Sel ilc Gahellc, which I had procured
for the purpose, to similar experiments, and the
The result was essediment, also was carefully examined.
After adding nitric
sentially the same as with tiio bay-salt.
acid to the salt, the heat was gradually pushed to redness;
and when all the moisture was evaporated, a white sublimate
appeared, as in the former case, which, in this instance, proved
to consist almost entirely of nitrate of soda; but always without the least particle of mercurial salt, and without any muriate of ammonia*.
I therefore think myself justified in concluding that the
mercury, which other chemists have detected in sea-salt or its
products, must have been introduced there from some local
or accidental circumstances.
In experiments upon sea-salt, or in general upon the saline
contents of the sea, it is obvious that, in order to exclude
I

from Calais

* In the former experiment tlie sublimate was principally muriate of
Koda, owing, no doubt, to the decomposition having been less complete, and
the operation

less gi'adually

conducted than

in

the latter experiment.
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sources of error, it is necessary to operate upon pure seawater, and not upon salts obtained from it by the usual processes in the large way, these being always more or less contaminated by the clay pits in which the evaporation is carried
on, by the metallic boilers, or other adventitious causes.
I
therefore now turned my attention to the sea-water itself, and
in particular the perfectly pure and transparent specimen of
concentrated brine from the Channel, which I have above

Mr. Barry procured

this water near Bembridge
about two miles N.E. of the eastern extremity
of the Isle of Wight, aiul the evaporation which it had undergone at Portsmouth had onh' separated from it a quantity of

mentioned.

floating light,

calcareous matter, principall}- selenite *.
few pounds of this water were evaporated nearly to dryness, at a gentle heat, so as to reduce the mother liquor to
the smallest possible quantity.
This liquor was suffered to
drain olij and reserved for experiments, as it is in this fluid
that any new ingredients are most likely to be detected.
I had suspected that some nitric salt might be found in seawater; but in this I was disappointed.
The discrimination by
the shape of the crystals being in this instance scarcely practicable, the mode which I employed for detecting it, consisted
in concentrating the bittern in a glass tube or retort, till it
began to deposit solid matter, then adding sulphuric acid and
gold-leaf, and boiling the mixture ; the gold-leaf was not in
the least acted upon, nor was any smell of nitric acid perceived but on adding the smallest quantity of nitre to the
same mixture, the gold was dissolved, and the smell of aqua
regia was instantly perceived f.
portion of the said bittern was next examined by appropriate re-agents with a view to detect any minute quantity of
earths or metals, esj^ecially alumina, silica, iron and copper,
which former incpiirers might have overlooked but I could
find no othei- earth except magnesia: and to my siu'prise, I
did not find in the bittern the least particle of lime which
proves that sea-water contains no nuniate of lime, as had been
generally supposed.
I was equally unsuccessful in my attempts to detect iron or copper, by the most delicate tests.

A

;

A

:

;

* The water, immediately on being raised from the Rca, had been allowed
to stand a siifTiLicnt time to deposit the earthy |)articles suspended in it,
by which means it had i)ccome Ijeantilully transparent.
100 |)onnds of
the water produced only three fjrains of earthy sediment, in wiiicii I could
nothing
l)ut
carbonate
of
discover
lime and oxide of iron.
It is in this sediment, according to llouelle, that mercury is to be found. I need iiardly say
that I could not detect in it the least particle of that metal.
f For this easy and elegant process for dete<ting nitric acid, a point attended with difficulty, I am indebted to Dr. WoIIaston.

In
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In fact, neither alkalies, nor alkaline carbonates, precipitated
any other substance from the bittern of sea-water, except magnesia.

The deposit obtained at Portsmouth during the early period
of the concentration of the water, being analysed, I found it
to consist of selenite, mixed with a little muriate of soda, and
a portion of carbonate of lime. The presence of this last substance in sea -water, in a state of perfect solution, being, I believe, a new fact, I neglected no means of establishing it with
certainty, an object which was accomplished without difficulty *.

Carbonate of magnesia having been supposed by some chemists to exist in sea-water, I looked for it in the same deposit
but I could not detect the least portion of it by the most delicate tests f.
I next turned my attention to the alkaline salts of sea-water
and here I was more fortunate as I succeeded in ascertaining
beyond a doubt, that sea-water contains ammonia, as it yielded
This result
sal-ammoniac by evaporation and sublimation.
was easily obtained.
Some of the bittern being evaporated
to dryness in a retort, and a low red heat applied, a white sublimate appeared in the neck of the retort, which proved to be
muriate of ammonia. The mode in which this substance was
identified was as follows
1. The sublimate was re-dissolved in water, re-evaporated
to dryness, and again sublimed by the heat of a spirit-lamp.
2. This new sublimate being again dissolved, and solution
of magnesia and phosphoric acid added, a triple phosphate was
;

:

formed.
3.

the

On

adding caustic potash to the solution, and bringing

mouth of a

phial containing muriatic acid close to the ves-

abundant white fumes appeared.
4. The sublimate gave precipitates both with muriate of
platina and nitrate of silver %.
Sulphate of soda having been mentioned by many chemists,
as one of the constituents of sea-water, I endeavoured to assel,

The

deposit was treated with acetic acid, which occasioned an efferThe clear liquor being then decanted off) and evaporated to dryness, and alcohol added, acetate of lime was fouiTd in the filtered alcoholic

vescence.
liquor.

f Namely, solution of the mass in dilute muriatic acid ; precipitation of
the lime, and addition of phosphate of ammonia to the filtered liquor.
X As it did not enter into my plan, on this occasion, to turn my attention to the estimation of proportions or precise quantities, I have not attempted to estimate exactly the proportion which ammonia bears to the
other ingredients of sea-water; but as its presence can easily be shown in
100 grains of the bitter salts, its quantity cajinot be extremely minute.
certain,

^
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whether or not

it

existed in

But

it.

all
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attempts to

detect this salt in the bittern by crystallization were fruitless,
though great pains were taken for that purpose; and I feel the
more confident that there is no sulphate of soda in sea-water,

any but the most minute quanwould be quite incompatible with our knowledge of
chemical affinities.
For siiice there are, co-existing in seawatei', muriate of soda and sulphate of magnesia, it is evident
that sulphate of soda would decompose muriate of magnesia,
which salt is known to be in sea-water. And again we know,
that sea-water contains sulphate of lime and muriate of soda;
as the presence of this salt, in

tities,

therefore

it

cannot contain sulphate of soda for in that case
lime, which I have shown to be
;

we should have muriate of
contrary to

The

fact.

circumstance which I shall at present notice, relates to the state
which potash exists in sea-water *. Potash
is found, by its appropriate re-agents, principally in the bittern;
but it is found also among the salts which are separated from
it, especially in the latter period of crystallization.
By further
and repeated evaporation of the bittern, and successive separation of the mother-water remaining after the removal of the
crystals formed, various distinct crystals were obtained possessing their characteristic form, nameh', prismatic sulphate
of magnesia, cubic and star-shaped muriate of soda, and
rhombic crystals, quite different from either of the other salts.
These crystals, which were evidently portions of an oblique
rhombic prism, being carefully separated and washed with
water and alcohol, proved to be a triple salt of sulphate of
potash and magnesia ; a salt so easily analysed, that it would
be quite superfluous to relate the particulars of the process.
It now remained to be ascertained, whether potash might
not also exist in sea-water in the state of muriate of potash,
or of triple muriate of potash and magnesia. That a considerable quantity of potash remains in the bittern, even after
the separation of the triple sulphate, is easily ascertained ; and
by careful evaporation it may be made to crystallize as a triple
salt in rhombic crystals ; but the constitution of this salt is so
delicate, that it is liable to be separated into muriate of potash
and muriate of magnesia by water alone and it is with cerlast

m

;

decomposed by alcohol, which takes up the magnesian
muriate, and leaves the other undissolved.

tainty

* It will be recollected, that the presence of potash in sea-water, though
announced by myself in the paper on sea-water to which I have before alluded, was Dr.Wollaeton's discovery.
I have likewise to mention, that the
above experiments respecting the state in which it exists, were either luade
hy him or at his suggestion.
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the foregoing observations and experiments

it

may,

therefore, be inferred,
1st. That there is no mercury, or mercurial salt, in the
waters of the ocean.
2dly. That sea-water contains no nitrates.
iJdly. That it contains sal-ammoniac.
4thlv. That it holds carbonate of lime in solution.
5thly. That it contains no muriate of lime.
ethly. That it contains a triple sulphate of magnesia and

potash.

Some of these circumstances will, of course, require that
former analyses of sea-water, and my own in particular, should
be corrected and revised but this I sliall not attempt to do,
until I have obtained further and still more precise information on the subject.
;

Harley-strect,

June

LXXXIX. On

!20,

tlic

18!C2.

visible Solar

Lunar

a7id

LcHj)ses 'which

happen in the Year 1823, as calculated for Greenmch
and Aberdeen the Elements being calculated J rom the Tables
of M. Delambre and M. Burckhardt. By Mr. Gkokge
will

,-

Innes

*.

[The times are inserted according to

civil

account, the day being reckoned

to begin at midnight.]

To theEditors

of' the Philosophical

Magazine a?id Journal.

—

Gentlemen, In calculating the two lunar eclipses, I have
increased the moon's equatorial parallax j}jy part for the reAstronomers seem doubtfraction of the earth's atmosphere.
ful how much is to be added to the semidiameter of the shadow of the earth as projected at the distance of the moon;
but the quantity must certainly bear some proportion to the
parallax.
I send you the elements of the solar eclipse, for the use of
such as may wish to make a projection but from the instant
of greatest obscuration falling between 5 and 6 o'clock, it will
be found very difficult to determine with sufficient accuracy
tlie distance of the corresponding points on the respective
;

paths.

In reference to this eclipse, it will be interesting to observe
visible impression is made on the sun's limb at
those places which are situated about the extremity of the penumbra. Such places will be found a little to the west, southwest, and south of London.

whether any

* Communicated by the Author.

The

2

:

^ll

which mil happen in the Year 1823.
Tlie elements of the solar eclipse are as follow
D. H.

Meantime

of ecliptic conjunction \

July
^ 8

at Greenwich
J
Equation of meaii to apparent time 1
at conjunction

Hence

,

„

6

44 46 17

6

40 16,18

_

4 29 99

J

the apparent tune of conjunction

is

8

o

Longitude of the sun and moon")
fi'om true equinox
J

,„-

i<,

Sun's right ascension
.
declination north decreasing
horary motion in longitude . .
right ascension

106
22

32 19,62
35 30,6
2 23,00
2 23,93
16,10
15 45,57

.

'

.

declination

—

.

.

semidiameter

8,65
0,03
0,396

horizontal parallax

+

latitude

Horary

increase of the equation of time
Obliquity of the ecliptic
Moon's latitude north decreasing . .
equatorial horizontal parallax
.
.
horizontal semidiameter
horary motion in longitude 1
at conjunction
J
horary motion in longitude )^
for the hour preceding
J
horary motion for the hour 1
following
/

23

horary motion in latitude
horai-y

1

horary motion in
for the hour following

...
latitude
...

m

the relative orbit

.

42,77
21,15

16 42, 1

072

38

„- 59 871

_
_

\
)

3 25 886
3

25 610

3

26 162

'

J

_

\

'

'

J

Angle of the relative orbit with the ecliptic
Horary motion of the moon from 1
the sun

1

07 59971

y

motion in latitude

for the liour preceding

27 49,76

18

...

at conjunction

1474

5

50 12,5
„p,

.„

,-c,

J

The following are the results which I have obtained in calculating for Greenwich and Aberdeen.
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Apparent time.

'xhich 'will

July 23.

happen in the Year 1823.

Moon

eclipsed, partly visible.

Greenwich.

4.4.;
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So)ne

Remarks on Urinari/

Calculi,

what else could it be but ammonia in this case, even if the odour
had not proclaimed its presence ? and from whence could the
ammoniacal gas arise but from the lithate of anmionia ? It is
not conceivable that it could be obtained by the simple action
of the potassa on any mucus supposed to be obtained from the
bladder

or to be the result of a synthetic structure of elements resulting from the lithic acid itself, part being decomposed by the action of the potassa, and new modelled in this
form. As far as we know, neither can be the source of the am;

monia thus presented.

Though

Professor Berzelius had stated his having met with
the urine, Dr. Prout, in his valuable work on calculous
diseases, expresses himself completely sceptical as to the existence of silica in calculi. But M. Thenard, in his very excellent
silica in

Traite de Clumie" even describes the characters of siliceous
He mentions that they possess the same aspect as
those composed of oxalate of lime, perhaps a little less coloured ; and that they lose nothing by calcination, and form glass
by fusion with potassa.
I had occasion not long since to examine fragments of a calculus passed by a gentleman labouring under this dreadful
disease.
It had all the geiieral chai'acteristics of the ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate or triple calculus. It was "isliite,
crystalline^ and disengaged ammonia by treatment with caustic
*'

calculi.

potassa, in which it was soluble nor was
sulphuric acid.
The insoluble residue had
;

it

entirely soluble in

all

the characters of

and fused into glass with potassa. The calculus in question, though almost transparent, like that composed of ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate, was not vitrijiahle at a red heat.
silica,

The gentleman in question found considerable pain in passing his urine ; unless his conmion food was composed of bland
substances, as barley broth, &c.
His medical attendant was very judiciously administering
muriatic acid.
But unless this was conjoined with such bland
vehicles, the sensation was described to me as that which might
be supposed to arise from an excoriation of the membranous
surface by

powdered

The method

glass.

adopt in order to obtain a general idea of the
constituents of uruiaiy calculi being sufficiently simple, perhaps
a succinct detail of it may not be uninteresting to the medical
practitioner; seemg the manipulation is so easy, and the chemical skill required so very small.
The cystic oxide and the zanthic oxide calculi are so very
rare in occurrence, that for the general practitioner they might
be well passed unheeded confused crystals and its feet id odour
I

;

before the blo^v-pipe characterize the

first

of these ; and the last
is

and

their Chemical

Examination.

447

discriminated chiefly by forming a yello'w compound with nitric acid, instead of a pink one as in the case of Uthic acid.
That called the fusible calculus is a compound of the ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate, and of the phosphate of lime calculus ; and is characterized by its easy fusibility, as its name
imports.
fine tile, or in lieu of it the bottom of a china saucer or
plate of glass, will suffice ; a feather and glass rod ; a spirit
lamp, and platinum spoon, with a glass mortar and pestle, form
the aggregate of the simple apparatus required a blow-pipe
will be seldom needed.
Pure caustic potassa in concentrated solution, and sulphuric,
nitric, muriatic and acetic acids, constitute the amount of the
is

A

:

re-agents.

In external and physical characters,

1.

The

and

lithic acid cal-

on being
wetted 2. The oxalate of lime (or mulberry) calculus is gray,
sometimes deep brown, in undulated layers 3. The siliceous
calculus (which is at any rate rare) wears the same aspect as
that of the oxalate of hme; or it may be less coloured; 4. The
ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate (or triple) calculus is white,
crystalline and semi-transparent; 5. The phosphate of lime calculus is white, opake, and non-crystalline 6. Dr. Prout has
described the lithate of ammonia calculus as being of an ash
culi are yellowish or reddish yellow,

especially

;

;

;

gray.

A

fi-agment of the calculus to be examined is next reduced
and a portion of this powder exposed in a pla-

to fine powder,

tinum spoon to the heat afforded by the spirit lamp. If it
blackens and burns away, leaving no residuum, I conclude it to
be wholly compounded of lithic acid, or lithate of ammonia.
A further portion of the comminuted powder is then mixed
with concentrated solution of caustic potassa; and if visible vapours are developed, on the approach of a feather dipt in muriatic acid, it may be concluded that it is composed of lithate of
ammonia.
It^ instead of the previous indication, it loses a})parently nothing by calculation, and after being thus intensely ignited
does not vitrity, I conclude it to be, either the oxalate of lime
If it is vitrified at
calculus, or that of the phos})liate of lime.
a red heat, then it may be inferred to be the triple calculus and
In order to distinguish whether it
if it fuses, the fusible one.
be the nuilberry calculus (oxalate of lime), or that of the phosphate of lime, bring a drop <jf acetic acid in contact after calcination, when cold if it eflervesces, it is the oxalate of lime calculus.
It may, hov.'ever, still be so, and not ellervescc: a little of the powder .sliuuld therefore, after calcination, be tlirowii
;

:

into

i+S

Note of some Experiments

If lime-water be formed, it will become turbid by
blowing through it by means of a quill in this case, too, the
calculus will be that of oxalate of lime.
It may be merely
added, if that under examination be the triple calculus, it will
yield volatile ammonia, on treatment with caustic potassa.
I
need not particularize and these are the general indices.
into water.

:

;

I always

am, with the highest respect, gentlemen,
Your very faithful and obedient servant,
-

J.

Murray.

—

P.S.
I notice a slight error in my paper on " Solution developed from the Action of Sulphuric Acid on Chlorate of Potassa in Water."
It dissolves gold leaf very readily ; the foil
appearing finally a very thin perforated film having lost all its
metalline appearance.
Blue colours are promptly discharged.
Sodium does not kindle when projected on its surface, though
potassium inflames very readily.
J. M.

XCI. Note of some Experiments on the Vaponr of Sidphiiric
By John Murray, F.L.S. M. IV.S. Sir. 8^-c.
Ether.
To

the Editors

ofthe Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

—

Gentlemen, 1 am not aware that the following phsenomena
are any where recorded ; many of the experiments detailed are,
perhaps, sufficiently curious and interesting to merit a place in
your Journal.
The copious and continued extrication of inflammable vapour from the surface of ether is remarkable, and may be made
subservient to a chain of experiments illustrative of its physical

and chemical character.

The vapour may be poured

in

an

invisible

form from one

vessel to another, as in the case of carbonic acid gas.

An

ig-

nited taper will be the test of its presence.
In like manner
the vapour may be laved or pumpeii out into other vessels, or
transferred by a wide stop-cock laterally, or through a funnel.
The vapour, however, being 'ponred into a glass funnel with
a stem eight inches long and the diameter of the bore l-8th
to l-16th inch diameter, did not flow out, but

remained

in tlie

fimnel above.
The sulphuric ether vapour poured on carbonic acid gas,
mingles with it, and from this uniform diffusion, the gas, &c.
burn with a diluted blue flame to the bottom of the cylinder
containing them.
Mixed with hydrogen, it burns with a lambent blue flame.
With nitrous gas, ignition does not i)roduce explosion. It

burns

449

on the Vapour of Sulphuric Ether.

burns tranquilly and in all respects like a mixture of nitrous
gas and hydrogen, having an increased illuminating power,

and of a green colour.
Equal parts of the ethereal vapour and nitrous oxide burnt
with a flame resembling the last in colour, but the ignition was
rapid and approximating the explosive range.
The vapour does not seem to diffuse in olefiant gas, this
last burning with its usual illuminating effect, and it is succeeded by a blueish flame, such a one as seemed to be charac-

—

teristic

The

of the vapour.
ethereal vapour poured

on chlorine gas

in

day

light,

gives rise to the immediate formation of clouds of muriatic
acid gas, accompanied by the exhalation of a kind of spray
from the bottom of the vessel.
Equal volumes of sulphuric ether vapour and ammoniacal
gas burn tranquilly to the end, with reddish green flame.
Equal volumes of vapour and cyanogen diluted the flame,

and made it apparently more luminous.
Equal parts by bulk of the vapour and sulphuretted hydrogen burn with a lambent blue flame: little sulphur is deposited, and the combustion gives rise to the odour of garlic.
Poured
It inflames on the surface of naphtha, water, &c.
on the surface of nitric and muriatic acids, it burns with slight
alteration of tint.

On ammonia in solution the flame has a reddish tint. The
combustion from the surface of sidphuric acid is more rapid,
somewhat of an explosive kind, and the flame is of a red cast.
Oct. 7, 1822.

J.

Murray.

P.S. Gold-lea/was immersed in the vapour of sulphuric ether,
and allowed to repose for four weeks, without any perceptible
change having been superinduced. Thin slips of caoutchouc
exhibited no alteration whatever in eight days: a small quantity of distilled water was at the termination of this period
In some days the slips were slightly blanched, the
added.
edges being most whitened. In the change here produced
there seenaed an approximation to the consistency o^ leather,
I shall only take leave to add, that the thin slips of caoutchouc referred to were obtained by inflating, by means of
a condenser, small bottles of Indian rubber in the way deI have thus expanded bottles of caoutscribed by Mr. Forster.
chouc, from the size of a walnut to the diameter of six inches
and more. I have found strips of the caoutchouc so extended,
admirable valves for the condenser of my gas blowpipe."

—

XCII.

True apparent Right Ascension of Dr. yiMiKY.i.\-^v.'s
3G Stars fur everij Day in the Year 1 823, at the time of
passing the Meridian of Greenwich.
Caladatedfrom BessEi.'s Tables of 1 820.
1823.
Vol. 60. No. 296. Z^ff. 1822.
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the Expansive Force

peratures.

3

of Steam at

different

Tem-

By Philip Taylor.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

M

UCH

Bromley, Middlesex, Dec. 26, 1822.
interesting discussion having lately

taken place on the expansibility of steam, I shall feel pleasure
can in any degree contribute toward a more correct knowledge of the physical properties of this important agent.
Some years since, I proposed a safe and simple mode by
which the heat of compressed steam might be employed, to any
extent, in various manufacturing processes.
In this application of steam, it became necessary to determine what precise temperature would result from its different
degrees of compression ; for in many cases it was desirable to
employ it as the medium for conveying heat to solutions of
saline substances and sugar, which require high degrees of
heat for their ebullition.
Finding that my practical results did not accord either with
the experiments given by other writers, or with the theories
deduced from them, I was led to form a Scale (Plate VI.) which
might show the expansive force consequent on each degree of
temperature, from 212° to 320° Fahr.
As this Scale was intended to exhibit the force of steam above
the point at which the atmospheric pressure balances it, I have
placed my zero at 212°, and given the forces produced by each
addition of temperature in inches of mercury; and in order
that it might be rendered more convenient for use, the divisions
ai*e reduced to one-fourth of their actual magnitude.
I have
also in another column given the pressure on a square inch at
each degree of temperature assuming that 2^^, inches of mercury of sp. gr. 13*50, are equal to one pound per square inch.
The rapidly increasing series of the forces compared with
the regular increments of heat, is at one view exhibited on this
Scale, in a manner which I hope will be interesting to the man
of science, and useful to those who are like myself engaged in
the practical aj^plication of the force and heat of steam.
This Scale was formed by the means of an apparatus likely
to render my experiments as correct as any can be, which depend on the indications of thermometers but I have hitherto
hesitated in publishing it, from its great variance with those
Tables already given by men of science.
Repeated experiments having led me to believe that my results are correct, I send it for your insertion
at the same
time I wish to observe, that I have not endeavoured to make
if I

—

;

:

—

it

:

Expansive

Fmce of Steam.
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otherwise than what I profess it to be, a practical scale, and
aware that many httle discrepancies will be found, which
are not to be reconciled with theory.
As it may be useful to bring under one view the forces in
inches of mercury laid down by others, and compared with
my own, I subjoin them
it

I

am

Temperat.

—
Expansive Force of Steam.

45+

Dr. Ure's numbers are uniformly higher tlian those which
have given and as he laid them down by experiment, I suspect that our mode of operating must have differed.
I shall not at present enter upon the question, vphether it is
more oeconomical to obtain power by heating- water to a high
temperature, or a comparatively low one for although the annexed Table shows that 38 degrees of heat only produce a force
equal to one atmosphere, while about 12 degrees of heat will
give the force of the 5th atmosphere still this fact alone would
To settle this
not prove the ceconomy of high-pressure steam.
I

;

;

;

—

necessary to ascertain what relative proportions
oi'fucl must be consumed to produce each degree of force.
From experiments made on a large scale, I have long been
convinced of the value and ceconomy of high-pressure steam,
and this conviction led me to give the opinion which I stated before a Committee of the House of Commons some years since*.
Many important improvements have resulted from the use
of this valuable agent since that period and others, which will
arise from our more perfect acquaintance with its properties,
will lead us to rejoice that the Legislature did not limit its use
in consequence of a few injudicious applications of it.
I am at this time engaged in experiments to ascertain at
what expense of fuel each degree of force can be obtained; and
I have reason to think that the apparatus which I have conquestion,

it is

;

me results on which I may
am, Gentlemen, yours truly,

structed will give
1

rely.

Philip Tayloe.
P. S. I observe that the engraved plate varies a little from
the original, owing to the shrinking of the paper on drying;
but as this effect is equal, it does not interfere with its comparative accuracy.
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Notices respecting Neiv
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Conversations on Mineralogy: with Plates engraved by Mr. and
Miss Lowry, from Original Drawings. 2 vols. 12mo.

work, though its pretensions are modest and unassumbe found highly useful, and well adapted to answer
the purpose for which it is intended, namely, as stated by
Miss Lowry in her preface, for it is to Uiis lady that we are
indebted for the publication, " to prepare the young minera-

1 HIS

ing, will

more learned treatises."
conversational method of imparting knowledge appears to be well adapted for elementary books, as the difficulties most likely to occur to a beginner are stated and an-

logist for the study of
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swered, and thus leave a stronger impression on the mmd
Of the sixteen converthan a simple affirmation of the facts.
sations which the book contains, the first is introductory, containing definitions of mineralogy and geology; their relation;
the connexion of mineralogy with chemistry; and a list of the
simple or elementaiy substances of which minerals are composed.
In the second and third the properties and appearance of these substances, and their comparative utility to mankind, in a simple or prepared state, are explained as fully as
is consistent with the nature of the work
in the third conversation an explanation is also given of the term specific gravity, and the manner of determining it.
The fourth conversation is an introduction, to the mathematical part of mineralogy, crystallography the theory of Haiiy is here adopted, as
the most capable of explaining the internal structure of crystals consistently with their external transitions of form
the
system of Professor Mohs is not capable of bemg adopted, or
even properly explained, in a work of this extent, and it is, besides, not generally known in England. The uses of the goniometer, electrometer, magnet, blowpipe, and chemical tests,
with the principal external characters of minerals, are explained in the succeeding conversation and in the sixth are
some remarks on the classification of minerals, and a tabular
sketch of the one adopted. Miss Lowry's arrangement is new
though founded, like most others, on a combination of the
chemical and physical characters of minerals, it is made to
depend, in some degree, on their comparati ve age thus, the
earthy compounds being more ancient than the metalliferous
ones, j)^'^c^de them; and the inflammable substances, which
are of more recent formation, are placed after them.
observe that she has made an addition of one substance, arseniate of iron, to the list given by Haiiy of minerals which
are electric by heat.
This property of the arseniate of u'ou
has not, we believe, before been remarked by any author.
This work is highly creditable to Miss Lowry, aiid we cannot doubt will be well received by the public. The Plates,
which are twelve in number, are all from drawings by Miss
Lowry, executed with a degree of neatness and accuracy
which have never been sui-jiassed.
:

;

:

;

:
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The Linncan Society have just published the Second Part of
the 13th Volume of their Transactions, containing the following Pajiers
Second Part of the Descriptive Catalogue of a Zoological

made in the Island (if Sumatra and its Vicinity.
Thomas Stamford Kafiics. A Monograph of the

Collection
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Genus Saxifraga. By Mr. David Don. On a Fossil Shell
of a fibrous Structure, the Fragments of which occur abundantly in the Chalk Strata and in the Flints accompanying it.
By Mr. James Sowerby. Remarks on Hypnum recognitum,
and on several new Species of Roscoea. By Sir James Edward Smith. Remarks on the Genera Orbicula and Crania
of Lamarck, with Descriptions of two Species of each Genus
and some Observations proving the Patella distorta of Montagu to be a Species of Crania.
By Mr. George Brettingham
Sowerby.
Commentary on the Hortus Malabaricus, Part I.
By Francis Hamilton, M.D. Observations on the Chrysanthemum Indicum of Linneeus. By Joseph Sabine, Esq. Account of the Marmots of North America hitherto known, with
Notices and Descriptions of three new Species.
By Joseph
Sabine, Esq.
On certain Species of Carduus and Cnicus which
appear to be dioecious. By Thomas Smith, Esq.. The Natural History of Lamia Amputator of Fabricius. By the Rev.
L. Guilding. Description of two new Genera of Plants from NeExtracts from the Minute-Book, &c.
pal. By Dr. N. Wallich,

—

—

—A

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Recent Publications.

An

accurate Table of the Population of the British Empire
in 1821; specifying all the Cities and Boroughs in Great Britain, with eveiy other Parish or Place containing 2000 InhaOn double Demy Paper, Price 5s. ;
bitants or upwards, &c.
fine Paper 7s. Published by E. Wilson, Royal Exchange.
Letter to the Rev. T. R. Malthus, being an Answer to the
Criticism on Mr. Godwin's work on Population, in the Edinburgh Review. With an Examination of the Censuses of Great
Britain and Ireland. By David Booth.

A

Preparing for Publication.
In the course of next month (January) will be published,
Bohn's Bibliographical, Analytical and Descriptive Catalogue
of Books in all Languages and Classes of Literature, including
an extensive Collection of Botanical and Scientific Works.
understand that Francis Maseres, Esq. Cursitor Baron
of the Exchequer, whose liberal exertions for the restoration
of the older mathematical writers are so well known to the
mathematical world, has nearly completed a collection of
those which relate to optical science. Amongst the interesting
treatises which are reprinted in this volume, are the Optica
promota of James Gregoi-y, containing the first publication of

We

the reflecting telescope; the Traite dc la Liimicrc of Huya work which
; and the Lectiones Optica; of Dr. Barrow,
This work is edited under
as become exceedingly scarce.
the superintendance of C. Babbage, Esq. F.R.S. &c.
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ANALYSIS OF PEIIIODICAL AVOKKS ON ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.
S'jsai/ison's

Zoological Illustrations.

No. 27.

PL 130 and 131 illustrate, in the ir.ost conipletc manner,
that remarkable bird Trocliilns latipennis^ or Broad-shafted
Humming Bird of Latham, Avhich is here called the Gray
sickle-winced Humming Bird, for the sake of distinguishing
It irom two other species, both iscith hroad shajts to their wings,
first described by Mr. Swainson in this work
both sexes are
figured from which it appears the quill-feathers in the female
are similar to tiiose usual in the birils of this genus. PI. 1 32. Maaoglossnm ajintdosum and fasciafimi, two new irisects from Brazil, thus characterized
M. aiinnlosimi alls nigris, anticis fasciis 2 hyaline maculatis ornatis; abdominis nigri, segmento
tertio niveo.
M. fasciatiim alis nigricantibiis, anticis fusco
variis,
posticis striga aurantiaca centrali ornatis
thorace
grisea ; corporis lateribus, maculis aurantiacis, nigris et pallide fulvis insignibus
antennis gracilibus unco producto.
PI. 133. Another new and interesting lepidopterous insect,
likewise from Brazil.
Thccla macaria, with figures of both
the sexes
T. alis supra fuscis, anticis ad basin ca2ruleis, infra
:

;

,-

:

,-

;

;

;

ferrugineis, punctis 2 mediis nigris ornatis; posticis infra cas-

antice pallidioribus, macula nigra ad basin ornatis.
IS^ beautifully rejnesents Slromhtis Icntiginoms, and a
new species by the name of exusfi/s, nearly apjjroaching to it,
but thoroughly distinguished b\' these characters " S. testa
taneis,

PI.

:

nodosa, labio interiore albo, laevi labii exterioris inflexi, supra sinuati, intus })urpureo-atri, striali, lobo basali edentulo."
;

Soxverfji/'s

Genera of Shells.

No.

9.

Two

Plates accompany th.e description of the genus SponDYi. us, of which the definition (although a))parently correct) is
loaded with unnecessary detail, occupying nearly half a page,

although

its

essential characters iriight

have

l)cen contained in

AMPHinr.SMA, a genus possessing at the best
butdubiouscharacters. Slccinea of Draparnaud. accompanied
by excellent figures. Mr. Sowerby judiciously adopts tliis gomis
eight or ten lines.

after the best c<mtinental conchologists, in )ireferencc to

M. de

Ferrussac. Indeed we have been greatly dis!ip})ointed in the
systematic arrangement of the land sliclls projiosed i)y this lastmentioned author. With facilities for investigating tlicm in the
most peiiect manner, we had exj)ec(ed something beyond a
mere artificial arrangement of divisions " ten times divided,"

and a whole

list

of new flimily names, more jK'i-j)lexing

Vol. CO. No. 290. />r. 1822.

S

M

tlinn

the

:
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dukedom. Vulsella, widi an exColumbella. The plate illusin well-drawn figures of no less than

the genealogy of an extinct

cellent figure of V. lingulata.

trating this genus is rich
nine species of these pretty

We

little shells.

After
with melancholy regret.
long struggling against an acute and fatal disorder, Mr. James
Sowerby has sunk into the grave. As one of the best delineators of natural productions this country has ever produced,
his numerous and valuable works through a long life, at once
Science w ill mourn
bespeak his excellence aud his induotrj'.
the loss of one whose labc-nrs have contributed in this country
Indeed, wc know not of one
so much to her advancement.
who, uniting the professional artist with the scientific naturalist,will supply the gap thus left in the small circle of our naAs a private character, we have ever
tive zoological artists.
heard Mr. Sov.-erby spoken of with esteem and respect; and
we trust tliat the many Avorks his unfortunate death has left in
n\\ unfinished state, will be completed, either by his sons, or by
some other competent person.

conclude

Girvilles

this article

Scoilisli

Cri/ptogamic Flora.

These Nmnbcrs of Mr.

Nos. 5 and

Greville's ii'.teresting

6.

work contain

the folUnving subjects
No. 5. Tab. 21. Erincum Bdiihc Decand. No. 22. E. py~
a most reriiinm Pers.
No. 23. Agariciis luberosiis Bull.
;

markable species, having, as its name implies, tuberous roots,
which are attached by means of a few fibres to moss, dead leaves,
and black and decayed Agarics of other species. No. 21'. Hi/stcrium Riibi of Pers.
And No. 25. Echinclla paradoxa^ a
marine production v/hich had never been noticed by any pi-eceding author, except Lyngbye in his excellent Tent. Hydrophyt. Dani(C.
Tlystcrium Jiiniperi of Mr. Greville, a new
No. 6. Tab. 2fi.
species found in the vicinity of Edinburgh, as well as upon the

Grampian Mountains, on

the dead leaves of ,///subplanum, minutum,
No. 27. Cylindrocellulis spornliferis apicibus attenuatis."
sporiim conceniriciiw, a new genus of plants of Mr. Greville's
Division of Fungi, which he calls Fusidoidefe {Epiphytce., Link),
and thus cliaracterized: " Plantae minutissimiB in foliis vivis
parasiticse, non rupta epidermide. Sporidia cylindrica truncata,
non septata, nuda, libera, coacervata," Grev, There is only one
specie; vet discovered, and that forms spots of white concentric lines on iioth the siu'faces of the leaves of the common
Ciibbago.
Tab. 28. Agaricus odorus Bull, et Sowerby, which

highest of the
niperiis

comnvmis:

" ovale nitidum

gives

:

Iloyal Society.
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gives out a scent like that o{ \\\q Antkoxanthum odoratum^ or
of the WoodruiF.
Tub. 29. Fnccinia Fahc, a new species of
the genus found on the leaves of the common Bean, and thus
distinguished: " bifrons nigra, depressa, oibiculata. Sporidia
1-loculata, ovato-globosa, pedicellis elongatis, gracilibus, al-

Grev. Tab. iJO. Gloionema apiculatum, a new species
of marine yi/^^p, at least only jn-eviously described by Mr. Greville in the Transactions of llieWernerian Society of Edinburgh.
The genus is invented by Agardli, and has for its character
bis,"

"

Fila gelatinosa, tcnacia, continua, intus granulis ellipticis vel

cylindricis longitudinaliter farcta."

The Spec.Chau. "fronde

continua, filifbrme, ramosa, aliqiiando iasciculata; granulis cylindraceo-oblongis apicibus ra)nulorum incrassatis apiculatis."

Grev.

Another British species of the gen.us is the Conferva Jcetida
oi TiiWw. {^Gloionema fa'tidumWook, Fl. Scot.)

The Botanical Register. No. 91'.
Plate 669 represents Polygala myrtifoUa, and PI. 670. Spathelia

simplex, tv.o Linntcan species long cultivated in our
PI. 671. Mclastoma granulosa, from Brazil, a country

gardens.

abounding in these beautifid and very gracei'ul plants. PI. 672.
Mclastoma mcdahailtrica, from China. PI. 673. Passijlora picturata, a new species, stated to have flowered at Mr. Lee's
Nursery last September. This ])larit was, liowevcr, nrst introduced into this country by INIr. Swainson, who sent it to
the Liverpool garden in 1816, from Pernambuco, where it
is abundant, though in the southern })ro\inces it has never
been found
the fruit, according to INIr. Swainson, is about
the size of a small pipjjin, and most delicious.
PI. 674. Osheckia stellata, a new species i'roni Nepal " O. foliis lanceolato;

:

oblongis acuminatis 5-nerviis ramisijue hispidis, calyce urceolato oblongo muricibus radiato-setosis implexe hirsuto
staminibus adscendentibus, antheris flexuosis iilamento longioribus.
PI. 675. Geodurwn dilatatum: the figure ol" this j)lant is objectionable, inasmuch as the artist has drav. n it with the spike
bent downwards, giving it a pendent app<earance (juite foreign
to the real habit of tlie plant.
:
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November

30lh, being St. Andrew's Day, the
Aimiversary Meeting at Soniersetgreat number of jncmbers were in alteruiancc at

Saturday,

Jioyal Society held their

Hcusc.

A

.'5

M

2

twelve

;;
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twelve o'clock, when the President Sir H. Davy, Bart, took
In the course of business, in announcing the names
the chair.
of tlie Fellows lost to the Society during the last year, amongst

whom

were Sir H. C. Englefield, Sir William Herschel,
Professor Vince, Dr. Parry, and M. Delambre
the Abbe Haiiy and Count BerthoUet on the Foreign list
the learned President gave a new interest to this ceremony
by entering into a short detail of the scientific merits of those
Dr.

jNIai-cet,

distinguished persons.
He prefaced his eulogies by saying, that the occasion was
a particular o'le; that the Society had never before in one
year lost so many distinguished Fellows by death that the
respect paid to the memory of the illustrious dead might, he
;

awaken a

feeling of ennilation amongst the living;
though he v.as unabie to do justice to their respective
merits, yet he trusted that in all he said the judgement and
the feelings of the Society would be in unison with his ov/n.
He spoke of Sir H. Englefield as an accomplished gentle-

hoped,

and

that,

man,

gifted with a great variety of information, possessing a
considerable knowletlge of astronomy, and talents ibr physical
researches; a clear writer; a learned antiquarian; as eminently
distinguished for conversational pov.'ers as a truly honest man,
;

and an ornament to the class of society in v.-hich he moved.
Of Sir William Hei'schel Sir Humphry said, that the progress of modern astronomy was so coimected with his labours
that his name would live as long as that science existed.
He
spoke of his happy and indefatigable spirit of observation, as
proved by his discoveries of a new planetary system, and of a
number of satellites before unknown of his inductive powers
of reasoning, and bold imagination, as shown in his views of
the system of the heavens and of liis talents for pliiloso})hical
experiments, as proved by the discovery of the invisible rays in
" Sn- William Herschel," said the learned
the solar spectrum.
President, " was a man who, though raised by his own efforts,
by the power of his own intellect, to so high a degree of eminence, was spoiled neither by glory nor by fortune, and retained under all circumstances the native simplicity of his
mind." He dwelt at some length on his amiable character, and
on the felicity of h'v life; remarking that he died full of years
and of honours and that when unable to labour himsellj he saw
a kindred disposition and powers dis])layed by his son.
Sir Humphry then regretted the premature death
of
Dr. Marcet, whom he characterized as an ingenious and accurate chemist, a learned physician, a liberal, enlightened and
most amiable man. He likewise gave short characters of
Dr. Vince, Plumian Professor at Cambridge o^ Dr. Parry,
and Sir Christopher Pegg.
Jn
;

;

;

;
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In eulogizing the Foreign Members, the learned President
spoke of the name of Haliy as one that would always be remembered in the history of mineralogy, in consequence of his
haAnng established what may be considered as a mathematical
character in detecting mineral species.
He mentioned Delambre, the learned Secretary of the Royal Academy of Sciences
at Paris, with great praise, as an excellent astronomer, and
candid and liberal historian of his own science, and an able
observer, whose name will be for ever associated with the first
accurate measurement of an arc of the meridian in France.
M. Bertholiet he called the patriarch of modern chemistr}'.
He dwelt on his discoveries and labours at some length, and
paid a just tribute to the candour and liberality of his mind,
to his warm and zealous patronage of rising genius, and to his
quiet and amiable social virtues.
Sir H. j3avy then read the list of members admitted into
the Society since the last anniversary, amongst v/hom were the
Rt. Hon. Robert Peel; Mr. Dakon," of Manchester; Dr. Kidd,

Professor
Phillips

;

oi'

Chemistry

Mr. Rennie

;

at

Mr. Thomson Mr. R.
Hon. Nic. Vansittart and

Oxford

the Right

;

;

;

Decr.ndolle on the Foreign hst. He then proceeded to state
the decision of the Council on the awai'd of the medal on
Sir Godfrey Copley's donation, which he stated they had this
year adjudged to the Rev. William Buckland, for his paper on
the Fossil Bones and Teeth found in a Cave near Kirkdale in
Yorkshire.
In the bejxinninfr of his discourse, the learned
President said that this was the first time a paper on a subject
of pure geological research had been honoured by this mark
of distinction.
He then entered into some general views of
the progress of geology, which necessarily made but slow advances, till mineralogy, which furnished its alphabet, and chemistry and comparative anatomy its logic, had advanced to
the scale of exact sciences.
He said that by tlie zeal and accurate spirit of observation of our contemporaries, more had
been effected within the last twenty years than in the whole
He mentioned generally some of the
time preceding them.
most succcsstui labourers iti the field of research, amongst
v/hom he said Professor Buckland was highly distinguished

M.

by

his indefatigable

ardour

for incpiiry,

and by

his

camion and

Professor BucklaniPs forsagacity in drawing conclusions.
mer works had considerably contributed to elucidate and advance his favourite science; but in this paper, by his industry
and happy talent for observation, an epoch was distinctly marked in the mineral history of the globe. The learned President
then, tor the purpose of illustrating the subject, gave a general

view of the constitution

of"

the

known

part of the surface

of

:
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of the globe; and stated, that though it had been suspected
that the fossil remains of large animals of the Hyaena, Tiger,
Elephant, Rhinoceros and Hippopotamus kind, found in our
diluvian strata, had been the remains of animals who once inhabited the countries in which they were found yet that this
had never been distinctly established till Professor Buckland
described the cave in Yorkshire, in which several generations
of hyaenas mu3t have lived and died.
He said tliat two theoretical views might be taken of the subject: one, that the animals were of a peculiar species fitted to inhabit temj^erate or
eold climates and the other, which he thought the most proHe
bable, that the temjjei'ature of the globe had changed.
entered into some general views on this interesting subject,
and its connexion with the period when the globe was in a
chaotic state with the periods of the successive creations of
living beings and with the early revolutions of the system till
it had attained that degree of stability which fitted it for the
habitation of man, the last of created beings.
In presenting the medal to Mr. Buckland, Sir Humphry
desired him to recei\e it as a tribute of respect iiom a body
which he believed to be very impartial in its decisions, and
w'hich considered the advances science had made, rather than
the nation, school, or individual by which they were effected.
He said he hoped his example would stimulate other members
of the Society to similar inquiries and labours for that geology was abundant in objects for i-esearch, and most worthy
of being pursued, on account of its connexion with the usefrom the ha})py views it aflbrds of the order of naful arts
:

;

;

;

;

ture,

—

and the assistance

it

lends to true religion

and from the

;

sublime objects it presents for sjjeculation in the great monuments of nature, marking the revolutions of the globe.
The Society then proceeded to the election of a Council
and Officers for the ensuing year; when, the List being examined, it was found that the Council consisted of the following

gentlemen
Of the Old CotPtcil. Sir Humphry Davy, Bart. William
Thomas Brande, Esq. Samuel Gooiienough, Lord Bishop of
Taylor Combe, Esq. Davies Gilbert, Esq. Charles
Carlisle
John F. W. Herschel, Es(). Sir Everard
Hatehett, Escj.
Home. Bart.; John Pond, Esq. Astronomer lloval; William
Hyde Wollaston, M.D. Thomas Young, M.D'.
Of the Nc-iSO Council. Charles Babbage, Esq.; Sir Gilbert

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Charles Lord Colchester John Wilson Croker,
Blane, Bait.
Esq. John Earl of Darnley ; Sir H. Halford, Bart. Pr. Col.
Phy. Charles Hutton, LL.D. ; Captain Henry Kater; William Hasledinc Pepys, Esq. Joseph Sabine, Esq.
;

;

;

;

:
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Astronomical Society of London.

The

Sir
President.
Davies Gilbert, Esq.

Officers.

Treasurer.

Humphry Davy,
Secretaries.
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Bart.

William

Thos. Brande and Taylor Combe, Esq.
The elections were as last year unanimous.
Dec. 5. The Croonian Lecture was continued.
Dec. 12. On Metallic Titanium; by W. H. Wollaston,
M.D. V.P.R.S. On the Difference of Structure between the
Human Membrana Tympani and that of the Elephant; by
Sir E. Home, Bart. V.P.R.S.
Dec. 19. On the Chinese Year; by J. F. Davis, Esq.
F.R.S.
On Rocks that contain Magnesia; by Charles DauPart only of
beny, M.G.S. Professor of Chemistry, Oxford.
this paper was read, and the Society adjourned to the 9th of
January 1823.

—

—

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

The

following papers were read:
the Measurement of Altitudes by the Barometer; by
Professor Littrow.
The object of this paper was to point out a more simple
process than any now in use, applicable to the service of traThe author
vellers, without logarithms or voluminous tables.
animadverted on the processes already in use, and proceeded
to state that he liad assumed the well known formula of La-

Dec.
1.

13.

On

place as the basis of his calculations, but with a new and less
From this he constructed
complicated form of expression.
several Tables l)y which the approximate heights might be
immediately determined, and of these several exam})les were
given.
By .1. Ni2. Observations on the Comet of January 1821.
collet of Paris.
3.

On

the Ap]ilication of

Mathematical Tables.

By

Machinery to the Computation of
Cliarles Babbage, Esq. F.Fi.S.

Secretary Astron. Soc.
Tl)is was a supplement to a former paper laid before the
Society, to explain some further properties which had been
developed in the use of this machinery such as, that it was
capable of taking advantage of a peculiar projieity of ihe^ orders of diftl:'renccs of the sine of an arc, so as to form tables of
the sines of arcs from beginning to end, with great certainty
and simplicity. The author then alluded to another class of
tables dependent on laws which hatl never yet been reduced
On
to analysis, but which were produced by the machinery.
examination of hcsc, and in(]uiring into their solution, he succeeded in ai riving at it by tv,o diflercnt processes of great
simplicity, while \\\c analytical equations to wliicli they could
alone
;

I

JLinnaan

ifi*

Socitfty.

Tliey likealone be reduced were of the greatest difficulty.
wise had reference to an analytical investigation of some problems relative to the game of chess.

LINNiEAX SOCIETY.
A. B. Lambert, Esq. V. P. in the chair.
On these evenings, after the conclusion of Mr. W. S. MacLeay's
paper mentioned in our last number, an interesting communication was read from the Rev. \\'m, Kirby, F. il. and L. S.
illustrative of the preceding one, and entitled "A Description of
some Insects which appear to exemplify Mr. W. 8. MacLeay's
It treats on some remarkDoctrine of Affinity and Analogy."
able instances of animals that assume the outward semblance
of one tribe, while their real characters and their habits show
so that creatures
that tliey actually belong to some other
which are placed in opposition to each other are yet connected
by as it were a symbolical relationship, which has not unfreDec. 3d and

1

7th.

:

quently misled the naturalist.
The learned author, after referring to, and concurring in,
the curious distinction pointed out by Mr. MacLeay, between
true affinities and resemblances that are merely analogical,
proceeds to exemplify his remarks in descriptions of a new
genus, Cataacojms, which might be taken for a Notiophilus of
Leach, of Iletcromorpha, another new genus, which, though
really a Linnaean Carabus, would at first sight be taken for a
Nitidida,
and a third new genus, Mimda, which vastly resembles an Areoda. He also describes a new species of Agrion,
which comes near to Lesfcs.
The original and interesting views of the general laws manifested in the natural disti'ibution of organized beings, which
have been lately published by Mr. W. S. MacLeay in his
Horcc Entomologiccv, and which it is the object of the abo\'e
pajiers to illustrate and exemplify, must claun the attention of
those students who, desiring to pursue Natural History jihiiosophicaliy, seek to ascend from an accurate knov/ledge of ))articulars, acquired by the useful and necessary aid of artificial
systems, to a discovery of that arrangement which is actually
For the successive and graduated
t> be found in Nature.
series, including innumerable modes of existence and varieties
of structure, which is presented to our view, together with the
general laws which jjrevail in the relations by which species
and classes are connected in one great system, are calculated
to impress the mind, and to employ our highest faculties,
equally with the investigation of the structure and properties
of individuals, upon an accurate acquaintance with which, however, all our other knowledg-c
^ must be founded.

—

—

Mr.

:
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of Loudon.

have controverted
ISIr. MacLeay remarks that those who
Bonnet's doctrhie of a simple series or chain of affinities, have
been wrong in inferring that, because the series was found not
to be simple, affinities "could not be continuous, and that naMr. MacLeay reture presented only unconnected groups.
conciles the continuity of affinities with the non-existence of a
simple series, by the discovery* diat two kinds of relation sub-

—

sist

throughout nature,— the relation of analogy, and

tJie

rela-

—and

Some
that these are entirely distinct.
glimpses' of this truth occurred to Pallas, and recently to other
philosophic naturalists,— Agardh, DecandoUe, and lastly Fries,
tion

—

of

afinitij,

The
in the investigation of different departments of natin-e.
consideration of it
is highly interesting, but the further

subject

would exceed our present limits. As, however, the Horce Entomologiccc is in the hands of but few persons, the greater jiart
of the Impression having been unfortunately destroyed in a fire,
we hope to give a fuller account of it at a future time.
second paper from Mr. Kirby was also read, being an
account of a new species of Eulophus (Geoffr.) ''En. damicornis
aureo-viridis, abdomine nigricanti, basi macula pallida subpelgreIt is a parasitical insect, the larva of which is
lucida."
garious, and was found infesting a caterpillar resembling diat

A

of

Bomhjx Camelina.

The

Society adjourned to January 21.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Papers read at
Nov. 1, 1822.

W.

during the present session
the Geology of the Ferroe Islands;

Uiis Society

On

by

C. Trevelyon, Esq.

Nov. 15. On the Geology of Hungary; by the Hon. Wm.
T. H. Fox Strangwavs.
Dec. G. On Uie Geology of Arabia and some Islands in the
Persian Gulf; by J. B. Fraser, Esq.— Two Letters from
W. Hamilton, Escj. His Britannic Majesty's Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of Naples, to Dr. Granville, giving a
Description of the late Eruption of Vesuvius.
Dec. 20. On the Geology of the Vicinity of Boulogne; by
Dr. Fitton.— Remarks on the Order of the Strata at Stmchcombe, near Durslev, made in 1821; by George Cumberlound m the
land, Escj.— Letter accompanying Fossil Bones
Limestone Quarries at Orcston near Plymouth by W. Clift,
Esq.— Notice on a Variety of Co})per Pyrites lately found
;

in the Consolidated

Mines

;

by John Taylor,

Esri.

» IJorcc Enlnmoiogwa; publislicd by Uagstcr, Patornostcr-row, 181!).
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Royal Geological
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Sociefj/

of Coriiicall.

ROYAL GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF CORNWALL.

The

ninth anniversary of this Society was held at Penzance
on the 1 1 th of October. The Report of the Council states
that the progress of the Institution is encouraging; and regrets the loss of the late Secretary, Dr. Forbes, who has removed from the county.
The cabinets have been enriched by many valuable donations
and in particular by a splendid series of minerals from
Mount Vesuvius, for which the Society is indebted to Sir Humphry Davy. The collection of specimens in most of the departments of mineralogy is now become interesting, and, being
open to public inspection, creates a growing attention to the
subject, and has led to the discovery of minerals hitherto un;

known

Invitations to correspondence have
in this county.
been received from foreign institutions and men of science;
which shows that this Society has already attracted notice
both at home and abroad.
In the publication of the second volume of Transactions
it was judged proper to confine its contents entirely to papers
although
relative to the geology and mineralogy of Cornwall
;

occasioned the regret of thereby omitting many valuable
communications.
large space will be found devoted to the
detail of numerous facts and experiments on the much controverted subject, the Temperature of Mines, and also on the
Phaenomena of Veins, which cannot fail to attract much atten-

it

A

tion

and further

investigation.

Since the last anniversary a Course of Lectures on the
elements of chemistry has been delivered by the Secretarj',
Dr. Boase, to a numerous and attentive auditory, and received
with much approbation. And the Council have also the pleasure to report, that there is evidently a growing attention to
scientific pursuits, which encourages them to hope that the
period is not distant, when the great object of this Society will
be realised by the establishment of a School of Mines in Cornwall.

—

Papers read since the last Report. On the Tin-ore of Boand Levant. By Dr. Boase, Secretary. A further Account of the Mineralogy and Geology of St. Just. By J. Carne,
Esq.
On the Serpentine District of Cornwall, By the Rev. C.
Rogers.
On the Neptunian Theory of the Formation of Veins.
By H. Boase, Esq. Treasurer. On the Noxious Gases of
Mines. By Dr. Boase. On Submarine Mines. By Joseph
Carne, Esq.
On the Temperature of the Cornish Mines. By
M. P. Moyle, Esq. A proposed new Method of Drawing

tallack

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mininc:

;

Electrical Shocksjiom a Cat.
467
Mining Maps nnd Sections. Communicated by Mr. Fox.
On the Temperature of Mines. By R. W. Fox, Esq. On
the Utility of a School of Mines.
By Dr. Boase.— An Account
of the Quantity of Tin produced in Cornwall, in the Year.
By Joseph Carne, Esq.— An Account of the Produce of the
Copper Mines of Cornwall, in Ore, Copper, and Money, in
the Year.
By Mr. Alfred Jenkyns.

Among

the donations of minerals are the foUowino-;
of Specimens from the neighbourhood of Naples
;
Specimens illustrative of the Geology of the Malvern Hills
Specimens from St. Just Specimens from the Isle of Arran

A

series

;

and Norway

Specimens illustrative of the Lizard District
Stalactites from Bermuda; Volcanic Specimens from
the
Mediterranean. The Horn of an Elk and other Organic Remains from Fentuan Stream- Works.
Officers and Council for the Year.
President: Davies Gilbert, Esq. M.P. V.P.R.S. &c. &c.
Vice-Presidents: William Rashleigh, Esq.; Charles Lemon, Esq. John Scobell, Esq. John Paynter, Esq.
;

;

;

Secretary: Henry S. Boase, M. D. 'Treasurer: Henry
Boase, Esq. Librarian : T. Barham, M.D.
Curator : Edward C. Giddy, Esq. Assistant Secretary : R. Moyle, Jun. Esq.
The Council: T.Bolitho, Esq.; Joseph Carne, Esq.; Stephen
Davy, Esq. Alfred Fox, Esq. ; G. D. John, Esq. Rev. C. V.
Le Grice ; M. P. Moyle, Esq. Rev. Canon Rogers ; H. P.
Tremenheere, Esq. ; John Williams, Jun. Esq.
;

;

;

XCVL

Intelligence

and Miscellaneous

Articles.

ELECTRICAL SHOCKS FROM A CAT.

To

the Editors

of the Philosophical Magazine.

—

Gentlkmi-.n,
JiivERv child knows that in frosty weather
the back of a cat, when rubbed, possesses the power of emitting electrical sparks ; but as I am not aware of its being generally known tliat an electrical shock may be taken Irom the
animal, I have not thought the fact too trifling to merit your
notice.

A

few days ago, when sitting in a warm room beforw a
fire, a favourite cat unceremoniously placed
himself
my lap. After amusing myself for a short time in exciting the sparks from his back, I was, in c()nse(|uencc of feeling
a disagreeable starting sensation in the left hand, about to
place the animal on the caipet, when it occurred to me that
the (.-fleet mi;rlit be electrical, as my left hand had been piaci-d

good
upon

3

N2

under

—
Fjror
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in Tables

of Abcrraliuii,

.

^-c.

under his throat, the middle finger and the thumb gently
pressing the bones ot" his shoulders, while my right was passReplacing the animal in his situation, I
ing along his back.
carefully repeated the action, and found my hypothesis to be
correct ; as I received at short intervals a disagreeable sensatipn in the left hand and arm, exactly resembling a slight
shock from the Leyden phial, the body of the animal with
my arms and back forming the electric circle. Afterwards,
changing the position of the creature and placing my right
hand under his throat, while I passed the left along his back,
On trial,
I experienced a similar sensation in the right hand.
some friends who were present found the same result. I
have repeated the experiment, and, the present state of the
atpiosphere being favourable, always with the same result
provided the cat had lain some time before the fire.
If the object of this trifling communication be not generally
known, perha)is the publishing of it will serve to amuse your
readers, and add to our stock of philosophical curiusiiies.
I remain, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
>

Def. 21,

thumb
the

John Gloveh.

182;3.

not indispensably necessary that the finger and
be placed on the shoulders the bone of the jaw has

P. S. It

is

:

same

effect.

ERROR

I®°

IN TABLES OF ABERRATION, ETC.

We are requested

by Mr. F. Baily to correct an error
No. 294 of our Journal, in the account of
the New Tables of Aberration and Nutation. It was there stated
that the "whole of the tables were computed bv MM. Rosenbergh and Scherke whereas it was only the table containing
the values of C and D that was calculated by those gentlemen.
The table of the constant quantities (denoted by a, b, c, d, and
of, b', c',d',) were computed by Dr. Ursin and Mr. Hansen,
under the immediate direction of the celebrated M. Schumacher, so well known foi" his zeal and abilities in the cause
of science, and equal])' distinguished for his liberal views in
promoting and widely extending the diffiision of knowledge.
which appears

in

;

NATURAL HISTORY.

SNAKE.

" Demerara, 2^lh Se^rtembcr. Yesterday a Carnody snake
was killed on Plantation Huis I'Dieron, on the west coast of
Essequibo, measuring 14 feet long, and 11 inches in circumference at the natural size of the stomach but the stomach was
(listended to the enormous size of '51 inches.
On opening it,
;

it

Russian Voyage of Discoveiy.

—

JFiie in

a Coal-pit.

4-69

was found to contain an entire alligator recently swallowed
(decomposition ha\ing scarcely commenced), and measuring
six feet long by 28 inches circumference. From the appearance
of the neck of the alligator, it is evident that the snake destroyed
him by entwining round that part ; and so severe seemed to be
the constriction, that the eyes of the alligator were actually
it

started

from

their sockets."

RUSSIAN VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY.

The ships Golownin and Baranow, sent in 1821 by the Russian American Company to make discoveries on the north-west
coast of America, have returned safe. Besides making a more
accurate survey of the north-west coast, they have discovered
a pretty large island, called Numirak, situated, according to
their account, in 59° 5i' 57" north latitude, and 193° 17' 12"
east longitude.

FIRE IN A COAL-PIT.

Ayr, Nov.

DIRECTION OF CURRENTS.

— On the night of Saturday

last, a large fire,
a lamp, was lighted in the Sutfield
Coal-pit, for the purpose of carrying off the air in a certain
In the course of the night, and after the workmen
direction.
had left the pit, the current of air changed its course in consequence of which the flames of the lamp conmiimicated with
a quantity of timbers, which was discovered upon Sunday
morning to be on fire, and burning with great violence. The
fire-engines from the town were conveyed to the spot, the pipes
of which were introduced into the pit; and although the supply of water was plentiful, yet their united streams had no efIt was next deemed advisable
fect in quenching the flames.
to exclude the air, by covering up the mouth of the pit and
in this state it remained until yesterday, when the smoke having apparently subsided, the covering was removed, and several men went down, who re})ort little damage to be done bei^eath, with the exception of llie loss often ponies which were
The fire was found to be nearly
suffocated by the smoke.
exhausted, and it is expected that the pit will be in working

21.

termed by the

colliers

;

;

order in a few days.
Note. In niines whitli liavc ;i minibcr ofpits, frequent eliances in the
direction of the currents of air may be <)l)serve(l, such changes lieing generally [)r()<hice(l by alterations in the weather.
Dr. Forbes in liiw paper on the 'reni|)eratiu-e of Mines in the Transactions
of the Royal fieological Society of Cornwall, vol. ii. |). KiH, says, "The
cooling effect of high winds is very perceptible even at the bottom of shalit appears that the cm-rents of air in the very deei)cst mines
arc considerably influenced by their force and direction. 'J"he following
observations on this suljjcct made in Dolcuuth Mine were connniuiicaled to
Dr.

low mines, and

Palcufs.

4.70

Dr. Forbes by Mr- John Rule, jun., one of the supcrintendants. " I have
made sonic experiments to ascertain the direction oCthe currents of air in
this mine, and find that in i?') of our principal shafts, 13 have a strong current downwards, and 12 about the same degree of current upwards; they
differ, however, with respect to the strength of the currents, some being very
strong, others less so." " I am enabled to state that the currents vary as the
wind does, so that those shafts which sometimes have a current downwards,
on a change of the wind have an upward current, and rncc versa. The same
thing takes place with regard to the levels under ground
changes of wind
making the current of air run in opposite directions at different times, and
altering its force, so that when it blows hard the current is strong undergroimd, and vice versa."
These observations agree with our own experience, and that of most practical men it is not to be wondered at, therefore, that such an acciileiit should
liappen as that detailed above: it is rather, indeed, extraordinary, as fire
is often used for ventilating mines, when explosive gases arc present, that
some accidents have not occurred of a more serious nature. The only effec-

—

:

tual

remedy

for foul air in

mines

drawing

is

it off' b)' nierhaiiietil

mcdiis,

process which has been tried in some cases with success, has been
praised and talked of, but wo believe very little practised.— J. T.

a

much

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.
Joseph Egg, of Piccadilly, in the parish of St. James,
Westminster, gun-maker, for certain improvements in the construction of guns and fire-arms upon the self-priming and deDated 26th November 1822. 2 months
tonating principle.

To

—

—

allowed to enrol specification.
To Thomas Ibbotson, of Sheffield, Yorkshire, fender manufacturer, for his improved fender, capable of being extended
or contracted in length so as to fit fire-places of different dimensions.
28th November. 2 months.
To John Dixon, of Wolverhampton, Staffiirdshire, brassfounder, for certain improvements on cocks such as are used
28th November.
2 months.
for drawing off liquids.
To Joseph Woollams, of the city of Wells, Somersetshii-e,
land-agent, for certain improvements in wheeled carriages of
various descriptions, to counteract the falling and facilitate the
labour of animals attached to them, and to render persons and
5th
property in and near them more secure from injury.
December. 6 months.
To William Robson, of St. Dunstan's Hill, Tower-street,
London, printer and stationer, for his method to prevent or
protect against fraadulent jiractices, upon bankers' checks,
bills of exchange, and various species of mercantile, commercial, and other correspondence.
10th December.
6 months.
To Jacob Perkins, late of Philadelphia, in the United States
of America, but now of Fleet-street, London, engineer, who,
in conse(iuence of communications made to him by a certain foreigner residing abroad, and discoveries by himself, is in
10th
possession of certain improvements in steam-engines.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

December,

— 6 months.

—

—

To

—
Patents.
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To Samuel Parker the younger, of Argyl-street, in the parish
St. James, Westminster, Mickllesex, bronzist, for certain
10th Dec.
improvements in tlie construction of lamps.
2 ni.
To William Bundy, of Fulham, Middlesex, mathematical
instrument maker, for his macliine for breaking, cleaning and
preparing flax, hemp, and other vegetable substimces containing fibre.
16th December.
6 months.
To Tliomas Barnard Williamson Dudley, of King-street,
in the parish of St. Aim, W^estminster, Middlesex, mechanist,
for his method of making or manuiacturing malleable castmetal shoes for draft and riding horses, and other animals,
upon a new and improved plan or principle. 16th Dec. 6 m.
To John Nicholson, of Brook-street, Lambeth, Surry, civil

of

—

—

—

—

—

—

engineer, for certain apparatus for the more conveniently applying heat to certain instruments of domestic use.
16th De-

cember.

—

— 6 months.

To John

Dumbell, of Howley House, Warrington, Lancamerchant, lor certain improvements relative to carriages,
which may be applied thereto, or in improving of the organization, driving, actuating, accelerating, or moving of vehicles
and carriages in general. 16th December. 6 months.
To John Bainbridge, of Bread -street, Cheapside, London,
merchant, who, inconsequence of a conununicationmade to him
by Amos Thayer, junior, of the city of Albany, in the United
States of America, mechanist, is in possession of certain im16th Dec.
provements on rotatory steam-engines.
6 mon.
To Matthias Wilks, of Dartford, Kent, seed-crusher, for
his method of refining oil produced from seed.
20th December.
6 months.
To Thomas Linley, of Sheffield, Yorksliire, bellows-maker,
for his method of increasing the force or power of bellows.
20th December. 2 montlis.
To Sir James Jeltj of Oaklands, near Newnham, Gloucestershire, knight, for liis combination of nuichiner}^ for working
and ornamenting marble anil other stone for jambs, mantles,
20th December. 6 mo.
chimney-i)ieces, and other pm-poses.
To John Isaac Hawkins, of Pentonville, civil engineer, and
shire,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sampson Mordan, of

—

Union-street, City-road, j)ortable jien-

improvements on pencil holders or port
crayons, and on jiens for tlie purpose of iiicilitating writing and
drawing, by rendering the frec|uent cutting or mending of the
makcr,

for

their

—

—

20lli Deceml)er.
6 months.
points or nil)s unnecessary.
To Wiiham Pass, of Curtain-road, in tin; parish of St. Leonard, Shoreditcli, Middlesex, dyer, lor his improvement in

calcining and smelting of various descriptions of ore.

December.

— 6 months.

—

20tli
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Mcteoyology.

METEOROLOGICAL TABLE.
The London Observations by Mr. Gary, of the Strand.
The Boston Observations by Mr. Samuel Veall.

473

t.

INDEX
AliEIlBATION
Tables

and

TO VOL. LX.

Nutation.

errors in,
468
Academy of Sciences, Paris, 145, 229
Acid, formic. Artificial formation of,

Adds and
iJieir

279

of,

;

Alkalies.

230
Faraday on, 319 ;

relation to vegetable coloin-s,

170
Adipocire of dead bodies,
322
Aether, pjroligneous, 315; sulphuric,

448
Relations of,
38S, 464
Agricullure,
75, 151, 187
Air from an ice house. Analysis of, 266
AJfinit;/.

Alkalifs, tlieir relation to vcg. colours,

170
Alkohol, changed by galvanism, 155 ;
from pyroligneous acid,
315
Alloys of steel,
355, 363

Almanac, Nautical, for 1825,
325
Altitude and Azimutli Instrument, 8,
Amici's

102
301

new

Sextant,
Relations of,

Analog;/.

3S3, 464

Hcrapath's method

Analt/sis.

77

of,

Apjo/in (Dr.) Herapath's reply to, 193
Aroma of rum, 397 ; of meat, ibid.
Arscniccd vapours from copper-works,

32
Astronomical instruments, flexure

338

;

observatories,

of,
1

97

Astronomii, information concerning, 388
Aiitinnnal Flowering,
426

Machine

liubba^c's

for

Computation,

463
Saily on the solar eclipse, Sept. 1820,
25; on Aberration and Nutation,
279, 468 ; on Littrow's mode of determining the Latitude, 43 ; on the
Pleiiules,
189
Siiird on rocks in Newfoundland, 20G
Jiarlow on tlic magnetic action of hot

343

iron,
Berlkollet.
llcrzclius
licssel's

on

Death

398, 461

of,

65

pyrites,

general sui-veyof the Heavens,

427
Ulast-fumacc. Origin of,
401
Jtlomiwri/, air, 165; blast,
219, 402
lionet, fossil, from Norfolk,
1 32
Hooks, New, C6, 135, 211, 319, 377,

456
Jiotanical workss.

Analysis

of,

1

42, 22

1,

385, 457
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ih'l'

Bowditch on tlic measurement of the
progress of an eclipse,
S29

Brain and Spinal I\Ia:Tow,
Bucldand, Professor,
Barney (Dr.) on a lunar

76
4G1
317

iris,

Calculi, urinary,

445

Caloric, capacity for,

155; law of, S2l
Cambridge Philosophical Such ly,
216
Canal, American,
235
Carlisle on
the connexion between
leaves
Cat.

and

fruit,

Electrical shocks from,

Cataract.

Gibson's instrument

for,

38
467
76

Cavern in America,
71
Cayenne. Black sand of,
233
Chlorine. Heat produced by,
61, 100
Chlorijie and Chloiate of potassa, 1 GO, 448
Chronometers,
157
Circle, Repeating,
8, J02
Circle, Mural, derangement in, 355,
Coal-pif, fire in a,

469
Comet 0(1822, 78, 391; Observations
of, for Aug. and SejJt.
322
Cojidvc'torg, electrical, for ships,
231
Copper- smelting, arsenical vajjours from,

32
Copper liRnes, produce of,
75
Cordage, from the 2>alm-tree,
236
Cross-phmghing,
188
Crysl(ds containing water,
310
Cinnming on mrtgnetism and electricity,

253
470

Currents of air, subterranean,
Cytisus of the ancients,
T).

on Mr. Herapath's

Damp

in walls,

Davy

Sir

(

H. ) on

in vacuo,

285
71

electrical jjlia^nomcna

179; address to the Royal

Society,

Delambre,

\.\q

Tiicary,

4G0

M.

238, 461
De Sanctis on ma<!;nelic experiments,
340 ; on sea water,
202
Deuihar on water in crystals,
310
Diekion, Jaincj,
1.37
Diitiiyicc, lunar,

271

Docbcreincr on pyi-oligneousand formic
acid,
155, 230, 315

Double altitude problem,
167
Earth, sinking of the,
393
Karthjuake at Lisbon, 79
North of
England, 234; Latokia, 396; at
;

Alejipo,

ibid.

Eclipse, solar, Sept. 1820.

25

;

for 182.3,

1;

INDEX.
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440; lunar, measured by a sextant,
329
Elasticilt/ of vapours,
193
conductors for ships, 231
phoDiioinena in vacuo, 179 ; sliocks

Electrical

from a

467
Eleclricittf. Magnetism amcasureof,253
Elephant's bones from Xorfolk coast,
134
Elks, Wappeti,
76
Ellis's discovery of the effect of cold on
magnets,
i>02, 340
Encyclopadia, Edinburgh, on observatories,
1 93
460
Englcficld, Sir H.
Eqiuitioiis. On Sudan's method of extracting roots of,
173
cat,

Evaporation. Hygrometer by,
81
Eipaiuive force of steam,
452
Ei]>eclitiou, American, to the South, 149;
North- West land, 323 ; Prussian to
Africa, 150; French, 148; English
to the Red Sea, 147; Russian, 469
Expemnciils, frigotific, 199; galvanic,
358 ; on alloys of steel,
*355
Faraday on the alloys of steel, *355,
363; on the action of acids,
319
Floods in Dorsetshire,
377
Flowers. Pollen of,
56, 452
Fluids, elastic. Motion of,
156
Fonnau's, Captain, theory of tides, 88,
210, 267, 335
Formic acid. Artificial formation of, 230
Foot-rot in sheep,
218
Forster ( Dr. T. ) on the autumnal blowing of the Narcissus, 343, 426 ; on
tliunder-storms,
195
Fraiienhofer s new micrometer, 314, 429
Franklin, Captain,
323
Furnaces, iron, 166, 249 ; blast, origin

401
358
69

of,

Galvanic pha;nomena,
Gits

from

oil-seeds,

Gaseous spring, 77
hypothesis of,

gaseous repulsion,
18
155
Gauging apparatus,
241
;

Gases, capacity of, for caloric,

Gcoffroy

St.

Hilaire

on incubation,

Geological Society. Transactions of,

150
330

Heauens. Survey of,
Analysis of,

427

70
S53

Hellebore.

Hciiiipodixts nivosus,

Herujmth on gaseous repulsion, 18 ;
theory, 77, 285; reply to Dr, Apjohn,
193
147
Hcrschel (Mr.) on lenses,
Herschel (Sir

Wm.)

Homer. Manuscript

236, 459

394

of,

Horce EntomologiccB, MacLeay's, 388,

464
77

Horse-shoes, improved,
Horticultural Society,

380

Hutton's hygrometer,

81

Hydrogen

70

gas, ai-seniuretted,

81
Hygrometer, by evaporation,
Ibbetson (Mrs.) on polkn of flowers,

56

266
Ice-house. Air from,
Iceland. Ornithology of,
234
150
Incubation,
440
Imws on Eclipses in 1823,
Iris, lunar,
317
Iron, alloys of, 355, 363 ; Tredgold on,
1.37

Iron and Zinc from bank-notes,
Iron, hot, magnetic action of,
Iron, meteoric, analysis
Iron. Origin and discovery of,
of,

75
343
*.'i58

161,

249
Ivory on the hygrometer, 81 ; on the
doubk altitude problem,
167
Kirby, Rev. W.,
464
Konigsberg, survey of the Heavens at,

427
Laplace on caloric,
Latitude,

321

new method of determining,
43

Lc Cayma ( A. ) on

the autumnal bloom-

ing of spring flowers,
Lectures,
Lenses, aberrations of,

426
159, 239

147
hygrometrical experiments, 81
Life-boat, Gower's,
409
Lightning. Effect of,
61
Linnaaii Society of London, 388, 455,
Leslie's

464
146

Linna-an Society of Paris,
Lithography,
Littrou's

206, 325

new method of determining

Geology of Sussex,
21
Gowcr's life-boat,
409
Greenland. Discoveries in,
234
Grooby on Dr. Maskelynu's 36 stars,

latitude, 43 ; on the repeating circle,
&c. 263 ; on Franenhofer's micrometer,
314
Lowry's, Miss, Conversations on Mine-

450
395

ralogy,
454
distance. On the,
271
374
Lungs, action of, to restore,
MacLeay on relations of Affinity and

49, 93,
Gull, black-toed,

on weights and measures,
241, 418
on the comet,
322
on the stor.iach,
377
from chloiine,
61, 100

Gutieridge

J/nrrfing (Prof.)
7/art-

IlciU

Lunar

Analogy,
Magnet. Effect of cold on,
Mugnelic action of hot iron,

388, 464
I

^9,

340
343

1;

INDEX.
Magnetism a measure of
Maiiddl on potassium,

253
£47

electricity,

ManteWs geology of

Sussex, &c.
211
Marcet (Dr.) on the saline contents of
sea water,

434, 460

MasMi/nt's 36

Stars,

R.A.

of, 49,

93,
4ri9

Meat. Aroma of,
39?
Medical properties of chlorate of potassa,
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